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CHAPTER «ECONOMIC SCIENCES»
FINANCIAL MONITORING STABILITIES
OF THE BANKING SYSTEM
Yuliia Aleskerova1
Volodimir Todosiichuk2
DOI: https://doi.org/10.30525/978-9934-26-193-0-1
Abstract. The purpose of the article is to substantiate the theoretical
approaches to determining the place and role of the banking system
in the economic development of the state, improving the methods of its
measurement and regulation. The research data were carried out on the
analysis of “Oschadbank”. The financial security of the bank is the most
important component of the financial and, therefore, national security of
the country, it is a state of a commercial bank, which is characterized by
resistance to threats of different nature and balance, the ability to achieve
the planned strategic goal and generate sufficient financial resources to
ensure compliance. Characterizing the financial security of commercial
banks, it is necessary to focus on key parameters: financial security ensures
a balanced and stable financial condition of the bank; contributes to the
efficient operation of the bank; well-organized financial security allows to
identify problem areas in the bank’s activities in the early stages, as well as
to neutralize the impact of crises to prevent bankruptcy. Results. Banking
regulation is the process of promoting financial stability through the use
of special methods, tools, by establishing specific rules and regulations.
Therefore, the functions of banking regulation are closely related to the
conduct of monetary policy and the organization of the settlement system and
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have historically been carried out by central banks. Supranational banking
regulation is a regulatory process carried out by world-class international
organizations (IMF, IBRD, EBRD, BCBS).Banking supervision is the
control over the stability and stability of the banking system, which must
adequately respond to global trends and reassess supervisory policy. From
the standpoint of methodology, banking supervision should be understood
as a set of methods, techniques, tools used by banking supervisors to
monitor the performance of banks, the application of measures of influence
and so on. Banking supervision is based on a constant analytical survey
of banks and serves socio-economic needs, as there is a close relationship
between risk analysis and banking supervision. In Western and domestic
scientific sources, the issue of banking supervision is often identified with
the analysis of the causes of banking risks and methods of their study. An
analysis of the literature has shown that the study of risks has a long history,
but the active study of financial risks began relatively recently – in the
late nineteenth – early twentieth century. Value/originality. The scientific
novelty of the work is determined by the following provisions: improved
comprehensive approach to monitoring the activities of banks, which allows
to obtain a quantitative description of their impact on the banking system
of Ukraine.
1. Introduction
Banking is an ancient science. It accumulates thousands of years of
experience in credit institutions, reveals what has long been formed as
mandatory principles of banking. Monetary, credit relations as elements of
economic relations reflect the most complex phenomena of life, as they relate
to relations between people as its most complex subjects. Money, credit
give society a significant incentive for development, gives a whole system
of special relationships, special order and a high degree of organization.
The bank as a specific enterprise produces a product that is significantly
different from the product of material production, it produces not just
goods, but goods of a special kind in the form of money, means of payment.
Money is a reproducible category; Cash money issued by the bank as the
sole monopolist in the total mass of the subjects of reproduction, serves
both the sphere of production and distribution, exchange and consumption.
In addition to this product, banks also provide a variety of services, mostly
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financial. In short, banks are “suppliers of money” to society, ie we can say
that the bank plays an important role for people. Each bank has its own
little secrets of success – a wide and extensive branch network, establishing
and developing relations with Belarusian and foreign banks on the basis
of mutually beneficial and long-term cooperation, improving service
technologies and introducing new services. We can assume that the more
services, the higher the rating, therefore, public confidence in banks will be
higher, and the greater the role of the bank in people’s lives. The key to the
bank’s success in the services it provides to individuals and legal entities.
The banking sector is undergoing constant change and development.
This is with the development of the country’s economy, foreign economic
relations, world financial markets, as well as state regulation of banking.
Methods of work of banks, forms of customer service, technologies of
performance of operations change. The informatization of banking should
play a leading role in solving these problems. Remote customer service
comes to the fore when all possible access channels are used. Rapid
development of mobile devices and increased mobility of customers
themselves make remote service operations more popular. Internet services
(Internet banking) of banks are already in place and will be developed, as
the speed of service provision is important. This allows you to manage your
accounts online from anywhere. Customer relationship management in
banking with a focus on the client as a leading direction in banking ensures
the stability and competitiveness of the bank.
The urgency of issues related to the place and role of the banking system
in the economic development of the state, the need for deeper development
of relevant theoretical and methodological and information-analytical
support led to the choice of work topic, its purpose and objectives.
The aim of the work is to study the state and development of the banking
system of Ukraine and develop recommendations of economic, regulatory,
informational and organizational nature to regulate the activities of foreign
banks taking into account national economic interests and the challenges of
globalization.
Achieving the goal of work was based on the use of general scientific
methods of cognition (analytical, synthetic, dialectical, historical) – in the
study of the nature, causes and consequences of banks and strategies for
their regulation; methodological principles of a systematic approach – in the
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study of the functional and organizational structure of the regulatory system
of foreign banks and the development of proposals for its improvement, as
well as special techniques and methods of analytical research. The research
methodology is based on observation, measurement and characterization
of objective economic phenomena, followed by analysis of results using
mathematical and statistical methods, methods of structural analysis and
forecasting, development and practical implementation of existing methods,
theoretical generalization of identified trends and patterns.
The study was conducted on the basis of laws and regulations of the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, the EU,
official statistics of the National Bank of Ukraine, the Ministry of Finance
of Ukraine, the Association of Ukrainian Banks, the State Mortgage
Institution, the Deposit Guarantee Fund, Ukraine, information-analytical
and rating agencies. The study used the reporting data of commercial banks
of Ukraine and consolidated financial statements of transnational banks,
monographs, publications of domestic and foreign scholars on the study of
foreign banks.
The scientific novelty of the obtained results is the substantiation of
theoretical approaches to determining the place and role of the banking
system in the economic development of the state, improving the methods
of its measurement and regulation. The scientific novelty of the work
is determined by the following provisions: an integrated approach to
monitoring the activities of banks has been improved, which allows
obtaining a quantitative description of their impact on the banking system
of Ukraine.
2. Theoretical principles of determining the nature and assessment
of financial stability of the banking system
Ukraine is one of the countries whose financial industry is developing within
the bank-centric model. In the total assets of the financial sector, the share of
banks exceeds 80%, which determines their important role in the formation
and distribution of cash flows of the economy. One of the main sources that
generates these flows is lending, which, including interbank lending, accounts
for 69.2% of the total assets of the country’s banking system.
Banks are the center of the financial system, the stability of which is
the most important condition for economic development. For Ukraine to
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achieve and maintain the modern world level The organization of banking
is of paramount importance. The process of market transformation began
with the reform of the banking system and so far serious positive results
have been achieved in this direction. Banks are trust companies inherent in
any functioning economy. formations engaged in lending and financing of
industry and trade, retail business at the expense of money capital attracted
in the form of deposits and by issuing own shares and equity and debt
securities. They provide cash services to customers, as well as perform
cash transactions at the bank’s cash desks. and its remote units. The special
role of the banking system is to ensure stable economic growth, expand
the capacity of enterprises to attract financial resources, in maintaining and
increasing the savings of citizens. Without a strong banking system there
can be no strong economic system of the country.
Banks in Ukraine are the main providers of financial services. As of
April 1, 2019, the total volume of loans granted by banks to non-financial
corporations and individuals reached 48.9 trillion. UAH (52% of all assets
of the banking system). Banks’ investments in debt make up 11.2% of all
assets. Banks are the largest operators in the domestic foreign exchange
market (over 90%), the repo market (about 85%) and the bond market
(almost 70%). Ukrainian banks perform an important social mission to
ensure the availability of financial services for citizens and organizations of
all forms of ownership, regardless of population density and geographical
distances. Remote banking has become widespread: 93% of accounts of
individuals and 98% of accounts of legal entities provide access via the
Internet. The banking system belongs to the sectors of the economy that
are characterized by a high degree of vulnerability to the negative effects of
external shocks and fading macroeconomic dynamics. The high sensitivity
of banking to crisis scenarios is explained, though not entirely, by its
dependence on the behavioral psychology of customers, which, especially
in the face of signs of financial instability, and even more panic, may
acquire features of irrationality. The number of banks in Ukraine reached its
peak by the mid-1990s, when their number exceeded 2,500. Excluding local
crises (1995 and 2004), there were three waves of decline. All of them were
related to the implementation of crisis scenarios of economic development:
default in August 1998, the global financial crisis of 2008–2009 and the
currency crisis in 2014–2015.
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Thus, the concept of “financial stability” originates in the practical
problems associated with the emergence and overcoming of financial
crises, which governments and central banks of almost all countries have
faced in different historical periods. This concept began to develop most
actively in the 90s of the twentieth century. At this time, the liberalization
of capital movements, the rapid development of the financial services
market for foreign capital and other economic globalization processes
observed in many countries have clearly demonstrated the danger of
financial imbalances and the possibility of rapid financial crises. Against
this background, the urgency of the problem of ensuring financial stability
in general, the stability of financial relations of all sectors of the economy,
as well as reducing the likelihood of systemic financial destabilization.
Table 1 shows the views of foreign practitioners to determine the essence
of financial stability.
Summarizing the existing definitions of the concept of “financial stability”
in the scientific literature (Table 1), we should distinguish three approaches to
its interpretation: direct (functional), inverse and mixed definition.
1. Direct definitions contain a description of the functions and other
characteristics that a stable financial system should have. These definitions
are based on the thesis that the financial system is stable as long as it performs
its functions. This approach was presented by practicing economists at the
Deutsche Bundesbank and the Bank of Poland.

The essence of the concept of “financial stability”
in terms of foreign scholars and practitioners
Author

Table 1

Definition of “financial stability”

this is the lack of instability, a situation in which economic
A. Kroket,
activity is negatively affected by fluctuations in the prices
Head of the Financial
of financial assets or there is an inability of financial
Forum stability
institutions to meet their obligations
is determined by: a) monetary stability; b) the level of
Maykl Fut
employment close to the normal rate of employment in
(UK Financial Services the economy; c) trust of economic entities in financial
Authority)
institutions and markets; d) the absence of relative
fluctuations in prices for real or financial assets.
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(End of Table 1)
Author
Definition of “financial stability”
Vim Duyzenberh
means the smooth functioning of the key elements that
(Head of the European
shape the financial system.
Central Bank)
should be defined by its opposite – financial instability,
which is determined by three criteria: (1) prices for key
Rodzher Ferhyuson Jr.,
financial assets that deviate significantly from fundamental
Member of the Board
values and (or) (2) failures in the functioning of securities
of Governors of the
markets and access to credit within the country and,
US Federal Reserve
possibly at the international level; (3) aggregate costs that
deviate significantly from the potential value.
describes a stable state in which the financial system
Deutsche Bundesbank effectively performs its key functions, in particular, resource
allocation and risk reduction, as well as payments.
is determined by the absence of crises in the financial
system, ie the resilience of the financial sector to shocks
Bank of Norway
arising from the activities of financial institutions or the
functioning of financial markets.
a situation where the system continuously and efficiently
Bank of Poland
performs all its functions, even in conditions of significant
unexpected and negative shocks.
a situation where the financial system operates without
Bank of the
significant defects or undesirable effects on the current
Czech Republic
and future development of the economy as a whole, which
indicates a high degree of resilience of the system to shocks.
Nout Vellink ,
a stable financial system is able to efficiently allocate resources
President Bank
and absorb shocks, prevent the impact of their devastating
of the Netherlands
effects on the real economy and other financial systems.
The financial system can be considered stable if it:
1) facilitates the efficient allocation of economic resources
in space and time, as well as other financial and economic
Harri Dzh. Shynazi
processes; 2) allows you to assess and allocate financial
risks, as well as manage them; 3) retains the ability
to perform these important functions even in external
externalities or when increasing economic imbalances.

2. Direct definitions contain a description of the functions and other
characteristics that a stable financial system should have. These definitions
are based on the thesis that the financial system is stable as long as it performs
its functions. This approach was presented by practicing economists at the
Deutsche Bundesbank and the Bank of Poland.
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3. In the opposite definitions, financial stability is interpreted as
the absence of financial instability, ie the absence of financial crisis.
Representatives of this approach are John Chant (Bank of Canada Advisor),
Roger Ferguson Jr. (Member of the Board of Governors of the US Federal
Reserve) and H.F. Minsk. However, this approach to the interpretation of
the concept of “financial stability” has drawbacks. First, the financial crisis
is a complex, complex and multifaceted concept that needs a clear scientific
definition. Secondly, the definition of financial stability due to the lack of
financial instability does not give any recommendations to government
regulators on what specific actions should be taken in a stable situation in
order to maintain it.
4. The mixed approach is the simultaneous application of direct and
inverse definitions of the concept of “financial stability”. A mixed approach
includes alternative formulations of financial stability, such as the definition
given by M. Foote or Harry J. Shinazi.
Based on the analysis of the above definitions and agreeing with the
author, the following characteristics are revealed, which reveal the meaning
of “financial stability”: systemic (it arises as a synergistic result of interaction
of financial institutions, financial markets and infrastructure, and financial
relations economy); the plurality of possible states (financial stability is
not the only fixed state, but the range of possible values, each of which
is characterized by a certain “margin of safety” of the financial system);
relative (because there is always a theoretical probability of financial
destabilization, even in the most stable financial systems); dynamic aspect
(in the presence of financial stability in the current period t1 existing risks
are identified and assessed properly. Proper assessment of risks that may
manifest themselves in the future allows to ensure financial stability in
periods t2 and t3, etc., if not occur unexpected and/or significant negative
macroeconomic or financial shocks); based on trust in the financial system
(without trust in financial institutions, markets, instruments, financial
infrastructure there can be no financial stability); ability to fully absorb
negative shocks within the financial system (lack of negative impact on the
real economy by the financial system in a state of financial stability).
Taking into account the object of dissertation research, the author clarified
the concept of “financial stability of the banking system”, differences in the
interpretation of the relevant category for the level of an individual bank.
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Research and generalization of scholars’ interpretations of the concept of
“financial stability of the banking system” allowed to identify the following
theoretical approaches to determining its economic essence.
The second theoretical approach, formed by O.I. Baranovsʹkym and
S.K. Reverchuk, who saw the stability of the banking system as its ability
to withstand external and internal influences, while maintaining the ability
of the system to perform its functions and operations, provided its integrity
and stability of elements, which allows the system to return to equilibrium
after external and internal forces. This interpretation of the stability of the
banking system is based on the need to preserve the properties inherent
in any system – integrity, organization, functionality, which depends on
the stability (stability) of the system, ie the ability to function properly,
maintain its structure and functions. A similar definition of the studied
concept is given in which the stability of the banking system is a complex
characteristic of the banking system, which implements its essence and
purpose in the economic system, adequately and effectively performs its
functions, and provides the ability to maintain balance and restore after
external shocks or increasing disparities, any deviations from the safe
parameters caused by the crisis.
The third theoretical approach to determining the economic
meaning of the concept of “financial stability of the banking system”
is to focus on the need to ensure financial stability and stability of
the elements of the banking system, which are banking institutions.
Thus, N.P. Pohorelenkoemphasizes that to achieve such a qualitative
characteristic as the stability of the banking system, which determines
the stability of the economic environment that surrounds the bank, is
impossible without ensuring the stability of individual banks.
The fourth approach is to interpret financial stability through the
connection of the banking system with the financial and macroeconomic
systems. Yes, O.O. Zatvarsʹka notes that the stability of the banking system
means the balance of its components, the presence of interconnected and
mutually agreed proportions between them in both sectoral and regional
aspects, as well as maintaining balance and effective relationship with the
financial and macroeconomic systems.
In the fifth theoretical approach, the content of the stability of
the banking system is determined in terms of stability of operation,
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development and preservation of its structure. Yes, L.A. Bondarenko and
M.V. Tarasenko consider the stability of the banking system as the stability
of functioning, ie the ability of the banking system to fulfill its obligations
to its counterparties; as the stability of development, ie the stability of
the positive dynamics of the characteristics of the banking system; as the
stability of the structure, ie the commitment of the elements of the banking
system (banks) of a particular model of functioning and the invariability of
this commitment over time. The need to take into account the time factor
also indicates L.A. Zveruk, emphasizing that the financial stability of the
banking sector is a concept that defines the development of the banking
sector in the long run, it should be understood as the absence of obstacles to
the dynamic development of the banking sector to effectively play the role
of financial intermediary in the economy.
Having analyzed the interpretations of the financial stability of the bank,
it should be noted that the concept of “financial stability of the bank” has
common key characteristics with the concepts of “financial stability” and
“financial stability of the banking system”. Therefore, when disclosing the
content of the bank’s financial stability, it is advisable to take into account
such key features as: systemic nature (financial stability arises as a result
of financial relations arising both inside and outside the bank) and dynamic
(the need to take into account time).
Thus, the financial stability of the bank should be understood as a
characteristic of its condition, when the bank has the ability to withstand
imbalances in the financial environment and ensure the smooth operation
and development in the strategic perspective.
The question of the relationship between the concepts of “financial
stability” and “financial stability” is also debatable.
The analysis of scientific opinions on the relationship between the
concepts of “financial stability” and “financial stability” allows us to
conclude that the first category characterizes changes in the basic parameters
of the banking system in a longer period than financial stability. This raises
the question of how to interpret the results of the assessment of financial
stability in the short term. Approaches to assessing the financial stability
of the banking system and their compliance with certain criteria (taking
into account the identification features of the system and the aggregation of
analytical data) are presented in table 2.
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Analysis of existing approaches
to assessing financial stability banking system
Author / authors
of the approach

Indicators proposed to be used to assess the
financial stability of the banking system

Table 2
Conformity
approach
criteria
К1
К2

indicators of financial stability (solvency,
profitability, liquidity, credit and currency
risks), financial vulnerability (reflect
I.I. Dyakonova,
macroeconomic conditions, including the state +/+
Ye.Yu. Mordanʹ
budget, foreign exchange reserves and the real
sector), economic climate (characterize the
state of the main counterparties of Ukraine).
indicators of economic efficiency, capital
K.M. Zhulinsʹka
+/+
adequacy, liquidity and risk.
indicators of capital adequacy, asset quality,
V.I. Mishchenko,
liquidity, efficiency, sensitivity to interest rate
+/+
O.K. Malyutin
and currency risks.
I.M. Chmutova,
indicators of capital adequacy, liquidity,
+/+
V.Yu. Bilyayeva
business activity and efficiency.
indicators of capital adequacy, liquidity,
V.V. Kovalenko and
business activity, efficiency and concentration
+/Yu.O. Harkusha
in the banking services market
indicators of bank capitalization, accounting
T.V. Protsyk
+/+
policy, bank liquidity and rates of change.
indicators characterizing the external
environment of the banking system (indicators
estimating GDP; indicators characterizing the
inflation process; trade balance indicators;
indicators characterizing the place of banks in
the macro environment; monetization indicators;
indicators characterizing the level and conditions
V.V. Kovalenko
+/of bank refinancing; indicators characterizing the
effectiveness of monetary policy) and indicators
characterizing its internal state (indicators
of scale; indicators of saturation of banking
services; indicators of stability and liquidity;
indicators of profitability; structural indicators of
assets and liabilities).
К1 and К2 – criteria for taking into account the identification features of the system
and the aggregation of analytical data within the approaches to assessing the financial
stability of the banking system.
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Despite the fact that M.I. Zvyeryakovym, L.V. Kuznyetsovoyu and
V.V. Kovalenko assessment in his scientific publications identified the
financial stability of the banking system (rather than financial stability),
presented in approaches based on sound conclusions about the relationship
of relevant concepts is quite legitimate to consider in this study. Comparing
the proposals of scientists on the content of evaluation indicators allows
us to draw the following conclusions about their common features and
fundamentally important differences (in terms of systems analysis).
The analysis of the considered approaches to the assessment of the
financial stability of the banking system allows us to conclude that none of
them fully takes into account the presence of complex relationships between
its elements, features of internal organization, place in the economy,
main functions. These aspects allow us to single out the general systemic
features of the banking system, which, along with integrity, hierarchy and
purposefulness, includes its emergence, which in the context of assessing
and monitoring the financial stability of the banking system has significant
practical value.
A large number of scientific works have been devoted to the peculiarities
of the emergence of emergencies and the application of the emergent
approach to the study of various economic systems. At the same time, in the
banking sector, aspects of the impossibility of reducing the properties of the
system to the sum of the properties of its elements are poorly studied and
are considered in a small number of publications.
The assessment of financial stability of the banking system is proposed
in the following areas: intensity of credit and financial interaction in the
interbank market. function to neutralize the lack of financial resources in
other interbank market participants); functional load of the banking system
in ensuring macroeconomic development, structural changes and financial
imbalances in the banking system and economies of scale resulting from
changes in the main financial parameters of systemic banks.
In summary, we can conclude that the proposed approach to assessing
the financial stability of the banking system taking into account such a
property as emergence is complex and takes into account all major factors
that characterize the banking system as a complex system. In the context of
the indicative space of features used for assessment based on the emergent
properties of the banking system, the author’s proposal is to take into
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account the diversity of financial processes that may occur simultaneously
in the system (profitable and unprofitable banks, excess and lack of liquidity
sufficient level of capitalization created with the participation of both public
and private capital, including foreign capital, etc.) and the level of financial
stability of systemic banks, the reduction of which leads to destabilizing
impulses and crisis trends in the banking sector.
3. Economic crisis effects on consumer behavior
Ensuring the financial stability of the banking system of Ukraine is one
of the priority goals of the National Bank of Ukraine as the Regulator of the
banking sector in the country. According to the Constitution of Ukraine, the
Laws of Ukraine “On the National Bank of Ukraine” and “On Banks and
Banking”, the National Bank of Ukraine regulates and supervises banking
and determines the features of regulation and supervision of systemically
important bank (hereinafter CBB), a bank with settlement center status. on
servicing contracts in financial markets, taking into account the specifics of
such banks.
The problem of implementation of banking regulation from the standpoint
of its target orientation, functional manifestation of the Regulator and
content load is widely studied by leading Ukrainian and foreign scholars.
Despite the thorough work of scientists on these aspects, further research
is needed on the content of the concept of “banking regulation”, given the
importance of its impact on ensuring the financial stability of the banking
system.
Sydorenko O.M. identifies four main approaches to the definition of
“banking regulation”: 1) regulatory (banking regulation is seen as a process
of streamlining and standardizing the requirements, rules and standards
to be followed by banks in the organization of operations, operations,
relations within the banking system); 2) regulatory control (within this
approach, regulatory banking regulation is supplemented by a set of
control procedures); 3) anti-crisis (regulation is aimed at all operations
and processes, the conduct of which may primarily affect the stability
of the banking system, and gradually the state of the national economy);
4) strategic (banking regulation is considered from the standpoint of
determining the priority goal – ensuring the stability of the banking system).
According to current legislation, banking regulation is interpreted as one of
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the functions of the National Bank of Ukraine, which is to create a system of
rules governing the activities of banks, determine the general principles of
banking, banking supervision, liability for violations of banking legislation.
Representatives of European schools and some Ukrainian scholars consider
the concept of “banking regulation” through the prism of micro- and
macroprudential supervision, which is based on the ability to monitor and
mitigate credit risks that depend on the stability of the banking system
at the macro and micro levels. According to current legislation, banking
regulation is interpreted as one of the functions of the National Bank of
Ukraine, which is to create a system of rules governing the activities of
banks, determine the general principles of banking, banking supervision,
liability for violations of banking legislation. Representatives of European
schools and some Ukrainian scholars consider the concept of “banking
regulation” through the prism of micro- and macroprudential supervision,
which is based on the ability to monitor and mitigate credit risks that depend
on the stability of the banking system at the macro and micro levels. To
eliminate the vagueness of delimitation and identify the essential features of
the morphological analysis of the category of “banking regulation”, which
allows you to find a significant number of all possible ways to define the
concept by combining basic structural elements or features, which allows
you to choose the most complete. Researchers studying financial security
point out that the problem has two aspects. On the one hand, it is necessary
to work on ensuring the financial security of the banking system as a whole,
and on the other hand, it is also necessary to study the issues of ensuring
the financial security of a particular banking institution. Bank security is
part of the country’s financial security as a special part. The banking system
is the most important component of the financial and credit sphere of any
state. And that is why the level of financial security of the state determines
the state of the banking sector. Financial intermediaries are the catalysts
of globalization through the latest modern information technology. The
integration of Ukraine’s banking system into the global financial space
poses threats to the financial stability of banks, which are exacerbated by
the economic crisis but, at the same time, opens up new opportunities for
the development of the domestic financial sector.
The issue of tools for financial security of commercial banks is
insufficiently covered by modern economics. To date, we can say that there
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is no single list of external, internal methods and tools of financial security
of a commercial bank. The existing works concern only certain aspects
of the financial security of a commercial bank. Studies of the financial
stability of banking institutions are conducted, various aspects of improving
financial management are analyzed, a large number of scientific papers are
devoted to the study of liquidity and banking risks, but all these are separate
parts of the picture. At the same time, there is a lack of research that allows
to form a holistic vision of the tools for ensuring the financial security of a
commercial bank. Financial security as an economic category includes the
concept of financial stability. In general, it should be noted that the financial
stability of a commercial bank is an important condition for ensuring its
financial security. Well-known foreign scholars paid a lot of attention to the
issue of financial stability of commercial banks E.Dzh. Dolan, R.L. Miller,
P.S. Rouz, Dzh.F. Synk (mol.), Dzh. K. Van Khorn and others. It should be
noted that in the works of foreign scholars the concept of “financial stability”
is used identical to the concept of “financial stability” as a characteristic of
the equilibrium state of the economic system, which is dynamic, provides
constant growth and is a necessary condition for improving the situation
firm levels.
Ukrainian scientists began to study the financial stability of commercial
banks only with the beginning of reforms aimed at establishing the
foundations of Ukraine’s market economy as an independent state. Some
aspects of financial stability have been considered by such prominent
scholars as: A.N. Moroz, M.I. Savluk, O.D. Zaruba, M.F. Pukhovkina –
in the study of financial management and analysis of banks;
K.Yе. Rayevsʹkym, R.I. Shyllerom, V.P. Pantelyeyevym, S.P. Khalyavoyu –
when substantiating approaches to ensure profitability, liquidity, solvency
of commercial banks, analysis of the results of their activities, financial
reporting, summary assessment of the financial condition of a commercial
bank; A. Mazaraki, N. Shulʹhoyu, L. Svystun – in substantiation of
methodological bases of construction of rating systems of estimation of
activity of commercial banks; N.M. Sheludʹko – in identifying factors and
criteria for financial stability of commercial banks.
Characterizing the above definition of financial stability of banks in
terms of achieving the main purpose of the business entity (including the
bank), we can say that it is incomplete because it has no requirements
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for profitable activities of the entity (bank) and its quality assets, which
in our opinion should be one of the necessary conditions for the financial
stability of a commercial bank and ensure a high level of financial security
of the banking institution. N.H. Antonov and M.A. Pesselʹ argues that
financial stability is liquidity and solvency. In our opinion, the definition of
N.H. Antonova and M.A. Pesselʹ is also incomplete, as taking into account
only the liquidity and solvency of the bank in determining this category is
not enough.
Yudanov A.YU. considers that a sign of financial stability is stability as
the ability to be in a privileged, relatively less vulnerable position during
crises and the ability to overcome them. Thus, stability is only a qualitative
characteristic of stability, the latter has a dynamic nature and is based
not only on stability but also on the laws of equilibrium. I.V. Larionova
considers stability as a concept based on stability, ie the ability to withstand
internal and external influences, maintain a stable balance and reliability for
a long period of time. Thus, we can conclude that the etymology of the term
“stability” is based on the constancy of the state, keeping within the required
limits of certain parameters. In a broader sense, this term means the ability
of a system to perform its functions against the action of endogenous and
exogenous factors. Well-known researcher of economic security problems
O.I. Baranovsʹkyyprovides the following interpretation of the concept of
“financial security of the bank” – it is: 1) a set of conditions under which
potentially dangerous to the financial condition of the banking institution
actions or circumstances are eliminated or reduced to a level at which
they can not cause damage to the bank, preservation and reproduction of
its property, infrastructure and prevent the bank from achieving statutory
goals; 2) the state of protection of financial interests of a commercial bank,
its financial stability, as well as the environment in which it operates.
The contribution of these scholars to solving the problems of financial
security at different levels and in different areas is invaluable, but it should
be noted that the issues of financial security of banks are still insufficiently
studied. For example, taking into account a number of specific risks in the
activities of banks, using the leading experience of domestic and foreign
banks, diagnosing and assessing the level of financial security of the bank,
as well as the use of financial management tools. That is why the current
research topic was chosen.
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The financial security of the bank is the most important component of
the financial and, therefore, national security of the country, it is a state
of a commercial bank, which is characterized by resistance to threats of
different nature and balance, the ability to achieve the planned strategic
goal and generate sufficient financial resources to ensure compliance.
Characterizing the financial security of commercial banks, it is necessary
to focus on key parameters: financial security ensures a balanced and stable
financial condition of the bank; contributes to the efficient operation of the
bank; well-organized financial security allows to identify problem areas in
the bank’s activities in the early stages, as well as to neutralize the impact
of crises to prevent bankruptcy. To determine the financial stability of a
commercial bank, first of all, it is necessary to emphasize the distinction
between the methods of normal and crisis management, as the management
of a stable commercial bank and a bank experiencing financial difficulties,
of course, is different. This does not mean that the list of instruments is
changing, but such a distinction allows you to use the experience in the field
of financial management, as well as the financial stability of the banking
institution. An analysis of existing publications shows that all the methods
and tools used to ensure the financial security of a commercial bank can be
divided into two separate large groups: internal and external. This section
is based on two preconditions. On the one hand, the bank, like any business
entity, has economic independence and, accordingly, it can take certain steps
to achieve financial security. On the other hand, its activities are influenced
by the state, which has its own tools to influence the activities of banking
institutions.
It is necessary to consider the internal tools available to commercial
banks and methods of ensuring financial security. To do this, use the study
of financial management. It has a number of features due to the nature of
banking. Unlike enterprises that produce and sell goods, provide services,
banks are financial institutions, whose main activity is to work in financial
markets. That is, financial transactions are the main activity of banks.
Based on this, the financial management of a commercial bank is, on the
one hand, the management of its operations, and on the other – is part of an
interdependent process, which distinguishes liquidity management, financial
risk management, profitability management and effective performance.
Financial management, as a system of economic management, is a set of
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organizational, structural and functional subsystems. Commercial banks are
objects of management that include all aspects of its financial activities,
including capital, liquidity and solvency, borrowed and borrowed resources,
assets, financial instruments, banking products and services, financial
results and taxes. The subject of management will be the responsible person
or group of persons who have the right to make decisions, are responsible
for the effectiveness of the management process of a commercial bank.
The financial management process includes subsystems of regulatory
support, which is divided into external (laws, regulations, resolutions,
orders, etc.) and internal (instructions, guidelines, standards developed by
the bank to regulate its financial activities); information support (economic,
commercial, financial and other reporting); technological support; staffing.
The tools of bank management are the functions of financial management.
In the textbook “Financial Management”, edited by Doctor of Economics,
Prof. Momot T.V., the main functions of management are defined, such
as: research of the external environment; development of financial
strategy; analysis and planning of financial activities; decision-making on
operational financial activities; making investment decisions; interaction
with other counterparties on financial activities. Given the functions
of financial management in a banking institution, we can identify the
following interdependent areas: 1) financial planning; 2) financial analysis;
3) financial regulation; 4) financial control.
The functional model of financial management in the bank can be
presented in the form of a diagram presented in Figure 1. This scheme
is standard and is given in most textbooks on financial management.
This division is quite logical and is based on a common list of forms of
financial management. The planning process is a systematic setting of
goals and determining the composition of the structure and sequence of
activities aimed at achieving them. This process allows you to identify
tasks that ensure the effective functioning of the bank in the long run and
rapid adaptation to changing environmental conditions. The main trends
in the formation and use of financial resources of the bank are determined,
financial relations with counterparties are formed.
The main objects of financial planning in banks are assets and liabilities,
the portfolio of banking services and related income and expenses.
The financial plan consists of two parts: the plan of the banking portfolio, on
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the one hand, the budget – on the other, as well as the reflected production
and portfolio functions of the bank. A financial plan is a document in
which the bank’s budget and the plan of its banking portfolio are logically
connected elements of a single system. The formation of the budget of
a commercial bank is carried out in relation to the system of its objects,
ie budget units and is to determine the specific technology of financial
management. Thus, planning is a continuous and comprehensive process and
includes the following stages: 1) development of the bank’s financial model;
2) calculation of forecast financial results, formation of forecast balance of
resources and investments, preparation of capital movement plan, banking
operations plan, plan of development and implementation of new banking
products and services, calculation of forecast indicators and standards;
3) setting limits on the cost of maintaining the bank, determining the
minimum margin, calculation of tax payments and mandatory deductions.
Financial analysis is one of the main functions of financial management.
Financial analysis is a process of studying the financial condition and main
results of the bank’s financial activities in order to identify reserves to
increase its market value and ensure effective development. Its importance
is explained by the fact that the analysis data are used as a basis for other
financial management tools of the bank. The main tasks of financial
analysis are: determination of indicators and standards of the bank’s
activity established by external regulatory bodies; definition and analysis of
indicators that characterize the process of managing the assets and liabilities
of the bank as a whole and managing certain types of its active operations,
taking into account the liquidity of the funds invested in them; definition and
analysis of indicators that characterize the process of managing commissions
and trading operations of the bank; determination of internal indicators and
standards governing the degree of risk (including liquidity risk) of banking
operations; determination and analysis of indicators of profitability of the
bank and the efficiency of the capital management process (own funds) of
the bank; definition and analysis of performance indicators of individual
divisions of the bank and certain types of operations, analysis of factors
influencing performance indicators.
The next tool is regulation. This is an objective process based on the
definition of boundaries, which is carried out using various methods and
appropriate tools to achieve a specific goal, which involves influencing the
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object of management to eliminate deviations from the specified parameters
(schedules, plans, norms and standards). The specifics of banking requires
the allocation of the following functions in the financial regulation:
operational management of bank profitability; operational management of
the bank’s financial risks; operational cash management in order to maintain
the required level of liquidity.
Professor Savchenko L. gives the following definition: financial control
is the activity of state bodies and non-governmental organizations endowed
with the appropriate powers, aimed at ensuring legality, financial discipline,
rationality in the mobilization, distribution and use of state financial
resources.
The control system, which ensures the concentration of control actions
on the highest priority areas of the bank, timely detection of deviations
of actual results from the budgets and making operational management
decisions to ensure the stability of the banking institution – is financial
control. Its action is to verify the compliance of the results of the banking
institution, control over compliance with liquidity standards, limits and
indicators set by the NBU, taking into account various financial risks; control
over the implementation of planned tasks that reflect the required volume
and efficiency of the bank’s operations. The information base of financial
management is the internal information of accounting, internal banking,
legal and regulatory framework of legislative and regulatory bodies,
external economic information. External instruments for ensuring the
financial security of banks are one of the important groups, which include:
banking regulation; banking supervision; banking control. According to the
Law of Ukraine “On the National Bank of Ukraine” banking regulation is
one of the functions of the National Bank, which is to create a system of
rules governing banks, determine the general principles of banking, banking
supervision, liability for violations of banking legislation.
One of the most important external methods of ensuring the required level
of financial security of banks is the implementation of banking supervision.
According to the Law of Ukraine “On the National Bank of Ukraine” banking
supervision is a system of control and active actions of the National Bank
aimed at ensuring compliance with banks and other financial institutions in
their activities the legislation of Ukraine and established standards to ensure
stability of the banking system and protection interests of depositors. The
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last group of external instruments to ensure the financial security of banks
according to the basic classification is banking supervision. Most economic
dictionaries define external banking control as central bank control over the
activities of commercial banks. That is, it is a system of economic relations
aimed at ensuring the reliability, efficiency, legality, security of banking
and improving the efficiency of the existing system of financial security
of banking institutions. The specifics of control over banks and banking
activities by the state due to a number of features inherent in the banking
sector, as well as its role in national security. First, the banking system
mediates the passage of payments of almost all economic entities of the
country, secondly, the banking system is characterized by a high level of
systemic risk, which applies not only to the banking system but also to the
entire economy, and thirdly, monetary flows through banking channels are
closely monitored by financial and law enforcement agencies. The main
criterion for the efficiency and quality of the bank’s security is the stability
of its financial and economic development in accordance with plans and
objectives, regardless of changes in the situation. PJSC CB Oschadbank
has an internal audit service, which is an independent structural unit of the
bank, which is the body of operational control of the Supervisory Board.
It is created by the decision of the highest body of the Bank in order to
verify and assess the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal control
system and the quality of performance of assigned duties by employees of
the Bank. The analysis of financial and economic security of the bank is an
analytical center of risk management, which aims to combine the efforts
of departments involved in research, prevention, risk analysis by forming
tasks for assessment, control, confirmation of assumptions made on the
basis of analysis of operations in the form of mathematical series, further
initiation of inspections and back-testing of assumptions and forecasts,
development of management decisions to improve operational security
and minimize risks based on the data obtained during inspections. Given
all the above, we can formulate the following definition of the financial
security of the bank: a set of interrelated diagnostic, instrumental and
control measures of a financial nature, which should optimize the use of
financial resources, ensure their proper level and mitigate internal and
external risks.It is advisable to recommend commercial banks to use the
experience of the leading Ukrainian bank PJSC CB Oschadbank in the
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field of sustainability through an effective financial security system. Thus,
the assessment of the current level of theoretical basis needed to build
a financial security system of the bank, showed that there is not only a
fundamental possibility of this, but also accumulated a sufficient amount of
theoretical and practical knowledge in this area. The main problems are the
lack of clear systematization of knowledge, as well as their adaptation to the
conditions of the modern Ukrainian economy. Therefore, the construction
of an effective system of financial security of banks is a necessary condition
for the stability of the individual bank and the banking system as a whole.
Given the key role of security of the banking system in the security of the
country, these tasks can be made a priority for national security. At this
stage of development of the banking system of Ukraine, the tools to ensure
its financial stability are presented as follows in table 3.
According to table 3, the main current and potential for implementation
tools of banking regulation in the system of organizational and economic
support of financial stability of the banking system, the variability of which
is due to the objects of regulation and problems in the process of achieving
financial stability.
Representatives of the Central Bank of Sri Lanka identify financial
(banking) institutions and their operations as the main objects of regulation
in the process of financial stability research. According to the instruments of
macroprudential (and sometimes microprudential) regulation, as a direction
of banking regulation used in the context of achieving financial stability, and
recommended by the Global Stability Committee, the objects of organizational
and economic support of financial stability of the banking system are the
bank and credit requirements), and the Group of Thirty – leverage, liquidity,
credit expansion, Basil I, II, III – capital, liquidity, risks, information, market
discipline. In addition, according to the official position of the National
Bank of Ukraine, according to the vector orientation of the application of
mandatory economic standards, the objects of regulation are capital, liquidity,
credit risk, asset quality and investment. Thus, in addition to the above objects
of regulation in the context of achieving financial stability of the banking
system, according to previously concluded conclusions on the assessment of
financial stability of the banking system taking into account the properties of
emergence, the objects of organizational and economic support of financial
stability systemic banks; structural changes and financial imbalances in the
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Table 3
Banking regulation tools used to ensure the financial stability
of the banking system of Ukraine
The name of the tool
Registration of banks and licensing of their
activities
Establishing requirements and restrictions
on activities of banks
Application of administrative sanctions or
financial nature;
Supervision of banks
Providing recommendations on the
activities of banks
Establishment of mandatory economic
standards:
Minimum amount of regulatory capital of
the bank (H1)
Normative minimum regulatory size
capital (H1)
Sufficiency (adequacy) ratio regulatory
capital (H2)
Fixed capital adequacy ratio (H3)
Instantaneous liquidity ratio (H4)
Current ratio (H5)
Short-term liquidity ratio (H6)
Maximum credit size ratio
risk per counterparty (H7)
Standard of the maximum aggregate size
loans, guarantees and sureties provided to
insiders (H10)
The norm of investing in securities
separately for each institution (H11)
Standard of the total amount of investment
(H12)
Reserve buffer (conservation) capital

Availability of
Legal act,
a tool in the system
recommendations
of financial stability
requirements
Of Ukraine

Law of Ukraine
“On Banks and
Banking”

Available

Available
Made changes from
17 June 2016 to 2024.

Instruction on
the procedure
of regulation
activities of
banks in Ukraine

Available

Potential for implementation from January 1 2020 to 2023.
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(End of Table 3)
The name of the tool

Dynamic redundancy

Availability of
Legal act,
a tool in the system
recommendations
of financial stability
requirements
Of Ukraine
Absent
Basel III
in the legislative
Agreement
framework
of Ukraine

Reserve requirements for banks
Rates of contributions to reserves to cover
risks from active banking operations;
Interest rate policy
Bank refinancing
Law of Ukraine
Correspondent relations
“On Banks and
Management of gold and foreign exchange Banking”
reserves, including foreign exchange
interventions
Operations with securities on the open
market
Import and export of capital

Available

banking system; the effectiveness of the functions of the banking system;
financial relations between the subjects of the IBC market.Based on the
definition of “system”, there are relationships between the main elements of
the system of organizational and economic support of financial stability of
the banking system. Their nature can be determined by constructing a scheme
of interdependence between the purpose, tasks, subjects, objects, functions,
principles and tools of banking regulation in the context of achieving financial
stability of the banking system.
4. Results
For the first time, the concept of monitoring was proposed by a special
commission of the Scientific Committee on Environmental Problems,
according to which monitoring was defined from the standpoint of three
main provisions: systematic monitoring of the state of the environment;
identification of possible changes in environmental conditions; control of
such changes and implementation (determination) of measures to manage
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the state of the environment. The concept of “monitoring” entered the
scientific literature relatively recently (early 70’s of XX century), but took
an important place in the process of socio-economic research, became
a method of creating tools for monitoring, evaluation, forecasting and
management of all sectors.
Monitoring in modern conditions serves as a method of studying and
analyzing socio-economic situations, a way to carry out organized systematic
monitoring of the course and qualitative changes in the country as a whole
or its components (eg regions), their impact on specific research objects,
identifying critical points growth and prevention or elimination of the latter
and the development on this basis of mechanisms for further development
of society, its individual elements. Thus, monitoring is a universal tool
of strategic management and can be used in relation to various spheres
of public activity, which ultimately determines the object of observation,
goals and list of tasks. According to researchers L.K. Voronovoyi and
M.P. Kucheryavenka, the concept of “monitoring” is identified with the
concept of “observation”. They emphasize that observation (monitoring)
is a general tracking of the financial activities of a controlled entity.
Savchenko L.A. notes that monitoring involves the systematic collection
of information that can be used to improve the management process of
the controlled entity, decision-making as a feedback tool. According to
O.P. Orlyuk, monitoring is a method of financial control, which involves
constant acquaintance with the general state of financial and economic
activities of the object of control, the implementation of management
decisions. Its main purpose is to identify signs that may indicate the presence
of financial or other violations, and to draw the attention of the object of
control to cause violations in any form. Observations – Monitoring acquires
economic nuance in the English-Russian dictionary, ed. I.F. Zhdanovoyi
as current control, monitoring of the technological process, the inflow of
resources. In this case, we are talking not only about pure observation, but
also about the possibility and necessity of control measures to maintain
quantitative and qualitative parameters of management. After all, they are
the ones who, in the end, make it possible to increase the efficiency of
business entities by conducting thorough observations.
In general, monitoring can be carried out at two levels: at the lower
level – as a system of information about the state and potential of the object
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of study; at the top – as a control system, which provides for the addition of
the lower level of the functions of regulating the state of the object, ensuring
its certain necessary state.
T.A. Burova notes that monitoring is a universal tool for generating
information about the object of study, including control, which allows it to
be used in relation to various economic objects.
The research of I.O. Blanka, which defines monitoring as a mechanism
for continuous monitoring of controlled performance of the enterprise,
determining the size of deviations of actual results from those expected and
identifying the causes of these deviations. Based on this definition, I.O. Blank
proposes to consider monitoring as the basis of financial controlling (its
active part), as the monitoring methodology is limited to determining the
deviation of the main parameters of the financial activities of the enterprise
and identifying the causes of such deviations. This methodology is aimed
at implementing the control function and needs to be supplemented, as it
does not reveal such aspects of monitoring as the interpretation of research
results in order to better perceive them and short-term forecast, which is the
basis for effective management decisions.
Based on a critical analysis of various approaches, V.Ya. Vovk proposed
the following definition of the economic category “environmental
monitoring” – a permanent system of monitoring the state of environmental
factors, their assessment, forecasting trends in the studied object or its
activities due to their impact and justification of management decisions
aimed at adaptation to change the external conditions of operation.
The variety of interpretations of the essence of the concept of
“monitoring” is explained by the use of this tool in various spheres of
public activity. As banking is a rather complex and multifaceted area in
the economic system of relations, the use of monitoring in the banking
sector, in particular in the context of ensuring the financial stability of the
banking system, is necessary and relevant in today’s economic and political
imbalances.
Features of the use of monitoring in the banking sector are reflected in
the concept of “banking monitoring”.
Kyrychenko O.A. and Mishchenko V.I. complement the definition and
interpret “banking monitoring” as a system of continuous monitoring of
all controlled limits and standards, determining the size and causes of
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deviations from actual standards, the reasons for these deviations and
management decisions.
It is advisable to consider monitoring from the standpoint of functionality
and from an organizational point of view. According to the first approach,
monitoring the stability of the banking system should be understood as
an information system that covers monitoring (the main characteristic of
monitoring is its continuity) the level of stability of the banking system,
analysis, evaluation and forecasting of long-term stability. From the
organizational point of view, monitoring the stability of the banking system
is considered as a system. Therefore, like any system, monitoring should
cover certain elements that interact and are influenced by internal and
external factors.
Haryahoyu L.O. the term “credit risk monitoring” is proposed to mean
the procedure of systematic monitoring of changes in credit risk at the level
of the bank’s loan portfolio and individual borrowers and other indicators
of credit risk in order to minimize, manage and control, identify dynamics
and forecast credit developments. It is proposed to monitor not only the risk
indicators, but also to take into account what factors affect its dynamics.
Zinchenko V.O. in its study, monitoring the stability of the banking
system is considered from a functional and organizational point of view.
Monitoring the stability of the banking system within the first approach,
the author considers as an information system that includes continuous
monitoring of the level of stability of the banking system, its analysis,
evaluation and forecasting to make effective decisions to ensure the
stability of the banking system; within the second – defines it as a system
with a certain set of elements, which includes: purpose, object, subject,
subject and mechanism. Thus V.O. Zinchenko notes that the main purpose
of monitoring the stability of the banking system is to prevent crises. It is
based on constant monitoring of the banking system in order to identify
factors that affect or may affect its stability, determine the relationship
and interdependence of these factors and take appropriate and timely
corrective action. Issues of monitoring the financial stability of the bank
were considered in the work of H.M. Azarenkovoyi and O.H. Holovko.
The authors note that the economic orientation of monitoring the financial
stability of the bank should reflect qualitative changes in the development
of the bank, be a means of comparing the functioning of the bank, both
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in terms of different time intervals and in terms of the selected system of
banking indicators. The economic orientation of monitoring the financial
stability of the bank should reflect qualitative changes in the development
of the bank, be a means of comparing the functioning of the bank, both
in terms of different time intervals and in terms of the selected system of
indicators.
Thus, the analysis of the considered definitions of the concept of
“monitoring” in different areas of activity, in particular, in banking, allows
us to note that in the considered interpretations there are no fundamental
differences, they complement each other. The next is the principle of
multifunctionality, which takes into account the complexity and versatility
of banking and involves monitoring the various components of assessing
financial stability. At the same time, it should be borne in mind that monitoring
should be based on the principle of economy and ease of construction, ie
the number of indicators for assessing financial stability should be limited
in order to obtain more timely, operational and quality information. The
analysis of the given interpretations of monitoring in various spheres also
allowed us to conclude that most scientists reveal the peculiarities of its
implementation through the main stages, which are the assessment, control
and forecast of the condition of objects. However, depending on the objects
of monitoring, some economists provide some suggestions for improving
this process. V.Ya. Vovk draws attention to the fact that in the process
of forming the information base of monitoring it is necessary to clearly
understand the directions and relationship of information flows that describe
the state of the object of study, which, in turn, will develop a system that
will ensure accurate and operational primary information on the state of the
object of monitoring.
At the same time, it should be borne in mind that monitoring should be
based on the principle of economy and ease of construction, ie the number
of indicators for assessing financial stability should be limited in order to
obtain more timely, operational and quality information. The analysis of the
given interpretations of monitoring in various spheres also allowed us to
conclude that most scientists reveal the peculiarities of its implementation
through the main stages, which are the assessment, control and forecast of
the condition of objects. However, depending on the objects of monitoring,
some economists provide some suggestions for improving this process.
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V.Ya. Vovk draws attention to the fact that in the process of forming the
information base of monitoring it is necessary to clearly understand the
directions and relationship of information flows that describe the state of
the object of study, which, in turn, will develop a system that will ensure
accurate and operational primary information on the state of the object of
monitoring. Based on the systematization of theoretical aspects of financial
stability of the banking system, which have been studied in the works of
domestic and foreign experts on the subject, its content has been deepened.
Under the financial stability of the banking system is proposed to understand
the complex characteristics of its state, which determines the ability of the
banking system over time to absorb the negative effects of external and
internal factors, constantly and effectively perform its functions while
maintaining its integrity and organization, financial stability. The revised
definition takes into account a set of key features that reveal the content
of financial stability – relative nature (resistance to financial instability,
shock, panic), the relationship with the functional purpose of the system,
dynamism (taking into account the impact of time on maintaining structure
and functionality) and emphasizes attention to the internal organization of
the banking system.As a result of the study of economic categories “financial
stability” and “financial stability” it was concluded that their essence is
close in terms of determining the ability of the banking system to fully
perform its functions, ability to absorb shocks, overcome shocks, recover
from shocks and imbalances. implies a change in financial performance)
and return to equilibrium.According to the criteria of taking into account
the identification features of the system and the aggregation of analytical
data, a critical analysis of approaches to assessing the financial stability
of the banking system. Emphasis is placed on the fact that none of the
considered approaches to assessing the financial stability of the banking
system fully takes into account the presence of complex links between its
elements, features of the internal organization, place in the economy, main
functions. Based on the deepening of the content of banking regulation, its
impact on ensuring the financial stability of the banking system has been
proven.A system of organizational and economic support for the financial
stability of the banking system has been developed. The current system
provides for the financial stability of the banking system at two levels:
macro-level – the banking system as an object with systemic properties;
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micro-levels – banks as structural elements of the banking system.
The peculiarities of the functioning of the developed system of organizational
and economic support of the financial stability of the banking system are
taken into account and specified in its elements: goals, objectives, subjects,
objects, principles, functions, tools.
According to the study of the essence of monitoring and the specifics
of its use in banking practice, it is determined that monitoring the financial
stability of the banking system is a process of continuous monitoring
(collection and accumulation of information), processing and analysis of
financial stability indicators at macro and microeconomic levels. decisions
and forecasting the future development of the banking system, its dynamic
movement. The following stages of monitoring the financial stability of
the banking system are identified: formation of the analytical basis of the
study (collection of information and calculation of partial and consolidated
indicators for assessing the financial stability of the banking system and
banks separately); comparison of actual evaluation results with data from
previous years; comparison of calculated values of partial indicators with
critical (threshold) ones, signaling the presence of crisis tendencies; analysis
of the causes and consequences of the identified deviations of indicators;
substantiation of dominants in ensuring the financial stability of the banking
system, identifying prospects for its improvement and changing the levels
of financial stability of banks.
5. Status and current trends in the functioning
of the banking system of Ukraine
Effective functioning of the banking system is one of the main conditions
for economic development. Ukraine’s banking system has already survived
serious crises: 1998, 2004, 2008 and 2013–2015. Today, banks are showing
good profitability, but the quality of their loan portfolio, especially in stateowned banks, is extremely low. Given the instability of Ukraine’s economic
development, the global economic slowdown, there is a risk of a new
crisis in Ukraine’s banking sector. That is why it is important to regularly
analyze the financial condition of banks, in order to timely identify the
crisis-causing factors of the banking system. 2018–2020 were successful
for the banking system. The profitability of banks in 2020 was the highest
for the entire period of its operation. Return on capital in the sector reached
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34%. This was made possible both by the rapid growth of operating income
and the lowest allocation to reserves for assets in decades. Last year, due
to a slowdown in inflation, a cycle of reducing the key NBU rate began.
Commercial rates on hryvnia deposits and loans also began to decline. After
the financial crisis of 2008–2009, the largest number of operating banks
was in 2009 – 184 institutions, but in the following years their number
gradually decreased. Since 2014, under the influence of the devaluation
of the hryvnia, as well as political instability in the country, a significant
number of banks have faced problems, many of them according to the NBU
decision to liquidate, so as of 01.01.2018 the number of operating banks
was 82 units., which is 93 financial institutions less than in 2008. Currently,
there are 75 banks in Ukraine – more than twice less than 10 years ago.
At present, the cleansing process has been completed and the situation has
returned to a new state of equilibrium.
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Figure 1. Number of solvent banks
As of the end of 2020, there were 75 solvent banks in Ukraine. 4 of them
are state-owned – Privatbank, Ukrgasbank, Ukreximbank, Oschadbank. It
should be noted that among this number are 20 banks with 100% foreign
capital. The banking system has undergone more than just quantitative
changes. Analysis of the profitability of banking institutions in Ukraine
as a whole over the past ten years shows that the total income of banks
during 2010–2020 increased by UAH 82 billion, which was due to an
increase in interest income by UAH 52.4 billion, and at the expense of
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commissions – by UAH 31.3 billion. The total increase in income was
accompanied by an increase in all its components. Thus, we can conclude
that the overall assessment of the dynamics of bank income was positive.
The most negative financial result in the banking system was in 2016 and
on 01.01.2017 amounted to UAH – 159.3 billion. But since 2018, the
banking system has been showing profitability. The net financial result as
of January 1, 2020 amounted to UAH 17.3 billion. This was facilitated not
only by the NBU’s tight monetary policy and high interest rates, but also by
a more prudent credit policy of the banks themselves. A significant increase
in the profitability of the banking system was made possible by reducing
contributions to reserves with a steady increase in interest and commission
income. The main evaluation indicator of the activity of banking institutions
is the relative indicator – return on assets and return on capital.
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Figure 2. Efficiency of the banking system of Ukraine
Systemic risks to the financial stability of the banking system are at a
medium level. This is confirmed by the dynamics of indicators of financial
stability of banks. There is a decrease in the ratio of non-performing loans
in banks’ portfolios from 58% in 2018 to 49.3% in 2020. In previous
years, 2016–2018, the value of this indicator increased to 60.2% and was
the reason for the deterioration of the quality of banks’ assets, as a result,
the NBU declared a significant number of banks insolvent. The reasons
that led to the emergence of problem assets in the banking system are the
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devaluation of the hryvnia, which led to a nominal recalculation of problem
loans and a real decline in the financial condition of borrowers and others.
To confirm the existence of systemic risks, the Z-score was calculated,
which is used by experts from the World Bank and the IMF as an indicator
of the stability of the banking system due to the ratio of losses of the banking
system due to internal or external shocks and equity. The calculated data
show the duration of the crisis in the banking system of Ukraine. The
period from 01.01.2005 to 01.01.2009 can be defined as pre-crisis, when
the value of the indicator was constant with the maximum value of 0.9 as
of 01.01.2008. During 2009, the development of crisis phenomena of such
an intense nature took place that the value of the Z-score decreased to
-2.3 units. Starting from 2010, the gradual recovery of the banking system
began under the influence of a number of external favorable factors and
internal cleansing, as a result of which as of 01.01.2013 the indicator
became positive and amounted to 0.3. This value was lower than the precrisis one, but at the same time it showed positive tendencies of post-crisis
recovery. In 2013, the banking system of Ukraine, which only partially
overcame the effects of the banking crisis, suffered significant external
shocks, which led to a significant decrease in the value of the Z-score to
-6.8 as of 01.01.2017. The data on the dynamics of this indicator confirm
the conclusions about systemic risks, and we can see that the banking
crisis of 2014–2015 was much deeper and longer, and its effects are just
beginning to recover, as the value of the indicator on 01.01.2019 returned
to pre-crisis levels. Current trends in the development of the banking
system of Ukraine are most fully revealed in the process of analyzing
the main indicators of the banking sector. In Figure the dynamics of
distribution of net assets by groups of banks in UAH million is presented.
for 2018–2020.
In 2018–2020, state and foreign banks accounted for the largest share in
the structure of net assets of the banking sector. Net assets of state-owned
banks increased from UAH 463 billion. up to UAH 569 billion; foreign
banks from 413 billion UAH. up to UAH 525 billion As of 01.01.20, there
was an increase in total and net assets. During this period, the increase in
total assets amounted to UAH 707 billion; net assets – UAH 430 billion.
The gradual increase in the total assets of banking institutions in Ukraine
is due to the resumption of lending to the country’s economy.
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Figure 3. Dynamics of net assets of the banking sector of Ukraine,
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Figure 4. Net loans of the banking sector of Ukraine, UAH billion
During the study period, the amount of borrowed funds from individuals
(by UAH 378 billion) and individuals (by UAH 239 billion) increased.
This is a sign of financial stabilization of the banking system of Ukraine,
as it indicates the gradual restoration of confidence of economic entities
and individuals in financial institutions of Ukraine. The growth of the
net hryvnia loan portfolio of individuals in 2020 slowed sharply due to
quarantine restrictions in the first half of the year. In the second half of the
year, lending for the purchase of housing increased significantly, growing at
a faster rate than consumer lending. The average monthly volumes of new
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loans more than doubled compared to the first
half of 2020 and 2019.
According to Figs. we see that within the study
period for the overall structure of liabilities of the
banking sector is characterized by an increase in
the share of liabilities of state-owned banks. The
share of liabilities of state-owned banks increased
the most, by UAH 430 billion to UAH 515 billion
(by UAH 85 billion) and foreign banks by UAH
112 billion.
Banks’ liabilities increased during the period
under review at the expense of customers and
liquidity support from the NBU. At the same
time, funds of economic entities and individuals
remained the main source of funding for
banks – 84.6% of liabilities. In 2020, hryvnia
deposits grew rapidly. However, in the conditions
of uncertainty caused by the pandemic, demand
drivers were the driver of growth – their volumes
increased by 49%. Funds of economic entities
in hryvnia grew quite rapidly – 34.5%. The
increase in hryvnia funds of business in banks
with private capital was the highest. The level
of dollarization of clients’ funds decreased to
38.0%.One of the main conditions for ensuring
the stable functioning of the banking system is
a sufficient amount of equity, so consider the
impact of capitalization on financial stability.
Regulatory capital is one of the most important
indicators of banks’ activity, the main purpose
of which is to cover the negative consequences
of various risks that banks take in the course of
their activities, and to ensure deposit protection,
financial stability and stability of banking. It
consists of fixed and additional capital.
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Figure 5. Let’s analyze the dynamics of liabilities
of Ukrainian banks during 2018–2020
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Figure 6. Dynamics of liabilities of the banking system
by groups of banks, UAH billion
According to Figures 2-7 we see that in 2018 the regulatory capital of
Ukrainian banks was at its lowest level and amounted to 126.11 billion
UAH, but in the following years its volume increased by 54.62 billion
UAH, as of 01.12.2020 is 180 737, UAH 3 million. The regulatory capital
adequacy (H2) within the studied years ranges from 16.18% to 21.76%, ie
corresponds to the NBU normative values of this indicator. The high value
of this ratio is of course positive, but does not provide full capital adequacy
in the process.
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6. Evaluation of the efficiency of the banking system of Ukraine
An important indicator that characterizes the stability of the banking
system is the direct receipt of profits in the course of its activities. The
effective functioning of the banking system of Ukraine depends on ensuring
stable profitability of banks in the process of their activities, because profit
is one of the main components of the reliability of the banking sector.
According to the NBU report, the banking system during 2016–2017 was
in a state of unprofitability, and from 2018. gets positive results. According
to the NBU’s estimates of banking institutions, their profitability reached
its highest level in 2019 and amounted to UAH 58,356 million. For the
period 2018–2020, banking institutions of Ukraine, despite the crisis, show
positive results. Thus, during the study period, the positive values of return
on assets ranged from 1.69% in 2018 to 2.44% in 2020; return on capital,
respectively, from 14.67% in 2018 to 19.33 in 2020.
The profit of the banking sector in 2020 is almost a third lower than
in 2019 and amounted to UAH 41.3 billion. The annual growth rates of
net interest and commission income were the lowest in the last four years.
Contributions to reserves were three times higher than in 2019. These
factors are due to the reduction of lending in the first half of 2020 and the
deterioration of the solvency of certain sectors and companies amid the
unfolding crisis related to the pandemic.
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Table 5
Estimation of profitability of the banking system of Ukraine,
billion UAH
Indicator
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Assessing the return on bank assets allows you to determine the
effectiveness of managers of the banking institution, as its sufficient
importance indicates the implementation of effective and efficient
management of assets and liabilities of banks, but may be one of the
consequences of high risk operations. Its use makes it possible to assess
the effectiveness of the bank’s investments in the base for the formation of
profits of its assets.
The rate of return on capital is the ratio of the bank’s net profit to the
average value of the bank’s capital over the period and characterizes the
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Figure 8. Efficiency of the banking system of Ukraine
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efficiency of capital invested in the bank’s business. The value of the ROE
indicator is to determine the level of return (in the form of net profit) from
the shareholders’ funds invested in the bank, as well as retained earnings
directed by the bank to business development.
Thus, as a result of research we can conclude that the healthiest and
strongest banking system in Ukraine was in 2019, because the banking
sector was capitalized, profitable and without any bankruptcy in the market,
which was the main reason that Ukraine’s banking system has the ability
confront the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
7. Finding
The properties of controllability and controllability of the process of
interaction between the banking and real sectors of the economy, highlighted
in the theoretical part of the work, are most evident when the ability to manage
the accumulation, redistribution and efficient consumption of resources by
private business begins to slip. In this situation, the role of state regulation as a
direction in solving problems has grown. Today, many scientists and experts
believe that in the new environment of financial and economic instability,
solving a complex problem of transforming savings into investments with
their reorientation in the field of expanded reproduction and modernization
of fixed assets in the real sector is impossible without embedding incentives
macro-regulation. Moreover, the experience of a number of countries in
America, Asia and Europe (1997–2009) shows the effectiveness of such
a regulatory paradigm. In 2010, the Basel Committee published the Third
Basel Accord, which is a key piece of legislation aimed at improving
the quality of risk management and capital management of financial
institutions. This document establishes new minimum capital requirements,
new liquidity ratios and leverage, as well as new methods and approaches to
measuring and assessing risks. In addition, the document introduces stricter
standards of banking supervision, as well as increased requirements for
information disclosure and risk management. A recent study by Yа. Putnisa
on banking supervision emphasizes that banking regulation has never had
such a high profile and has never been as important as it is today. The
subject of banking regulation has affected the agenda, as politicians have
realized the damage that insolvent banks can do to national and regional
economies. YA. Putnis states that national banks often face the problem of
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lack of portfolio supervision in all banks in their country, and therefore do
not potentially identify the concentration of risks in the country’s banking
system. According to Dzh. Barsa i Dzh. Hana, “regulation refers to a set of
laws and regulations applicable to banking, and supervision is defined as
the monitoring of banks and the implementation of banking regulations”.
At the same time, the authors point out that the role of the banking business
has changed, and therefore the way in which banks are regulated and
controlled has changed. Kherrinh ta Karmasi, authors of The Structure of
Cross-Sector Financial Supervision, analyze changes in banking supervision
and focus on an integrated approach and show that crisis management may
not be an adequate replacement for the traditional model in which prudential
supervision takes place within the central bank. According to analysts at
KPMG, the supervisory pressure has hit Central and Eastern European
countries hardest, trying to make adequate profits and demonstrate that they
have a viable and stable business regime. Withdrawal of assets and risks of
balance sheet deficits push most banks to comply with existing regulatory
requirements for capital and liquidity in the EU. However, there are also
problems with the profitability of banks, the increase in costs, which affects
the maintenance of a stable future. The authors of the article “Financial
Supervision in Central and Eastern Europe” define financial supervision
strategies, one of which is comprehensive supervision, the effectiveness of
which is associated with the establishment and unification of procedures to
reduce the cost of supervision, facilitate contacts with supervised entities.
There are also various forms of criticism of the integrated model, which
they believe serves the multifunctional service of the financial group and
remarks that by integrating all financial supervision into one supervisory
body, the latter becomes too big, too unmanageable and too powerful.
Foreign scientific work on the formation of the regulatory environment of
the European Union, as well as on the study of banking management belong
to Western practicing analysts Timoti Kokhu i Skotu Makdonalʹdu.
D. Noyberher identifies competition policy in the banking sector as an
additional group of supervisory banking measures and identifies measures
for preventive supervision, which are aimed at avoiding bankruptcy of
the bank. They include capital requirements, liquidity and diversification,
provision of information, prohibition of certain types of banking operations,
instructions on reporting. This also includes licensing conditions, which
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are crucial in the supervision. K. Bʹorner believes that for this reason,
discretionary regulation, which provides some freedom of action both in
initiating sanctions and in their choice, should be equated with qualitative
regulation, which is associated with the method of risk assessment (causes).
According to V. Hryuninha, traditional banking analysis is based on
quantitative methods of assessing the state of the bank, including relative
indicators such as liquidity ratios; capital adequacy; quality of the loan
portfolio; shares of the loan provided to persons authorized and related
to the bank; credit risk of potential losses and open currency positions.
The method of banking supervision of the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision, which is implemented in the Basel II agreement, is an example
of popularizing indicative regulation instead of administrative regulation.
The analysis of literature sources devoted to the study of banking
supervision in Central and Eastern Europe shows that the banking supervision
system consists of elements of the regulatory environment; availability
of banking supervision institutions; formed requirements of banking
supervision in accordance with the development of the banking system
(standards, indicators, ratios, rules, licenses); forms of banking supervision.
Elements of the banking supervision system are interconnected, as they
work to achieve a common goal: the analysis and management of bank risks
and compliance with prudential standards of banking supervision. The main
directions of development of European supervision remain the unification
of European banking rules, which simplify the procedure for conducting
banking supervision within the European Union. Theoretical and practical
questions about the evolution of banking supervision in Central and Eastern
Europe in the concept of risk-based approach remain relevant. According
to the Law of Ukraine “On the National Bank of Ukraine” in Art. 1 states
that “banking supervision is a system of control and active and orderly
actions of the National Bank of Ukraine aimed at ensuring compliance by
banks and other persons in respect of which the National Bank of Ukraine
supervises the legislation of Ukraine and established standards to ensure
stability of the banking system and protection of interests depositors and
creditors of the bank; Banking regulation is one of the functions of the
NBU, which is to create a system of rules governing the activities of banks
and determine the general principles of banking, the procedure for banking
supervision and liability for violations of banking laws. A similar definition
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of banking supervision is given in Art. 67 of the Law of Ukraine “On Banks
and Banking”. This article states that “the purpose of banking supervision
is the stability of the banking system and the protection of the interests of
depositors and creditors of the bank regarding the security of storage of
customers’ funds in bank accounts.”
According to the provisions of Art. 4 of the Law of Ukraine “On Banks
and Banking” the National Bank of Ukraine regulates and supervises
banking in accordance with the Constitution of Ukraine, this Law, the Law
of Ukraine “On the National Bank of Ukraine”, other legislative acts of
Ukraine and regulations of the National Bank of Ukraine. The National
Bank of Ukraine determines the features of regulation and supervision of
a systemically important bank, a bank that has the status of a Settlement
Center for servicing contracts in financial markets, taking into account the
specifics of such banks. Domestic scientific approaches in the interpretation
of banking supervision generally adhere to the above-mentioned legal
provisions. Disagreements arise primarily when defining the essence of
the concepts of banking regulation and supervision. In particular, in the
textbook authored by V. Mishchenko and other authors, the regulation of
banking is understood primarily as the creation of an appropriate legal
framework, ie the development and adoption of laws governing banks,
as well as the adoption of relevant institutions authorized by the state,
regulations governing banks in the form of regulations, instructions,
directives. Legislation and regulations define the limits of banks’ behavior
that contribute to the reliable and efficient functioning of the banking
system. Banking supervision is defined as “monitoring of processes taking
place in the banking sector at various stages of the functioning of banks,
namely: the creation of new banks and their institutions, the activities of
banks, reorganization and liquidation of banks. To this end, the supervisory
authority has the power to apply coercive and non-coercive measures of
influence to banks”.
An analysis of research on banking regulation and supervision suggests
that these are interrelated concepts that have several important components.
First of all, they are mandatory for banks and banking groups in the rules
of banking operations, accounting and reporting, organization of internal
control, preparation and submission of accounting and statistical reporting.
The second element is these two interrelated processes, which set special
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standards for banks in their activities and which are aimed at limiting their
risks and protecting the interests of customers and depositors, as well
as society as a whole. Such standards include the minimum amount of
regulatory capital; regulatory capital adequacy ratio; regulatory capital ratio
to the bank’s liabilities; liquidity standards. The development of banking
systems has been carried out for a long time under the influence of historical,
economic and political factors, as well as legal and judicial practices.
E. Keyn described the relationship between banking regulators and
banks as a dialectic of regulation or a model of struggle. His idea is the
Hegelian concept, which consists of a three-stage structure of any process
of change: the first stage – the thesis; another – the antithesis; the third is
synthesis. The collision of thesis and antithesis leads to synthesis. Synthesis
then becomes a new thesis in the fight against the next antithesis, which
gives a new synthesis. In the area of finance, the struggle is also continuous,
as regulation can be seen as taxes that banks seek to avoid. The reason for
the struggle is the inconsistency of the goals set by regulators and banking
structures. The purpose of regulators is to maintain security, stability and a
viable (competitive) financial system; The task of bankers is to increase the
value of certain variables – capital, profits, etc. Banks are trying to overcome
the restrictions of regulators, trying to find ways to avoid the implementation
of regulations and laws. In response, supervisors are stepping up and the
fight begins again. This confrontation stimulates the emergence of financial
innovation (as a way to avoid constraints), and also explains the process
of innovation in the financial system. The benefits of regulatory measures
from the point of view of their costs are difficult to measure, as the benefits
are often short-term, while the costs are very long-term.
The experience of the financial crisis of 2007–2009 showed that
there is a relationship between the structure of compensation of financial
firms and excessive risk-taking by their employees. The main problem
was that modern banks tend to reward managers for risky strategies,
but do not charge penalties for decisions that lead to bank failures, the
destruction of the financial system and government infusions, and the loss
of taxpayers. Ethical failures and systematic shortcomings in the context
of the 2007–2009 financial crisis suggest that the forthcoming dialogue of
regulators on banking regulation policy is unlikely to ignore the importance
of corporate culture. The latter’s problem in the banking business has arisen
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in connection with the resumption of discussions on resolving two issues of
restoring public confidence in the banking system and improving financial
stability.
One of the key areas for the formation of risk-oriented banking
supervision and regulation in CEE countries is the introduction of capital
requirements. The main focus in this direction remains the provisions of
the Basel Committee, Basel III, published in December 2010 and revised
in June 2011. At European level, the implementation of these standards
was planned for 2013-2019. The implementation consisted of the so-called
CRDIV package: – CRR – Capital Requirements Regulation (EU)
575/2013; – CRD – Capital Regulation Directive 2013/36 / EU – CRDIV.
CRR is direct legislation, ie this provision is fully implemented and
applied in all EU member states, extends the norms that have not been
regulated by the CRDIV and applies to Pillar I Basel. CRDs are principles
and norms that reflect the Basel II and Basel III norms on capital standards
and are implemented through the adoption of national laws.
The main purpose of these two documents is to strengthen capital
requirements in response to global financial crises, promote the sustainability
of financial institutions and the banking sector. The tasks of ensuring the
stability and reliability of the banking system must be addressed at both the
macroeconomic and microeconomic levels. At the macroeconomic level,
an important component of economic activity (in terms of monetary theory)
is the amount of money in circulation. Other mechanisms that ensure the
coordinated functioning of components at the macroeconomic level are
interest rates and the volume of bank loans. Despite the fact that in the
modern economic system, commercial banks are not the only ones that
perform the function of financial intermediation in financial markets, but
their role in this process is still extremely important.
Thus, the regulation of banking activities protects the money supply
and gives central banks the lever with which they influence bank reserves,
interest rates and lending activities of banks. The socio-economic nature
of banking supervision is to promote banking supervision of the financial
system, which is achieved through the formation of requirements for
banking supervision by individuals and households (insurance and lending,
profitability and regularity of the banking system) and the state through
macroeconomic requirements (economic and social protection, ie laws,
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rules, national definitions), control over the national system of financial
policy (macroeconomic policy, the creation of an appropriate regulatory
environment for banks). The solution of such requirements by banking
supervision should be based on the world experience of banking supervision
through the involvement of the best methods and practices of banking
supervision.
It should be noted that in the regulatory environment and, in particular,
in the EU Directives there is no definition of financial stability. Economists
also differ on a common approach to its interpretation. However, there
are common elements that can be used to understand financial stability,
namely: a safe and well-functioning financial environment, no shocks
or no financial instability. In this regard, everything that helps to make
financial structures safer and less vulnerable to shocks is aimed at financial
stability. In this sense, it is banking supervision that contributes to achieving
this goal, because it monitors financial instruments and indicators that
are aimed at preventing or resolving problems of financial instability of
banks. In order to increase the resilience of banks in times of financial and
economic instability, creating a reserve of capital to increase the ability to
withstand risks, the National Bank of Ukraine sets requirements for banks
to form capital buffers, which was supplemented by a new chapter of the
Instruction which came into force on January 1, 2020, namely: buffer of
stock (conservation) of capital (planned to be introduced from 01.01.2020)
and countercyclical buffer (by decision of the regulator). It is said that the
bank forms capital buffers, namely the capital reserve (conservation) buffer,
countercyclical buffer.
Banks must form capital buffers above the normative value of the
fixed capital adequacy ratio (H3). The capital reserve (conservation)
buffer is calculated from the total risk. The bank forms a buffer of stock
(conservation) of capital, starting with: January 1, 2020 – in the amount
of 0.625%; January 1, 2021 – in the amount of 1.25%; January 1, 2022 –
in the amount of 1.875%; January 1, 2023 – in the amount of 2.5%. The
countercyclical capital buffer is calculated from the total amount of risk in
the amount of 0–2.5%. The size of the countercyclical capital buffer is set
by the decision of the Board of the National Bank in the case of significant
lending activity of banks, taking into account the risks associated with
excessive credit growth. This information is posted in advance on the page
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of the official website of the National Bank and should contain information,
in particular on the size of the buffer, the date of introduction of the buffer
in the prescribed amount. Comparative characteristics of capital structures
of banks in Ukraine and EU countries are presented in table 6.
Comparative characteristics of capital structures
of banks in Ukraine and EU countries

Table 6

EU capital structure (minimum value
8% + preservation buffer = 10.5%).
Capital ratio 1 year. to the capital
of 2 years, as 75/25
1. Tier 1 capital (fixed capital).
1. Tier 1 capital (Tier 1) (OK1r. + DK1r.)
Components: authorized capital, issue
Components: fixed capital (ordinary
difference, fin. help of shareholders, funds shares), issue income from ordinary
created at the expense of profit
shares, retained earnings, funds (reserve
2. Level 2 capital (additional capital).
and others) created by profit.
Ingredients: – profits of previous years.
Additional level 1 capital – perpetual
– income for the current year, reduced by capital instruments, sub-debt (in the case
overdue and uncollected> 30 days accrued of a trigger event OK less than 5.125%)
income,
is converted into instruments OK1, or
– subborg.
written off,
Capital = OK + DK reduced by direct
2. Tier 2 capital. Components:
investment in other institutions more than authorized capital (preferred shares),
10% and other securities (issued by outissue income on preferred shares, term
of-listing banks that are not listed on the
capital instruments (more than 5 years
stock exchange), sub-debt.
without long-term repayment incentives)
NBU capital ratios,%
Capital ratios for BCBS,%
Instruction № 368
Planned
standard
Standards Standards
Types of
Current
Types of
for
in Basel
in Basel
capital
standard, %
capital
January 1,
II, %
III, %
2019, %
Fixed capital,
Level 1 capital
5
7
–
4,5
1 year
Level 2 capital
5
3
Level 1 capital
4
6
Capital
10
10
Level 2 capital
4
2
Capital
8
8
Conservation
–
2,5
buffer
Capital structure of Ukrainian banks (H2>
10%). The ratio of OK to DC,
as 50/50
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As can be seen from table. 6, there are fundamental differences between
the capital structure of EU banks and Ukrainian banks. The main differences
are as follows.
1. Capital structure. In the EU, the share of tier 1 capital, which plays a
key role in the preservation of the bank, has increased (75/25), ie the ability
of banks to absorb losses has been increased. In Ukraine, this show is at
50/50 at the level of Basel II. According to the NBU Instruction № 368, it
was planned to raise the ratio of OK to DK from January 1, 2019 to 70/30.
In our opinion, such changes will not affect the overall picture, as there are
differences that are more fundamental.
2. According to the legislation of Ukraine, capital is reduced by
the amount of direct investment only from the total amount of capital
(OK + DK). In the EU countries, according to the norms of the Basel
Committee, direct, indirect and synthetic investments are deducted from
each relevant level of capital, both from Tier 1 capital and Tier 2 capital.
According to experts, in Ukraine there are strict approaches to valuation
and capital instruments: for example, there are no hybrid instruments.
However, the introduction of the accounting standard IFRS9 is gradually
changing the psychology of reserve calculation. The main elements of the
calculation become similar to the Basel standards – these are indicators of
PD, LGP. EAD. The approach to the classification of financial instruments is
also undergoing changes. These are instruments that measure depreciation
and instruments that measure fair value. Each of the instruments has an
assessment of impairment based on credit risk.
Shows the main stages of capital reform – in the EU countries
introduced on January 1, 2016 conservation buffer (0.625%) with a gradual
increase to 2.5% on January 1, 2019. In Ukraine, the conservation buffer
in accordance with Instruction № 368 activated from January 1 2020 at
the level of 0.625.
The legislation of Ukraine and regulations of the NBU of Ukraine do
not provide for the use of tools of the 1st level of the SC in the event of a
trigger event. A trigger event is a decrease in the Tier 1 adequacy ratio below
5.125%, or another value (over 5.125%), as determined by the bank in the
relevant regulations and agreements. In the EU, Tier 1 instruments include
perpetual instruments, the principal amount of which must be written off or
converted into Tier 1 instruments in the event of a trigger event. After the
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crisis of 2008, the countries of Central Europe (Great Britain, Switzerland)
began to use these tools.
On June 3, 2016, the Board of the National Bank of Ukraine adopted
Resolution № 338, which amended the Instruction on the Procedure for
Regulating the Activities of Banks in Ukraine, approved by the NBU
Board Resolution № 368. These changes determine the procedure for
including financial assistance to shareholders . Thus, financial assistance of
shareholders is included in the fixed capital of the bank with the permission
of the National Bank of Ukraine provided that the funds received in cash
and are non-refundable, non-credit, and the bank’s ownership structure
meets its transparency requirements set by the National Bank of Ukraine. In
addition, the calculation of certain economic standards in terms of reducing
credit risk by the amount of acceptable collateral has been clarified.
According to the Instruction on the Regulation of Banks in Ukraine,
to measure liquidity risk, Ukrainian banks use the structure of assets and
liabilities, which is built taking into account the terms of the transaction
for each currency. To assess liquidity risk, a cash flow calendar is built – a
schedule of interest payments and the principal amount of debt. It is similar
to the revaluation calendar used to control interest rate risk, except that
in the latter the date of the price change is of primary importance, in the
cash flow calendar the emphasis is on the date of interest payment and the
principal amount of debt. In order to monitor the liquidity of banks, the
National Bank sets liquidity ratios: instantaneous liquidity (H4), current
liquidity (H5) and short-term liquidity (H6). The instantaneous liquidity
ratio (H4) is defined as the ratio of highly liquid assets to current liabilities
of the bank, ie sets the minimum required amount of highly liquid assets to
ensure the fulfillment of current liabilities during one transaction day. This
indicator is calculated taking into account the balance on correspondent
accounts opened with other banks and on correspondent accounts of other
banks. The current liquidity ratio (H5) is defined as the ratio of assets with
a maturity of up to 31 days (inclusive) to the liabilities of the bank with
a maturity of up to 31 days (inclusive). This standard sets the minimum
required amount of bank assets to ensure the fulfillment of current liabilities
within one calendar month and is calculated taking into account the balance
of placed and attracted funds on correspondent accounts opened with other
banks and on correspondent accounts of other banks and interbank loans /
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deposits placed with other banks and received from other banks. The shortterm liquidity ratio (H6) is defined as the ratio of assets to liabilities with
a maturity of up to one year. This standard sets the minimum required
amount of assets to ensure the fulfillment of its obligations for one year and
is calculated taking into account the balance of placed and attracted funds:
on correspondent accounts opened with other banks and on correspondent
accounts of other banks; on interbank loans / deposits placed with other
banks and received from other banks. It should be noted that these indicators
have not changed or reformed radically, although the banking system has
gone through liquidity crises. The new capital requirements for banks
were approved by the Resolution of the NBU Board dated 12.05.2015
№ 312 “On Approval of Amendments to the Instruction on the Procedure for
Regulating the Activities of Banks in Ukraine”. According to the Instruction,
the minimum amount of regulatory capital of the bank (H1), which received a
banking license before July 11, 2014, should be UAH 120 million – until June
17, 2016 and UAH 200 million – from July 11, 2017.
The Instruction also establishes the regulatory capital adequacy ratio
(H2), which reflects the bank’s ability to pay its liabilities on time and
in full. The higher the value of the regulatory capital adequacy ratio, the
greater the share of risk borne by the bank’s owners and the lower the share
of risk of creditors / depositors of the bank. The value of H2 is defined as
the ratio of regulatory capital and weighted risk and solvency ratios of total
assets and off-balance sheet instruments.
The normative value of the H2 coefficient for existing banks must be at
least 10%. For banks that start operating, this standard should be: a) during
the first 12 months of operation from the date of obtaining a license – not
less than 15%; b) during the next 12 months – not less than 12%; c) in the
future – not less than 10%.
Fixed capital adequacy ratio (H3) is defined as the ratio of fixed capital
to the sum of assets and off-balance sheet liabilities, weighted by the
relevant credit risk ratios. The normative value of the H3 standard must
be at least 7%. The main reason for the global crisis of 2008–2009 was the
underestimation of banks’ liquidity risks. In order to overcome and prevent
these risks, the EU, together with the Basel Committee, has developed
standards that have helped to overcome these problems – Basel III and the
Directive – CRR and CRD. Until 2008, Ukraine did not use elements of
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macroprudential policy in its financial policy, unlike in Central Europe,
where, for example, in the United Kingdom in 1996 the first review of
financial stability was published.
The implementation of these instruments in Central European countries
has been quite problematic, as, for example, the deficit of highly liquid
assets for LCR amounted to 1.7 trillion euros, and for stable financing –
2.9 trillion euros. But after the crisis, the share of highly liquid assets
in internationally active banks increased. And the BCBS published its
conclusions in 2016, six years after the launch of these instruments, which
are important for the Ukrainian banking system. These findings are that,
first, LCR requirements are more difficult for retail banks to meet and
NSFR requirements for investment banks; second, LCR, unlike NSFR, is
sensitive to assumptions; third, in the pursuit of a high LCR, a bank may
worsen its risk profile. Finally, the implementation of the LCR does not
mean that banks are resistant to liquidity shocks.
Banking regulation is the process of promoting financial stability
through the use of special methods, tools, by establishing specific rules
and regulations. Therefore, the functions of banking regulation are closely
related to the conduct of monetary policy and the organization of the
settlement system and have historically been carried out by central banks.
Supranational banking regulation is a regulatory process carried out by
world-class international organizations (IMF, IBRD, EBRD, BCBS).
Banking supervision is the control over the stability and stability of
the banking system, which must adequately respond to global trends and
reassess supervisory policy. From the standpoint of methodology, banking
supervision should be understood as a set of methods, techniques, tools
used by banking supervisors to monitor the performance of banks, the
application of measures of influence and so on. Banking supervision is
based on a constant analytical survey of banks and serves socio-economic
needs, as there is a close relationship between risk analysis and banking
supervision. In Western and domestic scientific sources, the issue of
banking supervision is often identified with the analysis of the causes
of banking risks and methods of their study. An analysis of the literature
has shown that the study of risks has a long history, but the active study
of financial risks began relatively recently – in the late nineteenth – early
twentieth century.
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Liquidity monitoring tools such as stress testing, debt concentration
analysis and GAP analysis (liquidity gaps) are important for the formation
of risk-oriented banking supervision. In Ukraine, the current liquidity
standards are quite static and do not meet the requirements of the Basel
Committee. The NBU planned to introduce LCR from 2018 in the test
calculation mode (without requirements). In developing the LCR, the NBU
takes into account the requirements of Basel and national characteristics –
underdeveloped market of securities and highly liquid deposit assets (there
are no quality corporate bonds and mortgage bonds). This is taken into
account in the components of the liquidity buffer. The NBU took into
account the stress scenario of 2014 as the basis for calculating the indicator,
ie higher outflow rates for retail and corporate deposits than envisaged by
the Basel Committee.
According to the Comprehensive Action Plan for the Implementation of
the Financial Development Program in Ukraine, it is planned to improve
the systems of regulation and supervision of the financial sector, continue
the transition from compliance based supervision to risk-based supervision
and oversight. preventive monitoring (from April 1, 2015 to December 31,
2016), as well as the introduction of new capital requirements for banks
in accordance with the principles of Basel III and EU requirements (from
January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2019).
These measures are possible only by complying with the requirements
of the European Parliament and the Council of Europe, which aim to create
a level playing field in the financial sector, strengthen the solvency and
liquidity requirements of financial sector participants, introduce special
requirements for capital, liquidity and other financial institutions, as well as
improving the system of regulation and supervision of the financial sector.
According to international principles, an effective banking supervision
system must have specific responsibilities and goals, operational
independence, transparency, reliability, and resource base. Therefore, the
implementation of these principles in the work of the national banking
system is extremely important.
Currently, the analysis of the current state of the banking sector and the
main regulatory aspects indicates the presence of problems that indicate a
crisis in the banking system of Ukraine, in particular, in the system of banking
regulation and supervision. Thus, according to the regulatory framework,
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banking supervision in the system of the National Bank of Ukraine has a
sufficient level of independence, but during the financial crisis, problematic
issues regarding its functional and institutional components were identified.
8. Conclusions
The paper solves an important scientific and practical task of developing
theoretical principles and methodological approaches, developing scientific
and practical recommendations for improving the monitoring of financial
stability of the banking system. The main conclusions and results obtained
during the study are as follows.
Based on the systematization of theoretical aspects of financial stability
of the banking system, which have been studied in the works of domestic
and foreign experts on the subject, its content has been deepened. Under
the financial stability of the banking system is proposed to understand the
complex characteristics of its state, which determines the ability of the
banking system over time to absorb the negative effects of external and
internal factors, constantly and effectively perform its functions while
maintaining its integrity and organization, financial stability. The revised
definition takes into account a set of key features that reveal the content
of financial stability – relative nature (resistance to financial instability,
shock, panic), the relationship with the functional purpose of the system,
dynamism (taking into account the impact of time on maintaining structure
and functionality) and emphasizes attention to the internal organization of
the banking system.
As a result of the study of economic categories “financial stability”
and “financial stability” it was concluded that their essence is close in
terms of determining the ability of the banking system to fully perform its
functions, ability to absorb shocks, overcome shocks, recover from shocks
and imbalances. implies a change in financial performance) and return to
equilibrium.
According to the criteria of taking into account the identification features
of the system and the aggregation of analytical data, a critical analysis
of approaches to assessing the financial stability of the banking system.
Emphasis is placed on the fact that none of the considered approaches
to assessing the financial stability of the banking system fully takes into
account the presence of complex links between its elements, features of the
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internal organization, place in the economy, main functions. Based on the
deepening of the content of banking regulation, its impact on ensuring the
financial stability of the banking system has been proven.
A system of organizational and economic support for the financial
stability of the banking system has been developed. The current system
provides for the financial stability of the banking system at two levels:
macro-level – the banking system as an object with systemic properties;
micro-levels – banks as structural elements of the banking system. The
peculiarities of the functioning of the developed system of organizational
and economic support of the financial stability of the banking system are
taken into account and specified in its elements: goals, objectives, subjects,
objects, principles, functions, tools.
According to the study of the essence of monitoring and the specifics
of its use in banking practice, it is determined that monitoring the financial
stability of the banking system is a process of continuous monitoring
(collection and accumulation of information), processing and analysis of
financial stability indicators at macro and microeconomic levels. decisions
and forecasting the future development of the banking system, its dynamic
movement. The following stages of monitoring the financial stability of
the banking system are identified: formation of the analytical basis of the
study (collection of information and calculation of partial and consolidated
indicators for assessing the financial stability of the banking system and
banks separately); comparison of actual evaluation results with data from
previous years; comparison of calculated values of partial indicators with
critical (threshold) ones, signaling the presence of crisis tendencies; analysis
of the causes and consequences of the identified deviations of indicators;
substantiation of dominants in ensuring the financial stability of the banking
system, identifying prospects for its improvement and changing the levels
of financial stability of banks.
As a result of the analysis of the functioning of the banking system of
Ukraine as a whole and on a separate example of Oschadbank JSC, we
draw the following conclusions:1. having analyzed the structure of the
banking system of Ukraine, it is established that in Ukraine the existence
of a two-tier structure of the banking system, the construction of which is
similar to the European model, is enshrined at the legislative level. The
main financial and economic indicators of the banking system of Ukraine
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and Oschadbank JSC for the period from 2018 to 2020 are analyzed.
It is established that during this period there was a stabilization of the
number of banking institutions that demonstrated stable profitability. At
the same time, banking institutions increased their assets, both national
and in foreign currency. During the study period, the amount of lending
to the banking system has not changed, although the amount of borrowed
funds from individuals (from 508 to 683 billion UAH) and legal entities
(from 430 to 635 billion UAH) has increased, which indicates confidence
in the banking system Ukraine; The increase in certain indicators has led
to profitable activities over the past 3 years, although the previous years
2017-2018. were unprofitable. Return on assets and return on capital of
the banking system of Ukraine amounted to 2.44% and 19.22%. Features
of functioning of JSC Oschadbank which is one of the systemically
important banks of Ukraine, ranks first in terms of net loan portfolio and
second among banks in Ukraine in terms of assets, and is the largest in
Ukraine in terms of liabilities in the corporate sector and second in terms
of liabilities in the retail sector. In 2020, compared to 2018, Oschadbank
JSC increased its assets by 7.26%. The structure of assets was as follows:
46% – investment portfolio; 26% – loan portfolio; 28% – other assets.
The share of Oschadbank’s loan portfolio in total assets is declining every
year, due to the unstable financial situation in the country and the pandemic
of coronavirus infection, which has a negative impact on economic activity,
which leads to lower incomes and legal entities. provides opportunities to
increase the volume of credit operations and expand the range of customers.
In the structure of liabilities, the largest share is occupied by customer
accounts, which during this period increased by 20.78%. This is due to the
fact that Oschadbank JSC is one of the leaders in the domestic banking
market in the dynamics of the retail deposit portfolio . Thus, in 2019 the
bank maintained its market position (1st place in the market of liabilities
of legal entities) and constantly worked on diversifying the customer base,
primarily by attracting new customers from the private sector.
Oschadbank JSC received a net profit of UAH 2.8 billion, which is
UAH 2.5 billion. more than in 2019. The profit was generated primarily
from net interest income of UAH 8 billion, which is UAH 2.5 billion or
45.3% more than in 2019. Net commission income amounted to UAH
5 billion, which is UAH 0.8 billion or 18.1% more than in 2019. Trading
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income of UAH 3.6 billion was generated mainly from transactions with
financial instruments measured at fair value. Return on assets (ROA) of
Oschadbank JSC as of 01.01.2020 has the highest indicator, which meets
the recommendations and is 1.16. This indicates that the Sberbank’s
implementation of the strategy and tactics of asset growth is correct. The
ROE (stability indicator) of Oschadbank JSC is 12.64% in 2020, and is
close to the recommended one (15%). All these indicators have maintained a
positive trend, despite the economic situation associated with the pandemic.
According to the Comprehensive Action Plan for the Implementation of
the Financial Development Program in Ukraine, it is planned to improve
the systems of regulation and supervision of the financial sector, continue
the transition from compliance based supervision to risk-based supervision
and oversight. preventive monitoring (from April 1, 2015 to December 31,
2016), as well as the introduction of new capital requirements for banks
in accordance with the principles of Basel III and EU requirements (from
January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2019).
These measures are possible only by complying with the requirements
of the European Parliament and the Council of Europe, which aim to create
a level playing field in the financial sector, strengthen the solvency and
liquidity requirements of financial sector participants, introduce special
requirements for capital, liquidity and other financial institutions, as well as
improving the system of regulation and supervision of the financial sector.
According to international principles, an effective banking supervision
system must have specific responsibilities and goals, operational
independence, transparency, reliability, and resource base. Therefore, the
implementation of these principles in the work of the national banking
system is extremely important.Currently, the analysis of the current state of
the banking sector and the main regulatory aspects indicates the presence
of problems that indicate a crisis in the banking system of Ukraine, in
particular, in the system of banking regulation and supervision. Thus,
according to the regulatory framework, banking supervision in the system
of the National Bank of Ukraine has a sufficient level of independence, but
during the financial crisis, problematic issues regarding its functional and
institutional components were identified.
The National Bank of Ukraine should put in place a methodology for
assessing the level of corruption in banking institutions as part of protecting
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the bank’s economic security. According to Art. 55 of the Law of Ukraine
“On the National Bank of Ukraine” the main purpose of banking regulation
is defined as security and financial stability of the banking system. Protecting
the interests of depositors and creditors. The security system must be
constantly changed to take into account all risks. The NBU is no exception.
Its oversight system must also be constantly changed and updated. In order
to perform its functions, the National Bank of Ukraine has the right to
receive free of charge from banks, banking associations and legal entities
licensed by the National Bank of Ukraine, as well as from persons in respect
of which the National Bank of Ukraine supervises in accordance with the
Law of Ukraine banking activities”, information about their activities and
explanations regarding the information received and transactions. The main
difference of the proposed approach is that the author proposes to exercise
control not only at the level of control over the economic standards of the
bank, but also at the level of building a bank management system. This should
include: control over the organizational structure of the bank; increase control
over the appointment of bank officials (not only at the level of goodwill,
but also at the level of determining the bank’s family ties; verification of
the bank’s economic security system, depending on the type of bank, its
activities, volume of operations, number of branches, etc. Table 1 shows the
stages of creating a security model for a banking institution. Monitoring the
frequency and occurrence of incidents of corruption risk – allows for ongoing
control, monitoring, supervision of corruption risks, events related to their
implementation directly in the course of operational work. Monitoring
involves continuous, systematic and consistent monitoring and prevention of
corruption risks. Corruption risk is monitored both at the level of structural
units and in the bank as a whole. Ongoing risk monitoring is the internal
operational ongoing control and risks that are inherent in the activities of the
unit that performs operational monitoring. Continuous monitoring facilitates
the prompt detection and implementation of measures to minimize the
consequences of corruption risks.
The National Bank should tighten control over the distribution of
powers within a commercial bank, the presence of conflicts of interest
among bank officials, the construction of critical business processes of
the bank, identifying areas where corruption risks are possible. At the
legislative level, the NBU needs to consolidate and strengthen control
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over the work of the following departments in the Bank and control the
distribution of functions and powers of collegial bodies and departments of
the Bank, which ensure the economic security of the bank and participate in
corruption risk management.
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ECOLOGIZATION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
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Abstract. Global climate change due to the greenhouse effect has become
a major international and political issue. Carbon dioxide is recognized as
one of the main factors enhancing the greenhouse effect. Other known
greenhouse gases together account for about half of global warming. Excess
in the atmosphere of greenhouse gases and aerosols, solar radiation and the
properties of the earth’s surface change the energy balance of the climate
system. Agriculture is a significant source of greenhouse gas emissions,
as livestock and crop production are associated with emissions of carbon
dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide. According to reports of emissions
that governments regularly submit to the Secretariat of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change, agriculture accounts for about
15% of global greenhouse gas emissions. On the other hand, greenhouse
gases change the climate and thus affect agricultural production. At the
same time, the share of agriculture in world GDP is about 4%, which
indicates that the carbon intensity of agriculture (emissions per unit of
output) is quite large. Urgency of ecologization of agriculture of Ukraine is
conditioned by worsening of the ecological state of the natural resources,
related to the agricultural production, decline of fertility of soils and product
quality, by the increase of complex ecologically-destructive influence on
the environment. Ecological agriculture is economically advantageous
direction of activity with the high level of profitability comparatively with
traditional technologies of production. The main direction of agricultural
development should be the ecologization of all production processes,
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which led to the interest and conduct of this study. Purpose. The purpose
of the research is to substantiate the theoretical and applied principles of
ecologization of agricultural production based on the use of waste-free
technologies to ensure energy autonomy of agriculture. The subject of the
research is theoretical-methodical and practical aspects of using wastefree technologies for ecologization of agricultural production and ensuring
energy autonomy of AIC. Methodology. The research used the following
scientific methods: monographic (in studying the theoretical provisions of
ecologization of agricultural production and use of waste-free technologies),
statistical (in analyzing the state of agriculture and the use of waste-free
technologies for renewable energy, reducing fossil fuel consumption and
how consequence, ecologization of agricultural production) computational
and constructive (in substantiating the management practice of resource
conservation in agricultural development on the principles of waste-free
production), various methods of economic and statistical method (statistical
observation, comparison, tabular, graphical) – in the development of visual
illustrations; abstract-logical – to summarize research results and formulate
research conclusions. Practical implications. The impact of biogas
production from livestock waste in Ukraine on the ecologization of AIC
is analyzed. Measures have been proposed to promote the development of
waste-free biogas technologies in Ukraine to ensure energy autonomy of
the agro-industrial complex. Value/originality. The economic efficiency of
replacing natural gas with biogas formed from agrobiomass is determined.
The author’s bioenergy model of biogas production from agricultural
waste is proposed. The analysis of the advantages of biogas production
from agrobiomass for ecologization of agricultural production was further
developed. The enterprises of Vinnytsia region, which have the largest
capacities of biogas production from agrobiomass, are characterized. The
study is based on the tasks of applied research on the topic: “Development of
scientific and technical support for energy autonomy of the agro-industrial
complex based on environmentally efficient use of agrobiomass for biofuel
production”, state registration number 0122U000844.
1. Introduction
Today, the development of the world economy has been accompanied
by numerous negative phenomena, among which the key one was
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environmental problems in agriculture, related to irrational use of nature,
degradation and pollution of land, water and air, biodiversity loss and more.
The answer to the above challenges was the development of the concept
of sustainable development, which is based on the harmonization of three
main areas – economic, social and environmental.
The main idea of the concept of sustainable development is to preserve
the environment and natural resources for future generations, which
should be implemented not through traditional methods of environmental
protection, but through changes in the model of civilizational development.
It aims to reduce the anthropogenic load on the environment in such a
way that the pressure on it is not higher than its potential and reproductive
capacity. Therefore, the desire for economic growth was replaced by the
desire to promote socio-economic development of society while preserving
the natural foundations of life.
The intensification of agricultural production in many countries around
the world has led to significant negative and even crisis phenomena that have
affected almost all forms of living organisms. Excessive chemicalization
of agricultural production processes, unlimited use of mineral fertilizers,
active use of GMOs in crop and livestock production and other abuses
aimed at maximizing profits have led to significant harmful effects on the
natural resources and the environment. Society has a crucial task – not only
to reduce the negative impact of intensive agricultural practices on human
health and the environment, but also to develop and implement innovative
agricultural practices that would ensure the balanced development of
agriculture, society and nature in general.
That is why in the concept of sustainable development the decisive role
is given to the ecologization of agricultural production, which provides
a harmonious combination of the created environment of human life and
maintaining the quality of the environment, both for present and future
generations.
The urgency of ecologization of agricultural production is due to the
sharp deterioration of the ecological state of natural resources associated
with agricultural production, reducing soil fertility and quality of agricultural
products, increasing the complex ecological and destructive impact on
the environment. Organic food has a positive effect on the environment
and human health. Secondly, as international experience shows, organic
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agriculture is a cost-effective area of activity with a higher level of income
than traditional production.
2. Analysis of recent research and publications
The idea of ecologization of agriculture is studied by such economists
as A. Andreichenko, O. Bondar, A. Burliai, I. Honcharuk, T. Yemchyk
(Honcharuk), G. Kaletnik, I. Kyrylenko, N. Pryshlyak, D. Tokarchuk,
O. Khodakivska, O. Shkuratov, O. Shpykulyak, O. Shpychak and others.
Concerning ecologization of agriculture Burlyay A. means a managed
process of consistent implementation of technical, technological,
economic, managerial, organizational, innovative and other measures
to form a sustainable socio-ecological-production system in the process
of agricultural activities and agricultural production that promote
environmental management, conservation and improving the quality of the
environment at the local, regional or global levels [4, p. 45].
Honcharuk I. notes that the ecologization of agricultural production
should be understood as the gradual spread of environmental priorities in
production activities, increasing environmental education and awareness
of management, the gradual penetration of environmental innovations in
production, environmental modernization of production [5].
Khodakivska O. noted quite rightly that ecologization of agricultural
production is a system of national, sectoral and regional measures
aimed at introducing into agricultural production of qualitatively new,
environmentally friendly types of equipment, technologies and organization
of material production, methods and techniques of agricultural and agroindustrial complexes for rational use of natural resources, their preservation,
reproduction and maintenance of dynamic ecological balance in the
environment, production of safe food for human health and harmonization
of relations in the system “man – society – nature” [6].
Tereshchenko V. believe that the ecologization of agricultural
production is a purposeful process of introduction of ecological and
economic management methods in agricultural practice in order to
ensure ecological balance in the natural environment, preservation of
landscape and biological diversity, reproduction of natural resources
and guarantees of production of environmentally friendly products and
raw materials [8, p. 78].
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3. Assessment of ecological and destructive impact
of agriculture on the environment
The main factors of ecological and destructive impact of agriculture
on the environment are soil, water, air and biodiversity. In Ukraine, about
72% of land resources have been mastered at the permissible norm of
60-65% of the total area, plowing reaches 58% at the norm of 40%;
agriculture accounts for more than 10% of greenhouse gas emissions from
human activities; almost all surface and a significant part of groundwater
resources, especially in areas of powerful agricultural complexes, are
experiencing anthropogenic impact, manifested in pollution, depletion
and degradation of these facilities; the problem of biodiversity loss is
growing rapidly [2, p. 58].
Organic waste and waste with high content of organic matter in
unorganized discharges and spontaneous storage are the most dangerous to
the environment. The main factor of their negative impact is the processes
of decay and other biochemical transformations, which are accompanied by
intensive accumulation and migration into adjacent environments of very
toxic, often well-soluble organic products.
The structure of total greenhouse gas emissions from the agricultural
sector of Ukraine in 2019 is shown in Figure 1.
The peculiarity of the threatening situation in the field of agricultural
waste management in Ukraine is the large volume of their formation
in the absence of proper infrastructure for their management and
environmentally friendly technologies for the use of waste as raw
material. The most hazardous agricultural wastes are livestock wastes,
which account for 9% of global CO2 emissions, 35-40% of global
methane emissions, and 64% of global nitrous oxide emissions.
According to the National Inventory of Anthropogenic Greenhouse
Gas Emissions [10], the second largest producer of greenhouse gases
in Ukraine animal excrement: pig-breeding – 46.0%, livestock – 30.0%,
poultry – 20.0%, other animal species account for 4% of emissions.
Therefore, the problem of environmental challenges in the livestock
sector is considered from the standpoint of reducing the negative impact
of the industry on the environment, and globalization and the pace of
climate change require new approaches to addressing the disposal and
recycling of livestock waste.
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Agricultural soils
75.80%

Intestinal
fermentation
18.50%

Manure removal,
storage and use
4.70%
Other
1.00%

Figure 1. Structure of total greenhouse gas emissions
from the agricultural sector of Ukraine in 2019, %
Source: formed by the authors according to the data [9, p. 152]

Drains from livestock complexes are doubly dangerous because they
cause both chemical and biological contamination (by microorganisms).
Moreover, they pollute the soil directly, as well as water and air. Up to
605 kg of dust, 14.4 kg of ammonia and 83.4 billion microorganisms enter
the air from one pig farm for 10-40 thousand animals in 1 hour.
The livestock industry in Ukraine is declining every year, which
has a positive effect on reducing greenhouse gas emissions, but at the
same time leads to a significant reduction in humus stocks in soils and
weakening the crop industry. According to the Institute of Soil Protection
of Ukraine, a century ago Ukrainian soil contained an average of 4-6%
humus, and now – 3.2%. If less than 2.5% of humus remains in the soil,
it will no longer be chernozem (black earth). Every 5 years the soils
of Ukraine lose on average 0.05% of humus. In monetary terms, over
twenty years it amounted to about UAH 450 billion, and annually it is
more than UAH 20 billion. In 2021, the number of cattle in Ukraine was
2.87 million; 5.88 million pigs and 200.7 million poultry. Every year the
livestock industry in Ukraine is declining, as evidenced by the data in
table. 1.
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amount of
waste,
million tons
million heads
amount of
waste,
million tons

2018

15.05
16.54
220.5

200.7

51.66
21.18
2.87
5.88
55.80
20.63
3.10
5.73

2021
Years
2019

million heads
million heads
amount of
waste,
million tons

2017

18,00
3.68
66.4
3.53
63.54
3.33
59.94
3,60
6.67
24.01
6.11
22.00
6.03
21.71
7.50 /
Bird droppings
201.7
15.13
204.8
15.36
211.7
15.88
100
Source: formed by the authors on the basis of data [11] and own calculations
Cattle manure
Pig manure

amount of
waste,
million tons

2020

million heads
million heads
Yield of manure or
manure, t / animal
place / year
Type of raw
material

Formation of livestock by-products (pus, droppings) in Ukraine, 2017–2020

amount of
waste,
million tons

Table 1
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Comprehensively
solve
the problem of environmental
pollution by methane and nitrogen
emissions from livestock waste
possible through the introduction
of innovative environmentally
friendly technologies for the
disposal of agricultural waste,
including biogas plants. Such
installations are widely used
in European agricultural and
industrial enterprises.
4. The use of waste-free
technologies in agricultural
production to ensure energy
autonomy of agriculture
The introduction of wastefree technologies in agricultural
enterprises and the production
of biofuels such as biodiesel,
bioethanol and biogas are
one of the alternatives to
traditional fuels in agriculture.
The production of biofuels
contributes not only to the
energy autonomy of the agroindustrial complex, but also to
the reduction of a number of
environmental threats.
In our opinion, the most
promising area of waste-free
technologies of agricultural
production is the production of
biogas from agricultural waste.
Due to the rapidly growing
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Poultry complex

Bird
droppings

Feed
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electricity

Biogas

Digest

Methane gas

Figure 2. Advantages of introduction of waste-free technologies for
utilization of agricultural waste (on an example of a poultry complex)
Source: created by the authors

amount of organic waste, biogas production solves the problem of waste
disposal, thereby preventing emissions of methane and other greenhouse
gases into the environment, reduces the use of chemical fertilizers and
prevents contamination of soil and subsoil water.
In Figure 2 the author’s vision of the advantages of the process of biogas
production from agricultural waste on the example of the functioning of the
poultry complex and biogas production from bird droppings is given.
The common practice of storing industrial waste (manure) in open pits
or lagoons leads to environmental degradation in the surrounding areas.
Disposal of manure in large quantities is expensive, and fines for violating
sanitary norms are also large. Obtaining biogas from manure not only solves
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this problem, but at the same time is a way to generate additional income from
the sale of heat and electricity. To ensure stable and uninterrupted operation of
the biogas plant, it is better to provide for the possibility of biogas production
from mixed raw materials – crop and livestock waste. Thus, a biogas plant
running on agricultural waste will be evenly loaded throughout the year, and
biogas production will be a manageable and predictable process.
In addition, the use of waste-free technologies in agricultural production
will not only reduce the ecologically destructive impact on the environment,
but also change the structure of final energy consumption in favor of
renewable energy sources and ensure energy autonomy of agriculture.
According to the State Statistics Service of Ukraine, in 2020 the largest
share in the structure of energy consumption of Ukraine’s agro-industrial
complex is occupied by oil products (1060 thousand tons AD), electricity
(325 thousand tons AD), heat (174 thousand tons AD) and natural gas
(122 thousand tons AD). Consumption of energy produced from coal and
peat (5 thousand tons AD) and biofuels and waste (28 thousand tons AD) is
a small share (Table 2) [11].
Biogas derived from biomass is used as a fuel and is not harmful to
the environment, as it does not cause additional greenhouse gas emissions
and reduces the amount of organic waste. Unlike wind energy and solar
radiation, biogas can be produced regardless of climatic and weather
conditions. Unlike fossil energy sources, biogas in Ukraine has a renewable
potential of 3.2 billion m2, which remains unused [12].
Due to the fact that the energy value of different agricultural wastes
is not the same, the output of gas from 1 ton of it also differs. Manure
from livestock complexes is mainly used to produce biogas. It is known that
1 goal. cattle on average per day gives 45 kg of manure, from which you can
produce 2.5 m³ of biogas, the output of manure and gas from 1 goal. pigs –
6.5 kg and 0.3 m3, respectively, poultry – 0.137 kg and 0.02 m³. At the same
time, its cost is 15-20 euros per 1000 m3.
In Figure 3 shows the volume of biogas production using a variety of
raw materials. When choosing biogas plants, keep in mind that they can be
applied simultaneously to different raw materials and use different methods
depending on the moisture content. At the same time, special enzymes are
used to increase the efficiency of biogas production and reduce equipment
recovery time.
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Table 2
Final energy consumption of the agro-industrial complex
of Ukraine for 2017–2020
№
1
2

Types of fuel
and energy

2017
тис.
%
т.н.е
7
0.38
-

Years
2018
2019
тис.
тис.
%
%
т.н.е
т.н.е
7
0.37
7
0.37
-

2020
тис.
%
т.н.е
5
0.30
-

Coal and peat
Crude oil
Petroleum
3
1152 62.37 1190 62.40 1244 66.24 1016 60.51
products
4 Natural gas
131
7.09
122
6.40
96
5.11
122
7.27
5 Atomic energy
6 Hydroelectricity
Wind, solar
7
energy, etc.
Biofuels and
8
25
1.35
37
1.94
28
1.49
28
2.26
waste
9 Electricity
313 16.95 333 17.46 316 16.83 325 19.36
10 Heat energy
218 11.80 219 11.48 188 10.01 174 10.36
11 Total
1847 100.0 1907 100.0 1878 100.0 1669 100.0
Source: formed by the authors according to the State Statistics Service of Ukraine [11]
Note. 2017–2020 without taking into account the temporarily occupied territory of the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea and the city of Sevastopol and part of the temporarily
occupied territories in Donetsk and Luhansk regions.

Thus, Ukraine has a well-developed agriculture, the waste from which
provides an excellent raw material base. According to the State Agency for
Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving, the use of only 37% of waste from
livestock and crop production will produce more than 10 billion m3 of gas.
Table 3 lists potential substrates (agricultural waste) for biogas production.
Given the above, it can be concluded that the existing potential of biogas
production from organic agricultural waste in Ukraine and the significant
benefits of using biogas technologies for energy generation create favorable
conditions for the development of the domestic agrobiogas sector. According
to the Bioenergy Association of Ukraine, the average electricity production
from biogas in 2020 was about 36.0 million kWh. Capital cost savings
when using biogas plants in enterprises is 30-40%.
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Fat

1300

Molasses

630

Technical glycerin

500

Straw

425

Fish waste

300

Fat pulp

250

Slaughterhouse waste

200

Maize silage

190

Beet pulp

170

Beer pellets

140

Fruit pulp

110

Vegetables

100

Solid household waste (organic component)

100

Chicken manure

97

Corn mash
Bard

85
45

Pig manure

42

Milk serum

40

Cattle manure

32

Potato mash

30
Biogas yield, m3/t

Figure 3. Biogas yield from 1 ton of substrate
Source: generalized by the authors on the basis of processed literature sources

The chemical composition of biogas produced in biogas reactors is close
to natural, without its purification (natural: methane (CH4) – 80-90%, carbon
dioxide – up to 10%, biogas: methane (CH4) – 65-70%, carbon dioxide –
up to 30% In terms of heat of combustion 1 m³ of biogas is equivalent
to: 0.8 m³ of natural gas, 0.7 kg of fuel oil, 0.6 kg of gasoline, 0.85 liters
of alcohol, 1.6 kg of firewood, 1.4 kW. The total calorific value of biogas
is from 5,000 to 8,000 kcal/m3. So biogas can be used as natural gas: to
accumulate, pump, generate electricity, use as fuel for internal combustion
engines [6].
Equating the selling price of biogas to the cost of natural gas
(UAH 9.9 thousand per 1000 m3), the gross profit from biogas production
for agricultural formations of Ukraine can range from 5.08 to 24.86 million
UAH. depending on the type of raw material. For the company, the
advantages of implementing a biogas plant are cost savings through the
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Biogas output potential from agricultural waste

Table 3

Dry organic
Specific yield Specific yield
matter (COP),
of biogas,
of biogas,
%
m3/t COP
m3/t
Crop by-products
Corn silage
32.0
95.0
700.0
212.8
Straw
30.0
90.0
600.0
162.0
Grass silage
30.0
89.0
550.0
1416.9
Sugar beets
23.0
90.0
800.0
165.6
Mangold
12.0
75.0
620.0
55.8
Оilcake
28.0
94.0
680.0
179.0
Livestock by-products
Pig manure
3.0
85.0
425.0
10.8
Cattle manure
25.0
80.0
350.0
70.0
Bird droppings
24.0
85.0
425.0
86.7
Source: formed by the authors on the basis of data from the Bioenergy Association of
Ukraine [4]
Substrate

Dry matter
(SR), %

production of electricity and heat from its own raw materials, reducing
dependence on external energy sources, the ability to provide energy to other
consumers. From 1 m3 of biogas it is possible to produce about 2-2.5 kWh
of electricity and up to 2.5-3 kWh of heat energy by cooling the engines
after burning biogas to produce electricity. However, the economic benefits
of using biogas in each case will depend on the type of waste available for
processing, investment opportunities, the availability of the local energy
market and government initiatives [14, p. 196].
For agricultural enterprises, the advantages of implementing
environmentally friendly waste-free technologies for biogas production
from waste are cost savings through the production of electricity and heat
from their own raw materials, reducing dependence on external energy,
the ability to provide energy to other consumers. However, the economic
benefits of using biogas in each case will depend on the type of waste
available for recycling, investment opportunities, the availability of a
local energy market and government initiatives. For example, in European
practice, farmer’s biogas plants are common, usually owned by a single
farmer, and centralized biogas plants, which have more capacity and are
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usually cooperative property (owned by several farmers) and are considered
more cost-effective. scale effect). When planning, first all available
resources are identified and the possibilities of their use in different
scenarios are calculated, after which a decision is made on the location, type
of installation, capacity and load. In the countries of the European Union,
the payback period of biogas plants for processing waste from the agroindustrial complex averages 6-14 years, or taking into account the green
tariff for the sale of electricity to the grid – 4-8 years [14, p. 198].
The mechanism of biogas production from agricultural waste at
agricultural enterprises to ensure energy security is presented in Figure 4.
Thus, the bioenergy model of biogas production from agricultural waste
provides a significant environmental effect:
– at the local level the problem of pollution of both groundwater and
water basins in general by pathogens and chemicals is solved; there is an
improvement in the quality of drinking water directly near livestock farms
or poultry farms; the unpleasant smell disappears near the objects of the
livestock industry;

Agricultural waste

Clean energy

Biogas production

Reduction of CO2
emissions

Other methods of disposal

Organic fertilizers
(digestate)

Restoration of soil quality and
fertility

ENERGY SECURITY
Figure 4. Bioenergy model of biogas production
from agricultural waste
Source: developed by the authors
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– with the use of biofertilizers obtained from the production of biogas,
the problem of increasing soil fertility and preventing their degradation is
solved; reduces weeds, acidity, salinity of soils; Organic organic food is
obtained, which has a positive effect on the health of the population;
– at the global level, there is a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions,
which contributes to the implementation of state environmental
commitments.
In Vinnytsia region there are two powerful enterprises for the production
of biogas from livestock waste – LLC “Vinnytsia Poultry Farm”, and biogas
from crop waste – LLC “Yuzefo-Mykolayiv Biogas Company”. The region
is not only a leader in the production of gross agricultural output, but
also can become one of the leaders in the implementation of waste-free
technologies that provide a full cycle of recycling economy.
Another striking example of the efficient use of recycled waste from its
own production is a young agricultural enterprise in the Vinnytsia region –
Organic-D LLC, which operates on the principle of waste-free production,
using its own biogas plant.
The algorithm of this station is as follows – the remains of animals from
the premises are merged into a biogas plant and fermented for 30 days. As
a result of the biogas plant, the company receives:
– biogas output (1200 m3/day);
– volume of electricity (250-300 kW) and heat energy (300-350 kW);
– organic fertilizer digestate (60 t/day), which enriches its own
agricultural land [15, p. 518].
The introduction of biogas plants on agricultural enterprises will allow
to establish an environmentally friendly, waste-free method of processing,
disposal and disinfection of various organic wastes of plant and animal
origin. On the other hand – such installations become a source of additional
income, reduce costs and cost of production by providing energy and
organic fertilizers of the main production of enterprises. When using a
biogas plant, the actual energy consumption is 20% of the received. In the
case of using biogas for the simultaneous production of electricity and heat
(cogeneration), 30-40% of energy is converted into electricity, 40-50% – in
heat, the rest is sent to their own needs.
Thus, agriculture, in particular livestock, can make an important
contribution to combating climate change by moving to a circular economy,
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sustainable production through the introduction of environmentally
friendly resource-saving technologies for processing crop residues and
animal manure into biofuels. Utilization of agricultural waste, namely
livestock waste by processing it into biogas, is an important aspect not
only of environmental friendliness of this process, but also contains an
energy component – energy security, ie use of renewable raw materials and
abandonment of fossil fuels or imports, energy diversification. However,
the economic benefits of using biogas in each case will depend on the type
of waste available for recycling, investment opportunities, the availability
of a local energy market and government initiatives.
5. Development of waste-free biogas technologies in the world
Currently, more than 65 countries around the world use biogas plants to
produce biogas as an alternative energy source. China is the leader in the
use of biogas technologies, with more than 15 million biogas plants. 86% of
China’s alternative sources are made from agricultural waste and only 14%
from industrial and sewage waste. China has a medium- and long-term plan
for the development of renewable energy in order to achieve an annual level
of biogas production of 50 billion m3, which should be provided by both
industrial-type biogas plants and low-power home stations. In India, there
are about 10 million biogas plants [16, p. 806].
As of the end of 2019, there were 18,838 biogas plants in operation in
Europe (this figure increased by 4% compared to 2018 and by 69% compared
to 2009) (Figure 5). Currently, the EU biogas sector produces 15.8 billion
cubic meters of biogas and 2.43 billion cubic meters of biomethane, with
75% of biogas produced from agricultural waste, 17% from organic waste
from private households and businesses and another 8% from sewage
treatment plants [17].
Today, the leader in biogas production in Europe is Germany, where
there are about 11,000 biogas plants (about half of all global plants), but
only 7% of biogas produced by enterprises goes to gas pipelines, the rest is
used for the needs of producers. Germany produces 93% of biogas through
fermentation of crops and crop residues. In the future, with the optimal
use of biogas in Germany, electricity from this type of fuel will be able to
provide 12 million households. Already, electricity and heat produced from
biogas are enough for about 500,000 private homes and apartments.
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Figure 5. Dynamics of increasing the number
of biogas plants in Europe, 2009–2019
Source: based on data from the European Biogas Association [18]

As the German Federal Law on Renewable Energy creates
favorable conditions for the use of biomass, it is natural that three of
the six largest European companies in the biogas industry are German:
Strabag Umweltanlagen GmbH, Schmack Biogas AG, Biotechnische
Abfallverwertung – with a total of 280 plants and 280 production of about
3.7 million tons [14, p. 194–195].
According to the European Biogas Association, the leaders in the
number of biogas plants, in addition to Germany, are Italy – 1491, Great
Britain – 813, France – 736, Switzerland – 633, Czech Republic – 554,
Austria – 436 plants [18].
Among the European countries with a high rate of development of biogas
technologies that work on agricultural waste can be identified, as already
mentioned, Germany, as well as Italy, France and the Czech Republic;
for solid waste – Great Britain, Spain, Italy and France; from wastewater
effluents – Sweden, Lithuania, Poland [19, p. 106–107].
In the United States, despite the large number of farms, the biogas market
is developing at a much slower pace than the European one. There are about
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2,100 biogas plants in the country, which mainly operate on agricultural
waste, including livestock waste (cattle manure). The total capacity of
all plants on such farms is approaching 60 MW. The US biogas plant
market is estimated at $ 2.4 billion in 2020. Most American biogas plants
are concentrated in New York, Pennsylvania, Vermont and Wisconsin.
However, they cover only a small part of the 8,000 farms where biogas
production could be introduced. Thus, according to American experts,
on average, a herd of 1,000 cows can provide fuel for about 250 kW of
generating capacity, so the potential of all US farms to generate energy from
biogas reaches 1,600 MW [20].
According to experts from the European Biogas Association, the next ten
years will see rapid growth in the biogas and biomethane sectors, and in the
future the share of biomethane in European gas production will be 33-40%.
At the same time, members of the European Biogas Association believe that
the potential for biogas and biomethane production in Ukraine is quite high.
Not surprisingly, in 2019 Ukraine ranked 8th among the 100 developing
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Figure 6. Estimation of attractiveness of investments
in renewable energy sources among developing countries in 2019
Source: based on the annual Climatescope report [21]
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countries in terms of attractiveness of investment in renewable energy
sources (RES) [10], which is 55 places higher than in 2018 (Figure 6).
Investing in biogas plants for large agricultural enterprises solves several
problems. One of the most important is the processing of waste, which is
especially relevant for livestock complexes. The cost of burying manure
that pollutes the environment and harms the environment is in the hundreds
of thousands. It is wiser to spend this money on the construction of a biogas
plant. The resulting biogas will be used as fuel for the heating system, or
will be used for other purposes.
The task of introducing waste-free technologies in agro-industrial
production is extremely important in today’s conditions and is to create
closed production cycles with recycling of raw materials, when each end of
one production serves as a starting point of the next, resulting in no waste
and minimizes negative consequences. natural environment. That is why it
is so important to intensify research and innovative developments to create
new waste-free technologies for agricultural production.
The high initial cost of investment and a fairly long payback period
(4-8 years) of biogas plants contribute to the reduction of the number of
actual and potential investors in RES. One of the solutions to this problem is
the creation of an energy cooperative – a voluntary association of individuals
and / or legal entities on a share basis to conduct joint economic activities in
the field of energy efficiency or RES [22].
Germany and Austria are among the leading countries in the establishment of
energy cooperatives. For example, in Germany in 2019, 14 energy cooperatives
were established. These include six local heating cooperatives and two energy
cooperatives, each specializing in photovoltaics and wind energy. The business
models of other new energy cooperatives are very different.
According to the Federal Office for Energy Cooperatives, there are a
total of 843 energy cooperatives in Germany by the end of 2020, bringing
together 200,000 people. They invested a total of 2.9 billion euros in
renewable energy and generated about 8.31 TWh of clean electricity in
2019. This avoided 3.39 million tons of CO2 emissions [23].
Another example of the creation of energy cooperatives is the United
Kingdom. Currently, there are a large number of energy cooperatives in this
country that specialize in renewable energy sources. There are cooperatives
that produce and use solar, wind, hydro and biomass energy.
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In the United States, quite a large part of the electricity market is occupied
by energy cooperatives, which are formed by communities. In total, there
are 903 cooperatives in this country that deal with the distribution (delivery
to the final consumer) of electricity. They provide power to 42 million
people in 47 states. The service areas of these cooperatives cover 75% of the
United States. All these networks, together with all the equipment belonging
to them, are in the direct ownership of the members of the respective energy
cooperatives [24].
6. Ecologization of soils through the introduction
of waste-free technologies of agriculture
Plowing of agricultural land in Ukraine is one of the highest in the world
and reaches 78.1%. In 2019–2020, the plowing of agricultural land in some
regions of Ukraine reached 80-90% (Vinnytsia – 85.7%, Donetsk – 81.0%,
Zaporozhye – 84.8%, Kirovograd – 86.8%, Lugansk – 66.4%, Mykolaiv –
84.5%, Odessa – 79.7%, Ternopil – 81.4%, Kherson – 90.2%, Cherkasy – 87.6%).
While the amount of plowed agricultural land in the United States is 38.9%,
China – 21.5%, Great Britain – 35.3%, Austria – 47.5%, in the Netherlands the
percentage of plowing is 55%. At the same time, in these countries the level
of GDP is much higher and the share of agro-industrial complex in GDP is
from 1 to 3%, while in Ukraine – more than 12%. This indicates that Ukraine
is gradually transforming from an industrial-agrarian country to an agrarian
country with clear characteristics of the raw material type [1, p. 230].
The structure of agricultural land in Ukraine in 2020 is shown in Figure 7.
Intensive agricultural land use affects the reduction of soil fertility, as
noted by Honcharuk I. [26, p. 27], in connection with their compaction,
destruction of structure, permeability and aeration capacity with all
environmental consequences. Land degradation and desertification are one
of the most serious challenges to the country’s sustainable development,
causing significant environmental and socio-economic problems.
Due to land degradation during 1986–2020, the humus content decreased
by 0.19% and is 3.17%. During this period, the loss of humus in the arable
layer was 5500 kg/ha. Every year, with the harvest of agricultural crops,
77-135 kg of nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium) are irrevocably
alienated from each hectare. To ensure a deficit-free balance of humus
in soils and their deoxidation, the urgent task is to change the fertilizer
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Fallows
0,2 million hectares

Arable
32,7 million hectares

Perennial plantings
0,9 million hectares
Hayfields
2,3 million hectares

Pastures
5,3 million hectares

Figure 7. The structure of agricultural land in Ukraine in 2020
Source: formed by the authors on the basis of the Land Directory of Ukraine-2020 [25]

application system with a reorientation to increase the share of organic
fertilizers. The amount of organic fertilizers per 1 hectare in 2020 compared
to 1990 decreased by 22 times. Decrease in livestock relative to 1990 levels:
cattle – 7.5 times, pigs – 3.3 times, goats and sheep – 7 times (Table 4).
To ensure a deficit-free balance of humus in soils and their deoxidation,
the urgent task is to change the mineralization system with a reorientation
to increase the share of organic fertilizers. One of the ways to solve the
problem of soil degradation in Ukraine is to use as an organic fertilizer
digestate – a by-product of processing organic matter that remains after
biogas production. During the separation of the digestate, solid (sludge) and
liquid (concentrate) fractions are formed.
Digestate is liquid and solid. Liquid digestate is added to the soil, and
the solid fraction of digestate can be dried, granulated and conveniently
combined with other wastes. It is also convenient to combine with other
wastes or organic products, such as wood chips, sawdust. Digestate
improves the condition of crops by providing additional nutrients and
helping to maintain the necessary soil moisture. If mineral fertilizers are
absorbed only by 35-50%, then biofertilizers – almost 99% [26, p. 27].
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Humus content in the soil, %

Volume of applied organic
fertilizers, million tons
Application of organic fertilizers
per unit area of agricultural land,
kg/ha
Areas treated with organic
fertilizers, million hectares
The total amount of mineral
fertilizers applied, million tons
N, P2O5 і K2O
The amount of mineral fertilizers
per unit area of agricultural land, kg
N, P2O5 і K2O /га
Areas treated with mineral
fertilizers, million hectares

255.1

1.4

9.0

Poultry, million heads

7.4

19.9

3.9

25.2

2016

Livestock of pigs, million heads
Livestock sheep and goats,
million heads

1990

Livestock of cows, million heads

Indicator

Table 4
The state of maintaining the content of organic matter (humus) in the soils of Ukraine in 1990–2020
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Currently, the total formation of digestate at biogas plants in Ukraine is
about 2 million tons and will increase with the number of biogas capacity in
Ukraine. Thus, 780 kg of digestate is formed from 1 ton of corn silage, 890 kg
from 1 ton of chicken manure, 910 kg from 1 ton of pulp, 920 kg from cattle
manure, and 990 kg from pig manure. For every megawatt of biogas plant
capacity, 40-50 thousand tons of such digestate are formed per year.
The first experiments with the use of digestate as a fertilizer showed that
it has an effect and this effect is even higher than that of more traditional
counterparts. For example, in England, digestate (although from food
waste) has increased winter grain yields by 10% on average over 3 years,
while green compost – by 7%, mixed compost (from green mass and food
waste) – by 8%, manure – by 9% and manure with straw – by 10%. In
another experiment, the application of 30 m3/ha of digestate, each ton of
which contained 3.6 kg of nitrogen, 1.7 kg of P2O5 and 4.4 kg of K2O, saved
108.6 euros/ha of mineral fertilizers [27].
“Myronivsky Khliboprodukt”, the company that owns powerful biogas
plants in Dnipropetrovsk and Vinnytsia regions, was the first in Ukraine
to use digestate from biogas plants as an organic fertilizer. The main raw
material of biogas plants is chicken manure. In the Dnipropetrovsk region,
small amounts of sorghum silage are added to it, in Ladyzhyn – straw and
cattle manure.
The digestate obtained at “Myronivsky Khliboprodukt” biogas plants
had the following composition:
Liquid fraction: pH – 7.7-9.1. In 1 m3 of total: nitrogen – 6.6 kg,
phosphorus – 1.9 kg, potassium – 6.2 kg. Manganese – 21 mg/kg, zinc –
8.2 mg/kg, copper – 14.1 mg/kg, cobalt – 7.2 mg/kg, sulfur in the liquid –
0.27%.
Solid fraction: pH – 7.7-9.3. General: nitrogen – 6.8 kg/t, phosphorus –
3.1 kg/t, potassium – 2.7 kg/t. Manganese – 47.65 mg/kg, zinc – 12.5 mg/kg,
copper – 34.5 mg/kg, cobalt – 18.1 mg/kg, sulfur in the liquid – 1.56%.
In Vinnytsia region, the experiment was set up in the fields of winter
wheat by a farmer in the village of Vasylivka near Ladyzhyn, not far from
the biogas plant. The soil in this area was acidic and low humus (only 1.5%).
Two variants of digestate application were tested – in August (barrels for
liquid fertilizers) and in March (via hose-drum irrigation machines). In the
first section in February, the wheat was thicker and generally better than
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in the control. On the second, after some time, it was also noticeable that
wheat is greener than in neighboring areas, where the traditional scheme of
feeding mineral fertilizers was used [27].
Despite the positive developments, the use of digestate as an organic
fertilizer to increase soil fertility is currently not widespread. The main
barriers to the use of digestate biogas plants as organic fertilizers in Ukraine
are the following:
1. Most biogas projects in Ukraine are based on the concept of an energy
company focused on obtaining basic income from the sale of electricity at
a “green” tariff – the placement of digestate on the market as an organic
fertilizer was not considered.
2. Most biogas plants in Ukraine do not regularly control the quality of
raw materials and digestate according to a set of indicators, and technological
regimes change throughout the year – the physico-chemical composition of
digestate is uncontrolled and unpredictable.
3. Digestate from most biogas plants in Ukraine cannot be considered
an organic fertilizer for organic crop production – lack of demand in the
segment of the organic production market.
4. Lack of state control over the quality of digestate and its management,
as well as the lack of its own system to ensure / standardize the quality of
digestate generated by operators of most biogas plants in Ukraine – lack of
trust among potential consumers and, consequently, demand.
5. Lack of a system of voluntary certification and quality assurance
of digestate (outside the market segment of organic production) – lack of
opportunity to create an image of a quality product – lack of trust among
potential consumers and, accordingly, demand.
6. The lack of state norms and requirements for the production and use
of organic fertilizers in general, and digestate in particular – slows down the
creation of a market for organic fertilizers from digestate.
Thus, the digestate of biogas plants can be a valuable resource for
maintaining / restoring soil fertility in Ukraine and make a significant
contribution to the substitution of imported mineral fertilizers. When using
the digestate, it was found that it is universal and suitable for all soils, as
well as for feeding all types of plants; increases the content of organic
matter (humus); improves water and air regime of soils; it can be made at
any time; has neutral acidity and deoxidizes the soil; absence of pathogenic
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organisms; allows you to increase yields, as it contains a full range of
essential macro-and micronutrients, organic compounds that improve soil
structure and humic acids; creates preconditions for the development of
organic agricultural production and increase income from sales.
7. Conclusions
Thus, the need for ecologization of agriculture is due to the sharp
deterioration of the ecological resources of natural resources associated with
agricultural production, reducing soil fertility and quality of agricultural
products, significant accumulation of agricultural waste, increasing complex
ecological and destructive impact on the environment.
Based on the research, it was determined that an important aspect of
ecologization agricultural production is the use of waste-free technologies
in enterprises. The problem of waste in the agricultural sector of Ukraine
requires the development of a new vision: waste from the agricultural
sector should be considered as a source of secondary material and energy
resources; it is necessary to minimize the generation of waste from the
agricultural sector in the process of production and consumption by efficient
methods; it is necessary to ensure maximum processing and utilization of
waste from the agricultural sector, implementing the most efficient waste
management technologies (waste-free technologies); at each stage of waste
generation it is necessary to determine the methods of reuse of natural
resources (recycling) and recycling of waste; Waste management of the
agricultural sector should begin with planning the rational use of natural
resources and production of agricultural products as raw materials for
industrial processing, and continue with the design of the entire life cycle of
production and consumption of various useful products.
The introduction of waste-free agricultural production into modern
economic activity involves the balanced use of nutrients, energy and nature,
while ensuring resource efficiency, competitiveness, innovation, increasing
employment and welfare and income from agricultural production.
We believe that one of the most promising areas of implementation of
waste-free technologies in agricultural enterprises is the processing of crop
and livestock waste into biogas – the only type of RES that can be used
in several ways. It can be burned in heating installations and receive heat
for heating. The introduction of biogas plants on agricultural enterprises
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will allow to establish an environmentally friendly, waste-free method of
processing, disposal and disinfection of various organic wastes of plant and
animal origin. On the other hand – such installations become a source of
additional income, reduce costs and cost of production by providing energy
and organic fertilizers of the main production of enterprises.
The ecological effect of biogas production is the safe processing of organic
waste and by-products of animal origin, due to methane fermentation. In
total, we have identified 5 main environmental effects from the introduction
of biogas complexes in agricultural enterprises:
1) use of crop and livestock waste as secondary raw materials to ensure
energy autonomy;
2) solving the problem of storage and transportation of raw materials;
3) reducing the use of fossil fuels, resource conservation and the
introduction of alternative energy sources;
4) use of digestate as an organic fertilizer to increase soil fertility;
5) reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
As indirect environmental effects can be identified – to prevent
contamination of groundwater and surface water and soil.
Ukraine has great raw material potential for biogas production and
significant opportunities to increase the capacity of biogas plants. Processing
of organic waste from production and consumption in a biogas plant is an
economically and environmentally optimal solution. The products (biogas,
biofertilizers) generated as a result of waste disposal help to solve the
problem of meeting the needs of certain categories of material resources,
namely energy and fertilizers, which will increase production while reducing
the use of natural resources. Replacement of energy and fertilizers with
biological analogues, which is achieved through the disposal of industrial
waste for biogas, as well as a significant reduction in their imports – have a
positive impact on the internal balance in the country and its GDP.
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Abstract. The purpose of the work is to study the transformation of the
concept of bankruptcy in Ukraine and the world in pandemic conditions,
carrying out econometric modeling of exports and imports and taking into
account seasonal fluctuations and their forecasting. Methodology. The paper
considers the legal settlement of the grounds, procedures and consequences
of the debtor’s insolvency. The concept of “bankruptcy” is used in many
socio-political and natural sciences where it is given its own interpretation.
The most typical definitions of the concept of “bankruptcy” that occur in
foreign and domestic scientific publications are considered. Studying the
chronology of the “bankruptcy” concept interpretation allows us to assess
the change of positions and approaches to understanding its essence. It is
emphasized that bankruptcy should be investigated as a method of anticrisis management. The classification of bankruptcy on various grounds
is considered. Introductions in the regulatory framework concerning
bankruptcy are considered. Econometric modeling has shown that the
exports and imports of goods, works and services of Ukraine has a general
tendency to decrease and seasonal fluctuations have a significant impact on
them. Practical implications. Introductions into the regulatory framework
concerning bankruptcy, namely the procedure for the out-of-court recovery
and the procedure for initiating a simplified bankruptcy procedure of the
debtor, are liquidated by the owner. These provisions make it possible to
make national insolvency and bankruptcy legislation more flexible and
adapt it to European legislation. Particular attention is paid to legal relations
associated with bankruptcy, which are governed by a number of regulations
of different legal force that together constitute a separate institution in
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the system of economic legislation. The analysis of bankrupt enterprises
in Ukraine in 2016–2019 revealed that most enterprises in Ukraine went
bankrupt in 2016, the least – in 2019, i.e., there is a downward trend in this
indicator, which indicated a gradual improvement in Ukraine’s economic
situation. Most companies went bankrupt in February 2017, the least – in
November 2019. Based on econometric modeling, the forecast of exports
and imports is determined and, taking into account seasonal fluctuations,
we determine their values for each quarter of 2021–2023. The largest
volume of exports falls on the third quarter, while the largest volume of
imports – on the fourth. As a result of the study, based on the analysis of the
dynamics of exports, imports and gross domestic product of Ukraine during
2010–2020, it was found that exports and imports of goods and services had
a general tendency to decrease. Value/originality. Effective management of
export-import operations is impossible without a science-based approach
to solving a set of problems of their information support. In a pandemic,
businesses need to respond quickly to environmental conditions. Risks
arising from quarantine measures need to be minimized immediately. The
analysis of the dynamics of exports, imports, gross domestic product of
Ukraine during 2010–2020 revealed that the balance of foreign economic
transactions, in particular the value of exports of goods and services, has a
significant impact on Ukraine’s gross domestic product. The constructed
econometric model of dependence of GDP upon exports and imports of
Ukraine is adequate (determination coefficient is 0.963). It is substantiated
that with the increase in exports by UAH 1 million, gross domestic product
will decrease by UAH 11.89 million provided that the remaining factors
remain unchanged. If the volume of imports is increased by UAH 1 million,
the gross domestic product will increase by UAH 4.51 million. provided
that the remaining factors stay unchanged. The values of the coefficients
of import dependence and export coverage of imports were analyzed and
it was noted that these indicators significantly exceed the allowable level
during almost the entire study period. The negative balance of export-import
operations in 2010–2020 also indicates some imbalances in Ukraine’s
foreign trade relations. During 2014–2020, there was a reverse, unfavorable
for Ukraine trend of lower value of exports of goods and services compared
to their imports. Note that the best values do not always match.
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1. Introduction
The prevailing opinion in society is that the bankruptcy of an enterprise
is bad, it has no positive consequences for the enterprise and will inevitably
result in its liquidation. In fact, this is not the case. Bankruptcy proceedings in
the case of the right approach gives a chance to business for a “second life”.
Bankruptcy is a natural phenomenon of a market economy – unprofitable,
inefficient and insolvent enterprises cease to operate. However, under the current
unstable economic conditions, a significant number of enterprises have found
themselves in a difficult financial situation. Quite often, companies fail financially
due to unpreparedness for sudden crises or any other changes in the economy.
Under the conditions of the economic crisis, the issue of determining the
probability of bankruptcy of enterprises is particularly acute, as the number
of bankrupt enterprises is growing [35, p. 683].
The Bankruptcy Institute in Ukraine has come a long way. In Soviet
times, the insolvency procedure was regulated, but practically not
applied. Only the proclamation of Ukraine as an independent state and
the determination of the economic vector for the development of market
relations contributed to the revival of the institution of bankruptcy. In this
regard, there is a need for legal regulation of the grounds, procedures and
consequences of insolvency of the debtor.
Foreign economic activity is the activity of economic entities of Ukraine
and foreign economic entities, built on the relationship between them,
which takes place both in Ukraine and abroad.
Export-import transactions remain the main source of foreign exchange
earnings of resident enterprises. The creation of favorable legislative and tax
conditions for Ukrainian enterprises in the field of export-import operations
will stimulate an increase in foreign currency inflows into the country.
The formation and development of the domestic economy depends on solving
the problem of foreign economic relations, because they play a significant role
in the national economy, significantly affect the pace of economic growth in
Ukraine. Effective management of export-import operations is impossible
without a science-based approach to solving a set of problems of their
information support, which are solved in the system of accounting and analysis.
Thus, the issue of assessing the changes of export-import transactions
of Ukraine in a global pandemic and forecasting this changes taking into
account seasonal fluctuations is relevant.
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2. Bankruptcy of the enterprise:
the essence and content characteristics
There are many interpretations of the term “bankruptcy” in the scientific,
economic and legal literature. This concept is used in many socio-political and
natural sciences, each of which gives it its own interpretation. The reason for the
existence of a large number of definitions is the manysidedness of this concept,
ambiguity in its manifestations and rather often, unexpected consequences.
The theoretical substantiation of this phenomenon continues to this day. In this
regard, it is advisable to consider the most common definitions of “bankruptcy”
that occur in foreign and domestic scientific publications (Table 1).
Interpretation of the concept of “bankruptcy”
Author, source

Definition

1

2

Table 1

Bankruptcy is an unsatisfactory economic situation of a natural
E. М. Andrushchak or legal person recognized by the judicial agencies, which is
[1]
a sign of termination of payments on liabilities due to lack of
assets in realizable form.
О. Ya. Bazylinska Bankruptcy is the inability of an enterprise to pay its debts and
[3]
meet its budget obligations.
Bankruptcy of enterprises is a financial insolvency of an
І. А. Blank
enterprise established in court, i.e. the inability of an enterprise
[4, p. 406]
to meet the requirements set for it by creditors within the time
limits set and to fulfill obligations to the budget.
Bankruptcy is a market way of punishing a company for largeR. Breli and
scale management mistakes. Bankruptcy is associated with the
S. Myers [6]
realization of catastrophic risks that have arisen in the course
of its failed financial and economic activities.
It is the incapability for some entities to meet their obligations
І. М. Boichyk
to creditors after the deadline, especially it concerns the
[5]
accounts payable.
Т. E. Voronkova, Bankruptcy – “is a fundamental, legal category of the economy
N. P. Rybalchenko of Ukraine”, “financial insolvency of the debtor and non[41]
payment of obligations.”
The inability of the debtor to restore its financial solvency and
V. І. Hrynchutskyi
satisfy the creditors’ claims recognized by the arbitration court
[12]
only through the application of the liquidation procedure.
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(Continuation of Table 1)
1

2

О. D. Danilov,
Т. V. Paientko
[7]

The inability of the enterprise to satisfy creditors’ claims for
payment for goods (works, services) including the inability to
ensure mandatory payments to the budget and extrabudgetary
funds, due to excess liabilities of the debtor over its property or
due to unsatisfactory structure of the debtor’s balance sheet.

І. V. Oleksandrenko, Regulatory authority of a market economy, whose task is
L. І. Ishchuk
to exclude inefficient and insolvent, unprofitable economic
[23]
entities.
Т. V. Pepa
[25, p. 10]

Bankruptcy means the refusal of a citizen or company to pay
on its own debt due to lack of funds.
This is the inability of a legal entity – a business entity – to
О. L. Plastun
meet the requirements of its creditors within the time limits set
[26]
due to the lack of assets in realizable form.
Bankruptcy characterizes the inability of the company to meet
S. М. Skochylias creditors’ claims for payment for goods, works and services, as
[34]
well as to ensure mandatory payments to the budget and extrabudgetary funds.
Bankruptcy of the enterprise is a consequence of the deep
H. О. Sukrusheva,
financial crisis of the enterprise, which leads to the refusal to
В. М. Paputsyn
finance the main current activities due to lack of funds, and the
[35, p. 684]
refusal to pay on its own debt, which is the basis for liquidation
Bankruptcy of enterprises is a consequence of a deep financial
О. О. Tereshchenko
crisis, the system of management measures of which has not
[37, p. 13]
had positive effect.
Gives consideration to bankruptcy as the result of an entity’s
insolvency. According to him, bankruptcy is a lack of assets
О. Tretiak
in realizable form, the inability of a legal entity – a business
[38]
entity to meet the requirements of its creditors within the time
limits set.
Bankruptcy (financial collapse) is the documented inability of
an entity to pay its liabilities and finance its current activities
N. P. Shmorhun
due to lack of funds. This state of the enterprise, according
[33, p. 86]
to the author, indicates the performance degradation that
determine its financial stability.
Bankruptcy is one of the legal grounds for liquidation of
А. S. Yablonska
the enterprise, which is manifested in the incapacity of the
[14]
business entity to meet the creditors’ claims and obligations to
the budget within the prescribed period.
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2

(End of Table 1)

Bankruptcy is considered as:
1) financial insolvency and collapse, which cause the inability
Т. М. Yankovets,
of the company to pay its liabilities;
Yu. V. Cherniuk
2) inability to restore the solvency of the debtor through
[15]
reorganization, amicable agreements in accordance with the law,
the use of liquidation proceedings) recognized through the courts.
Explanatory
It is a financial failure, a collapse that leads to the suspension
dictionary [46]
of debt payments.
Source: summarized by the author according to sources

Studying the chronology of the interpretation of the concept of
“bankruptcy” allows us to assess the change of positions and approaches
to understanding its essence. Thus, the market approach proposed by
Oleksandrenko I. V. and Ishchuk L. I. [23] proves that bankruptcy is a
natural mechanism for cleaning the economy of unprofitable, inefficient
enterprises. Sukrusheva G. O., Paputsyn V. M. [35] also hold the following
opinion: in fact, it is a natural mechanism for selecting the most efficient
enterprises that have the resources to operate in a crisis. Voronkova T.E. and
Rybalchenko N. P. hold a similar opinion [44]: “The concept of bankruptcy
is based on a simple rule of the free market: in a competitive environment,
those companies shall survive whose activities are more efficient and whose
products are in demand.”
Yankovets T. M., Cherniuk Yu. V. [15] consider bankruptcy from
the point of view of internal financial insolvency of settlement on debt
obligations – conditions under which the enterprise is declared bankrupt
(court decision, impossibility of reorganization, conclusion of amicable
agreements, need for liquidation procedure). This approach clearly defines
the tools for overcoming bankruptcy, but does not take into account the root
causes of bankruptcy. For example, such reasons may be the ineffectiveness
of crisis management: lack of receivables management, monitoring the
financial condition of debtors, risk forecasting, forecasting income and
expenses, cash flows, understanding macroeconomic trends and more.
Sukrusheva G. O., Paputsyn V. M. [35] systematized the concept of
“bankruptcy”, which allows to form the main conditions for declaring an
enterprise a bankrupt:
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1. Legal grounds, in particular the court’s recognition of the inability to
pay on debt obligations, which is documented.
2. Inability to settle with creditors in a timely manner.
3. Impossibility of reorganization or amicable settlements.
4. The need for liquidation.
5. Impossibility of anti-crisis measures to overcome financial insolvency
and recognition of the company’s own financial insolvency.
Bankruptcy is often seen as a phenomenon caused by a crisis that could
not be overcome in time. Most authors agree that bankruptcy should be
prevented in any case and new and more effective methods of enterprise
management should be sought to prevent this phenomenon.
Bankruptcy is considered more deeply among foreign scholars from a
legal point of view, given the improvement of laws governing the bankruptcy
of enterprises (R. Efrat [8], T. Ziviki [44], S. Lin [18]).
However, bankruptcy should also be investigated as a method of crisis
management, but with the caveat that this method should be used only as a last
resource when the crisis in the company is completely out of control. Research on
bankruptcy proceedings was conducted mainly in terms of revealing the essence
of this concept as a negative phenomenon for the company. B. Moskvin believes
that it is advisable to explore the concept of “bankruptcy” as a last resource for the
owners and management of the company once and for all to overcome the crisis
in the company and solve the problem of debt to creditors [21, p. 59].
The diversity of views of scientists is due to the influence of factors of
both external and internal nature, and the presence of most of the considered
interpretations reflects an understanding of the degree of influence of a
factor. In our opinion, it is appropriate to define bankruptcy as an economic
phenomenon that occurs when a company is unable to meet its obligations
to its creditors, so it is forced to cease its activities without resuming it in
the future.
The causes of bankruptcy are divided into external (exogenous) and
internal (endogenous). External factors include crisis-making factors:
economic, political, social ones, due to the imperfection of public policy,
as well as factors of negative inheritance (inherited from the commandadministrative system); inflation and default crisis; market factors (negative
market conditions); factors of interaction with partners; innovation factors;
resource deficit; natural disasters.
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Internal causes include: imperfection of the enterprise potential
management system (managerial, marketing, labor, financial, rehabilitation,
infrastructure, information, reproduction potential), irrational management
decisions, production potential, etc.
The main causes of bankruptcy are presented in Figure 1.
Exogenous

Endogenous

Disaster losses

Old equipment

Demographic

Strategic goals of the enterprise
Marketing arrangements

Economic

Expenditure level

Technological

Changes in the market environment

Sociocultural
Level of financial discipline

Increasing the number of defects in
production

Figure 1. Causes of bankruptcy
Source: [40, p. 63]

Other authors believe that the causes of bankruptcy are financial crises
[37, p. 13–15], which are caused by exogenous (economic downturn,
declining purchasing power, high inflation, instability of economic and
tax legislation, instability of financial and foreign exchange markets,
increasing competition in the industry, crisis of a particular industry,
seasonal fluctuations, discrimination by the government authorities, etc.)
and endogenous factors (low quality of management, deficiencies in the
organizational structure, low staff skills, shortcomings in the production
sector, miscalculations in the supply sector, low level of marketing and loss
of markets, miscalculations in investment policy, lack of innovation and
efficiency drive, deficits in funding, lack or unsatisfactory performance of
control services). It is obvous that the reasons will vary depending on the
country, region, industry, size of the enterprise, form of ownership of the
enterprise and its organizational and legal status, and so on.
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Therefore, it is advisable to consider the new for today causes
of bankruptcy of the enterprise, which arise as a consequence of the
development of the world economy and foreign economic relations between
market participants, as well as identify the causes of bankruptcy inherent to
the domestic economy, and try to classify these causes into groups in order
that the company optimized the resource spend when analyzing the causes
of bankruptcy and developing elements of bankruptcy prevention.
The current causes of bankruptcy include:
1) increased role of TNCs, increase of large companies through mergers,
acquisitions, and hence the level of competition;
2) growth of requirements and needs of consumers to products of
enterprises;
3) increase of the share of knowledge-intensive products and services;
4) significant reduction in the life cycle of goods and services;
5) interdependence of economies of different countries and the possibility
of a “domino effect” during financial and economic crises and bankruptcies
(for example, the crisis of 2008, which affected many countries and caused
negative consequences in the financial system of Ukraine);
6) an increase in the number of terrorist acts in the world;
7) increased restrictions on environmental protection, vigorous activities
of environmental organizations;
8) Internet crimes and virtual fraud;
9) growth of natural disasters and the number of man-made accidents;
10) dynamism and turbulence of the world economy;
11) corporate scandals due to sexual harassment of employees [37, p. 61].
In developed countries with market economies, with stable political and
economic systems, bankruptcies by 1/3 are mainly due to external factors
and by 2/3 due to internal ones. Thus, it can be concluded that, firstly, the
bankruptcy of economic entities under the conditions of their improper
regulation can cause great damage to the state economy, and secondly, the
state should take care to reduce the impact of external risks on national
enterprises. And for this, it is necessary to have an adequate legal framework.
In general, the causes of bankruptcy of enterprises and organizations can
be divided by characteristics into certain types (Table 2).
Thus, analyzing the statistics and causes of bankruptcy, we conclude that the
largest number of bankruptcies occurs in the economy of a country experiencing
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a recession or transformation. A similar situation is observed in the industries. If
the industry is in the final stages of development or the demand for its products is
falling in the market, the number of bankruptcies increases significantly. Other
important causes of bankruptcy are the internal problems of the enterprise itself.
Therefore, in the future it is necessary to develop approaches to the various
stages of development of the economy, industry and enterprise.
Regarding the classification of bankruptcy, the following types of
bankruptcy of enterprises are distinguished in legislative and financial
practice (Table 3).
There are different ways to classify the phenomenon of bankruptcy. In
particular, on the basis of the bankruptcy cause, we distinguish:
1) bankruptcy of the business (associated with inefficient management
of the enterprise, marketing strategy or use of available resources);
2) bankruptcy of the owner (caused by lack of investment resources of
the owner, necessary for the implementation of extended and sometimes
simple reproduction);
3) bankruptcy of production (non-competitiveness of products);
4) the so-called “unconscionable management” – the actions of the company’s
management associated with malicious evasion of obligations [32, p. 129].
Diagnostics of the crisis in the enterprise is a set of methods aimed at
identifying negative performance indicators, in particular the problems that
are the causes of poor financial condition (Table 4).
3. Statutory regulation of relations
in the field of enterprise bankruptcy
The Law of Ukraine “On Bankruptcy” enacted by the Resolution of the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine dated 05/14/1992 № 2344-ХІІ [29], which was
in force for seven years, became a novelty in the domestic legal field but
it outlined only the state regulation of financial insolvency system and had
significant shortcomings. First of all, the Law of Ukraine “On Bankruptcy”
did not provide for the establishment of a specialized state regulatory
body for bankruptcy, as well as the existence of one of the main figures
in the bankruptcy procedure – arbitral trustee (property administrator,
reorganization manager, liquidator).
On January 1, 2000, the Law of Ukraine dated June 30, 1999
№ 784-XIV “On Restoration of Debtor’s Solvency and Recognition of
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Classification of bankruptcy causes
No.

Signs of bankruptcy
causes

1.

By way of fixing

2.

By level of control

3.

By period of influence

4.

By elements of origin

5.

By place of origin in the
organization

6.

By level of occurrence

7.

By action mechanism

8.

By stages of operation of
the enterprise

9.

By scale

10.

By types of resources
involved

11.

By stages of activity in a
certain field

Source: [13, p. 62]
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Table 2

Types of bankruptcy causes
regulatory (formal)
illegal/unlawful (informal)
manageable
potentially manageable
unmanageable
static
dynamic
social
psychological
economic
natural and ecological
political
administrative and legislative
scientific and technical
organizational
corporate
of units
strategic
operational
direct
indirect
reasons at the stage of establishment of the
enterprise
reasons at the stage of growth and maturity
reasons at the stage of liquidation of the enterprise
global
regional
local
industrial
informational
energy
financial
material
labor
entering the market
functioning
exit from the market
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Bankruptcy classification

Table 3

Type

Essence
is considered as intentional concealment of his stable
financial insolvency by providing inaccurate information by
Concealed bankruptcy
the founding citizen, owner or official of the business entity
if it caused great material damage to the creditor
the essence of this type is to erroneously declare the
company insolvent in order to mislead creditors to obtain
Fictitious bankruptcy
from them a deferral (installment) of their credit obligations
or reduce the amount of credit debt
characterizes the complete inability of the company to
Real bankruptcy
restore in the future its financial stability and solvency due to
real losses of capital used
characterizes the complete inability of the company to restore
in the future its financial stability and solvency due to the actual
Technical bankruptcy
loss of capital used. There is an excess of receivables over
accounts payable, and the amount of assets – over liabilities
characterizes the intentional creation (or increase) of the
head or owner of the enterprise of its insolvency; infliction
Intentional bankruptcy
of economic damage to the enterprise in personal interests or
for the benefit of others; incompetent financial management
Source: [40, p. 63–64]

Bankruptcy” [30] entered into force, and thus the next stage of development
of state regulation in the field of bankruptcy was started. The benefits of the
new Law, which expired with the introduction in 2019 of the Bankruptcy
Code of Ukraine, at that time, were undeniable.
First, the Law established the conditions and procedure not only for declaring
the debtor bankrupt, but also for restoring his solvency and applying the liquidation
procedure, full or partial satisfaction of creditors’ claims. As a result, the Law had
more articles than the previous Law that were consistent and logical.
Secondly, the glossary covered in Article 1 of the Law has been
expanded. In particular, the concept of “bankruptcy”, which is used in the
sense of recognizing the debtor’s inability to restore its solvency and satisfy
the creditors’ claims recognized by the court, has been improved against the
background of experience gained through the liquidation procedure.
Third, the existence of a state bankruptcy body and its powers have been
enshrined de jure.
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Stages of crisis development in the enterprise
Stages of the crisis
Latent crisis

Paying capacity
crisis

Bankruptcy

Table 4

External manifestations
1. Decrease in efficiency of activity
2. Performance degradation
3. Increasing the duration of operating and financial cycles
4. Decrease in market value of the enterprise
5. Receipt of losses on individual transactions
1. Periodic and ever-increasing shortage of funds
2. Delay in payment of current payments
3. The emergence of overdue accounts payable and outstanding loans
4. Payment of economic sanctions for breach of deadlines
1. Inability to meet external obligations within three months of
their occurrence
2. The enterprise creditors’appeal to the court
3. Initiation of bankruptcy proceedings at the initiative of the
enterprise or its creditors

Source: [9]

This normative-legislative act has been used for a short time due to
significant changes in the economy of Ukraine due to both the crisis in
the world economy and domestic socio-economic and political problems.
All this necessitated the improvement of regulatory and legal support
for insolvency and bankruptcy procedures through the development
of legislation and the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on December 22,
2011 adopted the Law of Ukraine “On Amendments to the Law of Ukraine
on Restoration of Debtor’s Solvency or Bankruptcy” № 4212-VI, which
entered into force on 01/19/2013 [30].
Special attention should be paid to such innovations in the bankruptcy
legislation as the procedure for pre-trial reorganization and the procedure
for initiating a simplified bankruptcy procedure of the debtor, which is
liquidated by the owner himself. According to B. Volvach, today these
provisions allow to more flexibly adapt national legislation on insolvency
and bankruptcy to European law and increase the level of civilization to
address these issues in the future [41, p. 5].
Particular attention should be paid to the relationship in respect of
bankruptcy, which is governed by a number of regulations of different
legal force, which together constitute a separate institution in the system of
economic law. Regulations of this institute can be divided into three types:
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1) legislative acts of general scope, containing certain rules regarding
the regulation of relations in respect of bankruptcy (Commercial Code [11],
Civil Code [38]);
2) legislative acts that determine the legal status of certain types of
entities with an exceptional type of activity (banks, mutual investment
institutions, insurance companies) or of a certain organizational and legal
form (cooperatives, companies, farms) and contain certain rules on the
possibility of recognition such entities as bankrupts;
3) special legislative acts governing the procedure for declaring business
entities bankrupt.
The existence of gaps, the huge number of regulations adopted haphazardly,
their low quality and sometimes inconsistencies on the one hand, as well as
the importance and complexity of relations in this area, on the other hand,
necessitated reform of bankruptcy legislation to reduce the length of bankruptcy
proceedings, ensure an adequate level of protection of creditors’ rights and
reduce abuses in this area, as well as improve Ukraine’s position in the Doing
Business rating, which would improve the investment climate in the country.
Therefore, in order to reform the legislation in this area and solve the
tasks set, the Code of Ukraine on Bankruptcy Procedures was adopted on
10/18/2018 № 2597-VIII (KUzPB № 2597-VIII) [24], which initiated the
fourth stage of the development of bankruptcy legal regulation in Ukraine.
The introduction of the Bankruptcy Code of Ukraine allowed to unify the
legal framework and bring it in line with international standards [43], in
addition to comprehensive regulation of relations in the field of bankruptcy
regulation of legal entities, the main novelty of the Code was the introduction
of debt settlement mechanism and other changes:
– the opening of bankruptcy proceedings by removing the restriction on
the amount of debt was simplified;
– the deadline for filing an application by the creditor after the publication
of the opening of proceedings has been canceled;
– the terms of bankruptcy proceedings were reduced to 170 calendar
days without the right to extend;
– the powers of the court in which the debtor’s bankruptcy case is
pending have been increased;
– the creditors’ committee or other creditors have been granted the right
to independently convene a meeting;
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– the creditors’ committee has been granted the right to approve the sale
of the debtor’s property in liquidation and reorganization procedures, and
the secured creditor has been granted the right to sell the property that is the
subject of a collateral;
– the debtor’s management rights in the introduction of the procedure
for disposing of property has been significantly reduced;
– the mechanism of sale of assets has been improved;
– joint (shared) liability of its management has been added to the
subsidiary (additional) liability of the beneficial owners of the debtor;
– the terms of non-recognition of agreements that are unfavorable for
the debtor or creditors has been extended to three years;
– new standards of activity of the arbitration trustee have been established;
– the amicable agreement has been canceled as one of the types of
bankruptcy proceedings;
– the possibility of conducting a simplified bankruptcy procedure by the
debtor has beenabolished.
According to I. V. Minchynska, determining the peculiarities of the legislative
regulation of bankruptcy in Ukraine would not be complete without determining
the type of model of state legal regulation of these relations. The model of state
legal regulation of bankruptcy is determined by the target direction of legislation
in this area: maximum preservation of business and jobs of insolvent debtor or
maximum return of funds to creditors during its liquidation, which generally
distinguishes two legal theories: “pro-debit”, which prioritizes the interests of the
debtor who is in a crisis mode and cannot pay debts on their obligations, and “procreditor”, which rather protects the interests of creditors. In our opinion, directing
the legislation to the formation of one or another model of state regulation of
bankruptcy is important, as giving preference to liquidation or reorganization
procedures that can be used against insolvent debtors is economically important
for the continued functioning of the economic system as a whole. Therefore, the
assessment of legal regulation in this area also requires determining the type of
bankruptcy state regulation model [22].
Analysis of the legal framework for regulating the bankruptcy institution
in Ukraine makes it possible to develop a mechanism for its state regulation
(Figure 2).
Definition of the concept of “bankruptcy” according to previous and
current laws and statutory instruments of Ukraine are given in Table 5.
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Official statistics on the parameters of the market for restructuring and
insolvency in Ukraine are not presented.
According to market participants, the resolving insolvency indicators
(resolution on insolvency) are at the following level:
– the average duration of litigation, in which the financial recovery of
the debtor or the debtor’s bankruptcy is carried out, is 2.9 years;
– the costs of supporting the bankruptcy proceedings are greater than or
equal to 40.5% of the value of the debtor’s property;
– the debt collection index, according to various estimates, ranges within 9%.
These modest indicators are reflected in the low Doing business rating.
Ukraine ranked 146th in terms of resolving insolvency [2].
In the European Union, bankruptcy, to use a well-known terminology, is not
recognized as an independent branch of law. Bankruptcy regulations are not
singled out. However, rules aimed at regulating the insolvency of legal entities
can be found in some specific areas of the EU legal framework. Bankruptcy in
European countries is considered an important part of company law. In case
of termination of the insolvent legal entity, special rules are applied for equal
distribution of proceeds from the sold property of such a person [41, p. 8]. EU
law guarantees individuals the right to freely participate in the capital of any
company, regardless of the country in which it is registered. Another aspect
of this right is the obligation to return the funds invested in the company,
including in the event of its insolvency. Therefore, in the EU, bankruptcy
proceedings as an element of a market-oriented economy are an important
legal means of resolving debt problems in the structure of company law.
Bankruptcy in EU law is also linked to competition law in the field of
economic governance. It is known that in this intergovernmental organization
special attention is paid to legal means of maintaining fair competition.
It should be noted that competition law is considered the area of legal
regulation of private relations, which should be the subject of harmonization
of legislation of countries-candidates for EU membership. The above is
directly related to the law of bankruptcy, as bankruptcy procedures are
the market mechanisms that guard fair competition, help regulate property
relations between participants in economic relations without direct state
intervention. Today in the EU, there is a special normative act regulating
insolvency relations in cross-border cases – this is the Council Regulation
1346/2000 dated 05/29/2000 on insolvency proceedings (the Council
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State Bankruptcy Authority (Ministry of Justice of Ukraine)

Parties to the
bankruptcy case

Business court

Amicable
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Asset
management

Arbitration manager (property
administrator, reorganization manager,
liquidator)

Financial
rehabilitation

Liquidation

Satisfaction of creditors’ claims

Restoration of economic
activity of the enterprise

Bankruptcy

Figure 2. The mechanism of an enterprise bankruptcy
state regulation in the economy of Ukraine
Source: supplemented by the author according to [17, p. 11]

Regulation 1346/2000/EC dated 29 May 2000 on insolvency proceedings)
[28]. The main task of the drafters of the Regulation was to implement a
system of measures to resolve problems in cross-border bankruptcies by
ensuring the coordination of litigation in multiple bankruptcy cases.
4. The impact of the pandemic on the bankruptcy probability
(according to Ukraine data)
Changing the political situation in Ukraine, changing the government,
fighting in the east of the country and the COVID-19 outbreak have led to
increased defense and medical spending, destruction of production facilities,
infrastructure and transport, loss of land use, population run-down and
decreased productivity indicators. The above factors have a negative impact
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Definition of the term “bankruptcy”
in laws and statutory instruments
Source

Definition

1

2

Table 5

Economic Code of Ukraine
(Article 209) [11]

Bankruptcy is the inability of the debtor to restore
its solvency and satisfy the creditors’ claims
recognized by the court differently than through
the application of the liquidation procedure
determined by the court.

Civil Code of Ukraine
(Article 53) [39]

An individual who is unable to satisfy the
creditors’ claims related to his/her business
activity may be declared bankrupt in accordance
with the procedure established by law.

Bankruptcy Code of Ukraine
(Article 1) [16]

Bankruptcy is the inability of the debtor
recognized by the Commercial Court to restore its
solvency through the procedure of rehabilitation
and restructuring and repay the monetary claims
of creditors established in the manner prescribed
by this Code differently than through the
liquidation procedure

Bankruptcy of an enterprise is the inability
of a debtor recognized by a commercial court
Law of Ukraine “On restoring the
to restore its solvency through reorganization
debtor’s solvency or declaring
and amicable settlement procedures and to
him bankrupt” (Article 1)
repay creditors’ monetary claims established in
[29; 30]
accordance with the law, differently than through
the liquidation procedure.
Methodological
recommendations of the NBU on
the application of the Bankruptcy
Law of Ukraine “On Bankruptcy”
(paragraph 2) [19]

Bankruptcy is the inability of a legal entity –
a business entity to meet creditors’ claims in
a timely manner, repay bank loans and ensure
mandatory payments to the budget.

Methodical recommendations of
the Central Union of Consumer
Societies of Ukraine on the
analysis and assessment of the
financial condition of enterprises
(Chapter 2) [20]

Bankruptcy is the inability of an enterprise to
pay its debts, which may be due to competition,
incompetent management, stock market
speculation, and so on.

Source: summarized by the author according to these sources
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on GDP and the national economy as a whole, which, in turn, had a negative
impact on businesses that have been subject to bankruptcy proceedings [2].
The statistics of bankrupt enterprises in Ukraine for 2016–2019
according to the Global Bankruptcy Report presented by Dun & Brad
Street Worldwide Network [10], is presented in Table 6. It is not possible
to present the statistics for 2020, as the data on Ukraine are not presented
in the company’s report for last year.
As can be seen from the Table, most enterprises in Ukraine went bankrupt in
2016, the least – in 2019, i.e. there is a downward trend in this indicator, which
showed a gradual improvement in the economic situation in Ukraine. Most
companies went bankrupt in February 2017, the least – in November 2019.
It is known that the Bankruptcy Procedure Code of Ukraine came into
force on October 21, 2019 but the global COVID-19 pandemic decided
to make its own adjustments. Under such conditions, the Code cannot
be applied normally, then dire consequences are inevitable. Therefore,
on April 10, 2020, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine registered the first
draft law № 3322 on Amendments to the Bankruptcy Procedure Code of
Ukraine to prevent bankruptcy abuses for the period of measures aimed at
preventing the emergence and spread of COVID-19, which was adopted
on 18.06.2020 [31]. Many companies have already faced the threat of
insolvency, but others are trying to minimize the risks. The consequence
remains the same for all – the responsibility on debt management of legal
entities. The Bankruptcy Procedure Code states that joint and several
liability of the company’s management arises if the business is threatened
with insolvency (Part 6 of Article 34 of the Bankruptcy Procedure Code).
The new Law stipulates that temporarily, for the period of quarantine
established by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine in order to prevent the
spread of coronavirus COVID-19, and for 90 days from the date of the
quarantine suspension:
– it is not allowed to open bankruptcy proceedings against debtors-legal
entities at the request of creditors on claims against the debtor, which arose
from March 12, 2020;
– the period specified in part six of Article 34 of the Bankruptcy Code is
extended if the debtor proves that the inability to comply with the one-month
deadline for filing for bankruptcy was caused by the spread of coronavirus
COVID-19 and/or measures to combat the spread of this disease;
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Bankrupt enterprises in Ukraine in 2016–2019
(Distribution by months)
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total number

2016

2017

2018

2019

161
169
144
138
110
133
110
100
113
107
131
148
1524

141
245
141
107
90
101
131
71
72
79
65
92
1312

63
57
79
69
85
79
75
61
60
79
85
57
833

58
40
59
71
87
60
69
37
70
103
22
42
703

Table 6

Deviations between
2019 and 2016
-103
-129
-85
-67
-23
-73
-41
-63
-43
-4
-109
-106
-821

Source: built according to [10]

– the creditors’ committee and the secured creditor (in respect of the
property that is the subject of the security) have the right to decide to
suspend the auctions for the sale of the debtor’s property. If the creditors’
committee and/or the secured creditor (regarding the property that is the
subject of collateral) makes such a decision, the costs of preserving and
maintaining the bankrupt’s property and all risks of losing or reducing its
value are borne by creditors who made such a decision;
– the accrual of interest on the debtor’s liabilities to creditors who
have been restructured by a plan to rehabilitate or restructure the debtor’s
debts is stopped. Penalties for non-performance of such obligations by the
debtor are not accrued. Overdue liabilities provided for in the debtor’s debt
rehabilitation or restructuring plan shall be deferred for the duration of the
debtor’s debt rehabilitation or restructuring plan.
Usually, small businesses, such as the company under study, begin to
suffer financial losses for 2-3 months of financial crisis. Small businesses have
suffered heavy losses as a result of the introduction of quarantine as a result of
COVID-19. Thus, according to the Union of Ukrainian Entrepreneurs of
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Bankrupt enterprises in Ukraine in 2016–2019, units
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Figure 3. Changes in bankrupt enterprises in Ukraine
Source: built by the author on the basis of Table 6 data

Ukraine, about 6% of small businesses went bankrupt and closed their businesses
during critical March 2020, which was a huge problem for the state. One third
of business owners (mostly micro-) report a 90-100% drop in revenues in
March-April 2020. The same entrepreneurs have already laid off up to 50% of
the staff. Small and medium-sized business owners state a 25-50% decrease in
income compared to the pre-quarantine period and have already laid off 10 to
25% of employees. For comparison, the loss of profits of large enterprises is
10-25%, there is a projected reduction in staff by 25% by the end of the restrictive
measures.
In addition, there was an additional burden on the state in terms of social
benefits and the criminogenic situation worsened due to the fact that many
citizens found themselves without income [24].
5. Assessing the changes of export-import operations of Ukraine
and forecasting in a global pandemic
Modern world society is characterized by strengthening cooperation
between countries. The trend towards unification is exacerbated by the need
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to address the global challenges facing humanity. The deepest basis for
consolidating the integrity of the world is the interdependence of countries
in the economic sphere. No country in the world can fully exist if it is not a
full part of world economic relations. Today, there are two ways to globalize
the world: through intergovernmental economic unions and through the
World Trade Organization (WTO).
The most important feature of the development of the modern world
economy is the internationalization of production, the growth of economic
interdependence of states, the transition of civilized countries from closed
national economies to open economies. One of the forms of openness is
international economic integration, which can be considered as the highest
form of internationalization in the economy.
In the article by Golubova G. V. it is noted that for the analysis of exportimport operations it is expedient to use the coefficient of dependence of the
country’s economy on imports [19, p. 89–91]. And in the study Krasnoded
T. L. it was noted that the coefficient of export coverage by imports is also
an important indicator for the analysis [21, p. 32–35].
Since 2016, Ukraine has had certain problems with the balance of
foreign trade (the difference between exports and imports), the value of
which is often negative, indicating a higher value of goods and services that
our country imports compared to their exports (Figure 4).
Let’s calculate the econometric model of GDP dependence on exports
and imports of Ukraine according to statistical data for 2010–2020.
In the process of identifying correlation and regression relationships
between the performance indicator and factor values, multiple regression
coefficient, coefficient of determination, standard error, Student’s t-test was
calculated in addition to building an economic-mathematical model, which
is graphically shown in Tables 7, 8, 9 [27].
Table 7
Regression statistics indicators
Regression statistics indicators
Multiple regression coefficient R
Coefficient of determination R²
Normalized coefficient of determination R²
Standard error
Source: calculated by the author based on Table 10 data

0.980939
0.962241
0.952802
247962.6
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Figure 4. Dependence of Ukraine’s nominal GDP
on exports of goods and services
Source: built by the author on the basis of Table 10 data

The multiple regression coefficient R = 0.981 indicates a very close
relationship between the performance indicator and the factor values.
Regarding the value of the coefficient of determination R² of the obtained
correlation and regression model R² = 0.962, the dependence of gross
domestic product by 96.2% is due to the cost of export and import operations.
The remaining 3.8% are due to other factors that affect the volume of gross
domestic product, but are not included in the regression model.
Table 8
Indicators that characterize the reliability of the regression model
Regression
Balance
Total

Df

SS

MS

F

2
8
10

1.25E+13
4.92E+11
1.3E+13

6.27E+12
6.15E+10

101.9357

Source: calculated by the author based on Table 10 data
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Given the high values of the multiple regression and determination
coefficients, this dependence is quite natural. The variance coefficient,
significance of F and F-statistics indicator demonstrates a sufficient level of
reliability of the evaluation results.
Meanwhile, to ensure the significance of the regression coefficients, the
fulfillment of the condition according to which t> tCRIT was checked, and as
a result the regression coefficient is significant.
Table 6 data show the following: t for Y – intersection and regression
coefficients of factor values X1, X2 reflect equal values.
The critical value of tCRIT according to the the established level of
significance is α = 0.05, determined using statistical tables of Student’s
distribution. The result of the calculation of the critical value is equal to
tCRIT = 2,228. Hence, the condition t > tCRIT is satisfied for all coefficients.
Therefore, all coefficients of the model are statistically significant.
Therefore, the data in Table 6, allow to obtain the following regression
equation:
Y = 15374863 – 11,89 * Х1 + 4,51 * Х2
(1)
where factor-argument X1 – exports of goods and services, X2 – imports
of goods and services, Y – GDP.
Thus, the content of factors not taken into account in the model is estimated
to be UAH 15374863 million. Parameter a1 shows the following: if the volume
of exports increases by UAH 1 million, the gross domestic product will decrease
by UAH 11.89 million provided that other factors remain unchanged. If the
volume of imports is increased by UAH 1 million, the gross domestic product
will increase by UAH 4.51 million provided that other factors remain unchanged.
One of the indicators of the balance of foreign trade is the level of import
dependence of the country’s economy:
К1 =

Імп
GDP

(2)

where Imp is imports, GDP is gross domestic product.
If this figure is less than 0.15 (or 15% as a percentage), then such
transactions are quite safe.
The indicator of export coverage by imports, which is defined as the ratio
of export earnings to import costs is also very important (can be measured
as a percentage):
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Table of correlation coefficients

Standard
Student’s t-test
error
Y-intersection
15374863
3158982
4.86703
export
-11.8904
1.19116
-9.98217
import
4.504582
0.857632
5.252346
Source: calculated by the author based on Table 10 data
Indicators

Coefficients

К1 =

Ex
Імп

Table 9
P–value
0.001245
8.6E-06
0.000772

(3)

de Ex is export.
Therefore, further research includes the calculation and analysis of these
indicators (Table 10).
The lowest values of the import dependence ratio (less than 0.5) are
observed in 2019 and 2020. The highest level is 1.51, in 2010 and more than
one from 2010 to 2014. Note, that this ratio became lower in 2019 compared
to the previous year (0.55 to 0.49). Although the whole period under study
shows a tendency to maintain Ukraine’s import dependence.
Table 10
Ukraine’s foreign trade balance
Years

GDP

Export

Import

2010
1 079 346
1 805 869
1635486
2011
1 299 991
1 873 475
1749041
2012
1 404 669
1 885 625
1824495
2013
1 465 198
1 881 041
1869365
2014
1 586 915
1 854 068
1886968
2015
1 988 544
1 820 935
1874511
2016
2 385 367
1 791 525
1928161
2017
2 983 882
1 782 913
1959506
2018
3 560 596
1 749 396
1958642
2019
3 978 400
1 718 528
1964242
2020
4 194 102
1 659 413
1885054
Source: calculated by the author based on [36] data
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coefficient
1.515256
1.345425
1.298879
1.275845
1.189079
0.942655
0.808329
0.656697
0.550088
0.493727
0.449454

Exportimport
coverage ratio
1.104179
1.071144
1.033505
1.006246
0.982565
0.971419
0.929137
0.909879
0.893168
0.874906
0.8803
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Similarly, the values of the export-import coverage ratio reflect the
imbalance of foreign economic activity carried out by Ukraine. They are
less than one since 2014. Thus, only in 2010–2014 the value of exports of
goods and services exceeded the value of their imports. Please note, that the
lowest value of the export-import coverage ratio, equal to 0.87, is observed
in 2019, and in 2020 the figure slightly increased.
Thus, during 2014–2020 there is an inverse, unfavorable for Ukraine trend
of lower value of exports of goods and services compared to their imports.
Please specify, that the best values of indicators do not always coincide.
The impact of COVID-19 and the corresponding restrictive measures
of countries in international trade is negative for the improvement of
Ukraine’s foreign trade balance. Ukraine also has high levels of corruption
and inefficient governance, which is not conducive to effective international
trade. In connection with the above data, Ukraine needs to work hard to
increase export operations, obtain a positive balance of payments, along
with reducing misuse and inefficiency of money and eliminate corruption,
using and implementing innovative methods of production and management,
making optimal management decisions.
Graphs of dependence of exports and imports on the number of the
period are shown in Figure 5, 6.
Thus, for exports, the best approximation is a second-order polynomial,
the determination coefficient is almost 93%, as well as for imports, the
determination coefficient is 94%.
The predicted values are shown in Tables 11 and 12.
The changes of foreign trade turnover is significantly affected by
seasonal fluctuations in export-import supplies. Seasonal fluctuations are
characterized by relatively stable changes in supply volumes over intraannual periods over a number of years, i.e. ups and downs of exports
(imports) from year to year in certain months (quarters).
Seasonality is referred to as a steady trend of variation in the levels of
the time series within the year by seasons. In practice, the identification and
forecasting of seasonal components of the changes of export indicators are
quite difficult.
To study seasonality, statistical methods are widely used, which make
it possible to measure the intensity of seasonal fluctuations of the annual
cycle over several years with the help of special indicators – seasonality
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indices; establish the configuration of the seasonal wave and predict
possible changes for the future taking into account seasonality. Methods of
their calculation depend on the availability of the main trend in the series
of time changes.
If the trend in the series of time changes is not available or insignificant,
the seasonality indices are found by the formula:
Export forecast, UAH million

Determination
coefficient
2021
y = -3621.4x2 + 25098x + 2E+06
R² = 0.9299
2022
y = -3621.4x2 + 25098x + 2E+06
R² = 0.9299
2023
y = -3621.4x2 + 25098x + 2E+06
R² = 0.9299
Source: calculated by the author based on Table 10 data
Period

Model

Import forecast, UAH million

Determination
coefficient
2021
y = -5535.9x2 + 91273x + 2E+06
R² = 0.9393
2022
y = -5535.9x2 + 91273x + 2E+06
R² = 0.9393
2023
y = -5535.9x2 + 91273x + 2E+06
R² = 0.9393
Source: calculated by the author based on Table 10 data
Period
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Table 11
Forecast
1779694.4
1714257.4
1641577.6

Table 12
Forecast
2298106
2250982
2192786

498492,3
494192,7
573763,6
626337
2192786
2250982
2298106

511722.2
507308.6
588991.2
642959.9
522435.2
517929.1
601321.8
656420.3
0.91
0.90
1.05
1.14

1641578

391369.4
402503
439493
408212.3
Year
forecast
408697
420323.5
458951.2
426285.6

Import

Forecast
for 2022
Forecast
for 2021
Seasonality
index
Forecast
for 2023
Forecast
for 2022
Export

yi
100% (3.7)
y
where Ic is the seasonality
index,
yi � is the average level of the
series of time changes for the
time interval t (quarter, month),
y � is the general average
level of the series of time
changes for the year.
Seasonality indices, calculated according to this method,
allow to distribute the volume of
exports (imports) forecasted for
the next year, by seasons in the
middle of the year.
Let’s determine the forecast of
exports and imports and, taking
into account seasonal fluctuations,
determine their values for each
quarter of 2021–2023.
The largest volume of
exports falls on the third quarter,
while the largest volume of
imports was in the fourth.
As a result of the study, based
on the analysis of the changes
of exports, imports and gross
domestic product of Ukraine
during 2010–2020, it was
found that exports and imports
of goods and services have a
general tendency to decrease.
Gross domestic product
is closely related to these
Ic 

1
0.95
424297.9
2
0.98
436368.2
3
1.07
476470.4
4
0.99
442557.9
Year
1779694
1714257
forecast
Source: сalculated by the author

Forecast
for 2023
Forecast
for 2021
Seasonality
index
Quarter
of the year

Forecast of exports and imports taking into account seasonal fluctuations

Table 13
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indicators, so further research should be directed to the development and
implementation of economic and political solutions to increase exports of
Ukrainian goods and services, reduce import dependence.
6. Conclusions
After analyzing the work of some scientists and conducting our own
research, we agree with the conclusion that we can identify the following
actions for companies developing in adverse conditions that can reduce the
risk of bankruptcy:
1) Strategic management in a crisis plays a paramount role. In a
dynamically changing environment, it is the most important factor in the
sustainability and development of the enterprise. The effectiveness of the
strategy is determined by the relevant internal parameters of the enterprise,
its position in the market and in the external environment in general.
2) Management of the enterprise in a crisis is due to rapid response and
ability to predict the situation, quickly finding the problems that need to
be solved. The creation of special units of analysts will give the head the
necessary information to make adequate financial and economic decisions.
3) The speed and quality of information transfer, orders affect the speed
of response and implementation of changes in the enterprise.
4) Formation of the company’s budget. Cost planning and the transfer of
cost management powers to department managers will significantly reduce
the overall costs of the enterprise.
5) Suspension for some time or closing long-term investment projects
[32, p. 131].
Thus, the bankruptcy of a company is a process related to an issue that still
has many unexplored aspects. The existence of a large number of opinions
on the definition of the correct interpretation of the concept of “bankruptcy”
contributes to the emergence of various methods of its diagnosis. It can also
be concluded that bankruptcy has both positive and negative consequences
for enterprises, so it is advisable to constantly monitor the likelihood of
bankruptcy of enterprises to avoid negative consequences.
One of the main tasks of management in a competitive market environment
is to identify the threat of bankruptcy and develop countermeasures aimed
at overcoming negative trends in enterprise development. Therefore, today
it will be appropriate for businesses to analyze the terms of contracts with
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respect to liability for default and the grounds for release from them in case
of force majeure, as well as try to settle relations with the counterparty
by amending the contract to postpone obligations. This will allow to solve
the problem of contract implementation as soon as possible and direct the
company’s resources to other important areas of activity [7].
In times of economic crisis, you need to be very careful about the
concept of “threat of insolvency” – a circumstance that confirms that in
the near future the debtor will not be able to meet monetary obligations
or make regular current payments. If such signs are found, it is necessary
to immediately agree with your counterparties on deferral or installment
payment of the debt. If no agreement is reached, you must immediately
apply to the court to initiate bankruptcy proceedings.
In these difficult times, it is important to understand that bankruptcy
is not the end of a business. Today, there is a generally loyal system for
debtors: First, a moratorium is imposed on the forced recovery of debts
that arose before the initiation of bankruptcy proceedings. Such arrears
are repaid exclusively within the framework of a bankruptcy case with
the participation of a qualified arbitration trustee, who will help to find a
compromise with creditors and under the control of the court. Secondly, the
economic activity of the enterprise still continues, employees are not fired,
new contracts can be concluded and work continues to be performed under
previously concluded contracts. Third, the seizure of the debtor’s property
or other restrictions on the debtor’s disposal of the property belonging to him
may be applied only by the commercial court in the bankruptcy proceedings.
Fourth, the commercial court may, at the request of the property manager,
lift the seizure of the debtor’s property or other restrictions on the disposal
of his property, if such arrests or restrictions hinder the debtor’s business
and restore its solvency. Fifth, transactions unfavorable to the debtor may
be declared invalid, and the property alienated under these agreements –
returned to the ownership of the debtor [24].
In a pandemic, businesses need to respond quickly to environmental
conditions. Risks arising from quarantine measures need to be minimized
immediately. This is achieved by creating an effective early warning and
response system in the enterprise. However, it should be remembered
that postponing the repayment of the debt will be a better choice for the
lender than to go into bankruptcy for an indefinite period of time with the
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prospect of getting nothing in the liquidation procedure, except the costs of
bankruptcy proceedings.
The analysis of changes of export, import, gross domestic product of
Ukraine during 2010–2020 were considered. It was found that the balance of
foreign economic transactions, in particular the value of exports of goods and
services, has a significant impact on Ukraine’s gross domestic product. An
adequate econometric model of GDP dependence on exports and imports of
Ukraine was built. (Determination coefficient is 0.963). It is substantiated that
with the increase in exports by UAH 1 million gross domestic product will
decrease by UAH 11.89 million provided that other factors remain unchanged.
If the volume of imports is increased by UAH 1 million, the gross domestic
product will increase by UAH 4.51 million provided that other factors remain
unchanged. The values of the coefficients of import dependence and export
coverage of imports were analyzed and it was noted that these indicators
significantly exceed the allowable level during almost the entire study period.
The negative balance of export-import operations in 2010–2020 also indicates
some imbalances in Ukraine’s foreign trade relations.
The lowest values of the import dependence ratio (less than 0.5) were
observed in 2019 and 2020. The highest level was 1.51, in 2010 and more
than one was from 2010 to 2014. Please note, that this ratio became lower
in 2019 compared to the previous year (0.55 to 0.49). Although the whole
period under study shows a tendency to retain Ukraine’s import dependence.
Similarly, the values of the export-import coverage ratio reflect the
imbalance of foreign economic activity carried out by Ukraine. They are
less than one since 2014. Thus, only in 2010–2014 the value of exports of
goods and services exceeded the value of their imports. Please note, that
the lowest value of the export-import coverage ratio, equal to 0.87, was
observed in 2019, and in 2020 the figure slightly increased.
Thus, during 2014–2020 there was an inverse, unfavorable for Ukraine
trend of lower value of exports of goods and services compared to their
imports. Please note, that the best values of indicators do not always coincide.
It was determined that the changes of foreign trade turnover were
significantly affected by seasonal fluctuations in export-import supplies.
Seasonal fluctuations are characterized by relatively stable changes in
supply volumes over intra-annual periods over a number of years, i.e.
ups and downs of exports (imports) from year to year in certain months
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(quarters). The forecast of exports and imports was determined and taking
into account seasonal fluctuations we would determine their values for
each quarter of 2021–2023. The largest volume of exports falls on the third
quarter, while the largest volume of imports falls on the fourth one.
The impact of COVID-19 and the corresponding restrictive measures of
countries in international trade has had negative effect for the improvement
of Ukraine’s foreign trade balance. It was found that exports and imports of
goods, works and services have a general tendency to decrease.
It is proposed to direct further research to the development and
implementation of economic and political decisions to increase exports
of Ukrainian goods and services and reduce import dependence, through
the use and implementation of innovative methods of production and
management, making optimal management decisions.
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Abstract. In modern conditions of uncertainty, agricultural formations
face problems in finding tools for maintaining their positions, ensuring
stable, continuous, effective activities. In achieving the efficiency of
activities, an important function is performed by the financial support,
which plays an exclusive role both in the implementation of operational
activities and in the implementation of investments in accordance with
the strategy of the development of the agrarian enterprise. Given this, it is
necessary in this context to identify the relevance of these problems and
their need for theoretical justification and development of proposals for
improving and further intensifying the development of different segments of
the agricultural sector in Ukraine. Modern realities of the market economy,
social transformations in the country and the significant development of
international relations give agricultural enterprises the opportunity to
significantly expand the range of sources and forms of attracting financial
resources. These forms complement each other on the basis of a conceptual
approach to ensure their effective functioning. Goal. Development of
mechanisms for the formation of financial resources of enterprises in
the context of their effective functioning on the basis of a conceptual
approach, which includes the principles, purpose, objectives and directly
the mechanisms for managing the financial security of enterprises. Method
(methodology). The research used general scientific methods, in particular,
a systematic approach, abstract-logical method, including methods
of analogy, comparison, induction and deduction, statistical method;
methods of analysis and synthesis; comparison method; system-analytical.
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All these research methods complement each other and together provide an
opportunity to comprehensively consider the subject of research. Results.
The publication explores groups of sources of financial resources. As a result
of research on the basis of the conceptual approach constituent elements of
the concept of improvement of management of financial maintenance of the
enterprises are developed. Its main goal is to: ensure effective management
decisions to attract sufficient financial resources to maximize profits and
increase the market value of businesses. The direction of further research is
to develop methods for assessing the effectiveness of financial support for
enterprise development.
1. Іntroduction
Transformation processes that are inevitable for Ukraine in the direction
of creating a socially oriented market economy interpret new approaches
to financial and economic support of business entities, including the
agricultural sector.
The business environment of the agricultural sector has a small scale of
activity, flexibility and mobility in the process of production and economic
activities, and is significantly influenced by the external environment and is
characterized by a fairly high degree of risk. The main factor that ensures
the survival of these economic entities is the implementation of effective
management, which should be based on priorities and new approaches
to financial support for development and socially oriented management
through new credit instruments.
Today in the study of this issue it is worth noting the contribution of
such scientists as: Ambrosov V. Y., Artemyeva O. O., Rulikovsky V. S.,
Matrosova L. M., Ivanyuta V. F., Matviychuk O. Ye., Varchenko O. M. and
other scientists, as well as meters of Ukrainian economics: G. Kireitsev,
G. Kaletnik, V. Savchuk, A. Dibrova, S. Kvasha, O. Gudz, N. Davydenko,
L. Vdovenko.
However, in the study of these issues in the system of Ukraine’s
economy there are still issues that are insufficiently resolved or not fully
resolved. In this context, the urgency of these problems and the need for
theoretical justification and development of proposals to improve and
further intensify the development of various standardized agricultural
enterprises in Ukraine.
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2. The current state of financial cooperation
of the banking sector of the economy
The purpose of this study is a comprehensive approach and further
study of financial security – credit support of agricultural formations,
namely farms by diversifying credit instruments, identifying problems
with their functioning and justifying the directions of their development in
globalization.
According to the set goal, the following tasks are to be solved:
– analyze the theoretical aspects and dynamics of small and medium
business development in Ukraine;
– identify the entities that have the greatest impact on the activities of
small and medium enterprises in Ukraine;
– identify problems and reasons for slowing down the development of
small business in Ukraine and suggest ways to solve them.
The current external challenges facing our country’s economy have
sharpened the understanding that the foundation of a strong and independent
economy is the real sector, which produces material goods and services,
which must be provided with adequate support from the financial market,
including one of its developed segments – the banking sector.
The results of a number of current studies show that in emerging
markets, meeting the needs of the real sector with banking resources is one
of the strategic areas of economic development.
The need to ensure further economic growth raises a number of important
issues of attracting external financial resources of investment nature into the
system of the reproduction process.
Banks play a particularly important role in intensifying investment
activities. An important form of participation of banks in the investment
process is an investment loan.
In the current conditions of economic development, the interaction of
the banking and real sectors of the economy, adaptation and implementation
of positive experience of foreign countries that have managed to ensure
high rates of economic growth by active participation in this process of the
banking sector are very timely.
Note that agriculture can be more productive in terms of increased
investment in the agricultural sector, ie as financing from the state are
lending to this sector.
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The organization of the process is influenced by the sources of financing
the production activities of enterprises, which include bank loans.
Let’s define the interpretation of the concept of bank lending to the agroindustrial complex, which reflects the provision of enterprises with funding
on the terms of return on funds, fixed deadlines, controlling the targeted use
of funds, and providing preferential terms for certain industries.
We propose to give the main specifics of agro-industrial loans. It should
be noted that as of November 5, 2020, the list of authorized banks that
signed the Memorandum with the Ministry of Economy, which includes
the implementation of state support for agricultural producers, includes
36 banking institutions.
The most important aspects should be: development and implementation
of new mechanisms to support agricultural enterprises with a gradual
departure from direct payments to rural development programs.
It is necessary to apply the experience of the world’s leading countries
in providing direct payments, subsidies, various benefits to farms, taking
into account the Ukrainian realities, ie stimulating promising areas of
agriculture.
In today’s turbulent environment, small business plays an important role
in ensuring sustainable economic development and solving social problems
at the state, regional and local levels. Due to small business, the market
principles of management are successfully developing, local budgets are
being filled, and the system of economic relations in various spheres and
branches of activity is being actively formed. Compared with other economic
entities of the national economic complex, the organization of economic and
financial activities of small businesses has a number of features.
The changing economic situation creates new problems for commercial
banks in the field of investment lending, which requires timely development
and implementation of new and improvement of existing mechanisms that
mediate the transformation of credit resources of the banking system into
productive investments of the Ukrainian economy.
Small business is an integral part of a market economy. It operates in all
countries of the world and covers areas of economic activity not prohibited
by law. Differences between small, medium and large businesses are
determined on the basis of qualitative and quantitative parameters on the
basis of their standardized division (table 1).
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Table 1
Criteria for the division of economic entities by standardized division*
Categories by
standardized
division

Legal entities

Net sales
Book value of
income, euros assets, euros

annual income > 50 million euros
average number of employees
> 40 000000
> 20000000
> 250 people
annual income up to 50 million euros
“Medium” average number of employees
to 40,000,000 to 20,000,000
up to 250 people
annual income up to 10 million euros
“Small”
average number of employees
to 80,000
to 400,000
up to 50 people
annual income ≤ 2 million euros
“Micro”
average number of employees
to 700,000
to 350,000
≤ 10 people
Note* Grouped by (Agriculture. Official website of the State Statistics Service of Ukraine)
“Great”

The most significant qualitative feature of such a distinction is the
entrepreneur himself. Such an enterprise is considered small, where the
entrepreneur himself participates in the production process, performing
professional and technical functions, and trade and organizational functions
are transferred to members of his family. The combination of three functions
in the person of an entrepreneur is especially significant for a small business:
an entrepreneur, an investor and a manager. Of course, for the effective
functioning of a small business, it is vital to provide sufficient financial
resources. which in turn have a distributive nature and are in monetary form.
Financial support of reproduction processes in agricultural enterprises is
made possible by the availability and use of financial resources.
Agrarian formations play a significant role in the development of
productive forces and ensuring food security of the country. Their appearance
in the mid-1990s and the increase in numbers so far have shown that the
economically active rural population has preferred the organizational and
legal form of rural entrepreneurship, legitimized at the legislative level.
According to the Law of Ukraine “On Farming” of June 19, 2003 № 973-IV,
a farm, as a farm that belongs to small agrarian formations according to
the structured division, is a form of entrepreneurial activity of citizens
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with the creation of a legal entity wishing to produce goods. agricultural
products, engage in their processing and sale in order to make a profit on
land provided to them for farming. Commodity peasant economy is a form
of organization of agricultural production carried out by labor of family
members on the basis of their private property according to the Law on
personal peasant economy of 15.05.2003 № 742-IV.
Table 2
Structure of economic entities of the agricultural sector of Ukraine
in the period of unstable economy (2014–2017)
Business entities

2014
from
%

2015
from
%

2016
from
%

2017
from
%

Business
7750 16,8 7721 17,0 8700 18,2 6967 15,3
associations
Private enterprises
3772
8,2
3627
8,0
3752
7,9
3215
7,1
Cooperatives
674
1,4
596
1,3
738
1,5
448
1,0
Farms
33084 69,7 32303 71,2 33682 70,6 34137 74,9
State enterprises
228
0,6
241
0,5
222
0,5
199
0,4
Enterprises of
other forms of
691
3,0
891
2,0
603
1,3
592
1,3
management
Total
46199 100,0 45379 100,0 47697 100,0 45558 100,0
Source: State Statistics Service of Ukraine

The period of unstable economy is characterized by changes in the
political system and economic course of the state. in the total number of
enterprises engaged in agricultural activities (table 2).
The period of economic growth is characterized by radical changes in
the economic and political field (table 3).
The last two years, 2019 and 2020, give us a clear understanding of
the positive economic progress in the field of economic transformation,
the results of which are a decentralized division of territorial communities.
Such an enlarged division made it possible to consolidate the creation of
business associations.
Further positive dynamics in farms is a confirmation of the
competitiveness of this form of agricultural entrepreneurship given the
relatively higher growth rate than in other agricultural enterprises.
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Table 3
Structure of economic entities of the agricultural sector of Ukraine
in the period of economic growth (2018–2020)
Business entities

2018

from
%
Business associations
6814
15,1
Private enterprises
3887
8,6
Cooperatives
496
1,1
Farms
33164
73,5
State enterprises
180
0,4
Enterprises of other
587
1,3
forms of management
Total
45128
100,0
Source: State Statistics Service of Ukraine

2019

2020

from
120
3810
758
33164
215

%
18,5
7,8
1,5
67,4
0,4

from
10931
3956
485
32452
215

%
23,6
8,1
1,01
66,9
0,4

2141

4,4

465

0,9

49208

100,0

48504

100,0

Given the statistics on the dynamics of the number of farms (slight
fluctuations in the number of agricultural enterprises and a positive gap
between them farms), it can be argued that enterprising peasants and
their families are relatively easier to enter agricultural markets by starting
commercial production.
Positive changes are also observed in the structure of agricultural
production. In 2018, compared to 2014, Ukrainian farms increased their
crop production by 32.3 percentage points, which confirms their overall
competitiveness in crop production compared to all agricultural enterprises,
whose production growth was 18.2 percentage points.
At the same time, livestock farms in 2018 – UAH 1,499.3 million, but
since 2014 there has been a significant growth rate – 11.7 percentage points,
while all agricultural enterprises produced 33,687, UAH 5 million gross
livestock production, and the growth rate of which amounted to 0.5 v.p.
(tаble 4).
Thus, there are outpacing growth rates of livestock and crop production
by farms compared to the corresponding indicators of all enterprises.
This once again confirms that although agricultural enterprises retain the
status of leaders in the production of crop products. The dynamics of
statistical indicators indicates a constant trend towards outpacing rates of
growth of its production in farms, which confirms the results carried out
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Table 4
The volume of gross output produced by agricultural enterprises
and farms of Ukraine, 2014–2018, UAH million
Indexes

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2018/2014,
+/-

Agricultural enterprises
Gross output –
total,
UAH million
crop products
livestock
products

139058,4 131918,6 145119,0 140535,2 158306,5

13,8

105529,5

99584,7

113392,6 108601,1 124719,0

18,2

33528,9

32333,9

31726,4
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25118,9

30,9
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32,3
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of which farms
Gross output –
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19188,8 17 565,4 22101,4 21743,1
UAH million
crop products
17847,0 17565,4 20705,3 20338,8
livestock
1341,8
1343,9
1396,1
1404,3
products
Source: State Statistics Service of Ukraine

according to the method of analysis, and states the highest reliability (by
correlation coefficient). The format of the trend line is linear, the equation
y = 31767x + 2307.3, the correlation coefficient R2 = 0.9949. The results of
the equation are displayed in the selection graph:
Volumes of production of farms (as well as enterprises of the
agricultural sector as a whole) indicate a preference in crop production.
Livestock farming is developing slowly, but with a steady increase in
production volumes, which also reflects their progress in the relevant
market.
In the structure of gross agricultural output, the dynamics of the share
of gross output produced by Ukrainian farms also shows a steady upward
trend: 2014 – 7.6 percentage points, 2015 – 7.9 percentage points, 2016 –
8.7 pp, 2017 – 8.7 pp, 2018 – 9.3 pp.
Compared to 2014, in 2018 it increased by 30.9 percentage points. This
indicates a slow but steady increase in the pace of production and sales of
agricultural products by farms in the agricultural market of Ukraine.
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Figure 1. The results of the correlation of production indicators
of small agricultural enterprises during 2014–2018
3. Problems of providing finance of agrarian formations
With some reservations, these indicators can be considered as the
share of the agricultural market occupied by farms. In 2018, it amounted
to 9.3 percentage points. and compared to agricultural enterprises in
general (57.0 percentage points) and households (43.0 percentage points) is
relatively small, but constantly growing.
In our opinion, it also reflects the problems of reliability of relevant
statistics, as the calculation of gross output of households is based on
unrepresentative data on conditional (attributed to them) production
in homesteads, without taking into account the relatively low level
of productivity, marketability and average sales prices. agricultural
enterprises.
Given the above, it can be argued that the gradually growing share of
farms in production in general indicates their importance and continued
competitiveness in agricultural markets, even given the imperfect
institutional framework of various groups of producers, which may
contribute to its underestimation.
Therefore, today the state provides at least 8 programs to support farming.
One of them is the program of interest compensation on loans. During the
program (as of June 1, 2019) 154 agrarians-clients of Oschadbank applied
for such compensation. Some of them (80%) received loans for the purchase
of machinery and equipment. The remaining 20% of applications were for
compensation for working capital loans.
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Financial support is provided exclusively to farms that own or use
agricultural land. In 2019, the requirements for compensation recipients
were simplified, in particular, restrictions on the size of the land fund in
ownership and / or use were lifted, and the maximum amount of revenue
from sales for the last year was increased to UAH 20 million.
According to T. Vysotsky, the main criteria are the same for all
borrowers – the experience of doing business for farmers for at least two
marketing years and a positive credit history. The recipient can benefit from
compensation for no more than one short-term and one medium-term loan
during the program period (there can be two parallel applications). To receive
compensation from the budget, applications must be submitted to the bank
by December 1 of this year, and the register for interest compensation in
December will be submitted by the bank to the Ministry of Agrarian Policy
by February 10 of the following year.
Partial reimbursement of costs associated with agricultural services,
financial support for agricultural service cooperatives, cheaper loans,
additional financial support for family farms is a timely and effective
message of developing the competitiveness of small agricultural formations.
It is also significant that as of 2020, 71,573.2 thousand hryvnias of state
support was received from farms. The corresponding distribution of funds
was approved under the budget program “Financial support for agricultural
producers” in the area of “Financial support for the development of farms”
in the following areas:
– providing partial compensation for the cost of purchased agricultural
machinery and equipment of domestic production for 2019 in the total
amount of UAH 24,400.5 thousand. The funds will be received by 460 farms
that have purchased 1,152 units of equipment.
– providing partial compensation for the cost of seeds of agricultural
plants of domestic production, purchased from individuals – entrepreneurs
and legal entities engaged in production and/or its implementation in
2019 for a total amount of UAH 8,537.5 thousand. The funds will be
received by 447 farms that purchased 3,368.4 tons of seeds.
– provision of a budget subsidy per unit of cultivated land (1 hectare) –
to newly established farms – for October-November 2019 in the total amount
of UAH 12,643.2 thousand. The funds will be received by 225 newly
established farms;
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– providing a budget subsidy per unit of cultivated land
(1 hectare) – to other farms in October-November 2019 in the total amount
of UAH 25,992.0 thousand. 861 farms will receive the funds.
For 2021, the Government has prepared a program to support the
development of farms in the following areas:
– budget subsidy for keeping cows;
– surcharge in favor of insured persons – members / chairman of the
SFG without acquiring the status of a legal entity of SSC;
– partial reimbursement of costs related to the provision of agricultural
advisory services;
– budget subsidy per unit of cultivated land (1 hectare) – to newly
established farms;
– financial support on a revolving basis.
You can also get compensation for domestic agricultural machinery.
Partial compensation of the cost of purchased agricultural machinery
and equipment of domestic production is provided to farms on a
non-refundable basis in the amount of 40% of the cost of purchased
machinery and equipment excluding VAT specified in the acceptance
certificate and other documents confirming payment through the
state bank.
Under the budget program “Financial support for agricultural producers”
support is distributed:
– in the area of “Partial compensation for the cost of agricultural
machinery and equipment of domestic production” in the amount of 25%
of the cost;
– in the area of “Financial support for the development of farms” in the
amount of 15% of the cost.
Also, one of the important areas of state support is cheaper agricultural
loans.
According to the results of the year, according to the approved orders
and submitted registers of recipients of budget funds, the Ministry of
Economy actually sent funds to authorized banks in the amount of UAH
1,047.7 million or 99.9% of the planned ones, which were transferred to
current accounts. borrowers.
More than 4,200 borrowers who applied to authorized banks received
targeted budget funds.
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The total amount of loans raised by such entities was over
UAH 143.5 billion, of which UAH 24.8 billion was compensated at the
expense of budget funds, including:
a) by type of loan:
– short-term – UAH 11.6 billion (46.7%);
– medium-term – UAH 6.1 billion (24.7%);
– long-term – UAH 7.1 billion (28.6%);
b) by type of activity of borrowers:
– livestock industry – UAH 4.5 billion (18%);
– other industries – UAH 20.3 billion (82%).
The average interest rates of banks, at which agribusiness entities
attracted loans, were 18-22% per annum.
Compensation is provided to recipients for accrued and paid in the
current year interest on loans in the amount of 1.5 discount rate of the
National Bank, effective on the date of accrual of interest, but not more than
the amount of the loan agreement reduced by 1 percentage point.
Interest rates on the loan are subject to compensation:
– involved in one year, the amount of which does not exceed
500 thousand. UAH to cover production costs;
– involved up to 3 years, the amount of which does not exceed
UAH 9 million, for the purchase of fixed assets for agricultural production,
the implementation of costs associated with the construction and
reconstruction of agricultural production facilities.
To receive compensation you must:
– Do not have bankruptcy cases, do not go bankrupt, do not be in
liquidation.
– Do not have arrears of more than 6 months to the state budget, the
Pension Fund and the funds of the obligatory state social insurance.
– Do not submit documents for compensation under concluded credit
agreements, the interest for the use of which is reduced with the help of
funds provided for other government programs.
Agricultural compensation is provided to agribusiness entities (legal
entities and natural persons – entrepreneurs) for all types of agricultural
activities.
The amount of compensation is 1.5 of the discount rate of the National
Bank, effective on the date of accrual of interest, but not higher than the
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amount provided for in the loan agreements and reduced by 5 percentage
points.
For one business entity provides a limit of 5 million UAH.
In addition to the state program to reduce the cost of loans, there is a
program provided by “PrivatBank”, called “AgroCube”.
The interest rate on this program is 1.6% per month of the loan amount –
the first 6 months and 1.4% per month of the loan amount – the next 6 months.
The loan amount is from 50,000 thousand UAH up to UAH
1,000,000 million.
Funds are credited to the current account of the entrepreneur in
“PrivatBank”.
The loan is repaid monthly in equal installments. Possible repayment
procedure for clients in the field of agribusiness (“AgroCUB”):
1. The first 6 months only interest is repaid, the remaining 6 months the
amount of debt with interest equal parts.
2. The client chooses the desired 6 months to repay the loan, starting
from the next month of the loan.
In general, the experience of bank lending to agricultural enterprises
shows that the current process of lending to agricultural enterprises by
commercial banks is still quite complicated, and requires companies to have
a large number of necessary documents and their lengthy consideration.
In addition, banking institutions prefer to finance large agricultural
producers, which is due to the following reasons:
– the presence of organized financial reporting in large companies;
– availability of sufficient and modern collateral for loans;
– diversification of activities of large enterprises, which can compensate
for possible losses in one of the activities;
– ignorance and lack of technologies for financial analysis of agricultural
enterprises;
– insufficient specialists to work with small agricultural enterprises (it is more
profitable for banks to issue large loans at relatively lower labor costs), etc.
Thus, small and medium-sized agricultural producers in Ukraine have
insufficient access to bank lending.
It should also be noted that the agricultural sector at the end of the
reporting year 2020 mastered 4.665 billion UAH of state subsidies from the
budget. Budget grants were distributed in 11 basic areas:
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– development of animal husbandry and processing of agricultural
products (UAH 1.6 billion);
– development of farming (UAH 120.8 million);
– compensation for the cost of equipment (UAH 991.4 million);
– compensation for the cost of loans (UAH 1.2 billion);
– development of horticulture, viticulture and hop growing
(UAH 512 million);
– compensation for lost crops (UAH 108 million);
– development of niche crops (UAH 50 million);
– development of potato growing (UAH 53 million);
– development of irrigation (UAH 16.7 million);
– compensation of SDRs (UAH 0.6 million).
– compensation to buckwheat producers (UAH 50 million).
In 2021, state support for farmers amounted to more than 4.6 billion
UAH, taking into account the relevant changes that were made to the
budget.
But 2021 has shown that today the demands of farmers are much higher
than the amount of support. The total need, which Ukrainian farmers formed
by submitting documents, amounted to almost UAH 7 billion.
UAH 6.5 billion was planned for 2021. UAH 4.7 billion was actually
used:
Financial support for agricultural producers – UAH 4.66 billion.
Provision of loans to farms (UDF) – UAH 50 million.
In 2019, the state planned UAH 6.9 billion.
UAH 4.6 billion actually used.
Distribution of funds for agricultural assistance programs by industry:
State support of the livestock industry – UAH 2.4 billion;
Financial support for agricultural producers – UAH 641 million;
Financial support for measures in the agro-industrial complex by
reducing the cost of loans – UAH 449 million;
Financial support for the development of farms – UAH 420 million;
State support for the development of hop growing, establishment of
young orchards, vineyards and berries – UAH 397 million;
Providing loans to farms – UAH 225 million.
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4. Ways of further financial cooperation of the banking sector
of the economy to ensure agricultural formations
For 2022, processing, animal husbandry, horticulture and land
reclamation will remain a priority, as these areas create the largest number
of jobs. They are the most capital-intensive in terms of value added.
In addition, the focus will be on a new area – agricultural insurance.
It will help farmers to be more confident in their activities, despite natural
and financial difficulties.
Another new area of state support – land reclamation – has already
made it possible to launch pilot projects in various areas and will be
scaled up after the launch of the association of water users in 2022.
Financial support for state support remains at the level of 2021, but this
is not enough. At the government level, there is a common position that
support should be increased in the first half of 2022, as the agricultural
sector today gives the largest increase in catches of the country’s domestic
product.
The government will also work to expand affordable lending to farmers,
which should reach at least UAH 100 billion.
The draft State Budget for 2022 provides UAH 8 billion for the
development of the agro-industrial complex + UAH 301 million for the
2021 plan. In 2022, within the limits of the funds we have in the amount
of UAH 4.5 billion, and this is due to the level of the government and the
head of state, the expansion of state support is envisaged, primarily in the
direction of animal husbandry.
Thus, private farmers will have additional opportunities to expand their
farms. Increasing the role of the state in the agricultural sphere will help
increase food security and export potential of the country.
That is, it is necessary and important to use a balanced and effective
process of reforming the agricultural sector to support innovation, to
implement effective water-saving irrigation technologies.
The development of the agricultural sector is influenced accordingly by
credit resources, as they ensure the continuity of the processes of investment
and inflow, the gap between which is associated with seasonality, which is
inherent in most agricultural enterprises. It is in the absence of enterprises’
own funds that there is great hope and support for lending by replenishing
financial resources.
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Among all industries, the agricultural sector has seen an improvement in
the formation of new government lending support programs. However, to
obtain them, you must comply with separate lists of conditions.
It is very important to note a number of relevant options for supporting
the agro-industrial complex, which were developed by the relevant Ministry
for 2020.
It is important to note that the development of the agricultural sector
of the economy is influenced by the rate of investment, as it is from
investment savings and investment in production and technical resources
depends on improving agriculture, and, accordingly, investment contributes
to increasing the competitiveness of products. In order to develop the
most effective innovation potential, there is a need to update the Ukrainian
“export-import policy” in the fields of agricultural production and resource
processing.
When allocating investments within the state, the priority is given
to those industries that are more shown to benefit from investment and,
accordingly, have an impact on the economic growth of related industries
and industries. These include agriculture and other branches of the agroindustrial complex of Ukraine.
Note that the agro-industrial complex is within the state is the main
complex on which investment is focused.
According to the indicator received from the Ministry of Economic
Development, Trade and Agriculture of Ukraine as of July 1, 2019, Ukraine
has already implemented and continues to implement 444 investment
projects totaling UAH 40.6 billion, in the previous 2018 this figure
amounted to 393 investment projects worth 40.1 billion UAH., ie there
is an improvement. However, the main financing for the development of
the agro-industrial complex is the use of own funds of the agro-industrial
complex.
As one of the main directions of agro-industrial development is
competitive development, it is important to note that attracting foreign
investment, due to the creation of a free trade zone and investment growth
has formed a stable inverse relationship with the growth of mutual trade. It is
also important to note that when investing in agricultural activities there is an
indirect influence of internal and external factors. According to the internal
factors are indicators of yield and productivity of cattle, specialization and
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technology of the production process, the level of productivity labor and
the formation of the calculation of the cost of production, and, accordingly,
the long-term or short-term investment. It is the internal factors of influence
that depend on the producer, in contrast to external factors, which include
pricing policy, both global and domestic, government support, existing soft
loans, seasonality, inflation, and tax base.
It is important to note that external factors influencing investment play
a greater role. After conducting all the assessments of capital investment
indicators of existing government programs, we propose to identify the
main conceptual aspects of the development of the agricultural sector,
which include:
– improving the conditions for the development of the agricultural
sector, especially with an emphasis on agriculture;
– improve the conditions for providing state financial support to
agricultural enterprises;
– development and implementation of housing and communal services to
the population of settlements, urban-type settlements, under the conditions
of formation of enterprises in order to provide young people with jobs and
encourage living in the village;
– improve the conditions for receiving investment deposits;
– increase the competitiveness of agro-industrial products by improving
product quality and expanding markets;
– development of effective state support programs in the form of
subsidies to support low-income people;
– development of conditions for the development of agro-industrial
science and education.
It should be noted that the agricultural sector is one of the main
complexes of domestic economic development of the country, which
affects the development of the country’s export potential, the use of efficient
production technologies and resources.
It should be noted that the indicators of agricultural exports are the
main part of agricultural exports, which increase with fruitful cooperation
with the European Union, Asia and Africa. The main areas of increasing
competitiveness in the international market are the timely modernization of
the country’s economy, effective attraction of imported resources, equipment,
and, accordingly, the expansion of a favorable investment climate.
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The most common type of investment loan is a bank investment loan.
The main criteria that the borrower must meet to obtain an investment loan:
stable financial condition; the borrower (experience in attracting this type of
funding in the past, staff qualifications); participation with own funds (as a
rule, not less than 25%); positive credit history (conscientious fulfillment of
obligations to creditors); solvency (based on the forecast of cash flows for
the project, as well as the optimal loan repayment schedule).
The terms of the loan to finance investment projects are somewhat
different from the usual ones. For example, consider the conditions for
granting a loan for business development (investment lending) of small
enterprises by leading commercial banks of Ukraine (table 5).
Providing loans by commercial banks
for the development of agribusiness
Lending
conditions

Banks
PJSC PrivatBank

PJSC Megabank

JSC Credit
Agricole

The purpose of
lending

capital expenditures (acquisition / modernization / reconstruction
of fixed assets); launching an additional line of business

Repayment
schedule

interest – monthly,
loan – according
to the terms of the
loan agreement,
possible receipt
postponements

up to 70% of the
Maximum the size
cost investment
of the limit
project

View financing
(issuance form)
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the loan is repaid
monthly in equal
installments,
payment interest
monthly

monthly, from the
1st to the 7th day of
the month following
reporting (in
January and May –
until the 15th)

up to 75% of the
project cost, and
up to 85% subject
to the provision of
additional support

up to 70% of the
cost investment
project

non-revolving credit
line; funds are
term loan or nonprovided in non-cash
revolving credit line form by transfer from term loan or nonaccording to the
the loan account to
revolving credit line
contract
the current account
of the borrower /
counterparty
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The term of investment lending in most banks is 5 years, interest rates are
set at about 20% per annum in UAH and above. Thus, in PJSC “PrivatBank”
annual rates are: in hryvnia – 21%, in US dollars – from 9.1% in euros –
from 8.2%. But the final rate and term of financing is determined depending
on the industry in which the project is implemented, the composition of
the participants and the degree of responsibility of each of them, the credit
history of the company that applied for financing.
A special megatrend is a medium-term loan, ie up to 3 years, which can
be used to purchase fixed assets for agricultural production.
This is machinery and equipment without restrictions on the country of
manufacture. Compensation also covers loans for the costs associated with
the construction and reconstruction of agricultural production facilities. In
order to improve the financial support of small agrarian formations, it is
necessary to improve communication processes, adapt foreign experience
of state support and formulate appropriate state policy. Prospects for further
research will be to develop the experience of European countries in the
development of the farming movement, as well as agricultural cooperation
and methods of determining their financial condition.
Further development of agriculture in Ukraine and agricultural
production, in particular, requires significant annual investments. Today,
most of them are funded by agricultural enterprises, which does not
allow to fully ensure the effectiveness of agrarian reforms and intensify
agricultural development. Therefore, it is necessary to increase the volume
of investment resources in the agricultural sector at the expense of other
sources of funding. The main promising areas for financial support for
the development of agricultural enterprises are a set of measures by the
state and the banking system, aimed at developing an effective integration
mechanism of interaction with the agricultural sector of the economy;
increase the amount of financial support for agricultural enterprises
through the use of all possible sources to attract capital, including
foreign capital. The effectiveness of state financial support to agricultural
enterprises can be achieved if budget funds are allocated transparently
in projected, pre-informed areas on a permanent long-term basis and in
well-defined amounts.
When developing mechanisms for the development of agriculture, it is
necessary to take into account the differences and features of each sector of
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development, risks specific to a given region, and to develop management
methods for each individual entity.
When developing mechanisms for the development of the agricultural
sector, it is necessary to take into account the differences and peculiarities
of each development sector, the risks inherent in a given region, and to
develop management methods for each individual entity.
It should be noted that the agricultural sector needs the introduction of
high efficient production technologies, expansion of technical equipment
required to increase the productivity of the production process.
Since the development of the sugar and meat and dairy industries
depends on this industry, the products of which are used as raw materials
for other industries.
Instability and problems in the countryside are a consequence of:
– lack of financial and economic mechanisms;
– lack of support from the state, which includes support for price parity,
which affects the development of agricultural producers.
The development of the agro-industrial complex should be based on the
optimization of exports of agro-industrial products in accordance with food
security requirements.
Note that for the development of the agricultural sector there is a need to
develop and implement competitive advantages of the production process
of certain products in order to improve the foreign trade balance.
In order to attract more investment, there is a need to encourage better
business conditions for foreign investors, reduce the tax burden on the
agricultural sector, merge or eliminate inefficient organizations, increase
competitiveness, improve training and skills to improve productivity.
Investment attractiveness should be focused on the development of agroindustrial production, but note that there is a dependence on a favorable
external environment, the investment climate, which in turn are important
factors in attracting investors to the agro-industrial comple. Market-oriented
agriculture should have constant access to credit, which can be offered on
both price and non-price terms, adapted to its natural, technical, economic
and financial characteristics.
Although all the loans known today are important for farms, long-term
instruments are of particular importance. The latter, in turn, are difficult
to generate in traditional banking, which is usually financed with short-
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and medium-term capital. This type of mismatch between the liabilities and
assets of lending banks has been and remains one of the reasons for the
involvement of public authorities in the field of agricultural lending. Forms
of intervention can be different, as well as the assessment of its effectiveness,
and this is a topical and topical issue that requires in-depth study.
To answer the question, we consider the NBU data on loans granted and
interest rates on them for 2020 and 2019, where we can say about some
changes. Thus, UAH 44 billion (46%) increased lending to agriculture.
The 5-7-9 program helped a lot here. Agricultural enterprises were its main
beneficiaries and under the program were able to refinance previous loans
at 0%. Refinancing of previous loans amounted to 62% of UAH 17.4 billion
issued in 2020 under the program, the share of loans with a term of more
than 1 year increased from 8% in 2019 and 17% in 2020. Perhaps the banks
chose only the “best” borrowers in the industry.
Interest rates in some sectors have hardly been adjusted. An example is
the agricultural construction sector – the rate for it even increased slightly
compared to 2019 – from 16.4% to 16.9% – while for other sectors loans
became cheaper. As the total amount of lending is very small (less than
1% of loans issued), it may be that one or more borrowers have had such
an impact. In March 2020, the National Bank of Ukraine introduced longterm refinancing (for up to 5 years). Such a mechanism was to support bank
lending by enhancing the effect of other measures, such as lowering the
discount rate up to 6% per annum and the introduction of incentive reserve
requirements. These changes have given some impetus to lending to nonfinancial corporations for more than a year. After a decrease in April-May,
from July 2020 the volume of loans lasting more than a year exceeded the
volume of such loans issued in the respective months of 2019 (as evidenced
by the data of the National Bank of Ukraine).
Risks and non-transparency of business are not only an obstacle for nontraditional monetary instruments, but also limit the effectiveness of further
reduction of the discount rate. Therefore, monetary easing alone is not
enough to further reduce the cost of lending.
We agree that measures need to be implemented that will reduce another
component of the rate – credit risk. These are primarily measures aimed
at improving the quality of institutions in Ukraine – building an effective
judicial system for effective protection of property rights. As well as
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reducing political interference in agrarian business and corruption. In the
current environment, borrowers’ risks remain high, including through nontransparent or “optimized” financial reporting. Perhaps that is why more
than 60% of loans under the 5-7-9 program are refinancing loans, ie they
have been obtained by companies with a credit history.
Today, within the framework of the decision “Affordable loans 5-7-9%”
it is possible for farmers to take an anti-crisis loan to replenish working
capital or refinance a previously obtained business loan. But there are things
that need to be improved to make this program more effective. The first
step is the differentiation of interest rates. However, it should be noted
that the program “Affordable Loans 5-7-9%” does not provide for the
differentiation of interest rates by maturity, although in Ukraine there is a
significant difference between short-term and long-term interest rates.
This, in particular, restrains lending in the long-term segment, where
these rates are higher. Instead, the program provides several differentiated
levels of the final interest rate for the borrower, depending on the purpose
of the loan and the amount of annual income. We can state that at the same
time the lowest final rate – 0% per annum for loans to refinance existing
loans – does not stimulate new lending. But at the same time, it forces banks
to join the program to avoid losing customers by refinancing their loans
with other participating banks.
In July 2020, the EU and Ukraine signed three new € 105 million
financing agreements to support Ukrainian, agricultural and smallscale agricultural development, as well as the Ukrainian authorities in
implementing key reforms. The agreement also aims to mitigate the socioeconomic consequences of the coronavirus pandemic and continue to
support the health sector. Support for agriculture and the development of
small agricultural enterprises will be provided by EUR 25 million, which
will improve access to loans for small agricultural enterprises throughout
Ukraine under the EU4Business program and the approximation of
Ukrainian legislation to EU legislation in accordance with AA / DCFTA.
Another 20 million from the recently signed agreement is intended to
improve the business / business environment through the harmonization
of Ukrainian and EU legislation, access to credit for modernization of
enterprises, advising companies on further development of entrepreneurial
skills and entering global markets under the EU4Business Business
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initiative). Many other individual states, as well as private and political
initiatives, are active in Ukraine and support Ukraine’s development in
various fields.
A more effective solution for the development of a competitive market is
to fix not the final amount of interest rate, but the amount of compensation
received by the borrower. It should be noted that according to the NBU, as of
December 1, 2020, the total portfolio of loans issued by banks amounted to
UAH 964,993 million. The structure of the gross loan portfolio is dominated
by loans to the non-financial corporate sector – 77.6%, the share of loans
to the consumer sector (individuals) is 21.1%, loans to other sectors – just
over 1%. At the same time, the dynamics of the loan portfolio has been
almost neutral over the past five years, with a tendency to reduce the share
of corporate loans and increase the share of loans to ordinary Ukrainians.
At the same time, the rate of new loans, particularly in the corporate
and agricultural sectors, increased significantly by the beginning of
2020 (according to the National Bank of Ukraine), and even taking into
account the “quarantine” failure in April-June this year the same period in
2018. This will allow banks to compete with each other on interest rates and
will encourage them to find ways to reduce them. In addition, the Affordable
Loans 5-7-9% program is very complex in its structure and conditions,
which has a negative impact on banks’ operating costs associated with
administering loans under this initiative.
It is also possible to improve the credit market through mortgage loans.
The NBU notes that banks in the fourth quarter of 2021 confirmed the positive
sentiment of previous surveys on the dynamics of lending: respondents noted
a long increase in demand for loans from households, record growth – from
business, and maintained expectations of further demand for hryvnia loans,
loans to small and medium-sized businesses and mortgages.
Demand for business loans grew at a record high, with short-term,
hryvnia and small and medium-sized loans growing the most.
The determining factors were the need of enterprises mostly in working
capital and to some extent in capital investment. Low rates remained
a positive factor in increasing demand for farms. Mortgage lending was
fueled by lower interest rates. Retail lending standards have been eased for
five consecutive quarters. The debt burden of households remains below
average.
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In 2021, the annual growth of net hryvnia loan portfolios in the corporate
segment was 40.5% (+ UAH 93.6 billion), the growth rate of consumer
loans accelerated to 37% (+53.5 billion UAH) and exceeded the pre-crisis
level. Mortgage loans at the end of November 2021 increased by 60%
year on year (+5 billion UAH). There are almost no mortgage loans in the
Ukrainian market by the standards of the developed world, but they have
great potential. The problem with mortgage financing is exacerbated by
the political sensitivity of these products, which could lead to government
intervention in the coming crisis. And this, for the most part, is detrimental
to banks. To help revive the mortgage market, it is important for the central
bank to provide low-cost, long-term financing to small and medium-sized
businesses on regulated terms.
In this case, mortgage loan portfolios can serve as collateral. This will
make it possible to reconcile the interests of commercial banks and the
government in the long run.
Starting in 2018, lending to individuals for the purchase, construction
and reconstruction of real estate, including agricultural real estate, is
gradually intensifying. In the first quarter of this year, mortgage lending
activity continued to grow. In March 2021, banks issued 750 mortgage loans
totaling UAH 577.4 million. Loans disbursed increased by 26% compared
to February 2021 and 2.4 times compared to March last year.
As of April 1, 2021, Privatbank is the leader in terms of the volume of
the mortgage loan portfolio of individuals in the national currency – its
loan portfolio forms 20.7% of the total mortgage portfolio of the banking
system.
In second place – “Kredobank” (18.3% of the total mortgage portfolio),
in third place – “Oschadbank” (15.8%).
Also in the top ten in terms of mortgage loan portfolio are: Ukrgasbank,
Ukrsibbank, Globus Bank, Alfa-Bank, Pravex-Bank, Raiffeisen Bank Aval
and OTP BANK.
According to the NBU, the ratio of mortgage loans to GDP in 2020 in
Ukraine was only 0.7%, which is also much lower than in other countries.
In developed countries, this figure exceeds 25%, and in some countries
(France, Sweden, Denmark) reaches more than 50%.
That is, there is room for growth in agricultural construction and
mortgage lending. Given the need for a significant part of the population
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to improve housing conditions, the mortgage program, which offers
affordable loans, with significant public funding has significant prospects
for development.
“Great construction” is taking place in Ukraine. Of all the facilities,
the program plans to renovate and build thousands of kilometers of roads
this year. About UAH 150 billion was planned for this in the budget at the
beginning of this year.
In May, Ukravtodor received another UAH 10 billion in state guarantees
from the government to attract funding, as the issue of road transport also
concerns the agricultural sector in the first place.
Ukreximbank decided to help Ukravtodor in this matter. The bank’s
team opened this new financial opportunity for the agency and became the
lead manager for a promising deal. The consortium credit mechanism has
become the “new – forgotten old” that has already happened in the history
of Ukrainian financing.
The loan, which is reportedly referred to as “the first consortium loan in
Ukraine”, is not really the first, as is the “first” Ukrainian IPO. Consortium
lending has positioned itself in zero years.
In May, Ukravtodor received another UAH 10 billion in state guarantees
from the government to attract funding, as the issue of road transport also
concerns the agricultural sector in the first place.
Ukreximbank decided to help Ukravtodor in this matter. The bank’s
team opened this new financial opportunity for the agency and became the
lead manager for a promising deal. The consortium credit mechanism has
become the “new – forgotten old” that has already happened in the history
of Ukrainian financing.
The loan, which is reportedly referred to as “the first consortium loan in
Ukraine”, is not really the first, as is the “first” Ukrainian IPO. Consortium
lending has positioned itself in zero years.
At that time, Ukrainian banks were actively borrowing from consortia of
international financial institutions and banks. In addition, Ukrainian banks
were sometimes not even recipients of such loans, but also provided them.
Such a lending tool has never been widely popular among Ukrainian
banks. Such loans have never been widespread. Back then, it was mostly
a merger of two banks. There have been examples, but, again, it has never
been a popular tool in Ukraine.
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In the context of the economic crisis, interest in such lending has taken
a secondary position.
It is worth noting that the consortium or, as they are called, syndicated
credit in general has a number of advantages as a tool for attracting. It
allows a group of banks to invest in large projects that are unaffordable
for individual participants. Also, such a loan reduces the risks that would
be assumed by one investor, distributing them among the members of
the consortium. Such a loan is traditionally considered a more flexible
instrument of attraction, compared with bonds. Its organization is fast and
cheaper.
This loan creates a positive image for both the borrower and the
lenders. According to the consolidated information of the National Bank of
Ukraine, “Ukreximbank” as usual for the banks-coordinators of consortium
loans, financed the largest share of the loan – 165 million dollars or about
45%. The state-owned “Oschadbank” and “Ukrgasbank” took over about
$ 150 million and $ 50 million, respectively. That is, the “state” share of
this loan totals up to 97%. Private banks provided “symbolic” amounts,
compared to the state: “Taskombank” – about 14 million, “Bank Credit
Dnipro” – 13 million, and FUIB – 10 million dollars. This is not more than
3% of the total.
In our opinion, for such large amounts, consortium loans in the
future will be issued only on the condition of government guarantees or
guarantees from local authorities. But now the number of receiving such
state guarantees, as well as, for example, portfolio guarantees, is growing.
Therefore, this tool will be in demand both in the development of Ukraine’s
economy and in the development of new forms of economic entities in the
agricultural sector.
The authorities also need to reduce the pressure on banks’ capital, which
is growing due to the growth of reserves for loans. This is possible through
a revision of the approach to calculating the borrower’s financial class. Also
among the important and essential:
tax liberalization;
– absence of obstacles to out-of-court settlement of debts, to solve
problems of enforcement;
– harmonization of legal norms on cancellation of registration actions,
consumer lending and financial leasing;
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– minimization of risks of loss of security by the mortgagee;
– development of the primary real estate market (programs and
guarantees);
– expanding banks’ access to state registers.
In addition, temporary mitigation of credit risk assessment requirements
will actually help banks.
This would allow lending to expand more rapidly as quarantine is phased
out and business activity resumes. And of course, as has been repeatedly
emphasized, the creation of sources of “long” resources is crucial for the
development of the long-term credit market. An example is the introduction
of the second level of pension provision. Banks, in turn, should reconsider
their business strategies to reformat potential investments, as well as
conduct educational work with potential borrowers.
5. Conclusions
The study provides a theoretical generalization and proposes a new
approach to the development of agribusiness in Ukraine, in particular farms.
According to the results of the study, a number of conclusions of theoretical
and practical nature were formulated.
It is determined that agrarian business as an independent and effective
element of a market economy significantly affects the restructuring of
Ukraine’s economy, contributes to increasing total production, retail trade,
creates a favorable environment for competition and eliminates monopoly
in business, ie solves many economic, social and other problems.
It is proved that the experience of bank lending to agricultural enterprises
is still quite complicated, and also requires a large number of necessary
documents from enterprises and their lengthy consideration. The study of
financial security – credit support of agricultural formations, namely farms
due to the diversification of credit instruments, identified problems with
their functioning and justified directions of their development in the context
of globalization.
The scientific novelty of the study are proposals to intensify and improve
the development of small, medium, farms in Ukraine, based on a number
of problems identified during the study. The activities of the represented
business entities are complicated by the problems inherent in this type of
business entities: the lack of economies of scale, the difficulty of attracting
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factors of production; limited production capacity, etc. That is why the
success of small and medium business development largely depends on
government support and loyal approaches to lending by commercial banks
and the implementation of government programs.
As for the prospects of further exploration, in modern conditions it
is important to further study the methods, tools and financial levers of
influence as components of the financial support of agricultural enterprises.
An important component of achieving the financial goals of an
agricultural enterprise is its investment policy. In view of this, the longterm plan of economic development of the entity may include an analysis
of the needs of resource provision of production activities, the feasibility of
investing and the choice of assets for investment.
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Abstract. Integration processes that cover the agricultural sector
determine the vectors of agricultural production, the state of ecosystems,
climate change and environmental degradation, exacerbated by their
uneven distribution and increasing pollution, imbalance of development,
overcoming which exceeds the capabilities of individual states and need to
respond to through broad international cooperation. The study identified the
need for a green course, characterized by complex environmental, economic
and social interrelationships; the experience of the European Union countries
in the direction of green restructuring is analyzed; the importance of the
impact of climate change on the development of agricultural production
is outlined; key EU documents on the path of green modernization are
described; the necessity of resource-saving development is substantiated.
Emphasis was placed on the need to intensify efforts to introduce a circular
economy to counter the negative effects of climate change and crises.
Based on the situation when key indicators of green growth are included
in the most important documents of the country’s development, but they
are not calculated due to lack of appropriate standards of statistics and
accounting, which increases the inability to conduct comparative analysis
against regional and global results. This makes it difficult to use them in
decision-making on green modernization at all levels and to inform the
public.It is substantiated that the strategic directions of the transition to
a circular model of agricultural production development, the Ukrainian
government together with business and civil society, it is advisable to
develop separate roadmaps or action plans with clear directions of expected
results. In the presence of clear European guidelines for modernization, it
is necessary to use financial support instruments as much as possible. The
implementation of closed-loop models in practice will stimulate increased
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environmental responsibility and economic efficiency of agricultural
production, will improve the overall environmental situation and will be key
steps in environmentally oriented development of the agricultural sector.
The aim of the article is to analyze the transformation processes in
the agricultural sector, which are caused by climate change, depletion of
natural assets and justification of the importance of green modernization
of the economy of agricultural production. Realization of the purpose has
led to the decision of research tasks: to substantiate necessity of formation
of change of a paradigm of development of agrarian sector, to analyze
tendencies of introduction of green modernization in the EU countries, to
prove expediency of necessity of transition to model of green economy.
Domestic agricultural sector, and to ensure the economic and environmental
security of the country, because only a circular, resource-saving economy
is able to ensure sustainable economic development without harming the
environment.
Methodology: the research methodology is based on the dialectical
method, which involves the connection of theory and practice, the principles
of knowledge of the real world, the determinism of phenomena and processes
of interaction between external and internal. The following research methods
were used: system-structural; abstract-logical; comparative. Results:
According to the results of the study, the degree of modernization of the
country’s agricultural sector to the EU requirements for a green economy,
the European dimension of “green” growth in agriculture, substantiated the
feasibility and need for resource-saving agricultural development.
1. Introduction
Modernization of the world economy, the need for balanced development
of the world economy, slowing the growth of world trade, all these
factors necessitate a fundamentally new approach to economic activity in
the agricultural sector of the economy. The urgent problem today is the
development of models of “green” growth, along with the need to build
the country’s potential for greening the agricultural sector; development
of systemic long-term measures, which is updated in connection with
the aggravation of environmental problems; expanding access to “green”
technologies and investments and transferring practical management
experience to interested countries and organizations. As a result, the
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assessment of the state of implementation of the “green” direction of
development of the agricultural sector of the economy in the context of
resource-saving development and the circular model needs to be addressed.
Deepened integration into the EU, the main vector of which is the
green economy and green growth, the implementation of the Millennium
Development Goals, directs all sectors of the economy to seek new forms
of use of natural capital. In addition, to ensure the sustainable development
of the world economy, it is necessary to introduce ways to counter the
slowdown in global economic growth. It is worth noting that modernization
models are based on resource-saving, balanced development, rather than
increasing production, with significant social protection.
Significant attention is paid to the problems of green economy
development by scientific schools of the Institute of Regional Studies of
the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, the Institute of Market and
Ecological and Economic Studies of the National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, the Institute of Agrarian Economics of the National Academy
of Sciences of Ukraine, the Institute of Agroecology University, National
University of Food Technology, Odessa State Ecological University, Sumy
State University and Sumy National Agrarian University, this is confirmed
by a significant number of studies. It should be noted that the scientific
reports and reports of the European Commission, the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the United Nations
Environment Program (UNEP).
The aim of the article is to analyze the transformation processes in the
agricultural sector, which are caused by climate change, depletion of natural
assets and justification of the importance of green modernization of the
economy of agricultural production. Realization of the purpose has led to the
decision of research tasks: to substantiate necessity of formation of change
of a paradigm of development of agrarian sector, to analyze tendencies of
introduction of green modernization in the EU countries, to prove expediency
of necessity of transition to model of green economy. Domestic agricultural
sector, and to ensure the economic and environmental security of the country,
because only a circular, resource-saving economy is able to ensure sustainable
economic development without harming the environment.
Methodology: the research methodology is based on the dialectical
method, which involves the connection of theory and practice, the principles
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of knowledge of the real world, the determinism of phenomena and processes
of interaction between external and internal. The following research methods
were used: system-structural; abstract-logical; comparative. Results:
According to the results of the study, the degree of modernization of the
country’s agricultural sector to the EU requirements for a green economy,
the European dimension of “green” growth in agriculture, substantiated the
feasibility and need for resource-saving agricultural development.
2. Theoretical foundations of green modernization
Over the last hundred years, many concepts of economic growth have
been developed. The main emphasis is on identifying certain aspects
of the mechanism of economic growth, its individual factors. This is
necessary, especially to develop measures to accelerate economic growth
and development. But no less important is a clear definition of their nature.
Without this, it is difficult to outline the directions and means of progressive
transformation, and to identify ways of further transformation.
Scholars identify several economic processes, such as economic growth,
modernization, economic development and social development. Economic
growth is a quantitative change in the production system of the country
(industry, enterprise), which is expressed in an increase in GDP (GNP)
or net product (gross income). Economic growth can occur in some cases
without a qualitative change in production systems, which has traditionally
been defined as extensive economic growth, in others – accompanied by
qualitative improvements in the structure and functions of the production
system at one level or another. According to existing terminology, this is
intensive economic growth.
Under economic development, understand the purposeful, progressive
change of composition, location and interaction of elements, levels and
quality of functioning of the production system, increasing its efficiency.
Close to the concept of economic development is the modernization
of production, which consists in updating the structure and functions of
the production system. If these are progressive changes that increase the
efficiency of the production system, then such modernization is an integral
part of economic development.
There is a complex dialectical connection between economic growth
and economic development as quantitative and qualitative changes in
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the economy. Economic growth is presented in three variants: positive –
with an increase in production; neutral – without changing the volume of
production; negative – with a decrease in production. The most common
are growth options: based on or in combination with development; without
development; with regressive development.
Development as a qualitative improvement of production is more
common: in combination with economic growth – with growing demand;
with a decrease in production – with a decrease in demand; without
economic growth – with stable demand. However, any other option
is possible, including the most unfavorable: reducing production with
regressive processes at the level of development of the production system.
Thus, summarizing the above, and based on classical economic theory,
we note that current models of management expose society to a significant
risk of inhibiting growth. Most often, this risk arises from wasteful use
of natural capital and neglect of balance in agro-ecosystems. Limited or
apathetic implementation of measures aimed at preserving natural capital
will inevitably lead to increased costs for its replacement. It is also important
that changes in agro-ecosystems and their ability to sustain growth are not
necessarily directed in a direct and predictable way. Therefore, in order to
avoid the decline of the current level of welfare of the population, new
models of production and consumption are needed, as well as fundamentally
different approaches to defining the concept of “growth” and measuring its
results [11; 31, p. 35–38].
The course of “green” growth has the potential to support economic and
social development and is able to provide conditions under which natural
assets can continue to provide material goods and services, on which the
economy and human well-being depend to a large extent.
At the same time, it should be emphasized that the green transformation of
the economy can bring many positive results, such as increased productivity
and innovation, the creation of new jobs and markets, as well as new budget
revenues. Moreover, ensuring greater resilience to climate change, security of
water and energy resources, and the proper functioning of agroecosystems,
ie achieving green ecological growth goals, reduces the likelihood of drastic
environmental changes that can cause economic and social shocks.
It should be emphasized that to ensure the effectiveness of the green
course, national economic policy should stimulate innovation, investment
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in sustainable management of natural capital and the withdrawal of higher
and long-term profits and benefits from its use [2].
During the transformation processes in Ukraine, it was not possible to
increase the economic potential. Some recovery in economic activity in
2016 is insignificant. Instead, resources, capital and time were lost during
the structural, energy crisis and pandemic that led to the unsustainable
development of the national economy. In turn, the geopolitical conflict,
which has lasted for more than eight years, narrows the opportunities for
effective development. Ukraine still needs systemic institutional and deep
structural reforms, launch of large-scale eco-innovation and technological
transformations [14].
As you know, economic growth is understood as changes in the real
volume of national production based on the positive dynamics of gross
national product.
However, the increase in production is always combined with the
depletion of natural resources and environmental pollution, as a result
of which the world economy of the XXI century is affected by global
environmental problems.
Economic growth is closely linked to the problem of economic
development. Economic development can be defined as the transition from
one state of the economy to another – qualitatively new, more advanced,
based on innovation, structural and institutional changes. Economic growth
can occur in the absence of economic development, while economic
development is impossible without economic growth. This means that
“economic development” is a broader concept than “economic growth”
and includes it as the most important condition. Therefore, economic
development is determined by traditional factors of economic growth that
provide it, ie supply factors, factors of demand and distribution, but it covers
a much wider range: the development of science, technology, information
services, political and socio-economic factors, and environmental factors,
which in the complex are sources of economic development [22].
Today’s environmental and economic problems have become the
basis of sustainable development and as a result of the “green” economy.
Consideration of the economy as a complex organized and self-reproducing
system, where it is necessary to determine the mechanisms of its organization,
is being transformed. Note that the modern development of the economy is
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characterized by a complex ecological and economic relationship, where
the necessary condition is a coordinated interdependence of economic
and environmental interests to address ways to adapt to new economic
conditions. Scientists have drawn attention to the fact that free or minimal
evaluation of a huge number of natural goods and services is the main
problem of economic development. When we destroy free nature, it leads
to enormous damage. Thus, what has no price or value does not exist for
the economy. More than 90% of natural goods and services have no price
or valuation, so they do not exist. That is why humanity and all individual
countries continue to destroy nature.
However, today the economy of the regions is developing mainly in the
direction of self-development, and has a relatively separate reproductive
system of management and administration and practically pursues its
own export policy. Involving a significant number of countries in the
transformation processes of the world economy requires the joint efforts of
the governments of these countries and international organizations in order
to regulate their development on a global scale [21].
Thus, the transformation processes are manifested in the growing
dependence of the economies of the world community, due to the intensive
international movement of goods and services, capital flows, rapid and
widespread use of new technologies.
3. Experience of EU countries on the path of green transformations
It should be emphasized that the EU Strategies and Framework for
Research and Technological Development towards Green Modernization
have undergone a long evolution of their development. Work is currently
under way in Brussels on a new EU strategy – Europe 2030 and the EU’s
9th Framework Program for Research and Technological Development.
The success of the new EU program can contribute to the further
development of pan-European cooperation in science and innovation and to
building relationships with key partners. Overcoming the crisis within the
EU can be achieved through the development of European innovation policy,
which is formed at several levels. According to preliminary data, the EU in
2030 will be characterized by funding projects with high “social impact”
and education”. The EU faces the challenge of transitioning to a low-carbon
economy, sustainable production and consumption, the so-called cyclical
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economy, which was presented to the European Commission in a 1976 report
and actively promoted in 2012 by the McKinsey Agency. With this in mind,
in 2015 the European Commission developed an appropriate action plan [6].
Through the transition to a “cyclical economy” and other
“transformations”, the EU is operating successfully in global markets,
paving the way for sustainable development and digitalisation. At the
same time, artificial intelligence technologies play an important role in
digitalization. Member States manage to develop a common policy on these
technologies, and all projects allow for high social benefits [6; 9].
In addition, the European Commission has adopted a new EU
Biodiversity Strategy to 2030 and the related Action Plan – a long-term
plan for nature protection and restoration of degraded ecosystems (from
20.05.2020, COM (2020) 380 final).
In the context of the COVID-19 situation, the biodiversity strategy
aims to increase society’s resilience to future threats, such as the effects of
climate change, forest fires, food security or disease outbreaks.
The Strategy also emphasizes that the COVID-19 pandemic makes the need
to protect and restore nature even more urgent. “A pandemic is an awareness of
the connection between our own health and the health of ecosystems. The risk
of occurrence and spread of infectious diseases increases with the destruction of
nature. Protecting and restoring biodiversity and well-functioning ecosystems
is a key factor in increasing our resilience and preventing the emergence and
spread of future diseases” strategy said. One of the benchmarks for recovery
will be The European Green Deal. The strategy contains specific commitments
and actions to be implemented in the EU by 2030, including: creating a larger
network of protected areas on land and at sea, creating new and expanding
existing protected areas; at least 30% of the land and 30% of the sea must
have a conservation status; at least one third of protected areas – 10% of land
and 10% of marine waters must be under strict protection; special attention
should be paid to virgin and ancient forests, peatlands, meadows, wetlands; It
is important to create ecological corridors to prevent genetic isolation, ensure
species migration and maintain ecosystem health [23].
The EU’s 2030 Biodiversity Strategy emphasizes key commitments to 2030:
1. At least 30% of the land and 30% of the EU’s marine waters are
legally protected and connected by ecological corridors as part of the TransEuropean Eco-Network.
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2. At least one third of the EU’s protected areas shall be strictly protected,
including all virgin forests remaining in the EU and old-growth forests.
3. Effective management of all protected areas is ensured, clear
conservation objectives and measures are defined and proper monitoring
is carried out.
Thus, the EU Nature Recovery Plan is a set of specific commitments and
actions to restore and sustainably manage degraded ecosystems in the EU by
2030.Reducing pressure on habitats and species, ensuring sustainable use
of all ecosystems, restoring nature, limiting soil compaction, overcoming
pollution and invasive alien species, the plan will create jobs, align economic
activities with nature and help ensure long-term productivity and value of
natural capital. The main vectors are as follows:
1. The EU’s legally binding targets for nature restoration, to be
proposed by 2021, are subject to impact assessment. By 2030, large areas
of degraded and carbon-rich ecosystems will be restored; habitats and
species show no deterioration in conservation trends and status; and at
least 30% achieve favorable conservation status or at least show positive
trends.
2. Decrease in the number of pollinators changes to increase.
3. The risk and use of chemical pesticides is reduced by 50%, and the
use of more dangerous pesticides – by 50%.
4. At least 10% of agricultural land has a high degree of landscape
diversity.
5. At least 25% of agricultural land is managed by organic farming, and
the use of agri-environmental methods is significantly increasing.
6. Three billion new trees have been planted in the EU, in full compliance
with environmental principles.
7. Significant progress has been made in the remediation of contaminated
soil.
8. At least 25,000 km of free-flowing rivers have been restored.
9. The number of Red List species threatened by invasive alien species
is reduced by 50%.
10. Loss of nutrients from fertilizers is reduced by 50%, which leads to
a reduction in the use of fertilizers by at least 20%.
11. Cities with at least 20,000 inhabitants have an ambitious Urban
Greening Plan.
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12. No chemical pesticides are used in sensitive areas, such as EU urban
green spaces.
13.Negative impacts on sensitive species and habitats, including the
seabed through fishing and mining, are significantly reduced to achieve
good environmental status.
14. By-catches of all sensitive species shall be eliminated or reduced to
a level that allows species to be restored and preserved.
At the same time, it should be emphasized that in order to achieve these
goals, the European Commission will create a new European biodiversity
governance framework. A new monitoring mechanism will be introduced
to assess progress and corrective action. Particular attention will be paid
to measures to stimulate and remove barriers to environmental decisionmaking, as this can lead to significant opportunities for business and
employment in various sectors and is a key to innovation for economic or
social needs.
Logically, the question arises about combating biodiversity loss, which
must be supported by sound science. Investing in research, innovation and
knowledge sharing will be key to data collection and the development of
the best environmental solutions. The Commission will promote the new
Biodiversity Knowledge Center in close cooperation with the European
Environment Agency [23].
Significant public and private investment at national and European
levels is needed to overcome biodiversity loss and restore ecosystems.
This will mean maximizing the use of all relevant EU funding programs
and instruments. To meet the needs of this strategy, including investment
priorities for Nature 2000 and environmental infrastructure, at least €
20 billion a year must be set aside for nature spending. This will require
mobile private and public funding at national and EU level, including
through a number of different programs in the next long-term EU budget.
As nature restoration will make a major contribution to climate goals, a
significant part of the 25% of the EU budget devoted to climate action will
be invested in biodiversity and nature-based solutions [14; 23].
Along with the Biodiversity Strategy, the European Union has presented
an ambitious strategy to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 55%
by 2030 compared to 1990 levels. It will affect all areas of the economy –
from home heating to transport.
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The European Commission has adopted a package of proposals that
should reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the EU by 2030 by at least 55%
compared to 1990 levels.
The strategy calls for Europe to become the world’s first climate-neutral
part of the world by 2050. The EU will transform all areas of its economy.
Until now, Europe has focused on reducing emissions in several sectors,
and now climate neutrality extends to the entire economy.
The following measures are envisaged for this: It is proposed to
accelerate the transition to green energy so that by 2030 40% of energy is
produced from renewable sources. To this end, it is proposed to encourage
the abandonment of fossil fuels and the transition to green technologies
through tax incentives.
It is proposed to set stricter standards for the transport industry for
greenhouse gas emissions: new cars should reduce them by 55% from
2030 (compared to this year), and from 2035 all new cars should be zero
emissions. To this end, in particular, it is proposed to expand the network of
charging stations on EU roads.
It is proposed to tighten the country’s energy saving commitments, in
particular by requiring the public sector to modernize its premises to reduce
energy consumption and costs for taxpayers. It is also proposed to introduce
the world’s first carbon tax on imports of certain products. This ensures that
reducing emissions in Europe will help reduce emissions around the world
instead of displacing carbon-intensive production outside Europe.
One of the main vectors is the expansion of the emissions trading system.
Producers’ payments for environmental pollution have risen to record levels,
and there are fears that these costs will be passed on to consumers [2; 3].
Thus, all countries of the world are thinking about how to restructure
their economy so that it is social and inclusive, provides growth and is
climate-neutral. This is the goal of the European Green Deal, which is
currently being implemented by the European Union.
4. Green modernization is the basis of sustainable development
The economic growth of the world economy in the last decade has posed
the problem of a sharp increase in the consumption of natural resources.
However, as the economy grows, so does the burden on the environment.
Combining economic growth and environmental security is impossible without
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modernizing the economy. In addition, when considering the possibility
of implementing the standards and practices of the world community, it is
necessary to take into account the fact that our country has the richest natural
resources and is one of the largest exporters of agricultural products. For this
reason, the problems of depletion of natural assets are not yet clearly manifested,
while there is a rapid deterioration of the ecological state [4; 18]. Global climate
change poses high environmental risks and threats to humanity. The dynamics
of global CO2 emissions show that the world economy has reached a critical
level of carbon saturation. And for the last 11 years (since 2009) the growth of
CO2 emissions in the world in some years has outpaced the growth rate of GDP
(primarily due to China, India, Russia, Japan) [28].
This process is becoming more and more widespread every year, creating
a threat to socio-economic development for a number of countries. Combating
climate change in developed and developing countries has begun to require
urgent action to achieve unprecedented economic, social and technological
change. The amount of resources attracted by world trade increased from
19 billion tons in 2005 to 25 billion in 2018. The UN estimates that by 2050,
9 billion people will consume about 140 billion tons of depleted resources a
year – three times more than now. For the modern economy, 60 billion tons
of raw materials (22 kg/person/day) are extracted annually. At the same time,
the number of resources in the world reached its limit, and as a consequence
of rising prices and increasing volatility in agricultural markets [18].
Scholars argue that the main paradigm for the development of the world
economy in the 21st century is sustainable development. The following
key documents can be highlighted here: The World Conservation Strategy,
Our Common Future, The Agenda for the 21st Century, Towards a Green
Economy: Ways to Sustainable Development and Poverty Eradication, and
The Global Green New course, “Sustainable Development Agenda 2030”,
EU Green Agreement (see Table 1).
Given such positions and the urgency of comprehensive expansion in
the Ukrainian agricultural sector, the current trends in achieving sustainable
development goals, need to expand the scope of research on the current
state of agricultural production. It should be noted that resource-saving
transformations based on sustainable green growth, environmental
protection and inclusive process, as well as taking into account the specifics
of national development, are the most effective in this direction.
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Key documents of green modernization of the economy
The name of the
document

1

UN Stockholm Conference
on the Environment (1972)
“Environmental Action
Plan”

2

“World Conservation
Strategy” (1980), presented
by the International Union
for Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources

3

4

5

6
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Table 1

Contents of the document
health care and welfare of the population;
protection of soils and waters and combating
desertification;
education, professional training and information support
of nature protection; protection of the oceans, protection
of vegetation, wildlife and genetic resources, problems
of energy resources and energy conservation.
The very concept of “sustainable development”
first appeared in a report where it was defined as
the modification of the biosphere and the use of
human, financial, reproducible and non-reproducible
natural resources to meet human needs. In order for
development to be sustainable, it is necessary to
take into account not only economic, but also social,
environmental and cultural factors in the long run.
The conclusions of this Commission laid the theoretical,
methodological and conceptual basis for the decisions
taken within Rio 92 on the need for civilization to reach
the level of sustainable development. The concept of
sustainable development became the theoretical basis
for human development for the next two decades.
Adoption of the main principle of policy and action
of UN member states – “meeting the needs of modern
times should not undermine the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.”

“Our Common Future”
(1987), prepared by
the World Commission
on Environment and
Development (Brundtland
Commission
1992 United Nations
International Conference on
the Environment “Agenda
for the XXI Century
Johannesburg World
Summit on Sustainable
The Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable
Development (2002) (South Development has been adopted
Africa)
The three-general purpose is formulated:
comprehensively contribute to the recovery of the
world economy, preserving existing jobs and creating
new ones, while protecting the interests of the most
United Nations
vulnerable groups; reduce carbon emissions and
Environment Program
prevent the destruction of ecosystems by directing
(UNEP) Global Green New
the economies of different countries on the path of
Report (2009)
environmentally friendly and sustainable development;
to ensure sustainable and comprehensive economic
growth and the achievement of the Millennium
Development Goals.
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(End of Table 1)
The name of the
document

7

8

9

UNEP Report “Towards a
Green Economy: Ways to
Sustainable Development
and Poverty Eradication”
(2011)
United Nations
Conference on Sustainable
Development Rio de
Janeiro (Rio + 20) (2012)
In the framework of the
70th session of the UN
General Assembly in New
York, the UN Summit on
Sustainable Development
and the adoption of the
Agenda for Development
after 2015 (2015)

Contents of the document
The term “green” economy is formulated.
UNEP identifies several priority areas for a green
economy: efficient use of natural resources; protection
and increase of natural capital; pollution reduction;
low carbon emissions; prevention of loss of ecosystem
services and biodiversity; income and employment
growth
Through the efforts of leading countries, a strategy
has been developed to reduce poverty, promote social
justice and ensure environmental protection measures
[10]..
Approved new guidelines for development
“Transformation of our world” Sustainable
Development Agenda 2030 “17 Sustainable
Development Goals and 169 tasks were approved.

A significant part of the program is the transformation
of agriculture: a strategy for sustainable use of
chemicals and reduction of CO2 emissions. A number
European Green Deal
of transformations are envisaged, in particular for rural
10
December 2019
areas, modernization and changes in approaches to the
work of agricultural enterprises, a package of climate
laws, development of bioenergy, renewable energy and
eco-products.
In the context of the COVID-19 situation, the
biodiversity strategy aims to increase society’s resilience
to future threats, such as the effects of climate change,
forest fires, food security or disease outbreaks. The
EU Biodiversity Strategy
strategy contains specific commitments and actions to be
2030 and related Action
implemented in the EU by 2030, including: the creation
11
Plan of 20.05.2020, COM of a larger network of protected areas on land and at sea,
(2020) 380 final)
the creation of new and expansion of existing protected
areas. at least 30% of the land and 30% of the sea
must have conservation status. It is important to create
ecological corridors to prevent genetic isolation, ensure
species migration and maintain ecosystem health.
Farm to Fork Strategy, May provides for the transformation of food policy and a
12
2020
significant increase in the share of organic farming

Source: compiled by the author using sources [11; 17; 23]
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If we analyze the Green Deal strategy, as well as EU policy documents on
the circular economy and agriculture (Farm to Fork), we will see that many
elements of these policies are already being implemented in Ukraine [9; 13].
For example, in the field of circular economy, Ukraine is already moving
to EU standards and requirements for the disposal of electronic equipment,
eco-design and eco-labeling. Relevant EU directives and regulations are part
of the so-called “industrial visa ban” – the ACAA agreement. Or remember
the new Law on Public Procurement, which came into force on April 19 last
year. It opens up opportunities for the development of “green” and “life
cycle” procurement. This is the main tool to encourage the production of
more climate-friendly products. Expanding access to secondary resources
is also important for the circular economy.
5. Resource-saving development of the agar sector
The concept of resource conservation is interpreted in scientific papers
as conservation and savings. Resource conservation is an organizational,
economic, scientific, technical, practical and informational activity that
accompanies all stages of the life cycle of facilities and aims to ensure
minimum consumption of matter and energy per unit of final product, given
the current level of technology and the least impact on man and natural
systems [15, p. 17–22]. The concept of resource conservation is based on
the tendency to care for natural resources.
At the same time, there is another approach to the interpretation of
resource conservation, which is associated with savings (savings) of
different types of resources [20, p. 1–14; 26, p. 8–19].
Summarizing the above, it was stated that the development of a resourcesaving economy has become an integral paradigm of almost all developed
countries, even with sufficient natural resources.
Resource-saving economy – modernization of existing basic industries,
increasing their perception of innovation (using the unrealized opportunities
of the third, fourth and fifth technological modes) for basic activities [4].
Climate change and resource-saving economy are determining factors
influencing the scale and prospects of eco-innovation as a factor in greening
Ukraine’s economy, as well as levers and tools to stimulate eco-innovation
policy to reduce the gap with European countries in implementing the
economic part of the Association Agreement. Ukraine and the EU.
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Based on the analysis of interpretations of leading scientists and
practitioners on the development of resource-saving economy Musina L.,
Kvashi T., Polovnikova S., Taran V. it has been proven that economic
growth and resource-saving economy are complementary strategies. The
growing popularity of the green economy is associated with numerous
crises – especially climate, environmental, financial and economic, which
determined the need to find alternative ways of development [12, p. 12–31].
Analysis of the G-20 Resource Efficiency Dialogue, Resource Efficient
Europe, Europe 2020 Strategy, Circular Economy Strategy, Horizon
2020 Research and Innovation Framework Program makes it possible to state
that the relationship between these policy documents is aimed at transformation.
in a resource-saving economy that relies on systemic innovation in response to
growing challenges from resource constraints and climate change [7].
Of particular note is the rather new document COP26 Main Climate
Summit: (2021) [1], which outlined the most likely threats to the global
economy: the effects of climate change, cyber threats and economic
instability. Climate risks, sustainable development and new technologies
that reduce the burden on the environment are key factors that necessitate
the modernization of economic growth. It should also be noted that the
pandemic has significantly complicated the implementation of the main goal
of the UN – to prevent temperatures from rising by more than 1.5 degrees.
The summit announced $ 4.1 billion in financial assistance to developing
countries to develop green economies. At the same time, it is emphasized
that a number of countries have committed themselves to achieving climate
neutrality by the middle of the millennium, while many countries have
given up coal and cities are pursuing carbon neutrality.
The European Green Course continues to be a key vector in shaping
and developing the EU’s climate and environmental policies. The European
Commission has approved the Circular Economy Action Plan, the EU
Industrial Strategy. In the field of climate, a draft European climate law was
presented, public consultations were launched within the framework of the
European Climate Pact and on updating the targets for reducing greenhouse
gas emissions for 2030. The EU institutions have also worked on the protection
of biodiversity and the renewal of agricultural policy, which are one of the key
areas of the course. However, the COVID-19 pandemic has made adjustments
in this area – the adoption of planned strategies has been postponed.
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At the same time, the European institutions are unanimous about the
inevitability of reforms under the European Green Course, despite urgent
measures to overcome the coronavirus and economic crises. Actions on
specific environmental issues caused by the pandemic are being adjusted,
guidelines on waste transportation in the EU and waste management in the
context of the coronavirus crisis have been published [1; 9; 13].
In Ukraine, the depletion of natural resources, increasing harmful
effects on human health, environmental pollution, negative structural
changes in the economy, which increase the share of naturally exploiting
and polluting industries, are factors that accelerate transformational
changes. These processes are evidenced by the inability of modern
models to take into account the effects of complex causal relationships
between economic assets and natural capital, the inability to ensure
their productive use and reproduction [27, p. 120–127]. The application
of measures to combat climate change, the introduction and scientific
justification of modernization potential and the promotion of new forms of
economic cooperation, focuses the attention of scientists on the transition
to a closed-loop economy (circular economy).
Against the background of transformation processes is the formation
of a new economic model of circular (circular) economy as a type of
management aimed at resource and energy conservation, regenerative clean
production, circulation and consumption, reuse of raw materials, resources
and waste, which are considered resources for the next production cycle.
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s Towards a Circular Economy-I
report (promoting the principles and ideas of the circular economy around
the world) highlights the important benefits of the circular economy and sets
out the following objectives: and design. In a circular economy, products
are designed to be easily reused, disassembled, and fully recovered – or
recycled – with the understanding that it is the reuse of vast amounts of
material recovered from products that have reached the end of their life
cycle. At the same time, there is no extraction of new resources, is, thus
laying the foundations for economic growth.
In addition, the circular economy emphasizes the use of renewable
energy and the elimination of toxic chemicals that can harm reuse, and aims
to eliminate waste through advanced and innovative design of materials,
products, systems and, therefore, business models [29, p. 19; 30].
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According to the Ellen McArthur Foundation (the initiator of this
model), the transition to a “circular” model of consumption will save
$ 700 billion a year in the consumer goods sector in European countries; by
2025, increasing the level of recycling and reuse of waste could create an
additional $ 1 trillion for the global economy. Most EU countries (Denmark,
Sweden, the Netherlands) have national strategies for the development of
the circular economy and have already experienced significant benefits
from its implementation [25].
In turn, the practice of unbalanced agriculture is unfavorable for the
environment. Generalization of research on the use of waste in agriculture,
taking into account the recommendations of the Framework Draft Law
on Waste Management and proposals on compliance with EU waste law
(see Table 2), is now fully focused on the circular economy, where the key
principle is to avoid waste and maximum increase in the possibility of their
reuse [8; 19].
Agricultural waste management must comply with the principles of
the five-step hierarchy of waste, the polluter pays principle – the producer
of agricultural waste is responsible for waste management costs, and the
principle of self-sufficiency and proximity, ie creating a comprehensive
network of waste disposal facilities based on best available technologies
[8; 16].
This can also be reproduced by the “pyramid” (Figure 1): according
to the waste hierarchy, the highest priority is to prevent waste generation
(the main part), followed by the optimal use of waste as a resource. Next
in the hierarchy – the restoration of nutrients (nutrients) and their use to
restore soil fertility. Less important is the use of biomass for energy. The
least desirable option is burial (top).
Preference will be given to ways in which simultaneous recovery of
nutrients and energy recovery are cost-effective.
The agro-industrial complex can operate without waste at all, as the
latter can be converted into feed, compost, fuel or raw materials for
the chemical industry. Advantages of avoiding the formation of waste
on the farm: reducing the amount of raw materials to be purchased,
saving time and money on waste management, reducing environmental
damage, compliance of the farm with the requirements of environmental
legislation [16].
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Use of waste in agriculture*
Waste into
energy
general
requirements
Composting
Incineration
Waste in the
feed
general
requirements

Composting

Source: [4; 19]
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Table 2

Wastes of plant origin
Stimulating the use of agricultural waste biomass for energy
production (introduction of economic instruments);
Support for energy production by anaerobic decomposition plants
(option – “green tariff”);
New requirements for storage, transportation and treatment of
agricultural waste, including vegetable origin;
Introduction of incentives for composting of agricultural waste;
Establishing requirements for the quality of compost and raw
materials for compost;
Establishing requirements for the introduction of compost into the soil;
New requirements for vegetable waste incineration;
Introduction of mechanisms for providing subsidies for the collection
and transportation of plant waste suitable for the production of feed
for animal fattening;
Animal waste
Establishing requirements for treatment, recycling, recovery and
disposal of animal by-products;
Stimulating the introduction of composting of agricultural waste;
Establishing requirements for the quality of compost and raw
materials for compost;
Establishing requirements for the introduction of compost into the soil;
Establishing requirements for the introduction of animal excrement
into the soil;
Establishment of veterinary and sanitary requirements for the use of
animal by-products;
Creation of a network of regional facilities for environmentally
friendly processing of animal waste;
Establishing requirements for the development of animal excrement
management plans for farms with breeding facilities: poultry (40
thousand places and more);
pigs (1 thousand seats and more, for sows – 500 seats and more);
cattle and small cattle (1 thousand places and more);
rabbits and other fur animals (2,000 or more).
Fertilizers means to improve yields, agrochemistry
Establishing requirements for the composition and quality of organic
fertilizers;
Establishing requirements for the use and storage of agrochemicals
that meet EU requirements
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burial
obtaining energy
recovery of nutrients(useful) substances
optimal use of waste as a resource
waste prevention

Figure 1. Pyramid of agricultural waste management
The European Union has ambitious plans to develop organic agricultural
production and reduce the use of pesticides and fertilizers. This is a great
advantage for Ukraine, as 468 thousand hectares of land have organic
status. The EU aims for the status of organic land to be 25%, currently
in the country about 1%. But at the same time in absolute numbers – this
is the tenth place among European countries. The development of organic
agriculture depends entirely on our trade with the EU, 70% of exports of
organic products are EU countries.
In 2022, it is planned to complete the implementation of our system of
control over organic production and ensure its recognition in the EU. This
will greatly simplify trade and strengthen confidence in Ukrainian products.
However, in Ukraine pesticides are used 1.35 kg per hectare with EU targets
of 1.55 kg.
Therefore, the integration of agriculture between Ukraine and the EU
aims to ensure better quality of agricultural products and efficiency of
agricultural production, rather than reducing the use of chemicals. Farmers
are fully prepared to implement the goals of the Farm to Fork policy in
order to achieve these goals in the most effective way [9; 13].
Given that the closed-loop economy is a fundamentally new model that
will have economic, environmental and social effects for both domestic
enterprises and to ensure economic and environmental security of the
country, because the circular economy is able to ensure sustainable economic
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development without harming the environment. environment [10, p. 41–57].
The national waste management strategy is not a way of restructuring the
Ukrainian economy from a straightforward to a closed one, but only its initial
stage. With the transition to a closed-loop economy, there is a need to introduce
new, resource-saving and environmentally friendly business models.
To date, scientists emphasize the classification of models of management
in a circular economy, which provide a cycle of resources. This classification
was developed by the international consulting agency Accenture as one of
the results of the study “Circular Advantage: Innovative Business Models
and Technologiesto Create Valueina Worldwithout Limitsto Growth” [29].
Thus, the essence of the circular economy is as follows, its desire to
repeat the natural system, where everything that is produced or used
is completely processed in the middle of the system so that there are no
environmental problems.
Green modernization, a planned transition to closed-loop models in the
agricultural sector, will not only make a profit for farmers, but also prevent
pollution of air, water and land resources with harmful substances, while
providing favorable conditions for human life. With the strategic directions
of transition to a circular model of agricultural production development,
the Ukrainian government together with business and civil society should
develop separate roadmaps or action plans with clear directions of expected
results. In the presence of clear European guidelines for modernization, it
is necessary to use financial support instruments as much as possible. The
implementation of closed-loop models in practice will stimulate increased
environmental responsibility and economic efficiency of agricultural
production, will improve the overall environmental situation and will be key
steps in environmentally oriented development of the agricultural sector.
6. Conclusions and prospects for further research
1. The processes of modernization of the economy of agricultural
production are characterized by increasing requirements for environmental
protection, which is a necessary requirement for green growth. Thus, the
environmental factor has become an integral part of economic growth,
but not the source of growth. Green growth is an integral condition for the
sectoral greening of agricultural production, ie it is a powerful factor in
restructuring the economy on the path of green modernization.
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2. Strengthening the requirements for control over the state of the
environment and the quality of agricultural products encourages agricultural
producers to transition to a closed-cycle economy, a circular economy and
the transition to organic production.
3. The priority for the country is to meet the requirements of the free
trade area with the EU in the field of agricultural production, which can be
realized by increasing the export of safe agricultural products. This area of
trade relations creates stability and competitiveness in the European market.
However, existing progress remains volatile. Given the current realities,
the EU cannot effectively influence the introduction of green growth in the
country to meet today’s challenges, it is the will of the country itself.
4. Long-term prospects for modernization and sustainable development
of the country are not able to resolve territorial disputes, which significantly
reduces the opportunities and motivation to implement green growth goals.
5. Resource-saving transformations, as an integral part of economic
growth, ensure the sustainable development of the agar sector .Current
and promising strategic and policy documents do not fully cover current
trends in the implementation of greening policies and the transition to a
green economy in the industry, including the introduction of resourcesaving, energy efficient, safe and environmentally friendly technologies for
agricultural production and agriculture. climate change, the contribution
of agriculture to greenhouse gas emissions and the implementation of
measures to reduce them, etc.
6. The solution to these problems depends on strengthening the
requirements for the conservation of resources with the provision of green
growth, which effectively meets the needs of society without depletion,
degradation and pollution of nature. Thus, with a sound approach, a
systematic transition to closed-loop models in the agricultural sector will
accelerate integration processes, propose appropriate measures focused on
the capabilities of economic entities in the agricultural sector.
7. Based on the situation when key indicators of “green” growth are
included in the most important documents of the country’s development,
but they are not calculated due to lack of appropriate standards of statistics
and accounting, which increases the impossibility of comparative analysis
against regional and global results. This makes it difficult to use them in
decision-making processes at all levels and to inform the public. However,
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the use of an expanded system of green growth indicators or a system of
key indicators (core/key indicators) will allow strategic planning to assess
the processes of economic modernization. The definition of OECD Green
Growth Indicators under the EU4Environment (2019) program will allow
Ukraine to monitor green growth, which is the subject of further research.
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Abstract. In Ukraine, the problem of building an effective system of
social protection that can respond quickly to modern economic processes,
provide citizens with a decent life, guarantee pensions and other social
benefits at the level of market realities and state social standards remains
one of the important objectives of public policy. The subject of the study
is the pension insurance system in Ukraine, the activities of insurance
companies in the pension system.
The aim of the research is to study the theoretical foundations and
practical aspects of pension insurance, the functioning of the Pension
Fund of Ukraine and private pension funds, the formation and use of their
funds and justify possible ways to improve the pension insurance system in
Ukraine. to international standards.
In accordance with the set goal, the following tasks were identified: to
characterize the theoretical foundations of the functioning and development
of pension insurance in Ukraine; to study the experience of reforming the
pension systems of foreign countries, to analyze the current state of the
pension system in Ukraine; to characterize the problems of development
of non-state pension insurance and to develop measures to intensify
pension insurance programs taking into account international experience;
to determine the directions of integration of the pension system of Ukraine
into the European and world pension system.
The scientific novelty of the obtained results lies in the substantiation
of theoretical and methodological strategic development of the pension
insurance system in Ukraine, which allowed to obtain practical and
theoretical results that contain scientific novelty, in particular the prospects
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of its development in modern conditions. The most significant scientific
results of the research, which are marked by novelty, are the following:
the main positive properties of the accumulative system of state pension
insurance are summarized, namely: the ability to strengthen the motivational
factors of the population to participate in pension insurance.
In this system, there is a much closer link between the contributions
made and the pension benefits received than in the solidarity pension system,
which makes it possible to weaken paternalistic sentiments in society; the
structure of such a mechanism of state regulation of financial support of
the pension system is generalized, which includes a set of institutional
and technological interconnected blocks, created based on the goals and
directions of state management of the pension system; It is substantiated
that the further development of private pension provision can reduce the
burden on the state pension insurance in the future and supplement it with
new pension insurance schemes, which are not available to the population
in the mandatory state pension insurance. The intensification of the activity
of the system of non-state pension funds and the accumulative pension fund
will become a significant source of investment resources in the economy of
Ukraine and will contribute to ensuring its financial security.
The practical significance of the obtained results is to develop and
provide recommendations on the peculiarities of the development of
pension insurance and areas of reform.
1. Introduction
In Ukraine, the problem of building an effective system of social
protection that can respond quickly to modern economic processes, provide
citizens with a decent life, guarantee pensions and other social benefits at
the level of market realities and state social standards remains an important
component of public policy. Today, a unique situation has arisen, when
the need for changes in the pension system is clearly recognized by the
state, which is becoming hostage to the socio-demographic and economic
situation, and the population of Ukraine, retirees themselves, who cannot
satisfy the current level of pensions.
Building a pension system that meets the requirements of a market economy
is one of the most important tasks to be solved in the social sphere of the country.
The imperfection of Ukraine’s pension system is an extremely important issue,
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as a proper three-tier pension system has not been established. Demographic
projections continue to be disappointing: the number of employees continues to
decline, and the number of retirees is increasing every year.
Ukraine has a unified pension system. It is manifested primarily in the
fact that the payment of pensions to almost all categories of pensioners
is carried out at the expense of the Pension Fund of Ukraine and, in part,
subsidies from the State budget, which are allocated for pensions. The
unified system provides for centralized legal regulation, which guarantees
equal conditions and norms throughout the country, equal opportunities for
citizens of Ukraine to exercise one of the most important social rights.
Ukraine has historically developed a one-tier pension scheme based
on intergenerational solidarity, which is in some way consistent with the
command-and-control system. Under market conditions, it does not provide
citizens with adequate pensions to replace their lost earnings due to old age
and prevent poverty among the elderly. As a result, both pension payers
and the vast majority of retirees are dissatisfied with the current pension
system. Procrastination with the elimination of these contradictions can
lead to acute and protracted social tensions.
However, Ukraine is forming a classic three-tier pension system. The
third level is created in the form of voluntary private support for pension
schemes with certain contributions. It is based on private pension funds
(NPFs), whose activities in the country cannot yet be called active.
The aim of reforming the pension system is to ensure a decent standard
of living for the elderly on the basis of social justice, harmonization of
relations between generations and promote economic growth.
Pension reform should be carried out on a systemic basis, tested by the
experience of other countries and adapted to Ukrainian conditions, namely:
– social justice, acceptability, understanding and support for reform by
the general population;
– freedom of choice, increasing interest and responsibility of citizens for
their well-being in old age;
– economic soundness and financial capacity and sustainability of the
pension system;
– promoting the growth of national savings and economic development
of the country;
– protection from political risks.
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Pension systems are improving almost all over the world, especially in
countries with highly developed social relations. This is due to trends in
population aging. Therefore, in addition to raising the retirement age, other
pension systems are being built on fundamentally new principles, which
disperse risks and reduce their impact.
To this end, a multilevel pension system is increasingly used in world
practice, which has three components – solidarity (first level), mandatory
accumulative (second level) and additional or voluntary accumulative (third
level). This combination ensures social security and financial stability of
the pension system. After all, solidarity and savings systems are subject to
various risks: the first is vulnerable to demographic risks and quite resistant
to inflation, and the second – vice versa. The reformed solidarity component
will take into account the interests of the poor, and the accumulative
component will stimulate the pension savings of all citizens, especially
those with higher incomes.
A multi-level pension system is the most acceptable for Ukraine. With
this in mind, pension reform should be carried out in three areas: reform
of the solidarity system, the creation of a mandatory savings system and
the development of a voluntary savings system. The solidarity system must
prevent poverty among the elderly by redistributing part of the Pension
Fund to low-income citizens.
The main purpose of the introduction of the funded pension system is
to increase the amount of pensions at the expense of income received from
investing part of the pension contributions of citizens. At the same time,
pension funds should be accumulated both through mandatory pension
insurance and the creation of additional (voluntary) pension savings.
In the initial stages of the reform, the pension provision of persons who
will not participate in the mandatory savings system will be provided at the
expense of the solidarity system.
The need for additional funds for the fulfillment of double obligations
will be maximal in the first stages of the pension system reform and will
continue to gradually decrease due to the reduction in the number of persons
receiving pensions exclusively from the solidarity system.
An important and necessary condition for the introduction of a multilevel
system is the transition to a parity system of pension contributions – equally
by employers and employees.
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The private pension system plays an important role in providing for the
population. It is a safe, and in most cases – a preferential means of ensuring
a decent standard of living after working.
Another, no less important function of the private pension system is that it
is a source of long-term investment necessary for the economic development
of the country. For example, in the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and
Switzerland, investment in this system exceeds half of GDP.
As world experience shows, the development of private pensions is
an integral part of the country’s successful progress in market conditions,
because the funds invested in it will not only provide a stable income for
retirees in the future, but also work for the national economy and enterprises.
Return in the form of investment capital.
During the implementation of the third level of the pension system,
Ukraine faced a number of problems, in particular: contradictory issues of
state regulation and taxation, insufficient level of development of financial
markets. They also include low public awareness of the activities of new
institutions in the economy (private pension funds) and, as a result – public
distrust in their activities.
The functioning of the pension system is influenced by a number of factors
that help shape not only the direction of social policy, but also the economic
stability of the country. Today there is a question of improving the current
system of social protection and the development not only of compulsory state
pension insurance, in order to create a stable financial base for the elderly, but
also the formation of a strong pension system as a whole. The development
of private pension insurance, which occupies an extremely important place in
the system of social protection of the working population, is expedient in this
direction. In Ukraine, this area is already actively developing, and the first
result is the emergence of private pension funds [3].
Radical reform of the pension system is an urgent task of today’s stage
of socio-economic transformations in our country and is important for the
social security of pensioners and sustainable development of Ukraine.
Despite the fact that a number of important changes have been made to
date for the further development of the pension system, the pension reform
has not yet been completed, as the Pension Fund of Ukraine still cannot do
without subsidies from the budget, pensions do not protect against poverty.
and income in general, the system remains socially unjust and so on.
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Therefore, the study of the peculiarities of the formation and
development of pension insurance and, in particular, the functioning of
insurance companies and private pension funds of their general condition
and problems is currently relevant.
2. Analysis of the current state of pension insurance in Ukraine
Man’s productive work, his desire to improve his quality of life, wellbeing and social status have been and are one of the main factors of social
progress. Unfortunately, however, the realities of life are such that, for
objective reasons, not everyone is able to realize themselves as an active
member of society, and most people who have had this opportunity
throughout their lives lose it over time. Therefore, the problem of social
security of man in old age, in case of illness and disability is one of the
most relevant for every civilized society, which is based on the principles of
universal morality and cares for its disabled members.
At different times and in different countries, social security issues were
addressed in different ways – their solution through the family support of
the disabled, through charity, through the formation of various public and
professional associations designed to provide appropriate support. However,
these measures were not systemic in nature and consistent, they were
rather separate attempts to solve the problem, rather than a comprehensive
solution.
In the first year of Ukraine’s independence, there were 13.1 million
pensioners in the country, and in two years it increased to 14.2 million.
In 1994–2000 there were 14.5 million retirees, in 2001–2004 there were
14.4 million in the country. Over the next few years the number of retirees
in Ukraine began to decline: in 2005 – 14.1 million, in 2006 – 14 million, in
2007 – 13.9 million, in 2008 – 13.8 million, in 2009–2011 – 13.7 million [8].
It should be noted that in 2011 Ukraine began to increase the retirement
age for women – from 55 to 60 years. At least 15 years of service is required
for retirement. The insurance period for men was set at 35 years, for
women – 30 years.
In 2012, there were 13.8 million pensioners in Ukraine,
in 2013 – 13.6 million, in 2014 – 12.1 million, in 2016 – 12.3 million,
in 2017 – 11.9 million, in 2018 – 11.7 million, in 2019 – 10.9 million,
in 2020 – 10.8 million [7].
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As of October 1, 2021, there are 10.6 million retirees in our country
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The number of retirees in Ukraine in 2011–2021 [8]
Today in Ukraine, in order to form a reliable pension provision for the
population, it is first necessary to transform the state economy on a market
basis, as the main mechanisms of economic coordination are the relationship
between the market and the state. Since April 2021, the retirement age for
men and women has been equated to 60 years. But Ukraine has a system
of voluntary pension savings. Today, about 900,000 people have savings in
60 private pension funds.
In 2020, in accordance with the resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine from 01.04.2020 № 251 “Some issues of increasing pension
benefits and providing social support to certain categories of the population
in 2020” from 01.04.2020 established:
– a monthly compensation payment to persons aged 80 and over
in the amount of UAH 500, in which the amount of pension payments,
including allowances and increases, does not reach the average salary taken
into account for calculating pensions for 2019, and the minimum pension
payment at UAH 2,600 to such persons, if they have the relevant insurance
experience (20 years – women, 25 years – men);
– one-time cash benefit in the amount of UAH 1,000. certain categories
of the population, in particular persons from the number of recipients of
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pensions, state social assistance to persons with disabilities from childhood
and children with disabilities and state social assistance to persons who are
not entitled to a pension, as well as persons with disabilities.
From 01.05.2020:
– pensions were transferred using the coefficient of increase of the
average salary (income) in Ukraine, from which insurance premiums were
paid, which is taken into account for the calculation of pensions, in the
amount of 1.11;
– As of July 1, 2020, the average amount of pension payments increased
to UAH 3,394 against UAH 3,006 as of July 1, 2019;
– The number of people receiving less than UAH 2,000 decreased by
60.4%.
At the same time, the Government is concerned about improving
Ukraine’s pension system. In particular, work is underway on the
introduction of a funded pension insurance system and the development of
a voluntary non-state pension system.
Today, when our life expectancy is increasing, the birth rate is falling,
the number of those entering the labor market is decreasing. 2019 was the
worst year for demographics.
The birth rate in Ukraine in 2019 fell to the lowest level in history –
7.4 newborns per 1,000 populations. Today, there are fewer Ukrainian
citizens under the age of one in the country than residents of any other
age up to and including 72 – this is the first time this has happened. In
terms of birth rate, Ukraine is among the five worst indicators in the world.
We already have 13 million people who are paid contributions to the
Pension Fund of Ukraine, and 11.2 million retirees. And in 30 years due
to demographics, this situation will only get worse. Pension expenditures
will increase. We need a balance between the two systems – the solidarity
system and the accumulative pension insurance system, which eliminates
risks. The accumulative system is independent of demographics, but is
exposed to financial risks, solidarity – on the contrary [8].
Every year, the ability of the solidarity system to provide a decent
pension for citizens is deteriorating. The current pension system in Ukraine
is facing important social and financial challenges that need to be addressed
urgently, as these challenges will only intensify over time. Despite the rather
significant amount of expenditures of the Pension Fund for the payment of
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pensions, the average amount of pension payments is UAH 3,507.5 as of
January 1, 2021, which is much lower than in other European countries. It
should be noted that 57% of pensioners, unfortunately, receive an average
pension of about 2,500 UAH.
3. The main trends in the pension provision of citizens
In 2021, there will be changes in the pension provision of citizens,
related, in particular, to the conditions for acquiring the right to an old-age
pension, terms of pension recalculation, increase of the minimum old-age
pension and minimum pension payment, maximum pension, allowances
and pension increases in connection with the growth of the subsistence
level for disabled citizens, etc.
We describe the main changes:
1. Minimum old-age pension
If you have at least 35 years of insurance experience for men, 30 years
for women (for those appointed before 1.10.2011, respectively 25 and
20 years), the minimum pension is set at the subsistence level for persons
who have lost their ability to work, defined by law 28 of the Law of
Ukraine “On Compulsory State Pension Insurance” of July 9, 2003 № 1058
(hereinafter – the Law № 1058): from January 1 – UAH 1,769.00, from
July 1 – UAH 1,854.00, from December 1 – UAH 1,934.00.
For persons who have reached the age of 65, with at least 35 years of
insurance experience for men, 30 years for women, the minimum old-age
pension is set at 40% of the minimum wage set by the law on the State Budget
of Ukraine for the year, but not less than the subsistence level for persons
who have lost their ability to work, as defined by law. Since the minimum
wage in 2021 will be: from January 1 – UAH 6,000, from December 1 –
UAH 6,500, respectively, the minimum pension for this category of retirees
in this year will be: from January 1 – UAH 2,400, from December 1 –
UAH 2,600 ( part two of Article 28 of the Law № 1058).
Persons covered by the Law of Ukraine “On Increasing the Prestige
of Mining” and employees working full time underground to serve these
persons who have worked in underground work for at least 15 years men
and 7.5 years women on the list № 1 production, jobs, professions, positions
and indicators approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, the
minimum old-age pension is set regardless of the place of last work in the
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amount of 80 percent of salary (income) of the insured person determined
in accordance with Article 40 of Law №1058, from which the pension is
calculated, but not less than three subsistence minimums established for
persons who have lost their ability to work: from January 1 – UAH 5,307.00,
from July 1 – UAH 5,562.00, from December 1 – UAH 5,802.00 (part one
of the article 28 of the Law № 1058).
2. Minimum pension payment
If the amount of the pension granted in accordance with the Law
№1058, taking into account statutory allowances, increases, supplementary
pensions, targeted cash benefits, indexation amounts and other pension
supplements (except pensions for special services to Ukraine) for persons
with insurance experience of 35 years – for men, 30 years – for women,
does not reach 2,100 UAH, such persons at the expense of the State
budget is paid a supplement to the pension in the amount not enough to the
specified amount (Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine from
01.04.2020 № 251).
For persons who have reached 80 years of age and older, if they have
at least 25 years of insurance experience for men, 20 years for women,
a monthly compensation payment of up to UAH 500 is paid within the
average salary in Ukraine, from which insurance is paid contributions
and which is taken into account for the calculation of pensions for 2019
(UAH 9,205), and from March 1, 2021 – within the average salary (income)
in Ukraine, from which insurance premiums are paid and which is taken
into account for the calculation of pensions for 2020.
In this case, these persons who receive a pension granted in accordance
with the Law №1058, taking into account the length of service, men
25 years, women – 20 years of service, in which the amount of pension
benefits including allowances, increases, additional pensions, targeted cash
benefits, the amount of indexation, monthly compensation in case of loss of
a breadwinner due to the Chernobyl disaster, other surcharges to pensions
established by law (except pensions for special services to Ukraine), does
not reach UAH 2,600, such persons receive a supplement to the pension in
the amount not enough of the specified size (resolution of the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine of 01.04.2020 № 251). From July 1, 2021 for persons
who have reached the age of 75 before reaching the age of 80, whose monthly
pension benefits include allowances, increases, additional pensions, targeted
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cash benefits, indexation amounts, monthly compensation in case of loss of
a breadwinner due to Chernobyl catastrophe, other surcharges to pensions
established by law, does not reach the average salary (income) in Ukraine,
from which insurance premiums are paid and which is taken into account
for calculating the pension for 2020, a monthly compensation payment of
up to UAH 400 will be set within the specified amount.
These persons, who receive a pension in accordance with the Law
№1058, have insurance experience of men 25 years, women 20 years,
and in which after establishing the above monthly compensation payment,
taking into account all increases, allowances and other pension supplements
(except special merit pension) before Ukraine) does not reach UAH 2,500,
such persons will be provided with a supplement to the pension in the
amount insufficient to the specified amount (Resolution of the Cabinet
of Ministers of Ukraine of 16.09.2020 № 849 “Some issues of increasing
pension benefits for certain categories of persons in 2021 year and beyond”).
3. The maximum amount of pension
Max may exceed ten times the subsistence level established for persons
who have lost their ability to work (part three of Article 27 of Law 1058).
In 2021: from January 1 – UAH 17,690.00, from July 1 – UAH 18,540.00,
from December 1 – UAH 19,340.00. This maximum pension limit (monthly
lifetime cash benefit) does not apply to pensioners whose pension (monthly
lifetime cash benefit) is granted before the entry into force of the Law of
Ukraine “On Measures to Legislatively Reform the Pension System” of
08.07.2011 № 3668-VI, if until October 1, 2011.
4. Calculation of insurance experience
When determining the amount of pension, the value of the value of one
year of insurance experience at the level of 1% is used. For example, if
you have 35 years of insurance experience, the pension is set at 35% of the
earnings determined for calculating the pension.
Enrollment of a month of work in the insurance period as a full month is
subject to payment of insurance premiums for the relevant month of work
in the amount not less than the minimum insurance premium.
The minimum insurance contribution is calculated as the product of the
minimum wage and the amount of the single contribution to the obligatory
state social insurance established by law (22%) for the month for which
wages (income) are accrued.
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In 2021, the minimum insurance premium is: from January 1 –
UAH 1,320, from December 1 – UAH 1,430 (Article 8 of the Law of
Ukraine “On collection and accounting of a single contribution to
compulsory state social insurance”, Article 8 of the Law of Ukraine
“On The state budget for 2021”).
At the same time, it should be noted that from January 1, 2021 the
submission of quarterly (instead of monthly) unified reporting on the single
contribution to the obligatory state social insurance and personal income
tax is introduced within the deadlines set by the Tax Code of Ukraine.
40 calendar days following the last calendar day of the reporting quarter.
In order to ensure the timely appointment of a pension in the appropriate
amount (taking into account the last months of work and wages) is currently
working on providing the single contributor (employer) information on
the single contribution for the period before the date of application for a
pension without waiting for the end of the quarter.
5. Calculation of earnings
When calculating earnings to determine the amount of pension in 2021,
the average indicator of the average salary in the country from which
insurance premiums were paid will be used for the three years preceding
the application for a pension, ie for 2018–2020 (this figure will be known
in March).
In the period before the determination of this indicator, the average
indicator of the average salary, which was taken into account in the
previous, 2020 (UAH 7,763.17), will be used when assigning pensions.
After determining the average salary for 2018–2020, all pensions granted
on applications from January 1, 2021 will be automatically recalculated
taking into account the new average salary with additional payment of the
uncollected amount of pension from the moment of its appointment.
Note: When calculating pensions granted before January 1, 2021, the
following indicators of the average salary were used: for those appointed
before 31.12.2017 inclusive – UAH 4,888.83 (UAH 3,764.40 x 1.17 x 1.1);
in 2018 – UAH 5,377.90; in 2019 – UAH 6,188.89, in 2020 –
UAH 7,763.17 (Article 40 of the Law № 1058) [6].
6. Conditions of retirement by age
An old-age pension is granted subject to two conditions: reaching the
statutory age and having the required length of service.
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To retire in 2021 after reaching the age of 60 men and women 59 years
6 months (from April 1, 2021 – 60 years) must have insurance experience
of at least 28 years. If a person does not have the required length of service
at the time of reaching retirement age, he or she will be able to retire later,
after reaching 63 or 65 years of age.
In particular, if at the time of reaching the specified retirement age a
man of 60 years or a woman of 59 years 6 months (from April 1, 2021 –
60 years) insurance experience from 18 to 28 years, a person will be entitled
to an old-age pension after reaching 63 years age.
If a person has insurance experience of 15 to 18 years, the right to
receive an old-age pension will be exercised only after reaching the age of
65 (parts one and three of Article 26 of Law № 1058).
The length of insurance, which gives the right to receive an old-age
pension, is determined on the date of reaching retirement age. Therefore,
in the absence of the required length of service on the date of reaching
retirement age (in particular, 60 years), a person can complete it and apply
for a pension (or assign a pension of 63 or 65 years).
In case of slight insufficiency of the required length of service for the
purpose of pension, you can take the opportunity to pay under the agreement
on voluntary participation in the system of compulsory state social insurance
a lump sum of the single contribution for the previous period (starting from
January 1, 2004). Mandatory state social insurance, when she did not work
and for which a single contribution was not paid. In this case, the amount of
the contribution to be paid may not be less than the minimum contribution
at the time of conclusion of the contract, multiplied by a factor of 2.
Based on the minimum amount of the single contribution, which is
expected to be paid in 2021, the minimum amount of contribution for
1 month of insurance under the voluntary participation agreement will be:
from January 1 – UAH 2,640, from December 1 – UAH 2,860.
7. Indexation of pensions
Automatic (for all pensioners without their application) annual increase
(indexation) of pensions in 2021 should be carried out by increasing the
average wage (income) in Ukraine, which is used to calculate pensions,
by a factor corresponding to 50% of consumer price growth for the
previous year and 50% of the growth rate of the average salary from which
insurance premiums were paid for the three calendar years preceding
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2021 (2018–2020), compared to the three calendar years preceding 2020
(for 2017–2019), (part two of Article 42 of the Law № 1058).
The specific size and procedure for such an increase will be determined
by the decision of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine (according to
preliminary calculations, such a coefficient will be approximately 1.1).
Law № 1058 does not specify when pensions are indexed, but the
Procedure for its implementation, approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of
Ukraine dated 20.02.2019 № 124, stipulates that it is held annually from
March 1.
8. Recalculation of pensions for working pensioners
Pensioners who continued to work after the appointment (recalculation)
of pensions and acquired at least 24 months of insurance experience,
have the right to apply to the territorial offices of the Pension Fund of
Ukraine with a request for a recalculation of pensions. The calculation of
the insurance period entitling to recalculation of the pension is carried out
not earlier than the day following the day on which the insurance period
was calculated during the appointment (preliminary recalculation) of the
pension, according to the data available in the register of insured persons of
the State Register of Compulsory State Social insurance [3].
It should also be noted that the introduction from the beginning of 2021 of
a single quarterly reporting on the single contribution and personal income
tax (instead of monthly) will affect the timing of applications for pension
recalculation and its implementation. After all, data on insurance record and
salary in the register of insured persons will be displayed no earlier than the
middle of next quarter. At the time of applying for recalculation, as it was
before, the register of insured persons may not contain information that the
person has worked 24 months of insurance experience, in connection with
which the Pension Fund will refuse to accept applications for recalculation
of pensions and recommend later, when such information is displayed in the
specified register.
Regarding the automatic recalculation of pensions from April 1, which
is carried out subject to 24 months of insurance after the appointment
(preliminary recalculation of pensions) as of March 1, this recalculation
will continue to be carried out without the pensioner on the most favorable
terms, if taking into account seniority after the appointment (recalculation)
of the pension, or taking into account the length of service and salary after
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the appointment (recalculation) of the pension (paragraph five of the fourth
part of Article 42 of the Law № 1058).
In 2021, automatic recalculation of pensions, according to the Ministry
of Social Policy, provided at the request of the Federation of Trade Unions
of Ukraine, taking into account the deadlines for quarterly reporting on the
payment of a single contribution, will be held in May-June, with the date of
recalculation from April.
9. Increasing the pension in connection with the growth of the
subsistence level
During 2021, such an increase in pensions was carried out twice: from
July 1 and from December 1. Pension payments, the amount of which is
calculated in accordance with the law based on the subsistence level for
persons who have lost their ability to work, are subject to increase. At the
same time, the increase in the minimum pension and the supplement to the
pension for overtime is carried out only for non-working pensioners. For
pensioners who continue to work, the increase in these payments (minimum
pension and increase for overtime) will be made after their dismissal, based
on the subsistence level for disabled people at the time of dismissal.
The subsistence level for persons who have lost the able-bodied population
does not increase, but remains in the previously determined amount of increase
(allowance) to pensions, in particular: children of war (UAH 66.13); persons
living in mountain settlements (the amount of pension increases by 20%); for
dependents (UAH 150.00 – to pensions granted in accordance with the Law
№ 1058); citizens who were unjustifiably subjected to political repression
and subsequently rehabilitated – in the amount of UAH 54.40, and members
of their families who were forcibly relocated – UAH 43.52.
When researching the issue of pension insurance, it is worth paying
attention to the problem of distribution of insurance premiums for pension
insurance between the employer and employees. According to some foreign
experts, in order to maintain and increase the competitiveness of enterprises
in the world market, it would be appropriate to redistribute the funding
of pensions to all pension payers equally. In particular, countries with
developed market economies have removed part of the burden of financing
pension benefits from enterprises through the introduction of a funded
pension system through mandatory and voluntary pension insurance. This
funding was transferred to the working population.
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With the reform of the pension system in Ukraine, the main functions
of state regulation in the field of pension provision play an important role.
State supervision and control over the implementation and observance
of the law by all subjects of the pension system is performed by the control
function of state regulation. The regulatory function establishes certain
rules through laws and regulations for the pension system. The social
function involves state regulation of socio-economic relations, providing
social guarantees. The formation of appropriate areas that can effectively
influence the activities of participants in the pension system and stimulate
its development in the right direction in society performs a stimulating
function of state regulation in the field of pensions.
Mechanisms of state regulation of financial support of the pension
system are effective if they comprehensively take into account the
peculiarities of self-reproduction, self-development and self-regulation of
the pension system. Improving their efficiency involves the development of
self-regulatory processes, ensuring an organic combination of centralized
management and independence of subsystems.
Priorities for further development of the pension sphere should include:
1. Definition of the purposes of pension system and strategy and the
concept of development of its separate components.
2. Unification and codification of the regulatory framework in the
pension sphere.
3. Directing pension expenditures to the development of human
potential, improving its quality as a basis for economic growth and ensuring
the competitiveness of the national economy.
Given that making effective management decisions without causation
and understanding of forecast trends is quite difficult, given the large
number of elements and relationships both within the pension system
and in the external context, they were grouped into appropriate blocks
and related to the main directions of development of the pension
system, namely:
– formation of a healthy business climate in the country, creating
conditions for the return of migrant workers;
– diversification of sources of financing the pension insurance system;
– de-shadowing of incomes and, accordingly, reduction of taxation of
legal business;
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– creating conditions for the formation of pension rights of insured
persons in the required amount;
– increase in the size of the single social contribution;
– strengthening the insurance principles of pensions;
– improvement of the entire system of realization of citizens’ pension
rights;
– elimination of the right to early retirement;
– establishment of a single retirement age for all – 60 years;
Refusal to try to raise the retirement age until life expectancy reaches the
level of developed countries.
This scheme makes it possible to understand the purpose of the mechanism
of state management of the pension system of Ukraine, which is manifested
in its real external influence on the pension system to solve its development
problems, ensure its sustainable operation and give it a given state.
Appropriate to ensure optimal conditions for the functioning of the
pension system is to apply a comprehensive approach to the formation
of its own national model of state regulation of financial security of the
pension system, ie mechanisms, taking into account the political, economic
and social development of the state. The above research provides grounds
to propose the following set of methods for improving the mechanisms of
state regulation of financial support of the pension system:
a) in the field of economics: the formation of market property relations;
introduction of market self-regulation; reducing the level of shadowing of
the economy; improving budget relations; formation of the institution of
private property; creating conditions for the implementation of the optimal
model of the pension system;
b) in the field of politics: to optimize the social development of
Ukrainian society, to approve updated constitutional mechanisms,
regulations that will improve the mechanisms of state regulation of financial
support of the Ukrainian pension system, as well as change the system of
power relations;
c) in the field of social relations: improvement of social mobility
processes; ensuring social security, as well as the formation of a new social
structure of Ukrainian society in the crucial role of the middle class.
Summarizing the above, we can conclude that to improve the mechanisms
of state regulation of financial support of the pension system of Ukraine
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should take these measures, and the comprehensive application of political,
legal, economic mechanisms will maximize the goals of pension policy.
Thus, the objective basis for regulating the financial support of the state
pension system is the development and implementation of the Strategy for
the development of the model of state regulation of the pension system. The
formation of such a strategy, determining the optimal structure of goals,
specifying the management subsystem in the pension system, analysis and
control of management activities will contribute to the functioning of an
innovative model of state regulation of financial support of the pension
system of Ukraine.
4. Foreign experience in reforming the pension system
Today, most European countries have long since switched to a threetier pension system, which has proven successful. In Ukraine, the full
implementation of the second level of the pension system is planned only
from 2021. We have already written about government reform plans in
previous publications.
The main reasons for the insufficient development of private pension
provision in Ukraine include:
– legislative unresolved issues of certain non-state pension market
activities;
– low level of public confidence in private pensions, the banking system
and other financial institutions;
– Insufficient interest of employers in financing non-state pension
programs for employees;
– low financial level of citizens’ ability to participate in the private
pension system;
– limited choice of financial instruments suitable for investing pension
funds in them, due to the lag of capital market development from the needs
of institutional investors;
– low level of explanatory work on the content and role of the funded
pension system in society and insufficient funding.
The integration of Ukraine’s pension system into the European and
world pension system can take place in certain areas. Ukraine’s experience
of its closest neighbors is valuable. The countries of Eastern Europe and the
Batiks have followed this path since the 2000s.
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The first level is the solidarity system. It provides a basic income for
a person after retirement. The amount of the pension at the first level can
be fixed, or depend on the amount of contributions and length of service
(these two basic indicators will mainly determine the amount of pension for
Ukrainians).
The second level is the obligatory accumulative system of state pension
insurance. Each person has an individual pension account, which is formed
on the basis of pension contributions of the employee and the employer.
Reforming the pension system in Ukraine has become an urgent
problem. The actions of state governments at various stages of the crisis
in this system were not such as to weaken the crisis, much less eliminate
it. The changes that have taken place in this area have had the character of
situational reactions rather than systemic reform. It is clear that in order
to implement such a reform, it is necessary to generalize the basics of
the functioning of the pension systems of those countries in which they
have proved to be the most stable in the face of external challenges. In
addition, Ukraine should build a pension system that would be built-in,
could cooperate on the same basis with the pension systems of advanced
countries.
The period of formation of the state pension insurance provided
simultaneous development of solidary and accumulative pension systems.
For example, in the Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway and
Sweden), as well as in the Netherlands, Switzerland and most AngloSaxon countries (except the United States), universal pension systems
have been introduced that guarantee a minimum fixed income. At the same
time, the source of pension payments was tax revenues to the budgets of
these countries. In contrast to these countries, in other European countries
(Germany, Austria, Belgium, France, Italy, Spain), as well as in the United
States, pension systems have developed on the principles of social insurance.
In such circumstances, pensions were intended to replace lost earnings, and
the source of their payment was insurance premiums of employees and
employers [5].
There are still significant differences in the organization of state pension
insurance in different countries, but they do not stand in the way of effective
implementation of its tasks. This indicates that the goals of state pension
insurance can be achieved in different ways. They depend, first of all, on the
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peculiarities of the historical development of different states, as well as on
specific views on the role of the state in ensuring social protection.
To determine the main directions of integration of Ukraine’s pension
system into the European and global pension system, it is first advisable
to consider the structures of pension systems of leading countries in
which these systems were the most stable in economic crises. Regarding
the structure of the pension system, the question arises whether or not
there is an accumulation fund for the accumulation of contributions at the
second mandatory accumulative level, the existence of which is provided
in Ukraine by the registered bill № 2683. Another important issue is the
functioning of the primary contribution institution. (Treasury) at the second
level of pension provision – also based on the experience of such countries.
Another component in Ukraine’s integration into the world pension
system is the introduction of new technologies, the creation of modern
information and technical support system of the pension system, which
will reduce the administrative functions of public administration in the
process of registration and accounting of pension contributions. This
concerns the possibility of introducing a so-called automatic pension record
in our country. The introduction of the auto-recording system is possible
simultaneously with the introduction of the accumulative level of pension
provision, but it is also possible later. The essence of this technology is
that “all employees automatically become members of the funded pension
system of the second level at the time of introduction of auto-recording. The
employer and (in most cases) the state must pay the first statutory pension
contribution to their individual pension accounts. small (1-2% of gross
salary for the employer and a small bonus from the state)” [1].
It is clear that the third cumulative level provides for the possibility
of leaving such a system, but the difference in its introduction is that in
countries still introduced, there is almost no difference between the second
mandatory and third voluntary cumulative pension level, as government
intervention in The functioning of these levels is provided only in the part
of the existence of the system of auto-recording and the legal requirements
for citizens regarding the obligation of pension insurance.
The automatic retirement system was first introduced in Australia in
1992, then in New Zealand, Israel (the relevant legislation was adopted
here in 2007), the United Kingdom (introduced auto-registration in 2012) in
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the USA. From January 1, 2019 it will operate in Georgia, Lithuania, from
2018 in Denmark, from 2020 it will start in Ireland. “In the UK, according
to V. Melnychuk, “since the introduction of automatic enrollment, the share
of employees who actively participate in pension savings programs has
increased from 55% in 2012 to 84% in 2017” [9].
It is clear that the second and third tier pension insurance differ in the
subject of insurance. At the second level, the insurance premium is paid by
the employer (or both the employer and the employee in the proportions
established by law), and at the third level – only the employee. In the UK,
with the introduction of the system, “327,000 employers have opened an
account with NEST” [1].
There are other data as of the end of 2019, which indicate that the
amount of accumulative assets in the world is 40.2 trillion dollars, the
world’s leading US countries – 24.7 trillion dollars, Japan – 3.12.9 trillion
dollars, Great Britain – 2.9 trillion dollars (remained unchanged, we can
assume the impact of the political situation in the country in connection
with the change of government on the economic development of the
country), the Netherlands – 1.5 trillion dollars, Switzerland – 0.9 trillion
dollars, Ukraine – 106 million dollars [8].
Recently, in many countries around the world, the issue of reforming
the pension system and modernizing the role of the state in this system
is especially relevant. The reason for this, among other things, are the
problems of managing the finances of pension systems. The ratio of pension
benefits to GDP in developed countries has reached critical values. In many
developed countries, the ratio of pension expenditures to GDP exceeded
10%, which caused significant problems for the economy. According to
statistics from the International Labor Organization, the percentage of GDP
spent on state pension insurance payments in most countries is expected to
increase and by 2050 will be about 15% of the total GDP of these countries.
In general, the growth of assets in less than two years amounted to
10.13%, and in Ukraine – 19.81%, which confirms, albeit not in real terms
(excluding inflation, cost of living) the ability to manage assets (albeit
in small quantities) accumulative pension funds. However, in order to
increase the cost of investment, management companies need to use the
world’s experience in asset placement. The placement of pension assets of
private pension funds in the world is most common in: government bonds;
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corporate and municipal bonds; shares and certificates of private investment
funds; real estate; Cash and cash equivalents.
Analyzing the above, we can conclude that most foreign countries use
multi-component pension systems, which are based on the accumulative
principle. In our opinion, the main positive features of the accumulative
system of state pension insurance are the ability to strengthen the
motivational factors of the population to participate in pension insurance.
In this system, there is a much closer link between the contributions made
and the pension benefits received than in the solidarity pension system,
which makes it possible to weaken paternalistic sentiments in society. The
development of non-state pension provision can also reduce the burden
on the state pension insurance in the future and supplement it with new
pension insurance schemes that are not available to the population in the
mandatory state pension insurance. According to foreign experience in the
implementation of pension reforms, their essence was the redistribution of
responsibilities between the state, social partners and individuals [3].
Summing up, it should be noted that an important condition for reforming
the pension insurance system in Ukraine can now be foreign experience in
organizing supplementary pension systems, when several sources of income
are formed after retirement. The existence of such additional pension
income in various forms both in the EU and in other countries shows the
effectiveness of the approach, when the financial burden of social protection
in the country is shared between the state, the employee and the employer.
Supplementary pension insurance systems mainly use the accumulative
principle as a basis for financing and can be implemented in various forms,
both in the form of state pension provision pension programs and in the
form of occupational pension insurance schemes.
The main advantage of the multi-component pension system is the
ability to clearly correlate the size and timing of contributions with the size
of future payments, as well as the ability of the insured person to personally
monitor the retention of funds in individual savings accounts. This will
make it possible to optimize financial flows related to the social protection
of the disabled and, in the long run, to solve macroeconomic problems.
Although private pension expenditures in the post-Soviet countries
of Central and Eastern Europe are much lower than in the Anglo-Saxon
countries, private pensions have significant potential for solving social
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problems and are an effective tool for influencing investment markets. In
this context, in the context of pension reform in Ukraine, the development
of private pension provision will create conditions for optimizing the
functions of state pension insurance in accordance with the tasks it performs
in a market economy country at the present stage of its development.
Therefore, based on the world’s experience in asset management and
investment, it can be argued that the correct diversification of deposits can
or strengthen the employee can count on an additional corporate pension.
«In addition, in Germany from pension insurance to medical examination».
5. Directions of pension reform in Ukraine
Given the experience of countries around the world on the functioning
of pension systems, the integration of Ukraine’s pension system into the
European and global pension system can take place in several directions.
Each of these areas has one or another way of solving issues related to
the implementation of integration processes, implementation of European
social standards, etc. (Table 1).
Integration into global processes will not give grounds to slide back to the
Soviet pension system. In addition, the inclusion of Ukrainian investment
companies in international economic relations, Ukraine’s entry into the
international financial market will allow for the actual implementation of
production standards.
In particular, in Ukraine, as in many other countries around the world,
there is a reduced fare for this category of the population. These are in
fact state or municipal programs with different conditions without cost
measurement of the service. However, travel in non-social (expensive)
transport can be “insured” with the participation of voluntary contributions
in the future to receive such a service on preferential terms. In addition,
this type of pension can include long-term health insurance (benefits after
retirement). That is, it can be investing in health care facilities, health and
recreation facilities, with the guarantee of benefits in retirement. In our
opinion, it can also be the services of nursing homes, receiving additional
services for single elderly people, and so on.
It will also stimulate compliance with international rules of construction and
management of the financial market, which will promote the development of
the Ukrainian system, bring it to a higher level of development, according to
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Table 1
Proposals for Ukraine ‘s integration into the pension system
of the world’s leading countries
Direction of integration
Compliance with the
structure of the system
Information and technical
ensuring the pension
system

Asset management

Integration into the world
Investment space
Creating the fourth (fifth)
level of pension software

Ways to implement directly
Existence of a state institution for deposit administration.
Lack of a state institution for asset management at the
accumulative levels of pension provision.
Lack of savings fund as a centralized accumulator of funds
Introduction of an automatic recording system at the
second level of pension provision.
Eliminate differences in the management of the second
and third levels of pensions
Correspondence of directions of investment of insurance
accumulative funds to the best world practices.
Creating opportunities for pension investments in land
and real estate.
Development of the financial market of Ukraine.
Changing the investment climate in Ukraine, reduction
its to world standards in terms of investment guarantees
Opportunity to invest non-state savings funds in the
world‘s leading companies
Creating a legal framework for investing in health care
facilities, facilities rest, rehabilitation with the guarantee
of benefits at retirement age

the theory of crisis management, or even lead to its destruction. The success of
the system depends on its ability to store and multiply deposits for a long time.
It is necessary to dwell on the use of world experience on the possibility
of introducing the fourth (fifth) level of pension provision in Ukraine, which
can take various forms. This level is non-capital in nature, not financial. It is
provided by providing certain social services to retirees.
Thus, based on the experience of advanced countries, which have
not formally declared the presence of the fourth (fifth) level of pension
provision, we can borrow some forms of its manifestation. In Germany, in
particular, although there are only three levels of pension provision under
the law, the second and third levels take different forms to ensure a decent
old age for citizens. As an example, «in large German companies, such
as Mercedes, Airbus or Siemens, which economy». Such a system will be
independent of demographic crises.
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The integration of Ukraine’s pension system into the European and
world pension system can take place in certain areas, namely:
– compliance of its construction with successful pension systems of the
world;
– іnformation and technical support;
– сompliance with the directions of investing insurance savings;
– the possibility of integration into the world economic space by
investing in leading companies in the world;
– development of the fifth level of pension provision.
For each area it is necessary to implement a set of measures such as
ensuring the existence of a state institution for the administration of
deposits; lack of accumulation fund as a centralized accumulator of funds;
introduction of an automatic recording system; compliance of the directions
of investment of insurance savings funds with the best world practices, in
the legislation to establish the possibility of pension investments in land
and real estate; the possibility of investing non-state savings funds in the
world’s leading companies, etc.
6. Findings
The current pension system does not adequately meet the needs of
retirees, as in recent years in Ukraine there has been a significant deficit
of the PFC budget, reduction of own revenues to the state budget, evasion
of taxpayers from paying insurance premiums, large pensions, shadow
wages. Each country has its own national model of state regulation of
the financial provision of the pension system, which effectively manages
pension funds. Also, for the successful formation and development of the
pension insurance system, which plays a key role in shaping the national
pension model, the legislative framework of pension insurance is of great
importance.
Further development of private pension provision can reduce the burden
on the state pension insurance in the future and supplement it with new
pension insurance schemes that are not available to the population in the
mandatory state pension insurance. The intensification of the activity of
the system of non-state pension funds and the accumulative pension fund
will become a significant source of investment resources in the economy of
Ukraine and will contribute to ensuring its financial security.
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The private pension system plays an important role in providing for the
population. It is a safe, and in most cases – a preferential means of ensuring a
decent standard of living after working. Another, no less important function
of the private pension system is that it is a source of long-term investment
necessary for the economic development of the country.
Expected results of the pension reform and forecast indicators:
– Achieving pension expenditures at the level of 12 percent of gross
domestic product and ensuring the minimum level of pension provision at
the level of 40 percent of earnings.
– Annual recalculation of pensions for 11 million retirees.
– Attracting 132 thousand employees to the accumulative system of
mandatory occupational pension provision.
– Tasks for the current year.
– Development and submission to the Cabinet of Ministers of a bill on
the introduction of a funded occupational pension system.
– Analysis of the implementation of state policy in the field of administration
of a single contribution to the obligatory state social insurance. Preparation of
proposals to improve the quality of single contribution administration, taking
into account the need to overcome the negative economic consequences
caused by the COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic.
– Improving the mechanism of indexation of pensions [1].
7. Conclusions
Given the world’s positive experience, it is safe to say that the
intensification of the system of private pension funds and funded pension
funds will be a significant source of investment resources in Ukraine’s
economy and contribute to its financial security.
You can develop a funded pension system by:
– improving the financial market infrastructure, developing corporate
governance and financial instruments;
– creation of a software and hardware complex for the functioning of the
accumulative pension system;
– improvement and unification of tax legislation on the functioning of
non-state pension provision;
– increasing the institutional capacity, level and quality of professional
training of the subjects of the pension system;
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– improving the system of electronic reporting of employers and the
introduction of monthly reporting of policyholders;
– protection of the rights of institutional investors [2].
In addition, improving the information support and transparency of this
system is a key issue in the strategy for the development of the pension
system in Ukraine.
Despite the rather complex and ambiguous assessment of the legal form
of existence of private pension funds, all the mechanisms provided for in
the legislation on these entities are aimed primarily at preventing the misuse
of participants’ pension funds. In our opinion, the model of private pension
funds chosen by the legislators should justify itself and realize its social
purpose.
The concept of pension provision, which provides for a gradual
transition from a three-tier to a two-tier pension system, will contribute
to the formation of a highly efficient financially balanced pension system
that will encourage retirees to save and employers to increase pension
contributions. In addition, it will allow to accumulate additional investment
resources for stable economic development, increase pensions, contribute
to the formation of a new paradigm for national financial interests.
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Abstract. The scientific article is devoted to the study of possibilities
of digitalization of the tourism industry. It is substantiated that tourism in
Ukraine is a sphere of socio-economic complex, which in many countries
has become a major rapidly developing industry. It serves as a source of
foreign exchange earnings and promotes employment of the population;
increases the contribution to the balance of payments; contributes to
the diversification of the economy through the development of tourism
infrastructure; increases the attractiveness of the country as an area of
business and business cooperation; creates incentives for the inflow of
foreign capital into the national economy.
It is proved that tourism needs new approaches to the organization and
management, including the use of modern digital technology, which can
significantly improve the quality and efficiency of the tourist product. It is
established that in the conditions of total digitalization digital transformation
of business is the main condition for the survival of companies in the tourism
sector in competition. The main driver of these changes is the consumer,
they and their needs dictate the conditions in the digital services market.
It is noted that the development of digital economy forms the main
trends in the tourist market around the world, particularly in Ukraine, the
most important of which are: the globalization of tourism business, the
active development of transnational Internet resources, the convergence of
tourism service providers and consumers, the emergence of new distribution
channels of tourism product, the massive access of offline companies to
the Internet, changing consumption patterns, the formation of an individual
approach in organizing travel, etc.
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It is established that the latest digital technologies include: big data
technologies, cloud services, internet of things, blockchain technologies,
mobile technologies and social networks, digital technologies and devices,
virtual technologies and others.
It is substantiated that for the managers of travel industry companies the
use of digital technology allows: increase the investment attractiveness of
the tourist enterprise; control labor productivity and efficiency of business
processes; quickly detect “weak points” in the management of processes;
increase the availability of tourist services, quality of service and provision
of services.
It is proved that the use of digital technology increases the safety and
quality of tourist services.
1. Introduction
The modern industry of tourism in Ukraine develops dynamically
enough, though from time to time experiencing moments of crisis due to
political, economic and epidemiological aggravations in the country.
As a result of changes in the economic vector of Ukraine the tourism
industry is increasingly positioning itself as a commercial sphere, able to
organically fit into the socio-economic complex of the country. Analyzing
the experience of European countries, and in the case of transferring such
experience to the domestic cultural and economic soil, the tourism sector
will be able to make a significant contribution to the budget, will be a reliable
source of foreign exchange earnings, stimulating the inflow of foreign
capital into the national economy, can provide employment, increase the
attractiveness of the country. as a business sphere, etc.
Given the recent events that have significantly affected the global
tourism industry, tourism needs new approaches to the organization and
management, in particular with the use of modern digital technologies that
can significantly improve the quality and efficiency of the provision of the
tourist product.
It should be noted that the development of modern digital technologies
in tourist activities depends mainly on factors of internal and external
environment. These factors interact with each other and depend on the
specific socio-economic conditions of development of the state and the
region at the macro level, as well as the enterprise at the micro level.
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At the macro level, external reasons for the development of digital
technology in tourism are formed. Conventionally they are divided into two
groups:
1. Statistical – natural and climatic, geographical, cultural and historical.
2. Dynamic – political and legal, socio-demographic, financial and
economic, logistical.
The foundations of tourism at the regional and national level are natural
resources, which include natural landscapes, volcanoes, seas, rivers,
mountains, mineral waters, healing springs, climate. Also, cultural and
historical reasons play a huge role in the development of tourism activities:
historical monuments, museums, memorials, culture and customs of local
inhabitants of the regions, etc. Tourist activities are mainly aimed at naturalclimatic and cultural-historical factors. Unconstructive approaches to the
development of territories and the wrong approach in the exploitation of
natural and cultural heritage can lead to the decline of tourist potential.
Dynamic factors also have a great impact on the development of tourist
activity. Political instability of the region, protracted crises in the economy,
military conflicts, increasing unemployment, etc. have a negative impact on
the level of tourism development. The socio-demographic factor is more
significant in this group. This factor is characterized by such indicators as living
standards of the population, degree of well-being, demography, employment
level, level of education and culture, urbanization, etc. Such factors as the
level of health care system activity, crime rate, as well as the environmental
situation in the region can be attributed to separate social factors. The
material and technical factors of tourist activity development are the tourism
infrastructure, i.e. hotels, hostels, stores, roads, banks, communication, etc.
Internal factors of tourism business development play a huge role in
the process of implementing the digital economy. These factors are formed
at the micro level of tourism firms. Internal factors include: the policy of
digitalization, the strategy of tourist activity of companies, the introduction
of the latest digital technologies, as well as their development, the support of
innovation from the management of companies, the high level of financial
capabilities of companies, as well as organizational and technical readiness
to implement and develop innovations.
In conditions of rather fierce competition in the tourist market the main task
for the Ukrainian tourist enterprises is the formation of competitive advantages
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and under such conditions the way to improve their position in the competition
is the active use in their practice of modern information technology – full
automation of the process of placing orders for tourist services, the use of
direct channels of communication with partners-tour operators; the use of
electronic booking systems of tours, e-tourism system, the use of electronic
communication with partners – tour operators. [1, р. 119].
2. Analysis of recent studies and publications
The issue of tourist industry development in the digital economy is not new
and is studied by many scientists and researchers, such as O.M. Golovnya,
P.I. Zhezhnich, R.B. Kozhukhovskaya, E.V. Kozlovsky, T.V. Marusey,
S.V. Melnichenko, M.M. Skopen, O.O. Soprunyuk, Y.V. Stavskaya, etc.
Among the publications devoted to the information support of tourist
activity, the study by P.I. Zhezhnich and O.O. Soprunyuk [2] deserves
special attention. The authors have successfully considered the dual role
of information support in the work of tourist enterprises, which, on the
one hand, is designed for effective interaction between the producer and
consumer of tourist services, and on the other hand, allows to increase the
efficiency of information processing within the tourist enterprise.
According to T.V. Marusey, the main tendencies of development of
tourist industry in conditions of digital transformation of economy can be
marked the following: globalization of tourist business; active development
of transnational Internet resources; convergence of suppliers of tourist
services and consumers; appearance of new channels of distribution of
tourist product; mass access of offline companies to the Internet; change of
consumption model; personification approach in travel organization; use of
mobile applications [3].
S.V. Melnichenko covers theoretical and methodological bases and practical
tools of information technology application in tourist business; the role and place
of information technology in management and marketing of tourist enterprises
are defined; recommendations on modification of organizational management
structures of tourist enterprises and management system as a whole under the
influence of information technology are given [4].
Global computer and Internet networks acquire great importance in
tourism. Thanks to information technology will increase the effectiveness
of marketing in tourism, the consumer will be able to quickly obtain
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the necessary quality information about the tourist product without
leaving home [5, p. 27].
The work of M.M. Skopenya focuses on the processes of automation of
the firm’s activities with the help of office programs, computer equipment
used in the work of a travel firm, the creation of effective sites and servers
of the travel firm on the Internet [6, p. 87].
Tourism is one of the leading and most dynamic sectors of the economy.
A key factor in the development of the economy in modern conditions is
the data presented in digital form. In this regard, digital technologies play a
decisive role in ensuring the competitiveness of enterprises, industries and
entire states.
Currently, tourism has entered a stage of its development at which
information and timely transmission play a decisive role in all areas
of tourism activities, with modern information technology in tourism
becoming the most important factor in the economic growth of the industry.
Information and technological progress today is not only the main factor
in ensuring the effective functioning of the tourist market, but also the
most important condition for the process of its sustainable development.
Consequently, priority should be given to modern digital technologies
which, thanks to their unique properties, will actively contribute to the
dynamic development of all sectors of the tourist market [7, p. 61].
Thanks to modern Internet resources, notions of distance and territorial
remoteness are increasingly being leveled. And that is why tourism, which
a priori possesses a tool for demolishing spatial barriers, plays a great role.
The tourism industry is a multidimensional phenomenon, equipped with
many functions and therefore can become an area of multidirectional efforts
and involvement of different professional groups.
The purpose of the article is to identify the main types of information
systems and technologies that are used in the process of tourist activity and
to identify their impact on the successful functioning and development of
the tourist enterprise.
Digitalization is the introduction of digital technology in all areas of life:
from the interaction between people to industrial production, from household
items to children’s toys, clothing, etc. It is the transition of biological
and physical systems to cyberbiological and cyberphysical systems. The
transition of activities from the real world to the virtual (online) world [8].
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Digitalization has not escaped the travel industry. There are no segments of
the travel business that have not been touched by it. Today it takes only a few
minutes to plan a trip: instantly book a plane, find and rent an accommodation
anywhere in the world, read a review of any restaurant. Modern technology
has made it all accessible and brought it to a new level [3].
Nowadays, customers’ desires and demands for the service have
grown. Applications for mobile devices such as Skyscanner, Flightradar24,
Booking, Airbnb, Couchsurfing, Maps.me. and others. and locality have
taken independent travel to a new level: all the features of a small travel
agency can now easily fit in your pocket. GPS and maps, currency calculator
and city guide – the optimal set of applications helps plan trips and save
time, money.
However, in today’s world, people are increasingly worried about both
money and time spent, so they need a quick fix for their needs, including
travel and leisure. A quick solution to this problem can be offered by travel
agencies (travel agencies, travel agents). At the same time we should note
that the geography of travel and preferences of Ukrainians has greatly
expanded. If in 90-s about 70% of all tourists in Ukraine chose Egypt and
Turkey, now travel agencies should explore dozens of new directions,
among which are exotic islands: Bali, Zanzibar, Maldives, Mauritius,
Madagascar, Sri Lanka, and others. But if travel agencies cope with the
diversity of destinations and their research, there are serious gaps in the
digitalization of business [3].
Ukraine has a rather low level of use of digital technology and
digitalization. In this regard, the government of the country, in the
framework of the project “Ukraine 2030E – a country with a developed
digital economy”, developed by the Ukrainian Institute of the Future,
until 2030 intends to carry out a comprehensive digital transformation of
social and economic activity in Ukraine. This requires the development
of regulatory regulation of digital technologies, modernization of digital
infrastructure, development and implementation of digital platforms and
technologies in the main areas of the economy and public administration,
personnel training and information security.
Therefore, the relevance of the use of digital technology by tourism
enterprises is still higher than ever.
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3. Internet technologies
Factors in the development of digital technology in the tourism industry
include: an unlimited amount of information, allowing detailed information
about the hotel or travel agency; round-the-clock access to information,
allowing data to change depending on market dynamics; the breadth of
audience coverage, allowing to serve customers remotely; interactive mode,
providing information on the number of visitors for a certain period of time
and the ability to calculate demand guided by their choice.
Currently, the Internet has become a powerful information system
without borders. Its use in organizing tourism activities has several practical
directions.
The first direction is the use of information capabilities of the Internet as
a source of data for various kinds of research and analysis for the purpose
of conducting tourism activities: obtaining information about the country,
its history and culture, tourist potential, attractions, local traditions and
customs, geographical and climatic conditions, currency exchange rates,
etc. However, it should be noted that such information capabilities of the
Internet are not only an advantage, there is a significant disadvantage – the
need for a large amount of time to search for and process the necessary
information.
The second direction of using the Internet is the creation of specialized
sites that provide reservation and reservation services for tourist services
like electronic reservation systems.
Creation of Internet sites is an important element in the marketing
strategy of tourism enterprises. The site of a tourist enterprise can become a
kind of a business card of the company and an advertising catalog of tours.
The Internet site can be an important element in the organization of tourist
activity itself, in particular to become a tool for expanding contacts with
partners, to function as a reception of customer orders for the purchase of
various tours. The audience of tourist Internet sites are mostly potential
tourists who are looking for the necessary information in the global network
to plan their trip.
Through the Internet, the customer with a web browser enters the travel
company’s website. Usually the website contains a catalog or a list of
searchable tourist products offered by the travel agency or its partners. The
website contains the necessary tools for entering and registering a variety
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of information. Customers can choose and form orders for a certain tourist
product, make payments via the Internet, get the necessary advice on the
planned trip.
4. Mobile technologies and social networks in tourist activity
The functions of mobile applications differ little from those of websites,
the main task of which is to present information about an enterprise, its
products and services. The main difference between mobile applications
is that they have much more opportunities to convey information to
consumers. The cell phone is always with the user, and if it is connected
to the Internet, its owner can always be interested in a specific commercial
offer. The undoubted main advantage of mobile applications is the ability to
work even without a connection to the network.
Mobile applications give a travel company a lot of advantages:
– increased sales;
– optimization of business processes and increased efficiency in
decision-making;
– creation of their target audience;
– new sales and communication channels;
– increase in customer loyalty;
– centralized statistical data required for further
– additional competitive advantage over other similar enterprises.
Currently, experts highlight the following features of the mobile
application market:
1. The growth of mobile advertising. The mobile advertising market is
directly related to the mobile app market, and these markets are growing
at a fast pace, being essentially related. The growth of mobile advertising
budgets is a consistent and natural process, depending on the growth of
mobile applications and competition in the market.
2. Growth of mobile consumption. In almost all developed countries the
consumption of mobile services by the population is growing, the sale of
smartphones and tablets, as well as the use of mobile traffic. Such changes
in consumption have a significant impact on the development of the mobile
application market.
3. Stimulation of the market by platform owners. Such giants as Google,
Apple, Microsoft encourage mobile application developers through
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competitions, creating more favorable conditions of cooperation. The
goal of platform owners is the maximum number of applications for their
platform and quality service for the user.
4. High budgets for development. The mobile app market is more
promising in development compared to other software markets, since
mobile app budgets have remained at a very high level for many years.
Among the minor obstacles to the growth of the mobile app market, experts
single out only two points: the complexity of payment and the lack of user
awareness.
The complexity of payment for many users remains the main obstacle
to the growth of the mobile app market, people do not yet fully trust mobile
systems and do not want to leave their payment card data in the system.
Smartphone owners, especially the adult audience, do not use many useful
functions of the phone, and use it only for making calls and sending text
messages.
Depending on the functions performed by mobile applications, they are
conventionally divided into entertainment (multimedia), communication,
navigation, reference, and applications. The main groups of mobile
applications, which are used both by tourists and tourist enterprises are:
navigation and maps, purchase of air tickets, hotel reservations, guides,
translators, car rentals.
Google Maps is a mobile application that offers the user GPS navigation
with voice guidance, diagrams of public transport routes, up-to-date
information about roads (congestion, traffic jams). Designed for motorists,
cyclists and pedestrians, the application integrates classic and satellite
maps, on which you can include the display of internal diagrams of large
buildings and panoramic photos of streets. The business directory will help
you to find the coordinates of the desired hotel, restaurant, shopping and
entertainment center or business.
Google Translate is the best translator, which “speaks” almost all the
languages of the world. The most useful application for travel became
after it received an offline version. In anticipation of a trip to a particular
country, you can download offline dictionaries to your smartphone and
easily avoid the difficulties of translation. Google Translate is constantly
working on improving the voice module, so now, almost in real time, you
can communicate with a person in different languages and understand each
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other. For example, receiving a phrase in Ukrainian, the application in the
buffer translates and immediately plays its English version.
Skyscanner is one of the best applications for buying airline tickets at
the lowest price. In the program you can view the flights of many carriers,
including low-cost airlines, for many months in advance, choosing the most
reasonable price. Along with Skyscanner you can download a smartphone
application such as Flight Track. It is designed for those who are always
late to check in, forget the flight number, mix up dates and times. A few
days before departure, the program will remind you of the start of the trip,
will tell you when check-in and boarding begins, in which airport terminal
it takes place. You can also see the layout of seats on the plane, a map of
the terminal, etc.
Booking.com is a mobile version of the hotel booking portal of the same
name. The application has already become a cult and is very popular among
everyone who travels around the world. It allows you to easily and always
at the best price to book a room at any hotel. The program has a database
of more than a million accommodation facilities. In addition, every day
there are special offers on Booking.com, where certain hotels offer
accommodation at half price. Loyal users of Booking.com get additional
discounts. The menu is available in many languages, including Ukrainian,
and you can get room rates in hryvnas, dollars, euro or other currencies.
TripAdvisor is a mobile application that allows you to organize and
make a perfect trip. The program has built-in maps, which allows you to
quickly get on the ground and find what you need: hotels, restaurants, cafes,
and historical and cultural attractions. TripAdvisor will not only mark them
on the map and lay the route, but also show photos. In the database of the
application the tourist can find more than 150 million reviews, which will
help to choose only the best places to visit. A sticker with the logo of this
application and the corresponding rating decorates the front door of many
hotels, restaurants, bars, store windows, etc.
BlaBlaCar is an Internet platform with a mobile application for joint
rides in a car. It is a service that connects drivers and passengers who would
like to share the cost of medium- and long-distance trips. Drivers post
routes and passengers choose them, and they travel together and share the
cost of fuel. The program has thousands of driver profiles from which you
can learn about the make of car the number of seats available, the cost of
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transportation, and, most importantly, personal information about the driver
and his contact information. The application is free and easy to use.
Sixt Rent a Car is a mobile application which allows you to rent a car in
any country as Sixt rent-a-car stations are located almost all over the world.
Additionally it is possible to order child seat installation depending on the
age of children, GPS navigation etc. Regular customers of the company can
get a corporate card allowing to make the renting procedure faster, get a
discount till 20%, improve the class of a car, get miles and round-the-clock
support in any country.
TripbyClick.Ukraine is a mobile app for travel in Ukraine that combines
a social network like Instargam with a travel planner. The main interface of
the program is a news feed with photos of users of the program from different
parts of Ukraine. You can scroll through them, save them as bookmarks or
add location to the route of your future trip. You can filter by topic. In his
profile, the user can create a travel itinerary by adding the places of interest
to it. You can also share photos from your trips with other participants,
making sure to specify the location where the photo was taken. The app also
has a system of rewards for travelers. You can get them for visiting a certain
number of places, publishing, swearing from other users, etc.
Mobile applications created for smartphones and tablets are an innovative
means of stimulating national and international tourism. The main advantages
of their use can be considered: simplification of communication between the
subjects of tourist activity, economic benefit and ease of use. Considering
specifics of work of the tourist enterprise and current business priorities,
mobile applications proved to be an effective marketing tool for attraction
of new customers and convenient service for work with existing client base.
Customers now have the opportunity to form a tour of their own
preference via the Internet: choose a hotel, time, way of travel, meal
options and additional services. The main part of travel market participants
prefer online booking technology, which is based on instantaneous display
of real information on availability of free places at current rates with the
possibility of their reservation. In practice, these two functions are often
distinguished, as instantaneous booking is possible only after providing
financial guarantees of payment [9].
Social networks have a great influence on consumer behavior in
tourism activities. As practice shows, tourists and businessmen often use
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smartphones and tablets to find information or share impressions about the
place of their stay. Most tourists now travel with modern gadgets filled with
a variety of convenient features, they use them to access social networks,
post photos on Instagram, publish content on their blogs, on the pages of
social networks such as Facebook and Twitter.
Before starting a trip a tourist usually makes a choice of a place to stay,
which depends not only on the standard offers posted on the websites of
travel companies or Internet portals. The tourist is guided by his or her own
cognitive interests, needs and expectations, the advice of acquaintances and
friends. A person is not always ready to spend a lot of time to find the
necessary information, but is willing to pay more for a quality product,
if it is available and the information about it is reliable. Social networks
have created an excellent technical and emotional opportunity to facilitate
the collection of a variety of data on available travel offers. They allow to
build a so-called “fragment of the collective tourist picture of the world”
on the basis of the experience presented in the global network, which
allows the potential tourist to get the most relevant information about
the visiting country, based on the reviews and comments of people who
have been there. The use of social networks allows the consumer to gather
information “first-hand” and on this basis to make a responsible decision.
Gathering information is possible through blogs and forums, multimedia
portals, photo and video sharing. Note that an important role in this process
is played by such special platforms for sharing impressions and comments
as wanderﬂy.com (helps to make a travel plan based on the analysis of
tourist interests and capabilities), tripwolf.com (travel guide to the world)
and other accumulated servers of online content about tourist products and
services. The intensity of the use of social networks in tourism activities is
constantly growing. Given the low cost of communication, wide audience
and high speed of information distribution, social networks have become
one of the most important marketing tools in the process of promotion and
sales of tourist services. Tourists can now post reviews, comments and
demonstrate their own vision of a tourist trip (most often not at all similar
to advertising information), as well as easily communicate this information
to the global community.
As practice shows, online broadcasts on social networks Facebook or
Twitter with the publication of photos and videos attract users more. An
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important point in this case is regular updating of pages, posting relevant
information and maintaining a news resource to capture the interests of
the community. Therefore, the management of a tourist enterprise needs to
identify a key person who can be an authoritative opinion leader, able to
conduct a dialogue with the audience, comment on the news, give interviews
and maintain their personal blog. It should be noted that the result of work in
social media can be unpredictable for an enterprise due to incompetence or
lack of coordination of personnel, which can damage its image. Therefore,
the key factor for the successful promotion of tourist products and services
in the global network is a clearly developed strategy and tactics of work,
professionalism of employees. Unfortunately, most tourist enterprises are not
ready now to allocate funds for marketing activities in social media, which is
a confirmation of the underestimation of the importance of such work.
In addition to popular social networking sites, you should pay due
attention to well-known video hosting sites like YouTube, which allows
Internet users to upload, view and discuss videos. Thanks to its simplicity
and ease of use, YouTube has become one of the most popular places to
post videos. The site features professionally produced movies and clips,
video blogs, as well as amateur videos and video blogs. The advantage of
this video hosting site is that it can provide TV information at any time.
The modern tourist gets acquainted with a country, a city or a hotel via
the Internet, and most often via YouTube. The tourist is interested not only
in information about the place of future stay, but also the events directly
occurring there, the reaction to them by the authors of blogs and readers who
make comments on the site. While the official media try to hide unfavorable
events for longer, it is impossible to do so in a video hosting site.
For example, during the large-scale forest fires in southern Turkey in the
summer of 2021, many tourists took pictures via mobile devices and posted
footage of such an environmental disaster on the site, which contributed to
the rapid spread of information about it. This video hosting is an attractive
resource for tourism businesses as well as for small TV companies and
satellite TV channels. Through YouTube are shown various programs
about tourism, history, culture, programs about ecology, fauna and flora.
So far the video hosting becomes an information center for millions of
modern tourists. Therefore, innovations related to the use of YouTube in the
organization of tourist activities have a great prospect.
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5. Digital technologies and devices
The main digital technologies of tourism activities are the Internet of
Things, artificial intelligence, big data, blockchain, monitoring systems,
robotics, virtual reality, cloud computing and many others.
The Internet of Things is already an essential element of the travel
service. Devices are connected to the Internet, interacting with each other
and equipped with sensors, sensors, and technologies for transmitting and
receiving information.
For example, with the help of mobile applications customers can regulate
the temperature and lighting in the hotel room around the clock, control the
TV, book spas, have access to services in the rooms and their cleaning.
Such an approach solves many problems (economical use of energy
and material resources, lack of parking spaces, loss of orientation in
an unfamiliar area, control over the movement of luggage, etc.), and
also reduces to a minimum all kinds of expectations of the tourist
during the rest.
Using artificial intelligence technologies, in particular chat-bots, it is
possible to book a hotel room, tell the rules of conduct, order food from a
restaurant, control the temperature and lighting in the room, call a cab, plan
a travel route or walk around the city.
Chat-bots are computer programs, virtual assistants that mimic a
live person, answer questions and customer requests using messenger
applications. Chatbots are designed for users who want to quickly find the
information they need without directly contacting managers by phone.
A tool like big data can help travel companies improve their operations
and make faster and smarter decisions. Data is collected from many sources,
including email, mobile devices, apps, etc. This data is grouped, processed,
stored, and then analyzed, during which companies gain useful information.
Airlines use big data to understand passenger behavior, route choices,
overall industry performance, and to increase their revenue opportunities.
Hotels and resorts can use big data to provide customer packages and
exclusive offers.
Blockchain technologies are already widely used in tourism: collecting
and controlling information about the movement of luggage between
different airlines and airports; identifying passengers through retinal scans
or fingerprints; and arranging payment for services;
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Blockchain technologies are responsible for the reliability of orders,
reservations, secure payments and other elements of the digital environment.
Work in tourism is another promising area of development. The use
of robot-guides in museum tours, robot-guides capable of understanding
people, performing the functions they need, are becoming a reality today.
Vacuum cleaners-workers are already firmly in use, reducing the need for
personnel.
Through the use of artificial intelligence, particularly recognition
technology, it is possible to: speed up tourist check-in times at airports;
allow visitors to access a hotel room by scanning their retina or fingerprints.
Such service provides visitors with additional conveniences, in particular
increases the security of stay in the hotel; improve the quality of customer
service through personalization of services.
Personalization of service is one of the most important competitive
advantages that cannot be achieved without digital technology. To
understand a customer’s needs and desires, you need to collect and process
a huge database related to their previous travel experiences, hotel stays,
etc. This will allow to form a certain virtual image of the tourist, to foresee
his needs with the help of artificial intelligence systems, to provide remote
service with the help of chat-bots. The advantages of servicing with the
help of artificial intelligence systems should include the accuracy and
speed of providing information to the client. Artificial intelligence allows
you to quickly process information and offer different options for solving
a problem, for example, by offering several accommodation options with
comments personal to the customer. The use of modern digital technology
increases the safety and quality of tourist services [3].
For managers of enterprises and organizations in the tourism industry,
the use of digital technology allows: increase the investment attractiveness
of the tourist enterprise; control labor productivity and efficiency of business
processes; quickly identify “weak points” in the management of processes
in tourist enterprises; increase the availability of tourist services, quality of
service and services; develop tourist industry enterprises through increased
integration processes between service organizations and tourist enterprises;
accelerate the introduction of energy and resource-saving technologies [9].
In the hotel and restaurant business in conditions of fierce competition
the application of digital technologies attracts more and more new visitors.
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The development of QR code opened new unlimited opportunities for
interaction of companies and consumers on-line. The matrix code is able to
hold a huge volume of information by means of text, figures, URLs, calendars,
diagrams, images. The speed of QR code recognition is very high, it can be
placed on any media, starting from cash register receipts and menus and finishing
with different signs. It can be scanned by cell phone or video camera [11].
The restaurants have started to use QR-code to attract the clients. At the
entrance to the restaurant they place the advertising poster or the menu with
the printed code. Having read the code, the user can get the link and go to
the site of the restaurant, look through the menu or get the link to the site,
where he can look through the reviews of the users about the restaurant.
Creating an electronic menu that allows the administration to increase
the efficiency of communication between customers and employees. It also
speeds up the process of updating the menu. For example, customers can
independently select a wine by year, price, region, etc. from the house wine
list and then choose a dish from the local menu; calculate the caloric value
of certain dishes; when choosing dishes, immediately see the final check
of the order; while waiting for the order to play games, read the news, etc.
There is a tendency of active introduction of innovative workings out
in hotel business: equipment of rooms by conditioners with possibility
of adjustment of air stream; electronic locks with keys-perforated cards,
in future by mini chips which read the information on an iris of eye or
through the special program loaded on guest phone; high-speed intellectual
elevators; advanced television systems; wireless output in the Internet;
individual alarm system, etc. [12].
Digital technology is actively being introduced in the security of tourists,
especially mountain and extreme tourism. Planning tours, providing full
information about them, living conditions, climatic features of the country,
the system of quick reports on weather changes and emergencies will reduce
the risks of tourists and increase the attractiveness of the country for tourists.
6. Virtual technologies
Currently quite popular among the marketing activities of enterprises in
the tourism industry are virtual tours, which allow the potential tourist to
travel, realistically reflecting the object and service, using modern features
and 3D-technology.
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Virtual tours are presentations that allow you to see tourist sites
before you actually visit them. They can be panoramas of objects of any
size (exhibits of museums and art galleries, hotel rooms, streets or city
buildings, park alleys, bird’s-eye views). Panoramas are connected with
each other by simulated long movements inside the object in such a way
as to create the illusion of real movement along and inside the object with
the possibility of stopping for a circular view in the most interesting places.
Virtual tours are often in demand in tourist activities, where they are called
“virtual tours. This technology allows you to zoom in or out of any object,
examine individual interior details in detail, examine the panorama from
afar, look up and down, go back by the sides, move closer to the selected
point or away from it, through active zones to move from one panorama to
another. You can walk around the house from the inside or look at it from
the outside, take a virtual trip to an exotic island without leaving your own
apartment. And all this is done in an order and rhythm that is determined by
the particular user.
Of course, the use of virtual tours helps to eliminate most of the problems
that arise when conducting tours in real time: conducting excursions in the
real space of museums, galleries or on the streets of the city requires great
professional skill, the ability to control oneself in an unfamiliar environment,
to hold the listeners’ attention during the performance; the administration of
museums or galleries often prohibits unauthorized persons to conduct tours
in the halls; weather conditions sometimes do not allow implementing the
intended plan and conducting tours on the chosen topic on the city streets;
the presence of street traffic in a large metropolis sometimes delays bus
tours and prevents quickly familiarizing yourself with the various objects.
Stressing all the positive aspects of the virtual excursion, it is necessary to
note and one minus – even so close but virtual communication with the values
of culture is a surrogate for the real perception of art. Therefore, excursion
work with display objects on the Internet should be carried out either as a
preparatory to the perception of a work of art in reality, or as a substitute for
the perception of a real work of art if it is impossible to see or hear it in the
original. The most important task of a virtual tour is to create a desire to come
to a museum or an art gallery and see all the exhibits in the original.
Particularly, Google has launched a project Performing Arts, which
is a virtual tour of the world-famous theaters with a 360-degree view
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that creates the effect of presence. The project Google Cultural Institute
allows the lovers of theater and music to virtually visit, among others, the
Berlin Philharmonic, Carnegie Hall concert hall in New York, the Royal
Shakespeare Company in Britain and others. Performing Arts is a part of the
Cultural Institute project, where you can visit online exhibitions, explore
museum collections, and make a virtual trip to the theater [13].
The latest digital technologies used in tourism activities are augmented
reality systems. These technologies make it possible to significantly
increase the amount of information perceived by humans. This expansion
of consciousness is achieved by transferring digital information into the
real world. The process of augmented reality is formed by the camera of
a smartphone, webcam or other device that can process a video signal.
A special program supplements the picture with the necessary virtual
objects. The main difference between augmented reality technology and
its virtual counterpart is the ratio of information received from the real
world and processed by the computer. Virtual reality tries to fully absorb
the real world, while augmented reality only extends the understanding
of the processes occurring in it. People interested in the functions of
modern mobile devices have probably heard about Google’s technological
innovation. We are talking about Google Glass augmented reality glasses,
which operate on the basis of the user’s verbal and voice commands. These
glasses can become one of the first devices that will demonstrate augmented
reality technology to a wide range of consumers. We can already name the
spheres where glasses have found their niche: medicine, robotics, education
and marketing, maintenance and repair, military and aviation navigation,
tourist activities (sightseeing and museums), entertainment, etc.
For example, the Abadia Retuerta Le Domaine Hotel, located in the
Spanish Abbey. The hotel itself, which was built in the 12th century, is a
unique architectural monument. The administration of the institution has
bought Google Glass glasses for their use during the interactive tours in
and around the hotel. In addition to such tours, the user with this device
can get interactive information about the hotel’s sports and recreational
infrastructure and menus in the local restaurant.
Another example of the use of augmented reality technology in tourist
activities can be found in tourist centers, such as Cedar Point amusement and
recreation park in Ohio, USA. The organizers developed an augmented reality
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application, The Battle, with the help of which tourists can participate in
various competitions on the territory of the park and compete with each other
by scanning markers. The introduction of this technology made it possible
to turn the theme park into a giant video game, due to which the attendance
of the park and, accordingly, the income increased significantly [14, p. 220].
The use of augmented reality techniques by botanical gardens will help
introduce visitors closer to the world of living nature, show the dynamics of
processes and hidden connections, immerse themselves in micro-worlds or
go back millions of years.
The Jurassic Garden project in Australia serves an educational function,
highlighting plants that were once a source of food or an environment for
ancient animals. By downloading the program of the same name, users can
take photos of huge virtual dinosaurs created by digital technology. This
augmented reality project is now available to visitors of 3 botanical gardens:
the Royal Botanical Gardens of Sydney, the Australian Botanical Gardens
of Mount Annan and the Blue Mountains Botanical Gardens of Mount Tom.
Augmented reality will provide information not only at certain points,
but throughout the entire tour route. For example, you will be able to learn
what changes occur to plants at different times of the year, see the change in
landscapes during different historical periods, and learn about the history of the
exhibits. Since the limited space of greenhouses cannot reproduce the vegetation,
augmented reality will help to transport the tourist into the fynbos of South
Africa, equatorial forests of South America or subtropical forests of Australia.
Another area of application of augmented reality technology is the
reproduction and simulation of historical objects.
Today you can still see more or less preserved medieval castles and
fortresses, but many ancient structures have only fragments left. A large
number of architectural treasures have been lost on the planet, and their
restoration is no longer possible. It is very difficult to imagine how they
“fit” into the landscape, but with the help of a special device you can see
that once in this very place. An example of the practical implementation of
such a project is the company “Pilgrim XXI”, the developer of augmented
reality devices for the world tourism market. In particular, the company’s
specialists have restored the Livonian Order castle in Latvia. Now users
with this device can see the walls and brick towers, walk through the
courtyard of the citadel accompanied by an audio-musical tour [14, p. 221].
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Tourist sphere has a rich functionality and one of the leading functions
after recreational, of course, is educational. If we analyze classical literary
and historical sources, we learn that since the 17th century educational
voyages – “grand tours” were popular among the rich aristocratic youth.
Through digitalization, such a function can be optimized. You don’t have to
go to Italy to hear the singers of La Scala Opera.
The experience of holding cultural and educational events on the example of
the Potocki Palace in Tulchin is interesting. OPERAFEST started in 2018 and
has become a real tourist magnet in the tourist attraction of the region. There
is a positive result: for many years the palace was falling apart and now, after
attracting the attention of the general public, investors, restoration works will be
carried out under the auspices of the Presidential Foundation.
Providing an educational function can be expressed in the creation of
digital thematic portals for teachers and with the participation of teachers.
After all, many tourist sites are connected with the history of Ukraine
and can become a subject illustration of the textbook material. Especially
popular are theatrical reconstructions of real battles, such as, say, episodes of
Khotyn war, which are held on the territory of Kamyanets-Podilsky fortress
by different clubs of historical reconstruction. Even the history of small
towns of Voronovitsy and Nemiroff are inscribed in the world and national
history, and thanks to the existence of thematic digital portals can be useful
when studying the history of Ukraine. Also due to digital technology can
happen popularization of such an important area as local history.
Broad involvement of digital technologies will help to establish
links cultural and artistic sphere and tourist attractiveness of territories,
the definition of areas of common interest. Legislative documents of
municipalities and united territorial communities, development strategies
are used to pass through the priorities of tourism and culture development.
Relevant regional programs are updated on the basis of the most attractive
in terms of tourism sites of historical, cultural and natural value. Powerful
tourist and hotel complexes are being built, the existence of which is
impossible without a wide toolkit of Internet and digital services.
The issue of total digitalization, the transfer of tourist sites in virtual
space is in polemical mode. According to research by the World Tourism
Organization, about 40% of tourists determine the purpose of their trip on
the basis of the cultural offer. Intangible factors such as the “atmosphere of
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a place”, its connection to famous people, ideas or events – in other words,
the culture, history and traditions of a place – are becoming increasingly
important to the tourist. In practice, this manifests itself, in particular, in the
lobbying by municipalities of major cultural programs and projects that create
the “atmosphere of place,” preserving the mental map of the region and the
national identity, which is especially valuable in the context of globalization.
7. Conclusions
The introduction of digital technology in the tourism business faces
a number of problems, which include: high prices for tourist services,
underdeveloped communications and transportation network that does
not meet the requirements of modern tourists, insufficient use of digital
technologies in security and insurance in the organization of tourism activities,
the weak development of rural tourism and their digitalization, lack of highly
qualified specialists in information support of tourism business.
To overcome the existing problems of the tourism industry of Ukraine needs
a serious enough effort to achieve compliance with modern world standards.
It is necessary to attract a sufficient amount of financial investment, which
Ukraine still does not have in sufficient quantities. Crowdfunding as a modern
instrument for financing innovative projects is a way out of the situation.
Crowdfunding is a collective cooperation of people who voluntarily pool
their money or other resources together over the Internet to help other people or
organizations. In Ukraine there are several platforms on which it is possible to
collect money for realization of various projects, in particular, tourist projects:
Ukrainian Charity Exchange, Community, Indiegogo, GlobalGiving, Causes,
Crowdrise, Firstgiving, Kickstarten, HelpStarter, Na-Starte [15].
The use of digital technology in the tourism industry is a requirement
of the times, allowing not only to improve the quality of services, but also
to use all available resources rationally. The impact of digital technology
on tourism is felt at different stages of activity: marketing, management,
service delivery, etc.
Today, tourist and recreational complexes are becoming increasingly
important, creating a tourist attraction of the region and satisfying the
most demanding requirements of the user of tourist services. Along
with the main tourist object there are hotel, restaurant and entertainment
complexes, toy stores, souvenir stores, thematic master classes. When
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creating the “atmosphere” of the object and providing quality services plays
a big role technologically equipped industry. Tourism has always been a
technologically dependent industry and has responded organically to the
development of digital technology. All information and communication
aspects of tourism are transformed into virtual space. Such shifts will
significantly improve the promotion and economic component of the
tourism industry, of course, if there are programs to support it.
In the future, digitalization of the tourism industry will be accompanied
by a further process of displacement of traditional companies with offline
offices, the development of designing tours according to the parameters
individually set by each specific client, and therefore, the advantages in
competition will be those tourist enterprises which can implement the
process of customization in the best way. Providing tourist services to
consumers, turning them into loyal customers, ensuring their survival in the
long term on the basis of consistently high profit and profitability.
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Abstract. At the current stage of economic development, which is
characterized by high speed of change, instability and uncertainty, to ensure
a continuous process of economic development of enterprises encourages
all businesses to strengthen their position in the market environment. They
need to accelerate investment processes to become more competitive.
Investment attractiveness plays an important role in this, as it is a driving
force to increase the company’s capabilities.
The presence of a high level of investment attractiveness has a positive
effect on the market value of enterprises and is a guarantee of obtaining
the necessary amount of investment resources for further economic
development. However, enterprises in a state of financial and economic crisis
are often characterized by a low degree of their investment attractiveness.
The high level of investment attractiveness provides a stable inflow
of investments into the country, additional revenues to the state budget, a
better social environment in the country.
The investment attractiveness of the company plays one of the main
roles in the development of the company and increase its competitiveness
in the market. In order for an investor to decide which company to invest in,
he needs information about the strengths and weaknesses of the company,
prospects for its further development and the ability to ensure the highest
efficiency of investment.
Investment attractiveness is an integral indicator that characterizes
the feasibility of investing in a particular object from the standpoint of a
particular investor. Existing methods of assessing investment attractiveness
involve the calculation of an integrated indicator based on the coefficients of
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property status, liquidity and solvency, financial stability, business activity,
taking into account their relative importance and the level of compliance
with regulatory values and dynamics. In modern conditions, research in this
area does not lose its relevance, as the correct choice of investment object is
one of the prerequisites for obtaining the desired effect in the future.
That is why the main objectives of assessing investment attractiveness
are: determining the current state of the enterprise and prospects for
its development; development of measures to increase investment
attractiveness; attracting investments in the amounts corresponding to
investment attractiveness and obtaining a comprehensive positive effect
from the development of borrowed capital.
The main requirement for any method of determining the level of
investment attractiveness is the ability to interpret the information obtained
and make effective and appropriate management decisions based on certain
indicators, both by the investor to invest and by the recipient company to
increase its investment rating.
Thus, taking into account the management of investment attractiveness
of internal and external factors will allow the company to effectively
manage them to increase its investment attractiveness, and the investor – to
assess investment attractiveness in order to carry out investment activities.
The article reveals the concept of investment attractiveness of the
enterprise. Factors influencing the investment attractiveness of the enterprise
are highlighted. A number of problems have been identified that cause a
low level of investment attractiveness of enterprises. The main methods of
assessing investment attractiveness at the enterprise level are considered.
1. Introduction
In modern business conditions, in the presence of a shortage of
investment resources, the entity that has its own funds or the opportunity to
attract them in any way, is always able to choose the region, industry and
entity where the investment project will be implemented. The main task
of this choice is to assess the investment attractiveness of the investment
object. Given the shortage of internal and external investment resources, the
lack of state support on this issue, the investment attractiveness of economic
entities is very important. The assessment of the investment attractiveness
of the business entity should provide answers to the question of where,
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when and how many resources can be sent by the investor in the process of
investment.
Every company is interested in increasing its own capital, the most
attractive is attracting external sources, and investors, in turn, in making a
profit and increasing it, and to avoid losses, they evaluate the effectiveness
of investing in an existing project.
The aim is to analyze the investment attractiveness of the enterprise and
develop proposals to increase its investment attractiveness.
The methodological basis of the study are objective laws and
fundamental provisions of economic theory, theory of investment
management, scientific works of domestic and foreign scientists.
Methods of systematic approach in the process of determining the
essence of investment attractiveness and methods of analyzing investment
attractiveness management, statistical methods – to study the impact of
factors on changing the level of investment attractiveness, comparative
analysis of economic indicators, tabular method – to systematize company
data, graphical method.
The scientific novelty of the obtained results is to deepen the theoretical
and methodological foundations of the study of factors influencing the
investment attractiveness of enterprises and the development of scientific
and practical recommendations for attracting investment in enterprises in
the context of global challenges.
2. Investment attractiveness of the enterprise and factors of influence
The concept of investment attractiveness of the enterprise was first
formulated and enshrined in order № 22 of 23.02.1998 by the Agency
for Prevention of Bankruptcy of Enterprises and Organizations in the
“Methodology of integrated assessment of investment attractiveness of
enterprises and organizations” [15].
According to it, the investment attractiveness of the enterprise is the
level of satisfaction of financial, production, organizational and other
requirements or interests of the investor in relation to a particular enterprise,
which can be determined or evaluated by relevant indicators, including
integrated assessment.
Complexity and versatility investment the attractiveness of the enterprise
is caused by the diversity of its types, which can be grouped by a number
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of classifications signs. In particular, issued appropriate supplement you are
existing in the scientific literature methods of grouping species investment
attractiveness enterprises such as:
1) by object attachments investment by division investment
attractiveness for current and future Well. At the same time, the current
investment attractiveness of the firm will characterize peace expediency
acquisition certain shares the share capital available to the enterprise. As
for the long-term attractiveness of the company, then it characterizes the
feasibility of investing in projects that involve some changes in internal
environment enterprises. In particular, to such projects it is possible one
sti and measures with anti-crisis management on enterprise, what in need
attachments investment in their implemented no;
2) at the time of formation by dividing the investment attractiveness
enterprises on existing (existing on now) and the future (tu, which expected
according to with about purulent estimates by certain interval time);
3) by way representation results evaluation by division investment
attractiveness enterprises for quality (which is described by qualitative
characteristics), rating (which served in kind of certain places in the rating
of investment attractiveness by group to under investigation subjects
management) and quantitative (which characterized by a certain numerical
value or lower numerical values);
4) by subject evaluation by division invest the attractiveness of the
enterprise is assessed by the owners and employees of the enterprise as
potential investors or from the position of potential investors, assessed by
external potential investors, assessed independent researchers from the
standpoint of potential investors;
5) by quantity investors – appraisers by on- case of investment
attractiveness of the enterprise on individual (as a result of estimation by
certain potential investor) and average (as result averaging estimates of this
attractiveness provided by several potential them investors);
6) by the method of calculation by dividing the investment valuable
attractiveness enterprises on absolute, when assessing which there is no
comparison of the level of this attractiveness with the level of investment
attractiveness some other enterprise, and relative, in the assessment bath
which is a comparison of the level of this attraction with the level of
investment attractiveness of another enterprises;
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7) by immutability (change) in time of its level by division of investment
attractiveness of the enterprise into one hundred sick (the level of which
remains unchanged or is changing insignificant for certain interval time)
and variable (the level of which changes significantly during certain
interval time);
8) by the time of evaluation by dividing the investment attractiveness
of the enterprise by the moment (which is set on certain moment time) and
averaged interval (which is determined by averaging the instantaneous
values for certain interval time);
9) in response to the possible influence of a certain factor by division
investment attractiveness enterprises are neutral to this factor (ie one that
does not respond to the influence of a certain factor) and neutral to the factor
(ie one that reacts to the influence of a certain foot factor in accordance
changing your level);
10) in the presence (or absence) of potential for turn by division
investment attractiveness enterprises for one that is characterized by a
certain potential its development, and such in which this potential is absent.
Trace note what concept “development investment attractiveness
enterprises” needs separate interpretation, because it plays significant role
in research patterns formation and evaluation this one attractiveness. In
general development investment attractiveness enterprises trace identify
from improvement in time its certain characteristics (characteristics)
due implementation potential such development. Such characteristics
is enough many, but most significant trace recognize the level of
investment attractiveness of the subject of state donation. Regarding the
assessment of this level in relation to current investment attractiveness
of the enterprise, then with this purpose trace perform such sequence
actions:
1) collection input information necessary for evaluation current
investment attractiveness enterprises;
2) definition forecast average annual quantities profit enterprises to pay
interest by loan – we and taxes with profit;
3) justification annual rates capitalization among annual quantities profit
enterprises to be paid interest by loans and taxes with profit;
4) implementation capitalization average annual quantities profit
enterprises to be paid interest for poses – kami and taxes with profit;
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5) subtraction from capitalized average annual quantities profit
enterprises to be paid interest for loans and income taxes volume loan
capital enterprises.
The investment attractiveness of an entity is influenced by groups of
factors of direct and indirect influence.
Factors of direct influence or internal:
1) Analyzing the investment attractiveness of the object of investment
by technical factor, compare existing and necessary for its development
fixed assets by their composition, structure, including age, their capacity,
productivity, level and time of actual use.
2) Investment attractiveness by labor factor involves the analysis of
qualifications, demographic composition of employees. In case of noncompliance of the staff with progressive samples, the possibilities of its
retraining, financial and time costs necessary for the labor collective to
achieve the appropriate level of qualification parameters are assessed.
3) The impact of organizational factors on investment attractiveness is
considered through the assessment of the effectiveness of the existing set of
measures to combine living labor with the material elements of production.
4) Determining the resource-raw material factor, assess the availability
of the necessary materials, in the right types and quantities, raw materials
and components.
5) Assessment of profitability, profitability, profitability, liquidity,
business activity, financial stability of the business entity, taking into
account the payback period of investments and their profitability is aimed
at assessing financial and analytical factors.
Factors of indirect influence or external:
1) The influence of geographical factors is analyzed through the
parameters of the location of the enterprise, the level of employment
and unemployment in the region, the availability of potential labor force
depending on its qualification level and specialization.
2) Examining the economic activity of the business entity in terms of its
compliance with existing regulations on ecology, environmental protection,
sanitary and hygienic standards.
3) The set of factors influencing the monetary sphere, the banking system
and other components of the infrastructure of the economy, the mechanisms
of export-import operations, inflation, fluctuations in the national currency.
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4) The stability of the political system, the presence or absence of conflicts
between political opponents, the frequency of changes in government, the
number of political scandals, the degree of trust in government, etc. fills the
module of political factors in the model of factor analysis.
5) Legislative factors are characterized by the influence of the
Constitution, general and special branches of law that protect property rights
and investors, provide for direct action and mechanisms for collecting taxes.
Investment attractiveness of the enterprise – the level of satisfaction of
financial, production, organizational and other requirements or interests of
the investor in relation to a particular enterprise, which can be determined or
assessed by the values of relevant indicators, including integrated assessment.
Examining the investment attractiveness of business entities, in our
opinion, it is advisable to consider it from the standpoint of ensuring the
possibility of realizing the investment potential of the enterprise. Investment
attractiveness and investment potential are peculiar forms of interaction of
investment interest and investment need.
Given that investment needs and investment interest are in contradiction
(the desire to obtain significant income with a minimum of investment), it is
the interaction between investment attractiveness and investment potential
reveals the internal mechanism of investment activity as a driving force
of production. At the same time, investment attractiveness is a general
characteristic of the advantages and disadvantages of investing in certain
areas and objects from the standpoint of a particular investor.
In today’s world, foreign investment is one of the main factors in
increasing the competitiveness of any national economy. Stabilization of the
enterprise with sustainable development of production is of key importance
for the economy as a whole, and therefore, increasing investment is one of
the incentives to ensure the prosperity of the state as a whole.
Investments considered the main prerequisite public development. But
on the way process investing costs a lot obstacles and problems that do not
allow do him efficient and orderly. Therefore, one of priorities software
sustainable development and improvement competitive market positions
environment enterprises are revitalizing investment processes. At the same
time investment attractiveness plays a key role element since her level in
dynamics determines opportunities enterprises reply I understand potential
investors.
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Investments classified according to the following characteristics: object
investing; degree of control; form of ownership; size; sources investments;
the purpose of investment; geopolitical orientation; period investing;
regional sign.
The source investment can be both internal, and external resources
(foreign investment). The latter help solution problems insufficiency
own money and resources, with them effective use country can not only
compensate lack internal investment resources, but also to increase
competitiveness their own enterprises and national economy as a whole.
In the market conditions exactly competitiveness is complex generalizing
criterion success in the economy, which most optimally meets interests investor
and purpose him activities. Competitiveness itself enterprises covers a wide
range of economic and legal and other characteristics that determine position
enterprises at the branch, regional or international markets. This complex
includes factors that in general form economic conditions production and
sales products. And one of determinants factors competitiveness enterprises
are creation attractive investment climate, what will promote more active
involvement foreign investment in activities Ukrainian enterprises .
Given the lack of investment resources, an entity that has its own funds or
attracts them is always faced with the choice of region, industry or enterprise
where the investment project will be implemented. The basis of this choice
is to assess the investment attractiveness of the investee. Given the limited
internal and external investment resources, the lack of government support
on this issue, the investment attractiveness of businesses is very important.
The assessment of investment attractiveness should answer the question
of where, when and how many resources an investor can invest in the
investment process.
In accordance with the current legislation of Ukraine, the assessment
of the investment attractiveness of the enterprise involves the analysis of
the financial and economic situation according to the approved method of
integrated assessment. According to it, the assessment of the investment
attractiveness of the business entity is carried out comprehensively, using
the main, ie generalizing, indicators of assessing the financial condition
of any enterprise, according to the following groups of relations: property
status; financial stability; liquidity; profitability; business and market
activities [17].
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Another group of methods and approaches, based not on the assessment
of financial ratios, but on the assessment of cash flows. This position is
explained by the fact that cash flows are the basis for the formation of
corporate profits, and therefore is a very important component of assessing
investment attractiveness.
The following financial indicators are also taken into account when
assessing investment attractiveness: availability of resources, profitability
of products, number of staff, level of capacity utilization, depreciation of
fixed assets, availability of fixed and production assets, etc.
Non-financial indicators reflect the essence of processes, the state of
resources, the intensity of their use.
Classify non-financial indicators by function or group of processes of
the enterprise, which is analyzed with their help:
– Production (output of finished products; percentage of marriage; time
spent per unit of production; number and downtime; time for readjustment;
planned analysis of resource costs (electricity, raw materials, water, manhours); number of complaints);
– Delivery (indicators of timeliness and completeness of fulfillment
of orders, turnover of stocks in days, quality of delivered material and
technical resources and, accordingly, the number of returns and complaints
to suppliers);
– Sales (number and dynamics of buyers, positions in the check,
additional sales, resale, number of sales per seller, per square meter of retail
space, per running meter of the shelf, etc.);
– Logistics (percentage of transport load, the degree of customer
satisfaction, delivery time, number of delays, damage to goods during
delivery);
– Promotion (market share, number of calls / conversions / placements,
conversion of impressions into clicks, number of links and repost of the
video on social networks, brand awareness, consumer loyalty index).
It is necessary to allocate also the indicators characterizing a condition
and structure of resources:
– Equipment (its condition is analyzed using non-financial indicators
such as capacity and load percentage, variability, percentage of serviceable
equipment, share of own equipment / transport, energy consumption, oil,
fuel per unit of equipment, number of repairs per period, wear rate);
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– Staff (for the analysis of this indicator take data on the number of
employees; productivity; the results of the annual certification of employees,
average age; etc.);
– Raw materials (balances in the warehouse in terms of nomenclature,
consumption rates of raw materials for finished products and actual costs,
waste rate, etc.
Assessing the investment attractiveness of the enterprise is usually crucial
factor for a potential investor when making a decision. The company itself
usually conducts an assessment of investment attractiveness management
in order to develop measures to address shortcomings in its activities and
measures to increase its own investment attractiveness. Before assessing
the investment attractiveness of the enterprise, it is necessary to determine
the needs of the investor, ie a list of data that may be relevant to him. Most
methods of analysis are built in such a way that the analyzed system of
indicators can be changed and supplemented to take into account the wishes
of the investor.
Oly Pilipenko emphasizes that all methods in Ukrainian and world practice
can be classified in relation to the source of source information [17]:
– methods based on expert reactions;
– methods based on statistical information of the enterprise;
– combined methods, including expert-statistical calculations.
Within another approach to the division of methods for assessing the
management of investment attractiveness of the enterprise can be identified
free-form methods, ie those that may vary depending on the goals of the
enterprise or investor; as well as legalized methods – in Ukraine it may
be the Order of the Agency for Prevention of Bankruptcy of Enterprises
and Organizations “On approval of the Methodology of integrated
assessment of investment attractiveness of enterprises and organizations”
[15]. The described method is quite voluminous and complex, as it forms
an integrated assessment based on more than 40 financial indicators. In
assessing the management of investment attractiveness of the enterprise,
you can use general scientific approaches: profitable, costly and market.
The first approach analyzes the indicators of capitalization, market value,
profitability of the investment project and so on. The cost approach is based
on the assessment of the company’s assets and their liquidity. The latter
approach – market or comparative takes into account industry ratios, the
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effectiveness of previous investment agreements, comparison of competitive
advantages, etc. [17].
Existing approaches can also be divided according to what factors they
take into account in the assessment. Thus, there is an approach according to
which investment attractiveness is formed under the influence of only financial
factors, and an approach that takes into account the influence of all internal
factors (including financial) and external factors of investment attractiveness.
The investment attractiveness of the object of investment is formed under
the influence of certain factors and risks of internal and external nature,
which are such driving forces that provide benefits for the company among
competitors for investment resources. At the same time, the investment
activity of the enterprise is influenced by both quantitative and qualitative
factors related to the financial condition, market environment and corporate
governance [4; 6].
The concept of “investment attractiveness” applies not only to one
company, but also to individual regions and the country as a whole. The level
of influence from institutional, economic and social factors is manifested
differently at different levels of its implementation, but ultimately individual
businesses are directly proportional to different levels of the economy, so
the stable development of Ukraine affects the efficiency of the enterprise
and the investment climate directly affects the investment attractiveness of
individual enterprises.
Investment attractiveness of the enterprise is its integral characteristic
as an object of future investment from the point of view of development
prospects (dynamics of sales volumes, product competitiveness), efficiency
of use of resources and assets, their liquidity, solvency, financial stability,
and value of a number of informal indicators [2].
There are many classifications of these factors, as well as opinions about
what factors affect investment attractiveness. Numerous scientific papers do
not yet reflect a clear and unique answer to these questions.
Consider the most common classification. According to it, all factors
can be grouped into two groups: factors of indirect influence and factors of
direct influence of the enterprise on investment attractiveness.
The first group of factors includes those that are not affected by an
individual enterprise, ie, they can be influenced only at the state level
(external factors).
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The second group includes factors that the company can influence and
change their performance, characteristics, etc. (internal).
The list of these factors that to varying degrees affect the investment
attractiveness of enterprises is given in table 1.
Factors influencing investment attractivenes
External factors
1. Industry affiliation
2. Geographical location
3. Availability and availability of natural
resources
4. Environmental situation
5. Culture and education of the population
6. Economic stability
7. Socio-political stability
8. Regulatory framework
9. Information field
10. Benefits for investors
11. Developed infrastructure
12. Economic freedom of enterprises
13. Situation on the world market
14. State control bodies in the field of
investment
15. Inflation rate
16. Possibility of export
17. The level of income of the population
18. Competition in the industry
Source: [5]

Table 1

Internal factors
1. Production program
2. Marketing activities
3. Management accounting and
controlling
4. Corporate governance
5. Human resources
6. Legal activity
7. Production technologies
8. Development strategy
9. Competitiveness
10. Uniqueness of the object
11. Duration of the investment program
12. Rating of the enterprise in the industry
13. Payment discipline
14. Condition of property and financial
resources
15. Costs
16. Capital structure

For the company are more important internal factors or factors of direct
influence, because it is thanks to them that it is able to independently
influence its investment attractiveness.
In turn, among the internal factors, the largest share is occupied by such
factors as: human resources, duration of the investment program, the state
of property and financial resources, the amount of costs.
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It is believed that the investor when choosing an investment object pays
most attention to the condition of property, financial condition, financial
costs, which is determined by the degree of depreciation of fixed assets,
their ability to produce products at a high level, liquidity, solvency, financial
stability, indicators of business activity, the state of non-current and current
assets, their renewal and disposal.
The amount of costs of the enterprise includes all costs of the enterprise
associated with its operating activities [4].
Factors at the enterprise level, industry and regional factors significantly
affect the investment attractiveness of enterprises.
Of course, factors at the country level are no less influential, and they are
of interest and are used to assess investment attractiveness when a foreign
investor appears. In case of attractiveness for domestic investors, they will
be interested in the situation at the micro level and in where the company is
located. Thus, we can conclude that the factors of the enterprise level and
industry level are the basis for scientific discussions.
On the basis of factors that affect the investment attractiveness of
enterprises to varying degrees, it is possible to determine the factors of
investment attractiveness of the enterprise and determine the indicators that
shape these factors (Figure 1).
Enterprises need to be able to analyze external factors and risks,
identify the main reasons for their formation in order to improve the
level of investment attractiveness. At the same time, investor motivation
is also influenced by various factors – political, economic, production,
competitive, marketing, environmental and other factors. At the same time,
each investor chooses the most important factors and evaluates the selected
company depending on their goals, on the basis of which further decides on
the feasibility of investing investment resources in the investment object.
Having identified the factors of investment attractiveness at the
enterprise level, it is necessary to provide a generalized structure of
factors influencing the assessment of investment attractiveness of the
enterprise in the context of regional development – regional and sectoral
factors (Figure 2).
Assessment of investment attractiveness can be considered as one of
the main tasks in the field of investment activities of the enterprise, as
investment decisions are always associated with risk.
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Internal factors influencing investment attractiveness

Property status

Financial stability

Financial independence

Liquidity of assets

Profitability

Business activity
Stability

Share of the active part of fixed assets
Depreciation rate of fixed assets
Fixed Assets Renewal Rate,
Balance Sheet Currency
Own funds ratio
Own long-term and medium-term borrowed sources
Total number of sources
Working capital
Maneuverability of working capital Financial lending ratio
Debt Independence Ratio,
Financial Independence Ratio,
Financial Stability Ratio
Total coverage ratio,
Accounts payable and receivables ratio,
Absolute liquidity ratio,
Periodic payments ratio

Total coverage ratio,
Accounts payable and receivables ratio,
Absolute liquidity ratio,
Periodic payments ratio
Productivity index Asset activity ratio
Accounts receivable bonds
Turnover of receivables, days
Turnover of inventory (in the cycle of turnover and days)
Return on equity
Working capital turnover

Figure 1. Factors affecting the investment attractiveness
of the enterprise
External factors influencing
investment attractiveness

Source: formed by the author on the basis of [3]

The more favorable the investment attractiveness, the less risk, and vice
Factors affecting the investment
Factors influencing the investment
versa.
In addition to the risks that ariseattractiveness
when investing,
the risks inherent in
attractiveness of the sector
of the region
a particular activity are of great importance.
Production capacity of the industry

Production capacity of the region

Competitiveness of the industry

Competitiveness of the region

Financial condition of the industry

Financial condition of the region
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Business activity
Stability

Productivity index Asset activity ratio
Accounts receivable bonds
Turnover of receivables, days
Turnover of inventory (in the cycle of turnover and days)
Return on equity
Working capital turnover
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External factors influencing investment attractiveness

Factors affecting the investment
attractiveness of the sector

Factors influencing the investment
attractiveness of the region

Production capacity of the industry

Production capacity of the region

Competitiveness of the industry

Competitiveness of the region

Financial condition of the industry

Financial condition of the region

Investment climate of the sector

Investment climate of the region
Interaction with the state

Figure 2. Factors affecting the investment attractiveness
of the region and the sector
Source: generalized by the author based on [6]

There are separate groups of risks for each industry, in addition to the
generally accepted ones, because the number of risks is quite diverse, and
they are inherent in each industry.
Also, the company may suffer from a number of quality factors, which
leads to loss of profit by the investor.
These factors may be due to factors such as:
– unqualified management of the enterprise;
– inefficient asset structure;
– incorrect assessment of the financial and economic condition of
partners;
– unstable financial position of the enterprise;
– incompetence of the company’s management, etc. [7].
In the table 2 presents statistics on the inflow of foreign direct investment
by industry in Ukraine in 2019. by country in terms of activities. The
analysis showed that in 2019, 32,291.9 million US dollars were invested in
Ukraine’s economy.
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Among the countries that have invested the most in the domestic
economy, the leader is Cyprus, the volume of investment from which in 2019.
amounted to 8,879.5 million US dollars, or 27.5% of total foreign direct
investment, the Netherlands – 7,060.9 million US dollars (%), the United
Kingdom – 1,955.9 million US dollars (%), Germany – 1,668.2 million US
dollars (%) [12].
According to the analysis, the main priority economic activities for foreign
investors are trade, food production, information and telecommunications,
financial and insurance activities, and metallurgy.
Thus, the priority is determined by the amount of investment in each
investment object. Investment attractiveness can be the basis for the
priority of investor decision-making for capital investment. Investment
attractiveness is assessed separately at the state, industry, regional and
business levels, each of which has its own assessment factors.
Table 2

Volumes of foreign direct investment in Ukraine
in terms of economic activities as of 2019

725.9

10.3

454.1

23.2

10.1

0.6

10.6

1007.9

14.3

258.4

13.2

208.7

12.5

Financial and
insurance activities

918.9

10.6

294.2

4.2

256.7

13.1

121.8

7.3

Information and
elecommunications

244.4

2.8

1783.9

25.3

25.9

1.3

2.9

0.2

Others

5649.6

63.6

3036.6

42.9

1.3

48.8

749.8

44.9

1955.9

100

1668.2

100

in%
to the end

6.6

937.6

Total
8879.5 100 7060.9 100
Source: summarized by the author based on [12]

million
dollars USA

in%
to the end

584.8

Trade

in%
to the end

million
dollars USA

Germany

in%
to the end

United
Kingdom

million
dollars USA

Netherlands

Food production

Activities

million
dollars USA

Cyprus

Investment attractiveness as a complex indicator is influenced by many
factors of direct and indirect action.
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The considered theoretical and methodical bases of investment
attractiveness and factors of influence on it allow to estimate scientific
substantiation and significance of the studied questions of investment
attractiveness.
The object may be attractive for investment at the macro level, but not
a priority, because at the macro level there is insufficient economic and
political stability, there are economic risks [8].
Therefore, each specific investment object must be considered and
analyzed at a certain level due to the influence of certain objective and
subjective characteristics, because the priority of the investment object is
based on its attractiveness to the investment entity.
Thus, the degree of investment attractiveness is a determining condition
for active investment activity, and hence the effective socio-economic
development of the economy as a whole
3. Assessment of investment attractiveness of the enterprise
At the present stage of development of investment theory, various
approaches have been developed and applied to determine the investment
attractiveness of the enterprise in accordance with a certain, pre-established,
purpose of investment.
The basis for determining the investment attractiveness of economic
entities is the method of rating assessment is shown in table 2. This means
that two links of indicators are involved, which are used to consider
investment attractiveness when compiling a rating. Evaluation according to
the rating methodology takes place in two stages [2].
The first stage is determined by the analysis of restrictions imposed by
investors in order to select companies and form a list of candidates who meet
the above requirements and compete for funding for their own investment
program.
The second stage involves the rating of the enterprise from the selected
list by way of listing enterprises in order to reduce their investment
attractiveness.
The analysis of restrictions is based on the calculation of compliance or
non-compliance with the requirements of investors: if the company meets
these restrictions, it will be included in the list, if there is non-compliance
with the parameters – the company is excluded from further consideration.
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Rating assessment is based on the choice of a structural indicator, which
is calculated by adding weighted representative coefficients that reflect
various aspects of the stability of the financial condition of the enterprise
and the efficiency of its activities.
Thus, when compiling the rating, two groups of financial indicators that
characterize investment attractiveness are analyzed.
The first of them combines five indicators that reflect the efficiency of
enterprises, ie the possibility of making a profit.
The second group includes five indicators that determine the solvency of
enterprises, ie provide an estimate of the probability of return on investment [4].
The customer of the investment attractiveness assessment can be both
the company itself and a potential investor.
The assessment of the company’s investment attractiveness is based on
the algorithm for calculating financial indicators (coefficients) proposed by
the Agency for Prevention of Bankruptcy of Enterprises and Organizations,
which includes the following stages:
– assessment of the property status of the company and the dynamics of
its change;
– liquidity analysis;
– analysis of business activity;
– financial stability analysis;
– profitability analysis.
Incoming and outgoing investment cash flows are the main factors in
creating the value of enterprises and reflect the effectiveness of investment
management. A well-known indicator for estimating investment cash flows
is the market value of all invested capital of the entity. The formalized type
of calculation of the market value of invested capital (RVIC) is as follows:
RVIK = PE + A + ∆WOK + ∆NA + ∆DZ + B
where PE – net profit;
A – depreciation deductions;
ΔWOC – changes in working capital;
ΔON – changes in non-current assets;
ΔDR – changes in long-term liabilities;
B – interest payments on the loan.
We will make calculations to determine the market value (thousand
UAH) of PJSC “PlasmaTech” for 2018–2020.
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Score assessment of the parameters
of investment attractiveness of the enterprise

Table 3

Indexes

okay

satisfactorily

within
permissible
value

unsatisfactorily

very
unsatisfactory

Rating

Profitability of sales, %
Return on assets, %
Return on equity, %
Share of depreciation of
fixed assets, %
Return on current
assets, %
Current ratio
Rapid liquidity ratio
Absolute liquidity ratio
Ratio of current assets
with own funds, %
Coefficient of
autonomy, %
Source: [4]

> 20
> 15
> 45

5-20
5-15
15-45

0-5
0-5
0-15

-20-0
-10-0
-30-0

<-20
<-10
<-30

<20

20-30

30-45

45-60

> 60

> 30

10-30

0-10

-20-0

<-20

> 1.3
>1
> 0.3

1.15-1.3
0.8-1
0.2-0.3

1-1.15
0.7-0.8
0.15-0.2

0.9-1
0.5-0.7
0.1-0.15

<0.9
<0.5

> 22

12-22

0-12

-11-0

<-11

> 50

20-50

10-20

3-10

<3

2018 13 404 + 544 + 319 + 2996 + 14.5 + 0 = 4984.5
2019 52 447 + 765 + (-7925) + 7790.5 + 698.5 + 0 = 1389
2020 41 383 + 543 + (-5318) + 11776 + 1377.5 + 0 = 9294.5
As we can see from the above calculations, the analyzed indicator
is positive and has a positive trend of growth in the base year
2020 (9294.5 thousand UAH). Since the analyzed indicator during the
study period is positive PJSC “PlasmaTech” can be considered investment
attractive.
To assess the investment attractiveness of PJSC “PlasmaTech”, the rating
assessment method was chosen. When compiling the rating, two groups of
indicators that characterize investment attractiveness are analyzed.
The primary parameters of this technique are as follows:
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– “Good” – 2 points;
– “Satisfactory” – 1 point;
– “Within the allowable value” – 0;
– “Unsatisfactory” – minus 1 point;
– “Very unsatisfactory” – minus 2 points.
Table 4

Score assessment of the parameters
of investment attractiveness of the enterprise

Profitability of sales
Return on assets
Return on equity
Depreciation rate of fixed assets
Profitability of current assets
Current ratio
Rapid liquidity ratio
Absolute liquidity ratio
Ratio of current assets with own funds
Coefficient of autonomy

> 20
5-20
0-5
-20
> 15
5-15
0-5
-10
> 45
15-45
0-15
-30
<20
20-30
30-45
45-60
> 30
10-30
0-10
-20
> 1.3 1.15-1.3 1-1.15
0.9-1
>1
0.8-1
0.7-0.8 0.5-0.7
> 0.3 0.2-0.3 0.15-0.2 0.1-0.15
> 22
12-22
0-12
-11
> 50
20-50
10-20
3-10

very
unsatisfactory

unsatisfactorily

within the
allowable value

satisfactorily

Indexes

Okay

Rating

<-20
<-10
<-30
> 60
<-20
<0.9
<0.5
-0.1
<-11
<3

Estimation of parameters of the indicators included in a rating estimation
is shown in table 5. The table provides a quantitative justification for the
level of investment attractiveness of PJSC “PlasmaTech”.
As we can see from the analysis of PJSC “PlasmaTech” in Table 5 during
the analyzed period can be considered investment attractive (because the score
for the base period is 2 points, which corresponds to the level of “good”).
The assessment of the investment attractiveness of the company on the
basis of the algorithm for calculating financial indicators (ratios) shows that
the overall indicator of investment attractiveness of the company during the
analyzed period corresponded to the average level.
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The calculated indicator of the market value of all invested
capital of the business entity on the basis of the proposed method of
V.V. Bocharov is positive and has a positive trend to increase in the base
year 2019 (9294.5 thousand UAH). Since the analyzed indicator during the
study period is positive PJSC “PlasmaTech” can be considered investment
attractive.
Table 5
Score assessment of the parameters of investment attractiveness
of PJSC “PlasmaTech” for 2018–2020
Indicator
2018
Score
2019
Score
2020
Profitability of sales
1.34
0
5.25
1
3.64
Return on assets
1.69
0
5.61
1
2.33
Return on equity
9
0
29.4
1
18.27
Depreciation rate of
0.23
2
0.24
2
0.23
fixed assets
Return on current assets
2.77
0
11.06
1
7.51
Current ratio
0.81
1
0.71
0
0.65
Rapid liquidity ratio
0.5
-1
0.44
-1
0.47
Absolute liquidity ratio
0.03
-2
0.02
-2
0.03
Ratio of current assets
44.49
2
58.74
2
42.24
with own funds
Coefficient of autonomy
18.77
0
19.07
0
19.23
Sum of points
0
3
Note. Prepared on the basis of financial statements of PJSC “PlasmaTech”

Score
0
0
1
2
0
-1
-2
-2
2
0
-2

But in 2020, the method of rating the analysis of investment
attractiveness of PJSC “PlasmaTech” shows that the company can be
considered unattractive (because the score for the base period is -2 points,
which corresponds to the level of “very unsatisfactory”).
4. Stimulation of investment activity of enterprises
Before assessing the investment attractiveness of an individual enterprise,
first of all, foreign investors assess the level of investment attractiveness of
the national economy.
The main indicators of assessing investment attractiveness at the macro
level are: World Bank Group, Standard & Poors Rating Services, Moodys
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Investors Service. They assess the country’s investment attractiveness
by different groups of indicators that are almost unrelated. Also, the
assessment of the investment attractiveness of the country is carried out
using a cumulative assessment of the investment attractiveness of sectors of
the national economy, namely the profitability of the industry, the prospects
of the industry and investment risks [3].
The next step of investors will be to assess the investment attractiveness
of various enterprises based on existing approaches that exist in international
and domestic practice. Each investor chooses the most appropriate
approach depending on what result from the investment resources he wants
to get. At the same time, when it comes to attracting foreign investors, the
concept of investment attractiveness should be considered as an indicator of
international investment attractiveness. Determination of the international
investment attractiveness of the object of investment is based on the
determination by investors of the feasibility of capital investment, the
choice in the purchase of alternative objects and the purchase of shares of
individual enterprises [9].
Based on a comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of
each approach, the most appropriate to apply to assess the investment
attractiveness of Ukrainian enterprises, in our opinion, are the approaches
based on financial analysis, as they are more accurate and specific
because they are specific and do not require significant costs time. These
approaches focus on the areas of investment and components of investment
attractiveness.
When assessing the investment attractiveness of the enterprise, domestic
scientists identify the following approaches [11]:
– analysis of financial performance of the enterprise;
– a comprehensive approach that takes into account other aspects of the
operation of the entity and evaluates the company from various angles;
– market approach, which assesses the attractiveness of the company’s
securities and analyzes stock market indicators;
– cost approach, the main criterion in assessing the investment
attractiveness of the enterprise which is the growth of its value.
Most scholars consider a simple and convenient approach based on
the analysis of the financial condition of the enterprise. When applying
this approach, a comprehensive assessment of the current situation of
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the enterprise. But such an assessment does not reflect the prospects for
development and improvement of the results of the analyzed enterprise.
Investors are interested in the results they expect from the company in the
future, not the past or present results of its work.
The authors of the integrated approach assess the investment
attractiveness of the enterprise taking into account the prospects for the
development of the investment object and not one-sidedly. The main
factors of investment attractiveness are the financial condition, available
equipment and the level of technology used. Quite interesting and common
is the practice when an investor invests investment resources in a lossmaking enterprise with outdated technology, equipment, fixed assets. And
the reasons for this decision are the prospects of the market, the brand of the
company, image and more.
Assessing investment attractiveness can take into account intangible
assets, as the availability and development of intangible assets can
significantly affect investment attractiveness. But sometimes there is no
relationship between non-financial indicators and the expected results of
their implementation, which leads to incorrect assessment of the investment
attractiveness of the enterprise.
Currently, several approaches are known, which are used to give
monetary estimates of the value of the business enterprise:
– income approach;
– asset based approach;
– comparative approach (market approach).
The cost approach is based on indicators, the choice of which depends
on the type of investor and his motivation, as well as the horizon of the
assessment [11].
It is important to note that Ukrainian legislation provides an approach
to assessing the investment attractiveness of the enterprise by calculating an
integrated indicator of the property status of the enterprise, financial stability,
liquidity of assets, profitability of the invested object and business activity.
This approach is considered in the “Methodology of integrated assessment of
investment attractiveness of enterprises and organizations” [2].
This approach to determining investment attractiveness, provided by
Ukrainian law, does not fully meet the needs of investors in unbiased,
objective and sufficient information to make investment decisions.
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Therefore, in order to increase the investment attractiveness of enterprises in
Ukraine, the following areas should be followed to increase the international
investment attractiveness of enterprises [10]:
1. Minimize costs – set the optimal value of production.
2. Implement an active marketing policy – introduce advertising through
various sources and expand the geography of sales promotion.
3. Follow the strategic partnership – partner countries.
4. Carry out technological restructuring – optimization of the production
process.
5. Accelerate cash flow – reduce the amount of cash payments and
conduct timely collection of revenue.
6. Risk management – conduct regular assessments of probable damage
and make decisions on potential risk management.
7. Unity of staff – to encourage the cooperation of employees of different
departments.
8. Expand the model range – to develop new products in high demand.
9. Improve business process management systems – improve the system
of planning, accounting and control of key performance indicators of the
enterprise.
10. Maximize the realization of export potential – take an active part in
tenders and diversify products within the market.
The above directions of increasing the international investment
attractiveness of the enterprise are not characterized as impossible, they
are real and can be used by Ukrainian enterprises, it only takes time to
implement them. Ukraine needs to form the international investment
attractiveness of the company to:
– to ensure the competitiveness of products and improve their quality;
structurally restructure production; to create the necessary raw material
base for the effective functioning of enterprises; solve social problems;
– to attract the necessary investments to ensure the effective functioning
of enterprises, their stable condition for further expansion and development
of production;
– restore fixed assets; to increase the technical level of labor and
production, etc.
Another way to increase the investment attractiveness of the subject
Entrepreneurship is the use of credit ratings. Based on them systems of
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diagnostics and management of investment attractiveness are created
enterprises, namely:
1) Analysis of factors, events and deviations that affect credit company
rating. The sensitivity of various influences is considered and estimated
factors on the rating of enterprises, the degree of deviations of data is
estimated indicators as a measure of risk for the analyzed factors;
2) Benchmarking of market segments, which is to conduct comparative
analysis of the investment attractiveness of the enterprise from the reference
attractiveness;
3) Forecasting credit ratings and investment attractiveness, as well as
its individual factors, as well as evaluation and comparison of alternative
scenarios for increasing investment attractiveness;
4) Diagnosis of possible changes in solvency on weak signals.
Assessment and scenario forecasting of possible negative weak changes
private credit rating indicators, as well as the use of received ratings in early
risk warning systems;
5) Analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of enterprises for different
investors. Identify the strengths and weaknesses of the company to find new
ones opportunities to increase investment attractiveness;
6) Making management decisions to implement the chosen strategy
increase investment attractiveness.
To increase the investment attractiveness of enterprises, developed
scheme of analysis, which consists of three blocks that are interconnected
consecutive connections: information block, analytical block and block
management.
In each of these blocks the basic procedures and tasks necessary for
development of tools and its introduction in administrative tasks of the
enterprise are realized.
Based on the analysis of all approaches to assessing the investment
attractiveness of the company, developed in domestic and international
practice, we found that most of them are based on financial analysis or
integrated assessment of investment attractiveness of the company, but
there is no single approach that would facilitate investors decision-making
process.
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Conclusions
Today, the investment attractiveness of the company plays one of
the main roles in the development of the company and increase its
competitiveness in the market. In order for an investor to decide which
company to invest in, he needs information about the strengths and
weaknesses of the company, prospects for its further development and the
ability to ensure the highest efficiency of investment.
Investment attractiveness is an integral indicator that characterizes
the feasibility of investing in a particular object from the standpoint of a
particular investor. Existing methods of assessing investment attractiveness
involve the calculation of an integrated indicator based on the coefficients of
property status, liquidity and solvency, financial stability, business activity,
taking into account their relative importance and the level of compliance
with regulatory values and dynamics. In modern conditions, research in this
area does not lose its relevance, as the correct choice of investment object is
one of the prerequisites for obtaining the desired effect in the future.
Investment attractiveness of the enterprise is a set of quantitative and
qualitative indicators, which provide an in-depth analysis of the enterprise
to form a positive impression of the investor and stimulate the desire to
invest, as well as to identify problem areas and develop measures to address
shortcomings. As for the process of managing the investment attractiveness
of the enterprise, it is a procedure for generating solutions to increase the
level of investment attractiveness. The main purpose of management is to
find the most effective methods of implementing an investment strategy
for integration into the economic activity of the enterprise. The master’s
dissertation also considers the tasks, functions, principles and stages of
managing the investment attractiveness of the enterprise.
Investment attractiveness management should be carried out with
the help of modern tools and meet the demands of investors. Such tools
defined branding and formation non-financial reporting enterprise
(report with sustainable development). Successful branding helps to
raise recognizability companies to create positive image as well to raise
trust all groups stakeholders to the enterprise. Preparation reporting with
sustainable development requires long training that includes gathering data,
conducting research, construction cards stakeholders, metrics development,
analysis business processes and many another. However, it is thanks to
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this leadership companies maybe review your goals and adjust direction
development enterprises if necessary. Except this non-financial reporting
gives I can to highlight all see influences that carries out enterprise:
economic, environmental and social.
Depending on the purpose of assessing the investment attractiveness of
the enterprise, you can use techniques based on the analysis of financial
indicators, based on expert assessments or by ranking and ranking. The set
of indicators for analysis is selected by enterprises independently depending
on their specialization.
The main requirement for any method of determining the level of
investment attractiveness is the ability to interpret the information obtained
and make effective and appropriate management decisions based on certain
indicators, both by the investor to invest and by the recipient company to
increase its investment rating.
Thus, taking into account the management of investment attractiveness
of internal and external factors will allow the company to effectively
manage them to increase its investment attractiveness, and the investor – to
assess investment attractiveness in order to carry out investment activities.
The proposed system of criteria for assessing the investment
attractiveness of the enterprise, based on the assessment of the impact of key
factors, allows to form a basis for decision-making on investment. When
assessing the investment attractiveness of the enterprise, it is advisable
to use an approach based on fuzzy logic, which allows you to assess not
only quantitative but also qualitative indicators. It is possible to form a set
of indicators in accordance with the needs of the investor. Approbation
of the proposed approach to assessing the investment attractiveness of
the enterprise was carried out on the example of PJSC “PlasmaTech”,
determined the level of its investment attractiveness. This approach makes
it possible to significantly increase the level of objectivity and completeness
of the results of assessing the investment attractiveness of the enterprise.
According to our observations from the analysis, Harrington’s function
for PlasmaTech PJSC in 2018 corresponds to a “good” level of investment
attractiveness, in 2019 – a “good” level of investment attractiveness, in
2020 – “unsatisfactory” investment attractiveness.
It should be noted that the conclusions fully confirm the results of the
assessment of the investment attractiveness of the company by traditional
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valuation methods, which are given in the previous sections. Therefore, the
proposed method of assessing the level of investment attractiveness of the
company on the basis of the desirability function is reliable.
The proposed system of criteria for assessing the investment
attractiveness of the enterprise, based on the assessment of the impact of key
factors, allows to form a basis for decision-making on investment. When
assessing the investment attractiveness of the enterprise, it is advisable to
use an approach based on fuzzy logic, which allows you to assess not only
quantitative but also qualitative indicators. It is possible to form a set of
indicators in accordance with the needs of the investor.
In-depth digitalization of the researched enterprise, in particular marketoriented, is offered, namely optimization and updating of the software and
updating of the official site of the enterprise. It is concluded that the best
option for PJSC “PlasmaTech” is to create a large online store that will
correspond to the amount of UAH 85,700. Based on the analysis of the
software market, the optimal solution for the researched company is the
choice of software from SOFTCOM with the product BAS ERP, which
corresponds to the amount of UAH 180,000.
Also, based on the novelty formed on the basis of the study of foreign
experience in stimulating investment attractiveness, a range of options was
formed and improved, in particular:
– to ensure the competitiveness of products and improve their quality;
structurally restructure production; to create the necessary raw material
base for the effective functioning of enterprises; solve social problems;
– to attract the necessary investments to ensure the effective functioning
of enterprises, their stable condition for further expansion and development
of production;
– restore fixed assets; to increase the technical level of labor and
production, etc.
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Abstract. The subject of research is theoretical and applied aspects
of energy management of rural areas and agricultural enterprises. The
following research methods were used in the work: functional-structural
analysis (for the formation of goals and objectives of the study); system
analysis (to structure the conditions and key factors, the choice of
methods and tools of managerial influence on energy supply); statistical
(for systematization, processing and quantitative analysis of information
on energy supply); graphic and tabular (to illustrate patterns and trends);
monographic (for deep study of economic phenomena and processes related
to energy supply of the economy in general and the agricultural sector in
particular); empirical method and qualitative analysis (for the study and
evaluation of practical aspects of energy management). The aim of the
study is to investigate the formation of a concept of energy efficient and
environmentally safe components of sustainable development of agricultural
enterprises and rural areas as a hole. The results of the study showed that
today the energy efficiency of rural areas and energy supply of agricultural
enterprises is an important task, the solution of which should be a priority
to ensure energy security at the state level. This requires structural reforms
in all areas of energy policy: energy efficiency, the formation of competitive
energy markets, diversification of energy supply, increasing the share of
alternative energy sources and biofuels in the overall energy supply at the
level of enterprises and the state.
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1. Introduction
Existing trends in rising world prices for fossil energy resources and
further intensification of competition in the world market under the influence
of globalization processes have made it urgent to solve the problem of energy
resources supply and their efficient use. Therefore, the agricultural sector
of Ukraine’s economy needs an effective policy aimed at the widespread
introduction of energy-saving technologies and organizational and technical
measures that increase the efficiency of fuel and energy resources use.
The topical issue of providing the agricultural sector of the economy
with energy resources, including renewable ones, is also gaining strategic
importance. It is impossible to guarantee sustainable economic development
of the country, raising of living standards, solving social problems,
establishing and strengthening the economic and political authority of the
country in the world community without this.
The issue of alternative energy is increasingly raised when it comes to
reducing the cost of ensuring the viability of agricultural enterprises.
The share of bioenergy in Ukraine’s energy balance has almost tripled in
the last three years alone. Despite the significant number of publications, the
issues of energy efficiency in rural areas and energy management of agrarian
enterprises using biogas technologies in Ukraine remain insufficiently
studied, which led to the urgency of the work.
The aim of the study is to form a concept of energy efficient and
environmentally safe components of sustainable development of rural areas
and agricultural enterprises.
This aim involves the following tasks:
– substantiation of theoretical principles of energy efficiency and energy
supply at macro and macro levels;
– formation of methodical approaches to assessing the effectiveness of
energy supply management of enterprises;
– study of the current state of energy supply of Ukraine and the
agricultural sector of the economy and strategic ways to improve them.
2. Theoretical principles of energy efficiency
and energy supply at micro and macro levels
Today, the definition of energy efficiency is interpreted differently around
the world. According to the Law of Ukraine “On Energy Conservation” there
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is a definition “energy-efficient products, technology, equipment – products
or methods, means of its production that ensure the rational use of fuel and
energy resources compared to other options for the use or production of
products of the same consumer level or with similar technical and economic
indicators” [1]. Moreover, the rational use of fuel and energy resources is
defined as one that achieves maximum efficiency.
Actually, fuel and energy resources are treated as a set of all natural and
transformed fuels and energy used in the national economy at the current
level of development of equipment and technology with a simultaneous
reduction of man-made impact on the environment. That is, the energy
efficiency of the economy, according to the Law of Ukraine “On Energy
Conservation” is “rational use of energy resources compared to other
options for use or production of products of the same consumer level or
environmental technical and economic indicators”.
O.I. Tsapko-Piddubna noted in her work [2] that the mechanisms of
energy efficiency policy implementation are a certain type of policy actions
or market interventions that reduce energy consumption and encourage
the production of energy efficient goods and services. Summarizing the
experience of domestic and foreign enterprises, it should be noted that
innovation in the country should be carried out through mechanisms for
regulating energy efficiency and energy saving policy, including regulatory
and information tools, voluntary agreements on energy efficiency and
international cooperation and international commitments. Investment and
innovation activities in the energy sector are related to the implementation
of the basic principles of state policy on energy conservation through a
system of appropriate energy efficiency mechanisms.
Energy efficiency is a criterion for the quality of the economic model
of the state, coordinated interaction between economic entities, which
should help to improve energy efficiency of production, as it directly affects
its profitability and, consequently, their profits. The state is interested in
improving the efficiency of energy use by the national economy, as it allows
it to increase the tax base and reduce government spending on energy budget
institutions, to increase its influence in world markets and increase energy
security. Increasing energy efficiency for the population, allows to increase
the level of income and reduce the cost of purchasing energy services.
For society in general, this is a way to approach the level of sustainable
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development, which increases the competitiveness of the region and the
country as a whole.
State policy on energy efficiency should be aimed at: meeting the needs
of society in conditions of both normal and special condition; technically
reliable and safe operation of society’s energy supply systems; economic
efficiency of functioning of energy supply systems and the energy sector
of Ukraine in general; energy efficiency of energy use by society and the
national economy; environmentally friendly solution to the impact of
energy on the environment and climate; the ability of the state to formulate
and implement a policy to protect national interests regardless of existing
and potential threats of internal and external nature in the energy sector.
The results of the US Department of Energy’s Energy Efficiency Working
Group proved that “the energy efficiency cannot be expressed by a single
indicator, so there are many approaches to its definition or interpretation as
a concept:
– energy efficiency is the necessary level of energy resource consumption
to achieve a certain level of well-being (for example, economic, social,
human life standards, the state of the natural environment and etc.);
– energy efficiency – an indicator of reverse energy intensity;
– energy efficiency is an indicator that refers to energy intensity, it is a
complex system of indicators, the interpretation of which depends on the
system for which it is calculated, it is important to monitor the dynamics
of these indicators, as well as ensure their dynamic improvement through
cost-effective mechanisms (technological renewal and the use of resourcesaving technologies, and also, what is even more important, replace the basic
technologies of fuel and energy resources with fundamentally new)” [3].
European Commission (“Communication on the Energy Efficiency
Action Plan”) identifies energy efficiency as a reduction of energy
consumption without reducing the use of energy by production and
equipment, i.e. it means the rational use of energy resources and alternative
energy sources and reducing the overall demand for energy resources in
certain areas.
Ukrainian scientists Mitrakhovych M.M., Gerasymchuk I.S., Sukhodolya O.M. [4] distinguish in detail the concepts of energy efficiency and
energy saving. The concept of “energy efficiency” (national economy)
means the quality of the economy, which ensures the rationality and
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efficiency of energy use in accordance with the existing level of economic
and cultural development, development of machinery and technology, the
dominant worldview and the state development priorities. At the same time,
the energy efficiency of GDP is the inverse of the energy intensity of GDP
and the lower the energy intensity, the greater the energy efficiency of the
country’s economy.
Energy intensity of GDP is a generalizing macroeconomic indicator that
characterizes the level of consumption of fuel and energy resources per
unit of gross domestic product. This indicator is one of the fundamental
characteristics of energy efficiency of the economy of the region and the
country as a whole.
In our opinion, the conclusion of scientists [5] on the essence of these
categories from the standpoint of qualitative and quantitative components
is important. Thus, given the difference between the concepts of “energy
efficiency” and “energy saving” it should be noted that the concept of
“energy efficiency” reflects the qualitative characteristics of the national
economy, and the concept of “energy saving” – the effectiveness of
reducing quantitative parameters of interaction (energy consumption). The
energy saving policy is aimed primarily at fulfilling the quantitative task of
energy saving. Energy efficiency policy aims to achieve a quality state of
the economy, which is reflected in energy efficiency, and in the initial stages
requires the realization of energy saving potential.
Thus, in terms of assessing energy efficiency, economies use the energy
intensity of GDP as the most adequate criterion. The energy intensity of
GDP, although it reflects the relative efficiency of energy use by the country,
but is not considered an absolutely accurate criterion.
The indicator of energy intensity of GDP reflects only the trends of
the national economy in terms of energy use, and its dynamics tracks
the selected type (energy-saving, extensive) and trends in economic
development. The reason for this statement is the fact that the energy
intensity of GDP is determined not only by the efficiency of energy use
in production or provision of services, but also the structure of industrial
production, transport system development and geographical location,
climate and other factors. The importance of considering this issue is
due to the fact that energy efficiency policy, aimed at shaping the quality
of the national economy, goes far beyond energy saving (energy saving
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policy) and includes tasks not only to realize energy saving potential at all
levels, but also tasks on economic, environmental, energy policy, which
allows to evolve in the context of the concept of sustainable innovation
development.
Thus, based on the role of energy, fuel and energy complex as a whole in
society, their direct and indirect links with the economy, the latter should be
considered not only as purely industrial or technical systems, but also as part
of more complex economic and socio-political systems. Therefore, they are
the most important components of the integral properties of higher-ranking
systems. The volume and efficiency of energy production and consumption
largely determines the level of development of the country and the welfare
of its population.
Human energy consumption has increased approximately 2-3 times every
30 years and continues to increase, albeit at a slower pace in the twentieth
century. This gives energy a special character as a branch of the national
economy, without the development of which it is impossible to solve the
problem of economic development and raising living standards [3].
The key role of the fuel and energy complex in the development of all
sectors of the economy and ensuring the life of society is directly related to
the energy security of the country.
Energy security is guaranteed, reliable energy and fuel supply, necessary
for sustainable operation on economically sound grounds of material
production and social sphere in normal conditions, as well as their survival
in emergencies [6].
The problems of fuel and energy resources are of particular importance
for countries that do not have sufficient own energy resources. The stability
of markets is also important for energy exporting countries. Therefore,
it is extremely important for the sustainable development of the state to
economically weigh the country’s potential from the standpoint of the
presence (absence) of the country. In this case, it is important to adhere to
the following principles (Table 1).
Energy efficiency at the enterprise level is a characteristic of equipment,
technology, production or the system as a whole, which indicates the degree
of energy use per unit of final product. Energy efficiency is assessed both
quantitatively (the amount of energy used per unit of final product) and
qualitative (low, high) [7].
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overhaul

current repair

facilities

machines, equipment,

protecting tools рослин

electric energy

materials and raw
materials

fertilizers

Improving energy efficiency is achieved through the implementation of
Direct (fuel and energy
Indirect
Investment
a system ofresources)
legislative, legal, organizational,
technical, economic,
scientific
and informational measures aimed at efficient use of energy resources and
fuels
improvingmotor
the environment,
which are a mechanism for energy conservation.
Energy supply of the enterprise means the availability and availability
greases
of all types of energy, which are necessary for the efficient operation of the
enterprise. Types of energy in a broad sense, used by agricultural enterprises,
boiler fuel
are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Types of energy used by agricultural enterprises
Source: formed by authors

This classification does not consider natural and climatic energy
resources, solar energy, soil energy, etc. Determining the structure of fuel
and energy resources makes it possible to identify the main ways to reduce
energy consumption. At the same time, the process of efficient energy
supply and rational energy consumption should be considered within the
functioning of the energy management system of the enterprise.
Energy management is a process aimed at determining and implementing
the optimal cost of energy resources and rational ways to achieve them.
The purpose of rationalization of energy consumption must meet the
following requirements: certainty, clarity, accessibility, compliance with the
requirements of objective laws of economic development, compliance with
the goals of the highest order [8].
On the other hand, energy saving management is a management system
that ensures the operation of the business entity, which consumes only the
necessary amount of fuel and energy for production [9].
A.V. Prakhovnyk, V.P. Rozen and O.V. Rozumovsky define energy
management as managerial and technical activities of personnel of the facility,
aimed at the rational use of energy, taking into account social, technical, economic and environmental aspects [10]. The main goal of energy management
is to provide effective ways to implement energy saving strategy of the entity.
Energy management system is part of the overall management system
of the enterprise, which includes organizational structure, management
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functions, obligations and responsibilities, procedures, processes, resources
for the formation, implementation, achievement of energy conservation
policy goals [11].
In our opinion, energy management as a component of enterprise
management can be interpreted as:
– management actions aimed at ensuring the effective functioning of the
energy system of the enterprise and achieving its goals;
– management of the processes of distribution and use of energy
resources carried out at the enterprises, providing production of the planned
volumes of production (services);
– a way to make management decisions and control their implementation,
ensuring the efficient use of energy resources.
The tasks to be solved in the energy management system include:
determination of specific goals of energy use of the enterprise; identification
of priority of energy use goals, their sequence; formation of the energy
strategy of the enterprise; determination of the necessary resources and
sources of their provision for the implementation of the energy strategy;
establishing control over the implementation of tasks.
In order to formulate management tasks, it is necessary to define
the following components: the object of management, the purpose
and criteria of management, management influences, constraints
on the management process, uncontrolled influences on the object:
management tools.
The object of management is the enterprise as a whole, its individual
divisions, fuel and energy units (FiEU), as well as the personnel of the
enterprise, whose activities are related to the efficiency of energy use,
operation, repair and maintenance of equipment. The considered object
belongs to the number of complex systems, therefore for its description it is
necessary to use not one, but several representations depending on character
of the solved problems.
Among the most common representations of this object are:
1. Block diagram of the enterprise, which shows the units of input and
output of energy resources (transformer substations, gas distribution points,
steam and hot water pipelines), divisions of the enterprise, the largest fuel
and energy units, as well as devices for metering and supply of energy
resources.
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2. Schemes of material flows of the enterprise (flows of energy, raw
materials and finished products), which should be presented as oriented
graphs, arcs of which are material flows, and devices for their use are the
nodes, processing and transportation and storage.
3. Schemes of factory-wide energy and water supply systems, in
particular heating, steam supply, gas supply, water supply, electricity
supply, air supply, etc.
4. List of the largest FiEU units.
The process of managing energy consumption in an agricultural
enterprise is subject to certain restrictions. In the general case, it is necessary
to take into account the restrictions of the following nature: planning and
production; financial; environmental; technical; regulatory.
The main limitation of the planning and production nature is
the actual level of load of the enterprise, which is determined by the
availability of product orders and sales. Financial constraints, as a
rule, do not allow to fully realize the potential of energy saving at the
enterprise, so specific calculations must be performed based on a certain
limited amount of funding for energy saving measures. Environmental
requirements are imposing stricter restrictions on the volume and
chemical and physical composition of products of fuel combustion, water
pollution and solid waste, which are inevitable companions of almost
any production. As a rule, environmental limitations are an additional
incentive for the effective use of energy resources. Technical limitations
may be related to compliance with safety and reliability requirements.
Management tools include administrative-organizational, technical
and program-methodical. Administrative and organizational tools
include organizational schemes, orders, job descriptions, provisions on
financial incentives for employees and departments, as well as training
measures. The technical ones include the following: measurement of
computer technology, information transfer, automation of energy and
technological processes.
So we can conclude about the importance of energy resources as a
driving force of economic development in general and the agricultural
sector in particular. Provision of them and their rational use is the key to
successful and efficient operation of agricultural enterprises.
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3. Methodical approaches to assessing the effectiveness
of energy supply management of enterprises
Solving the energy problem, overcoming the energy dependence of
Ukraine’s economy is closely linked to the successful modernization
of the energy supply system, which is considered an integral part of the
restructuring of the national economy [12]. One of the prerequisites for
the successful implementation of any strategy, including the strategy of
energy supply of the enterprise, is a convincing justification for the need
for changes in the implementation of this strategy. Management of the
strategy implementation process is considered successful if the company
achieves strategic goals, planned values of strategic indicators and generally
implements a long-term strategic plan.
The development of the strategy of energy supply management of an
agro-industrial enterprise should be preceded by an assessment of the
quality of management of the enterprise in general and its energy subsystem
in particular [9].
In modern economic conditions, rapid changes in the environment,
exacerbation of external factors, including macro-level factors, on the level of
energy security of enterprises require the construction and operation of quality
energy management systems, as it affects the efficiency of these enterprises,
their competitiveness and viability. A great role is given to the practical
solution of a set of issues of organization, methodology and implementation
of new approaches to assessing the quality of energy management system of
the enterprise in fulfilling this task, especially in the strategic context.
In determining the purpose and program of analysis of the energy
management system the next is taken into account: the essence of the problem
to solve which is the analysis (increasing the level of energy security and
energy efficiency of the enterprise); features of the object under analysis
(energy systems of the agro-industrial complex); availability of a base of
comparison (use of foreign experience of energy supply of enterprises or
experience of advanced enterprises in the industry); the reality of providing
the necessary information; methodological support of analysis; performers
of analytical work (personnel and technical support); deadlines, etc.
The results of the analysis are the basis for assessing the materiality of
the managerial impact on the performance of the managed object, i.e. the
energy supply system of the enterprise, as well as the basis for tactical and
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strategic measures to improve management to ensure strategic direction and
increase the effectiveness of energy supply management [13].
It should be noted that the efficiency of energy supply management of an
agro-industrial enterprise is influenced by both internal and external factors.
Of course, the quality of management will be largely determined by the
effectiveness of the energy security system formed in the enterprise.
When assessing the effectiveness of energy management of the enterprise,
it is impossible to ignore the innovation and investment components of
the development of the energy system of the enterprise. I.G. Gurnyak
and Z.V. Yurynets even introduce such a concept as “innovative potential
of energy saving”, which is interpreted as the ability of management to
“develop innovative activities for the implementation of projects for
technological modernization of enterprises to reduce energy consumption,
due to requirements for reliability and energy security” [14]. The use of
alternative energy sources is relevant in modern conditions, as noted above,
especially for agro-industrial enterprises, which is impossible without the
intensification of innovation and investment activities. Thus, the criterion of
innovation and investment activity of the enterprise should be used to assess
the effectiveness of energy supply management system of the enterprise.
In our opinion, the assessment of the effectiveness of energy supply
management is advisable to do on the basis of analyze of the dynamics of
the three-component quality indicator of energy supply management, which
takes into account such components as internal energy security, the level of
threats to the external environment to the energy security of the enterprise,
which is expressed by the degree of risk of adverse scenarios of events in
the energy market and the level of innovation and investment activity of the
enterprise in the field of energy saving.
The three-component indicator of quality assessment of energy supply
management of an agro-industrial enterprise is proposed to be determined
by functional dependence according to the formula:
КЕS P = f (B, Z, І)
(1)
де B – the internal assessment of the level of energy security of the
enterprise;
Z – the level of threats to the external energy security of the enterprise;
І – the level of innovation and investment activity of the enterprise in the
field of energy saving.
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The given three-component complex indicator of an estimation of
quality of management of power supply of the enterprise is defined on
functional dependence:
B, Z, І = 1
(2)
if the actual value of indicators B, Z, I is greater than or equal to their
limit value (sufficient or desired), the value of the indicator is considered
sufficient, i.e. the quality of management is satisfactory;
B, Z, І = 0
(3)
if the actual value of indicators B, Z, I is less than their limit value
(sufficient or desired), the value of the indicator is considered insufficient,
i.e. the quality of management is unsatisfactory [13].
As sufficient or desirable values of indicators in assessing the level
of efficiency of energy supply management of the enterprise values can
be used that are identified through the study of progressive foreign
experience, industry averages, indicators of leading companies in
the field of energy saving, indicators defined as strategic guidelines
for enterprise.
The energy security system of the enterprise, as mentioned above, is
characterized by the complexity and diversity of phenomena and requires
the study of a large number of indicators. In such conditions, the level of
energy security of the enterprise can be assessed using a set of indicators
based on such characteristics as stability, maneuverability, flexibility,
reliability, efficiency, controllability.
To determine the basic indicators of the internal component of energy
security of the enterprise, we use the list proposed by V.O. Samborsky
[15], from which we exclude those indicators, that characterize the level
of threats to the external environment to energy security of the enterprise
(Table 2).
In the system of energy security assessment, indicators are divided into
stimulants, i.e. have a direct impact on strengthening the energy security of
the enterprise (for example, self-generation indicator), and disincentives,
which have the opposite effect on security (for example, energy component
indicator in costs). This means that the higher the level of the disincentive
indicator or the higher the rate of its growth, the lower the level of security
of the enterprise.
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Indicators of the internal component
of energy security of the enterprise

Table 2

Indicator
Characteristic
1. Indicators that characterize the state of energy supply and use
The ratio of the amount of lost energy in
1.1. Indicator of the level of energy losses
the enterprise network to that received
in the networks of the enterprise
from the energy supply organization
The ratio of the actual amount of energy
1.2. Indicator of the amount of energy
received per month to the planned
supply to the enterprise
(declared)
1.3. Indicator of specific energy
Indicator of specific energy consumption
consumption of products
of products
The ratio of the amount of payment by
1.4. Indicator of the level of payment for the enterprise for energy consumed to
energy consumption
the amount issued by the energy supply
organization
2. Indicators that characterize the structure of energy resources of the enterprise
2.1.Depreciation indicator of fixed
The ratio of the amount of accrued
assets of the enterprise that produces and depreciation to the original cost of fixed
consumes energy
assets
The ratio of the price index for enterprise
2.2. Price balance indicator
products to the energy price index for the
period
2.3.Indicator of the energy component in The share of energy costs in the total
costs
costs of the enterprise
3. Indicators characterizing the use of energy-saving technologies
Share of own generation and secondary
3.1. Self-generation indicator
sources in total energy consumption
3.2. Indicator of efficiency of energy
The ratio of enterprise profits to the cost
saving activity
of energy saving measures
The ratio of the cost of wear of energy
3.3. Wear indicator of power equipment
equipment of the enterprise to its original
of the enterprise
cost
3.4. Indicator of the share of costs for
Indicator of the share of costs for energy
energy saving measures
saving measures
3.5.Indicator of specific CO2 emissions
The ratio of CO2 emissions to total output
per unit of output
Source: [12]
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The next step in diagnosing the level of energy security of the enterprise
is to control the compliance of indicators with limit values. Therefore, it is
necessary to carry out the procedure of rationing of these indicators using
their limit values (normative or desirable).
The rationing of stimulus indicators according to their threshold level
is as follows:
xy
yij =
,
(4)
xe ( n )
where yij – the normalized i-th indicator in the j-th population;
хе(n) – the limit value of the indicator.
The rationing of disincentives according to their threshold level is as
follows:
xe ( n )
yij =
.
(5)
x
y

The rationing of indicators that characterize the level of energy security
of the enterprise by the limit values makes it possible to assess the level of
effectiveness of management of safety parameters.
The regulatory level will be characterized by zero deviations, i.e. at this
level of management efficiency, all indicators that characterize the level
of energy security of the enterprise will meet their limits or be better than
them. In the absence of generally accepted or industry normative values,
the best indicators in the industry or at the given enterprise for a number of
years are accepted as the last [16].
The integrated indicator of energy security is determined as follows:
n

I ЕБ   Ki  kbi
i 1

(6)

where Кі – the average level of the indicator for the i-th group of energy
security indicators;
kbі – the weighting factor of the i-th group of energy security indicators,
determined by experts.
The level of threats to the external energy security of the enterprise can
be determined by expert methods or using indicators, such as:
– indicator of the state of the energy balance of the region (the ratio
of energy produced or extracted energy resources in the region to that
consumed);
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– indicator of reliability of energy supply (characterizes the share of
restrictions on energy supply in the volume of consumption);
– indicator of the quality of energy supply to the enterprise (relative
difference between actual voltage and rated voltage, between actual heat
dissipation and rated heat dissipation, etc.);
– indicator of growth of energy tariffs (the ratio of the average energy
tariff for the previous period to the current value of the tariff), etc. [16].
The level of innovation and investment activity of the enterprise in the
field of energy saving can be assessed by the following indicators:
– indicator of investment activity (the ratio of the amount of investment
in energy saving to the amount of net profit of the enterprise);
– indicator of innovation activity (share of expenditures on innovations
in the field of energy saving in the total amount of expenditures on energy
saving measures);
– indicator of efficiency of investment activity (ratio of savings on
energy costs to costs of energy saving measures);
– indicator of efficiency of innovative activity (ratio of saving of
expenses on energy resources to expenses on innovations in the field of
energy saving), etc.
Analytically processed material obtained during the assessment
of the level of efficiency of the energy supply system management of
the enterprise, it is advisable to use to identify advanced methods and
“bottlenecks” in the management process; development of plans for the
development of the management system taking into account the priority
areas and the real capabilities of the enterprise; finding out the reasons
for inconsistencies and identifying reserves to improve the efficiency of
management of the energy supply system of the enterprise; diagnostics of
prospects of development of energy supply system of the enterprise and
its separate elements.
The application of the proposed methodological approach to assessing
the level of efficiency of energy supply management of the enterprise
will form an analytical basis for developing an energy supply strategy
aimed at improving both energy efficiency and overall efficiency of the
enterprise.
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4. The current state of energy supply of Ukraine and the agricultural
sector of the economy and strategic ways to improve them
The efficiency of fuel and energy resources use in the economy of any
country and international comparisons are based on the energy intensity of
gross domestic product (GDP). This indicator is determined in kilograms of
oil equivalent per $1,000 of GDP. According to the State Statistics Service
of Ukraine and the Ministry of Energy, Ukraine has a tendency to reduce the
energy intensity of GDP, but , this indicator is quite high being compared to
other countries. According to 2020 data, the energy intensity of Ukraine’s
GDP exceeds the energy intensity of Germany’s GDP 4 times, Poland’s –
3.2 times, the United States’ – 2.8 times, China’s and Russia’s – 1.8 times,
Italy’s and Spain’s – 4.8 times, Switzerland’s – 6.5 times [17].
High energy intensity of GDP inhibits the growth of the country’s
economy, makes domestic goods and services more expensive and, of
course, less competitive. The National Energy Efficiency Action Plan,
approved in November 2015, envisages a 9% reduction in Ukraine’s energy
intensity by 2020. At the same time, Eastern European countries plan to
reduce the energy intensity of GDP by 20% over the same period, the United
States – by 25%, China – by 33%, Russia – by 40% [18].
About 24% of oil was extracted since Ukraine’s initial geological
reserves. Due to the fact that a significant part of the explored reserves
are heavy to extract, almost 800 million tons of oil reserves remain in the
subsoil and can not be extracted by traditional technologies. Great hopes
are placed on the waters of the Black and Azov Seas, where unexplored oil
reserves with condensate are estimated at 220 million tons. The depth of oil
refining at domestic plants is 52-54%. This indicator exceeds 80% in the EU
for comparison. Thus, Ukrainian oil refineries are not competitive enough
in modern conditions. Their technological base is not able to provide the
country with high quality petroleum products in the required volumes. To
change the situation for the better, it is necessary to harmonize production
with market needs. This requires significant investment [19].
The peak of oil and natural gas production in Ukraine was in 1970–1975.
Subsequently, there was a sharp decline in production to 4 million tons of
oil and 18-20 billion m3 of natural gas per year. Since 1995, there has been
a stabilization and some increase in production rates.
Providing Ukraine’s economy with energy resources is shown in Table 3.
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Providing Ukraine’s economy with energy resources
Type of fuel

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Providing Ukraine’s economy with its own energy resources ,%
Coal & peat
68.3
51.3
51.3
52.2
53.6
Grude oil
6.9
6,6
7.0
7.4
7.4
Oil products
0
0
0
0
0
Natural gas
45.3
46.2
49.2
48.7
47.4
Production , thousand tonnes of oil equivalent
Coal & peat
22869
13696
14556
14446
12753
Grude oil
2304
2208
2341
2478
2476
Oil products
0
0
0
0
0
Natural gas
15175
15472
16487
16318
15856
Total production
40348
31376
33384
33242
31085
Import, thousand tonnes of oil equivalent
Coal & peat
10617
12993
13806
13239
11036
Grude oil
527
1331
1333
1341
1815
Oil products
9155
9520
10155
10383
10204
Natural gas
8809
11262
8459
9506
7386
Total import
29108
35106
33753
34469
30441
Source: formed by the author according to [20]

Table 3
2020 to
2016, +/-14.7
0,5
0,0
2,0
-10116
172
0
681
-9263
419
1288
1049
-1423
1333

The main factors that determine the high energy intensity of production
and life in Ukraine include: inefficient and wasteful consumption of
energy resources, in particular, due to non-compliance with current
requirements for technology and equipment; obsolescence of fixed assets
and communications and unsatisfactory pace of their renewal; significant
losses of energy resources, especially natural gas, heat and electricity during
their transportation, storage and distribution; low level of introduction
of energy efficient technologies and equipment (introduction of new
technological processes, in particular, low-waste, resource-saving and nonwaste, is carried out by no more than 3% of the total number of industrial
enterprises); significant technological lag of Ukrainian industry from the
level of developed countries; high level of depreciation of fixed assets in
the economy (74.9%) and a corresponding increase in the specific costs of
energy resources for the production of a number of important products in the
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most energy-intensive industries; insufficient use of industrial processing of
waste, in particular solid household waste.
According to the Energy Trilemma Index [21], calculated by the
World Energy Council (WEC), Ukraine in 2020 ranked 50th among
108 countries. The WEC index is based on a comparative analysis of
the energy situation in the country and is based on three factors: Energy
Security, Energy Equity and Environmental Sustainability. Depending on
the success in each direction, the country is assigned a rating from A to
D. Ukraine’s rating is ACB. According to the compilers of this rating, the
worst thing in Ukraine is with the environment, as well as with the overall
efficiency of the industry. Switzerland became the leader of the WEC
ranking. In addition, Sweden, Denmark, France, Austria, Great Britain,
Canada, Norway, New Zealand and Spain were in the top ten in terms of
energy resistance index. Only eight countries received the highest AAA
energy resilience rating – Switzerland, Denmark, Austria, the United
Kingdom, France, Germany, New Zealand and Italy.
Exceeding the energy intensity of the Ukrainian economy by three
or four times the corresponding indicators of economically developed
countries makes Ukraine extremely sensitive to the conditions of natural
gas imports and makes it impossible to guarantee normal living conditions
for citizens and public institutions.
The main factors that hinder the current decline in energy intensity
of GDP are: high degree of physical depreciation of fixed assets and
technological backwardness in the most energy-intensive industries and
housing and communal services; inefficiency of natural monopolies; high
level of energy losses during their transmission and consumption; limited
incentives to reduce energy consumption in the absence of meters; low
level of introduction of energy efficient technologies and equipment both in
industry and among the population.
There is no doubt that without the modernization of the economy on
an energy efficient basis in Ukraine there are no prospects. Reducing the
energy intensity of the economy should become one of the priority goals of
the state policy of our country.
Becoming a full member of the European Energy Community in 2011,
Ukraine has committed itself to implementing relevant EU decisions in
the energy sector: developing and bringing into line European regulatory
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framework, creating an integrated energy market and legislation
to strengthen energy security, attracting investment, improving the
environment, etc.
Ukraine has adopted a number of Laws: “On the Electricity Market”,
“On Heat Supply”, “On Combined Heat and Electricity Production
(Cogeneration) and Use of Waste Energy Potential”, “On Energy
Conservation”, “On Housing and Communal Services”, “On alternative
energy sources”, ”Energy Strategy of Ukraine until 2035”, which regulate
the operation of electricity and heat supply systems.
In pursuance of Directive 2010/75/EU on industrial emissions in 2017, the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine approved a National Plan to reduce emissions
from large combustion plants [22]. Also, the energy equipment of countries
that are or aspire to become members of the European Union must meet the
requirements of the European Directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency,
which recommends the introduction of high-efficiency cogeneration to
dispose of waste heat generated in electricity generation [23].
Relevant regulatory measures are being taken by EU countries to
implement these directives. Examples of such regulatory measures taken in
European countries at the level of central government are:
– adoption of the Federal Law (Germany) on cogeneration, which
guarantees thermal power plant owners a surcharge on the price of
cogeneration from 0.56 cents per kWh to 5.11 cents per kWh, depending on
the year facilities, degree of modernization and size of the installation, as
well as the technology used);
– exemption of the power plant from paying the environmental tax on
fuel used for combined electricity generation;
– exemption from the environmental tax of own electricity consumption
of thermal power plant.
In order to resolve the crisis in the energy system of Ukraine,
the Ministry of Energy approved a new Forecast Energy Balance on
April 28, 2020. Energy balance involves a proportional reduction in
electricity production by all types of generation: nuclear, hydro, thermal.
The forecast growth of generation from renewable energy sources has
also been adjusted. The share of thermal power plant production, which
performs the function of providing heat supply during the heating season,
has remained almost unchanged.
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The new balance is aimed at:
– Ensuring a safe schedule of nuclear power plants. In conditions
of falling demand, the power units of nuclear power plants cannot
operate at maximum constant load throughout the day. Until recently,
NEC “Urenergo”, which performs scheduling functions, was forced to
unload them at night, as well as on weekends and holidays. Experiments
with regular changes in the load of nuclear power units are extremely
dangerous. Therefore, together with the representatives of NNEGC
“Energoatom” and NEC “Ukrenergo”, the optimal generation rates
of nuclear power plants were proposed for the safe operation of
nuclear units.
– Ensuring the implementation of delayed repairs of power units of
nuclear power plants. In the last 5 years, NNEGC “Energoatom” has been
faced with maximum tasks in the production of electricity, which forced
the state-owned company to postpone some repairs. Taking into account
the service life of Ukrainian nuclear power plants, all delayed repair works
must be completed in 2020 so that NNEGC “Energoatom” can continue to
fulfill its social obligations under the PSO mechanism during the heating
season 2020/2021.
– Ensuring reliable operation of the country’s energy system. An
important element of the power system is to ensure sufficient balancing
power. Recently, due to falling consumption as well as low water levels
for hydropower plants, the available amount of shunting power has been
critically low. This threatened the emergence of accidents during periods
of change in the daily phases of consumption. In particular, according to
NEC “Ukrenergo”, the gap between the evening peak and the night fall has
increased from 4 to 4.8 GW in recent days.
– Ensuring the sustainable operation of the coal sector. Due to the crisis
of the industry, warm winters, increased coal imports and the emergence of
electricity imports. Consumption of Ukrainian coal was almost non-existent.
As a result, a record amount of coal is stored in coal depots, most of the
mines have been shut down, about 40,000 miners are in forced downtime,
and tens of thousands of families have lost more than half of their income.
The coal industry is one of the most important elements of Ukraine’s energy
independence and therefore it is extremely important to ensure the smooth
operation of domestic coal companies [24].
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The introduction of an updated Forecast Energy Balance is the first step
in overcoming the energy crisis. In its next anti-crisis steps, the Ministry
of Energy plans: to reform the PSO system in order to provide NNEGC
“Energoatom” with greater opportunities to participate in market segments,
to obtain market value for its own electricity; to solve the problem of
increasing RES and the burden on SE “Guaranteed Buyer” “green tariff”;
to solve the problem of debt in the electricity market and stabilize the work
of all its segments.
Providing agro-industrial enterprises with energy resources remains
an important issue. Of the total amount of direct energy resources, the
agro-industrial complex annually consumes: natural gas – 4.1 billion
cubic meters (6% of national gas consumption), including agricultural
enterprises – 0.7 billion cubic meters, food industry – 3.5 billion cubic
meters of gas; electricity – 4.97 billion kW∙hours (4% of national electricity
consumption), including agricultural enterprises – 2.85 billion kW∙hours,
food industry enterprises – 2.12 billion kW∙hours; oil products – 1.4 million
tons of diesel fuel and 400 thousand tons of gasoline [20].
Thus, we can conclude that the agricultural sector of the country’s
economy is one of the main consumers of fuel and energy resources. The
share of fuel and energy resources in the cost of agricultural products is
quite significant (exceeding 12% in the agricultural sector as a whole and
17% in crop production). Moreover, it is constantly rising following rising
oil prices. This is in line with global trends.
With the proclamation of Ukraine as an independent state, the use of
fuel and energy resources by the agro-industrial complex has decreased
(more than twice). This is due to the reduction of sown areas compared
to 1990 (almost 20%), technological operations in crop production, truck
fleet (from 296 to 133 thousand), tractors (from 495 to 201 thousand)
and combines (from 107 to 44 thousand), the reduction of the volume of
livestock production, the use of resource-saving technologies, as well as a
more careful attitude to the use of energy resources. This has led to some
improvement in the efficiency of energy use in the agricultural sector of the
country’s economy.
The range of fuel for tractor engines on the territory of Ukraine is large.
This is due to the fact that with the advent of independence, domestic fuel
standards have emerged, while the standards of the Soviet era are in force,
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which usually have international status within the CIS countries. In addition,
a large amount of fuel is imported from post-Soviet and Eastern European
countries (almost 30% of the total), because Ukraine cannot provide for
itself due to lack of raw materials (oil).
There has been a slight increase in the amount of diesel fuel used in
recent years. This is due to the fact that tillage, sowing and harvesting works
use agricultural machinery, which works mainly on diesel fuel. As the gross
output of agriculture increases every year, the consumption of diesel fuel by
the agricultural sector of the economy is growing accordingly.
According to scientists from the Institute of Agrarian Economics
(Ukraine), agricultural enterprises have reduced the use of motor gasoline
as a whole and for agricultural work by 12 times compared to 1990.
This was facilitated by three main factors: 1) savings of agricultural
enterprises based on the principles of private property, due to radical
changes in the attitude to their own costs and reducing the cost of
production; 2) development of the practice of involving in recent years in
the performance of transport works of third-party organizations, rather than
their performance by the enterprises themselves: 3) the spread of the trend
of selling the crop on a free-tick, free-elevator, sometimes – free-field. In
this case, the transport costs are paid by the buyers of agricultural products.
Table 4
Final energy consumption in Ukraine and in its agriculture,
forestry and fishing for 2016–2020
Indicator
Total final energy
consumption, thsd. toe
Agriculture, forestry
and fishing, thsd. toe
% of total

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2020 to
2016, +/-

51649

49911

51408

49665

47821

-3828

2143

1847

1880

1882

1671

-472

4.1%

3.7%

3.7%

3.8%

3.5%

-0.6 p.p.

Source: formed by the author according to [20]

The consumption of fuel and energy resources per 1 hectare of
agricultural land has also decreased in 4 times over the last twenty years.
Significant increases in fuel prices for both motor gasoline and diesel fuel
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(Figure 2) and the development of new forms of ownership have led to
increased efficiency in the use of energy resources in agriculture.
30000,0
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15000,0
10000,0
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0,0
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2016

2017

Diesel price, GRN/t
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Figure 2. Purchase price of diesel fuel and gasoline
by agricultural enterprises of Ukraine, 2015–2020
Source: formed by the author according to [20]

The main difference between gasoline and diesel fuel, which are
produced in accordance with domestic standards and specifications,
from similar products in the EU and the Russian Federation – is a higher
(from 30 to 400%) concentration of lead and sulfur (up to 100%), which
negatively affects on environmental performance and engine life. But it
should be noted that the production of cleaner fuels is more expensive. The
state adjusts their competitiveness by the amount of excise duty. Ukrainian
oil refineries produce fuel of weighted fractional composition (UFS brands
and others). Its use leads to deterioration of technical, economic and
environmental performance of diesel engines. The results of operational
experience indicate negative consequences: the specific fuel consumption
increases (by 2-4%); costs for maintenance of fuel filters increase (almost
2 times); the service life of engine oils and engine life is halved; smoke
(10-15%) and sulfur oxide emissions increase.
Natural gas is a resource on which the well-being of Ukrainians depends.
However, obtaining this resource is not easy. Hydrocarbon production
requires considerable resources and time. In addition, the situation on the
world energy market makes us think about when it is more profitable to
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increase production. Natural gas production in Ukraine in 2020 amounted
to 20.2 billion cubic meters, which is 1.9% less than in the previous year.
Over the past six months, gas prices in Europe have fallen by about 50%.
This is one of the sharpest falls in the last decade. The main reason is the
increase in the volume of American gas on the European market.
Natural gas is consumed by agricultural enterprises as an energy source
and in the technological processes of crop and livestock production.
A significant consumer of this type of fuel are elevators, which use it in the
process of drying grain. Elevator gas consumption has some nuances. First,
it is seasonal and limited to September-December. Second, it is difficult
to predict because it depends on factors such as weather. It is in the latter
that the biggest nuance lies, as in March 2019 Ukraine switched to daily
balancing of natural gas consumption. At the end of April 2019, LNZ Group
received a license to supply natural gas in Ukraine and intends to occupy
50% of the market of natural gas consumers in agriculture [25].
The growing use and cost of petroleum fuels and natural gas, on the one
hand, and their limited reserves, on the other, have led to intensive searches
for new unconventional fuels (alcohols, methyl esters of plant oils, plant
oils, biogas, etc.).
5. Conceptual provisions of the strategy of energy efficient
and environmentally friendly development of rural areas
General principles, purpose, tasks of the Strategy.
Today, Ukraine has chosen a model of sustainable development,
according to which all vectors of socio-economic development are aimed
at a harmonious combination of a growing economy with minimal impact
on the environment. However, a large number of both socio-economic and
environmental issues remain unresolved.
The purpose of the Strategy is to solve current socio-environmental
problems of Ukraine, as well as to implement the priority areas of sustainable
development of rural areas, namely – energy efficiency and environmental
security.
Strategy objectives include:
– determination of directions of waste management at the level of rural
areas (communities), which will provide for their energy use to improve the
environmental performance of territories and energy supply;
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– development and substantiation of the technical and economic basis
for the production and efficient processing of organic raw materials, as well
as the efficient use of alternative fuels and renewable energy sources in the
framework of energy autonomy of rural areas;
– development of energy cooperation in rural areas as a direction of
ensuring energy security of rural areas.
Principles of Strategy development:
– hierarchy of waste management of agricultural enterprises, which
provides actions for waste management in the following sequence:
preparation for reuse; processing of waste in bioreactors with biogas
production; use of recycled waste as biofertilizers;
– a precautionary measure stating that, if there is evidence of
environmental risk, appropriate precautions should be taken;
– minimizing the impact of the strategy on the environment, which
implies that companies will use biofuels as energy, which is more
environmentally friendly;
– self-sufficiency, which provides for the creation of an integrated
system for meeting the energy needs of rural areas, which will allow it to
ensure independent production of energy resources and their consumption.
A brief overview of the problems of rural areas.
Table 5 summarized and specified the main problems of rural areas, as
well as areas for their solution in the effective implementation of the model
of sustainable development, which have already been studied and covered
by domestic scientists.
The most pressing problems of rural development include the organization
of rational nature management, energy consumption with minimal negative
impact on the environment, careful use of energy resources with reasonable
and sufficient satisfaction of technological and household needs of citizens
in all types and forms of energy.
Strategic goals and ways to achieve them.
Strategic goal 1. Organization of processing of agricultural waste into
biofuels: solid (briquettes, pellets) or biogas.
The attention to the issues of rational waste management in Ukraine by
both the authorities and scientific circles has significantly increased in recent
years. The solution to the problem is possible through the implementation
of effective measures for rapid, safe recycling of waste and obtaining a
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Table 5
Comparison of the main problems of rural areas with the goals
of sustainable development of rural areas
Modern problems of rural areas
1
Lack of adapted education for sustainable
development. Lack of motivation and
social support for the formation of a
modern specialist who is capable of
active action, independent decisionmaking, flexible adaptation to changing
conditions and needs of his rural area

Lack of an effective management system
to ensure environmental quality and
environmental management.

Tensions and deteriorating
demographics; lack of quality and skilled
labor; reduction of social infrastructure
and, as a consequence, reduction of
accessibility of social and cultural
institutions; constant self-liquidation of
rural settlements
Declining employment of the rural
population, as a result of which many
of the most able-bodied and skilled
villagers work only on homesteads, run
their own small-scale production or go to
work in large cities or abroad.
Wage arrears, unfavorable working
conditions and non-compliance with
safety, irregular working hours, noncompliance of jobs with sanitary and
hygienic standards, lack of social
guarantees

Goals of sustainable development of rural
areas
2
Creation and implementation of regional
policy, which provides for an effective system
of government and administration in the
center and in the regions, financial, economic
and regulatory support based on the optimal
combination of national, regional and local
interests
Reorientation of structural elements of the
production potential of the territory and used
resources to comply with environmental
restrictions (reduction of external damage),
development of resource-efficient production
and consumption, organization of a stable
monetary and financial system, cooperation in
the world economic system. relevant institutions
and infrastructure on the basis of harmonization
of needs for growth and preservation of the
environment, taking into account the interests of
the parties regarding economic security
Increasing the competitiveness of human
capital and social development; limited
sustainable economic growth based on
innovation, taking into account the interests
of future generations; environmental
sustainability or minimization of
environmental risks
Stable development of rural settlements
and inter-rural areas in terms of increasing
agricultural production, increasing the efficiency
of agriculture, achieving full employment of
the rural population and improving its living
standards, rational land use
Growth, diversification and efficiency of the
rural economy, stabilization of the population
and increase in life expectancy, full and
productive employment of the working
population, improving the level and quality of
life in rural areas, rational use and reproduction
of their natural resource potential

Source: formed by author according to [26]
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positive economic and environmental effect from the disposal and reuse of
raw materials. Incineration and disposal are among the most commonly used
methods of waste disposal in modern conditions As combustion is a rather
expensive and dangerous process for the environment, the use of biomass to
generate heat and electricity is quite promising today. According to the Law
of Ukraine “On Alternative Fuels” biomass is a “biodegradable substance
of organic origin that undergoes biodegradation (waste from agriculture
(crop and livestock), forestry and technologically related industries, as well
as the organic part of industrial and household waste”.
At the same time, waste accumulation is increasing day by day with
increasing population and consumption, which has a direct negative impact
on the environment and the economy. Organic waste from agriculture poses
a significant threat to the environment and the population [27]. Thus, the
management of organic waste is very important given the growing demand
for energy and the deteriorating environmental situation [28].
For the successful implementation of these documents, it is necessary to
develop regional waste management plans in order to adapt national policies
to the scale of regions and the needs of communities. A special place in
the effective areas of waste management in the Strategy and National Plan
is their use for energy production, as it is a way to energy-independent
communities and reduce energy dependence of Ukraine. Agricultural waste
and household waste have significant energy potential.
Of interest from the point of view of biofuel and energy production are
wastes from both crop and livestock industries [29-31], taking into account
the potential of agricultural enterprises and households, as they can be
shared in the implementation of bioenergy projects at the community level.
Obtaining biogas from agricultural waste makes it possible to partially solve
a number of problems facing the country’s agro-industrial complex: economic –
increasing the competitiveness of agricultural products by reducing energy costs
in its production; energy – own fuel production, ensuring energy independence
of agricultural enterprises; agrochemical – obtaining environmentally friendly
fertilizers; ecological – utilization of organic waste that harms the environment;
financial – reducing the cost of disposal of organic waste and the purchase of
traditional energy, social – creating new jobs.
The use of biogas for energy production displaces the use of fossil fuels
and thus helps to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and other pollutants.
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Strategic goal 2. Creating efficient systems for the use of alternative
energy sources in rural areas
Territorial communities, especially in rural areas, have significant
prospects for the introduction of renewable energy technologies. After
all, the development of RES leads to the creation of jobs at the local level
and the involvement of both men and women in various professions, the
development of social infrastructure [32].
The range of renewable energy sources that can be obtained and used in
rural areas is quite wide [33].
– Solar energy. The global success of the solar industry is due to many
factors. One of them is the leadership in the cost of electricity generated,
which continues to improve endlessly. Another is universality: solar energy
covers a wide range of electricity consumption at various levels – from very
small housing systems to large enterprises, from individual stand-alone
systems to integrated solar solutions in apartment buildings or agricultural
greenhouses. There are also mobile photovoltaic systems and stand-alone
solutions for rural electrification. More and more attention is paid to nonnetwork systems – small photovoltaic installations, autonomous systems
and mini-networks. These will also be GW-scale markets with double-digit
growth rates in the coming years. Finally, no other power plant can be
designed and built as quickly as any solar photovoltaic plant.
– Wind energy. Most wind farms under construction in Ukraine are
mostly large and provide electricity to entire settlements. The capacity
of the Overyanivsk wind power will be enough to provide electricity
to 44,000 households, and the average capacity of new wind turbines
commissioned in the first half of 2021 is 3.8 MW. But along with large wind
farms also use small-generation wind turbines up to 10-20 kW. They can
be used to provide electricity to small communities, making them energy
independent.
– Bioenergy. In many countries around the world there is a real boom
in fuel production from bioresources. There is also a growing interest in
the use of non-traditional energy sources by government, business and
academia, as well as by agricultural producers in Ukraine.
It is especially important to study the possibilities of using nontraditional and alternative energy sources in agriculture and in the agroindustrial complex as a whole, as such sources are available in Ukraine and
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their use is still minimal (1-2% of the total energy balance). A special place
in the structure of possible alternative sources of energy is occupied by
biomass, the potential of which in Ukraine is quite large, but not yet fully
understood, which forms a wide field for research in this area.
From the ecological point of view, bio-production in the agro-industrial
complex will reduce greenhouse gas emissions, increase soil fertility
and improve water quality, as well as contribute to the gradual revival of
biodiversity. However, it is always necessary to compare the economic
efficiency of energy and food use of agricultural products. It is obvious
that the production of biofuels is not always an effective direction of its
use, especially for countries that have problems with food security. Rising
energy prices and growing demand for agricultural products from the food,
feed and energy industries will determine the level of prices for energy
products such as grain, oilseeds, sugar beet roots and related products –
bard, meal, husks. molasses, pulp, etc.
This problem is quite difficult, because on the one hand, providing the
population with food is a priority for every government, and on the other – the
energy independence of the state is the basis of its sovereignty. Therefore, the
analysis of the possibilities of growing bioresources for biofuels should be
carried out taking into account the real situation with both the existing needs
in the food sector and the available sources of traditional energy resources.
Establishing biofuel production in rural areas will significantly reduce
their energy dependence and provide social infrastructure with cheaper
energy resources.
Strategic goal 3. Development of energy cooperation in rural areas.
At the present stage, in conditions when the dynamics of rising prices
for energy resources, in particular for household consumption, is not
actually rising in relation to the income coverage of ordinary citizens, the
peasants are the first stakeholders in energy cooperation. Therefore, every
year the motivational potential in the realization of the potential of energy
cooperatives grows, especially in the system of renewable sources [34].
Thus, the advantages of creating energy cooperatives are increased
economic activity of citizens; creation of added value; ecological utilization
of agricultural waste; attracting investments for rural development; creation
of additional jobs; increase tax revenues in local budgets; increasing energy
independence and ensuring energy autonomy of agricultural enterprises [30].
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State support for the establishment of energy cooperatives and the
adoption of best European and world experience in creating energy
communities are important.
7. Conclusions
1. The energy efficiency of the economy is rational use of energy
resources compared to other options for use or production of products of the
same consumer level or environmental technical and economic indicators.
2. Energy supply of the enterprise is defined as the availability of all types
of energy, which is necessary for the efficient operation of the enterprise.
Types of energy in a broad sense, used by agricultural enterprises include:
direct (fuel and energy resources), indirect (fertilizers, materials and raw
materials); investment (machinery, equipment, maintenance and overhaul).
At the same time, the process of efficient energy supply and rational energy
consumption should be considered within the functioning of the energy
management system of the enterprise.
3. The possible way of solving the problem of energy saving and
efficient energy supply by implementing the energy management system
is substantiated and the indicators of the internal component of energy
security of the enterprise are determined.
4. It is proved that the agricultural sector is one of the main consumers
of fuel and energy resources. It ranks second after industry in terms of their
volume. With the declaration of independence in Ukraine, the use of fuel
and energy resources of the agro-industrial complex has more than halved.
This is due to: 1. reduction of sown areas, technological operations in crop
production, truck fleet, livestock production; 2. the use of resource-saving
technologies, as well as a more careful attitude to the use of energy resources.
The volume of purchases of diesel fuel and gasoline in agriculture remains
quite high, their cost is significant, due to annual price increases.
5. It is substantiated that the most adequate response to current threats
in the energy sphere for Ukraine should be structural reforms in all areas of
energy policy: energy efficiency, formation of competitive energy markets,
diversification of energy supply, increasing the share of alternative energy
sources and biofuel. Biogas technologies are of particular importance to
provide agricultural enterprises with energy resources due to the high
energy potential of this type of biofuel, as well as the available residues
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of crop and livestock in agriculture (raw material base), favorable climatic
conditions, relatively inexpensive labor.
6. The priority areas of modernization of the energy supply system in
Ukraine include: diversification of the energy supply system; renewal and
technical modernization of fixed assets of enterprises and their infrastructure;
introduction and stimulation of rational use of fuel and energy resources;
introduction of effective incentives to stimulate innovative development of
existing at the local (regional) level as traditional (natural) minerals; and
alternative (renewable) fuel and energy resources.
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Abstract. The subject of research is theoretical and applied aspects of
energy use of agricultural waste. General scientific methods of cognition
and assessment of the objective nature of the transformation of economic
phenomena and processes, instrumental and methodological apparatus of
research in agriculture were used in the process of research: systematic
approach – in learning the works of scientists; abstract-logical method – in
determining the purpose and objectives of the study; analytical, statistical
methods – in the study of; computational and constructive – improving the
biogas reactor in order to increase the yield of biogas; strategic planning –
compiling a strategy for efficient use of energy resources for enterprises
with the help energy use of waste. The aim of the study is to investigate the
use of agricultural waste for biogas to reliably provide the industry with
energy resources. The results of the study showed that organic waste has
the potential to be used as a raw material for biofuel production, namely
biogas. Types of waste with significant bioenergy potential are identified,
comparative energy indicators for traditional energy sources and biogas
are shown, the concept of using biogas plants in agro-industrial production
of Ukraine until 2030 is analyzed, the experience of countries in the
organization of biogas production is shown and features of organizational
and technological processes of biofuel production are considered. The
Strategy for the efficient use of energy resources for agricultural enterprises
of Ukraine is proposed and the biogas installation is improved to more
efficient work.
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1. Introduction
There is no doubt about the need to take into account the requirements
of environmental protection in the formation of economic policy
not only of the state but also of enterprises at the present stage of
development.
The problems of waste management is are at the forefront. They are
complex, because relate to various aspects – resource conservation,
environmental security of mankind, ensuring competitiveness at the
micro, macro, mega levels and more. At the same time, increasing
the efficiency of their activities remains an important condition for
enterprises.
Waste today is a concept from the natural, technical or geological
sciences and an economic category. After all, waste is an integral
part of production and interaction of the enterprise with the
environment.
Waste is a powerful internal reserve to increase the efficiency and
competitiveness of agricultural enterprises in domestic and international
markets. Analysis of international practice shows that the development of
a comprehensive system of waste management of agricultural production
can not only increase the efficiency of material resources and efficiency of
the enterprise as a whole, but also reduce anthropogenic pressure on the
environment by returning waste as secondary raw materials. The energy
direction of waste use as a raw material for biogas production deserves
special attention.
The aim of the study is to define the best practice of energy use of
agricultural waste to provide enterprises with energy recourses.
This aim involves the following tasks:
– study of the role of alternative energy sources and biogas production
in the energy supply of agricultural enterprises;
– definition of directions to increase the efficiency of fuel and energy
resources use by the agricultural enterprises with an emphasis on production
of biofuels;
– technical and organizational aspects of the organization of biogas
production;
– improving the technical characteristics of biogas equipment in order to
optimize the yield of biogas.
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2. The role of biogas production in the energy supply
of agricultural enterprises
The process of production in agricultural enterprises can be considered
as a process of energy consumption due to the conversion of energy factors
of production into agricultural products, which forms a specific energy
environment of these entities. From a scientific and practical point of view,
it is important to study various aspects of the formation of this environment,
in particular the assessment of the place of bioenergy processes and their
impact on energy efficiency of agricultural enterprises.
Scientists note that energy consumption in agricultural production is the
process of using energy for production, services, work to meet the needs
of enterprises and the population and obtain a certain economic effect [1].
Agricultural production has the main difference from others that the
main means of production are land, plant and animal, forming complex
biotechnical systems “man – plant – machine – environment” and “man –
animal – machine – environment”.
The complexity of these systems is due to the presence of two biological
subsystems, each of which is complex in itself, in contrast to technical
systems used in industrial production. The energy component of these
systems also differs significantly from technical systems in terms of energy
origin. The most energy-intensive branch of agriculture is crop production,
which consumes about 80% of energy resources of agriculture [2].
Therefore, the most adequate response to current threats in the energy
sphere for Ukraine should be radical structural reforms in all areas of
energy policy: energy efficiency, formation of competitive energy markets,
diversification of energy supply, increasing the share of alternative energy
sources and types of fuels.
A special place in alternative energy is occupied by the processing of
biomass by methane fermentation to obtain biogas, which contains about
70% methane [3]. Utilization of biomass in agriculture is extremely
important, where a large amount of fuel is used for various technological
needs and the need for high-quality organic fertilizers is constantly growing.
In turn, biomass provides one-seventh of the world’s fuel, and ranks third
in terms of energy, along with natural gas. In turn, this gas from organic
biomass, regardless of origin, is a significant competition to traditional fuels
due to the low cost of biomass [4].
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Biogas is a generalized name for a combustible gas mixture obtained by
the natural decomposition of substances of organic origin as a result of an
anaerobic microbiological process, i.e. methane fermentation.
The technology of production of this gas is a biological process in which
the decomposition of organic matter is carried out anaerobically, which
means that the substrate will decompose without oxygen. Biogas consists
mainly of methane, which is rich in energy, as well as carbon dioxide from
residual gases, which include ammonia, hydrogen sulfide and water vapor.
Fermentation residues can be used as organic fertilizers in the natural cycle
of substances. The process of production of this gas helps to prevent the
release of methane into the atmosphere, as well as to reduce the use of
chemical fertilizers, reduces the risk of groundwater pollution. The most
important thing for the economy of Ukraine is that the produced biogas is a
by-product in the processing of organic waste [5].
Production waste is an unsuitable for the production of certain products
types of raw materials, its residues that are not used, or substances that arise
as a result of technological processes that are not subject to disposal in this
production.
Waste is divided into primary and secondary. Primary is the waste
generated directly during the harvest of agricultural crops (straw of cereals
and other crops, stems, baskets of sunflower, waste from the production of
corn). Secondary wastes are sunflower husks, buckwheat husks, rice, sugar
beet pulp, etc.
A promising area for the use of agricultural waste is energy – the use as
a raw material for biogas production. The range of organic wastes suitable
for biogas production is quite wide.
– Agricultural waste. The concentration of wastewater impurities on
livestock farms reaches 30,000-60,000 mg/liter. The amount of dry sludge
is at least 20 million tons per year. Fermented sludge and manure after
fermentation are usually neutralized and can be used as fertilizer. Estimates
show that biogas production in rural areas can be considered profitable with
20 cows, 200 pigs or 3,500 hens. In agriculture, the substrates of biogas are
crops: cereals, vegetables, potatoes, fruits and berries and other crops and
plants, grain and molasses post-alcoholic bard, beer pellets, beet pulp.
– Livestock waste. 340 m3 of biogas can be obtained from 1 ton of dry
manure as a result of anaerobic fermentation under optimal conditions.
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During fermentation, the microflora develops in the manure, which
consistently destroys organic matter to acids, and the latter under the
action of syntrophic and methane-forming bacteria are converted into
gaseous products – methane and carbon dioxide. At the same time, manure
fermentation ensures its deodorization, deworming, destruction of the ability
of weed seeds to germinate and transfer of fertilizers into the mineral form.
It should be noted that the technology of obtaining biogas by anaerobic
digestion in plants is the most economical way to process organic waste
from poultry and livestock enterprises into dry fertilizer.
– Poultry waste. To determine the yield of biogas, we can assume that
one typical poultry house contains 25 thousand hens, giving up to 5 tons of
manure per day, from which 2500 m3 of biogas is obtained.
– Waste from distilleries – grain and molasses post-alcoholic bard.
– Dairy waste – lactose, whey.
– Biodiesel production waste – technical glycerin from rapeseed
biodiesel production.
– Wastes from juice production – fruit pulp, berry, grape pomace.
– Waste fish and slaughterhouse – blood, fat, intestines.
– Wastes from potato processing, production of chips – cleaning, skins,
rotten tubers.
– Sewage (aeration) gases are a product of fermentation of municipal
sewage, which is a type of biogas containing 60-65% methane (CH4),
30-35% carbon dioxide (CO2) and 2-4% hydrogen). As practice shows, the
output of sewage gases from the processing station, fed by the sewerage
network, which serves a settlement with a population of 100 thousand
people, reaches more than 2,500 m3 per day, which is equivalent to
2,000 liters of gasoline. Given that the population of large cities, as a rule,
exceeds 500 thousand people, sewage gases are becoming a real source of
alternative fuels.
– Sewage sludge from municipal sewage treatment plants. Depending on
the chemical composition of sludge during fermentation, from 5 to 15 m3 of
gas per 1 m3 of sewage sludge is released.
– Solid household waste. For the production of biogas from solid
waste, the shredded waste in the plant is mixed with sewage sludge from
septic tanks. The temperature of the mass rises to 65-70°C. The process of
anaerobic fermentation takes 1-2 months. According to foreign experts, up
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to 1.5 m3 of gas is emitted from 1 m3 of solid waste. The gases contain up to
50% methane, 25% carbon dioxide, up to 2% hydrogen and nitrogen. This
technology is widely used abroad – in the US, Germany, Japan, Sweden.
Thus, almost all types of organic waste can be used as raw material
for biogas production. First of all, it is agricultural waste (manure) and
vegetable origin. Practice shows that industrial waste (sugar, alcohol, dairy,
breweries), as well as municipal wastewater treatment plants are also used.
Another possibility is the use of natural anaerobic fermentation processes
on the example of solid waste from landfills and dumps [1].
To calculate the yield of biogas from a particular raw material, it is
necessary to conduct laboratory tests or look at reference data and determine
the content of fats, proteins and carbohydrates. In determining the latter,
it is important to know the percentage of rapidly degradable (fructose,
sugar, sucrose, starch) and hardly degradable substances (e.g. cellulose,
hemicellulose, lignin). Having determined the content of substances, you
can calculate the gas yield for each substance separately and then add up.
In addition to waste, biogas can be produced from specially grown energy
crops, such as silage corn or selfies, as well as algae. Gas output can reach
up to 500 m3 per 1 ton.
Biogas production is growing rapidly in the world and its use in energy
is expanding [6; 7].
The EU biogas sector is very diverse, depending on national priorities,
financial incentives and relevant raw materials. In particular, Germany and
the United Kingdom are the largest producers of biogas in the EU. Germany
produces 93% of biogas by fermentation technology, mainly corn silage.
The United Kingdom, Estonia, Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Spain produce
more than 80% of biogas in landfills. In other countries, combinations of
different types of technologies and raw materials are used.
Germany became the leader in the production of biogas from agricultural
waste in 2020, the country produces 64% of the total amount of biogas in
the EU. Italy, the Czech Republic and the United Kingdom account for
13%, 5% and 4% respectively. Today, there are more than 11,000 biogas
plants in Germany with a capacity of 500 kWh to 2 MWh.
The spatial aspect of the use of livestock waste for biogas production
in world practice is expressed in 2 development strategies: German and
Danish.
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The first is characterized by the use of livestock waste in the places
of their formation or accumulation (for the needs of the same farms in
which this waste will be generated), the second – the creation of centralized
bioenergy plants that consume waste from several farms.
The German model is characterized by large specific investments, so it
is effective only in the case of stimulating the development of bioenergy by
the state, which is typical for Germany and Austria, or in favorable climatic
conditions, when there is no need for methane tanks of complex design (Italy).
The Danish model is characterized by three fundamental advantages
over the German one: a reduction in specific investment due to an increase
in unit capacity; possibility of cogeneration (production of both heat and
electricity at the same time); possibility of co-fermentation (the effect of a
significant increase in the specific yield of biogas due to the simultaneous
use of several types of bioresources in the methane tank) [6].
Of the six largest European companies in the biogas industry three
are German: Strabag Umweltanlagen GmbH, Schnack Biogas AG,
Biotechnische Abfallverwertung – with a total of 280 plants. There are
more than 110,000 anaerobic fermentation plants in Germany today, of
which about 4,000 are large and about 7,000 are medium. In the future,
10-20% of the country’s natural gas could be replaced by biogas. According
to forecasts, the number of installations in Germany by 2025 will reach
20 thousand units.
Denmark is the leader in terms of biogas intensity, where this type of
fuel provides almost 20% of the country’s energy consumption. Lemvig
Biogas Company has the largest biogas plant in Denmark. Waste from
approximately 75 farms, as well as residual industrial products, are used to
generate heat and energy. More than 21 million kWh of energy are generated
annually from biogas produced [1].
The biogas market in the United States is developing much more slowly
than in Europe. As of January 2019, there were about 252 biogas plants
operating on commercial livestock farms. Most of these facilities use biogas
to generate electricity. Several farms use biogas to produce transportation
fuels, including Hilarides Dairy in California and Fair Oaks Dairy in
Indiana.
Since 2002, the Chinese government has allocated about $200 million
annually to support the construction of biogas plants. The subsidy for each
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installation is approximately 50% of the average cost. Thus, the government
has achieved an annual increase in the number of biogas plants to 1 million
per year. In total, there are already more than 30 million farms in China,
3.7 million in India and 200,000 in Nepal using biogas. Today, China’s rural
areas produce about 16 billion m3 of biogas, which is used as a household
fuel by more than 50 million people.
The development of the biogas market in Ukraine is expected to
replace 2.6-18 billion cubic meters of natural gas per year, will strengthen
the country’s energy security, create new jobs, economic development of
regions, cover peak loads in the grid, dispose of crop and livestock waste,
as well as some food waste. The introduction of biogas projects in Ukraine
was launched by the introduction in April 2013 of a “green” tariff (GT) for
biogas. However, the corresponding tariff is low and provides for further
reduction [8].
The Law of Ukraine “On Amendments to Certain Laws of Ukraine to
Ensure Competitive Conditions of Electricity Production Using Alternative
Energy Sources” (2015) amended the Laws of Ukraine “On Alternative
Fuels” and “On Principles of Functioning of the Electricity Market of
Ukraine”. It provides GT for electricity produced from biomass (at the level
of 12.39 eurocents / kWh), as well as a surcharge to GT for businesses
that use Ukrainian components in the construction of energy generating
facilities.
The use of biomass and biogas in Ukraine has significant potential for
heat and electricity production.
The concept of using biogas plants in agro-industrial production until
2030 (Table 1) provides that given the technical and economic feasibility
and current structure and size of agro-industrial enterprises in Ukraine, the
market for biogas plants is estimated at about 1,600 mini-CHP plants with
a capacity of 100 kW.
The total installed capacity of biogas installations (BGI) can reach
820 MW for electric and 1100 MW for thermal. By 2030, it is necessary
to master, respectively, 50% of the economically viable market for biogas
plants.
At the same time, the total annual electricity production in 2030 should
be 2.5 billion kWh. In general, about two-thirds of biogas will be produced
from corn silage and the rest from waste.
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Table 1

Areas for corn

550

thousand
hectares

420

Job creation

Annual production of
thermal energy
million Gcal

811
1655
Source: [9]

2020
0.45
0.4
2030
2.5
2235

units

Annual electricity
production, net
million kW
/ hours

97

Investments

Total thermal capacity
MW of heat

74

million
UAH

Total power
MW of
current

290

Reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions

Total biogas production
million m3
per year

143

million Gcal

Number of installations
units

The concept of using biogas plants
in agro-industrial production until 2030

1.2

2645

920

27

6.0

14970

5190

155

A total of about two thirds of biogas will be produced from corn silage, and
another third – from waste. 0.15 million hectares of arable land will be needed
to grow the required amount of corn silage – 0.5% of its total area in 2020.
The potential for heat use from mini-thermal power plants will be
2.234 million Gcal in 2030. 5,200 jobs will be created by 2030 and
greenhouse gas emissions will be reduced by 6 million tons per year [10].
The biogas sector in Ukraine has tended to grow steadily in the last few
years. This was partly due to the expected reduction of the “green” tariff
for electricity from biogas from January 1, 2020 by 10%. Companies that
planned to build a business in this area sought to complete by this date.
But the efforts of the Bioenergy Association in particular have extended the
“green” tariff for biogas at the same level until 2030.
Projects with “cheap” raw materials, such as manure and sugar beet
pulp, have developed well. Today there is progress in biogas, but the
growth dynamics of the industry does not coincide with the National Plan
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for Renewable Energy Development in Ukraine until 2020. RES in general,
and biogas in particular, do not feel very comfortable today due to problems
with the solvency of SE “Guaranteed Buyer” (a specially created structure
for guaranteed redemption of “green” electricity at a “green” tariff).
Biogas projects depend on raw materials, so the inflow of funds should
be constant for the stability of operation.
Generating energy from the sun and wind is a little easier – you don’t
have to buy a natural energy source. There are also alarming signals from
the authorities about a possible radical revision of the current rules in the
RES market, which will affect the biogas business accordingly. These
factors do not motivate new potential investors to invest in such projects.
And if businesses that have solar and wind power plants can “survive” the
reduction of the “green” tariff due to the zero cost of “raw materials” and
the constant reduction in technology, then biomass and biogas – no. Even
the current “green” tariff does not allow in most projects to achieve an
attractive return on investment in 4-5 years (typically at least in 6-7 years).
Given the problems in the management of complex biogas technologies,
a number of projects at the current rate of “green” tariff may not pay off at
all. The entry of biogas projects into the new market of “green” auctions
is potentially interesting for such business, provided that the difference
between the current “green” tariff and the tariff on the results of the auction
will not exceed 10%. Therefore, any drastic changes to stimulate the
generation of energy from biogas in the direction of reduction, may stop the
development of the industry.
The forecast for today indicates that under the current system of
incentives, the biogas sector of Ukraine will develop at a rather limited
pace by inertia for another 3-5 years, mainly through large-scale projects
on cheap raw materials. New prospects may open up with the introduction
of the biomethane market in Ukraine. Much depends on the political will,
the strategic course of the state. It is necessary to think what will happen
after 2030, when the Law on Ensuring Competitive Conditions for the
Production of Electricity from Alternative Energy Sources expires.
Of particular importance are biogas technologies to provide agricultural
enterprises with energy resources.
According to the Law of Ukraine № 287-VIII “On animal by-products
not intended for human consumption” [11], the disposal of animal waste
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in Ukraine is carried out exclusively by specialized companies and can
not be performed by companies producing animal products intended for
human consumption. Manure and animal residues belong to the second
class of waste and can be converted into organic fertilizer after mandatory
sterilization under pressure or into biogas by sterilization under pressure.
Processing facilities for animal waste must be located separately
from food companies. Waste disposal companies are market operators,
and those market operators who dispose of or remove by-products
without pressure sterilization or without processing into biogas under
pressure after sterilization should be fined. For legal entities the fine is
23-30 minimum wages, for private entrepreneurs – 8-15 minimum wages.
Sometimes companies prefer to pay a fine and not take further action to
dispose of livestock waste. However, large agribusinesses are subject to
inspections by the Ministry of Health, the Prosecutor’s Office, the Sanitary
and Epidemiological Service and the Environmental Inspectorate of the
Ministry of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources. Therefore,
in some cases, biogas plants using Ukrainian equipment are economically
feasible even to cover the costs of waste disposal.
Comparative energy indicators for traditional energy sources and biogas
are shown in Table 2.
Table 2

Comparative energy indicators
for traditional energy sources and biogas
Product

Units of
measurement

The equivalent of 1 m³
of crude biogas
23 MJ/m³

The equivalent of 1 m³
of purified biogas
35 MJ/m³

Electricity

kWh

0,63

0,95

Natural gas

m³

0,62

0,94

Coal

kg

0,83

1,26

Source: [12]

The most effective are bioreactors of biogas plants that operate in
thermophilic mode with a temperature of 43-62°C. Such plants with threeday fermentation of manure produce 4.5 m3 of biogas per liter of useful
reactor volume.
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In turn, the use of biogas makes it possible to obtain heat and electricity,
which is necessary for farms. In the case of mass use of biogas technologies
in rural areas, significant savings in fossil fuels can be ensured.
In addition to the actual biogas, the biogas instalation makes it possible
to obtain organic fertilizers [13; 14].
Mineral fertilizers are expensive and more concentrated. Compared to
organic, they are more difficult to digest. Organic fertilization improves
soil structure. Macronutrients of this natural fertilizer saturate the soil with
almost the full set of necessary substances, increasing the percentage of
humus. Namely, the fertilizer is found in the soil in forms accessible to
plants.
For example, 350 tons of fertilizer per 1 ha increase the content of
potassium and phosphorus by 10 mg/kg. While the average potassium
content in the soil is 80 mg/kg. This means that you can annually increase
the content of only the main macronutrients by 10 mg/kg. And, as a result,
raise the level of ash elements in the soil from medium to high level.
3. Strategic directions for improving the efficiency of fuel
and energy resources use and organization of biogas production
The purpose of strategic planning in the field of efficient use of energy
resources by agricultural enterprises is to establish an algorithm for forming
a base of energy resources (traditional and alternative) and their economical
use to reduce energy intensity of products. Ultimately, this is necessary
to ensure the competitiveness of agricultural enterprises in the long run.
Insufficient development of concepts, strategies and models of development
has a negative impact on agriculture, which is not competitive enough in
world markets.
We propose the implementation of the Strategy for the efficient use of
energy resources for agricultural enterprises of Ukraine, which will guarantee
a reduction in energy intensity of products and increase its competitiveness.
The main areas of implementation of the Strategy will include:
1. Introduction of energy saving technologies.
2. Introduction of energy management.
3. Use of alternative fuel and energy resources.
1. Introduction of energy saving technologies. An important role in
the efficient use of fuel and energy resources is played by organizational
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and technological support of the production process, the use of energysaving equipment and technologies. Tractor and combine fleet of
agricultural enterprises of Ukraine is 50-70% older than 10 years. This
leads to constant huge costs for spare parts, overspending on fuel and
lubricants, a high percentage of breakdowns, more than 15% of crop
losses. The optimal equipment of the machine-tractor fleet of farms with
modern equipment (both domestic and foreign) with their rational use
allows to reduce fuel consumption by 10-40% in some technological
operations.
More significant reserves are in modern technologies (minimum and
zero tillage, track technology, etc.). Their implementation reduces fuel
consumption by up to 70%. This is evidenced by both foreign and domestic
experience.
The comparative efficiency of the use of resource-saving technologies in
comparison with the classical one is given in Table 3.
Table 3
Efficiency of application of resource-saving machinery
and technologies in the conditions of Ukraine in comparison
with classical technology, %
Technology
Machinery
Combined units
Gas cylinder machinery
Technologies
Precision farming
Minimum tillage
Track technology
Source: [15]

Reduce the
The share of
Energy
The cost of
use or cost of fuel in the cost intensity of
production
motor fuel
of production products
22
37

85
66

69
100

86
93

20
65
18

84
31
92

70
40
73

84
83
82

Tillage by traditional methods is the most expensive. This technology
in recent years has led to a decrease in humus, to soil degradation. World
trends point the way to frugal agriculture. More than 124 million hectares
of land in the world have been transferred to these technologies. 7 million
hectares are added annually. This is proof of the viability and sustainability
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of technology. Reducing the mechanical impact on the soil and increasing
the content of organic matter due to the constant preservation of plant
residues can stop soil degradation.
Savings technologies do not reduce grain yields, but fuel consumption
in tillage is reduced by 1 liter while reducing tillage depth by 1 cm.
Comparison of plowing and direct seeding technologies indicates savings
of fuel and lubricants by 2.5 times by reducing field and use of equipment
for less energy-intensive technological operations.
One of the measures to increase energy efficiency and energy saving
is the creation of innovative farms – a model of environmentally and
economically efficient production with a concentration of modern energy
and resource-saving technologies. Such technologies include: mulching
crops, direct sowing, efficient irrigation. Precision farming technologies
are used: navigation equipment system, field travel system, Controlled
Traffic Farming, differential fertilizer application system and plant
protection products.
The introduction of energy efficient technologies is impossible without
incentives from the state. This regulation is carried out through the use of both
administrative and economic methods. In the period of economic recession
that Ukraine is currently experiencing, it is necessary to use mainly policy
regulators. In the transition to the development phase, economic regulators
should dominate [16].
Methods of state regulation should not be opposed. It is advisable to
apply them depending on the specific economic situation. At the same time,
the state must create common transparent “rules of the game” and guarantee
their observance by all economic entities.
In order to carry out applied research and develop new models of
equipment and technologies, the creation of technology parks may be
justified. To revive the production of complex agricultural machinery
(tractors, internal combustion engines and combines), it is advisable to
use free or special economic zones with appropriate preferential taxation
(zero VAT rate, customs tax on imported components, etc.). According to
the experience of the domestic automotive industry, the implementation of
this mechanism since 2000 has brought the production of cars and buses on
the path of sustainable growth, and budgets at all levels have received more
revenue due to multiple increases in production.
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Improving the efficiency of energy resources should be stimulated
by environmental regulation. The fact is that reducing exhaust emissions
requires the use of energy-saving technologies and cost-effective machinery.
It is important to use the subsidy mechanism, which is used to cover part
of the costs for the development and implementation of the latest energysaving technologies and equipment. Together with loans for energy efficient
equipment, they have an investment form. Many countries of the European
Union use such a policy. Thus, in Germany, 50% of the cost of diesel biofuel
plants is compensated at the expense of state funding.
Implementation of the state policy to support the use of biofuels and
energy-saving technologies by regulatory methods in market conditions
is impossible without the widespread use of economic incentives. Highly
developed countries (EU, USA, Japan, etc.) have extensive experience in
this area.
At the first stage, they applied the following economic incentives:
– loans at low bank rates;
– sale of energy saving equipment without indirect taxation;
– tax benefits for the production and use of alternative fuels of plant
origin;
– accelerated depreciation of machinery and equipment;
– subsidies (direct and indirect) to cover the production costs of
enterprises;
– investments.
It is necessary to inform agricultural producers about modern energysaving technologies, implement pilot projects and constantly monitor the
efficiency of energy resources at the state level.
2. Energy management. The problem of energy saving and efficient
energy supply can be solved only by implementing an energy management
system.
The company’s energy management system (EMS) is a set of
organizational, technical and software tools that together manage the
production process in such a way that only the minimum required amount
of fuel and energy resources for the production of a certain number of
products or services.
In order to ensure the efficient use of energy in enterprises, an energy
management service is created, headed by the energy manager of the enterprise.
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His function is to manage the operation of the service and ensure the
achievement of the planned energy saving effects. He is responsible for
energy managers in various areas of energy conservation (heat supply,
electricity, water supply, compressed air supply), whose responsibilities
include: control and planning of energy consumption, energy management
cycle in energy conservation, development and implementation of measures
for generation, distribution, use types of energy.
Energy managers of shops and sections with an annual energy budget
of UAH 10 million and more are also subordinated to the energy manager
of the enterprise. They control and plan energy consumption in shops and
polling stations, organize the elimination of energy losses and implement
energy saving measures for all types of energy consumed by equipment in
sections.
The Energy Management Service is also a link between businesses and
various inspectorates that oversee the efficient use of energy resources. For
small agricultural enterprises, we offer the introduction of the position of
energy manager only.
The energy manager belongs to the administration of the enterprise
(organization), but he does not manage people, but controls energy
consumption. The position of energy manager refers to the middle manager
with direct subordination to the director or chief engineer of the enterprise
(organization).
The energy manager must be able to:
– compile tables of energy consumption at the enterprise (organization),
by divisions and equipment and fuel and energy balance of the enterprise
(organization);
– analyze energy consumption taking into account the assessment of
energy saving measures and prepare proposals for improving the production
process;
– determine the efficiency of energy consumers and control the
investment of energy saving measures;
– provide consulting services on energy saving at the enterprise;
– conduct an internal energy audit and know the butterfly of energy
management assessment at the enterprise and the encouragement of
employees of the enterprise who save energy;
– develop proposals to attract staff to save energy;
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– check and evaluate energy bills and contracts related to energy
consumption;
– analyze energy flows in detail and determine and constantly monitor
specific energy consumption rates;
– calculate investments, operating costs and analyze the possibilities of
subsidies and their practical use;
– submit proposals to the administration regarding the new investment
policy;
– manage staff.
The energy manager must meet the following requirements:
– have basic knowledge of energy management and an idea of the basic
technologies used in the enterprise (organization);
– be able to work with new information technologies, analyze data on
energy consumption, conduct economic analysis of energy saving measures
and develop these measures and conduct internal audit of the enterprise;
– have broad and original views on energy saving and be proactive and
persistent in solving problems related to energy conservation;
– be able to communicate with both the administration and the staff of
the enterprise.
3. Use of alternative fuel and energy resources. Today, the use of nontraditional and alternative energy sources in agriculture and in the agroindustrial complex as a whole is especially relevant, as such sources are
available in Ukraine and their use is still minimal (6.6% of the country’s
total energy balance in 2020).
Biomass occupies a special place in the structure of possible alternative
energy sources, the potential of which in Ukraine is quite large, but not yet
fully studied [17].
From the ecological point of view, bio-production in the agro-industrial
complex will reduce greenhouse gas emissions, increase soil fertility
and improve water quality, as well as contribute to the gradual revival of
biodiversity [18]. However, it is always necessary to compare the economic
efficiency of energy and food use of agricultural products.
This problem is quite difficult, because on the one hand, providing
the population with food is a priority for every government, and on the
other – the energy independence of the state is the basis of its sovereignty.
Therefore, the analysis of the possibilities of growing bioresources for
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biofuels should be carried out taking into account the real situation with
both the existing needs in the food sector and the available sources of
traditional energy resources.
It is expected that the energy use of all types of biomass of Ukraine will
be able to provide an annual replacement of 9.2 million tons of conventional
fuel (c.f.) fossil fuels at the level of 2030, including due to energy use of
crop residues, in particular: straw – 2.9 million tons of c.f., firewood and
wood waste – 1.6 million tons of c.f., peat – 0.6 million tons of c.f., solid
waste – 1.1 million tons of c.f., production and use of biogas – 1.3 million
tons of c.f., fuel ethanol production and biodiesel – 1.8 million tons of c.f.,
firewood and wood waste – 1.6 million tons of c.f., peat – 0.6 million tons
of c.f., solid waste – 1.1 million tons of c.f., production and use of biogas –
1.3 million tons of c.f., fuel ethanol production and biodiesel – 1.8 million
tons of c.f.
One of the important ways to increase the efficiency of energy supply
of enterprises, especially enterprises of the agro-industrial complex, is
the ability to provide electricity and heat to the most important areas of
production, which requires backup energy sources and backup (autonomous)
energy supply systems.
Despite some changes, the development of alternative energy in Ukraine
is slow due to the low level of technical re-equipment of production;
low intensity of use of renewable energy resources available at the local
(regional level).
4. Technical and organizational aspects
of the organization of biogas production
Central Ukraine has a strong potential for alternative energy development
through the use of agricultural waste (straw, corn stalks, sunflower husks,
biological livestock waste), but underestimating the potential for alternative
energy production preserves the solution of Ukraine’s energy problem.
The lack of effective mechanisms of economic stimulation and financial
responsibility for the rational use and economical use of fuel and energy
resources of economic entities of all forms of ownership does not contribute
to reducing the level of energy dependence of the Ukrainian economy.
The development of alternative energy in Ukraine will allow to
make real structural changes: to reduce energy consumption, to increase
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energy efficiency and energy savings; modernize the energy sector and
energy supply; to implement in practice the principles of sustainable
(environmentally oriented) type of economic growth; to deprive the
national economy of traditional energy dependence and to increase the
competitiveness of national production, to provide social infrastructure
with energy resources [19; 20].
Modern agriculture and biogas technologies in modern agriculture stand
side by side as two inseparable components [21]. The process has gone so
far that, for example, the EU no longer even keeps track of the total number
of biogas plants – the technology has become so common and widespread
that there is simply no need to calculate biogas capacity.
But the situation in the Ukrainian agricultural sector is a paradox. In
general, domestic agricultural enterprises are leading in the introduction
of new technologies, and this fact is recognized by both foreign and
domestic experts. But this does not apply to the use of bioenergy in
general, and especially the problem of agricultural enterprises using
biogas installations.
Biogas plants have numerous advantages over fossil fuels and other
types of RES:
– the combination of waste from seasonally operating enterprises
(for example, sugar factories) with farm waste allows to produce energy
throughout the year;
– creation of new jobs or new income opportunities during the year for
workers employed in sugar factories, which are located mainly in small
towns in Ukraine and are often the main employer of the city;
– disposal of a very wide range of agricultural residues;
– production of organic fertilizers that can be used for organic farming
(another way to increase the competitiveness of agriculture in Ukraine);
– modern management of agricultural waste management, especially
manure (which helps reduce odor, restore soil, preserve potential agricultural
land that could be used for settling tanks);
– the possibility of energy production near the places of origin of
agricultural waste (which does not require transportation of fuel over long
distances);
– the possibility of covering the peak load in the network and failures of
power generation created by intermittent RES;
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– gradual transition to a model of decentralized energy supply for local
communities;
– increase the use of biogas obtained from sugar production and
agricultural waste.
Livestock waste mixes well with any other substrates, as this raw
material contributes to the stability of fermentation processes in biogas
production. And the addition of corn silage or other substrates increases the
overall yield of biogas.
Silage has been used in biogas production for many years in the world.
The ancestor is Germany, which introduced a higher tariff for energy derived
from biogas. There began to build stations whose total capacity exceeded the
capacity of four nuclear units. Of course, there was not enough waste, so they
began to use raw materials in a ratio of 30 to 70 – manure and silage. About
1 million hectares of land, equal to 10% of Germany’s total land area, were
used for silage cultivation. When asked by farmers, seed companies even
began to develop special hybrids of plants that behaved best in reactors.
The introduction of technology in Ukraine was delayed due to legislation.
Initially (in 2009) the law on bioenergy did not provide for a “green”, i.e.
increased tariff, for projects that work with biomass – only water, sun and
wind. Then (since 2013), when biomass was included in the legally approved
list of sources for bioenergy, silage and grass were deleted from it. It was
written that biomass is organic waste from agriculture and forestry. The key
word is “waste”. This means that silage or firewood are no longer suitable as
raw materials, because they are not waste. The EU says that biomass is waste,
residues and agricultural and forestry products. After all, silage is a product,
and straw is a residue. All this was corrected only in July 2015.
The production process of biogas can be described as pre-treatment and
fermentation of raw materials (cattle farm effluents with a moisture content
of 95%, sheep manure and corn silage) under anaerobic conditions, as well
as the use of the manufactured product – biogas.
At the first stage of fermentation (hydrolysis stage) the process of
biochemical cleavage of macromolecular compounds (carbohydrates, fats,
proteins) into low molecular weight takes place.
At the second stage, with the participation of acid-forming bacteria,
the further decomposition of substrate takes place, with the appearance of
organic acids and salts, as well as alcohols, CO2 and H2, and then H2S, NH3.
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The final result of anaerobic fermentation is obtained at the third stage
of the process – methane fermentation, in which the main role is played by
methane-forming microorganisms.
Biogas installations are actively used in farms in Ukraine and in the
world nowadays. The disadvantage of most installations is the lack of
biomass heater, and due to insufficient and uneven heating of the mixture,
there are significant temperature fluctuations in the volume, which violates
the technological requirements of anaerobic fermentation.
Known biogas installation [22], which contains a tank covered with
insulation, a consumer pipe with a tap, a vertical propeller stirrer on a
hollow shaft, a loading hopper with a first slide latch over it and a protective
gas distribution grille. There is a hole for the removal of spent biomass
substrate under a vertical propeller stirrer with a second gate valve in the
lower part of the installation. The tank is wrapped with an electric heating
cable with a thermostat, there are two heat exchange circuits, each of which
consists of heat exchangers, the first heat exchanger is connected to the gas
pipeline, compressor and biomass substrate preparation unit, and the second
to the spent biomass substrate pipeline for biomass substrate preparation.
The disadvantage of this biogas plant is the low efficiency associated with
insufficient mixing and heating of the biomass substrate.
The study is based on the problem of improving the biogas reactor by
increasing the efficiency of maintaining the heating temperature of the substrate
and its uniform mixing to intensify the process of anaerobic fermentation. The
problem is solved by the fact that the biogas reactor with uniform mixing and
heating contains the reactor vessel, thermal insulation layer, unloading auger
with electric drive, and differs that it is additionally equipped with a cylindrical
tubular heater, with cleaning clamps on the turns of it. The heating element is
made in the form of a cylindrical tubular spring, on the turns of which there are
cleaning clamps, the rotational movement of which is transmitted from the rope
system through the pulley, insert and offset pins.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of a biogas reactor with uniform stirring and
heating.
The biogas reactor contains a loading neck 1, reactor housing 2, insulating
layer 3, unloading auger 4 with electric drive 5, cylindrical tubular heater 6,
on the turns of which are fixed three clamps 7, which rotate clean the surface
of the heater turns, providing efficient heat dissipation. The clamps 7 through
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Figure 1. Biogas reactor with uniform stirring and heating
Source: author’s patent [23]

the pins 8 are fixed to the insert 9, which can be moved on the Central pipe 10,
and rotated by pins 11 from the pulley 12. Axial displacement of the pulley
fix locking rings 13. Pulley 12 wraps the cable 14 to which through the guide
blocks 15 suspended load 16, the lifting of which is carried out by a lifting
mechanism 17, the braking of which is carried out by the latch 18. To heat the
substrate solar helium panel 19 is used.
The biogas reactor works this way. The load 16 rises to a height H0 by
means of the lifting mechanism 17, while the cable 14, passing through the
guide blocks 15, wraps the pulley 12 in several turns, at this time the lifting
mechanism is braked by the clamp 18.
To carry out uniform mixing release the clamp 18 gravitational forces
are lowered, while the cable 14 rotates the pulley 12, which transmits torque
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through the pins 11 to the insert 9, which rotates on the central tube 10, which
moves the coolant from the solar helium panel 19 to the cylindrical tubular
heater 6, which gives heat to the substrate, which is located inside the reactor
vessel 2. To unload the spent substrate, the unloading auger 4 is pre-actuated
by means of an electric drive 5 located in the lower part of the biogas reactor.
Thus, the use of a cleaning device for the heating element of the biogas
reactor makes it possible to increase the efficiency of heat transfer and ensure
uniform release of biogas. Uniform mixing and heating of the substrate in
an isolated reactor increases the energy efficiency of the bioreactor.
Another product provided by a biogas plant is biofertilizers, which make
a significant contribution to the revenue side of biogas projects [24].
Biofertilizer is a product of fermentation of organic matter under
anaerobic conditions (without air access). Biofertilizer, as a product of
biogas technology for processing cattle manure, pig manure and other
organic agricultural waste, contains all the necessary components of
fertilizers (nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, macro- and micronutrients) in
dissolved, balanced form in the proportions required for plants, as well as
active biological growth stimulants, significantly increase yields.
Biofertilizer, as the end product of the biogas plant completely replaces
mineral fertilizer, as it contains all the necessary components of fertilizers:
nitrogen-phosphorus-potassium, macro-and micronutrients in dissolved
balanced form in the ratios needed for plants, as well as active growth
stimulants.
Comparison of different types of fertilizers (biofertilizers, mineral and
organic fertilizers) by quality indicators is presented in Table 4.
Based on the data in the Table 8, we can see that biofertilizers are better
absorbed by plants, do not have pathogenic microflora and weed seeds,
have a useful microflora in large quantities, there is no adaptation period
when using them.
Biofertilizers act on the plant immediately after their introduction
into the soil. They are used as a year-round fertilizer for all agricultural,
ornamental and domestic crops diluted with water, by injection, surface
watering or spraying the leaf surface of plants. Having a slightly alkaline
environment (pH 7.6-8.2), they reduce soil acidity. They are used in all
climatic zones, for all types of soils, increasing their fertility and improving
their ecological condition.
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Comparison of biofertilizers with other types
of fertilizers on qualitative indicators
Indicator

Biofertilizers

Assimilation by plants, %
Nitrogen losses, %
Nitrate content in products
Leaching from the soil, %
The presence of pathogenic microflora
Presence of weed seeds

100
5-8
no
15
no
no
yes
The presence of beneficial microflora
in large quantities
Adaptation period
no

Mineral
fertilizers
35-40
50
yes
50
no
no
no
yes

Table 4

Organic
fertilizers
(manure)
80
30
no
80
yes
yes
yes
in small quantities
yes

Source: formed by the author according to [25]

Biofertilizers increase the resistance of plants to adverse environmental
influences, especially during late frosts, microbiological processes in the
root zone of the plant occur with the release of heat needed to protect shoots.
The application of biofertilizer improves the survival of newly planted fruit
crops, both in spring and autumn.
Biofertilizers are widely used in the Netherlands, Germany, England,
Finland, Italy, China, India and other countries. Especially good results of
fertilizers are given in Ukraine in the cultivation of potatoes, beets, cabbage,
carrots, tomatoes, cucumbers, strawberries, raspberries, currants and
other vegetables and berries, as well as cereals, fodder and lawn grasses,
ornamental flowers such as roses, daffodils, peonies, etc.
The choice of equipment for biogas production in Ukraine is not so
wide, obviously given that this business is still in its infancy.
The most famous world brands are German. These are Schmack, EnviTec
Biogas, Biogas Nord, Lipp. The most expensive equipment is produced by
Schmack: the cost of a turnkey biogas plant is 4 million euros per 1 MW.
Biogas Nord, EnviTec Biogas, Lipp is the middle price segment (3-3.5 million
euros). Ukrainian-Swiss brand Zorg offers bio-installations for 2.5-2.7 million.
euros (assembled by German technology from German components). In all
cases, the components for biogas plants are the same. The price is mainly
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influenced by the prestige of the brand. In addition, each company includes in
the cost of its internal costs (staff salaries, engineering, etc.).
Using the potential of biogas production is an innovative way to meet the
energy needs of agricultural enterprises. Complementing the biogas plant
with cogeneration installation for the production of heat and electricity will
allow the company to make optimal use of energy potential and abandon the
purchase of electricity from traditional sources.
5. Conclusions
1. Rapid growth of energy prices, the possibility of reorientation to the
cultivation of crops that are processed into biofuels, or the use of livestock
products and agricultural plant waste for energy purposes are significant
factors for autonomous energy supply of agricultural enterprises and reduce
their energy costs in terms of fuel.
2. The types of organic wastes suitable for biogas production are identified:
agricultural waste, livestock waste, poultry waste, waste from distilleries,
dairy waste, biodiesel production waste, waste fish and slaughterhouse,
wastes from juice production, wastes from potato processing, production
of chips – cleaning, skins, rotten tubers, sewage (aeration) gases, sewage
sludge from municipal sewage treatment plants, solid household waste.
3. The spatial aspect of the use of livestock waste for biogas production
in world practice has shown different approaches to the organization of the
process. European and world experience of biogas production is analyzed. It
is determined that the leaders in Europe are Germany, Denmark and France.
Interesting experience of state support and construction of individual biogas
plants in China has been studied.
4. Production of biofuels, in particular biogas from waste, and their
replacement of purchasing energy resources from traditional sources is currently
an effective area of energy supply for agricultural enterprises. The implementation of the Strategy for the efficient use of energy resources for agricultural
enterprises of Ukraine is proposed. The main areas of implementation of the
Strategy will include: introduction of energy saving technologies; introduction
of energy management; use of alternative fuel and energy resources.
5. It is proposed to improve the existing equipment for biogas production
based on the development of biogas reactor with uniform stirring and
heating which increases the efficiency of biogas production.
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basis of the process approach to the management of the quality of economic
growth is distinguished – the coordination of the region’s development
potential with its results and the substantiation of the strategy for the future
on this basis. Assessing the effectiveness of the use of resource potential of
rural areas is determined by identifying external and internal threats of socioeconomic and environmental orientation. There are two main approaches
to assessing the regional economic potential of the region – reproductive
and behavioral. Assessment of the resource potential of rural areas should
be based on its components: natural, agricultural, human, financial and
economic, infrastructural, investment, innovation, business, social,
administrative, historical and cultural, marketing, information, recreational
potential. Methodology. Assessment of the effectiveness of the use of
potential includes: analysis of the action of economic entities of the territory
on the use of its resources; comparative analysis of absolute indicators of
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Practical implications. The formation of the assessment of the efficiency
of the use of the resource potential of rural areas requires a comprehensive
approach, which is carried out using a certain algorithm, which provides
for the following stages: analysis of the internal and external environment
(preparatory stage); defining a system of indicators to assess effectiveness;
calculation of group and integrated indicators of sustainable development
of rural areas; analysis of the results of a comprehensive assessment of the
effectiveness of sustainable development of rural areas; development and
implementation of targeted territorial development programs. Under the
assessment of resource potential is understood the definition of its value in
value terms in terms of constituent elements: investment, natural resource
and labor potential. A methodological approach based on the comparison of
the potentially possible theoretical level of use of the region’s potential with
the available actual indicators has been developed, which allows estimating
the reserves according to the analyzed components of the potential.
Regarding the development of resource potential, a financial and economic
mechanism has been developed to ensure the accumulation of investment
resources in the regions through high-efficiency use of the state budget,
local budget, borrowed funds and other credit allocations. Value/originality.
The use of group and integrated indicators allows to identify not only the
problems of rural development, but also the reasons for their occurrence, to
carry out effective and purposeful solution of tasks to ensure the established
strategic goal. Therefore, the methodological approach to assessing the
effectiveness of sustainable development of rural areas makes it possible
to analyze the current state of rural development. The proposed method
of assessing the effectiveness of the use of resource potential for rural
development is a necessary element of the analysis of rural development in
order to develop and implement tactical, operational and strategic decisions
at each stage of regional and national programs.
1. Introduction
Rural areas have a powerful natural, demographic, economic and
historical-cultural potential, which, with fuller, more rational and efficient
use, can ensure sustainable multisectoral development, full employment,
high level and quality of life of the rural population. One of the important
tasks of Ukraine’s national policy is the transition to sustainable
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development. The state can implement this task by rationally and efficiently
using the resource potential of rural areas and creating the most favorable
conditions for their preservation in the country as a whole.
Especially relevant is the study of the use of natural potential of the territory,
taking into account the available socio-economic resources as an object of state
regulation and management, analysis of the current state, formation and use of
natural resources and labor potential of rural areas. After all, the development
of rural areas is a process of stable and balanced development of the rural
settlement network and agricultural production based on the implementation of
a set of state and local economic, social and environmental measures aimed at
preserving and enriching the human potential of the countryside.
In the context of globalization of the world economy, the development
of market relations in the country for the scientific substantiation of social
and economic reforms of particular importance are issues of managing the
efficiency of resource potential of rural areas to develop strategic directions
for its improvement.
Today, the definition of the category «efficient use of resource potential
of rural areas» is of particular practical importance. Literally, «resource
potential efficiency» means the effectiveness of the use of natural resource,
human, agricultural production, investment, marketing, financial and
economic, infrastructure, social, innovation, business, administrative and
information potential. Ensuring a decent life of the rural population and a
sufficient level of socio-economic development in rural areas is possible
only with a high degree of efficiency in the use of resource potential.
For a more thorough study of the main theoretical and methodological
and practical aspects of the efficiency of economic activity in rural areas, it
is first appropriate to consider «efficiency» as an economic category and its
essential content.
2. Methodical approaches to performance evaluation
The development of territories and the rise of their development to the
level of sustainability requires its own holistic concepts. They should be
based on existing concepts that reflect the role and responsibilities of state
and local authorities in achieving social welfare and social development,
and correlate with the concepts of welfare state, social development, welfare
and others.
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The path to the development of regions and communities begins with the
reform of local self-government, namely the assessment of opportunities
for self-sufficiency and self-development to create conditions for full
satisfaction of the needs of the population and increase its productive energy.
At the same time, income from economic activity is seen not as an ultimate
goal, but as a means of expanding people’s choices in such fundamentally
important areas as life, education and professional development, health
promotion, economic and social employment, aimed at development and
support human personality. Today, local governments have broad powers to
manage local affairs.
The concept of «efficiency» has many meanings, although its essence
lies in the dialectical unity of two interrelated principles – the maximum
result (ie achievement of the goal) with a minimum of costs (living and
materialized labor) required to obtain the result.
Currently, there is no single clear definition of efficiency in the economic
literature, so there are different views on its criteria and indicators. There
are more than 20 classifications of effectiveness in the scientific literature.
The most common classification is according to which efficiency is in three
types: economic, social, socio-economic. This classification of efficiency is
the basis of all other divisions and is therefore general.
Economic efficiency is defined as «the effectiveness of economic activity
in the implementation of economic programs and measures, characterized
by the ratio of the economic effect (result) to the cost of resources that led
to this result» [11].
Some scientists are proposing to calculate the efficiency of real production
costs. In this case, the efficiency should be determined by the return on assets,
equity and debt capital [4]. It is also proposed to determine the efficiency
of advanced resources and the efficiency of resources consumed, as well as
the turnover and profitability of funds or their sources [16]. In addition, the
efficiency should be determined by the return on capital used, and in the
case of borrowing should also take into account financial costs (interest).
Profit to determine profitability should be taken that which remains at the
disposal of the enterprise, ie net.
One of the main criteria for assessing the activities of the enterprise in
a market economy is efficiency – to obtain a certain result at the lowest
cost or a given amount of costs. The main indicators of the enterprise in
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market conditions are financial stability and profit (profitability). Moreover,
the latter means the return on equity and return on total capital invested in
the enterprise [15].
In the management literature on management theory [5, p. 8], efficiency
is determined by three approaches – target (defines the effectiveness of
the system as the ability of the subject to achieve certain goals through
the rational actions of its components [11]. Rationalism is to choose the
option of using resources that would achieve the goals at the lowest cost),
systemic (passive approach, which involves focusing the company on
its survival through adaptation to the external environment, focuses on
the internal characteristics of the enterprise, making it more suitable for
evaluating the activities of budgetary organizations) and selective (provides
for a minimum level of satisfaction of all components of the organization,
the motives and objectives of which differ [13]. It is important to identify
strategic components, as well as determine the degree of their impact on the
enterprise as a whole), each of which has its advantages and disadvantages.
Therefore, it is possible to achieve positive results by combining these
approaches.
Exploring the methodological issues of management efficiency, we can
identify three main types of efficiency [6, p. 24–32]: consumer (ratio of
goals to needs, ideals, norms); effective (the ratio of the achieved result to
the planned goals); costly (ratio of costs to results achieved). These types
of efficiency form the following chain: consumer efficiency determines the
content of effective, and effective – cost.
In the scientific literature it is suggested to use several methodical
approaches to performance evaluation (Figure 1).
Performance management involves the use of the so-called Balancea
Scorecard (BSC), which includes various financial and non-financial
indicators that allow a comprehensive assessment of the value of the
enterprise and its performance. Profitability indicators are used in this
system as secondary, and the main one is economic added value (EVA) [8].
The problem of assessing the effectiveness of the resource potential of
the territory has been studied by scientists for a long time. Obviously, when
resources are involved in economic turnover, they and the efficiency of their
use must be evaluated like any other product. Assessment of the effectiveness
of the use of potential includes: analysis of the action of economic entities
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І Traditional approach. Based on the classic

ІІ Multifactor approach.

Dupont model «Return on Capital», provides an

Involves the use of aggregate

assessment of efficiency based on two groups of
indicators: summary indicators of the first level,
which characterize the efficiency of the enterprise
as a whole, and second-level indicators that assess

performance indices, which are
complex and difficult to
interpret, and therefore have not
become generally accepted.

the efficiency of certain resources;

Figure 1. Methodical approaches to performance evaluation
Source: formed according to the results of the study

of the territory on the use of its resources; comparative analysis of absolute
indicators of the real and financial sectors of the territory; analysis of the
potential of the territory by market relations [12, p. 20].
3. Tools for assessing the effectiveness
of the resource potential of the territory
The tools for assessing the effectiveness of the use of resource potential
of the territory include the analysis of indicators and indicators of the process
of realization of resource potential. Systematicity in the assessment of
resource potential and the interaction of certain components with each other
is also determined. In the table 1 shows the main features of systematization
of types of resource components of the development potential of territories.
Systematization of types of resource components
of territorial development potential
A sign of systematization

1
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Origin

Type of resources
Human.
Material and technological.
Financial.
Technical and technological.
Institutional.
Organizational.

Table 1
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(Continuation of Table 1)
A sign of systematization
2

Form of existence

Type of resources
Tangible and intangible
Raw materials.
Production and technological.
Knowledge.
Intelligent.
Innovative.
Information.
Social.
Spiritual and cultural.
Current (existing at the time of evaluation).
Strategic (which may be involved in the future).
Backup (can be used at any time if necessary).
Potential (which can be obtained by building).

3

Content

4

Time of existence and use

5

Sources of emergence and
formation

Natural.
Created by society.

6

Systems of territorial
economy of the region

Resources of the economic system.
Social system resources.
Ecological system resources.
Human resources and their potential.

Object of development

Territory resources.
Industry resources.
Resources of activities.
Enterprise resources.
Resources of economic entities.
Resources of institutions, institutes.
Team resources.
Household resources.

8

Direction of development

Resources for educational development.
Resources for spiritual and cultural development.
Resources for innovation.
Resources of economic development.
Social development resources.
Environmental development resources.
Management development resources.
Power development resources.

9

Participation in
development processes

Resources of production processes.
Resources of service processes.
Resources of auxiliary processes.

7
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(End of Table 1)
A sign of systematization
10

Impact on the level of
development

The level of
11 administrative-territorial
organization

12

Resources of the political
system

13 Subject of influence

Type of resources
Resources for direct positive impact.
Resources for indirect positive influence.
Resources of direct negative impact.
Resources of indirect negative influence.
State resources.
Regional resources.
Resources of territorial communities.
Household resources.
Positive changes related to political and national
trends in the country.
International relations related to the change of
government.
Changing political elites, the emergence and
implementation of new innovative reforms in the
development of the country and regions.
Resources of public authorities.
Resources of regional authorities.
Resources of local self-government.
Civil society resources.

Source: [9]

Many factors influence the assessment of the efficiency of using the
resource potential of the territory. The following main tasks of methods for
assessing the effectiveness of the resource potential of the territory can be
distinguished:
– to ensure the development of the region’s economy on the basis of the
most efficient use of its resource potential;
– to form and evaluate the organizational and production infrastructure
of the region, taking into account the requirements of information, financial
and organizational technologies sufficient for the implementation of targeted
regional projects and programs;
– make optimal use of regional budgets, taking into account the availability
of resource potential that provides independent effective development;
– to increase the social level of the population of the region; to create
effective tools for the implementation of regional programs based on
attracting significant additional investment in regional programs and
projects [13, p. 16].
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Implementation of these tasks, first of all, involves:
– quantitative assessment of the resource potential of the region as a
basis for qualitative analysis of economic processes and trends;
– alternative prediction of the future development of economic sectors
as possible objects of using the resource potential of the region;
– assessment of possible changes in the structure of resource potential of
the region and development of necessary measures to increase it.
The resource potential of rural areas is a complex system that is
interconnected and interdependent. Therefore, it has the inherent features of
any system. The first is integrity, which means that all elements of capacity
serve a common goal facing the system. The second distinguishing feature
of the resource potential of rural areas is complexity. It is manifested in the
presence of several constituent elements, each of which is a set of separate
parts, which include, in turn, several smaller parts of the potential [4]. The
use in the process of planning and reproduction of such system features of
resource potential as the interchangeability of its individual elements and a
balanced optimal relationship between them opens the possibility of creating
an economic system with maximum productivity. As a system of economic
relations, the resource potential of rural areas has a sectoral and territorial cut.
According to many economists, the potential implies the need for
quantitative interpretation of the hidden capabilities of the object under
study. In this regard, domestic and foreign literature offers various methods
for assessing the level of potential of the territory. At the same time, each
study basically uses many different criteria.
There are two main approaches to assessing the regional economic
potential of the region – reproductive and behavioral. Within the first region
is considered as a relatively closed system, based on the formed indicators
of productivity of factors of production [14]. Using the second approach, the
analysis of the set of territories and the relationships that exist between them.
4. Methods of complex assessment
of economic potential of the territory
The analysis of methods of complex estimation of economic potential of
the territory has some basic approaches (table 2).
In modern economics, two areas of research of resource potential have
been formed: «effective» and «resource».
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Table 2
The main approaches to the methods of comprehensive assessment
of the economic potential of the territory
Characteristics of methods
I The method of establishing the closeness of the links between the basic indicators;
II Index summation method;
III Method of interval scoring;
The method of constructing an integrated indicator based on the ranking of
IV
territories for each of the basic evaluation indicators;
The method of non-interval factoring ranking of territories in conjunction with
V
the method of scoring.
Source: formed according to the results of the study

Within the «effective» direction, resource potential is seen as the ability
of the economic system to develop, process resources to meet social needs
[12]. Estimation of the size of resource potential is reduced to an estimation
of the maximum turnover which the economic link is capable to make at the
given quantity, quality and structure of resources.
The resource direction considers the resource potential of rural areas as
a set of resources of the economic link. Assessment of resource potential is
reduced to determining the cost of available resources, and the level of use
of resource potential of rural areas is determined by the ratio of the result to
the amount of resources used [14].
The resource potential of rural areas can be realized in different ways in
different conditions of place and time. In this regard, it should be noted that
since the resource potential of rural areas can be realized only in specific
conditions (historical, social, economic, legal, institutional), to consider it
outside these conditions does not make sense, as these conditions largely
depend on the characteristics its volume, location, efficiency of use.
The production complex of each rural area is part of the entire regional
economy. Therefore, the resource potential of rural areas to some extent
loses its autonomy and integrates with the potential of other areas [12]. In
the process of assessing the economic potential of the territory, a distinction
should be made between such concepts as the total amount of resources,
the amount of resource potential and the indicator of realization of resource
potential, which the territory currently has.
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Thus, the resource potential of rural areas is a complex, multifaceted
category. Its meaningful interpretation is possible only in the case of
studying all its components from the standpoint of a single methodology,
determining the criteria and indicators of their overall evaluation. Only then
can an adequate description of the potential of a particular area be obtained.
The lack of a single methodology for assessing the level of efficiency of
the resource potential of rural areas determines the feasibility of trying to
develop it on the basis of generalizing certain provisions of its formation
and development.
We have identified an algorithm for estimating the resource potential
of rural areas, where the order of successively assessed characteristics
contains (Figure 2):
– definition of the purposes and tasks concerning an estimation of
efficiency of use of resource potential of rural territories;
– selection and analysis of indicators of resource potential of rural areas;
– formation of a system of indicators for assessing the resource potential
of rural areas;
– assessment of the resource potential of rural areas by its components;
– formation of a comprehensive indicator for assessing the resource
potential of rural areas;
– determining the compliance of socio-economic development of the
region to the available resource potential;
– analysis of the obtained results and development of management
decisions on the effectiveness of the use of total resource potential.
According to the specified algorithm, it is expedient to estimate efficiency
of resource potential in two stages: the first – the analysis on the basis of a
point estimation, the second – the analysis of resource potential on the basis
of an integrated estimation.
Based on the existing interregional, interdistrict and district differences and
identifying various factors that determine the development of the territory, a
model of comprehensive assessment of the efficiency of resource potential of
rural areas, including a method of typification and methodology for assessing
the use of resource potential of rural areas [1], based on an integrated set of
indicators that determine the level of efficiency of capacity use (local level).
The method of typing includes scoring and determining the integrated
score for all components of the resource potential of rural areas, provides for
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FORMATION OF GOALS
Comprehensive assessment of the efficiency of using the resource potential
of rural areas
TASK
Develop a system of criteria
and indicators for the use of
resource potential of rural
areas.

Identify typical signs of using
the resource potential of rural
areas.

Determine the efficiency of
using the resource potential of
rural areas.

Selection of significant socioeconomic indicators that
characterize the features of the
use of resource potential.

Determining the score of each
element of resource potential.

Selection of indicators and rationing
to reduce fluctuations over the
years.
Calculation of individual indices
to determine the rate of change for
the year and highlight the most
significant of them through the
calculated weights.

Carrying out a point assessment of
all components of resource
potential.

Carrying out an integrated
assessment of each component of
the resource potential of rural areas.

Determining the level of use of
resource potential of rural areas on
the basis of the integrated score.

Determination of the total
integrated assessment and the
level of use of resource potential
by the complex coefficient.

Methodology based on an integrated set of indicators.

Methodology based on scoring the use of components of
resource potential.

ANALYSIS OF THE USE OF RESOURCE POTENTIAL
OF RURAL AREAS

RESULT
Formation of a comprehensive indicator for assessing the resource potential of
rural areas.
Determining the compliance of socio-economic development of the level of rural
areas to the available resource potential.
Carrying out the analysis of the received results and development of the administrative decision
concerning efficiency of use of resource potential of rural areas.

Figure 2. Model of comprehensive assessment
of the use of resource potential of rural areas
Source: author’s development
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quantitative parameters to establish qualitative diversity of socio-economic
development of rural areas and determine the nature of their differentiation,
which is important for relevant regional policy. equalization, including at
the local level [3; 8].
Analysis of the results obtained and ranking of rural areas according to
the level of efficiency of their resource potential affects the development of
management decisions to improve the efficiency of resource use.
Empirical macroeconomic assessment of the resource potential of the
territory can not be obtained directly from the analysis of certain parameters
of the region’s economy. This is due to the fact that the Gross Regional
Product is an integral result of the functioning of a large number of
heterogeneous and incompatible natural and economic resources.
Therefore, a multifactor econometric model is used to obtain such an
estimate:
,
where Рm – resource potential of the region r;
еі – own resource efficiency i;
R – availability of resources i in the region r;
d – the share of other factors.
Resource potential is a value that has a time component that allows you
to estimate its annual capacity, including not only the actual capacity of the
entire capacity of the resource complex, but its potential productivity by
loading unused capacity and developing additional over time for public use
production:
,
where SRPt – total resource potential calculated over time t;
RPвt – resource potential, used capacity of the territory over time t;
RPнвt – resource potential not used in the current time period t for the
needs of social production;
∆RPt – additional new capacities of resource potential mastered during
the period t and used in social production [2, р. 100].
The most important components in the resource potential are
organizational and managerial, logistical, personnel, financial and territorial
development potential [11].
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In assessing the resource potential, it is emphasized that although the
unit of measurement of both resource and production potential are identical,
the internal content of these units is completely different: in the case of
resource potential they reflect the cost side of the production process, its
initial prerequisites, and in the case of production. potential – its result, its
final moment.
5. Valuation of total resource potential
It is proposed to value the total resource potential through the estimated
parameters of fixed assets, because today they have the most sophisticated
official methods of revaluation. However, to reflect the real value of fixed
assets, it is necessary to assess them taking into account the level of impact
of production (technology) on the environment [1; 3].
Determining the resource potential of the region is described by the
model:
ЕП = ІтkT + InkN + Tpkp + Ппkп + Ekkk,
where ЕП – economic potential;
Іт – investment potential;
In – innovation potential;
Tp – labor potential;
Пп – natural resource potential;
Ek – export potential;
kT, kN, kp, kп, kk – corresponding weighting factors of potentials [7].
The realization of the potential of the territory occurs through its
development: «Not a cost, not an exhaustion, but a qualitative transformation,
the transition» from resource to resource «and gaining new opportunities»
[9]. The indicator of realization of economic potential reflects the achieved
level of its use and characterizes the actual return of resources of economic
potential. In this regard, it is proposed to use a taxonomic indicator of the
level of development (or use) of resource potential, which is a synthetic
quantity («equivalent» of all features that characterize the units of the study
population). The process of constructing a taxonomic indicator is based on
the formation of a matrix of observations, the elements of which are the
values of the considered features, which are expressed in specific units.
Assessment of the resource potential of rural areas should be based
on its components: natural, agricultural, human, financial, economic,
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infrastructure, investment, innovation, business, social, administrative,
historical and cultural, marketing, information, recreational potential [7].
The results of the assessment of the level of use of the resource potential
of rural areas allow us to judge both the effectiveness of the use of available
resource potential and the prospects for changing its qualitative and
quantitative state. In this context, there are key factors that will determine
the effective use of the existing potential of rural areas (Figure 3).
Improving the efficiency of the use of resource potential of rural areas,
according to scientists, should be based on clear principles (Figure 4).
Modernization, transition to an
innovative model of development,
accelerated development of modern
advances in science and technology,
which can increase productivity, reduce
resource consumption of products and
form the human resources of the village,
able to master advanced technologies;

Effective use of agricultural land,
including arable land, in order to
increase agricultural production, as well
as the formation of export resources,
more complete development of rural
areas;

 Diversification of agroindustrial production aimed at
creating effective employment
of the rural population;

Increasing the profitability of
agricultural producers in order to
create conditions for expanded
reproduction, convergence of
wages in agriculture with its
average value in the economy, as
well as increasing the prestige of
agricultural labor;

 Development of production and non-production infrastructure, reproduction of land and
other resources of the industry, greening of production.

Figure 3. The main factors of effective use
of the existing potential of rural areas
Source: formed according to the results of the study

The main subsystems of resource potential are multidimensional categories,
they interact, and ultimately economic potential is a function of different
potentials: resource and managerial factors. At the same time, the following
issues need to be addressed: development of a scientific and methodological
approach to the economic assessment of resource potential resources and
substantiation of indicators that reflect the value of resource potential.
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• Increasing the
importance of integrated
economic development
of rural areas based on its
human resources;

• Increasing the role of the
social component in the
development of the territory,
where the rural population is the
main productive force and
carrier of creative potential in all
spheres of activity;

• Effective nature
management and
ecological development
based on the natural
potential of rural areas.

Figure 4. Principles of improving the efficiency
of resource use potential of rural areas
Source: formed according to the results of the study

Under the assessment of resource potential is the definition of its
value in terms of value in terms of constituent elements: investment,
natural resource and labor potential [8]. The assessment of labor
potential of the region according to the proposed method is based
on economic assessment of labor potential, units of labor resources,
differentiated by type of education, calculated by summing all costs
directly affecting its formation, by years of their implementation. It is
proposed to determine the cost of investment potential resources on the
basis of the assessment of fixed and working capital of the region in
the territorial context. Assessment of natural resource potential should
be carried out for certain types of natural resources: forest, mineral
and fauna resources were assessed on the basis of the method of gross
productivity; water – «production» method; land – based on the value
of production of crop and livestock products; recreational – based on
the number of all rehabilitated in the sanatoriums for the year and the
average cost of the most typical vouchers (courses).
To solve the problem of estimating individual local potentials, two methods
are proposed: the method of production functions and the method of factors of
production. The difficulty of using the first method lies in the need to develop
a production function for a specific region. However, existing methods take
into account only two factors: labor and capital. Based on this, it is proposed
to use the methodology presented in the theory of factors of production (in the
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creation of value involved factors of production – labor, land and capital). They
are sources of income for society: wages, rents and profits.
A system of indicators proposed to assess the economic potential as a
whole and its individual local potentials is proposed:
– indicator of the effectiveness of the use of a particular potential of the
i-th type:
ІЕРі = Rі / ЕРі
where Rі – annual income from the use of the i-th type of economic
resource;
ЕРі – economic assessment of the potential of the i-th type (annual);
– assessment of the total resource potential of the region:
n
ЕРr = Σ ЕРі
і=1
where і = 1, 2, … , n – the number of individual potentials that are part
of the total resource potential;
ЕРr – total economic potential of the region;
– an indicator of the efficiency of using the resource potential of the region:
ІЕЕР = GRP / ЕРr
where GRP – gross regional product obtained in the given year;
ЕРr – annual value of the resource potential of the region.
When quantitatively comparing the gross regional product produced and
its resource potential, three situations can occur.:
– ІЕЕР = 1 – gross regional product is equal to the resources sold. This
situation is quite rare;
– ІЕЕР < 1 – this indicates inefficient use of the region’s resource potential;
– ІЕЕР > 1 – the economic potential of the region is used effectively [6].
A methodological approach based on the comparison of the potentially
possible theoretical level of potential use of the region with the available
actual indicators has been developed, which allows to estimate the reserves
according to the analyzed components of the potential. Regarding the
development of resource potential, a financial and economic mechanism
has been developed to ensure the accumulation of investment resources in
the regions through high-efficiency use of the state budget, local budget,
borrowed funds and other credit allocations.
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Regarding the construction of a hierarchical set of characteristics of
the resource potential of the region, at zero level place the generalizing
indicator Y, which characterizes the potential of the region as a whole and is
a set of complex indicators located on the first (Xi) and second levels (Xij).
It is noted that according to the law of synergy, the economic potential of
the region is not measured by a simple sum of potentials in terms of resource
sources; constituent subsystems are a set of potentials of enterprises in terms
of each resource source. The total potential is determined by the formula:
,
where Y – aggregate economic potential;
Xij – the potential of the j-th enterprise from the i-th source of resources;
n – number of resource sources;
m – number of enterprises in the region;
βn – 2nd order synergy coefficient;
λ – 1st order synergy coefficient.
The methodological approach is based on the need to take into account
the peculiarities of classifications from the standpoint of effective use of
resource potential of the region in general and its components in particular.
It is proposed to calculate the qualitative level of resource potential of
the region according to the formula:
EP = (∑n(i=1) K1X υі) / (∑n(i=1) υі),
where Кі – coefficient that characterizes the changes in the qualitative
level of resource potential of the region on the i-th indicator;
υі – significant coefficient of significance of the i-th change in the
qualitative level of resource potential of the region in the current period;
n – the number of indicators that assess the change in the quality level of
resource potential of the region [4].
It is proposed to calculate weighting factors on the basis of expert
assessment by ranking the indicators of resource potential of the region
according to the level of significance: from 1 – very significant to 7 –
insignificant.
The final stage of determining the total real potential of the region is the
total value of component potentials and adjusting it taking into account the
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synergy coefficient of the 1st order, which is calculated as the ratio of the
difference between total resource potential and standard to standard [12].
Researchers [5; 9] proposed a methodology that provides a quantitative
assessment of capacity, increases the validity of management decisions required
for indicative planning. This method of assessing the resource potential of the
region, based on the comparison of the analyzed and base periods of the economic
situation, allows to quantify, first, the level of development of productive forces
through the degree of resource use achieved by them; secondly, the priority
areas of economic activity in relation to regions, industries, product groups
when calculating capacity based on available resources. Such an analysis will
solve the problem of priorities in the use of capacity.
6. Formation of enterprise potential
The process of building the potential of the enterprise is one of the
directions of its economic strategy and involves the creation and organization
of a system of resources and competencies so that the result of their interaction
was a success factor in achieving strategic, tactical and operational goals. The
following basic methodological approaches are used (Table 3).
There is a list of principles of formation of economic potential of the
enterprise:
– any changes in potential occur only through appropriate changes in
the media;
– when forming the potential of the enterprise it is necessary to take
into account not only qualitative but also quantitative characteristics of
individual elements, which must be balanced for the functioning of the
enterprise as a whole object;
– when forming the potential of the enterprise it is necessary to take into
account the influence of the external environment on the components of the
potential of the enterprise and the relationship of elements with the external
environment;
– quantitative accumulation of enterprise potential contributes to the
emergence of qualitatively new ways and opportunities for enterprise
development;
– the development of the enterprise in the long run is the causal basis for
the formation of its new potential, and the created potential of the enterprise
is the causal basis for its further development.
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Methodological approaches to the description
of the structure of economic potential
№

Methodological
approaches

1

First, the parameters of the product are formed: what to do,
with what quality indicators, with what costs, for whom, in
what timeframe, at what price. Then the input parameters
are determined: what resources and information are needed
to implement internal business processes. The need for
resources and information is predicted after studying the
requirements for organizational and technical potential of
the enterprise (level of technology, technology, organization
System approach of production, labor and management) and environmental
parameters (political, economic, technological, sociodemographic, cultural environment and infrastructure of
the region). Feedback communication between suppliers
(input), customers (output), external environment and the
potential of the enterprise is necessary to adapt the potential
as a system to change customer requirements for products,
market parameters, the emergence of organizational and
technical innovations.

2

Functional
approach

It involves finding completely new, original technical
solutions to meet existing or potential needs. The need
in this case is considered as a set of functions that must
be performed to meet it. After defining the functions (for
example, marketing, research, supply, production, financing,
etc.), several alternative options for capacity building
for their implementation are identified and the one that
ensures maximum aggregate cost efficiency is selected.
The application of this approach, in contrast to the focus on
«yesterday’s» world standards, allows you to best meet new
needs and provide a sustainable competitive advantage.

Reproductive
approach

Focused on the constant renewal of production with lower
resource consumption and higher quality compared to
similar products in this market to meet customer needs.
This means that the main element of this approach is
the mandatory use of the base of comparison of the best
similar products at the moment, adjusted before the start of
development of new products.

3
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(End of Table 3)
№

Methodological
approaches

The essence of the approach

It is to establish for the most important elements of the
potential standards of quality and resource intensity
of products, workload of technical facilities, market
parameters and efficiency of use of resource potential for
Normative
4
the development and adoption of management decisions.
approach
It should be noted that the established standards must meet
the requirements of validity, complexity, efficiency and
viability.
Provides for the need to take into account technical,
environmental, economic, organizational, social,
Integrated
5
psychological and other aspects of the enterprise. If even
approach
one aspect is ignored, the problem will not be completely
solved.
In the process of building the potential of the enterprise
aims to study the strengthening of relationships, integration
Integration
6
and strengthening of interaction between its individual
approach
elements.
Associated with the need to consider the potential in dialectical
development, in establishing cause-and-effect relationships and
Dynamic
7
subordination based on a retrospective analysis of the behavior
approach
of similar systems over a period of time.
Source: formed according to the results of the study

When forming the economic potential of the enterprise should take into
account the properties of the economic system (Table 4).
According to the resource concept, the economic potential of the
enterprise is considered as a system of resources that interact and determine
the results achieved.
According to the resource concept in the structure of the potential of the
enterprise the following main elements are distinguished [2; 4]:
– technical resources (production facilities and their features, equipment,
materials);
– technological resources (technologies, available competitive ideas,
scientific developments);
– human resources (qualification, demographic composition of employees,
their desire for knowledge and improvement, intellectual capital);
– spatial resources;
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Properties of the economic system according
to the existing classification
№

Property of the
economic system

Table 4

Essential characteristics of the property

A system is an integrity, the properties of which are
revealed only by the interaction of its elements.
2
Polystructural
The system consists of a number of parts.
The economic system is determined by the heterogeneity
3
Complexity
of components, different and hierarchical relationships
between them.
The system has constantly changing parameters and is
4
Dynamics
characterized by stochastic behavior.
At any time, the system has its own resources and
5
Uniqueness
organizational capabilities.
Assumes adaptability of system parameters to constantly
6
Adaptability
changing conditions.
The purposefulness of the elements of the system enhances
7
Synergy
the efficiency of its operation.
Geometric dependence of detection of positive and
8
Multiplicity
negative effects of functioning of elements of system.
Elements of the economic system are marginal in nature,
9
Extreme
which determines its shape.
10
Antientropy
Ability to counter destructive trends.
Source: formed according to the results of the study
1

Integrity

– information resources (quantity and quality of information, channels
of its distribution, etc.);
– resources of the organizational structure of the management system;
– financial resources (availability and sufficiency of equity and debt
capital, asset status, liquidity, availability of credit lines).
It should be noted that the resource approach does not give a complete
description of the structure of the economic potential of the enterprise. In
this case, only one aspect is considered – resources.
Economic category of economic potential determines the potential of
productive forces and production relations. In his research, a methodological
approach is put forward that reveals the dialectic of formation, potential of a
new product and consumption.
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Methodological principles of economic potential distinguish its
elemental composition by the following types: production potential, labor
potential, innovation potential, investment potential, the potential of basic
industries and territories, the potential of administrative and production
systems. Economic potential is formed under the conditions of its constant
realization and future recovery at a higher level [4; 5].
Economic potential is, firstly, the total productive labor force of ablebodied members of society, and secondly, the property of the economy,
industries, enterprises to carry out production and economic activities,
produce products, services, meet social needs, ensure the development of
production and consumption [1].
The formation of the economic potential of the enterprise is carried
out in the maximum possible volume of production of material values and
services in conditions that ensure their fuller use over time and productivity
of a certain number of existing economic resources [10].
The formation of the economic potential of the enterprise is performed
on the basis of personnel, production, innovation and organizational and
managerial potential. It is the economic potential of the enterprise is the
basis for making strategic decisions, determining the directions of its
development, the formation of a program of action for the future, the basic
criterion of management processes [11].
The constituent components of the enterprise’s potential together create
its balanced general and internal structure. Quantitative and qualitative
relationships in the structure of enterprise potential show the relationship
and balance of the following elements: production, organizational structure
and management, marketing and finance, convincingly formulated in the
graph-analytical model «Capacity Square», which provides theoretical
aspects of business decisions [2].
The ratio in the structure of economic potential of objects should be
represented by the following elements:
– potential of the enterprise;
– potential of the industry;
– potential of the region (territory);
– state potential;
– global (transnational);
– economic potential [5].
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Continuous support of proportionality and development of potential
components ensures maximum profitability of the enterprise and its
highest value [1].
The essence of proportionality, which operates in the organization of
the elements of the potential of the enterprise – is their quantitative and
qualitative ratio, the relationship and balance of potential.
A systematic approach to the formation of enterprise potential is productive,
as it allows to systematize its structure and determine the dynamics of
development in the transformational conditions of the economy. The potential
of the enterprise is a system of various opportunities of resources under the
condition of their mobilization in development strategies.
The essence of the system approach to the formation of enterprise
potential shows the process of building a system that defines a holistic
set of components that have unity with the external environment and are
a subsystem of the global system. These properties of the potential of the
enterprise allow the formation of such postulates of the system approach,
which should be taken into account when forming its system:
1. The purpose of the system of enterprise potential – is the state of the
system, to which it goes under the condition of maintaining its structural
organization.
2. The structure of the potential of the enterprise is a set of components
of the system, which is defined and organized, combines local goals to best
achieve the main goal.
3. The number of structural components of the system of enterprise
potential and their relationships should be minimal, but sufficient to achieve
the main goal.
4. «Entry» of the enterprise potential system is a component that enters
the system, for example: raw materials, energy materials, fixed assets,
personnel, information.
5. «Output» of the enterprise potential system is a component that
produces the system, for example: products, goods, services.
6. The external environment determines the components of the
macroenvironment and microenvironment of the system, with which there
are direct and indirect links.
7. Feedback of the enterprise potential system is the requirements,
proposals and other information defined in the system.
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8. The development of the system of enterprise potential determines
the improvement of the system on the basis of the use of competition
mechanisms, economic laws and the implementation of market levers.
The system of enterprise potential is determined by the properties by
which it can be distinguished from the potential of competitive enterprises
that exist in a market environment.
The formation of the system of enterprise potential is based on the
principles of a systematic approach that explains the economic incentives
and constraints in a market economy.
The basic principles of a systematic approach to building the potential
of the enterprise determine: a) integrity; b) structure; c) the relationship
between structure and environment; d) the hierarchy of the system.
Given the above, we can formulate a definition of certain types of
enterprise potential, namely:
Economic potential of the enterprise – a set of capabilities of the
enterprise to identify, shape and satisfy consumers with products and
services in the process of optimal interaction with the external environment,
the rational use of economic resources [4; 5]. The model of formation of
economic potential of the enterprise is presented in figure 5.
The existing potential of the enterprise is a property of the enterprise,
which is manifested in the ability to achieve the goal of management
without changing the size and structure of resources.
Realized potential of the enterprise – the existing potential that is directly
used to achieve a certain goal at the time of evaluation. To realize the existing
potential, it is necessary that the properties of the carrier meet the requirements
of the market, as well as the current costs of its implementation.
Unrealized potential of the enterprise is a part of the existing potential
of the enterprise, which at the time of assessment is not used due to internal
or external factors, and whose existence is appropriate only as a temporary
position or as a reserve.
The optimal potential is characterized by the optimal structure of resource
components of the system in terms of adoption, documentation, control
and coordination of management decisions in order to save resources and
improve the investment attractiveness of the enterprise.
The potential of the enterprise is characterized by various characteristics
(Figure 6):
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І – Economic potential
II – Economic potential
III – Production potential

І – Institutional level.
Potential amount of profit at the disposal of the enterprise
• Economic activity
• Financial activities
• Investment activity
II – Economic level.
Potential sales
• Marketing environment
• Business activity
• Production activities

III – Production level.
Potential volume of marketable products
• Fixed assets
• Industrial and production staff
• Technology
• Energy resources
• Information and management support

Figure 5. Model of formation of economic potential of the enterprise
Source: formed according to the results of the study

– Comprehensive description of the resources needed for the functioning
of production and acceleration of scientific and technological progress.
– Systematic characteristics of tangible and intangible factors that
ensure the achievement of production, and the ability of the resources of the
economic system to perform its tasks.
– According to the resource characteristics of the potential, the value of
the entire property complex of the enterprise, intangible assets and business
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activities is estimated, which determines the effectiveness of the potential.
An active position in theory is taken by the resource concept of potential.
The dynamic characteristics of the organization of enterprise potential
are formed by the laws of synergy, awareness-ordering, self-preservation,
unity of analysis and synthesis.
Building a system of enterprise potential is a complex mechanism
that combines incentives and constraints, hard technology, innovation,
free creativity and regulatory requirements. Entrepreneurship is a unique
intangible factor of production in the system of production potential of the
enterprise.
The essence of entrepreneurship is the most effective combination and
use of land resources, capital and labor to meet the needs of consumers
with goods different from competitors in order to obtain entrepreneurial
І  Combines spatial and temporal characteristics. Concentrates both connections and relationships.
Reflects the past, ie the set of properties accumulated by the system of potential in the process of formation and
development. The concept of «potential» acquires the meaning of the concept of «resource».

Spatial and temporal
characteristics of the
enterprise potential

ІІ  Characterizes the level of practical application and use of existing capabilities of
the enterprise, which provides a distinction between realized and unrealized
opportunities.
The concept of «potential» partly coincides with the concept of «reserve».

ІІІ  Focuses on future development. Being a unity of stable and changing
states, the potential contains elements of future development. Differs from related
concepts such as «resource» and «reserve».
IV  Integral reflection of current and future opportunities of the economic system to
transform incoming resources with the help of the inherent staff of entrepreneurial abilities
in economic benefits, satisfying the corporate and public interests.
V  Economic potential is formed under the conditions of its constant realization and
future recovery at a higher level.

VІ  The formation of the economic potential of the enterprise is carried out in the
maximum possible volume of production of material values and services in conditions that
ensure their fuller use in time and productivity of a certain number of existing economic
resources.

Figure 6. Characteristics of the potential of the enterprise
Source: formed according to the results of the study
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income. As world experience shows, entrepreneurship itself is a powerful
«locomotive» that can significantly accelerate the reform of the domestic
economy on a market basis, which will provide an opportunity to ensure
proper growth of production and welfare.
7. Findings
The transformation of socio-economic relations currently taking place
in Ukraine necessitates the formation of a mechanism for the effective
use of economic potential of the region, combining a system of levers
and incentives that can ensure the effective use of investment, innovation,
natural resources and labor potential. Modern socio-economic development
of the regions of Ukraine largely depends on the degree of use of economic
potential concentrated in this area. This is especially true in the crisis
situation in which the country is now. It is by identifying and using one’s
own economic potential that it is possible to establish economic ties that
will make it possible to overcome the economic downturn.
Thus, based on the fact that the purpose of determining the assessment
and analysis of the use of resource potential of regions is to ensure economic
growth, distinguish a principled methodological approach based on a
process approach to quality management of economic growth – matching
the region’s development potential with its results.
In addition, assessing the resource potential of rural areas and the effectiveness
of its use allows to group rural areas by the most important indicators, build
forecasting models to determine the range of possible trajectories of their
development, specify areas and tools of state support of rural areas with
differentiated characteristics of resource potential investment attractiveness.
8. Conclusions
The resource potential of rural areas of the country and its individual
regions consists of the following most important elements: natural resource;
demographic; tourist-recreational and industrial.
Rational use of resources is considered a priority of Ukraine’s national interests.
Assessment of the current state and resource potential of the development of
«rural areas» provides an opportunity to make forecasts, strategies for regional
and national development, to determine additional factors of influence to
improve welfare, enhance well-being and improve living standards.
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Improving the efficiency of resource management, ensuring its rational
use is largely associated with qualitative changes in the composition of
resources and improving the efficiency of their management. The task of
improving the efficiency of resource management of rural areas is, first of
all, to improve the use and management of resources of rural areas and
to increase their integrity, which is manifested in their close relationship.
Diagnosis of resource potential depends on the definition of the criterion
and the formation of the corresponding system of indicators. The criterion
must characterize the essence of efficiency as an economic category and be
common to all parts of social production. The criterion does not meet the
needs of quantification and therefore cannot be quantified. It is a generalized
formation of the ultimate goal.
One of the main methods used to identify the features of the economic
potential of the regions of Ukraine is the mathematical and statistical
method. It consists in mathematical calculations of such indicators as
natural resource, production, labor, investment and export potential. On
this basis, the overall integrated indicator of the economic potential of the
region is calculated. To determine the composition and structure of the
region’s potential, a comprehensive analysis of its economic component
was used, which allowed to take into account most of the conditions and
factors influencing the formation and effective use of the region’s potential.
Ensuring a high level of resource potential of the regions is possible only
on the basis of the introduction of planning and forecasting mechanisms
for its development. The main subsystems of resource potential are
multidimensional categories, they interact, and ultimately economic
potential is a function of different potentials: resource and managerial factors.
Therefore, the methodological approach to assessing the effectiveness of
sustainable development of rural areas makes it possible to analyze the
current state of rural development. The use of group and integrated indicators
allows to identify not only the problems of rural development, but also the
reasons for their occurrence, to carry out effective and purposeful solution
of tasks to ensure the established strategic goal.
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Abstract. The purpose of the article is to substantiate a set of theoretical
and practical principles for provision of analytical information to the
management system of agricultural enterprises. Methodology. Methods of
theoretical generalization and concretization, Internet resources have been
used in this study. Results. Two interacting systems, namely a managing
and managed ones, have been identified. The managing system involves the
subjects of management, i.e. the apparatus of enterprise management. It is
the managing system that implements the main functions of management
(planning, organization, motivation, control) through management
decisions. The managed system involves the object of management, i.e. it
is economic (operational, investment, financial) activities of the enterprise.
The process of business management is carried out through the collection
of information about the object of management and the results of previous
decisions, analysis of this information and making new management
decisions based on such analysis. The objects, stages and technology of
organization of analytical process are formed. The integration of approaches,
methods and models of support for management decision-making at the
agricultural enterprise is revealed, namely indicator method, resourcefunctional approach, integrated approach, approach based on the theory of
economic risks. The financial and economic activity of LLC “Courland”
in the context of using information support in its management system by
the main economic indicators of resources and results, production program
and level of marketability of the main agricultural products, liquidity of
the balance, financial stability and solvency, business activity, indicators
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of profitability of the enterprise. It is substantiated that the introduction of
management system and timely data processing allowed the company to
achieve positive changes in the results and form trends towards the growth,
organize the work of structural units, main activities, and to achieve economic
effect. Organizational regulations on the organization of analytical service
and coordination of work of persons engaged in analysis and conducting
analytical work are proposed. It is proved that Regulations on the Analysis
Department should be the main organizational regulation, on the basis of
which the methodological guidance, organization and conduct of economic
analysis at the enterprise is carried out. Practical implications. Taking
into account the impact of features of the agriculture on the formation of
analytical information enables to carry out a comprehensive assessment
of economic and social results, to develop quantitative and qualitative
indicators of efficiency. Value/originality. The integration of approaches,
methods and models that has been considered will increase the rationality of
management decisions by adjusting the probability of the event occurrence
and selecting the best project among the alternatives by the criterion of
profit maximization. Implementation of the management system and timely
data processing allowed the company to achieve positive changes in the
results and to form growth trends, organize the work of structural units,
the main activities, and to achieve the economic effect. Determination of
management elements in the digital space will let domestic enterprises take
a proper place in the international cooperation and competitive advantages
in the market.
1. Introduction
At the beginning of the third millennium, Ukraine made many efforts
to integrate into the modern European and world community. This fact is
directly related to the need to bring to a high level all spheres of economic
life. Domestic enterprises are at a very difficult stage of their development.
An important problem of enterprise management is the formation and
maintenance of its competitiveness in conditions of constant changes in the
external environment. The purpose of the analytical support of the company’s
managers is to provide the company’s management with complete, timely,
and reliable information for current and strategic management decisions.
The main source of such information is the data of current accounting, which
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are systematized in the reporting. Such reporting is important because it is
used not only for economic analysis of the individual enterprise in order to
obtain the information necessary for management, but also to summarize
the results in the scale of industries and the economy as a whole. The
accounting and reporting system should be based on accepted in world
practice methodological principles and approaches to analytical research
aimed at the comprehensive impact on the enterprise to ensure a profit and
strengthen its financial position in the market. Aware of this indisputable
fact, generated by harsh business conditions, domestic enterprises, using
modern methods of obtaining and analyzing information, are gradually
creating a strong information – analytical base for sound – effective
management decisions.
This process is successfully implemented in large industrial and
commercial enterprises, and is slowly being implemented in agriculture.
Despite the gradual improvement of agricultural production processes,
their acquisition of world best practices in crop and livestock, the use of
the latest technology and advanced technologies, farmers are still unable
to provide themselves with a sufficient level of reliable, understandable
and important information. the results of their activities. Thus, a natural
question arises: how, given the specifics of agriculture, and not having
a strong information base, we can say about the validity of production
indicators and accurate planning of rural enterprises.
The peculiarity of agricultural production is its unconditional dependence
on natural and climatic conditions. No farm, without being able to fully
predict the meteorological situation during the sowing campaign or harvest,
risks losses from non-compliance with the set of agronomic measures or
the impossibility of their implementation. Thus, in our opinion, the main
source of information support in the operation of the enterprise is analytical
information.
2. Analytical information as a means
of preparing management decisions
Due to globalization and integration processes in the economy, the
reform of accounting and reporting in accordance with international
financial reporting standards, the role of analytical information in the
activities of each business entity is increasing. With the help of analytics,
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the company’s development strategy is developed, the choice of optimal
options for management decisions is substantiated, their implementation
is monitored, the company’s performance is assessed and the causes of
problems and available reserves are identified.
The choice of such a decision must be provided with reliable and
comprehensive information about the object for which it is made.
In the enterprise management system there are two interacting systems:
control and managed. The control system is the subjects of management, ie
the apparatus of enterprise management.
It is the management system that implements the main functions
of management (planning, organization, motivation, control) through
management decisions.
The managed system is the object of management, that is, it is the
economic (operational, investment, financial) activities of the enterprise.
The process of business management is carried out through the collection
of information about the object of management and the results of previous
decisions, analysis of this information, and making new management
decisions based on such analysis.
To optimize the management the owners (managers) must have a clear
idea of the dynamics and nature of changes in the activities of the business
entity. Obtaining such information is possible as a result of the analysis. In
the process of analysis, the primary information is processed, the results
of the analysis are generalized and systematized. And only on the basis of
analytical conclusions management decisions are made.
Economic situations that arise in the process of economic activity require
several options for a solution, their justification by analyzing economic
activity and choosing the best management solution.
In turn, Z.B. Litvin and V.M. Seredinskaya emphasizes that “the
formation of direct and reverse flows in management is possible only on the
basis of an analytical research” [1].
That is, the analysis is between the controlled and the control system.
It provides direct (control-to-controlled) and feedback (controlled-tocontrol) communication between these systems. In direct communication,
the analysis provides the managed system with the information it needs
to make management decisions. Conversely, it provides the management
system with information on the effectiveness of management decisions,
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deviations, identified reserves, and other information, on the basis of which
the following management decisions are formed, which are again transmitted
to the management object through direct communication (Figure 1).
Based on the place of analysis in the management system of the
enterprise reveals its main purpose (main goal) – to provide information to
the management of the enterprise to make effective management decisions.
We believe that analytical operations are divided into several types:
mechanical, which include the receipt, registration, transmission and
storage of documents; processing – grouping, methods of logical obtaining
of the indicator, the performance of various calculations, etc.; creative,
include the compilation and formation of final data, analytical conclusions,
and proposals, development of recommendations and more.
The set and sequence of analytical operations form information phases,
which in turn constitute the stages of the analytical process: preparatory,
analytical processing (procedural), final (Figure 2).
CONTROL SYSTEM
(owners, managers, chief specialists)

MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS
Making management decisions
• Analysis
• Planning
• Organization
• Motivation

Implementation of management
decisions
• Accounting
• Control
• Analysis

CONTROLLED SYSTEM
(economic (operational, investment, financial) activities of the enterprise)

Figure 1. The place of analysis in the enterprise management system
Source: suggested by the author
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Data preparation

Formation of
conclusions and
proposals

Performing analytical
calculations

Stages of the analytical process

Analytical process

Objects of organization of the analytical process

Analytical
nomenclature

Forms of display and
carriers of analytical
nomenclatures

Analytical process
technology

Figure 2. Objects and stages of organization of the analytical process
Source: [3]

The main element of the analytical process is analytical nomenclatures.
Analytical nomenclature means a system of data that is reflected in plans,
estimates, norms, standards, actual data of primary and consolidated
accounting documents on the state of funds, sources of their formation,
economic processes, and results of economic activity of the enterprise. This
also includes a variety of physical and cost indicators. The composition of
analytical nomenclatures to be analyzed depends on the direction of activity
and specialization of the agricultural enterprise and, which is very important,
on the period for which the analysis is conducted. According to the sequence
of use of analytical nomenclatures in the analytical process, they are divided
into primary (input), intermediate, final (result, generalizing) [2].
One of the types of carriers of analytical nomenclatures are forms of
display of normative, planned, estimated, accounting, reporting, technical
data. Carriers of analytical nomenclatures can also be ready-made documents
that are created in the process of accounting, control, planning. Such media
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include plans, estimates, primary documents, accounting records, reporting
forms, minutes of production meetings, acts of inspections, and audits.
In the analytical process, special internal media also appear, which are
usually displayed in the form of analytical and calculation tables, graphs,
charts, analytical conclusions, and notes.
Developed internal media of analytical nomenclatures are collected in
albums of carriers of analytical nomenclatures. Such albums are formed on
topological grounds in terms of stages of the analytical process.
The technology of the analytical process is the production of information.
The analytical process of information production is determined by the
methods and techniques of data collection, storage, and processing. The
basis of the analytical process is certain operations. The set and sequence
of analytical operations form a technological phase (stages), which in turn
form the technology of the analytical process [4].
Thus, the technology of the analytical process is a process of processing
of information, which consists of three main stages. Each of the stages has
its own procedures and analytical operations (Figure 3).
The first stage of the technology of the analytical process – preparatory –
is to verify the input information and prepare data to be analyzed – is very
important, because the reliability and completeness of the information
depend on the results of analysis, which affect management decisions. That
is, at the preparatory stage carry out a set of works to prepare information
for the next analytical processing.
The second stage – procedural – ensures the implementation of analytical
procedures (calculations), it is quite complex and depends on the correctness
of the chosen method of calculation. The procedures of the second stage of
the analytical process are various methodological, technical, and analytical
calculations, which are used to process information and make it suitable for use
in management decisions. The stage of analytical processing is the main one,
as it depends on the quality and completeness of research and evaluation of
phenomena and factors that caused certain results of activities, and accordingly –
the validity of conclusions and proposals based on the results of this analysis.
The third stage – the final stage of the technology of the analytical
process – is the creation (formation) of effective, source information.
This stage involves the generalization of the transformed analytical
information and preparation on their basis of conclusions, proposals, and
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ANALYTICAL PROCESS

Analytical operations
(Actions on primary data in order to obtain
analytical indicators)

Mechanical
(receipt of
documents, their
transfer, storage
and registration)

Processing
(conducting
settlement
procedures of an
analytical nature)

Creative (drawing
up analytical
conclusions,
reports, notes)

Stages of the analytical process
Preparatory
(entry to the
system

Procedural (procedures
in the system)

Finishing
(exit from the
system)

TECHNOLOGY OF ANALYTICAL PROCESS

Figure 3. Analytical process technology
Source: [2]

recommendations for improving the economic activity of the enterprise,
eliminating shortcomings and the use of reserves [2].
The technology of the analytical process, as a process of processing
information, involves the implementation of certain procedures and
analytical operations. Their phased implementation is regulated by certain
instructional materials.
The quality of analytical work depends on sufficient information content.
This means that when determining the sources of information it is necessary
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to take into account the limitations and redundancy of information, as both
negatively affect the results of the analysis. In the absence of information,
it is difficult to properly understand the situation, evaluate it and make the
right decision [5].
Lack of information makes it impossible to solve tasks, achieve
certain goals.
However, it should be borne in mind that there is a problem with redundant
information. The concept of redundant information for each of the levels of
government is specific. Excessive information hinders its rapid processing,
analysis, and generalization, which can lead to unreasonable conclusions.
To analyze the financial and economic activities of LLC “Kurland”
analysts have to use a large amount of economic, financial, agrobiological,
environmental, zootechnical, engineering, and other information, which
is formed both inside the company and outside the company. To ensure
the reliability of the analysis data, such a variety of sources of information
necessitates the observance of uniform qualitative characteristics of the
input information.
As noted by Mishchuk, G.Yu., Dzhigar, T.M., & Shishkina, O.O.,
the logical conclusion of the analytical study is to obtain results in the form
of structured information, which provides an opportunity to achieve the
main purpose of the analysis [6].
Effective use of the results of analytical work requires proper
generalization, which could ensure the completeness of assessments and
conclusions, timeliness of receipt of materials, their compliance with
management requirements. Summary results should cover all aspects of the
study, from identified lost profits and unfulfilled measures to information on
hidden reserves and over fulfillment of plans.
Forms of generalization and presentation of conclusions on the results
of the analysis can be various. The form and content of the conclusions
depend on the purpose and depth of the analysis and the period for which
the research is conducted.
So, in the process of conducting an analytical study, it should be clearly
defined in what form the results of the analysis are presented. If the use
of tables is provided for registration of results of the analysis, they should
be developed in advance. Layouts of analytical tables are designed as
appendices to the analytical research.
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As mentioned above, at the stage of formation of a market economy and
European integration there is a need for detailed analysis in the management
of agricultural enterprises.
In order to make the most correct decision that will best meet the
goals of the company, and have a minimum share of risk, you need to
take into account all existing risks and optimize the decision-making
process [7].
Support for management decisions in the enterprise should be provided
by a set of methods and models (Figure 4).
The first analytical tool to support management decisions is the
indicator method, based on the use of which as a result of comparing the
actual performance of the enterprise with indicators, you can choose the
APPROACHES TO MANAGEMENT DECISIONS
Indicator
(threshold)

Graphic
method by
indicators

Resourcefunctional

Factor analysis
Regression
economic and
mathematical
models

Complex

Method of
calculating the
integrated
indicator

Method of
calculating the
integrated
indicator

Methods of
expert
evaluation

Method of
assessing
financial
stability (costeffectiveness
analysis)

Cluster
analysis
Methods of
artificial neural
networks

Figure 4. Integration of approaches,
methods and models to support management
decision-making in the agricultural enterprise
Source: [8]
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optimal management solution based on approximation or distance of actual
performance from indicators in the dynamic aspect.
The resource-functional approach integrates such analytical tools as
factor analysis and regression economic-mathematical models. The use
of stochastic factor analysis allows for the identification of latent factors.
Enterprise managers must take into account the identified factors when
making key management decisions.
A complex approach to support management decisions combines the
method of calculating the integrated indicator, methods of expert evaluation,
cluster analysis, methods of artificial neural networks. For example, when
using cluster analysis, the person who makes management decisions
understands what level the company has in the set of other analyzed
enterprises.
When using the approach based on the theory of economic risks for
management decisions, it is advisable to use the statistical method, the
method of assessing financial stability, the method of analyzing the
sensitivity of indicators, and the method of building a “tree” of decisions.
We consider the construction of a “tree” of decisions to be the most optimal
method of supporting management decisions at the enterprise.
The most important feature of modern analytical research is their
strategic orientation, which involves a comprehensive study of the internal
economic processes of the enterprise with an assessment of the impact of
environmental factors. First of all, the factors of the external environment
are studied, their possible impact on the development of the enterprise is
studied, the optimal ways to achieve the targets are determined taking into
account the need, in particular adaptation to the external environment and
impact on the external environment [4].
3. The role of information software in the analysis
In conditions of high competition and European integration, analytical
information has become a creative type of management activity, which is a
necessary condition for civilized relations in business and serves as a basis
for sound strategic management decisions at all levels of management.
It is impossible to evaluate the financial and economic activity of the
enterprise by any one indicator. The variety of properties and characteristics
of different types of production – economic and commercial activities of
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LLC “Kurland” determines the variety of indicators. The problem with
their use is that none of them serves as a universal indicator by which one
could unequivocally judge the achievements or failures of the business.
Therefore, the company in practice always uses a system of indicators that
are interrelated, evaluate or show different areas of the enterprise.
A systematic approach to the analysis of economic phenomena and
processes is expressed in a comprehensive study of interrelated, multilateral
economic, organizational, technical, and technological factors in the
application of the system of indicators [6].
The system of indicators that reflects the activities of the enterprise is
a set of interrelated values that comprehensively characterize the property
and financial condition, its activities, and the results of these activities.
The main economic indicators of LLC “Kurland” are presented in Table 1.
During the period under review, there were no changes in the size of
land, and the value of marketable products increased by 35945 thousand
UAH and in 2020 amounted to 327233 thousand UAH, which indicates
an increase in production by the company, but also the impact of inflation,
as compared to 2019 there is a decrease of 35133 thousand UAH. The
average annual number of employees in 2020 compared to 2018 as a whole
increased by 12 people. A decrease in productivity and return on capital
by 245687 UAH and 0,81 UAH indicates the inefficient use of labor and
fixed assets compared to 2019. The average annual value of fixed assets in
2018 amounted to 93050 thousand UAH, and in 2020 increased by 51,2%
and amounted to 140685 thousand UAH, which indicates a significant
impact of inflation and a slight renewal of the company’s outdated material
and technical base.
Negative should be considered a decrease in net profit compared
to 2018 by 86001 thousand UAH, although positive is the profit during
2018-2019. Such an effective indicator as net income (revenue) from sales
increased by 35945 thousand UAH, and gross profit – on the contrary,
decreased by 19941 thousand UAH and 46643 thousand UAH in accordance.
Growth of direct investments in the economy of LLC “Kurland” by
51672 thousand UAH relative to 2018 indicates its investment attractiveness.
The value of the coefficient of the attractiveness of product
>1 characterizes the competitiveness of products produced by the company,
but the negative phenomenon is its decrease compared to 2018 and 2019.
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Table 1
The main economic indicators of resources and performance
LLC “Kurland”
Indicator

2018

2019

2020

Deviation of the
reporting year (+,-)
from the
from the
intermediate
base year
year
5
6

1
2
3
4
Agricultural area lands,
10593
10593
10593
ha
incl. arable land area, ha 10593
10593
10593
The average annual
number of employees,
64
65
76
12
pers.
The average annual cost
of fixed assets, thousand 93050
99966,5 140685
47635
UAH
incl. machinery and
equipment, thousand
63168,5
74839 107272,5
44104
UAH
vehicles, thousand UAH 5674,5
6371,5 12675,5
7001
Net income from sales
of products (goods,
291288 362366 327233
35945
works, services),
thousand UAH
Gross profit, thousand
25680
52382
5739
- 19941
UAH
Net profit,
77731
77466
- 8270
- 86001
thousand UAH
Labor productivity,
4551375 5574861 4305697 - 245678
UAH
Return on assets, UAH
3,13
3,62
2,32
- 0,81
Investment income,
18354
1261
70026
51672
thousand UAH
Coefficient of
attractiveness of goods
1,096
1,169
1,018
- 0,078
(net revenue / cost)
Source: calculated by the author according to the studied company

11
40718,5
32433,5
6304
- 35133
- 46643
- 85736
- 1269164
- 1,3
68765
- 0,151
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The main purpose of developing the company’s production program
is to form the optimal ratio between industries and types of agricultural
products, which allows achieving high financial results with maximum use
of resource potential of the enterprise and its market opportunities.
The production program is measured in physical and cost measures.
Natural indicators include production volumes, sales volume in quintals,
tons, heads. The volume of production in value terms in agricultural
enterprises is determined by the indicators of gross output at constant
prices in 2016, gross output at current prices, marketable products
(Table 2).
These tables show that LLC “Kurland” is not engaged in the production
of livestock products. At the end of 2020, there is a decrease in production
for almost all types of products, except wheat and sunflower. Sales
increased only by barley by 4973 quintals and sunflower by 53491 quintals.
At the end of 2020, the level of marketability decreased for almost all
types of products, except for sunflower seeds, the production of which is
economically profitable for the company.
Financial diagnostics is one of the main elements of the financial
policy of the enterprise. Carrying out a comparative analytical balance
of the enterprise leads to significant real results of the financial condition
of the enterprise. In turn, the financial condition is a leading factor in the
competitiveness and sustainable development of the enterprise and the core
characteristics of the firm in market conditions [9].
In the conditions of modern expansion of competition for maintenance
of a stable financial condition of the enterprises, there is a necessity in
carrying out the analysis of indicators of liquidity of balance. Liquidity is
defined as the ability of certain types of property to quickly turn into cash
without losing their current value in today’s market conditions.
Balance sheet liquidity analysis is a comparison of asset items grouped
by liquidity and arranged in descending order with liability items grouped
by maturity and placed in ascending order of maturity. To determine the
liquidity of the balance sheet groups of assets and liabilities are compared
[9; 10] (Table 3).
Liquidity analysis of the balance sheet of LLC “Kurland” for
2019–2020 showed that throughout the period the balance sheet of the
company as a whole is illiquid, namely at the end of the reporting period:
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32690

64830

74040

soybeans

rapeseed

sunflower seeds

Realization,
q
68983

65116

54312

250

437857

112793

Level of
marketability,
%
93,2

100,4

166,1

100

144,5

101,4

117735

19148

12052

5638

221531

115772

Production,
q

Source: calculated by the author according to the studied company

250

303040

corn on the cob

barley

111270

Production,
q

wheat

Types of
products

122474

19020

15110

5223

232380

103998

104,0

99,3

125,4

92,6

104,9

89,8

43695

- 45682

- 20638

5388

- 81509

4502

Production,
q

Відхилення, (+,-)

53491

- 46096

- 39202

4973

- 205477

- 8795

Realization,
q

2020
Realization,
q

Table 2

10,8

- 1,1

- 40,7

- 7,4

- 39,6

- 11,6

Level of
marketability,
%

2019
Level of
marketability,
%

Analysis of the production program and the level of marketability
of the main types of agricultural products of the enterprise
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48828

168292

106920

180104

504144

The most liquid
assets (А1)

Fast-moving
assets (А2)

Slow-moving
assets (А3)

Hard-to-sell
assets (А4)

Balance

662012

258812

148535

248199

6466

3

Balance

Permanent
liabilities (L4)

Long-term
liabilities (L3)

Short-term
liabilities (L2)

Immediate
liabilities (L1)

4

Liabilities

Source: calculated by the author according to the studied company

2

At the
At the end of
beginning of
the reporting
the reporting
period
period

1

Assets

504144

- 112750

62982

515642

38270

5

At the
beginning
of the
reporting
period

662012

- 74006

99030

500063

136925

6

Table 3

-

292854

43938

- 347350

10558

7

-

332818

49505

- 251864

- 130459

8

At the
end of the
reporting
period

Payment surplus or
shortage

At the
end of the
At the
reporting beginning of
period the reporting
period

Balance sheet liquidity analysis, thousand UAH
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– A1<L1, which indicates that for two years the company does not have
enough of the most liquid assets to cover the most urgent liabilities, ie the
liquidity of the balance sheet is not absolute;
– A2<L2 – assets that are quickly realized less short-term liabilities.
This means that the company will not be able to settle with creditors after
receiving cash from the sale of its products;
– A3˃L3 – this means that the company fully covered long-term
liabilities, which had a positive impact on the solvency of the company;
– A4>L4 – the company does not comply with the minimum conditions
of financial stability – the availability of working capital. Based on this, we
can judge the financial instability of LLC “Kurland”.
So, the analysis of the liquidity of the balance sheet of the company just
allows you to identify the most important aspects and weaknesses in its
activities and shows in which areas you need to carry out such work in order
to improve financial condition.
Analysis of the stability of the financial condition on a given date
allows us to answer the question: how well the company managed financial
resources during the period preceding that date. It is important that the
state of financial resources meets the requirements of the market and the
needs of enterprise development, as insufficient financial stability can lead
to insolvency of the enterprise and lack of funds for product development,
and excess – hinder development, complicating the company’s costs with
excess reserves.
Financial stability is a state of financial resources of the enterprise,
in which the rational disposal of them is a guarantee of the availability
of own funds, stable profitability, and ensuring the process of expanded
reproduction. Financial stability is one of the main factors influencing the
achievement of financial balance and financial stability [11; 12].
Let’s analyze financial stability in Table 4.
Analyzing the data in Table 4, we can say that this company
during 2018–2020 is characterized by a critical level of financial
independence, which has changed slightly over the past 3 years and is
due to the high level of retained earnings of previous years, due to which
LLC “Kurland” has a negative capital. During 2018, LLC did not use
long-term borrowings, and only in 2019 and 2020 the company has
other long-term liabilities.
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Analysis of indicators of financial stability and solvency
LLC “Kurland”
№
1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Indicators

2018

2019

2020

2
3
4
5
Coefficient of financial autonomy
- 0,223
- 0,231
- 0,119
Coefficient of financial stability
- 0,182
-0,106
- 0,106
Coefficient of financial dependence - 4,48
- 4,32
- 8,41
Funding ratio
- 5,48
- 4,78
- 9,41
Long-term capital ratio
- 1,17
4,87
Availability of working capital,
6.
-204699 -233819 - 238477
thousand UAH
7. Equity maneuverability ratio
2,06
2,0
3,03
8. Absolute liquidity ratio (solvency) 0,0037
0,0875
0,0101
9. Rapid liquidity ratio
0,4118
0,3892
0,3998
10. Current ratio
0,6279
0,5809
0,6329
Source: calculated by the author according to the studied company

Table 4

Deviation,
(+,-)
6
0,104
0,076
-3,93
- 3,93
4,87
- 33778
0,97
0,0064
- 0,012
0,005

A positive factor is an increase in the funding ratio of LLC “Kurland”
over the last 3 years, albeit with a negative value. As a result of the presence
of equity in the LLC, there is a negative value of working capital, and
the dynamics of this amount have increased. Thus, at the end of 2020
LLC has a shortage of its own sources of working capital in the amount of
238477 thousand UAH, which is 33778 thousand UAH less than the base
year level.
The coefficient of maneuverability of equity shows what part of working
capital is in circulation, ie in the form that allows free maneuvering of
these funds, and which is capitalized. To ensure flexibility in the use of the
company’s own funds, it is necessary that the coefficient of maneuverability
in its value was high enough.
A separate group consists of solvency ratios. Solvency is the ability of
an enterprise to repay its liabilities in a timely manner with cash and assets.
Among the analyzed indicators in LLC “Kurland” during the period
under study increased the level of ratios of monetary and liquid solvency. In
2020, the value of the solvency ratio increased slightly due to an increase in
the company’s cash by 0,0064 points, but much lower than the recommended
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level (0,2-0,25). At the same time, the estimated and liquid solvency also
remain quite low and do not reach the recommended value.
In general, it is possible to state the unstable financial condition of the
company.
In the process of establishing the loss of financial stability and solvency
of the enterprise, there are two directions: the system of financial rapid
diagnostics and fundamental diagnosis of financial condition. Express
diagnostics is a system of regular assessment of crisis parameters of
financial development of the enterprise, carried out on the basis of financial
accounting data according to standard algorithms of analysis, in order to
early identify negative trends and pre-assess the scale of its crisis.
The management of LLC “Kurland” needs to take possible measures
to improve financial and economic activities. To this end, it is advisable
to conduct continuous monitoring and operational analysis of financial
stability and solvency.
In the context of European integration processes, domestic enterprises
face a number of issues that need to be harmonized with the world practice of
business management. One of such questions is the analysis of the business
activity of the enterprise for the purpose of acceptance of the considered
operative administrative decisions and formation of strategy for the future.
Business activity in modern business conditions is a decisive factor
in commercial success. At the same time, business activity is a defining
characteristic of the company’s position in the market [13].
The main indicators of business activity of LLC “Kurland” are given in
Table 5.
Table 5 data show that in the reporting year the level of business
activity of the company slightly deteriorated. The main reason for this is
the deterioration of the company’s position in the relevant market segment.
Accounts receivable at the end of 2020 increased by 76774 thousand UAH,
which is a negative phenomenon in the activities of LLC “Kurland” due to
the increase in receivables for goods, works and services, and other types
of receivables.
LLC “Kurland” also increased the receipt of long-term and short-term
loans by 48191 thousand UAH and 195942 thousand UAH in accordance.
The decrease in turnover and productivity negatively affected the state of
business activity of the company, and the decrease in the average term of
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Analysis of business activity of LLC “Kurland”
№

Indicators

2018

2019

2020

1. Total capital turnover ratio
0,75
0,76
0,56
2. Mobile turnover ratio
1,01
1,09
0,89
Turnover ratio of tangible
3.
2,55
3,94
5,78
working capital
Turnover ratio of finished
4.
4,03
7,16
24,58
products
5. Receivables turnover ratio
12,58
34,86
19,58
Average term of turnover
6.
29,01
10,33
18,39
of receivables, days
Accounts payable
7.
1,48
55,44
63,69
turnover ratio
The average term of
8. turnover of accounts
243,2
6,49
5,65
payable, days
Return on fixed assets and
9.
3,13
3,62
1,49
other non-current assets
10. Equity turnover ratio
Labor productivity,
11
4551375
5574861
4305697
thousand UAH
Source: calculated by the author according to the studied company

Table 5
Deviation,
(+,-)
- 0,19
- 0,12
3,23
20,55
7
- 10,62
62,21
- 237,55
- 1,64
- 245678

turnover of receivables and payables – on the contrary, has a positive effect
on the financial condition of the company.
No less important is the analysis of profitability indicators. Profitability
shows how profitable the company is. Accordingly, the higher the
profitability ratios – the more efficient the company. Therefore, today, the
company should strive to achieve higher performance, and management
should identify ways to grow [14].
Next, we examine the profitability indicators on the example of the
studied company (Table 6).
As can be seen from the above calculations, the profitability of LLC
“Kurland” for the period under review is declining in almost all indicators,
except the return on equity, as the amount of equity is negative. The presence
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Analysis of profitability indicators of the enterprise, %
Indicators

2018

2019

2020

1. Return on assets
20,09
16,32
- 2,27
2. Return on share capital
- 51,61
- 71,75
8,46
3. Return on fixed assets
83,54
77,49
- 5,88
4. Profitability of the main activity
26,68
21,38
- 2,57
5. Product profitability
109,67
116,89
1,78
6. Profitability of sales
8,82
14,45
1,75
Source: calculated by the author according to the studied company

Table 6

Deviation,
(+,-)
- 22,36
60,07
- 89,42
- 29,25
- 107,89
- 7,07

of undistributed loss affected the value of return on equity. During the study
period, there is a decrease in management efficiency.
Summing up, we note that the calculated profitability indicators are
only indicative, as the information base for their calculation was limited to
financial statements, which in this case is insufficient. For a more detailed
calculation of profitability indicators, information from the registers of
financial, management, and strategic accounting is needed. In the case of an
increase in production, you can expect an increase in profitability.
4. Findings
The analysis is the link between information flows of the enterprise and
management decisions. However, not all streams are an information base,
as they may be heterogeneous in form and content. In order for information
flows to be linked, they must be pre-processed. In order for the information
flow to become the information base of the analysis, it must be transformed
and processed. Preparation of information necessary for the implementation
of the analysis includes several stages: a collection of primary data, their
processing, and presentation. Only then is the data transformed into
information suitable for management decisions.
We believe that the information need of managers is a form of attitude
to certain information, which qualifies as necessary to solve the problem.
The main objective factors influencing the formation of information needs
of managers are the type of management activities, features of the functions
performed related to different levels of management activities in the
economic system.
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Adequate assessment of the events taking place and the validity of
the planned management decisions depend on the completeness of the
information base and the reliability of the information support. In order to
formulate conclusions based on the results of the analysis, to substantiate
on their basis management decisions aimed at improving the efficiency of
business and financial and economic activities of enterprises, it is extremely
important for professionals to develop adequate measures [15].
To do this, it is necessary to develop the structure and improve
organizational regulations:
– organization of analytical service and coordination of work of persons
engaged in analysis;
– conducting analytical work (Figure 5).
The following factors should be taken into account when developing
a system of internal regulations for the organization and conduct of the
analysis:
– organizational and legal form of the enterprise;
– management structure;
– the specifics of the enterprise;
– the size of the enterprise and the volume of activity;
– taxation system.
That is, developing or improving the system of internal regulations
should be based on the provisions of the company’s charter, regulations on
branches (structural units, departments), regulations on governing bodies,
regulations on the organization of accounting and accounting policies, etc.
The main organizational regulations, on the basis of which the
methodological guidance, organization, and conduct of economic analysis at
the enterprise, should be the Regulations on the analysis department. Since
the current regulations do not impose any mandatory requirements for this
Regulation, based on the functional purpose, in our opinion, the Regulation
on the Department of Economic Analysis should consist of the following
main sections: general provisions; the organizational structure; tasks, and
functions; rights; responsibility; relationships with other departments
(services, units); final provisions (Table 7).
This Regulation must be approved in the manner prescribed by the
company’s charter and brought to the attention of employees who are
directly related to the tasks provided for in it.
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Elements of the organization
of the analysis

Organization of analytical service
and coordination of work of
persons engaged in analysis

System of internal regulations

Regulations on the analysis department
Job descriptions of employees
Comprehensive plan of analysis
Regulations on documenting transactions
Analysis programs

Organization of analytical work

Methods of analysis
Instructions and guidelines for individual
analytical work
Schedules of analytical work

Figure 5. The structure of the regulatory analysis
Source: suggested by the author

The development and implementation of such Regulations promote,
first of all, a clear division of labor between departments and within the
department and creates a regulatory framework for disciplinary and material
influence on employees who violate the rules of the relevant work.
At all levels of management, LLC “Kurland” requires an official
responsible for planning, coordinating, organizing, and conducting analysis
at this level of management, as well as for providing timely and necessary
information to those who are interested in this information making
management decisions. The appointment of such an official depends on the
structure and size of the management of the company as a whole, as well
as on the form of organization of the analysis. Coordination of contractors
should ensure both vertical and horizontal division of responsibilities.
Lower levels of management form a large number of indicators, which
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Table 7
Structure of the Regulations on the analytical department
Section name
Terms

Summary
Determine the legal status of the department and its place in the
enterprise management system. The main purpose for which the
department is created (organization and analysis of the economic
activity of the enterprise) is outlined

The organizational
Structural subdivisions, department management, etc. are noted
structure
Highlight the main tasks and functions that fall within
Tasks and
the competence of the department with their respective
functions
correspondence for the purpose of the department
Rights
Determine the rights granted to the department
Responsibility
Define the limits of responsibility of the department
Relationships
Indicate the direct and indirect connections of the department or
with other
the relevant department in the department with others
departments
Determine under what circumstances and in what order the
Final provisions expansion, reorganization or liquidation of the department takes
place; to whom powers are transferred after liquidation, etc.
Source: suggested by the author

should be grouped at higher levels and received by direct users in an
appropriate form (should not be overloaded with unnecessary data, but at
the same time reflect all the necessary indicators). That is, the horizontal
coordination of analytical work should provide a ratio: the lower the level
of management, the more indicators it forms according to the results of the
analysis, and the higher the level of management, the fewer indicators it
receives. Vertical coordination of works is provided by the uniform plan
of works for all executors and has to eliminate duplication of indicators by
various functional services and divisions.
That is why special attention should be paid to the organizational
structure of the enterprise as a whole and the analytical department in
particular. The organizational structure of the analysis department
determines the scheme of orders and directives by which the activities
of the department are planned, organized, and controlled, as well as
provides the company with an appropriate basis for the organization and
performance of other work.
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The development of the organizational structure of the department will
ensure the effective organization and coordination of the work of those
involved in the analysis. Thus, improving the organizational structure, you
can improve the performance of analytical work.
On the one hand, the organizational structure of the department ensures
the economic efficiency of its activities, on the other hand, maintains the
morale and staff job satisfaction.
Coordination of workers’ work also depends on the organization of
work, ie on how many people’s work activities are reduced to a system
that can ensure the achievement of the maximum possible beneficial effect,
given the specific conditions of this activity and the level of responsibility.
Equally important in organizational support is individual organizational
regulations, such as job descriptions, which ensure a clear division of
responsibilities between employees.
Job descriptions are developed for each full-time position, approved
by the head of the company, and communicated to the employee against
a receipt. It reveals the main tasks, functional responsibilities, rights, and
responsibilities for the performance of functions assigned to the employee.
Job descriptions may be amended and supplemented only on the basis
of the internal order of the head of the company with the consent of the
employee. The relevant order on changes and additions to the job description
is also issued in case of reorganization of the management structure of
the enterprise, redistribution of responsibilities between employees in
connection with the reduction of staff, etc. All job descriptions developed at
enterprises must be interconnected to avoid duplication of work.
Regulations on the department and job descriptions regulate the
structural side of the organization of analysis in the enterprise. If the analysis
will be carried out with the involvement of external specialists, auditing, or
consulting firms, then, accordingly, such regulations are not developed at
the enterprise. And certain responsibilities for operational analysis are set
out in the job descriptions of employees of accounting or other departments
or divisions of the company.
A feature of the formation of input information used in the analysis is
its diversity. After all, such information comes from many sources, differs
in its frequency of receipt and calculation technique [4]. Directly in the
process of analysis own documents are created. Processing of input and
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creation of analytical data is associated with a large number of operations
and the involvement of a certain range of performers, which requires a predesigned system of their actions and procedures for moving information
(documents) both in space and time.
One of the features of the analysis is that it provides information to both
the administrative-economic and production departments of the enterprise.
Therefore, employees engaged in economic analysis are morally and
materially responsible for the results of the analysis. In this context, the
moral responsibility of employees is to adhere to the professional ethics and
competence of the analyst.
The financial responsibility of the analyst should be regulated by job
descriptions and employment contracts and include penalties or dismissals
for improper performance of professional duties.
Today, inside information about the company is of great value to
competitors. Therefore, the analyst should be warned about disciplinary,
civil, administrative, and criminal liability under Ukrainian law for
disclosing confidential analytical information.
Despite all the organization and regulation of analytical work in the
work of the analyst may be unusual situations that require prompt response.
In these situations, the analyst is forced to apply analytical procedures at
its discretion, without coordinating them with the head. Based on this, the
work of analysts should be based on the principles of self-organization and
training [2].
One of the important tasks is to develop and improve the rules of
analysis, which should reflect the following provisions:
– organization of the analytical process (standardization of analytical
tasks, etc.);
– organization of work of functional subdivisions of the management
staff, responsibilities of employees of each level of management, to carry
out analytical work;
– frequency of analysis (retrospective, operational, long-term, strategic).
Processing of documents and data in the analytical process is to convert
input information into output by conducting analytical procedures that can
be performed manually or using computer technology.
The development of working documentation on the analysis also involves
the development of documents for drawing conclusions. At each stage of
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the analytical process, there are special documents (information carriers),
which are most characteristic of the stage and depend on the characteristics
and specifics of the enterprise. At the preparatory stage, along with external
documents (primary documents, consolidated accounting records, etc.),
analytical tables are formed for the accumulation and verification of external
information. At the main stage of the analytical study using spreadsheets.
The results of the analysis at the final stage are made out depending
on the purpose and on the volume of research. Documents that reflect the
results of the analysis are divided into two types: 1) text (descriptive), which
includes conclusions, analytical notes, reports, and others; 2) without text –
tables, graphs, charts, etc. This direction of improving the organizational
support will determine the efficiency of obtaining the results of the analysis
and at the same time the feasibility of its implementation [4; 13].
The identified areas of improvement of organizational support for the
analysis of economic activity are closely interrelated, interdependent, and
complementary. Therefore, their implementation should be carried out in
a complex, taking into account the characteristics of each enterprise, its
management structure, and activities.
Improving the organizational support of the analysis involves its
planning. When planning the analysis, it is necessary to proceed from the
fact that for its quality implementation it is necessary not only to determine
the responsible executors but also to organize and coordinate the work of all
services. It is also advisable to take into account the quality of organizational,
methodological, personnel, logistical support of the analysis. However, it is
necessary to provide for the improvement of the analysis system, analytical
media, the introduction of new methods, and more.
Analysis planning should be carried out in three main areas:
organizational activities, areas (types) of analysis, improvement, and
development of analysis.
The peculiarity of agricultural production is that the main means of
production are land resources and biological assets. Therefore, the activities
of agricultural enterprises are significantly influenced by natural and
climatic factors.
Taking into account the peculiarities of agriculture in the formation of
analytical information allows a comprehensive assessment of economic and
social results, to develop the number and quality of performance indicators.
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It is worth noting the unique ability of digital technologies to positively
affect the economic efficiency of agricultural enterprises, the effectiveness
of modern forms of business organization, a real opportunity to search,
process, analyze and transmit information; ensuring the creation of
competitive advantages of domestic agricultural producers.
The global pandemic has demonstrated digital opportunities to change
the nature of employment. Remote work with the use of information
technology has become an important tool for transforming the use of human
capital [16].
By forming and grouping analytical information obtained through
digitization technologies and digital development tools, executives at
both the macro and macro levels receive data for retrospective analysis,
planning, and forecasting. In the context of globalization, digital
technologies are both a huge market and an industry as a whole, as well as
a platform to ensure the efficiency and competitiveness of other markets
and industries.
The obtained set of available data in the process of digitization of all
types and spheres of business activity will allow to carry out constant
analysis of ecological and economic development of the enterprise – at
the micro-level and the state as a whole – at the macro level, balanced,
scientifically sound approach to the implementation of the intended goal.
The formed management decisions on actual, reliable, and real data will
promote planning of the expected result taking into account probable risks
which will be foreseen, estimated, and minimized [17]. Development of
strategy and formation of step-by-step (tactical and operational) plans will
help reduce the impact of risks and improve the definition of conditions for
the implementation of the planned strategy.
5. Conclusions
Thus, the considered integration of approaches, methods, and models
will increase the rationality of management decisions by adjusting the
probability of occurrence of an event and selecting among the alternatives
the best project on the criterion of profit maximization. The next stages
of research will be based on scientific substantiation and development of
practical recommendations for all developed analytical tools to support
management decision-making in agricultural enterprises.
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The system of analytical information is an important element of
management, which helps to identify weaknesses in the activities of
enterprises and develop the right management decisions to ensure stable
operation and create conditions for the growth of the economic potential of
economic entities.
From the standpoint of analysis of the financial and economic condition
of LLC “Kurland”, it should be noted about the use of management systems
and, accordingly, the processing of information data. Implementation of the
management system and timely data processing allowed the company to
achieve positive changes in the results and to form growth trends, organize the
work of structural units, the main activities, to achieve the economic effect.
That is, the researched company constantly analyzes, collects, processes
information and transfers it to functional units for decision-making, but to
more accurately identify problems in its operation and features of data use,
it is advisable to analyze the state of information support and its impact on
management, which will determine the feasibility of improving analytical
information.
The specifics of the activities of agricultural enterprises requires a
separate method of analysis, taking into account the peculiarities of their
operation.
The developed organizational and methodological mechanism of
analytical support of the enterprise includes the procedure, methods, and
information support for calculating the indicators of production, social
and environmental components of the enterprise, financial condition, and
risk appetite. Building a system of indicators according to the proposed
methodology and their generalization in the analytical report will ensure
the complexity and systematicity of analytical research, will help to obtain
reliable, complete, and operational analytical conclusions, which, in turn,
will allow effective management decisions.
By forming and grouping analytical information obtained through
digitization technologies and digital development tools, executives at both
the macro and macro levels receive data for retrospective analysis, planning,
and forecasting. In the context of globalization, digital technologies are both
a huge market and an industry as a whole, as well as a platform to ensure the
efficiency and competitiveness of other markets and industries.
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Abstract. The article analyzes the organizational and economic
principles of functioning of agro-industrial enterprises, explores the
possibilities of increasing their competitiveness. In particular, it is noted
that the category of “organizational and economic mechanism” is the
most important part of the economic system, including in the agricultural
sector. The essence, content and adjustment of the organizational and
economic mechanism is determined by many scientists and researchers,
the focus is on industrial relations and economic laws. It is important
to understand the levers of organizational and economic mechanism
(economic and organizational). Economic factors include: the mechanism
of market pricing; levers for investing and lending bonds, financing; selffinancing of investments; accumulation and investment of capital, state
regulation and state support. Organizational factors include: structural
levers; organizational and technical levers; levers of management
organization; corporate planning and information levers. Using the levers
of self-sufficiency, the peculiarities of the activities of agar enterprises in
the domestic and foreign food markets are manifested to obtain the most
attractive effect with minimal costs.
An important component of economic efficiency of agricultural
enterprises is the maintenance of competitive conditions as a stimulus for
the rational functioning of enterprises and organizations. Pure competition
is an incentive for society to minimize costs and maximize profits, as well
as adhere to marginal productivity. Competition is best manifested in terms
of economic dynamics.Competition increases supply, improves product
quality, improves service and availability, and reduces production costs.
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The article analyzes the views of economists on the category of
“competitiveness”, provides indicators of competitiveness (price, market
and quality indicators), the structure of the mechanism for improving the
competitiveness of agricultural enterprises, proposed methods for assessing
the competitiveness of enterprises and effective management of enterprise
competitiveness. It is noted that the competitiveness of production in
the agro-industrial sector depends on resource supply, infrastructure
development, the level of development of labor resources, the external
environment, which is based on state policy on its development and more.
To increase the competitiveness of enterprises should have competitive
advantages: to improve their activities and increase their efficiency, to
influence the market environment, to ensure the maximum possible result
for each unit of labor, material and financial resources spent.
Therefore, for the effective functioning of agro-industrial enterprises,
increasing their competitiveness, it is necessary to apply a complex and
effective organizational and economic management system. The main
directions of increasing the competitiveness of agar enterprises are effective
marketing policy, improving quality, service, maintenance, reducing
production costs and production costs with maximum benefit in the future,
as well as involvement in the production of new technologies, complex
mechanization and automation, rational use of means of production and
resources involved, etc. The use of these factors will ensure further growth
and increase the efficiency of production of agricultural enterprises.
1. Introduction
Organizational and economic mechanism of effective functioning of
agricultural enterprises is a system of organizational, economic and legal
levers and methods, which together provide a high level of profitability and
efficiency. Given the hierarchical levels of government, such a mechanism
includes mandatory elements: state and regional governance, development
forecasting and planning, incentives, tax and credit policies, product pricing,
and cross-sectoral relations. All these elements are interconnected, form a
holistic system of influence and ultimately affect the competitiveness of
agricultural enterprises.
Organizational and economic mechanism is a set of organizational,
economic forms and methods of functioning, interaction and regulation
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of elements of economic and managerial decisions aimed at achieving the
end result.
The meaning of the category “organizational and economic mechanism”
includes certain terms: organizational mechanism and economic mechanism,
each category has its own meaning and content and is considered in
economics in relation to what process or phenomenon is studied (physical,
economic, technical).
Competition is a key concept that expresses the very essence of market
relations. The readiness of economic entities to compete depends on the
awareness of the nature of competition, forms of its manifestation, methods
of competition and the factors that determine the effectiveness of economic
entities in such competition.
Competitiveness – a stable position of the country’s producer in
domestic and foreign markets, due to economic, social and political factors,
its ability to withstand international competition. The purpose of the article
is to study the peculiarities of the formation of organizational and economic
mechanism and increase the competitiveness of agro-industrial enterprises
in modern conditions.
The implementation of a comprehensive assessment of competitiveness
should be considered as a set of four interrelated stages: analysis of market
conditions; formation of a system of competitiveness criteria; determining
the level of competitiveness and developing proposals for its improvement.
Competitiveness assessment is a dynamic process that has a cyclical nature
and is implemented taking into account the principles, the basic of which
are: complexity, system, optimality, relativity, dynamism, information
reliability and adequacy of environmental factors and more.
2. The essence and components of the organizational
and economic mechanism
Melnyk M. proves that the organizational and economic mechanism
is a set of forms and methods through which the organization of social
production in it is carried out and its economically expedient activity as a
whole is coordinated [10, p. 58].
Considering the organizational and economic mechanism, I. Ponomarek
and E. Polyakova note that it is a mechanism for using economic laws, a set
of ways and methods of reconciling economic contradictions, combining the
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economic interests of society. The authors point out that, «organizational –
economic mechanism is inextricably linked with the activities of people and
belongs to the sphere of objective economic relations» [13, p. 55].
The structure of the organizational and economic mechanism of the
enterprise is shown in Figure 1.
Organizational and economic mechanism is a production relationship in
the field of economic and marketing activities that exist between business
entities and are based on the law of value and other economic laws under an
effective, efficient organizational structure [3, p. 43].
The effectiveness of the organizational and economic mechanism depends
on the economic and organizational factors of production, including certain
types of services: banking, insurance, investment and innovation, etc.
According to P. Sabluk, the improvement of the organizational and
economic mechanism can be carried out through integration into production,
cooperation, organization of financial activities and the creation of an
effective market infrastructure [16, p. 63].
Thus, the essence of the organizational and economic mechanism can
be revealed through a system of organizational, economic determinants,
factors, tools that affect the economic activity of subcomplexes, industries,
enterprises, which are aimed at achieving the stated goals to increase
efficiency.
Organizational and economic mechanism should be considered as part
of the economic mechanism and general management. Its essence is a
set of ways to influence production processes and businesses to achieve
certain development goals. The main components of the organizational and
economic mechanism that affect the objects of management are the impact
of soil and climatic conditions, product quality requirements, storage and
processing conditions, the impact of globalization processes and defined
strategic goals of industry development. In each sector of the economy,
the organizational and economic mechanism has its differences, so it is
important to justify the parameters of influence in order to increase the
overall effect to achieve certain development goals.
3. Organizational and economic mechanism in the agricultural sector
Organizational and economic mechanism in the agricultural sector
should be considered as a system of organizational, economic, legal,
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Levers of organizational and economic mechanism
economic mechanism

market pricing mechanism
(competitive environment,
strategies, taking into account the
dynamics of supply and demand,
market pricing

self-sufficiency levers (wages,
reproduction, accumulation,
depreciation deductions)

levers for investing and lending
bonds, financing, leasing

self-financing of investments
(accumulation and investment of
capital, state regulation and state
support, antitrust policy)

organizational mechanism
structural levers (structuring
activities, markets, organizations,
goal setting)

organizational and technical levers
(standardization, certification,
licensing)

levers of management organization
(strategic, operational and current
management)

corporate planning levers
(strategic, operational and current
planning)

information levers (mechanisms of
economic, scientific and technical,
marketing information)

Figure 1. Components of the organizational and economic mechanism
Source: [19]

managerial and regulatory actions, methods and processes that shape and
influence the functioning of agricultural enterprises, which will lead to
expected economic, social, environmental and other results [10]. “The
regulatory mechanism should be considered as a set of organizational
and economic methods and tools that perform interrelated functions to
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ensure continuous, effective operation of the system (state) to improve the
functioning of the economy”.
The agricultural sector is a complex integrated socio-economic system
of industries, including enterprises, agricultural formations, institutions
belonging to different forms of ownership and different industries. It is
necessary to take into account the peculiarity of the agricultural sector that it
is a complex biotechnical system. In its central link agriculture uses the most
important natural means of production: land, plant and animal organisms,
water, light, heat, etc. In this regard, the reproduction of intertwined natural
and socio-economic processes. Therefore, the economic mechanism
must be extremely flexible, meet not only the requirements of economic
but also natural laws. Only on this basis it is possible to ensure the true
economic independence of production units located in different climatic
and meteorological conditions, as well as flexibly maneuver resources.
The existing management model needs to be transformed, to identify
the features of organizational and economic mechanism as an integration
concept in market conditions, its impact on production efficiency, ie
it is necessary to intensify the development of economic approaches
and techniques to improve organizational and economic management
mechanism. Reorganization of agricultural enterprises and privatization of
land create objective preconditions for improving the domestic economic
mechanism, changes in peasant psychology.
The effectiveness of the organizational and economic mechanism of
functioning of agricultural enterprises will depend on the optimal choice
of tools, levers and the effectiveness of their impact on the functioning of
agricultural enterprises. Changing the structural parts, selected tools and
levers of influence will automatically cause a change in the organizational
and economic mechanism and change the consequences of its action.
In addition, it is necessary to take into account the peculiarities of the
functioning of agricultural enterprises in the domestic food market. In view
of the above, the definition of the organizational and economic mechanism
of functioning of agricultural enterprises in the domestic food market is
presented in this author’s interpretation.
Organizational and economic mechanism of agricultural enterprises in
the domestic food market is a set of organizational and economic elements
of agricultural enterprises that ensure maximum stability of the enterprise in
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the market and obtain maximum results from market activities with minimal
costs, which in contrast to the established interpretation of the economic
mechanism formation and sale in the system of sales of agricultural products.
Consideration of this concept in a broad sense provides a comprehensive
study and solution of the problem of functioning of agricultural enterprises
in the domestic food market [10].
The formation and development of organizational and economic
mechanism have a specific influence on the peculiarities of agriculture
as an industry. However, the mechanism should be considered in two
directions, objective and subjective. The organizational and economic
mechanism of functioning of agricultural enterprises in the domestic
food market carries a specific expression of objective laws that are
formed at the macro and microeconomic levels. In subjective terms, the
organizational and economic mechanism of functioning of agricultural
enterprises in the domestic food market can be considered as a system of
consciously established forms and methods of organization, management,
planning, financing, pricing, incentives, lending, accounting and control.
It is formed and implemented at several levels: country, region, district,
enterprise, unit.
Thus, the organizational and economic mechanism of agricultural
enterprises in the domestic food market is a set of organizational and
economic elements of agricultural enterprises that ensure the maximum
possible stability of the enterprise in the market and obtain maximum
results from market activities with minimal costs. provides for its formation
and implementation in the system of marketing of agricultural products.
This concept in a broad sense provides a comprehensive study and solution
of the problem of the functioning of agricultural enterprises in the domestic
food market.
4. Competition as an economic category
and incentive for business entities
Limited resources lead to rational behavior of producers, who must
choose between competing purposes of their use. At the same time,
consumers have a choice between competing uses of money, which forces
sellers to compete for consumer money. A. Smith and D. Ricardo noted
competition as a competition for profit [2, p. 88].
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M. Porter in his work defines competition as a dynamic process that
develops; a constantly changing landscape with new products, new
marketing methods, new production processes and new market segments
[14, p. 88].
J. Schumpeter also made a significant contribution to the development of
competition theory, noting that perfect competition for society is an incentive
to minimize costs and bring wages as close as possible to its marginal
productivity. Effective competition [17] is possible only in conditions of
economic dynamics. This state is provided by a qualitatively new level of
production, based on the continuous introduction of innovations, innovation
at all levels of technology, management and organization of production,
product quality, development of new markets, raw materials. Thus, effective
competition is a new type of competition based on innovation [15, p. 77].
Competition performs the functions of regulation, motivation,
distribution, control. Thanks to the regulatory function, the main factors of
production are directed to those areas where there is the greatest need for
them and where they can be used with maximum efficiency.
The function of motivation is performed by competition by encouraging
business entities to create better quality and lower cost products.
The distribution function is manifested in the fact that profits are
redistributed in favor of the most productive production, where the most
efficient use of resources. The control function limits the unilateral actions
of business entities and gives the consumer a choice.
That is, the competitive mechanism does not allow any of the
business entities to manage the market inseparably and dictate their will
to consumers. In the theoretical analysis of economic competition, it is
important to identify and understand key terms and concepts, including the
object, subject and subject of competition (Figure 2).
The importance of competition is manifested in the following features of
its impact on the economy [10]:
– Competition forces entrepreneurs to constantly look for and find new
products and services.
– Competition promotes the production of high quality products at
reasonable prices.
– Competition encourages rapid response to changing customer needs.
– Competition is a powerful alternative to monopoly.
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Object of competition:
The needs of the consumer group that
form a certain market segment,
selected by enterprisesrivals
COMPETITION

Competitor:
Manufacturers and
service companies
transnational corporations,
regions, states

In the narrow sense:
The product or service through which
rival companies
trying to win
consumer commitment and money
SUBJECT
OF THE COMPETITION
In a broader sense:
Certain good that embodies it in
yourself a product or service

Figure 2. Competition as an economic category
Source: [20]

– Competition promotes the development of technology, science,
technology, information systems. Along with the concept of “competition”
it is advisable to consider the concept of “competitiveness”.
Competitiveness is manifested only through competition and in
appropriate conditions. In market economies, the competitiveness of
the enterprise is the result of the interaction of factors resulting from
the objective development of productive forces, which are reflected in
companies’ policies to improve goods and improve their quality, fight for
market share and profit.
Competitiveness is a multifaceted concept that is often used in the
practice and theory of economic analysis [25].
The competitiveness of the enterprise means its ability to operate
efficiently and ensure profitability in a competitive market. In other words,
the competitiveness of the enterprise is its ability to ensure the production
and sale of competitive products [25].
The competitiveness of the enterprise is characterized by the ability to
provide [26]:
– low production costs;
– uniqueness and features of the offer;
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– availability and quality of service;
– eco-orientation of products;
– quality of products (services).
The main approaches to assessing the competitiveness of the enterprise [6]:
– structural, which is based on the decision to adhere to a position in
the market. This decision is made by the company based on the level of
monopolization of the industry, ie the concentration of production and
capital, barriers to new businesses entering the industry market;
– resource, this approach determines the level of competitiveness of the
enterprise through the analysis of available resources and efficiency of their use;
– situational – the competitiveness of the enterprise is considered as a
process of determining assessments of the effectiveness of market actions
in a particular situation in the market;
– target, allows you to consider the analysis of the level of competitiveness
of the enterprise as a process of determining estimates that reflect the
economic performance of the enterprise in comparison with the relevant
targets of competitors;
– quality – based on the study of the competitiveness of enterprise
products;
– theory of competitive advantage involves establishing the nature of the
company’s advantages over competitors and makes it possible to determine
the company’s position in the market. To characterize competitiveness,
the concepts of outstanding scientists are used such as: comparative
advantages, comparative costs, comparison of competitive advantages,
factors of management and productivity of resource use, competitive status
of the firm [9, p. 25].
Modern economists define the concept of “competitiveness” in different
ways (Table 1).
At the present stage of development of the agrarian economy, the most
important priority of Ukraine’s agro-industrial policy should be to increase
the competitiveness of domestic producers. This should find comprehensive
active support in the actions of the Verkhovna Rada and the Government
and influence the formation of a favorable regulatory framework for
competition.
The competitiveness of agro-industrial production depends on natural
and climatic conditions and features of agriculture, directly determined by
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Author
S.I. Ozhogov
M.I. Knysh

Views of economists on the category

Table 1

Definition of competitiveness
Ability to withstand competition, to resist competitors
The degree of attractiveness of this product for the real consumer
The property of a product, service, subject of market relations
to appear on the market along with similar goods, services or
Porter Michael
competing subjects of market relations. Evaluation of this property
allows to distinguish high, medium and low competitiveness
P.V. Zabelin,
Ability to make a profit in the short term not lower than the
N.K. Moiseeva specified, or exceeding the average profit
The complex of consumer properties of the goods defining
its difference from other similar goods on degree and level of
V.P. Groshev
satisfaction of needs of buyers and expenses for its purchase and
operation
Characteristics of the product, reflecting its difference from
A.I. Kredisov
similar competitive goods both in the degree of compliance with
a specific need and the cost of its satisfaction
Describes how effectively a company meets the needs of the
W. Stevenson
customer compared to other companies offering a similar
product or service
Relative characteristic that reflects the differences in the
development of a particular manufacturer from a competitor’s
M.O. Ermolov
manufacturer both in the degree of satisfaction with their own
goods and the efficiency of production activities
A complex multifaceted concept that defines the ability of a
A. Pechinkin
product to take and maintain a position in a competitive market
and V. Fomin
in a given period in competition with other similar products
Stable ability to meet certain customer needs better than
V.E. Khrutsky,
competitors, and thus successfully sell products with acceptable
I.V. Korneeva
financial results for the manufacturer
Property of an object characterized by the degree of actual or
R.A. Fatkhutdinov potential satisfaction of a specific need compared to similar
objects presented in a specific market
Potential or realized ability of an economic entity to operate in
I.O. Piddubny,
a relevant external environment, which is based on competitive
A.I. Piddubna
advantages and reflects its position in relation to competitors
Real and potential opportunity of firms in their existing
conditions to design, manufacture and sell goods that are
B.A. Reisberg
more attractive to consumers in terms of price and non-price
characteristics than the goods of their competitors
Source: [26]
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the presence of competitive industries and enterprises. The basis of their
comprehensive assessment is the competitiveness of products. Product
competitiveness is a comparative characteristic that determines the
difference between the analyzed products from competitors’ counterparts
and contains a comprehensive assessment of the totality of its properties
in relation to the identified market requirements or qualities of another
product.
The competitiveness of the enterprise is a complex comparative
characteristic that reflects the degree of superiority of the set of indicators
of evaluation of the enterprise, which determine its success in a particular
market over a period of time relative to the set of indicators of competing
enterprises.
The main groups of competitiveness indicators are shown in Figure 3.
Competitiveness of goods
quality indicators

– functionality;
– reliability;
– ergonometry;
– aesthetics;
– hygienic

price indicators

– costs of purchasing
goods;
– costs of
transportation of
goods;
– consumption price

market indicators

– need for goods;
– new goods;
– image of the company

Figure 3. Indicators of product competitiveness
Source: [21]

5. Competitiveness of production in the agro-industrial complex
Competitiveness of production in the agro-industrial complex is
characterized by a set of indicators of the functioning of industries and
activities of production structures that determine their stable development
and success in competition in domestic and foreign markets. It is assessed by
the level of competitiveness of its individual enterprises and their products.
Competitiveness of production in the agro-industrial complex largely
depends on resource supply. Analyzing this problem in the historical aspect,
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it should be noted that initially took into account the dependence on the
presence of three main factors of production – natural resources, labor
and capital. With the development of production and technical progress,
competitiveness began to be determined by higher-level factors, the
so-called developed – this is primarily infrastructure, scientific potential,
level of education and more.
Competitiveness mechanism
economic mechanism

economic mechanism

legislative and legal
regulation

economic calculation

forms and methods of
management

economic incentives

economic ties and relations

financing and lending

forms and methods of
management

regulation of intersectoral
relations

Figure 4. The structure of the mechanism for increasing
the competitiveness of agricultural enterprises
Source: [25]

The decisive role in creating competitive advantages of agro-industrial
production is played by specialized factors, special infrastructure,
special knowledge in the form of scientific and technical databases, the
availability of specialists in the relevant field of knowledge and more.
Analysis of Ukraine’s main factors of production and efficiency of their
use in comparison with economically developed countries shows that
our country has a high rating in the provision of agricultural land, labor
resources, scientific potential, but the efficiency of these factors Ukraine
ranks last [18, p. 41]. However, world experience shows that the presence
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of factors of production is an important but insufficient condition for
successful competition. This still requires a certain demand for products, in
particular, demanding consumers, competitive suppliers and associates, fair
competition, the appropriate strategy of enterprises for their development
and competitiveness.
The competitiveness of agricultural production largely depends on
the external environment, which is based on state policy on agricultural
development and related sectors of the agro-industrial complex.
In the development of competitiveness of production in the agroindustrial complex agro-industrial policy should be aimed at solving the
following tasks:
– improving the regulatory framework for the development of a
competitive environment, preventing monopolies in the domestic market
and creating a level playing field for competing entities;
– development of demanding demand for products and services by
introducing progressive quality standards, expanding the legal framework of
consumer societies, disseminating reliable information about goods and services;
– encouraging enterprises to pursue a global strategy for development
prospects, efficiency, competitiveness and export expansion;
– continuous development and improvement of infrastructure
– transport, telecommunications, communications, education, health
and science;
– conducting a coordinated international structural policy to develop
the competitiveness of producers and ensure a level playing field. Thus,
by pursuing an active agro-industrial policy, the instrument of which is
fair competition, it is possible to achieve the desired coordination of the
interests of the state and business entities.
At the same time, the state only creates appropriate conditions for the
emergence and improvement of factors of competitive advantage, and
directly create these advantages by producers. Assessing the competitiveness
of products, the consumer takes into account their needs and the degree of
their satisfaction with this product. The rational consumer, having certain
limited opportunities (financial, time, etc.), tries to maximize the usefulness
of product consumption.
For the manufacturer, the main criterion for evaluating the product
is the amount of profit he will receive from the sale of his (goods) sales.
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In assessing the competitiveness of the enterprise, the manufacturer
considers it as its competitor, and the most important is the ratio of price
and quality of products, compliance with various norms and standards. The
industry is assessed by the manufacturer in terms of competitive conditions
in the industry and its position in the market. The producer evaluates
the country in terms of the availability of the necessary resources, their
quality and availability (physical and economic). Increasing the efficiency
of agriculture largely determines the solution of the food problem and
improving the welfare of the population of Ukraine.
The functioning of production in market conditions requires effective
mechanisms of economic regulation. To assess economic efficiency, a system
of indicators is used, which is due to its specificity, versatility and depends on
a number of factors: natural, industrial, technological and economic.
The criterion for the effectiveness of any component of the agroindustrial complex is the maximum satisfaction of the needs of the
population with quality products, and industry – agricultural raw materials
to load production capacity based on cost reduction and material and
financial resources [6, p. 68]. In the post-reform period, the organizational
and economic mechanism and its factors are aimed at obtaining more profit
and increase the profitability of advanced capital.
The essence of the criterion of economic efficiency is associated with
its content, form, purpose and functions. In the process of production,
the needs of people are met, and added value is created, which is used to
reproduce and further develop the productive forces. In order to increase
the production volumes with the corresponding demand, the mass of profit
increases at the same time, as a source of capital accumulation for the
development of productive forces [8, p. 81–82].
The introduction of a single efficiency criterion would greatly simplify
the assessment of economic performance of production entities, but it is too
difficult to develop such a criterion, as it must take into account not only
economic but also environmental and social aspects. With the help of the
system of indicators it is possible to carry out a comprehensive analysis
of the economic activity of the sugar beet subcomplex, to identify unused
capacity and to justify ways to increase production efficiency. The system
of indicators should characterize: the use of production resources; basic
economic processes; final results of activity.
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The efficiency of agricultural production affects the level of prices for
food and goods made from agricultural raw materials, and is characterized
by: the ratio of gross output, net income and profit to the size of land.
Improving production efficiency contributes to increasing incomes and
increasing the profitability of agricultural enterprises.
Parameters of product competitiveness can be divided into economic,
technical and regulatory (Figure 5).
Product competitiveness parameters
economic

technical

regulatory

Figure 5. Product competitiveness parameters
Source: [14]

Technical and regulatory parameters together characterize the quality of
the product, its environmental friendliness and safety.
Technical parameters determine the technical and physical characteristics
of products during consumption or operation. Among the technical
parameters are ergonomic, aesthetic and purpose parameters. Ergonomic
properties of the product characterize the degree of convenience of its
consumption or use by man in various aspects (physical, psychological,
anthropometric). Aesthetic parameters characterize the originality of
product design (shape, composition, appearance). Destination parameters
reflect the direction of use of the product and describe the functions it
performs. They reflect the beneficial effect of consumption or operation of
products in specific conditions.
Economic parameters take into account the economic costs associated
with production, consumption, destruction of products. One-time costs
include product prices, transportation costs, setup and trial run. Current
costs are the cost of consumption of products, which includes maintenance
costs, energy sources, auxiliary materials, repairs, spare parts and more.
Regulatory parameters include parameters of safety, patent purity and
environmental friendliness. The parameters of safety and environmental
friendliness reflect the requirements for products in accordance with
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current national and international standards, laws and regulations, technical
regulations, the results of product certification [1, p. 103].
Competitiveness indicators are a set of criteria for quantifying the level
of product competitiveness, based on the parameters of competitiveness
[24, p. 101].
Characteristics of competitiveness indicators

Table 2

Indicator Competitiveness
Characteristics
1. Criterion of efficiency of production activity of the enterprise (EV)
1.1 Cost Level (CO)
Displays cost effectiveness in production
Characterizes the efficiency of the use of fixed
1.2 Return on assets (F)
assets
1.3 Profitability of goods (RT)
Characterizes the degree of profitability of goods
Reflects the degree of organization of
1.4 Labor productivity (PP)
production and use of labor
2. Criterion of financial condition of the enterprise (FS)
Characterizes the independence of the
2.1 Coefficient of autonomy (KA)
enterprise from external sources of financing
Reflects the company’s ability to meet its
2.2 Coefficient of coverage (CP)
financial obligations and determines the
probability of bankruptcy
Shows the qualitative composition of funds that
2.3 Absolute liquidity ratio (CL)
are sources of current liabilities
Characterizes the rate of turnover of all current
2.4 Turnover ratio of current assets
assets and allows you to analyze the possibility
(CO)
of releasing them from economic activity
3. Criteria for the effectiveness of sales organization (EU)
Characterizes the degree of profitability of the
3.1 Profitability of sales (RP)
enterprise in the market, the correctness of
pricing
Displays the degree of finished product
3.2 Finished goods overload ratio
overload. An increase in the indicator indicates
(CU)
a drop in demand
Shows the business activity of the enterprise,
3.3 Capacity utilization factor (KV)
the efficiency of the sales service
Shows the cost-effectiveness of advertising and
3.4 Advertising efficiency ratio (AD)
sales promotion
Source: [9]
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These indicators are important in the comprehensive assessment of
product characteristics and determining its level of competitiveness. Proper
evaluation of the product reduces the risks associated with the company’s
activities in a new market, but in the meantime, inconsistencies with the
actual characteristics of the product may cause a decrease in the efficiency
of the company. The indicator of product competitiveness should take into
account as many factors as possible and objectively determine their impact
on the competitiveness of goods [23, p. 40].
6. The concept of organizational and economic mechanism
for managing the competitiveness of enterprises
Competitiveness is a system of indicators that allows you to assess the
position of the enterprise, namely: competitiveness of products, technology,
equipment potential, staff level, management system, level of innovation,
communications, level of marketing policy, export-import opportunities
and other parameters [5].
This mechanism is a specific multifunctional system consisting of a set of
interconnected elements, among which the categories of level management
and competitiveness system are distinguished (Figure 6).
The system of these indicators must be constantly improved in order
to adapt the company to various unforeseen situations in the future.
Entering the market with a competitive product is only the initial, initial
stage in the work of the enterprise to develop in the consumer market,
then complex, systematic work on managing the competitiveness of the
enterprise. Therefore, special attention should be paid to the development
of organizational and economic mechanism, which would not only create
favorable conditions for efficient operation, but also provide it with a high
level as a competitive enterprise [7].
Assessment of product competitiveness can be carried out by various
methods. The choice of a specific method of assessing competitiveness
depends on a number of factors (product specificity, urgency of determining
the level of competitiveness, the amount of available reliable information,
etc.). To date, we can distinguish the following methods:
1) depending on the nomenclature of criteria: direct and indirect;
2) depending on the purpose and stage of evaluation: methods used at
the stage of manufacturing and used at the stage of selling products;
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Competitiveness management concept
enterprises
Increasing competitive opportunities
enterprises there ensure sustainable development:
1. Choice of enterprise strategy

5. Diversification approach
planning system

2. Achieving synergetic
effect in the control system
competitiveness

6. Forecasting the level of
competitiveness
enterprises

3. Reforming the system
personnel management and
labor motivation

7. Improving the internal financial
management of the enterprise

4. An integrated approach to
improving quality and
management level of
competitivenessenterprises

8. Information support of the
management system
enterprise

Figure 6. The concept of organizational and economic mechanism
for managing the competitiveness of enterprises
Source: improved by the author based on [20]

3) depending on the form of data presentation: calculation, matrix,
graphical, combined;
4) depending on the comparison of product properties: qualimetric;
5) depending on the comparison with the sample to determine the
relative level of quality: differentiated, complex, mixed.
The competitiveness of products is influenced by price and non-price
factors. The first group includes product quality, costs of production, sales
and consumption, selling prices, external information. Non-price factors
include time and internal information, the costs of which are already
included in the costs of the enterprise. The leading role is played by the
factors of the economic mechanism, among which are pricing, financing,
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lending, stimulating public demand for products, exports and more. One
of the main factors for increasing the competitiveness of products are the
factors of the state level of government, as they determine the level of
consumer welfare and demand, the development strategy of the enterprise,
the region and the country as a whole.
Among the listed factors of competitiveness of production the following
are of great importance: usefulness for the consumer (conformity to the
requirements put forward to the given goods by the buyer); product price;
novelty (originality and uniqueness of products); production quality.
The use of the latest technologies, including resource-saving, modern
machinery and equipment, materials, high-quality raw materials are
among the factors of product competitiveness. An equally important stage
in the company’s activities is the development of programs to increase
competitiveness.
Among the main ways to increase competitiveness are the following:
a detailed study of consumer needs and analysis of major competitors;
correctly and qualitatively substantiated advertising policy of the company;
creation of a novelty product and increase of its qualitative characteristics;
search and provision of competitive advantages of goods in comparison
with substitute goods; identifying the advantages and disadvantages of
similar products, and the use of the results obtained in the company’s
activities; updating of machines and equipment; constant control over
the reduction of the cost of goods; improving the quality of service and
maintenance; differentiation of manufactured goods; strengthening the
impact on consumers of goods to ensure competitive advantage, etc. [12].
The concept of enterprise competitiveness management [3, р. 41]:
1. Choice of enterprise strategy. This will create competitive advantages
(in particular, the advantage in reducing costs, product differentiation,
market segmentation, innovation, rapid response to market needs).
2. Achieving a synergistic effect in the competitiveness management
system. This concept requires a radical restructuring of the organizational
structure of management; creation of productive centers of profit and
responsibility for the results of activities; introduction of an integrated
approach to the reorganization of the system and structure of the internal
environment of the enterprise; improving organizational forms and methods
of marketing research.
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3. Reforming the personnel management system and work
motivation. The concept is based on the development of an effective
system of recognition of labor merits, the introduction of methods of
incentives and remuneration, improving the mechanism of motivation
and responsibility for competitiveness; reorganization of the system
of training and retraining taking into account the requirements of
strategic management; ensuring employee participation in management
decisions.
4. An integrated approach to improving the quality of management of
the level of competitiveness of the enterprise involves: the introduction of
advanced technological processes; development of an effective strategy
of foreign economic activity, technical re-equipment and modernization
of production, development and implementation of a comprehensive
quality management system; intensification of investment and innovation
activities.
5. Diversification approach planning system. The concept provides the use
of long-term business planning as a tool for creating long-term competitive
advantages; formation of long-term and annual cost budgets; improvement
of methods of planning and analysis of production costs; development of
organizational and economic measures for the implementation of longterm, current and operational plans.
6. Forecasting the level of competitiveness of the enterprise using
modern methods (method of preferences, “profile method”, matrix method
and method of integrated evaluation).
7. Improving the internal financial management of the enterprise.
8. Information support of the enterprise management system, ie the
creation of a single integrated system of planning, rationing and cost
accounting; technical support of the information system of internal
management of the enterprise.
Assessment of the competitiveness of goods – a set of operations to
choose the criteria of competitiveness, establishing the true values of these
indicators for competing products and comparing the values of the analyzed
goods with the goods accepted as basic (Figure 7).
1. Methods of assessing the competitiveness of goods through their
rating – the implementation of a comprehensive assessment of quality
based on technical parameters of products.
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Assessment methodology
competitiveness of goods through
their rating

Methods of assessing the
competitiveness of the enterprise

Methods of comparative assessment of
competitiveness by consumer and cost
parameters

Methods of competitiveness
assessment goods in terms of
sales
Methods of competitiveness
assessment goods in terms of
sales

Methods for assessing the
integration level indicator
competitiveness
Methods of comparative
evaluation competitiveness

Figure 7. Methods of assessing the competitiveness of the enterprise
Source: [3]

2. Methodology for assessing the competitiveness of goods in terms of
sales – the methodology is based on indirect measurement of competitiveness
in terms of sales.
3. Methods of determining a comprehensive indicator of
competitiveness – product compliance with standards and norms in
comparison with the products of competitors.
4. The method of assessing the integration indicator of the level of
competitiveness is a relative indicator that reflects the difference between
the analyzed products from the competitor’s products in terms of the degree
of satisfaction of a specific social need.
5. Methods of comparative assessment of competitiveness – comparison
with products by the standard of competitors.
6. The method of comparative assessment of competitiveness in terms of
consumer and cost parameters is a comparative characteristic of consumer
and quality properties of products [4].
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choice of competitive strategy
of the enterprise

achieving a synergetic effect in
the management system of
enterprise competitiveness

reforming the personnel
management system

system of effective management of enterprise
competitiveness

integrated approach to
improving the quality and
competitiveness of products,
introduction of quality control,
standardization of products to
world requirements

improving methods of planning
and cost analysis through the
introduction of an effective
cost management system

reorganization of the system of
accounting and analysis of the
enterprise with the use of
advanced methods used in
world practice, mastering,
implementation of
management accounting

Figure 8. The system of effective management
of enterprise competitiveness
Source: [7, p. 36]

The list of indicators, their purpose, positive trends and calculation
method are presented in table 2.
Thus, solving complex problems of strengthening the competitiveness
of an enterprise operating in a globalized market, offers a complex
organizational and economic system of its management. The described
system consists of eight interconnected blocks, which include a set of
actions and measures to increase the competitiveness of the enterprise
in all aspects of its activities. Competitiveness parameters – in the
vast majority of quantitative characteristics of the properties of the
product, taking into account the industry characteristics of assessing its
competitiveness.
Competitiveness indicators are a set of criteria for quantifying the level
of product competitiveness based on relevant parameters.
The main ways to increase competitiveness include the following:
properly and well-founded marketing policy of the firm; creation of a new
product and improving its quality characteristics; search and provision of
advantages of goods in comparison with substitute goods; identifying the
advantages and disadvantages of similar products, and the use of the results;
updating of machines and equipment; constant control over the reduction
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Modern ways to increase the efficiency of
agricultural enterprises
obtaining loans in foreign currency, if they are provided by state banks
extensive use of progressive forms of organization of production and wages
introduction of complex mechanization and automation of production
rational use of means of production and labor resources
use of rent as a new progressive form of management

Figure 9. Modern ways to increase the efficiency
of agricultural enterprises
Source: created by the author based on [20]

of the cost of goods; improving the quality of service and maintenance;
differentiation of goods.
Ways to increase the efficiency of agricultural enterprises. It should be
noted that the achievement of a certain level of success of the enterprise
is inextricably linked with the acquisition of the enterprise signs of
competitiveness.
7. Conclusions
Improving the efficiency of enterprises is to ensure the maximum possible
result for each unit of labor, material and financial resources. The main
directions are to provide enterprises with the latest technologies, improve
management, organization of production and labor, resource efficiency and
more. Only the correct use of the system of these factors can ensure a high
rate of growth of production efficiency.
Since the effectiveness of any modern organization is determined by the
number, form, meaning and content of its elements, the place they occupy in
this type of economic systems, as well as existing relationships between them,
competitiveness assessment plays an important role in determining the level and
prospects. It is necessary to determine the most rational way to build feedback in
the organizational and economic mechanism of managing the competitiveness
of agro-industrial enterprise for its effective functioning and development.
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To form a rational economic environment in agriculture, increase the
competitiveness of agricultural formations it is necessary to: improve the
pricing system in intersectoral relations between production, procurement
and processing of agricultural products through the use of the concept
of production price calculated on the basis of profit taking into account
the turnover of working capital in order to ensure the reimbursement of
regulatory costs, as well as equal income per unit of resources.
In order to increase the competitiveness of production in the agroindustrial complex, it is necessary to introduce a mechanism of state
support for agricultural production through the use of preferential taxation
and credit, price regulation of parity development, production subsidies,
stimulating innovation and more.
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Abstract. The methodological and practical bases of integrated
assessment of the financial condition of an agricultural enterprise are
considered in the work. It is emphasized that the integrated method of
assessment is the most objective for such an analysis, as it allows you
to quantify and evaluate the relationship between the main factors and
predict their level in the future. An expert method was used to determine
the system of basic relative indicators for assessing the level of financial
stability of the enterprise and their ratios. Verification of co-ordination of
opinions of experts was conducted by the method of grade correlation with
a calculation to the Kendall’s coefficient of concordance and determination
of statistical importance of opinions of experts on the Pearson criterion χ2.
The normative values of indicators were also adapted in accordance with
the specifics of the industry and modern operating conditions. The values
of the standards were determined on the basis of the results of financial and
economic activities of the most efficient enterprises in the region, selected
by the method of rating and scoring. Approbation of the developed model
of financial condition assessment was carried out on the basis of financial
reporting data of agricultural enterprises of Vinnytsia district for five years.
The obtained results of calculations were used to check the presence of
multicollinearity of factor features, which allowed to establish linearly
dependent groups of relative indicators and to optimize the proposed model
accordingly. A detailed econometric analysis of a number of dynamics of
the integrated indicator of financial stability over ten years was conducted
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on the example of the most successful agricultural enterprise of Vinnytsia
district. Theoretically and practically checked the presence of anomalous
levels; the presence of a trend is determined; smoothing and alignment
of a number of dynamics is carried out; the trend model is selected and
its parameters are calculated; the trend model for adequacy, accuracy and
presence of autocorrelation of residues is investigated; point and interval
forecasting was carried out.
1. Introduction
System crisis phenomena in an economy of agrarian sector of Ukraine
led to deterioration of its socio-economic development, slowing down the
production of goods in agricultural enterprises and, as a result, worsening
of their financial state. This situation does not contribute to an effective
innovation policy, reduces the competitiveness of agricultural products,
slows down Ukraine’s integration processes into the European and world
community. The urgency of improving the financial security of agricultural
enterprises in such conditions becomes the most important task of both
the state and the business. The search for opportunities to strengthen the
financial situation should contribute to a systematic and objective analysis
of agricultural enterprises, the results of which allow operatively to react
on the change of external and internal environment of business, accept
reasonable administrative decisions from the financial adjusting must assist.
The criterion for the effectiveness of such decisions is the level of financial
stability of economic entities, which assesses the adequacy of financial
resources for balanced sustainable development of agricultural enterprises.
Assessment of the financial stability of an agricultural enterprise should
be generalized, integrated, and give an unambiguous answer about the
level of financial stability of the enterprise. It must accumulate all the main
aspects of the operation of the enterprise, that is mean to take into account
the importance of the most important indicators of financial and economic
activities of economic entities.
In agriculture, unlike other industries, there is a complex system of
relationships and dependencies, intertwining of various factors, including
natural, related to the biological properties of objects and working
conditions. To take into account all these parameters in a mathematical
model – it is practically impossible. Therefore, it follows to take into account
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at development and use of such model, that not all phenomena and factors
can be in number expressed, that complicates their plugging in a model.
Than deeper and more detailed analysis is conducted, than more difficult
(branched) is the mathematical model, the more chances we have to get
around the real reflection of reality of the investigated phenomena, and
the higher the practical value of the model of analysis, and in our case –
assessment and management of financial stability of agricultural enterprises.
Economic and mathematical modeling of the assessment of financial
stability of the enterprise will quantify the relationship between the main
factors that determine it and the magnitude of their impact.
The integrated method is objective because it includes any assumptions
about the role of factors in the analysis. Unlike other methods of factor
analysis, the integral method fulfills the condition of factor independence.
Another important feature is that this method gives a general approach to
solving problems of various kinds, regardless of the number of elements
included in the model of the factor system, and the form of relationships
between them.
Due to the numerous shortcomings of the existing methods of
determining the level of financial stability of enterprises, the lack of real
modern standards, adjusted to the characteristics of agricultural enterprises,
the development of such methods is currently quite relevant.
The basis for an integrated assessment of financial stability is a group
(or system of groups) of relative indicators that characterize the financial
and economic activities of the enterprise. In the scientific literature, foreign
and Ukrainian authors offer a significant number of such indicators and
methods of their calculation. Therefore, the primary and most important
stage of model development is the construction of such a base of indicators,
in which the analysis will be reliable and multifaceted, and the number
of selected factor characteristics will be optimal and linearly independent.
Expert assessment method was used to select a system of basic indicators
that meet the above requirements.
2. Expert assessment method
In cases when for some reasons it is impossible to obtain the necessary
economic information (information array is limited or absent), it is
appropriate to use the methods of expert assessments. They are used in
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the absence of sufficient and reliable information about the predicted
phenomena (processes), as well as in conditions of significant uncertainty
of the environment in which the object operates.
The use of expert methods is based on deep knowledge of specialists and
the ability to summarize their own and world experience of research and
development on a particular problem, the hypothesis of the expert’s so-called
“practical wisdom”, foresight in a particular field of knowledge and practice,
the ability to come in the process of certain activities, to assess fairly reliably
the importance and significance of research areas, the timing of a particular
event, the importance of a parameter, process (phenomenon), etc. [1].
All expert surveys, regardless of the chosen methods of conducting
them, are based on the scoring of the objects of research on a given issue and
determining their importance. Their main feature is the lack of mathematical
confirmation of the optimal conclusions.
Methods based on the use of expert assessments are divided into two
groups: individual and collective [1; 2].
Among the known methods of individual expert assessments should be
noted the following: control issues; individual brainstorming; interview;
script; Delphi method; questionnaire; paired comparisons.
Methods of collective expert evaluation: conference of ideas; brainstorming;
“morphological box”; sevenfold search; associations and analogies; Delphi
method; collective notebook; control questions; inversions; Pattern.
The division into methods of individual and collective expert
assessments is made depending on whether the forecast is developed based
on the conclusions of one expert or group of experts.
The main advantages of individual methods of expert assessment are the
ability to use the abilities and knowledge of an individual expert, as well
as the relative ease of conducting targeted analysis. Their main defect is
limit nature of knowledge each of polled about the state and development
of contiguous spheres of activity. The advantages of collective methods of
expert questioning are: first, that experts agree on an open discussion that
allows them to influence each other in such a way as to compensate for each
other’s mistakes; second, a group of specialists produces more “mental”
energy than one specialist; and third, the group of experts is generally
more willing to take responsibility for making important, risky decisions.
However, these methods have a number of disadvantages:
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– the part of the group may have some influence on other members of
the group;
– there may be cases when the group thinks that a specialist, such as a
great scientist, has a serious influence, and if he has a talent for persuasion,
he will be able to decisively implement his ideas through persistent and
constant argumentation;
– a thinking sluggishness, “honor of uniform”, convinces certain part
of group to incline other members to the acceptance of certain decisions,
especially if they were oriented to these decisions from the beginning;
– in groups, as a rule, there is an opinion that reaching an agreement is
more important than developing the most reasonable and practically useful
forecast [1].
All considered circumstances which are marked higher, as well as the
sharp contrast of existing interpretations of the definition and components
of financial stability, the only really possible method for research on
this topic is the use of individual surveys. Significant shortcomings of
collective expert research, as well as doubts about the ability to organize
a quality group discussion of real experts in the field make these methods
unsuitable for us.
At application of individual methods, from every expert get independent
estimations for further them mathematical treatment and acceptance of
corresponding decisions. Widespread among them are two methods:
interviews and questionnaires. The disadvantage of the interview is that the
expert does not have enough time to think about the answers. Therefore,
a questionnaire of experts and the use of control questions were used to
clarify some important points in the course of this study.
The experts were offered a questionnaire, which included 50 indicators
that form the financial stability of the enterprise. The task of the experts
was to assess the list of relative indicators proposed in the questionnaire,
which characterize the financial stability of agricultural enterprises. The
questionnaire provided that experts with a high level of professional
knowledge were able to assess the impact of each indicator (factor) on the
level of financial stability of economic entities on a ten-point scale.
45 people were involved as experts, including economists of Vinnytsia
universities, managers, accountants, employees of analytical and financial
departments of a number of agricultural enterprises in Vinnytsia district
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and employees of the Main Department of Statistics and the Department of
Agriculture in Vinnytsia region.
In the process of practical application of the method, independent
estimates were obtained from each expert, which were processed using a
mathematical apparatus.
In particular, the method of rank correlation was used to determine the
consistency of experts’ opinions and the Kendall concordance coefficient
was determined [3], which in the absence of related ranks is calculated by
the formula:
12   d 2
W 2 3 i ,
(2.1)
m n  n
Kendall concordance coefficient with associated ranks:
W

where, di   Rij 

 R

i ij

j

n

12   di2

m 2  n3  n   m  B

,

(2.2)

(i = 1, 2, …, m) – the sum of ranks Rij,

provided by all experts і – element of the sample, minus the average value
of these sums of ranks; m – the number of experts; n – the sample size (the
number of factors or indicators), B    Bk3  Bk  , where Bk – the number
k

of related (identical) ranks, r – the number of groups of related ranks.
The concordance coefficient can range from 0 to 1 and is an indicator
of the tightness of the relationship in the case of multiple regression. The
greater the value of the concordance coefficient, the higher the degree of
agreement of experts. If, W = 1 that is, full agreement of experts’ opinions,
but when W = 0 – there is almost no agreement.
In our analyzed set of factors (indicators) that affect the financial stability
of the enterprise concordance coefficient is W = 0,72 at a significance level
of 0.05 (95%). This means that in the results of the expert assessment there
is a non-random agreement of experts what gives us the opportunity among
the many factors that may to some extent affect the formation of financial
stability of agricultural enterprises to identify those that are most important.
The statistical significance of experts’ opinions was tested by Pearson’s
criterion χ2 [3]. The estimated value of this criterion is obtained by the
formula:
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12   di2
m  n   n  1 

1
B
n 1

.

(2.3)

The resulting value is compared with the tabular value χt2 at (n – 1)
degrees of freedom and confidence interval 0.95. Under condition  2r  t2
it is assumed that the concordance coefficient is significant, if  2r  t2 then
there is a need to increase the number of experts.
In our case, the following values are obtained:  2r  23,14  t2  28, 87 .
This indicates that the concordance coefficient confirms a statistically
significant assessment of expert opinions.
Thus, based on the above theoretical analysis of the experiment
(questionnaire), taking into account the expert assessments of practitioners
in the field of financial stability research, the main factors were identified,
without which the assessment of financial stability of agricultural enterprises
cannot be considered.
In particular, taking into account the opinions of experts, 19 indicators
were selected, which best characterize the financial stability of enterprises
in four different areas. That is, based on the results of the expert survey,
four subsystems of relative indicators of financial stability were formed
(Table 2.1). The table also shows the generally accepted normative values
of indicators or the vector of their positive change.
Note that the introduction of methods of integrated assessment of the
enterprise is considered in many works of Ukrainian authors [4–20]. At
the same time, scientists introduce such concepts as “integrated indicator
of the financial condition of the enterprise”, “integrated indicator of the
financial potential of the enterprise”, “integrated indicator of anti-crisis
potential of the enterprise”, “integrated indicator of enterprise efficiency”
and others. A rather diverse set of basic indicators is proposed for their
calculation, but arguments for their selection are usually not provided.
In particular, evaluating the activity of the machine-building enterprise
MOTOR SICH Joint Stock Company (Zaporizhzhia) [4], the author
uses 22 financial relative indicators, which are classified into five different
groups. However, the article does not provide arguments for the choice
of these indicators to calculate the integrated indicator of financial and
economic condition of the enterprise.
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Indicators of financial stability of the enterprise

Table 2.1

Indicators
Generally accepted standards
I. Degree of financial independence
1.1 Coefficient of autonomy
> 0,5
1.2 Ratio of own and borrowed funds
>1
1.3 Rated capital structure ratio
Increasing
1.4 Equity maneuverability ratio
0,4–0,6
1.5 Coefficient of financial stability
> 0,6
II. Liquidity and solvency
2.1 Coefficient of coverage
>1
2.2 Current liquidity ratio
> 0,8
2.3 Absolute liquidity ratio (solvency)
0,2–0,35
2.4 The ratio of receivables and payables
>2
III. Business activity
3.1 Asset turnover ratio
Increasing
3.2 Mobile funds turnover ratio
Increasing
3.3 Coefficient of circulating of property asset
Increasing
3.4 Coefficient of capital investment
Increasing
3.5 Investment coefficient
0,5–0,7
3.6 Mobility coefficient
Increasing
IV. Profitability
4.1. Return on assets ratio
Increasing
4.2. Coefficient of profitability of sales
Increasing
4.3. Coefficient of profitability of property asset
Increasing
4.4. Coefficient of profitability of productive capital
Increasing

Quite a thorough analysis of the activities of the industrial enterprise
of the State Scientific Production Enterprise «Kommunar Corporation»,
which specializes in the production of control systems for media and
space objects, was conducted in [5]. The overall integrated indicator of the
operation of the enterprise was calculated on the basis of partial integrated
indicators of the five groups, which included 34 relative indicators. At the
same time, such a significant number of model parameters on the one hand
significantly deepened the analysis, but on the other hand significantly
complicated it. And the share of indicators used was interrelated and showed
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a sign of multicollinearity. The authors also did not substantiate the system
of selected indicators.
In particular, an integrated assessment of the financial and economic
condition of agricultural enterprises in the Kherson region for
2014–2018 was conducted in [6]. The authors assessed the performance of
these enterprises on the general integrated indicator, based on the analysis
of criteria: financial stability, business activity, profitability, liquidity and
solvency, bankruptcy and business development. Unfortunately, the paper
provides only a thorough analysis of the results of calculations of these
indicators and does not provide the method used to calculate them. Such
an integrated assessment of the economic security of machine-building
enterprises is carried out in [7; 8].
Thus, the introduction of methods of integrated assessment of the
enterprise is a very relevant scientific field, which includes a wide variety
of approaches, is widely discussed in the modern scientific literature and
has the potential for further research.
Note also that the method of calculating integrated indicators
involves the use of a matrix of normative values of the system of selected
components. Comparison of the actual values of relative indicators with
their standards gives a general idea of the financial and economic condition
of the enterprise and determines its level in comparison with the standard.
The generally accepted values of standards, as a rule, may not always be
sufficiently clear to the specifics of the industry, be only partially relevant
to today’s conditions, or even have no normative value, and determine only
the direction (vector) of positive change. Therefore, the next section will
focus on the development of an adapted system of normative values of
financial stability indicators.
3. Justification of normative values indicators of financial stability
At the present stage of development of Ukraine’s economy, in the agroindustrial sector in particular, there is a certain separation of theory from
practice, so a very important and necessary step in creating a model of
financial stability of the enterprise is a reasonable definition of normative
(optimal) values of economic indicators. Such adaptation of standards,
in accordance with current conditions, can be carried out on the basis of
economic indicators of one or more of the most successful agricultural
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enterprises in the region. In this case, a necessary condition is to take into
account the well-known standards that have long been formed and are in
force today.
Agriculture, like no other industry, differs significantly in its specifics,
and therefore needs exactly “their” standards. The normative limits of the
indicators determined will be real and relevant, as they will be developed
on the basis of the actual activity of agricultural enterprises in recent years.
There is no doubt that the critical (optimal) limits of the main economic
indicators must be constantly updated and adapted to the current dynamic
environment.
A fairly simple and common method of ranking companies by level of
financial stability is to determine their score rating “by the sum of places”
[14]. Having the actual values of relative indicators and their standards
(or the direction of optimization) (Table 2.1) it is necessary to determine
the place of each enterprise on the relevant indicators (in points), and
the maximum score is equal to the total number of analyzed enterprises.
Summarizing the places obtained by each enterprise for the last four years,
the general ranked rating of the level of financial stability of the researched
enterprises of Vinnytsia district was determined.
The advantage of this technique is its ease of use, and the disadvantage
is the inaccuracy of the results. However, the definition of such a rating is a
necessary prerequisite for the development of relevant regulatory values of
financial stability of the enterprise.
Thanks to this approach, the best companies and “outsiders” clearly
stood out. A rather large gap in the score of the best and worst company
confirmed the adequacy of the analysis.
Evaluating the results of the method of calculating the relative indicators
of financial stability with the rating of enterprises, it should be noted that
the score does not indicate the level of financial stability of the enterprise,
but only allows to formally compare the results of economic entities.
Also, this method does not take into account the level of importance of the
components of financial stability.
Thus, to determine the standards, we chose the most successful
profitable agricultural enterprise, which has long been operating in the
agricultural market of Vinnytsia. The actual data of indicators of financial
stability of this enterprise for the last five years were taken as a basis and
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Table 3.1
Normative values of the system of indicators of financial stability,
developed on the basis of test farms
Generally
accepted
standards
I. Degree of financial independence

Indicators

I 

1.1 Coefficient of autonomy K1

I 

1.2 Ratio of own and borrowed funds K 2
I 

1.3 Rated capital structure ratio K 3

I 

1.4 Equity maneuverability ratio K 4

I 

1.5 Coefficient of financial stability K 5
II. Liquidity and solvency
 II 

2.1 Coefficient of coverage K1

 II 

2.2 Current liquidity ratio K 2

 II 

2.3 Absolute liquidity ratio (solvency) K 3

 II 

2.4 The ratio of receivables and payables K 4
III. Business activity
 III 

3.1 Asset turnover ratio K1

 III 

3.2 Mobile funds turnover ratio K 2

 III 

3.3 Coefficient of circulating of property asset K 3
 III 

3.4 Coefficient of capital investment K 4
 III 

3.5 Investment coefficient K 5

 III 

3.6 Mobility coefficient K 6

> 0,5

0,5–0,8

>1

0,1–0,5

Increasing

>1

0,4–0,6

0,1–0,6

> 0,6

> 0,6

>1

>1

> 0,8

> 0,7

0,2–0,35

0,1–0,35

>2

1

Increasing

> 0,8

Increasing

> 1,6

Increasing

>3

Increasing

> 3,6

0,5–0,7

0,5–0,7

Increasing

> 1,7

Increasing

> 0,2

IV. Profitability
 IV 

4.1. Return on assets ratio K1

 IV 

Increasing

> 0,1

 IV 

Increasing

> 0,1

 IV 

Increasing

> 0,15

4.2. Coefficient of profitability of sales K 2

4.3. Coefficient of profitability of property asset K 3

4.4. Coefficient of profitability of productive capital K 4
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their adjustment was carried out during the corresponding comparison
with achievements of other enterprises of the district. Thus, the optimal
(regulatory) limits of indicators were determined and based on the results
of not only one enterprise but a group of the most successful agricultural
enterprises in the region. This is the main value of the proposed method of
setting standards. The results of the research are given in table 3.1.
4. Integrated indicator of financial stability
Also a necessary step in developing a mathematical model is to determine
the level of importance of each group of indicators of financial stability
in the formation of the overall result. The weights of each group, which
differently characterize the level of financial stability of the enterprise, can
also be determined only by expert assessments (due to the instability of
economic processes in general and the environment in which enterprises
operate, in particular). As a result of expert assessment with the help of
questionnaires the following weights of individual groups were obtained:
Group I (coefficients of financial independence) – 0.30; Group II (liquidity
and solvency ratios) – 0.25; Group III (coefficients of business activity) –
0.24; Group IV (profitability ratios) – 0.21.
Thus, the model for calculating the integrated indicator involves taking
into account the weights of the components of financial stability and adjusted
critical (regulatory) values of each coefficient of the model. To determine the
partial integrated indicators of individual subsystems of financial stability,
each coefficient sets the degree of achievement of the regulatory level. To
do this, calculate the ratio of the actual value to the normative (Table 3.1).
Note also that the ratio of actual and normative values of the coefficients
should not exceed one. In the case when such an excess is within the optimal
limits (Table 3.1), the coefficient is taken equal to one.
That is:




K =




Кf

if

Кf < Кn ;

1,

if

Кf = Кn ;

Кn
,
Кf

if

Кf > Кn .

Кn

,

(4.1)
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where К – relative indicator; Кf – the actual value of the relevant
indicator; Кn – normative value of the relevant indicator.
The total integrated indicator ℑ is calculated by the formula:
I  1  Ki    2  Ki
I

II 

  3  Ki

III 

  4  Ki

IV 

,

(4.2)

where α1, α2, α3, α4 – weights of the first, second, third and fourth groups,
I 
 II 
 III 
 IV 
respectively; Ki ,� Ki � , Ki ,� Ki – relative indicators of the first, second,
third and fourth groups, respectively.
It should also be noted that the relative indicators of groups I, III and IV may
be negative. This will indicate certain crises in the company, the presence of large
losses, a small share of equity, a large share of short-term liabilities, and so on.
The above method of calculating the integrated indicator of financial
stability was tested on the basis of financial statements of agricultural
enterprises of Vinnytsia region for five years.
Calculations have shown that most of the analyzed enterprises are
in critical condition (ℑ < 0.5), and almost half of them have a negative
tendency to reduce the level of financial stability, and in some cases the
decline is quite sharp. The main reasons for this negative trend in recent
years are the loss of agricultural production (namely – livestock), lack of
targeted funding, which leads to a decrease in equity and credit problems.
It should also be noted that only three enterprises in the study sample
have a high level of financial stability and in recent years there have been no
sharp fluctuations in the integrated indicator and positive dynamics.
The introduction of an integrated indicator according to formula (4.2)
makes it possible to conduct a more in-depth economic and statistical
analysis in two areas:
1) research on the presence of multicollinearity of relative indicators
of the model. The audit is conducted in order to simplify the formula
for calculating the integrated indicator of financial stability, due to the
elimination of linear components. This analysis involves a significant amount
of statistics and will therefore be based on the results of the calculation of
relative indicators of financial stability of all surveyed enterprises, including
taking into account the dynamics of their change over the past five years;
2) economic and statistical analysis of the time series of the integrated
indicator of financial stability. This analysis is based on the actual results of
one (test) company for the last 10-15 years and will include the following
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stages: study of the presence of abnormal levels and the presence of a trend;
leveling and smoothing of a number of dynamics; determination of the
corresponding growth curve.
5. Study of the presence of multicollinearity indicators
of financial stability
In many applied economic problems it is necessary to establish and
evaluate the dependence of one random variable Y on another random
variable X or several other random variables X1, X2, …, Xn.
Two random variables Y and X can be related by functional dependence
(when each value x of a random variable X corresponds to one and only one
value of a random variable Y), statistical dependence (when each value x
of a random variable X can correspond to several values y1, y2, …, yk of a
random variable Y) or be completely independent [21].
The functional relationship between economic indicators can be linear
(straightforward) or close to linear, and curvilinear or close to a certain
curvilinear relationship.
The most common among economic and mathematical models that
express the relationship between economic indicators are linear functions,
because even nonlinear relationships can be reduced to linear methods of
introducing new variables. But a clear functional dependence (linear or
curvilinear) is rarely realized, because both are variables X and Y can be
influenced by different factors, and some of them can affect both X and Y at
the same time. In this case, there is a statistical dependence.
Statistical is the dependence in which a change in one of the quantities
causes a change in the distribution of the other. Set the statistical dependence
using a correlation table or correlation field [21].
The statistical dependence is manifested in the fact that each value xi
of a random variable X can correspond to several (rather than one) values
yi1, yi2, …, yin of a random variable Y. Then we can talk about the dependence
of the average value
y  yi 2  yin �
y x  i1
(5.1)
n
from xi, which is functional, given in a tabular way. Thus, yx  f  x  a
function that, again, can be linear or close to it or a certain curvilinear or
close to it.
i
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The dependence Y on X, the given equation, yx  f  x  is called the
correlation dependence, and the equation is called the regression Y on
X. The line described by this equation is called the regression line Y on X.
It is known that the degree of correlation depending on two random
variables Y and X is the correlation coefficient
  X ,Y  

M  XY   M  X   M Y 
D  X   D Y 

,

(5.2)

where M(X) – mathematical expectation, D(X) – dispersion.
For arbitrary random variables X, Y:
1    X , Y   1 .
(5.3)
If   X , Y   1 , then the values X, Y – are linearly dependent,
if   X , Y   0 , then the values X, Y – uncorrelated to which belong
and independent. If the number   X , Y  close to one, then points
 x1; y1  ,�  x2 ; y2 �  ,...,  xk ; yk  lie almost on a straight line [21].
In the case of studying the dependence of several random variables
(compilation of multifactor mathematical models, which corresponds to our
case), a matrix of paired correlation coefficients (correlation coefficients of
pairs Xi Xj) is considered. It is called the correlation matrix. With the help
of this matrix it is possible to estimate the presence of a linear relationship
between individual random variables of the studied population. In this case,
if the random variables X1, X2, …, Xn are explanatory (factor) variables of
a certain resultant feature Y, and between some of them there is a linear
relationship, it is said that in a multifactor model there is multicollinearity.
Thus, multicollinearity is the existence of a close linear relationship, or
strong correlation, between two or more explanatory variables [3].
The presence of multicollinearity in the evaluation of model parameters
can lead to negative consequences that can significantly reduce the practical
value of the obtained quantitative characteristics of the relationship or make
them inconsistent with the main properties of these estimates and therefore
cannot be used in practice. Therefore, the analysis to identify and eliminate
multicollinearity is a mandatory step in the development and testing of any
multifactor model.
In our case, the proposed integrated indicator of financial stability
is a generalization of a set of relative indicators that are to some extent
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interrelated, and some of them, given the method of their calculation, may
have a fairly close linear relationship. Therefore, the practical use of the
proposed model involves checking the presence of multicollinearity among
the indicators of the model and measures to eliminate it in case of detection.
It should also be noted that in order to obtain reliable results, statistical
analysis was conducted using financial statements for five years of all
agricultural enterprises in Vinnytsia region. This allowed to significantly
increase the size of the studied sample.
The study of multicollinearity was performed using a Microsoft Office
Excel spreadsheet using the Farrar-Glauber algorithm [3]. To do this, in the
first stage, all 19 indicators of the model were standardized according to the
formula
xi  xk
xi* 
,
(5.4)
x
k

k

k

where m = 19 – number of explanatory variables, the indicators of
the model k  1, m ; n – number of surveyed enterprises i  1, n ; xk � –
arithmetic mean k- th indicator; σ x 2 – dispersion k-th indicator.
To find the correlation matrix used the formula:
T
1
rxx   X *   X * ,
(5.5)
n
where X* – matrix of normalized indicators; (X*)T – matrix transposed to the
matrix X*. Calculations have shown that there is a fairly close linear relationship
between certain indicators (the closer the value of the partial correlation
coefficients to ± 1, the closer the linear relationship, and vice versa).
But a more general test involves finding the value of the criterion � χ 2 :









k

1


 2    h  1   2m  5    ln rxx ,
(5.6)
6


where rxx – determinant of the correlation matrix rxx .
As calculations have shown the value of the determinant of the
correlation matrix of the studied population rxx  1.23 1017 and magnitude
 2fact  304, 95 The value of this criterion is compared with the table when
1
2
m  m  1 degrees of freedom and levels of significance α. If,  2fact  tabl
2
then there is multicollinearity in the array of explanatory variables. In our
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case, the tabular value for the number of degrees of freedom l = 171 and
2
 120. Therefore, it was concluded that
level of significance   0, 05,� tabl
there is multicollinearity in the proposed model.
After examining the closeness of the relationships between indicators,
groups of indicators were identified, between which there is a significant
linear relationship:
– 1 group of linear communication: the coefficient of autonomy, the ratio
of borrowed and own funds, the coefficient of maneuverability of equity,
the coefficient of financial stability;
– 2 group linear relationship: the ratio of receivables and payables and
the ratio of investment;
– 3 group linear relationship: asset turnover ratio, equity turnover ratio,
mobile assets turnover ratio, return on capital ratio and mobility ratio;
– 4 group linear relationship: return on assets, rate of return on equity,
rate of return on production capital.
In order to eliminate multicollinearity, 10 indicators were removed from
the proposed model for assessing the level of financial stability, which in
turn greatly simplified its appearance and use. The selection of indicators
that remained in the model was carried out on the principles of greater
general economic significance (content) of coefficients and the maximum
exemption from duplication of economic indicators of each other. As a
result of selection 9 indicators of model are received (tab. 5.1).
When re-checking for multicollinearity, the calculated value  2fact  33, 2
turned out to be an order of magnitude less than the previously broken value.
2
 49, 8 � at
Comparing it with the tabular value of the distribution χ 2  tabl
the level of significance   0, 05 and the number of degrees of freedom
1
� m  m  1  36 , it was concluded that multicollinearity is not observed
2
in the simplified model of integrated assessment of the level of financial
stability.
Thus, after the elimination of multicollinearity, the integrated indicator
of financial stability takes the following form:
I*   '1  Ki    '2  Ki
I

II 

  '3  Ki

III 

  '4  Ki

IV 

,

(5.7)

where α '1 ,� α '� 2 , α '3 ,� α '4 – adjusted weighting factors of the first, second,
third and fourth groups, respectively.
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Table 5.1
System of indicators of simplified integrated assessment level
of financial stability
Generally
accepted
standards
I. Degree of financial independence

Indicators

I 

> 0,5

0,5–0,8

Increasing

>1

1.1 Coefficient of autonomy K1

I 

1.2 Rated capital structure ratio K 3

Proposed
standards

I 
0,4–0,6
1.3 Equity maneuverability ratio K 4
II. Liquidity and solvency

0,1–0,6

 II 

> 0,8

> 0,7

0,2–0,35

0,1–0,35

>2

1

Increasing

> 0,8

Increasing

> 0,2

Increasing

> 0,1

2.1 Current liquidity ratio K 2

 II 

2.2 Absolute liquidity ratio (solvency) K 3

 II 

2.3 The ratio of receivables and payables K 4
III. Business activity
 III 

3.1 Asset turnover ratio K1

IV. Profitability
 IV 

4.1. Return on assets ratio K1

 IV 

4.2. Coefficient of profitability of sales K 2

The recalculation of the level of financial stability of the surveyed
enterprises showed that the discrepancy between the results obtained for
the simplified and complete model is not significant, it means that the main
positions of the ranked number of enterprises in terms of financial stability.
Thus, a simplified model can be used in the rapid analysis of the level of
financial stability of enterprises. But for a more detailed and in-depth analysis
to determine the main reasons for achieving a certain level of financial
stability and for opportunities to develop financial recovery measures, it is
necessary to use a complete model that is much more valuable for detailed
internal analysis and forecasting factors that shape financial stability.
It should also be noted that considering and testing their own
methods of calculating the integrated indicator, the authors of [4–20] did
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not test the presence of multicollinearity in the set of proposed models.
However, as the above analysis shows, this stage should be a mandatory
and integral part of the development of any integrated model. It is worth
noting the scientific work [7], in which the authors mention the method
of principal components, the task of which is to linearly transform
the associated factor features into a new set of independent random
variables. However, this method was implemented by scientists only to
determine the weights of indicators that characterize the components of
anti-crisis potential.
The computer implementation of the developed model for assessing the
level of financial stability of an agricultural enterprise was carried out on
the basis of the Microsoft Office Excel spreadsheet package. The following
stages were performed:
1. Preparation of template tables for input and output data.
2. Construction of a mathematical model using the above algorithms for
calculating indicators.
3. Input of initial data and output of the obtained results in tabular form.
4. Modification of template tables for in-depth analysis using a complete
model of financial stability assessment.
Thus, the developed software template allows a comprehensive
assessment of the financial stability of the enterprise; it provides for a
sequential transition from one subsystem to another. Each subsystem
characterizes a separate aspect of the financial stability of the enterprise.
The advantages of using the proposed method of assessing financial stability
using economic and mathematical modeling are:
1. Universal character, as it can be used both for external (surface)
assessment of the level of financial stability, and for detailed internal
analysis, so it is possible to use different users.
2. Flexibility, which means that in each case it can be supplemented by
other indicators or, conversely, simplified, which will not change or distort
the principles of analysis.
3. Complexity, because the model takes into account all the main
components that comprehensively characterize the concept of financial
stability of the enterprise. Therefore, it is possible to take into account all
the main factors that affect (or may affect) the level of financial stability.
The application of the model of financial stability assessment will allow:
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– quantitative and qualitative analysis of individual components of
the financial stability of the agricultural enterprise and its overall level,
determining the extent of the impact of individual factors on the overall
level of financial stability;
– make a conclusion about the level of financial stability, analyzing
the degree of remoteness of the overall integrated indicator from the unit
(standard);
– visually assess the actual level of each coefficient included in the
diagnostic model in relation to its optimal values;
– determining the limits of changes in satisfactory indicators of financial
stability (margin of safety), the level of financial stability of the enterprise
(because the concept of financial stability may be temporary);
– to compare the enterprises of one branch with each other, in order to
determine their rating and expediency of reorganization.
6. Economic and statistical analysis
of the time series integrated indicator of financial stability
As known, a number of dynamics is called the sequence of values of
a socio-economic indicator for certain periods of time [3]. Statistical
assessment of the levels of a number of dynamics allows us to assess the
main trends in the indicator for the period under study and to make a forecast
for the near future on the basis of growth curves. The necessary stages of
the analysis are: checking for abnormal levels; determining the presence
of a trend; smoothing and smoothing of a number of dynamics; selection
of trend model and calculation of its parameters by the method of least
squares; study of the trend model for the adequacy, accuracy and presence
of autocorrelation of residues; point and interval forecasting.
A review of the literature showed that according to the stages described
above, the statistical study of time series for the integrated indicators
proposed by the authors was not conducted. Several scientific studies
provided only a visual assessment and formal analysis of changes in the
values of the indicator over 5-6 years. It is worth noting the works [8; 12; 19],
in which the authors attempted to conduct a correlation-regression analysis
of the introduced integrated indicator and the corresponding forecast
calculation for next year. However, in [8; 12] the whole analysis and
conclusions were based only on four [12] or five [8] values of the time
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series, which greatly calls into question their practical value and reliability
of the forecast. A longer time interval (10 years) for the construction of trend
models was used in [19]. The calculations were performed on the basis of
the standard function “TREND” of the Microsoft Office Excel spreadsheet
package. But no other econometric analysis of the studied time series was
conducted by the authors.
In this regard, we consider it appropriate to acquaint the reader in detail
with the basic methods and techniques of studying time series. Our further
consideration will be focused mainly on the theoretical component of the
econometric analysis of a number of dynamics. The result of the practical
implementation of the above stages will be presented more concisely
using the values of the integrated indicator of financial stability of the
test enterprise for 10 years. Detailed data of practical calculations and
their visualization can be found in [22]. In the future, the most successful
agricultural enterprise of Vinnytsia district will be considered under the test
enterprise.
1) Check for abnormal levels of a number of dynamics. It does not
need to prove that the studied time series are not deterministic, but random.
Therefore, abnormal values may appear among them. Such values may be due
to technical errors or errors of the first kind. On the other hand, anomalous
values may reflect real economic processes, such as rapid inflation, crises,
changes in the vector of financial and economic activities of the enterprise
and more; such anomalous values are errors of the second kind.
To detect anomalous levels of the time series y1, y2, …, yn could be used
the Irwin Test.
The calculation is carried out according to the formula
y  yi 1
i  i
, i = 1, 2, ..., n,
(6.1)
y
Note that in the case when the anomalous level of the time series is caused
by an error of the technical order, it is replaced either by the corresponding
value of the approximating curve, or the arithmetic mean of two adjacent
levels of the series. Therefore, when abnormal levels are detected, the cause
of their occurrence must also be determined. Checking for the presence of
anomalous values of the above integrated indicator of financial stability
of the test enterprise showed the presence of one anomalous level. A more
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detailed analysis of the work of this enterprise allowed to establish the cause
of its occurrence. As it turned out, this year capital investments were made
in the form of expanding the main herd of cattle, which is related to the main
specialization of the enterprise (breeding cattle). In particular, the increase in
the financial stability of the enterprise in the following years convincingly
demonstrated the relevance of such a strategic management decision.
2) Methods of studying a number of dynamics for the presence of a
trend. If a number of dynamics show a long-term trend of changing
economic indicators, then in this case they say that there is a trend. Thus,
the trend is understood as a change that determines the general direction
of development or the main trend of the time series. That is, the trend is a
systematic (not accidental) component of long-term action.
The presence of a trend in the time series is checked by special methods.
One of them is the method of series of characters, which is implemented by
the following algorithm:
1. For the studied time series determine the sequence of signs based on
the conditions

 + , when yi +1 − yi > 0 ,
 − , when yi +1 − yi < 0 .

δi = 

(6.2)

in this case, if the adjacent values in the time series are the same, then
take one of them.
2. Calculate the number of series υ(n). By series we mean a sequence of
consecutive pros or cons, and one plus or one minus is considered a series.
3. Determine the length lmax(n) of the longest series.
4. Find the number l(n), that is determined by the following table.
Row length n
Value l(n)

n < 26
5

26 < n < 153
6

153 < n < 170
7

5. If at least one of the following two inequalities does not hold, then
with a confidence level of 0.95 the hypothesis of no trend is rejected:

1
16n  29 
�;
  n      2n  1  1, 96 
90 

3

lmax  n   l  n �.

(Symbol  a  means an integer part of a number a).

(6.3)
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As calculations have shown, the first inequality was not fulfilled for the
studied series of dynamics, therefore it was concluded that there is a trend
of an integrated indicator of financial stability of the test enterprise.
Verification of the presence of a trend in the time series can be performed
by other alternative methods, such as the method of checking the differences
in the average levels or the Foster-Stewart method. It should be noted at
once that the second method, the Foster-Stewart method, is more effective
from the point of view of checking the presence of a trend, because it tests
not only the mean value but also the variance. Here are the algorithms for
implementing these methods.
The idea of the method of checking the differences of the middle levels
is as follows:
1. Dynamic series y1, y2, …, yn divide into two approximately equal parts
in length n1 and n2 (n1 + n2 = n);
2. For each of these parts, calculate the average values y1 ,� y2 and
unbiased variances σ12 and σ22 ;
3. Using Fisher’s test Fα we check the homogeneity of the variances of
both parts of the series, where
 σ 12
2
2
 σ 2 , when σ 1 > σ 2 ;
2

(6.4)
Fα = 
 σ 22
2
2
 σ 2 , when σ 2 > σ 1 .
 1
The level of significance α is 0,1; 0,01 or 0,05. If the calculated value
F P  is less than tabular FT  , then the hypothesis of equality of variances
is accepted and we proceed to check the presence or absence of a trend. If
F P   FT  , then the hypothesis of equality of variances is rejected and we
conclude that this method does not answer the question of the presence or
absence of a trend;
4. The hypothesis of no trend is tested using – Student’s T Distribution
Here
y1  y2
tp 
,
(6.5)
1 1


n1 n2

where σ – standard deviation of the difference of the means:
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 n1  1 12   n2  1 22
n1  n2  2

.

(6.6)

If at the level of significance α, t p  t ( tα – tabular value), then the
hypothesis of no trend is accepted. If t p  t , then with probability (1 – α)
we accept the hypothesis of the existence of a trend.
This method confirmed the previously concluded conclusions that the
studied series has a tendency to develop.
Since two different methods of studying the trend of the integrated
indicator of financial stability of the enterprise gave the same result, there is
no need to use the Foster-Stewart method.
3) Mechanical smoothing of a number of dynamics. As a rule, forecasting
of economic processes and phenomena on time series begins with
construction of the schedule of a number of the chosen indicator. In order
not to affect the forecast by random fluctuations of the series, smoothing
and alignment of the series is carried out by various methods, which are
divided into mechanical and analytical.
The simplest and most well-known methods of mechanical smoothing
are the moving average method, the average growth rate method, the
average growth method. These methods are more acceptable when the trend
of the time series is close to linear.
Since the dynamics of a number of integrated indicators of financial
stability of the test enterprise tends to increase first and then to saturation,
it is advisable to use analytical curvilinear smoothing. For this purpose, the
method of exponential smoothing was chosen, the essence of which is as
follows.
If for a given dynamic series y1, y2, …, yn the corresponding smoothed
levels are denoted by Si, i = 1, 2, ..., n, then at exponential smoothing their
values are calculated by the formula:
Si = α yi + (1 – α) Si-1,

(6.7)

where α – smoothing parameter, (1 – α) – discount rate. It is easy to
show that
k
i
Si    1    yi  k  1    � S0 ,
(6.8)
this means that Si it is the weighted average of all previous levels.
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It is recommended to choose when processing economic time series

  0,1�; 0, 3 . In particular, the initial value S0 accept or S0 = y1, or
y  y2  y3
S0  1
.
3

The advantage of this method in comparison with, for example, the
moving average method is that during its use the first and last values of a
series of dynamics are not lost. This is a very important argument in the study
of small time series. Note also that the above technique was used in [22] for
mechanical smoothing of the time series, which characterizes the integrated
indicator of financial stability of the test enterprise, with the parameter.
4) Selection of the growth curve and calculation of its parameters.
Growth curve models are typically used for economic forecasting. The set
of analytical methods is to select a specific growth curve and determine its
parameters. The growth curve is understood as a function that approximates
this series of dynamics. The general stages of the forecast using growth
curves are: the choice of the curve, the shape of which corresponds to the
dynamics of the time series; finding the parameters of the selected curve;
checking the curve for accuracy and adequacy of the studied process;
calculation of point and interval forecasts.
Growth curves are usually selected from three classes of functions.
The first class includes curves that are used to describe processes with
monotonous development and no growth limits.
The second class includes curves that have a growth limit in the study
period. Such curves are called saturation curves. If the saturation curves
have an inflection point, they are referred to the third class. They are called
S-shaped curves.
The integrated indicator of financial stability derived by us tends to
saturate in its content. Therefore, the growth curve of this indicator can be
taken as a curve of the type of Gompertz function, a logistic curve of the
type of Pearl Reed function or a modified exponent.
Therefore, it is expedient to look for a model curve of growth of an
indicator of financial stability of the test enterprise in the form:
1

, a > 0 , 0 < b <1.
(6.9)
1  a  bt
Parameters a and b, of which were found by the method of least squares
after the conversion of the above equation to a linear form [22]:
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1
.
1  1,143  (0, 877)t

5) Assessment of the trend model for adequacy. The next stage of the
analysis is the assessment of the obtained trend model for adequacy. That
is, it is necessary to find out how correctly it reflects the studied economic
process. This requirement is equivalent to the fact that the sequence of
residues must have random fluctuations with a normal distribution law, zero
mathematical expectations and the independence of their levels.
To study the randomness of deviations between theoretical and
empirical values, we use one of such methods as the series method. This
method uses a concept such as the median of the sample and is reduced to
the following stages.
First, a number of residues ui are ranked in ascending or descending order
un / 2  u n / 2 1
and the median is found ume  u n 1 / 2 , when n – odd or ume 
,
2
when n – even. Then compare the initial series of residues with the median
ume . If at the same time ui > ume , then we put a sign “+”; if ui < ume , then
we put a sign “–”; if ui = ume , then the value ui is not taken into account.
The sequence of plus and minus that go in a row is called a series. If V –
total number of series, and kmax – the number of members of the longest
series, then for the 5% level of significance we check the simultaneous
implementation of the following two inequalities:
kmax   3, 3   lg n  1  ;





1

V    n  1  1, 96  n  1  ,
2



(6.10)
(6.11)

If at least one of the inequalities is not satisfied, then the hypothesis of
randomness of the remnants of the time series is rejected and, therefore, the
trend model is not adequate.
Calculations have shown that for the studied time series of the integrated
indicator, both inequalities are satisfied, so it was concluded that the
proposed trend model is adequate.
This result was also confirmed using the pivot point method. The idea of
the method is as follows. A point ui g is called turning point if, ui 1  ui  ui 1
or ui 1  ui  ui 1 .
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If П
of turning points, П – their mathematical expectation,
 29number
16– ntotal

 2П – their variance, where in case of random sampling of residues
90
2
П   n  2 ;
(6.12)
3
16n  29 
 2П 
,
(6.13)
90
then 5% of the significance of inequality

[

]

П > П − 1,96 σ П2 ,,

(6.14)

means that the trend model is adequate.
In practice, it is not always possible to immediately build a sufficiently
high-quality forecasting model, so the stages of building trend models of
economic dynamics can be performed repeatedly.
6) Check the presence of autocorrelation of residues. If the type of the
trend function is chosen unsuccessfully, then the sequence of values of the
residual series u1 , u2 , ..., ui may not have the property of independence. In
this case, they say that there is an autocorrelation of errors.
The most common method of checking the presence of autocorrelation
of residues is the Darbin-Watson test (DW):
n

d  DW 

 u
i 2

i

 ui 1 

n

u
i 1

2

,

(6.15)

2
i

which can take values from the interval [0; 4]. (This criterion is
sometimes called d-statistics).
If the residuals ui are random variables normally distributed rather than
auto correlated, then the DW values are near 2. With a positive autocorrelation
of DW < 2, and with a negative DW > 2. For a given level of significance α,
the number of observations n and the number of independent variables m in
the table is the lower limit of DW1 criterion and the upper limit of DW2.
If DWfact. < DW1, the residues have a positive autocorrelation. When
DWfact. > DW2, we accept the hypothesis of no autocorrelation.
When DW1 < DW > DW2, then specific conclusions cannot be made
and further research is needed, increasing the set of observations. It is
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worth noting that the DW criterion is intended for small samples, which is
important because the time series of the dynamics of economic phenomena
are usually short.
You can also show the relationship between the autocorrelation coefficient ρ
between adjacent residual members of the series and the DW criterion. Namely:
if ρ = 1, then DW = 0; if ρ = 0, then DW = 2; if ρ = – 1, then DW = 4.
These ratios show that there are areas in which the Darbin-Watson test does not
provide a specific answer about autocorrelation. The upper and lower limits of
the DW criterion define the limits of this area for different sample sizes, a given
level of significance, and a given number of explanatory variables.
Note that when DWfact > 2, then we are talking about negative autocorrelation (ρ < 0). And since the critical values of the DW criterion are
tabulated only for the case of positive autocorrelation, to draw a conclusion
about the negative autocorrelation, it is necessary to compare with the critical
value of the DW criterion is not calculated DWfact, аnd number 4 – DWfact.
For the indicator of financial stability DW ≈ 1,98 we are considering,
therefore, it was concluded that there is no autocorrelation of balances.
The magnitude of the deviations of the values of the levels of the series on
the growth curve from the actual level also characterizes the accuracy of the
trend model. To do this, it is necessary to calculate such statistical indicators
as the standard deviation, σ, the mean relative error of the approximation,
δ, the coefficient of convergence φ2, the coefficient of determination R2. The
method of their calculation and the obtained actual values for the studied
integrated indicator of financial stability of the test enterprise are given
in [22]. Note also that these indicators allow you to choose from several
alternative trend models the most accurate. In particular, the logistics curve
turned out to be the most accurate for the introduced integrated indicator.
7) Forecasting the level of financial stability. The study of trend models
of the dynamics of economic processes, as a rule, is carried out in order to
predict the studied phenomena. Forecasting the time series is based on the
method of extrapolation, the transfer of trends in the past to the future.
The application of the extrapolation method, using growth curves, is
based on the following two assumptions: the time series does have a trend;
the trend identified in the past will not change significantly in the future.
The forecast according to the trend model has two components: point
and interval [21].
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Point forecast is a numerical characteristic of the predicted process,
which is determined by one number. It is obtained when in the equation
of the trend model instead of time t we substitute the period of bias
(predicted period) t = n + 1, n + 2, … , n + τ. The length of the forecast
period cannot be large and depends on the specifics of the forecast
object, the time of its operation, the intensity of growth, the duration of
the identified trends and patterns. In particular, the point forecast of the
integrated indicator of financial condition, with a step of one year was
carried out in [8; 12; 19]. Although, as noted above, the authors relied
on a rather small time series (4-5 values) and did not conduct a general
econometric analysis.
Interval forecast is a numerical characteristic, which is determined by
two numbers – the ends of the interval, in which with a certain probability
(confidence) should expect the appearance of the actual value of the
projected economic and statistical indicator. From the economic point of
view, the establishment of mathematically sound boundaries, gives an idea
of the likely scenarios for the development of the phenomenon in the future,
from the most possible pessimistic level to the most possible optimistic
level. This approach is very important for the development of strategies for
financial and economic activities of the enterprise. Unfortunately, a review
of the literature has shown that the calculation of the interval forecast of the
level of financial stability, the authors usually do not perform.
Finding the limits of confidence intervals in forecasting using growth
curves is based on regression theory. These limits depend on the standard
error of the forecast, the bias period, the number of time series levels and
the significance level.
Here is an explanation of the use of general methods of interval
forecasting in the time series (y1, y2, …, yn).
At the beginning it is necessary to determine the standard error S y of
estimation of the forecasted indicator (y) by the formula:
n

S y 

 y
i 1

i

 yi 

nm

2

.

(6.16)

In the case of a straight-line trend, the confidence interval for yp is:
y p   y n    S y  K ; y n    S y  K  ,
(6.17)
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where τ – period of prejudice; y n – point forecast according to the
linear model on (n + τ)-period of time; S y – standard error in which m = 2;
1 3   n  2  1

;
n
n  n 2  1
2

K  t  1 

tα – tabular value of the Student’s criterion at the level of significance α.
To calculate the confidence interval of the forecast in the case of a
straight-line trend, you can use the following formula:

 t  t 
1
y p  y n    t  S y  1  
,
n   t  t 2
2

(6.18)

where t – serial number of the row level  t  1, 2 , ..., n  ; summation
is conducted for all observations; tτ corresponds to the (n + τ)-th period
of time, for which we make a forecast; t – the time corresponding to the
middle of the observation period for the original series.
If the beginning of the countdown is moved to the middle of the
observation period,, t = 0 , then
t2
1
yпр  y n    t  S y  1    2 ,
(6.19)
n t
Similarly, confidence intervals can be found in the case of other growth
curves that have a horizontal asymptote. In particular, for the logistics curve
of the integrated indicator of financial stability introduced by us earlier
1

,
1  a  bt
analysis involves reducing its appearance to linear Y  B  t  A by
logarithm and further calculation of the confidence interval for the case
of a linear trend in the new coordinates. The inverse transformation made
it possible to determine the interval forecast of the integrated indicator of
financial stability of the test economy with a confidence level of 0.95 [22]:
   0, 663 ; 0, 874  .

пр
Thus, the obtained interval value of the forecast level of financial
stability indicates the existing potential in the test company to increase it
(to 0.875), which is an optimistic scenario. However, there is also a
pessimistic direction of a slight decrease in the value of the integrated
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indicator (to 0.663). The reasons for such deviations may be changes in
both internal and external environment of the enterprise.
Conclusions
The analysis provides an opportunity to summarize the following
conclusions:
1. Economic and mathematical modeling of the assessment of financial
stability of the enterprise allows you to quantify the relationship between
the main factors that determine it and the magnitude of their impact.
2. The modern economic-mathematical model of the analysis of
financial stability of the agricultural enterprise which combines interests
of both internal, and external users of results of the analysis is developed
in work. The development of integrated indicators took into account the
determined weights of the components of financial stability and adjusted for
agricultural enterprises normative values of each coefficient of the model.
3. The selected system of financial stability indicators was tested for
multicollinearity. The study was conducted using the Farrar–Glauber test.
After examining the closeness of the relationships between the indicators,
in order to eliminate multicollinearity, ten indicators were removed from
the model.
4. Comparing the results of the calculation of the integrated indicator
according to the complete and simplified model, we note that the discrepancy
between the obtained results is insignificant, the main positions of the
ranked number of enterprises in terms of financial stability are preserved.
5. In the rapid analysis of the level of financial stability of enterprises it
is necessary to use a simplified model, but for a more detailed and in-depth
analysis to clarify the main reasons for achieving a certain level of financial
stability and for opportunities to develop measures of financial recovery
value for detailed internal analysis and forecasting the impact of factors that
shape the financial stability of the enterprise.
6. The developed model for assessing financial stability can be attributed
to a number of universal, as it has the following characteristics:
– the complexity of the study on the system of selected indicators;
– adaptive capabilities (can be used in the assessment of enterprises of
any form of ownership and industry affiliation, adapted to the requirements
of both internal and external users, both detailed and rapid analysis);
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– continuity of the analytical process; – the possibility of deepening the
analysis in selected areas that characterize the level of financial stability; –
diversity (ability to assess financial stability at different times).
7. Based on the calculated values of the integrated indicator of financial
stability of a private agricultural enterprise of Vinnytsia district, a number
of dynamics were obtained. This series was studied for the presence of
anomalous levels (Irwin method), for the presence of a trend (the method of
series of signs and the method of checking the differences in mean levels).
8. In order to predict the level of financial stability of the analyzed
enterprise exponential smoothing of the series (because the trend of the
series is not close to linear).
9. The trend model of the growth curve in the analytical form is found,
taking into account that the introduced indicator of financial stability for a
given enterprise has a tendency of asymptotic saturation. The parameters of
the curve were calculated by the method of least squares. The trend model
was evaluated for adequacy and accuracy, point and interval forecasts were
made for this agricultural enterprise.
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Abstract. The urgency of improving the financial security of Ukrainian
enterprises in the current unstable economic conditions of their operation
is one of the most important tasks of both the state and the business
entities themselves. The search for opportunities to strengthen the financial
situation should be facilitated by a systematic and objective analysis of
the activities of any enterprise, the results of which allow you to respond
quickly to changes in external and internal business environment, make
sound management decisions on financial regulation.
The paper conducts a thorough study of existing theoretical and
methodological approaches to determining the financial stability of the
enterprise. It is proved that in determining the financial stability of the
enterprise it is impossible to ignore social and environmental factors, so the
definition of financial stability should cover all factors that shape it and the
results of financially stable enterprise. The author’s vision of the essence of
the category “financial stability of the enterprise” was formed taking into
account the above factors.
It is established that the financial stability of the enterprise plays an
important role in ensuring expanded reproduction and profitability in the
future. This is a complex category that studies the resource potential of the
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and external factors and the ability to ensure effective operation while
maintaining solvency. Financial stability is a key guideline in business
planning, the introduction of innovative technologies in the enterprise, in
general, its indicators reflect the level of risk of operation. Financial stability
is a key guideline in business planning, the introduction of innovative
technologies in the enterprise, in general, its indicators reflect the level of
risk of operation.
The main factors that determine the financial stability of the enterprise
and risk management of its loss are considered. The existing approaches
to the methodology of diagnostics, assessment and forecasting of financial
stability of the enterprise are given.
It is proved that the assessment of the financial stability of an agricultural
enterprise should be generalized, integrated and give an unambiguous
answer about the level of financial stability of the enterprise. It must
accumulate all the main aspects of the operation of the enterprise, ie take
into account the importance of the most important indicators of financial
and economic activities of economic entities.
It is emphasized that the integrated method of assessment is the most
objective for such an analysis, as it allows you to quantify and evaluate the
relationship between the main factors and predict their level in the future.
The study of existing models of assessment of financial stability of
Ukrainian enterprises, indicated their disadvantages. Modern approaches
to assessing the risk of bankruptcy using discriminant models are analyzed.
The essence of the national model for assessing the financial condition
of the beneficiary, its advantages and disadvantages are considered. The
analysis of various methods of calculation of integrated indicators of the
level of financial stability proposed by Ukrainian scientists is carried out.
The urgency of the issue of developing a modern factor model of the
integrated indicator, which needs to be improved and adapted to modern
conditions of functioning of Ukrainian enterprises of the agricultural
sector, is proved.
1. Introduction
Effective management of any enterprise is impossible without identifying
risks that may adversely affect its future activities. It is not enough just
to identify threats, it is necessary to make quality management decisions,
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which are the basis for ensuring financial stability and continuity of the
business entity.
The success of overcoming the crisis depends on the timely detection
and use of effective methods to resolve it. The dynamics of the Ukrainian
economy market requires further research to improve the scientific and
methodological framework for identifying and assessing the financial crisis,
its prevention and the formation of economic mechanisms and tools for
business management in case of bankruptcy.
Financial and economic security is the main element and factor in
creating economic security of the enterprise. Therefore, such concepts as
“economic security” and “crisis management” are quite closely intertwined
both substantively and functionally [1].
Anti-crisis management of the company begins with the birth of the
idea of its creation. It is at this point that the initiator of entrepreneurial
activity must be aware of the potential opportunities and threats that may
arise during the operation of the firm [2].
The main characteristics of crisis management in modern conditions are:
– ensuring a stable financial condition of the enterprise in any economic,
political or social changes;
– instant and effective response to changes in the external environment;
– the use of such management and financial mechanisms that would
overcome the difficulties with the least losses for the company;
– timely diagnosis, which allows to identify and eliminate the negative
effects of external and internal factors on the business entity;
– the choice of promising areas of development and strategic concept [3].
The essence of crisis management is expressed in the fact that crises can
be: anticipate, expect, cause, accelerate, anticipate, postpone, mitigate, it
is controlled, to a certain extent, the process to which you can and should
prepare with special approaches, special knowledge, experience and art.
The effectiveness of anti-crisis financial management of the enterprise is
possible only when managers will be able to predict and forecast complex
economic phenomena. Resources should be allocated according to anticrisis priorities. The development of anti-crisis strategy should be based
on the principles determined by the peculiarities of strategic planning,
taking into account changes in business conditions and criteria for effective
operation [4].
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The main problems of management are low professionalism of
managers and lack of practice of organizing teamwork for the result. For
effective management and successful overcoming of crisis phenomena, it
is necessary to increase the level of training, which is focused on the use of
preventive rather than reactive methods of crisis management.
Thus, for the practical solution of problems of an estimation of
efficiency of functioning of the enterprise careful studying of a situation on
all its components is necessary. This allows only the method of integrated
assessment of the effectiveness of the enterprise for all its groups of
indicators. The system of indicators should be quite clear and reasonable, as
it reflects the effectiveness of the enterprise from different angles and allows
you to see what you need to pay attention to in the first place. Indicators and
methods of evaluation should be specified depending on the activities of the
enterprise and its industry.
2. Conceptual approaches to defining
the essence financial stability of the enterprise
In the current conditions of agrarian crisis, a complete and objective
analysis of the activities of agricultural enterprises is of particular importance,
which allows to respond quickly to changes (especially negative) in both
external and internal environment of the enterprise.
Therefore, the financial condition of economic entities requires constant
assessment and control by managers of enterprises of all forms of ownership.
It also attracts a lot of attention of Ukrainian economists, scientists who study
the state, trends in agricultural production, the impact of various micro- and
macro-level factors on the performance of agricultural producers.
One of the important factors for the successful operation of enterprises is
the objective diagnosis and rapid assessment of financial condition, which
allow timely development and implementation of effective measures to
rehabilitate enterprises, prevent bankruptcy, increase their competitiveness
and financial stability.
Only under conditions of stable financial condition of the enterprise can
occupy a stable position in the region, effectively carry out modernization
and reconstruction of production, to produce competitive products.
It should be noted that in the modern scientific literature such economic
categories as “financial condition”, “financial stability” and “financial
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stability” are not always unambiguously interpreted by the authors, and
sometimes, their essence and interpretation differ significantly.
In particular, the concept of “financial stability” is often identified with
“financial stability”, and in dictionary definitions there is an intertwining of
the words “stable” and “sustainable”.
Also, most Ukrainian authors give a rather narrow and incomplete
definition of financial stability, without revealing the essence of this
complex and multifaceted economic category.
Thus, in [5] it is noted that the financial stability of the enterprise is
characterized by the ratio of equity and borrowed capital, which cannot
be agreed with, because only this ratio cannot conclude about the stable or
unstable financial condition of the enterprise.
Petrovich Y.M. calls the financial stability of the firm’s independence
from external borrowing. He believes that in order to assess the financial
condition of a company, it is necessary to know how its assets are formed:
from its own funds or from external liabilities. Therefore, an important
analytical characteristic of the firm is its financial independence from
external loan sources. According to this author, the stock of own funds is
the stock of financial stability of the firm, provided that own funds exceed
borrowed [6].
However, this definition is rather one-sided, as raising loan capital is a
normal phenomenon and the opinion that the company’s refusal to use loans
indicates its high financial stability is wrong, because raising loans within
reasonable limits allows the company to use its financial resources more
efficiently. resource. Thus, long-term loans help to expand the possibilities
of faster renewal of material and technical base than can be done only at the
expense of their own, often limited funds.
In particular, in [7] the author notes that financial stability is the result
of activities that indicate the availability of the company’s own financial
resources, the level of their use and directions of placement. But it is also
impossible to agree with this definition, because the financial stability of
the enterprise, although the result of activity, but characterizes the financial
condition of the enterprise, on the other hand, using qualitative features that
will provide the necessary conditions for enterprise activity.
In [8] it is noted that financial stability is a certain state of the enterprise’s
calculations, which guarantees its constant solvency. This interpretation can
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also be called incomplete and unclear, which blurs the line between the
concepts of stability and solvency.
Instead, in the works of Korobov M.Ya., Lyakha L.M., Sveshnikova M.S.,
Savitsa G.V., Lakhtionova L.A. a fuller and more thorough definition
of this category is proposed. In particular, Korobov M.Ya. characterizes
financial stability as a state of financial resources in which the company
would maintain the ability to continuously fulfill its financial obligations to
its business partners, government, owners, employees. The author believes
that companies are able to achieve stability of their finances only with
strict adherence to the principles of commercial calculation, the main of
which is the comparison of costs and results, obtaining maximum profits
at minimum cost. If the parameters of the enterprise and the location of its
financial resources meet the criteria of a positive characterization of the
financial condition, it speaks of the financial stability of the enterprise [9].
In the scientific literature there are various conceptual theoretical and
methodological approaches to determining the essence of financial stability
of the enterprise, which can be divided into four groups:
– classic, which determines the financial stability in the narrow sense
due to the excess of income of the entity over its costs;
– financial, based on which financial stability is identified with the
solvency of the enterprise, so solvency is defined as one of its most important
components, and financial stability is a necessary condition for sustainable
and efficient development of the trading company;
– adaptive, in the context of which financial stability is equated to the
ability of the enterprise to function, develop and adapt within a constantly
changing environment;
– comprehensive, which summarizes the above approaches and
determines that financial stability should be understood as the state and
quality of financial resources of the entity, in which the company remains
solvent, able to fully and timely fulfill its obligations under adverse effects
internal and external factors of the environment and has a margin of safety,
which ensures the preservation of the values of financial indicators at a
stable level in the event of increasing negative factors and promotes rapid
growth – in a favorable period of the economic cycle.
Gerega O.V. emphasizes such four components of the potential of
financial and economic stability of enterprises as: (1) financial condition
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and stability; (2) resource support; (3) resource efficiency; (4) capacity
building and development [10].
In particular, according to the system-cost approach of S.M. Zhukevich
[11, p. 208] the financial and economic stability of the enterprise is
measured because of its ability to carry out systemic resistance to a changing
environment, while maintaining an optimal functional structure that allows
smooth and efficient engage in the main entrepreneurial activity. Therefore,
the scientist quite rightly concludes that financial and economic stability is
a necessary condition for financial stability and balance.
Some scientists highlight another type of enterprise resilience, such
as the financial security limit [12]. It is determined by the presence of
a certain reserve of financial strength achieved by the enterprise during
the previous period of activity and protects against the effects of adverse
destabilizing factors.
Such factors, in addition to purely economic, should include social – the
level of wages, safety and labor protection, the state of social infrastructure
of the village, etc., as well as the greening of enterprises.
Environmental management, development and implementation of
measures to protect the environment, improve existing technological
processes and take into account environmental factors as a result of the
introduction of scientific and technological progress, should become
mandatory elements of new management policy, especially in agriculture.
Scientists dealing with environmental issues have been emphasizing for
many years that the characteristic feature of modern economic development
is the global environmental crisis, the scale of which is growing rapidly in
the context of scientific and technological progress. They note that the rate
of environmental degradation is accelerating: 85% of the country’s territory
is polluted [13], 80% is affected by erosion, 17% of land has begun flooding,
about 20% of land is contaminated with heavy metals. Great damage to the
environment is caused by production and household waste.
Regarding agriculture, scientists note that in general only one in ten
hectares of agricultural land has a normal ecological status [14].
Of course, the environmental strategy of the enterprise should not conflict
with economic strategies. That is, when forming an economic strategy, it
is necessary to take into account environmental factors. In particular, in
the near future to introduce the obligation to measure the environmental
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potential of each agricultural enterprise. Namely, the calculation of at
least such basic indicators as the coefficient of resource conservation (by
type of resource); coefficient of production output, certified according
to environmental parameters; an indicator of the level of environmental
pollution (possibly with their inclusion in the notes to the annual financial
statements).
Based on the above considerations and priorities of today, in
determining the financial stability of the enterprise cannot ignore social and
environmental factors, ie the definition of financial stability should cover all
factors that shape it and the results of financially stable enterprise.
Thus, based on the principles of complexity and balance of socioeconomic and environmental activities, the financial stability of the
enterprise should be considered as a state of accumulation, distribution and
use of financial resources, in which the enterprise, freely maneuvering them,
using the latest resource-saving and environmentally friendly continuous
process of production and sale of products, its expansion and renewal,
aimed at increasing the competitiveness of the enterprise and improving the
socio-economic development of the team and the countryside.
3. The main factors determining the financial stability
of the enterprise
The whole set of factors that affect the financial stability of the enterprise
is divided into external and internal. External factors are factors that do not
depend on the activities of the enterprise and at the same time have different
strengths of influence on it. These are factors in the entity’s external
environment. Internal factors depend on the activities of the enterprise. The
negative or positive impact of these factors is mainly determined by the
literacy of management and marketing policy.
To achieve financial stability requires the optimal ratio of both internal
and external factors.
Note that in the economic literature, the factor is understood as the cause,
the driving force of a process that determines its nature (content) or its
individual features. Factors are interrelated and interdependent in dynamic
motion in both time and space [15]. If any of them fall out of the analysis,
the assessment of the influence of other factors, as well as conclusions may
be distorted and not relevant to the real situation.
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Closely related, some factors affect the performance of enterprises in
different ways, and therefore, it is very important to successfully assess
and prevent the impact of these factors (especially – external). The effect
of some factors may immediately worsen the financial condition of the
enterprise (including unexpectedly lead to bankruptcy), others may have a
gradual impact on the activities of the entity.
In countries with unstable economies, the financial condition of
enterprises depends more on the influence of external factors that reflect the
economic and political situation. For developed countries, the bankruptcy
of enterprises is only a third due to external factors and two thirds due to
internal. Therefore, in a relatively stable external environment, any business
entity should pay more attention to the internal environment, analyze the
factors that can be managed.
In modern economic literature, the external environment of the enterprise
is considered as a complex multi-stage structure in which there are two
main levels: macro- and micro-environment.
1) Macro environment (general environment), includes economic,
political, social, legal, technological and environmental factors that reflect
the socio-economic relations in the country and society as a whole.
2) Micro environment, covers the factors that have a direct impact on
a particular enterprise. These are factors such as consumers, suppliers,
creditors, competitors, employees, government agencies and others.
The macro environment determines the general conditions of economic
activity, influences the factors of the microenvironment and through them –
the development of the enterprise. Thus, various changes in the external
environment will inevitably affect the financial results of the enterprise.
Therefore, it is especially important when planning any type of enterprise
activity is a constant analysis of the external environment, forecasting its
changes at least in the near future.
The classification of the main external factors that most affect the
financial condition of the agricultural enterprise is shown in Figure 1.
Most often, methods of deduction and induction are used to assess the
impact of external factors on the results of the enterprise; mathematical
modeling; forecasting methods; expert methods and others. But, with the
constant dynamic change of the environment, it is difficult to determine the
most effective method of analysis, and therefore analysts have to combine
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External factors influencing the financial condition
of an agricultural enterprise

several methods depending on the specifics of the studied factor and access
to the necessary information.
Economic: the level of economic development of Ukraine; level of state
regulation of agriculture; inflation rate in the country; disparity in prices
for industrial and agricultural products; current taxation system; credit
policy in the agro-industrial complex; effective consumer demand and
income level; the degree of development of the market infrastructure of the
agro-industrial complex, insurance services, foreign economic relations, the
financial market of the agro-industrial complex; state of money turnover,
forms of payment; level of Ukrainian and foreign competition; level of
investment in agriculture.
Political: political situation in Ukraine; the role and place of agriculture
in the overall set of political programs of the government and the most
influential parties.
Legal: stability of legislation; level of antitrust policy; policy of state
protectionism.
Technological and innovative: the general level of scientific and
technical condition of the country and type of activity; scientific support
of technological processes in agro-industrial complex; development of
innovative activity in the state.
Ecological: depletion of land fertility, reduction of raw materials and
material resources; climate change; pollution of territories with waste; land
erosion; inefficient use of natural resources.
Socio-cultural: living standards of the population (life traditions, cultural
values of the people, mentality); working conditions; demographic
processes in the country.
Soil and climatic: seasonality of agricultural production; climate,
meteorological conditions each year, natural disasters; relief, soil quality;
set of water bodies.

Figure 1. External factors influencing
the financial condition agricultural enterprise
But, unfortunately, only a small number of farm managers can assess
the degree of risk of losing financial stability due to various external factors
using mathematical methods, as collecting and processing large amounts of
information needed for such analysis is difficult, especially in the absence
of professional skills. Therefore, it is customary to trust more experience
and intuition, or professionally trained professionals in these matters. It is
more realistic to use an expert method of risk analysis in modern conditions.
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Internal factors affecting the financial stability
of agricultural enterprises

Simultaneously with the analysis of external, it is impossible to
underestimate the negative impact of internal factors on the life of the
enterprise. Often, a company’s financial problems are due to management
incompetence, lack of management experience in dynamic market
conditions, illiterate strategic planning, and so on. Due to inefficient
management of the enterprise, significant errors can lead to deterioration of
the financial condition of the entity, reduce its financial stability.
Internal factors affecting the financial stability of agricultural enterprises
are shown in Figure 2.
Financial and economic: the structure of financial capital of the enterprise;
composition and structure of current assets and their turnover; price and cost
of products, their dynamics; the ratio of costs and revenues of the enterprise,
the dynamics of profitability; efficiency of profit distribution; size and
dynamics of receivables and payables; the amount of reserve funds of the
enterprise (the share of venture capital).
Production (operational): industry affiliation of the enterprise, local location;
the size of the entity; specialization and concentration of production; state of
technical equipment, level of mechanization and automation of production;
innovation activity (possibility of using new production technologies at the
enterprise); material and resource potential of the enterprise, efficient use of
resources; organization of the production cycle, the relationship of all parts of
production.
Commercial and sales: development of marketing services at the enterprise,
the effectiveness of marketing research; range and quality of products.
Entrepreneurial (managerial): system and methods of enterprise management
(professional abilities and competence of management, focus on the laws of
market economy); effectiveness of strategic planning; state of accounting;
environmental factor in management decisions.
Social: working conditions and living standards of employees; level of
material stimulation of labor.

Figure 2. Internal factors influencing
the financial condition agricultural enterprise
Note that there is a close connection and interdependence between the
financial and sales aspects of the enterprise. Yes, financial success is usually
the result of better performance. The growth of production, improving
the quality and range of products, rhythmic production and shipment of
products contributes to the timely and sometimes early receipt of funds
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on the current account. This is one area of influence. However, there is
another that is due to changes in the efficiency of production processes.
For example, increasing production efficiency always reduces the need for
resources and, consequently, reduces the cost of funds.
Normal financial activity, in turn, creates appropriate conditions for
production, provides additional opportunities for its unplanned increase.
To analyze the internal environment of the enterprise (using financial
statements), most authors suggest using the following basic methods:
1. Factor analysis – assessment of the impact of individual factors on
the performance indicator, for example, changes in financial results due to
changes in sales, cost and selling price.
2. Comparative analysis – temporal-spatial comparison of homogeneous
indicators – between different enterprises, average data, optimal values, for
different divisions of the enterprise and so on.
3. Horizontal analysis – a comparison of absolute and relative indicators
in the dynamics (for example, determining the dynamics of changes in the
solvency of the enterprise by year).
4. Vertical analysis – determination of the share of individual indicators
in their totality (for example, the share of equity in the total amount of
sources of financing of the enterprise).
5. Analysis of coefficients (relative indicators) – the ratio of individual
reporting indicators.
From the listed methodical approaches, it is most expedient to use a
method of coefficients. This is due to the fact that relative indicators more
objectively characterize the trends of comparative indicators, and therefore
more suitable for assessing trends and forecasting their change.
The methodological structure and sequence of formation of the potential
of financial stability of the domestic enterprise is shown in Figure 3.
Thus, the uncertainty of market conditions, a number of negative and
heterogeneous in nature economic and social factors in the synergistic
effect cause the emergence of various and unexpected risks in the activities
of modern economic entities. Their neutralization (minimization) to
maintain business efficiency is considered in the context of management
aspects of ensuring the sustainability of the enterprise. The financial
stability management subsystem of an entity is present in any management
concept.
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Capacity building and development
• development – the ability to form and maintain the conditions
for economic growth enterprises as an integral property complex
Efficiency of use
• economic efficiency – the ability to develop and use resources and assets
efficiently
Resource capacity building
• resource security – self-sufficiency and stability of the system of economic resources
used by the enterprise in the process of functioning and development:
intellectual and personnel; material and technical; technical and technological;
inventories and current assets; financial and investment; innovation and technology;
intangible
The basis of potential
• financial condition and financial stability – the ability to attract, rationally to place, effectively
use and increase the capital of the enterprise

Figure 3. Conceptual structure and sequence of formation
of potential of financial stability of the enterprise
4. Methodology for diagnosing,
assessing and forecasting financial stability
According to the analysis of literature sources, there is currently
no single methodology for determining the financial stability of the
enterprise.
In addition, Ukrainian and foreign authors offer a large list of indicators
with different methods of calculation and determination of the type of
financial stability of the enterprise. But in general, we can identify two main
approaches to the study of this issue:
The first approach involves the analysis of absolute indicators in the first
stage and the analysis of relative indicators in the second stage of the study.
A significant disadvantage of this most common approach is that scientists
usually do not link these stages together, and the results of calculations of
the relative indicators themselves are also unrelated.
The second approach is determined by the choice of a whole system of
indicators, which is due to different interpretations of the essence of the
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concept of financial stability. Obviously, the choice of a system of indicators
is a determining factor in the analysis. Taking into account such factors as
different sizes of farms and the impact of inflation, the main role in the
study of financial stability is given to relative indicators.
The calculation of absolute indicators that characterize the degree of
security of sources of their funding, with subsequent determination of
the type of financial stability is quite common in economic sources and
scientific articles [16–19].
The calculation method involves assessing the availability (surplus or
deficit) of own funds; own and long-term borrowed funds and general funds
according to the formulas:
Дв = own working capital – stocks;
Дв+д = (own working capital + long-term liabilities) – inventories;
Дз = the total value of sources – stocks.
Based on the calculations, a three-component indicator is formed, which
allows to determine the type of financial stability of the enterprise (Table 1):
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Indicators of stocks with sources of their formation
by types of financial stability

Table 1

Type of financial stability
Indicators

Absolute
financial
stability

Normal
financial
stability

Unstable
financial
situation

Crisis
financial
situation

Дв

≥0

<0

<0

<0

Дв+д

≥0

≥0

<0

<0

Дз

≥0

≥0

≥0

<0

Indicator of the
type of financial
stability

(1,1,1)

(0,1,1)

(0,0,1)

(0,0,0)
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Absolute financial stability is characterized by the fact that all the
company’s reserves are covered by its own funds, the company is not
dependent on external creditors, which is extremely rare. Moreover,
absolute financial stability can hardly be considered ideal, as it means that
the company’s management does not use external sources of funding for its
core business.
An enterprise with normal financial stability uses long-term borrowed
funds to cover inventories in addition to its own funds. This type of inventory
financing is “normal” from the point of view of financial management and
is the most desirable for the company.
In the case of unstable (pre-crisis) financial condition, there is a
violation of solvency, but there is a possibility of restoring the balance
due to replenishment of sources of own funds, reduction of receivables,
accelerating the turnover of inventories. Financial instability is considered
normal (permissible) if the amount of short-term loans and borrowings
raised to finance stocks does not exceed the total value of raw materials and
finished products. Our calculations show that a rather small share (less than
10%) of agricultural enterprises in Vinnytsia have an unstable crisis, while
the rest are on the verge of bankruptcy, as their cash, short-term securities
and receivables do not cover even accounts payable and overdue loans.
However, it should be noted that the above method gives an idea only of
the qualitative characteristics of the object of study, and the analyst cannot
provide any quantitative conclusions, deepen the analysis of factors that
shape the level of financial stability, develop recommendations.
Therefore, a more thorough study of financial stability should be based
on the calculation and analysis of relative indicators. However, it should be
noted the lack of a single methodology for assessing the financial stability
of the enterprise. Ukrainian and foreign scientists offer a fairly large list of
relative indicators with different calculation methods. But, as a rule, when
assessing financial stability are limited to about 3-6 of the most common
in theory and practice relative indicators. Only a small number of authors,
considering the analysis of financial stability as the main and comprehensive
stage of assessing the financial condition of the enterprise, structure the
indicators of financial stability into separate groups.
Kalyshenko V.O., Moskalets K.M. [16], Yasinovska I.F. [17, p. 172]
systematizing the methods of assessing financial stability, identified such
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as: aggregate, coefficient, margin, point, balance, integral, factor and matrix.
Each of them plays a role in the study of various aspects of financial stability.
Thus, the aggregate method is the basis for determining the type of financial
stability, margin – the margin of financial strength, matrix – calculating
the structure and determining the quality of balance sheet assets and their
financing adequacy, and integrated – the degree of financial stability.
Hryniv B.V. [18, p. 124–125] distinguishes the necessary and ancillary
ratios of financial stability, including the main ratios: financial independence
(autonomy, concentration of equity), maneuverability of equity, selffinancing of current assets, liquidity, total coverage. Among the auxiliary, he
singles out the coefficients: borrowing, investing, self-financing of stocks.
The researcher emphasizes that additional coefficients should be used to
avoid duplication only if the basic ones are clarified and supplemented.
Instead, Ionin E.E. [19, p. 17], pointing to the significant progress in
the development of methodological foundations of research on financial
stability, justifies the importance of analyzing financial indicators for early
diagnosis of bankruptcy and the list of key indicators includes coefficients:
financial independence, financial dependence, debt, liabilities and own
capital, the ratio of equity and liabilities.
Thus, some scientists to assess the stability of the financial condition
of the enterprise propose to use a system of indicators that characterize
changes: the structure of capital of the enterprise, its location and sources
of education; efficiency and intensity of its formation; solvency and
creditworthiness; stock of its financial stability.
Izmaylova K.V., using absolute and relative indicators, assesses the
financial stability of the enterprise according to the following criteria:
– the level of coverage of tangible working capital (stocks) with stable
sources of funding;
– solvency of the enterprise (its potential ability to cover term liabilities
with mobile assets);
– share of own or stable sources in total sources of financing [20].
For enterprises with financial crisis (the fourth type of financial stability),
the following set of indicators of financial stability is recommended to assess
the probability of bankruptcy: return on capital for “net profit”; product
profitability; turnover of funds invested in current assets; coefficient of
financial independence; liquidity (coverage ratio of current liabilities).
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Based on these parameters, an integrated indicator is built, which is
based on the comparison of each parameter for a long period of operation
of the enterprise with the highest achievements of the enterprise on these
parameters during the analyzed period.
Another method of financial stability analysis mentioned in the literature
includes the following stages:
1. Analysis of the composition and placement of assets.
2. Analysis of the dynamics and structure of sources of financial resources
(calculation of indicators of capital structure; calculation of indicators of
the state of fixed assets.
3. Characteristics of the availability and structure of working capital.
4. Characteristics of the availability of working capital: determining the
characteristics of the formation of inventories and costs; determination of indicators
of providing stocks and costs with sources of their formation; identification of the
type of financial situation: (calculation of indicators of working capital).
5. Analysis of accounts payable and receivable.
6. Analysis of solvency [21].
In our opinion, the above technique has a number of disadvantages:
– when analyzing the financial stability of agricultural enterprises, it
is not so important for us to have an idea of the availability, structure of
working capital, as indicators of efficiency of their use;
– there are no indicators of profitability (payback) of invested capital.
The literature offers two approaches to solving the problem of quantifying
financial stability:
1. To assess the financial condition it is necessary to focus exclusively
on data on sources of funding, capital. In this case, the assessment of the
financial stability of the enterprise is carried out only on the basis of balance
sheet liabilities.
2. To assess the financial stability of the enterprise it is necessary to
analyze the relationship between assets and liabilities of the balance sheet,
to monitor the use of funds.
And although the author considers the second approach more complete
and justified, we cannot agree with the analysis of financial stability only
using the balance sheet. After all, some authors rightly, in our opinion,
supplement the above analysis with indicators of profitability (profitability)
of enterprise capital.
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Regarding the second approach to analysis, when assessing the optimal
ratio of equity and borrowed capital of the enterprise, the indicators are
divided into two blocks:
1. Capitalization ratios (which characterize the financial condition of the
enterprise from the standpoint of the structure of sources of funds).
2. Coverage ratios (which characterize the financial stability from the
standpoint of costs associated with the maintenance of external sources of
borrowed funds).
Assessment of the level of financial and economic stability of the
enterprise should: be generalized, integrated, give an unambiguous answer
about the level of financial and economic stability of the enterprise in
relation to comparison; accumulate all major aspects of the enterprise; take
into account the possibility of short-term deterioration of certain indicators
of financial and economic activity of the enterprise, which, however, are
not characteristic of deteriorating stability of the enterprise – for example,
implementation of marketing strategy, which involves the development of
new markets.
5. Integral assessment of the financial stability of the enterprise
Given the fact that financial stability is a complex multifaceted concept
that includes a large number of indicators with different critical limits and
areas of optimization, it is advisable to use deterministic factor analysis,
namely – an integrated method for diagnosing financial stability of
economic entities.
The use of this technique allows to obtain more accurate results of
the influence of factors compared to the methods of chain substitutions,
absolute and relative differences and to prevent ambiguous assessment of
the influence of factors, because in this case the results do not depend on
the location of factors in the model. factors that decompose between them
in proportion to their isolated impact on performance.
The advantages of this method are that it is not necessary to establish the
order of change of factors, it is possible to study not only the relationship
between individual factors and the overall result, but also the nature of inter
factor relationships.
The main purpose of using the above method is to try to find the key
factors that most influence (or have influenced) the level of financial
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stability of agricultural enterprises in order to manage them. Under other
conditions, the content of such an analysis is lost.
In economically developed countries, an integrated assessment of the
level of financial stability of the enterprise (bankruptcy risk) is carried out
on the basis of generally accepted methods [5; 6; 12; 15], among which
the most famous are factor models of Altman, Beaver, Conan and Golder,
Lusy, Toffler, Springgate. However, it should be noted that the use of these
models, as shown by studies of Ukrainian economists [26; 29–32; 35] have
no practical value and do not provide reliable results. Approbation of the
above models at Ukrainian enterprises showed a significant inconsistency
in the assessment of bankruptcy risk due to different methods of reflecting
inflation factors, different capital structure, as well as due to differences in
legislation and information base.
Ukrainian enterprises, especially agro-industrial ones, where there are
specific features of the production cycle, need an individually developed
modern model of assessing financial condition, including the probability
of bankruptcy, which will take into account primarily the specifics of
activities and national economy, legislation, etc. Such attempts were made
by Ukrainian scientists in [22–26; 28–30; 32– 35]. Note also that the two
proposed models [22; 23] were developed by the authors specifically for the
agro-industrial sector, which in this case is of particular value.
Consider these techniques in more detail:
1. The model of bankruptcy for agricultural enterprises proposed in
[23] was developed on the basis of the well-known two-factor model of
E. Altman. The author proposes to calculate the integrated indicator of
bankruptcy risk according to the formula:
Z = – 1,3496 – 0,6183 х1 + 0,6867 х2,
(1)
where: Z – integrated indicator of the risk of bankruptcy of agricultural
enterprises; х1 – coefficient of the working capital ratio (ratio of current
assets to short-term liabilities); х2 – coefficient of financial dependence (the
ratio of borrowed and borrowed funds to total assets).
At Z = 0 we have the equation of the discriminant boundary. For
companies where Z = 0 the probability of bankruptcy is 50%. If Z < 0,
then the probability of bankruptcy is less than 50% and then decreases as
Z decreases. If Z > 0, the probability of bankruptcy is more than 50% and
increases with increasing Z.
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However, the disadvantage of the two-factor model of bankruptcy
is that it does not provide a comprehensive assessment of the financial
condition of the enterprise, there may be significant deviations from
the actual indicators. Although the authors propose to take into account
the trend of changing profitability of sales, it should be noted that the
methodology does not correlate the above additional indicator with the
integrated.
2. Discriminant factor model for diagnosing the risk of bankruptcy of
agricultural enterprises [22] is as follows:
Z = 0,111 х1 + 13,239 х2 + 1,676 х3 + 0,515 х4 + 3,80 х5; (2)
where х1 – the share of working capital in the formation of current
assets; х2 – working capital per unit of currency; х3 – turnover ratio of total
capital; х4 – return on assets of the enterprise, %; х5 – coefficient of financial
independence (share of equity in the total balance sheet currency).
The comparative constant is the number 8. If the value of Z is greater
than 8, then the risk of bankruptcy is insignificant or non-existent. If the
value of Z is less than 8, there is a risk of bankruptcy: from 8 to 5 – the risk
is small, from 5 to 3 – medium, if the value is less than 3 – large, less than
1 – one hundred percent financial insolvency.
3. In [24] a universal discriminant function is proposed, which is
calculated by the formula:
Z = 1,5 х1 + 0,08 х2 + 10 х3 + 5 х4 + 0,3 х5 + 0,1 х6;
(3)
where х1 – cash-flow / commitment; х2 – currency balance / commitment;
х3 – profit / currency balance; х4 – profit / sales revenue; х5 – production
stocks / sales revenue; х6 – sales revenue / currency balance.
The authors propose to interpret the obtained values of Z – indicator as
follows: if Z > 2 then the company is considered financially stable and it
is not threatened with bankruptcy; in the case when 1 < Z < 2 – financial
balance (financial stability) of the enterprise is violated, but under the
condition of transition to anti-crisis management it is not threatened with
bankruptcy; at 0 < Z < 2 – the company is threatened with bankruptcy if it
does not take remedial action and if Z < 0 – the company is semi-bankrupt.
4. The coefficient of probability of bankruptcy proposed in [25] is
calculated by the formula:
Z = 8,38 x1 + x2 + 0,054 x3 + 0,63 x4;
(4)
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where x1 – working capital / average annual value of assets; x2 – undivided
profit / equity; x3 – sales revenue / average annual value of assets; x4 –
undivided profit / general expenses. Interpretation of the obtained results is
performed using Table 2.
Determining the probability of bankruptcy
of the enterprise according to the method
Bankruptcy risk, Z
Less than0
from 0 to 0.18
from 0,18 to 0,32
from 0,32 to 0,42
More than 0.42
Source: [25]

Table 2

Probability of bankruptcy, %
maximum (90 – 100)
high (60 – 80)
average (35 – 50)
low (15 – 20)
minimal (до 10)

5. In [26] the integrated indicator of financial stability of the enterprise
is proposed to be calculated by the formulas:
or

Z  1  � 2 �  3 x11  x22  x33 ,

Z

1  x1   2  x2   3  x3 ,
1  �  2 �   3

(5)
(6)

where x1 – the level of solvency of the enterprise; x2 – the level of
financial independence of the enterprise; x3 – level of asset quality;
α1 , � α� 2 , α 3 � – weighting factors of the relevant summary indicators.

In 2016, Ukraine issued an order of the Ministry of Finance “On
approval of the Procedure for assessing the financial condition of a potential
beneficiary of an investment project, the implementation of which is
provided for financial self-sufficiency, as well as determining the type of
collateral for servicing and repaying loans provided by international financial
organizations. which will be carried out at the expense of the beneficiary”,
which defines the procedure for assessing the financial stability (inverse
concept of bankruptcy risk) of Ukrainian enterprises.
This legal document proposes the use of different models to assess the
financial condition of enterprises depending on the industry and their size
(Table 3).
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Table 3
Models for calculating the integrated indicator of the financial
condition of the beneficiary (large and medium enterprises)
№

Groups of economic activities

1 Agriculture, forestry and fisheries
2

Manufacture of food products,
beverages and tobacco

3 Manufacturing industry
Mining and quarrying; processing
4 industry; electricity and gas supply;
water supply, sewerage
5 Construction
Wholesale and retail trade, repair
6 of motor vehicles; temporary
accommodation and catering
Transport, warehousing, postal and
7
courier activities; telecommunications
Financial and insurance activities
8
(except banks)
Information and telecommunications;
9
other operations and services
Source: [35]

Formulas
Z = 1,3 K3 + 0,03 K4 + 0,001 K5 +
+ 0,61 K6 + 0,75 K7 + 2,5 K8 + 0,04 K9 – 0,2
Z = 0,035 K1 + 0,04 K2 + 2,7 K3 +
+ 0,1 K6 + 1,1 K7 + 1,2 K8 + 0,05 K9 – 0,8
Z = 0,95 K3 + 0,03 K4 + 1,1 K6 + 1,4 K7 +
+ 3,1 K8 + 0,04 K9 + 0,03 K10 – 0,45
Z = 0,025 K1 + 1,9 K3 + 0,45 K6 +
+ 1,5 K8 + 0,03 K9 – 0,5
Z = 0,02 K1 + 1,7 K3 + 0,01 K4 + 0,3 K6 +
+ 0,4 K7 + 2,9 K8 – 0,1
Z = 1,03 K3 + 0,001 K4 + 0,16 K6 +
+ 0,6 K7 + 2,9 K8 + 0,08 K9 – 0,14
Z = 0,07 K2 + 1,27 K3 + 0,32 K6 +
+ 1,98 K8 + 0,04 K9 + 0,04 K10 – 0,15
Z = 0,025 K1 + 2,7 K3 + 0,005 K4 +
+ 0,13 K7 + 2,4 K8 – 0,93
Z = 0,03 K1 + 0,9 K3 + 0,01 K4 + 0,002 K5 +
+ 0,15 K6 + 0,5 K7 + 2,9 K8 – 0,05

Thus, two groups of enterprises were identified by size – large and
small enterprises and nine groups by branches of economic activity of the
company. The following ten financial ratios are used to build models: K1 –
coverage ratio (liquidity of the third degree); K2 – intermediate coverage
factor; K3 – coefficient of financial independence; K4 – ratio of non-current
assets to equity; K5 – return on equity; K6 – coefficient of profitability of
sales by financial results from operating activities (EBIT); K7 – EBITDA
margin; K8 – return on assets for net income; K9 – turnover ratio of current
assets; K10 – turnover ratio of loan capital by financial results before tax,
financial expenses and depreciation [27].
The financial ratios used to build models depend on the industry.
Without exception, all models use the financial independence ratio and the
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return on assets (ROA) ratio. These indicators are the basis for the financial
analysis of any enterprise, as they reflect the efficiency of the company’s
resources (ROA) and the independence of the enterprise from the influence
of creditors and debt capital, which characterizes the ability to cover own
liabilities.
For each type of economic activity and size of the enterprise there is a
corresponding table of interpretation of results.
The above-mentioned national system for assessing the financial
condition of the entity eliminates national and sectoral factors influencing
the quality of the results obtained (compared to classical models for
assessing the risk of bankruptcy). However, the results obtained from
the use of the national model do not fully reflect the real situation in the
enterprise and do not allow to accurately predict its financial condition in
the future.
As it turned out, in the course of the study, these methods give mixed
results regarding the level of financial stability of agricultural enterprises
in the Vinnytsia region. Comparing the actual data of calculations with the
criteria for evaluating the integrated indicators for each method, a sharp
contrast of the results of the analysis was obtained, and in some cases even
their opposite. In particular, if according to the first method, it turned out that
almost all enterprises in the region have a minimum (or average) probability
of bankruptcy, and, consequently, financial stability at the appropriate
level, the latter – all enterprises (except one) are on the brink of financial
crisis bankruptcy. It should be noted that a similar crisis situation has been
recorded before, when calculating absolute indicators and determining on
their basis a three-component indicator of financial stability. Thus, the latter
method better than others assesses the financial position of the enterprise,
but it also has certain shortcomings:
1. Including theoretically in the summary indicators in addition to the
coefficients of solvency and financial independence coefficients of the third
group of indicators characterizing the level of asset quality (share of highly
liquid assets, receivables quality ratio and net current assets ratio), the
authors do not specify the values groups and weights that were determined
by the expert method for the other two analytical areas. Which in turn
complicates the practical use of this group of indicators in this method of
calculating the integrated indicator of financial stability.
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2. After calculating the actual values of integrated indicators, we do not
get an answer to the question of interpretation of its negative values. In
particular, further actions in the analysis are unknown when obtaining a
negative (worst) result for all analyzed enterprises (when both actual and
regulatory values are less than one), because the methodology does not detail
the analysis of the results. Having received one ambiguous conclusion,
which confirms the difficult financial situation, which the authors described
as “the financial stability of the company is unsatisfactory”, it is impossible
to compare different companies and analyze the degree of influence of key
factors on the financial stability of each facility. The specifics of different
types of economic activity and their segments are also not taken into
account.
6. Conclusion
One of the important factors for the successful operation of enterprises is
the rapid assessment of the level of financial stability, which allows timely
development and implementation of effective measures for the rehabilitation
of enterprises, prevent bankruptcy, increase their competitiveness.
Methodological approaches to assessing the sustainability of Ukrainian
enterprises are constantly being improved by scientists and transformed in
accordance with the industry direction and modern economic conditions.
However, in the economic literature there is a lack of specificity and
unambiguity in the interpretation of some concepts that characterize the
field of research, including vagueness in the definition of such categories as:
“financial stability”, “stability”, “solvency”, “stable financial condition”.
Based on the principles of complexity and balance of socio-economic
and environmental activities, financial stability of the enterprise should
be considered as a state of accumulation, distribution and use of financial
resources, in which the company, freely maneuvering them, using the latest
resource-saving and environmentally friendly technologies continuous
process of production and sale of products, its expansion and renewal,
aimed at increasing the competitiveness of the enterprise and improving the
socio-economic development of the team and the countryside.
Analyzing the financial stability of the enterprise, foreign and
Ukrainian scientists use different approaches and techniques. Their
diversity emphasizes the lack of a single methodology for assessing the
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level of financial stability, which would objectively reflect the financial
situation in the company. The analysis of various methods of calculating
integrated indicators of financial stability, proposed by Ukrainian
scientists, indicates that the issue of developing a modern factor model
of the integrated indicator is quite relevant, needs improvement and
adaptation to modern conditions of domestic agricultural enterprises.
At the same time, this model should not only determine the level of
financial stability of agricultural enterprises, but also provide an in-depth
analysis of the formation of the results obtained; conduct research on inter
factor relationships and determine the impact of each coefficient on the
level of the aggregate indicator of both the individual analytical group and
the overall integrated indicator.
Given the fact that the scientific literature offers a significant number
of relative indicators of financial stability and a variety of approaches to
determining its level, it is advisable to use the method of expert assessments,
which will be discussed in the next section of the monograph.
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Abstract. An experimental installation has been developed to study
the viscosity of alkali metal vapor in a wide range of high (up to 2000 K)
temperatures, which implements the method from a viscometer with an
annular channel. The design of the viscometer of the measuring cell makes
it possible to directly measure the temperature of the working element of
the viscometer. This provides an accurate determination of the temperature
of the investigated alkali metal vapor in the working gap.
The original method of stabilization of the steam generator operation
mode was applied, which allowed to ensure the stationary flow of the
investigated alkali metal vapor in the working element of the viscometer.
Distinctive features of the created installation are high stability of modes of
its work and considerable resource.
An experimental study of the viscosity of rubidium and cesium in the
gas phase was carried out by the method of a viscometer with an annular
channel at the following values of the state parameters:
for cesium T = 900 ... 1770 K, P = 12 ... 135 kPa;
for rubidium T = 990 ... 1750 K, P = 39 ... 135 kPa.
Most of the experimental data obtained are in the temperature range
above 1200 K. The average error of the experimental data is 3%. From the
experimental data on the viscosity of cesium and rubidium in the gas phase,
the values of the effective cross sections of the «atom-atom» collisions and
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the relative cross-sections of the «atom-molecule» collisions were obtained.
Calculated equations and tables of viscosity and thermal conductivity of
cesium and rubidium vapor in the temperature range 700-2000 K and
pressures 1-1500 kPa, including the saturation line, have been developed.
An experimental study of the viscosity of rubidium and cesium vapor at
high temperatures have been conducted with implementation of the method
from a viscosimeter with an annular channel. From the experimental data
on the viscosity of cesium and rubidium in the gas phase, the values of
the effective cross sections of the «atom-atom» collisions and the relative
cross-sections of the «atom-molecule» collisions were obtained. Calculated
equations and tables of viscosity and thermal conductivity in a wide range
of temperatures and pressures have been developed.
1. Introduction
The alkali metal vapor in the state parameters T = 700… 2000K,
P = 1… 1500 kPa available for experimental study consists of atomic
and molecular components with a rather low concentration of clusters
and charged particles. The concentration of diatomic molecules in a pair
is unequivocally determined by the parameters of its state: pressure and
temperature. Thus, the viscosity and thermal conductivity of alkali metals
in the gas phase in the selected temperature range can be considered as the
processes of transfer in a binary mixture of rarefied ideal gases, taking into
account the course of dissociation reactions.
Theoretical methods for calculating the viscosity and thermal
conductivity of alkali metal vapors are significantly limited due to the lack
of sufficiently accurate data on the interaction potentials of «atom-atom»,
«atom-molecule»and «molecule-molecule». The experiment is still the only
source of information necessary for the transfer coefficients of alkali metal
vapor.
Experimental studies of alkali metal vapor transfer processes are
associated with difficulties in the implementation of experimental methods
due to the high chemical activity of alkali metals at high temperatures, and
with the study of cesium there appear a number of additional complications
associated with its specific properties. In real conditions of the experiment,
the processes associated with thermoelectron emission and surface
ionization, photoeffect and photoionization can occur, at high temperatures
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the number of inelastic collisions of atoms increases, and at high pressures
the reality of gases manifests itself. However, it is possible to create such
experimental conditions in which the listed effects are not noticeable,
and to identify the vapor state region in which the ideal gas model can
be used to describe the transfer phenomena, in which molecule formation
and decay reactions take place, which allows to apply the results of strict
kinetic Chapman-Jensky and Hirschfelder-Brokau theories [1] for a mixture
of reacting gases and its specific application for alkali metal vapors [2; 3].
The aim of this work is to establish the dependence of viscosity and
thermal conductivity of rubidium and cesium in the gas phase on temperature
and pressure and to construct calculation equations and tables of viscosity
and thermal conductivity in a wide range of temperatures and pressures.
2. Research method
Experimental methods previously used to study the vapor viscosity of
alkali metals, except for the method of a viscometer with an annular channel
[5; 6; 8], are limited to a temperature of 1200-1300 K.
The annular-channel viscometer method allows experiments with
alkali metal vapors at temperatures well above 1200 K. It was first used by
V.I. Dolgov [8] to study the viscosity of lithium vapor. In [8] the advantage
of this method over the previously used methods of measuring the
viscosity of alkali metal vapors is shown, its disadvantages are considered.
I.F. Stepanenko [5] improved this method, developed the original design of
the measuring cell. In [6] the flow of alkali metal vapor in the working gap
of the viscometer was analyzed, the method of calibration of the measuring
element and measurement of condensate flow was improved, accuracy
was significantly increased, lithium vapor viscosity T = 1595 ... 1983 K,
P = 15 ... 107 kPa and sodium at T = 1109 ... 1524 K, P = 12 ... 100 kPa was
researched.
At temperatures up to 2000 K and pressures of 1 ... 1500 kPa, alkali
metals in the gas phase can be considered as a binary gas mixture consisting
of atoms and diatomic molecules, between which dissociation reactions
take place.
Theoretical methods for calculating the viscosity and thermal
conductivity of alkali metal vapor as a reactive gas mixture of atoms and
diatomic molecules are significantly limited due to the lack of accurate
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data on the potentials of «atom-molecule» and «molecule-molecule»
interaction. Existing calculation methods are connected with a number of
simplifications that reduce the results of such calculations to the level of
estimates. The experiment is still the only source of information necessary
for the transfer coefficients of alkali metal vapor. Theory [2; 3] makes it
possible to obtain the values of the relative cross sections of the atomatom and atom-molecule collisions from experimental viscosity data and,
using them, to calculate the coefficients of thermal conductivity and vapor
viscosity in a wide range of state parameters.
One of the most convenient experimental methods for studying the
viscosity of alkali metal vapor is the annular-channel viscometer method.
In such a viscometer, an alkali metal vapor flows through a channel between
two coaxial cylinders. This design of the viscometer makes it possible, in
relation to classical capillary methods, to reduce by an order of magnitude
the linear dimensions of the working element, which ensures the stability of
the vapor temperature and the stability of its composition along the working
element.
An experimental installation for the study of the viscosity of alkali metals
was developed on the basis of [5; 6; 8]. It is a closed circulation circuit, the
high-temperature part of which is made of niobium-zerconium alloy, and
the low-temperature part of stainless steel. The measuring element of the
cell is an annular channel formed by two coaxial cylinders. The measuring
cell is equipped with a drip device that provides high stability of the steam
generator. The design of the viscometer allows you to directly measure the
temperature of the inner part of the measuring element of the viscometer,
which improves the accuracy of determining the temperature of steam in the
annular gap of the cell.
Schematic diagram of the installation is shown in Figure 1.
The measuring cell of the installation (elements 1-7) is placed in the
vacuum chamber 8. The cell consists of an evaporator I, a viscometer
(elements 2, 3), a superheater 4, a pressure tube 5, a refrigerator 6, a drip
device 7. The working element of the viscometer is an annular gap formed
between the inner surface of the pipe 2 and the cylindrical insert 3. The
temperature of the evaporator is maintained by the heater 9, and of the
viscometer by the heater 10. The cell has a system of thermal screens II,
consisting of two packages of end and three packages of radial screens. The
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the installation
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upper and lower flanges of the vacuum chamber are connected to its body
by means of a ditch – wedge connection. A condensate collection line 12 is
welded to the lower flange of the chamber. A measuring cell is connected
to its upper part by means of a vacuum connection «ball-cone», and a flow
meter 13 is attached to the lower part of the cell, equipped with a device for
fixing small movements of the flowmeter needle 14.
The flowmeter is connected to a system of liquid taps 15, 16, 17, by
means of which the drain vessel 20 is connected to the flowmeter or ballast
vessel 18. The displacement of the flowmeter needle is measured by a
catheter 19, the moment of contact with the needle of the surface of the
liquid metal in the flowmeter is measured by the value of the electrical
resistance resistance «needle – flow meter». The drain vessel is connected
to the filling device 22 through the pipe 31.
The housing, upper and lower flanges of the vacuum chamber are cooled
by water. The «ball-cone» vacuum connection of the cell is cooled by means
of a copper heat sink connected to the lower flange of the chamber.
The gas system consists of receivers 23, 24 and a high-vacuum pump
25. It serves to create the working pressure in the measuring cell and the
pressure drop in the area of the viscometer. The argon pressure in the
system is measured by a mercury -like manometer 26, and the pressure
drop between the receivers by an oil -like manometer 27, the atmospheric
pressure is measured by a mercury manometer (ICB type – 1).
Argon in the gas system of the installation comes from the cylinder
28 through the gas filter 29 filled with liquid alkali metal (respectively
Cs or Rb).
High vacuum P ≈1∙106 millimetres of mercury column) in the chamber
8, and if necessary in the receivers 23, 24 is created by a high-vacuum
system consisting of a vacuum diffusion pump 30 and a vacuum mechanical
pump 31.
The measuring cell, gas and vacuum systems are interconnected by
stainless steel pipes and switched together by means of vacuum valves.
Electric heaters 9, 10 are made of molybdenum foil, powered by AC
mains through low-voltage transformers, the primary voltage of which is
set by a voltage regulator.
The principle of operation of the installation is as follows: the investigated
metal vapor comes from the steam generator to the steam heater, passes
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through the measuring element of the viscometer, condenses in the cold
part of the condensate collection line and is collected in the flow meter. The
pressure drop on the measuring element is created through the intermediate
inert gas – argon.
The viscosity of the vapor is determined by the mass flow rate of the
alkali metal through the annular channel at a given value of the pressure drop
across the measuring element of the viscometer. To do this, the installation
must ensure high stationary flow of steam in the annular channel at constant
values of temperature and pressure of the experiment.
Two measuring cells (Figures 2, 3), which differ in the design of the
viscometer, were used in the work. The measuring cell consists of an
evaporator 1, a viscometer (elements 2, 5), a superheater 3, a pressure pipe
4, a refrigerator 6 with a drip device 7.
The working element of the viscometer is an annular channel formed
between the inner surface of the pipeline 2 and the cylindrical insert 5. The
dimensions of the annular channels of the cells are given in table 1.
Table 1
Cell
Internal diameter of a pipe, mm
Diameter of a cylindrical insert, mm
Length of a working site, mm

№1
5,00 ± 0,01
4,68 ± 0,01
26,0 ± 0,1

№2
6,05 ± 0,01
5,73 ± 0,01
32,0 ± 0,01

The cylindrical insert of the cell № 2 differs from the cylindrical insert
of the cell № 1 (Figures 4, 5) by the geometry of the inlet section, the
method of attachment and has a recess for installing the thermocouple.
The cylindrical insert of the cell № 1 was inserted into the tube 2, the
upper struts were welded to its ends. In the cell № 2 the cylindrical insert
was inserted into the pipe 2 and welded to the end of the pipe 3, the upper
and lower locking protrusions slide freely on the surface of the pipe.
All parts of the measuring cell, except for the refrigerator and the needle
of the drip device, are made of niobium alloy NbCU and are interconnected
by electron beam welding.
The body of the refrigerator is made of stainless steel, the stainless steelniobium connection is made in the cold zone (T < 320 ... 400 K), which
eliminates mechanical loads on the welded joint due to thermal expansion.
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Figure 2. Measuring cell № 1
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Figure 3. Measuring cell № 2
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Figure 4. Cylindrical insert
of the measuring cell № I

Figure 5. Cylindrical insert
of the measuring cell № 2
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The refrigerator of the measuring cell has two sections: low-temperature
(water-cooled), designed to cool the vacuum seal cell-upper flange of the
vacuum chamber and high-temperature (T ~ 400 K), cooled with silicone
oil PFMS-4, designed to cool the drip devise.
The drip device (elements 7, 8, Figure 3) is used for condensation
and return of liquid alkali metal in small portions (in the form of drops)
to the steam generator 1. It is a needle-shaped tungsten rod 7, fixed by
molybdenum heat sink 8 in the refrigerator area. The cell temperature was
measured at control points T1 – T16 by tungsten – rhenium thermocouples
BP5 / 20-I.
Liquid cranes are intended commutation of mains with alkali metal.
They are (Figure 6) two coaxial tubes 1, 2 with an electric heater 3. In the
main 1 is an alkali metal. The outer tube 2 can be cooled by water or heated
by an electric heater 3.
In the cold state in the inner tube 1 a plug of crystalline alkali metal is
formed – the valve is closed, when heating the section of the main above the
melting point the plug is eliminated – the valve is open.
The real geometric factor of the viscometer with an annular channel
differs from the calculated one. This is due to a number of reasons:
tolerances to the size of the elements, the presence of fasteners and
centering elements, the displacement of the elements of the viscometer due
to thermal deformation and dimensional changes when heated. Therefore, to
2

3
Alkaline
metal

1

Water

Figure 6. Liquid tap
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determine the real value of the geometric factor of the measuring element, it
is necessary to calibrate the viscosity of well-studied gases. In addition, the
local loss factor remains unknown, which depends on the Reynolds number,
geometric dimensions and shape of the annular channel. Theoretically, it is
almost impossible to calculate the value. In most cases, it is determined by
the results of calibration experiments [52; 53].
To determine the characteristics of the measuring element of the
viscometer, stationary and non-stationary calibrations of measuring cells
were performed.
Stationary calibration allows to determine the real value of the geometric
factor f of the viscometer of the measuring cell, as well as to obtain the
dependence f (Re), which takes into account the loss of kinetic energy at the
entrance to the measuring channel [6].
Calibration was performed at atmospheric pressure by the method of
stationary purge of the measuring element with standard gases (dry air, argon).
The viscosity ηst of standard gases is taken from [54]. The Reynolds
number was calculated by a known ratio:
2v
,
Re 

where   the gap value of the channel, v − the average gas flow rate
in the channel.
Before calibration, each measuring cell was annealed in vacuum at
a pressure of Р = 1∙10-5 millimeters of mercury column and temperature
T = 1800 ...... 1900 K for 2-3 hours. Stationary calibration was performed
before and after experiments with alkali metal vapors. For calibration cell №
1 calibration 4 experiments were performed, and for cell № 2-5. Calibration
experiments were performed in a wide range of Reynolds numbers
(Re = 10...220), at a close value of Re were taken 3-7 experimental points,
and their total number in the series ranged from 30 to 150. The obtained
experimental values of the geometric factor f were approximated by a linear
dependence f  f 0  A  Re.
The calibration results are shown in table 2, where: N is the number of
experimental values, f  the relative value of the relative error, %.
f
Based on the results of stationary calibration, the following conclusions
can be drawn:
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1. Geometric factors of measuring cells did not change during
experiments with alkali metal vapors.
2. The loss of kinetic energy at the entrance to the measuring channel
clearly depends on the Reynolds number. The value of the geometric
factor, taking into account local losses in the range of Reynolds numbers
Re = 0 ... 200 decreases for cell № 1 by 6 %, and for cell № 2 by 2%.
The geometric factor of the measuring element of the viscometer with
an annular channel also depends on the temperature. Its relative change
(hereinafter the correction for thermal expansion is equal to:
f
T  T ,
f
� fT – the values of the geometric factor at the temperature
where f � and
of T0 and T .

Cell
№
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Table 2
The results of stationary calibration of the measuring cells
f 1012  f 0  A  Re,� m3
f0

A∙104

N

1

1,206

2,85

146

f
Re

f %
0,56 10…220

1

1,221

3,17

47

0,74

16…178

Argon

1

1,209

2,90

26

0,80

20…166

Argon

1

1,218

3,33

94

0,64

18…200

Air

1

1,214

3,00

313

0,46

10…220

2

0,660

0,649

87

0,72

22…205

Air

2

0,666

0,679

58

0,78

26…110

Argon

2

0,668

0,685

104

0,66

28..210

Air

2

0,660

0,633

43

0,88

20…85

Argon

2

0,662

0,654

76

0,68

18…160

Air

2

0,663

0,653

368

0,56

18…210

Gas

Calibration time

Air

Before experiments
with cesium
After experiments
with cesium
Generalized
meaning
Before experiments
with cesium
After experiments
with cesium, before
experiments with
rubidium vapor
After experiments
with rubidium vapor
Generalized
meaning
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To determine the correction, non-stationary calibration of the measuring
cells in the operating temperature range was performed (for the cell № 1
T = 800 ... 1500 K, for the cell № 2 T = 800 ... 1850 K). The correction was
determined depending on the time of change of the pressure difference of
the inert gas that passed through the measuring cell of the viscometer.
Non-stationary calibration of the measuring cells was performed on
argon and neon of high purity. Since in the cell № 2 the cylindrical insert
of the viscometer (Figure 3) can be shifted in the vertical direction when
Table 3
Results of non-stationary calibrations of the measuring cells
Interval
Cell,
temperatures,
№
K

α

b∙105

N

t
,%
t

1

800…1500

1,034

7,75

59

0,80

1

800…1430

1,042

7,53

21

0,98

1

800…1360

1,046

7,69

33

0,86

1

820…1400

1,038

7,57

64

1,10

1

800…1500

1,040

7,62

177

0,77

2

790…1850

1,170

2,81

81

0,76

2

830…1840

1,163

2,98

33

0,92

2

850…1800

1,159

3,06

42

0,86

2

810…1850

1,172

2,73

48

0,73

2

960…1810

1,175

2,80

37

1,02

2

920…1500

1,165

2,90

40

0,86

2

790…1850

1,168

2,85

281

0,63

Gas

Calibration time

Before conducting
argon experiments with
cesium vapor
neon
During experiments
argon
with cesium vapor
After conducting
argon experiments with
cesium vapor
Generalized meaning
Before conducting
argon experiments with
cesium vapor
neon
During experiments
argon
with cesium vapor
After experiments
with cesium vapor,
argon
before experiments
with rubidium vapor
During experiments
argon
with rubidium vapor
During experiments
argon
with rubidium vapor
Generalized meaning
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the cell is heated, the amount of correction εt can change with increasing
evaporator temperature. Therefore, for the cell № 2 additional calibration
experiments were performed at different temperatures of the steam
generator.
As can be seen from Figure 1, non-stationary calibration can be
performed on the main experimental installation. This allows you to control
the value of the geometric factor f during experiments with vapors of alkali
metals, without disassembling the installation. To do this, the alkali metal
during the experiment was completely distilled from the steam generator
into the flow meter, where it was frozen, and then there was conducted,
according to the previously described method, a series of reference and
control experiments.
In the temperature range T = 800 ... 1850 K (for the cell № 1
T = 800 ... 1500 K) the dependence is described within the error of calibration
experiments by linear dependence:
εt = a + bT.
The calibration results are shown in table 3, where N – the number of
experimental points; t – standard, %.
t

The relative changes
in the corrections for the cells in the operating
εt �
temperature range are:
– for the cell № 1 (1500  800 ) / 800  4, 8� %;
– for the cell № 2  1850  800  / 800  2, 5� % .
Corrections for thermal expansion t T  for both measuring cells
changed monotonically, no hysteresis dependences t T  were observed.
3. Experimental part
Alkali metal in the glass ampoules was placed in the refuelling device
19 (Figure 1). The working volume of the installation was pumped to a
pressure of Р ~ 10-5–10-6 millimetres of mercury column). The gas system,
flow meter, drain and ballast vessel were heated to a temperature of
400 ... 500 K. The working volume of the installation was «washed» several
times with argon, and then filled with high purity argon (P = 100 kPa). The
pressure in the receivers 22 and 23, the cell, the filling device and the
drain vessel was equalized. The temperature of the drain vessel and the
filling device was maintained at 60-80 ° C above the melting point of the
alkali metal.
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With the closed liquid taps 15 and 17 in the filling device the glass
ampoule with alkali metal is crushed, and liquid alkali metal flows into
the drain vessel. The level of metal in the drain vessel is controlled by a
contact needle. The flowmeter is heated, the liquid tap 17 is opened. Excess
pressure of argon is created – between the drain vessel and the flowmeter,
then the initial level of alkali metal in the flowmeter is exposed. The liquid
valve 17 is closed. The drain and ballast vessels, the main pipeline 29, the
steam generator, the pressure pipe, the refrigerator of the measuring cell are
heated. The liquid tap 16 opens. Excess argon pressure is created between
the drain and ballast vessels. With excess pressure, the alkali metal is first
distilled into the ballast vessel 18, and from there flows into the steam
generator 1 of the measuring cell. Liquid valves 15 and 16 are closed, the
pressure in the gas system is equalized.
The alkali metal vapor elasticity curve P=f(T) [51] determines the
temperature T and the vapor saturation pressure PS of the investigated alkali
metal, which corresponds to the planned parameters of the experiment.
In the gas system of the installation argon PAr pressure is created, which
is slightly higher PS. The flow meter, the condensate collection path
(T = 400 ... 450 K) and the refrigerator of the measuring cell
(T = 300 ... 400 K) are heated.
The boiler (steam generator) and the viscometer of the measuring
cell are adjusted at the appropriate temperature TK, TВ. When PAr > PS
liquid alkali metal is «crushed» by argon. The pressure in the gas system
is slowly released. When PAr = PS the process of boiling alkali metal in
the steam generator of the measuring cell begins. Hot alkali metal vapor
fills the pressure pipe. The boiling moment is recorded by the readings of
thermocouples T10…T15 installed on the height of the pressure pipe of the
measuring cell (Figure 7).
The alkali metal vapor column displaces argon from the hot zone of
the pressure pipe into the refrigerator zone. There is no alkali metal vapor
in the cold zone of the pressure pipe and argon in the hot zone. Thus, the
alkali metal vapor is «locked» by argon, i. e. we have the ability to regulate
the alkali metal vapor pressure through the intermediate inert gas. This
method of setting the pressure has been repeatedly used in thermal and
spectrophysical experiments with alkali metal vapors [6; 24; 27; 34] and
has shown high reliability.
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Argon in the pressure pipe

Tв

Tк

4
Alkali metal vapor in the pressure pipe

Tx

h
Т10

Т11

Т12

Т13

Т14
2

Т15

3
1

Figure 7. Temperature distribution by the height of the pressure pipe:
1 – heater, 2 – viscometer, 3 – pressure pipe, 4 – drip device,
T10-T15 thermocouple BP5 / 20
Alkali metal vapor condenses on the drip device. It then flows down
the needle of the drip device into the upper part of the hot zone of the
pressure pipe and in small portions (in the form of small drops) returns to
the steam generator, partially evaporating in the counterflow of steam. The
counterflow of steam also carries argon into the cold zone, which is released
from the liquid alkali metal on the needle of the drip device. The alkali
metal condenses on the refrigerator of the drip device and flows down the
needle of the drip device down in small drops. It returns to the evaporator
at a temperature close to the boiling point, which provides high stability of
steam generation. As can be seen from Figure 7. drainage of alkali metal on
the walls of the pressure pipe is impossible, because the wall temperature is
much higher than its boiling point.
After stabilization of temperature modes of the installation between the
receivers 22 and 23 (Figure 1) the pressure difference on the measuring
element is set. Under the action of the pressure drop, alkali metal vapor
passes through the end channel and condenses in the cold part of the
condensate collection line, then flows into the flow meter. In the flowmeter,
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the metal level is controlled by a contact needle. The contact needle is
moved by the device of small displacements 14, the displacement of the
needle is determined by the catheter 19 (Figure 1). Consumption of alkali
metal is determined by the rate of filling the flow meter.
At stable modes of the operation of installation the speed of filling of
the flowmeter
(∆h-height of rise of level of condensate of the
flowmeter for a period of time ∆τ) has to be constant, and dependence
h=f(τ) – linear:
h = h0 + B ∙ τ.
To increase the accuracy of measuring the flow of alkali metal and control
the process of condensate flow into the flow meter during the experiment,
the coefficients h0,B and their random errors were calculated
[26; 63; 69]. The experiments were completed when the required accuracy
of the coefficient was reached В (in most cases
< 1%. If this level
was not reached, the measurement cycle was terminated due to the limited
service life of the installation. Typically, condensate level measurements
in the flowmeter were performed 5-15 times for each measurement cycle.
After full consumption of the alkali metal of the steam generator, the liquid
alkali metal was distilled from the flow meter into the drain vessel and then
into the steam generator, and the measurement cycle was repeated at new
parameter values.
Two series of the experiments with cesium vapor and one series of
experiments with rubidium vapor were performed. The experiments were
performed on isotherms, with the deviation of the points on the isotherm
was 10 ... 15 K.
The first series of the experiments with Cs pairs was performed on the
measuring cell №1 without a drip device. 46 experimental values of viscosity
in the temperature range 900 ... 1250 K at pressures 12 ... 125 kPa were
obtained [65; 69; 74]. At temperatures above 1300 K there was instability
in the operation of the steam generator installation.
The second series of the experiments was performed with a measuring
cell № 2, which is equipped with a drip device. The drip device provided
high stability of the steam generator of the measuring cell in a wide range
of temperatures and pressures. 121 experimental values of cesium vapor
viscosity were obtained, the temperature range of 960 ... 1770 K at pressures
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of 19 ... 135 kPa was investigated [59; 69; 70; 71; 72]. The installation
worked stably.
Experiments with rubidium vapor were performed on the cell № 2,
61 experimental values of viscosity in the temperature range of
990 ... 1750 K at pressures of 39 ... 135 kPa were obtained [66; 72].
The temperature of the measuring element of the viscometer during the
experiments was maintained with high accuracy. During the experiments, the
temperature variation in the height of the working element of the viscometer
was ± 2 ... 5 K (thermocouples Т0, Т1, Т2, Т3, Т4, Figure 7), the temperature
change during the experiments did not exceed ± 2 ... 3 K. For the cell № 2,
the difference between readings between thermocouples Т2, Т3 and central
T0, which is located inside the cylindrical insert of the viscometer, did not
exceed 2 ... 3 K, i. e. was outside the accuracy of temperature measurement
by thermocouples.
The temperature of the steam generator during the experiments was also
quite stable. There was almost no change in the readings of thermocouples
Т7 – Т9 over time during the experiment. The temperature difference in the
height of the steam generator did not exceed 10 K. The high stability of
the evaporator cell № 2 is primarily due to the high efficiency of the drip
device.
The experiments used alkali metals of the following composition
(according to the passports of the manufacturer):
cesium:
Сs ≥ 99,99 %; К < 0,002 %; Nа < 0,0005 %; Са < 0,005 %; Rb < 0,001 %;
rubidium:
Rb ≥ 99,97 % ; К < 0,003 %; Nа < 0,0003 %; Сs< 0,03 %.
During the experiment, the state of the alkali metal in the installation was
monitored by comparing the experimental viscosity values determined at
close parameters at the beginning and the end of each series of experiments.
Calculation formula of the method:


 2 P2  P  P* f T 
24 RTQ m
,
(1)

P 2
P*  P   0.77V 2 
P2
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(2)
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Where η – the dynamic viscosity of the alkali metal vapor, T – the vapor
temperature, ∆Р – the pressure drop across the measuring channel, Qm –
the mass flow rate, P2 – the vapor pressure at the outlet of the measuring
channel, μ – the molar mass, ρ – the vapor density, V – the average
vapor flow rate measuring channel, f – geometric factor of the cell,  –
correction for the molecular slip, εT – correction for the thermal expansion.
Given the composition of the pair, its molar mass is equal to:
(3)
  0 1  x2  ,
where x2 � – the molar fraction of molecules in the pair (1,63 – 1,65);
μ0 – molar mass of the atom.
Mass costs of steam � Qm are:

Qm   p RT2

h
  p RT2 B ,


(4)

where  p  the density of the liquid phase of the alkali metal at the
temperature Т;
RТ – radius of the flowmeter at temperature Тр.

RT  R 1   TP  T0  
Т0 – flow meter calibration temperature;
R – temperature flow meter radius Т0;
α – coefficient of linear expansion.
The condensate density was determined from the data [63]:

Cs 103  1, 9058924  0, 29801989  0, 028529531 2  4, 6810162 3 
4, 0361819 4  1, 736613 5  0, 29684317 6 , kg/m3
(5)

 Rb 103  1, 3511203  1, 5219888  5, 4165931 2  7, 415271 3 
5, 3606866 4  1, 9604833 5  0, 28895999 6 , kg/m3 (6)
where
The alkali ρ � metal vapor density was determined by the equation:
ρП  0 1  x2  P ,
RTT

where P −� the average pressure of the experiment P  P2 
ТТ – gas vapor temperature in the viscometer channel.

(7)
P
2

;
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The effective values of the geometric factors f of the cells and the
correction for the thermal expansion of the measuring elements ε T were
determined by the results of the calibrations:
for the cell № 1
m3
(8)
5
(9)
 T  1, 040  7, 62 10 , T,
for the cell № 2
, m3
(10)

.

(11)

Reynolds numbers Re were determined by the equation (12 ),
,

(12)

where   the magnitude of the gap of the channe;
v − ge average gas flow rate in the chanel.
Correction   for the molecular slip by equation:
6
,
(13)
  1

where λ – the average free path of the molecules is three temperatures T.
The contribution of the correction for the viscosity in rubidium vapors
is 0,2-4,1 %, and for cesium – 0,2-3,1%.
The average free path length of atoms λ included in the equation (13) is
equal to:
,
(14)
where 1  the viscosity of a monoatomic pair, which in the first
approximation was calculated by [2].
The average thermal velocity A of atoms is:
(15)
The average flow rate of steam in the channel was determined by the ratio:
,
where S – the cross-sectional area of the channel.
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The constants used in the calculations:
1. Energy of the dissociation of molecules [5]:
0
D00CS = 44380 ± 1000 Дж/моль , D0 Rb = 48570 ± 1000 J/mol.
2. Molar masses of the monoatomic components [53]:
µCs = 132,9054 kg/kmol, µb = 85,4673 kg/kmol.
3. The oil density of U-manometers was determined experimentally by
comparing the readings of oil, water and mercury manometers:
ρм = 881 ± 3 kg/m3 – for the cell № 1, і ρм = 993 ± 3 kg/m3 – for the cell № 2.
An experimental study of the viscosity of cesium vapor
(T = 900-1770 K, P = 12-130 kPa, two series of experiments,
205 experimental values of viscosity) and rubidium (T = 960-1750 K,
P = 35-135 kPa, obtained – 61 experimental value of viscosity) was carried
out and the confidence interval of the error of the experimental values of
viscosity at the confidence level of P = 0,95 is in the range of 2,5 – 3,6%
and averages 3%.
Experimental values of cesium viscosity in the gas phase
Р,
η ∙ 107,
Х2, %
kPa Ра ∙ S
2
3
4
5
І series of experiments
903 12,0 265,5 1,49
906 13,4 264,4 1,62
911 15,8 263,5 1,84
917 26,5 264,0 2,90
916 40,4 253,6 4,31
914 40,2 251,2 4,34
916 48,6 252,2 5,10
921 56,2 246,0 5,64
924 52,1 250,2 5,17
920 51,7 251,2 5,27
972 86,4 264,8 6,18
973 43,7 273,0 3,30
1038 46,7 288,2 2,47
1057 73,8 288,9 3,46
1056 91,5 286,3 4,24

№ Т, К
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

∆ε,
%
6
3,9
3,1
3,1
3,7
2,7
3,5
2,8
3,4
4,2
3,2
2,8
2,9
2,7
4,3
2,8

№
7
44
45
46
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Р,
η ∙ 107, Х2,
kPa Ра ∙ S %
8
9
10
11
І series of experiments
1227 42,9 330,0 0,98
1233 25,6 342,7 0,57
1254 48,7 348,1 1,00
ІІ series of experiments
964 60,7 269,6 4,70
972 80,1 263,8 5,78
973 27,3 273,4 2,11
974 30,5 277,7 2,34
975 44,2 271,9 3,30
975 36,2 273,6 2,73
975 20,8 282,6 1,61
977 71,0 265,2 5,05
977 88,3 263,2 6,13
978 58,0 268,5 4,17
978 33,7 276,3 2,51
Т, К

Table 4
∆ε,
%
12
3,9
3,1
3,0
3,4
2,8
2,8
2,7
2,7
2,8
2,9
2,7
2,7
2,8
2,8
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(Continuation of the Table 4)
1
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
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2
1040
1040
1031
1054
1052
1048
1055
1052
1059
1057
1045
1128
1129
1139
1121
1134
1138
1143
1152
1133
1143
1139
1139
1245
1235
1234
1239
1240
1231
1233
1234
1236
1236
1237
1239

3
20,1
67,1
52,2
88,0
108,7
39,0
76,5
122,6
101,0
76,6
47,7
119,7
87,3
66,8
50,8
18,4
29,2
74,8
52,6
132,9
112,8
69,8
31,4
109,8
132,2
116,9
91,2
107,1
29,4
58,0
39,5
115,4
85,7
43,8
38,0

4
310,5
286,7
288,7
287,0
278,8
295,4
282,5
275,1
280,6
282,7
284,8
304,2
299,0
307,5
306,0
318,0
307,3
313,4
308,5
395,6
300,2
303,6
316,1
330,3
323,7
325,3
334,2
319,6
346,0
343,8
348,7
347,6
340,5
343,3
349,0

5
1,08
3,45
2,85
4,13
5,06
1,98
3,61
5,64
4,58
3,58
2,43
3,92
2,91
2,16
1,80
0,63
0,97
2,36
1,62
4,23
3,48
2,25
1,04
2,27
2,81
2,51
1,94
2,26
0,66
1,28
0,88
2,46
1,85
0,96
0,83

6
4,3
2,8
3,5
3,0
3,5
3,0
4,5
2,8
2,9
2,7
3,2
3,0
3,4
3,0
3,1
2,9
3,2
3,3
3,2
2,7
3,0
2,7
2,9
3,3
2,9
2,9
2,8
3,0
3,4
2,8
2,8
3,0
2,8
3,8
2,7

7
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

8
978
980
1040
1046
1047
1048
1048
1049
1049
1050
1052
1068
1128
1129
1129
1130
1134
1134
1136
1138
1144
1225
1225
1226
1228
1229
1231
1231
1499
1500
1501
1503
1504
1504
1505

9
93,9
74,4
70,8
38,0
106,9
75,8
43,7
54,5
133,7
84,5
122,1
80,3
58,6
112,7
45,3
86,4
75,9
41,1
103,2
58,0
72,6
98,8
76,4
106,7
66,8
131,6
51,3
124,8
113,8
35,9
75,0
94,0
30,5
134,1
57,9

10
264,6
269,2
284,6
293,7
283,0
291,0
296,2
290,0
278,1
280,2
272,0
292,2
305,7
305,9
316,6
309,1
312,5
312,4
312,4
318,0
310,8
333,1
341,4
325,3
349,0
332,5
348,9
336,6
410,1
432,1
418,7
410,0
430,7
414,3
420,1

11
6,44
5,18
3,62
1,95
5,11
3,71
2,20
2,71
6,18
4,06
5,62
3,55
2,00
3,69
1,55
2,89
2,49
1,38
3,30
1,89
2,29
2,21
1,73
2,37
1,50
2,86
1,15
2,70
1,04
0,33
0,69
0,86
0,28
1,21
0,53

12
2,7
2,7
2,8
2,8
3,1
2,6
2,8
3,1
2,7
3,5
2,9
2,8
2,7
2,7
3,5
2,9
2,7
3,2
2,7
3,2
2,7
2,7
2,8
3,2
2,8
2,7
2,7
2,8
2,7
2,8
3,0
3,1
2,8
2,8
3,2
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(End of Table 4)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

1325
1326
1328
1328
1329
1329
1329
1330
1330
1332
1332
1334
1334
1335
1335
1336

39,0
79,7
80,2
100,6
113,8
133,8
120,7
88,1
58,5
58,0
43,5
72,6
48,7
31,2
127,0
44,2

375,5
372,7
367,7
367,0
366,6
364,1
366,8
367,5
372,9
368,3
371,4
372,0
368,7
376,3
373,3
377,1

0,62
1,25
1,25
1,56
1,75
2,04
1,85
1,36
0,91
0,90
0,68
0,11
0,75
0,48
1,90
0,68

2,9
3,0
2,6
3,1
3,4
2,8
3,4
2,7
4,2
2,8
2,9
2,9
3,3
4,2
2,7
3,2

88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

1506
1508
1508
1508
1510
1513
1596
1597
1598
1598
1600
1601
1603
1605
1607
1607

98,8
43,8
131,3
121,3
83,4
47,8
58,8
117,3
114,3
19,4
90,9
106,4
99,3
83,8
72,0
38,4

426,3
426,4
423,3
410,2
427,2
430,1
459,4
450,6
446,0
435,1
448,1
457,1
452,1
451,9
442,9
442,8

0,89
0,40
1,17
1,09
0,75
0,43
0,42
0,83
0,81
0,14
0,64
0,75
0,70
0,59
0,50
0,27

2,7
2,8
2,9
3,0
2,6
2,6
2,8
2,9
2,6
2,7
2,8
2,7
3,4
2,6
2,9
2,8

63 1337

99,1

374,2

1,49

2,7

104 1608

30,4

464,0

0,21

3,0

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

69,2
91,9
121,2
57,3
98,8
130,4
68,0
120,5
28,8
73,2
113,8
20,0
89,3
117,4
95,8
100,9
71,3

370,1
372,2
367,2
395,8
391,6
392,8
404,0
395,8
404,6
387,0
397,5
413,9
402,8
405,6
405,3
424,5
416,8

1,05
1,36
1,73
0,65
1,11
1,46
0,77
1,34
0,33
0,82
1,26
0,28
0,99
1,28
1,03
0,93
0,66

2,8
2,7
3,4
3,1
3,2
2,7
2,9
2,9
2,7
2,9
2,8
2,9
3,0
3,1
2,6
3,3
2,8

105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

20,3
36,0
45,8
26,3
101,6
119,1
112,4
84,2
102,2
86,1
108,7
74,9
35,9
53,3
42,9
98,1
64,6

460,8
429,3
459,3
465,0
452,8
454,7
452,6
468,4
469,0
466,9
475,6
468,4
482,6
486,0
480,2
464,9
475,4

0,14
0,25
0,32
0,18
0,58
0,67
0,63
0,44
0,51
0,43
0,54
0,37
0,18
0,26
0,21
0,47
0,31

2,9
2,7
2,6
2,9
2,7
2,8
2,7
3,1
2,8
2,9
2,9
2,9
3,2
2,8
2,9
2,8
3,1

1338
1343
1350
1427
1429
1429
1430
1430
1430
1431
1433
1434
1435
1437
1446
1498
1498

1609
1609
1610
1610
1691
1693
1696
1729
1747
1751
1752
1758
1763
1764
1767
1770
1770
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Table 5
Experimental values of rubidium viscosity in the gas phase
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№

Т, К

1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

2
989
995
996
998
998
1010
1096
1098
1098
1100
1102
1103
1104
1104
1105
1105
1112
1115
1122
1231
1236
1237
1240
1246
1249
1299
1300
1300
1301
1308
1311

Р,
η ∙ 107,
kPa Ра ∙ S
3
4
41,9 255,9
114,2 235,9
59,5 251,1
105,6 232,1
87,0 242,8
110,4 233,8
132,7 262,9
100,8 275,3
126,7 259,1
86,0 277,1
60,2 281,0
103,5 278,4
79,3 281,2
124,6 262,3
76,5 278,8
63,0 283,5
43,1 284,3
35,1 287,4
116,3 271,4
70,4 316,9
43,5 316,5
79,7 316,5
114,1 297,5
120,7 315,0
126,7 306,6
120,6 324,6
78,8 333,8
86,4 330,1
102,8 331,0
126,3 321,7
112,7 321,7

Х2,
%
5
3,41
8,10
4,52
7,45
6,29
7,25
5,51
4,25
5,24
3,64
2,50
4,25
3,31
5,01
3,18
2,65
1,78
1,43
4,32
1,65
1,01
1,82
2,54
2,61
2,70
2,12
1,40
1,53
1,81
2,15
1,90

∆ε,
%
6
2,9
3,0
3,3
2,7
3,0
3,1
3,0
3,0
2,8
3,7
2,9
2,9
3,0
3,5
3,0
3,3
3,3
4,7
4,0
3,0
3,6
3,6
3,1
2,7
3,1
2,8
3,3
3,0
3,1
3,9
3,1

№

Т, К

7
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

8
1312
1313
1322
1437
1438
1440
1443
1444
1444
1445
1447
1447
1449
1450
1452
1563
1563
1578
1580
1582
1583
1584
1584
1591
1734
1736
1739
1740
1746
1751

Р, η ∙ 107,
kPa Ра ∙ S
9
10
111,2 335,4
59,2 334,6
135,9 323,7
117,6 363,6
108,9 372,5
75,5 355,7
90,2 361,2
118,1 358,7
39,6 364,7
135,9 354,2
65,3 369,2
52,8 366,0
56,2 364,7
39,6 372,0
46,8 361,1
106,3 409,0
104,6 400,4
121,5 400,7
90,4 404,3
126,3 396,8
102,5 401,3
80,2 414,0
134,8 401,6
125,7 400,2
105,3 451,9
80,3 450,4
134,0 442,4
94,9 453,5
123,8 445,5
125,4 449,1

Х 2,
%
11
1,87
1,01
2,19
1,28
1,19
0,82
0,97
1,26
0,43
1,44
0,70
0,57
0,60
0,42
0,49
0,80
0,79
0,87
0,65
0,90
0,73
0,57
0,95
0,87
0,51
0,39
0,64
0,45
0,58
0,58

∆ε,
%
12
2,7
3,1
2,9
3,1
3,1
3,0
3,0
4,2
3,2
3,1
3,0
3,7
3,2
3,0
3,9
4,0
3,1
3,6
3,2
3,1
3,1
3,5
3,1
3,0
3,1
3,9
4,2
2,9
3,0
3,3
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where: Т – alkali metal vapor temperature, К;
P = P2 + ∆Р – average pressure, kPa;
η – experimental value of viscosity, Pa ∙ s;
∆Р – pressure drop at the measuring section, kPa;
х2 – molar fraction of diatomic molecules in the alkali metal vapor, %;
∆ε – the confidence limit of the error of the experimental value of the
viscosity at a confidence level of P = 0,95.
The molar fraction of diatomic molecules was calculated according to [2].

,

(17)

where Р – the pressure of vapour; Kp – equilibrium constant.
(18)
where Т – temperature vapour;
D°0 – dissociation energy of the molecules;
R – universal gas table;
Ф*1 and Ф*2 – respectively isobaric – isothermal potential of the atomic
and molecular components [44]:
where χ = Т / 1000, and the values of the coefficients fi are given in table 6.
Coefficients of equation 1.65 [44]
fi
f0
f
f-2
f-1
f1
f2
f3

Table 6

Cesium
Rubidium
2Ф*1 – Ф*2
2Ф*1 – Ф*2
298,6 < Т ≤ 1500 К 1500 < Т ≤ 6000 К 298,6 < Т ≤ 1500 К 1500 < Т ≤ 6000 К
121,649
444,587
112,349
370,373
17,1427
224,653
13,8048
190,8541
-1,2241∙10-3
-0,6190364
-1,0199∙10-3
-0,6288884
0,26749
27,35144
0,19684
25,54826
-271,4918
-790,859
-194,6768
-589,339
1062,86
644,888
750,05
419,334
-1694,904
-230,756
-1135,468
-129,528
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For cesium and rubidium in the temperature range T = 900 ... 1800 K
and pressures P = 10 ... 150 kPa at D°0cs = 44380 J/mol, D°0Rb= 48570 J/mol
[45] the molar fraction of the molecules is x2 = 0.1 ... 10 %.
4. Calculation of the collision cross sections
The viscosity of the alkali metal vapor can be expressed through two
parameters [2]: the effective cross-sections of the «atom-atom» 11211( 2, 2 )*
collisions and the relative cross-section of the «atom-molecule» β122
collisions. The effective cross-sections of «atom-atom» 11211( 2, 2 )* T 
collisions characterize the dependence of the viscosity of a monoatomic
pair on temperature, and relative β122 – the dependence of viscosity on the
concentration of the diatomic molecules, which is a function of pressure.
The viscosity of a two-component mixture is determined from the ratio
[2; 3]:
,
(19)

,

(20)
,

(21)
, (22)

,
,

(23)
(24)

where М1, М2 – the mass of the atom and the molecule of the alkali
metal, respectively;
х1, х2 – molar particles of the atoms and molecules;
η1 – viscosity of the monoatomic gas;
η2 –viscosity of the diatomic gas;
η12 –the viscosity of a hypothetical gas consisting of molecules by mass
2М1М2Т/(М1 + М2) , interacting on the potential curve of the atom-molecule;
effective cross sections of the gas particle collisions.
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Given that 2М1 = М2, and introducing the concept of the relative cross
section of the particles
V.S. Yargin [2; 3] for a pair of alkali
metals received:
,

where

(25)
,

(26)
,

(28)
,

,

(29)
(30)

,

(31)

,

(32)

,

(33)

,

(34)
,

(35)

Subsequently, given that the alkali metals in the gas phase, the molar
fraction of molecules х2 << 1, having decomposed (25) in a row on a small
parameter х2 in [2; 3], we obtained:
(36)
where An it is determined by the ratios:
,
Given that A*12 = 1,2 [5; 22], we have:

,
,

(37)
(38)
(39)
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,

(40)

,
(41)
From (36) we have that the excess viscosity due to the contribution of
the diatomic vapor molecules is:
,

(42)

Limiting in the equation (42) the first term, we have:
.

(43)

The first approximation (43) has a clear physical meaning: the viscosity
phenomenon is determined by the cross sections of the «atom-atom» and
«atom-molecule» collisions, and the difference between the viscosity of the
mixture and the viscosity of a monoatomic pair is determined only by the
relative cross sections of the «atom-molecule» collisions β122 . The sign А of
the coefficient characterizes the effect of viscosity pressure (dependence of
viscosity on pressure, i. e. on the concentration of molecules). If А < 0, then
with increasing (greater pressure) viscosity increases ∆η > 0. When А < 0
viscosity decreases with increasing pressure ∆η < 0. If А = 0, regardless of
2
2
the pressure, at the same time β12
= β12critikal
. It follows from the equations
(37) and (43):
2
β12critikal
= 1.21,
(44)
The second term of the equation (42) takes into account the contribution
2
of the intermolecular interactions that are determined β12
, and the third and
subsequent terms of the equation refine the physical picture without making
qualitative changes [3].
Thus, the obtained theoretical results determine the viscosity of the
alkali metal pair as a function of the absolute cross sections of the «atom2
atom»
collisions and the relative «atom-molecule» collisions β12
.
Thus, the series according to x2 (42) is a very convenient mathematical tool
that allows processing, comparison and analysis of the various experimental
data on the viscosity of alkali metals in the gas phase.
The viscosity of a single-volume pair η1 in a wide temperature range is
linearly dependent on temperature:
1 T   0  A T  1000  .
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The viscosity of a monoatomic pair η1 (T) and the effective cross sections
of the atomic 11211( 2, 2 )* T  collisions are related by the ratio:
1 T  107 

26, 693 T
.
( 2 , 2 )*
2
11
11
T 

(46)

To determine the unknown parameters 0 , A, 122 , you need to minimize
the target function
N
2
F  0 , A, 12
   12  i  Ti  2 ,
(47)
i 1
i
where ηi – is the experimental viscosity value, i – is the i viscosity
error, ηTi – is the viscosity value calculated from the ideal dissociating gas
scheme [2].

1  b1 x2  b2  x22 
Ti  0  A T  1000 
(48)
,
1  a1 x2  a2  x22 

( 2 , 2 )*
2
11
11
where x2 – the molar fraction of diatomic molecules in the
pair a1η , a2 η , b1η , b2 η – coefficients determined by the cross sections of the
2
collisions «atom-atom» and «atom-molecule» β12 [2].
The results of minimizing the target function F  0 , A, 122  for

experimental data [59; 69] at the dissociation energy of molecules of
cesium D00 Cs  44380  1000 J/mol [45] and rubidium D00 Rb  48570  1000
J/mol [45] are shown in the table 7.
Table 7
The results of the experimental data processing
Coefficients of the equation 3
2
β12

∆η, %

∆А, %

2
∆β12
,%

0,256

2,2

1,8

2,4

5,2

0,233

2,3

2,1

3,0

6,5

Metal

η0 ∙ 107,
Ра ∙ s

А ∙ 107,
Ра ∙ s / К

Cs

292,4

Rb

268,4

The viscosity of a monoatomic pair in the temperature range 700-2000 K
is described by the equations:
1 T Cs  292, 4  0, 256 T  1000  , Pa  s ,
(49)
1 T  Rbs  268, 4  0, 233 T  1000  , Pa  s .

(50)
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Let’s calculate the effective cross sections of the collisions of the atoms
for the pair Сs and Rb. According to the equation (5) we have:

2
( 2 , 2 )*
11
11
T 

T, К
 
2
11

( 2 , 2 )*
11

, A

2

Сs
Rb

700
37,8
32,9

900
34,6
30,2

1000 1100 1200 1300 1500 1700 1800
33,3 32,1 31,0 30,1 28,4 26,9 26,3
29.1 28,1 27,1 26,3 24,8 23,6 23,0

In the temperature range 700 ... 2000 K, the dependence of the effective
cross sections of the «atom-atom» collisions on the temperature is
approximated by the equations:
3
2
o 
T
 T 
 T 
2
( 2 , 2 )*
2
,
11
11
(T )Cs  54.7  32.5
 13.29 

2
.
22
A




1000

 1000 
 1000 
.
2
3
o
T
 T 
 T 
2
( 2 , 2 )*
2
 10.50 
1111 (T ) Rb  41.7  26.8
  1.69 
 , A 
1000
 1000 
 1000 

2
The dependence of the relative cross sections of the «atom-molecule» β12
collisions on the temperature could not be established because the error 122 is
too large. It is easy to show that to reduce it to 5 %, it is necessary to significantly
mPa and increase the
expand the investigated pressure range ∆Р ~ 1...2 mPa
accuracy of the input experimental data of the alkali metal vapor viscosity to
1 ... 2 %, which is currently a rather complex scientific and technical problem.

5. Generalization of the experimental results
According to the theory of the transfer phenomena, the viscosity and
thermal conductivity of the alkali metals in the gas phase are a function of
the absolute cross sections of the collisions «atom-atom»
and
relative – «atom – molecule» β122 . Thus, the theory [2; 3] makes it possible
to process, compare and analyze a variety of experimental data on the
viscosity of the alkali metals in the gas phase.
The theory of the thermal conductivity of the chemically reactive gas
mixtures is based on the fact that the thermal conductivity of such a mixture
is given in the form [2]:
,
(51)
where: λf the component of the thermal conductivity without taking into
account the effect of the chemical reaction on the heat transfer process (the
frozen component of thermal conductivity), λr the component of the thermal
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conductivity due the energy transfer as a result of the reactions («reaction»
component of the thermal conductivity).
The «reaction» component of the thermal conductivity is [2]:
,

(52)

(53)
where D°0 the energy of dissociation at the temperature T = 0, H1(T)
and H2(T) – the enthalpy of the atomic and molecular components at the
temperature T.
The «frozen» component of the thermal conductivity of the alkali metal
vapor is served as a sum
,
(54)
where λint the thermal conductivity due to the internal degrees of freedom
of the interacting particles; λtr thermal conductivity due to the energy transfer
caused by the translational degrees of freedom.
According to [2]
,

(55)

where Cp,2 the specific heat at cansed by the constant pressure, R cansed
by the universal gas constant.
,

(56)
,

(57)
,
,

(58)
(59)
, (60)
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where:

(61)

,

(62)

.

(63)

The thermal conductivity associated with the transfer of energy due to
the translational degrees of freedom of the particles is [2; 3]:
,

(64)

where λ1 the thermal conductivity of the monoatomic vapor.
The thermal conductivity due to the contribution of the internal degrees
of freedom of the particles is [2; 3]:
,
,

(65)
(66)

The «reaction» component of the thermal conductivity is:
,
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Where

,

(68)

,

(69)

When А*22 = 1,2 and В*12 = 1,2 we have:
,

(70)

Having laid out expressions (64) and (65) in a row on a small parameter
х2 Yargin V.S. received [2, 3, 24, 68]:
,

(71)

where
,

(72)
,

(73)

,

(74)
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.

(75)

Equations (70) – (75) show that the coefficients В of the series for х2 the
viscosity and thermal conductivity of the alkali metal vapors depend only
on the absolute cross-sections of the «atom-atom»
collisions and the
relative cross-sections of the «atom-molecule» collisions β122 .
Thus, the theory we considered [2; 3; 24; 68] makes it possible to
process and compare the results of the experimental studies of the viscosity
and thermal conductivity of the alkali metal vapor. Excess relative viscosity
and thermal conductivity can be given as functions of the molar fraction
of the molecular component х2, and the coefficients of the approximating
polynomial are known as the functions of the collision cross sections.
Approximating equations (36), (71) make it possible to carry out a
reasonable extrapolation of the coefficients of the viscosity and thermal
conductivity of the alkali metal vapor outside of the experimental studies,
as well as to establish the relationship between the viscosity and thermal
conductivity through the particle collisions. For a monoatomic pair of the
alkali metals from (1.5) and (1.35) we have [2; 24].
.

(76)

We compare our cross-sections of the particle collisions with the
literature data on the viscosity and thermal conductivity of cesium and
rubidium in the gas phase.
A large number of works performed by various methods have been
devoted to the experimental study of the alkali metal vapor viscosity.
Almost all of them are limited to a temperature of 1800 K. The viscosity
of steam at high temperatures was studied in only two studies [6; 8]. The
analysis of the results of studies of the viscosity and thermal conductivity
of cesium and rubidium vapor was performed in [2; 3; 68]. Most alkali
metals with increasing pressure are characterized by an increase in thermal
conductivity and a decrease in viscosity. The data of different authors on
these coefficients, as a rule, agree well with each other. And only cesium
falls out of the general picture, for him the results of experimental studies
on the viscosity of different authors differ in the sign of the pressure effect,
and in the thermal conductivity – in the magnitude of this effect.
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The work is devoted to the experimental study of the viscosity of the
cesium vapor [2; 3; 14; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22; 23; 48; 65; 71; 72].
Henson R. M., Stratton T. E., Toodd J. [22] conducted a study of the
viscosity of the cesium vapor by the method of a straight capillary at
T = 600 ... 1000 K, the experimental data are described by the equation:
(75)
According to the authors, the error is ± 20%, the obtained experimental
values of the viscosity are not given. The method of the experiment and the
design of the installation are not described.
Lee D.I., Bonilla S.F. [18; 19] measured the viscosity coefficient of
cesium vapor in the temperature range of 950 ... 1280 K at pressures of
40 ... 500 kPa using the spiral viscometer method. Two series of experiments
were conducted, more than 70 experimental points were obtained, which
are presented in the graphical form. The dependence of the viscosity
on pressure is ambiguous. At the temperatures below 1080 K the vapor
viscosity decreases with increasing pressure, and at the high temperatures
increases. The authors point to a large scatter of experimental data of about
20 %. The smallest deviation is characterized by the points obtained at the
atmospheric pressure, for which the smoothed data are described by the
equation:
(76)
In the experiments [18; 19], the pressure drop across the capillary was set
using an intermediate inert gas and measured with a differential manometer.
The investigated cesium vapor came from the evaporator into the capillary,
and then condensed in the flow meter. The measured volume of the flowmeter
was pre-calibrated according to the height of the working area.
The geometric factor of the capillary was determined after its installation
on the set place on experiments with argon. The viscosity of the cesium
vapor was calculated by the Poiseuille formula taking into account:
a) correction for the curvature of the capillary;
b) slip correction;
c) correction for thermal expansion of the capillary;
d) correction for energy losses at the input.
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To reduce the correction for the curvature of the capillary experiments
were performed at the pressure drops in the working area, ensuring
compliance with the Dean criterion:
6,

(78)

where Re – is the Reynolds number,
d – is the inner diameter of the capillary,
D – is the average diameter of the spiral.
In the first series of experiments, a capillary made of S 304 steel with an
inner diameter of 0,822 mm was used. The viscosity of the cesium vapor
in the temperature range 950 ... 1210 K at the atmospheric pressure was
studied. Since the installation did not provide a system for distilling the
liquid alkali metal from the flowmeter into the evaporator, after each cycle of
experiments, the metal was distilled from the flowmeter into the evaporator
– through a capillary. The second series of experiments provided a system
for the distilling condensate from the flow meter into the evaporator, which
in general increased the service life of the installation. A capillary made
of Haines-25 alloy was used. In this series of experiments, the main array
of the experimental viscosity values was obtained. In the installation, as
the authors point out, during the second series of experiments there was a
microcrack, the capillary was subjected to corrosion.
Tippetsckirch H.V. [21] studied the viscosity of the cesium vapor at the
temperatures of 1602-1622 K and a pressure of 3,95 mPa. 4 experimental
points near the saturation line were obtained. In the experiments [21], the
purified cesium was placed in a vessel made of tungsten-rhenium alloy. The
inner diameter of the vessel is 6,755 ± 0,005 mm, the height of the working
part is 13,032 ± 0,01 mm. The mass of the filled metal was determined by
weighing the vessel before and after filling and was 0,0913 ± 0,005 g. Then
the vessel was mounted on a suspension, heated and brought to a state of
torsional vibrations. The vapor viscosity was determined by the magnitude of
the decrement of the damping attenuation of the vessel with the cesium gas.
The pressure in the experiments [21] was determined by the elasticity
curve, the errors of the experimental data according to the authors are 5 %.
In the group of thermophysics MAI under the leadership of the Professor
Vargaftik N. B. the viscosity of the cesium vapor in the temperature range
900 ... 1200 K at pressures of 50 ... 250 kPa was studied by the method
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of a straight capillary [2; 3; 20; 25; 23; 25]. The installation was a closed
circulation circuit made of stainless steel. The investigated metal vapor from
the evaporator through the steam heater entered the steam dehumidifier,
took the temperature of the experiment and passed through the capillary.
After leaving the capillary, the steam condensed in the refrigerator and
flowed into a U-shaped flowmeter. The flowmeter temperature was kept
constant by means of a liquid thermostat. Condensate flow was determined
by the time of passage of the metal level between the two contact needles
of the flow meter, which were at different heights. The pressure difference
at the measuring section of the viscometer was set through the intermediate
inert gas and was measured with an oil manometer. Capillary outlet pressure
was measured with a mercury manometer. The installation provided the
ability to control the geometric factor of the capillary during experiments
without draining the metal from the measuring element. The calculation of
the viscosity of the cesium vapor was performed according to the Poiseuille
formula with the corrections for the gas compressibility, inlet pressure loss,
molecular slip and thermal expansion of the capillary.
32 experimental points were obtained in the work, experiments were
performed on isobars. As a result, the viscosity of the cesium vapor
decreases with increasing pressure. The authors estimate the accuracy of
the obtained data at 2,5 %. Processing the results [2; 14; 25] gives:
(79)
that corresponds β122 .
At the Moscow Aviation Institute under the direction of Professor
Vargaftik N. B. the viscosity of the cesium vapor was studied by means
of a viscous meter with an annular channel. 167 values of the vapor
viscosity in the temperature range 900-1770 K at pressures of 12-135 kPa
were obtained (Vargaftik N. B., Dzis V. G., Stepanenko I. S., Yargin V. S.)
[59; 65; 69; 70; 71; 72; 74; 77].
According to [18; 19], the viscosity of the atomic component is 12-15 %
lower than according to the results [24; 25]. The intersections of the
collisions of atoms, calculated by [18; 19], increase with temperature,
which indicates a qualitative illegality of the dependence η(T).
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η⋅107, Pa·s
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η1 [34]
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ηs [34]
η1 [27,34]
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Figure 8. The viscosity of cesium in the gas phase according
to the works [18; 19; 22; 23; 24; 25]
2
The negative effect of pressure [19] at T > 1050 K corresponds β12 ≥ 2,
2
and its positive sign at T > 1080 K – β12 < 1,2.
Rubidium. Two works have been devoted to the experimental study of
the viscosity of rubidium in the gas phase [28; 34].
In [19] Bonilla C.F., Lee D.I. eliminating the shortcomings and
methodological inaccuracies of the installation, diskovered during the
experiments with the cesium vapor, conducted a study of the viscosity of
the rubidium vapor in the temperature range of 930 ... 1230 K at pressures
of 47 ... 200 kPa. The capillary of the viscometer was calibrated with argon
before and after the experiments with the rubidium vapor. No changes in
the geometric factor of the capillary during the experiments were detected.
In [19], 49 experimental values of the viscosity of the rubidium vapor were
obtained, which are shown graphically.
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At a pressure of 100 kPa, the dependence of the viscosity on temperature,
the authors [19] describe with the equation:

,

(80)

The negative effect of the pressure is established and the tables
of the viscosity of the rubidium vapor in the temperature range
700-1500 K at pressures up to 500 kPa are developed. The dependence
of the viscosity of a monoatomic pair on the temperature is described by
the equation:

  

,

(81)
Processing of the experimental data of the work considered above in [5]
gives:
.

(82)

M.I. Sidorov, Yu.V. Tarlakov, V.S. Yargin [25] conducted a study of
the viscosity of the rubidium vapor by the viscometer with a straight line.
27 experimental values of the viscosity at T = 900 ... 1180 K and
P = 40 ... 150 kPa were obtained, the authors estimate the accuracy of the
obtained data at ± 2,5%.
The experiments [25] were performed on isobars 39, 76, 153 kPa. When
processing the experimental data by extrapolation from the isotherms of the
dependence at х2 → 0, the viscosity of the monoatomic pair was determined
η1 and the dependence was found,
, which was approximated by a
second-order polynomial. The results of the processing give:
.

(83)

More accurate data processing [25] in [2; 3; 14] at the dissociation
energy of the molecules D°0 = 48570 J/mol gives:
,

(84)

that corresponds β122 = 2,44.
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Thus, in [19; 25] similar values of the cross sections of the «atommolecule» collisions were obtained, and the values η1 and their dependence
on temperature differ slightly. The difference between η1 in the above
mentioned works does not exceed 9 % (Figure 9).
Later, the Moscow Aviation Institute conducted a study of the viscosity of
the cesium vapor using a annular-type viscometer. 61 values of the viscosity
of the rubidium vapor in the temperature range 990-1750 K at pressures of
39-135 kPa (Vargaftik N.B., Yargin V.S., Dzis V.G., Stepanenko I.S.) were
obtained [66; 69; 72; 71; 77].
The viscosity and thermal conductivity of the alkali metal vapors are
uniquely related through the cross sections of the collisions of the particles
σ211 and β122 . This allows us to jointly consider the experimental work with
η1 [19]

η⋅107, Pa·s

η1 [25]
ηS [19]
300
20%

ηS [25]

200

100

800

1000

1200

1400

1600 Т, К

Figure 9. The viscosity of rubidium in the gas phase according
to [19; 25]
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these coefficients. Therefore lets consider the results of the experimental
studies of the thermal conductivity, which can be used in the analysis of the
viscosity data.
Information on experimental studies of the thermal conductivity of
cesium in the gas phase are shown in the table 8.
Table 8
Experimental work on the thermal conductivity of cesium vapor
Authors
Gottlieb M.,
Zollweg R.I.
Kitrilakis S.,
Meeker M.
Martini W.R.
Zarkova L.P.,
Stefanov B.I.
Zarkova L.P.,
Stefanov B.I.
Lee D.I.,
Bonilla С.F
Vargaftik N.B.,
Kerzhentsev V.V.
Timroth D.L.,
Makhrov V.V.,
Sviridenko V.I.,
Reutov B.F.
Vinogradov Yu.K.,
Veryugin A.V.
Vinogradov Yu.K.
Vinogradov Yu.K.

Interval
Lit.
Temperature,
Pressure,
source
K
kPa

Method

[27]

950…1150

to 5.1

Combined method of flat
layer and heated thread

[28]

1100…1400

to 67

Flat thermoionic converter

[29]

1240…1260

to 4

[12]

1000…2400

1…7

[30]

600…1600

1…7

Flat thermoionic converter
Modified method of heated
thread
Modified method of heated
thread

[31]

820…888

98…216

Periodic heating

[32]

680…1080

10…130

Coaxial cylinders

[33]

800…1100

1.4…247

Heated thread with zero
area

[13]

1120…1170

100…150

Periodic heating

[34]

998…1707

12…195

[39]

1000…1600

5…200

Monotonous heating
Monotone thermal mode
method (automated version)

According to the results of [39], the dependence of the thermal
conductivity of the cesium vapor on temperature is described by the
equation:
,
.
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The effect of pressure and magnitude β122 can be judged by the data
of works [13; 32; 34; 39], and the thermal conductivity of the atomic
component by works [13; 32; 34; 39]. Dependencies λ1(T) and λS(T) are
shown in Figure 9.
The effective cross sections of the collisions of the atoms in works [22;
33; 34] are well coordinated with each other. The largest discrepancy in
the cross sections is 5,5 %, i. e. is within the experimental errors. The data
of the works [12; 30] differ by 10 ... 12% from the data [22; 33]. This
discrepancy is explained by the fact that at the pressures of the experiments
[12; 30] the free path length of atoms is close to the radius of the filament
of the experimental installation and even exceeds it. Under such conditions,
the Fourier heat equation needs to be clarified.
𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 ∙ 104 ,

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾

𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 [ 33]

100

𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 [ 34]

𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 [2,32 ]

𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆1 [34 ]

𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆1 [ 2,32]

75

50

𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆1 [30 ]

𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆1 [ 33]

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

1300

1400

1500

1600

T, K

Figure 9. Thermal conductivity of cesium in the gas phase according
to [2; 30; 32; 39; 33; 35; 34]
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The value of the relative cross section β122 , determined by the effect of pressure
according to [32], is 2,08, i. e. coincides within the errors with the results [34;
39]. The results [13] also confirm the data [32]. In [33] β122 it obviously depends
on the temperature and varies from 2,57 at T = 800 K to 0,96 at T = 1100 K.
Rubidium. Experimental work on the thermal conductivity of the
rubidium vapor is shown in the table 9, the results are presented in Figure10.
Experimental work on the thermal conductivity
of the rubidium vapor
Authors
Gottlieb M.,
Zollweg R.I.
Lee D.I.,
Bonilla С.F.
Vargaftik N.B.,
Studnikov E.L.
Timroth D.L.,
Makhrov V.V.,
Reutov B.F.
Vinogradov Yu.K.

Interval
Lit.
Error,
Temperature,
Pressure,
source
%
K
kPa

Table 9

Method

[27]

950…1150

to 2,9

30

Combined method
of flat layer and
heated thread

[31]

1045…1099

84…89

6

Periodic heating

[36]

800…1110

5…150

4

Coaxial cylinders

[37]

900…1100

1.4…130

7

Heated thread with
zero area

[39]

970…1715

1,5…75

5-6

Monotone thermal
mode method
(automated version)

The first experimental works [27; 31] have methodological inaccuracies,
which have been repeatedly discussed in the literature [2, 4]. The results of [36;
37; 39] with an accuracy of 2 ... 3% are consistent with each other, which is much
less than the error of the experiments. The effective cross sections of the atoms
, the temperature dependence λ1(T) and the value of the relative cross
section «atom – molecule» β122 according to the data of these works are close.
Analyzing experimental work on the thermal conductivity of cesium
and rubidium in the gas phases, preference should be given to the work of
Vinogradov Yu.K. [39]. The dependence of the thermal conductivity of the
monoatomic vapor on temperature is described by the equation:
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.
The relative cross sections of the «atom molecule» collisions depend on
the temperature:
e
.
𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 ∙ 104 ,

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾

𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 [44,46]
𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 [5,45,47]
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Figure 10. Thermal conductivity of rubidium
in the gas phase according to [2; 36; 37]
We compare the obtained cross sections of the cesium and rubidium
vapor microparticles with the literature data (Figure 11).
Figure 11 shows that the obtained cross sections of the «atom-atom»
( 2 , 2 )*
2
11
11
collisions of our work for the Cs pair at T ≤ 1200 K almost coincide
with the results [33] and agree well with the data of RSD 81 [68] tables and
average cross-sectional values based on joint processing of the experimental
viscosity and thermal conductivity data [2; 3]. With an accuracy of
4 ... 7 %, i. e. within the total error are consistent with the data [25]. At the
temperatures up to 1300 K, the cross sections 11211( 2, 2 )* agree within the total
error with the data [34], but with increasing temperature they diverge, and
at T = 1800 K the discrepancy is 13%. This discrepancy can be explained
by the fact that at the temperatures above 1300 K for the cesium vapors
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σ211,

σ211,

 2

A

 2

A

λ[12,13]

η [18]
λ [4]

λ[9]
η [8]

η[10]

η[8]

λ [7]
λ [5]
λ [6]

η[69]
η[69]

λ [13]

η[11]
T,K

Figure 11. Effective collision cross
sections atoms in the cesium pair

Т,К

Figure 12. Effective sections of
collisions rubidium pair atoms

[2], and in the field of the experimental parameters
[34]
, with the total error of the experiment λ ~ 6%
and a small array of the experimental values, it is impossible to obtain
sufficiently accurate intersections of collisions 11211( 2, 2 )* .
In addition, as shown in the paragraph 1.4, at high temperatures in
the experiments on the thermal conductivity, it is necessary to introduce
many different corrections, taking into account a number of side effects,
which reduces the accuracy of the final results. In general, the results [34]
qualitatively correctly reflect the general patterns of the transfer processes
in the cesium vapors.
The effective collision cross sections 11211( 2, 2 )* for the Rb pair (Figure 12)
according to the results of this work are consistent in the common areas
of experiments at T ≤ 1200 K with the results of [18; 25; 39; 45] and
differ from some of them in the field of extrapolation. Depending on the
temperature of the collisions 11211( 2, 2 )* for all works on the viscosity and
thermal conductivity of the Rb vapor are different. This is due to the fact
that they are all made in a narrow range of temperatures, which does not
allow to reliably establish the temperature dependence 11211( 2, 2 )* (T ) .
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From the experiments on the viscosity of this work we can clearly
ascertain a negative effect of the pressure for Cs and Rb ( β122 > 1,21). For all
experimental points (
, i. e. the viscosity decreases with the
increasing pressure (increasing concentrations of the diatomic molecules x2).
According to the relative intersections of the collisions β122 in the pair Cs
(Table 10), the data of this work are consistent with the data [25; 32; 34; 39].
Exceptions are works [18; 19; 33], at the temperature Т ~ 1080 К there is a
sharp change in β122 . The data from this work do not confirm this effect (see
tables 10, 11).
The relative collisions of β122 for the pair Rb according to the results of our
work are consistent with the literature data obtained from the experimental data
on the viscosity and thermal conductivity at Т = 700 ... 1200 К (Table 12).
Table 10
2
Relative cross-sections of the β12 cesium collisions in the gas phase
based on the results of the viscosity and thermal conductivity works
Source

β

2
12

[18, 19]

[25]

[32]

[33]

[34]

[39]

[69]

2,5-1,0

2,08

2,1

2,56-0,96

2,1

1,8

2,2

Table 11
Relative cross-sections of the β122 cesium in the gas phase according to
the results of the experimental viscosity research [69]
Т, К
Numeric points

914
10

975
15

1050
23

1135
21

1235
23

1330
14

2
β12

2,4

1,9

2,3

2,1

2,6

1,9

Table 12
Relative cross-sections of the β122 rubidium collisions in the gas phase
based on the results of the viscosity and thermal conductivity works
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Source

[19]

[25]

[36]

[37]

2
β12

2,44

2,4

2,21

2,17

[39]

[69]
2,3
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Thus, the intersections of the collisions 11211( 2, 2 )* and β122 in the pair Cs
and Rb for Т ≤ 1200 К obtained in this work are in good agreement with
most of the experimental works on the viscosity and thermal conductivity.
The cross sections 11211( 2, 2 )* were obtained by us from the processing of
the viscosity experiments performed in a wider range of temperatures,
which increases the reliability of the dependence 11211( 2, 2 )* (T ) . These
circumstances allow us to use the cross sections 11211( 2, 2 )* and β122 obtained
in this paper to develop the recommended tables of coefficients of the
viscosity and thermal conductivity of cesium and rubidium in the gas phase.
Cesium and rubidium have rather low ionization potentials, so various
ionization processes can take place in their pair [10; 40; 41; 43]. Let us
estimate the contribution of the electronic component λе to the thermal
conductivity of steam and the ionic component to the viscosity.
In order of magnitude, the effect of the electronic component λе on the
thermal conductivity is [42]:
2
 e N e 11
M
,
(85)

2
1 N a e1 mt
where me – the mass of electrons, M – the mass of the atom, Ne and Na –
the concentration of electrons and atoms in the alkali metal vapor, σe12 and
2
σ11
the effective cross sections of the collisions «atom-electron» and «atomatom». For rough estimates we accept e12  112 and we receive (table 13).
Let’s evaluate the viscosity of the weakly ionized alkali metal vapor
[41; 42]:
T M
~
(86)
N ,
2
11
  2p  i
Na
Table 13
Influence of electronic component on the vapor thermal conductivity
Cs and Rb
Т, К
1500
1800
2000

Cesium

Rubidium

λе /λ1, %

λе /λ1, %

P = 1 kPa

P = 20 kPa

P = 1 kPa

P = 20 kPa

0,8
7,8
40

0,5
1,8
33

0,2
2,6
16,9

0,15
0,6
12,0
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where, 2p  the effective cross section of the resonant ion recharging on
the neutral atom, Ni and N a the concentration ofo ions and atoms in the pair.
At an ion energy 0,1-0,2 еВ 2p ~ 450  500 A2 [41; 42; 43], therefore,
according to the equations (3, 21) the effect of the ionic component on the
viscosity of cesium and rubidium vapor at low pressures is:
Table 14
Influence of the ionic component on the vapor viscosity
Т, К
1800
2000

Cesium

Rubidium

ηе /η1, %

ηе /η1, %

P = 0,1 kPa

P = 1 kPa

P = 0,1 kPa

P = 1 kPa

1
6

0,5
2

0,4
3

0,2
0,9

Tables 13 and 14 show that at temperatures up to 2000 K and pressures

Р ≥ 10 кПа the influence of the ionization processes on the transfer

coefficients of the cesium and rubidium vapor can be neglected, and the
vapor of these metals can be considered as a reactive two-component
mixture of atoms and diatomic molecules.
Based on the parameters 0 , A, 122 obtained in this work, according to
the method [2; 3] of equation (19–42, 51–76) the tables of the viscosity and
thermal conductivity of the rubidium and cesium vapor in the temperature
range 700-2000 K at pressures 1-1500 kPa, including the saturation line
were developed the vapor pressure at the saturation line was determined
by [51], the vapor composition х2 (molar concentration of two-volume
molecules) by equation [2].
The coefficients of the thermal conductivity and viscosity of cesium
vapor are in a good agreement with the data of [2; 3; 14; 32; 36; 39; 46]
in their common temperature ranges, the maximum discrepancy does
not exceed 5%. Within the total error, the tabular values of ηS and λS of
our studies are consistent with [75], and η1 and λ1 for temperatures of
700… 1500 K. The maximum deviation is 12% at T > 180 K.
The tabular values of the coefficients of the thermal conductivity and viscosity
of the rubidium vapor within the total errors are consistent with the data of
[3; 5; 14; 25; 35; 37; 38; 39; 46], the maximum deviation does not exceed 6%.
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Thus, the obtained in this paper tabular values of the coefficients of the
viscosity of cesium and rubidium vapor in the gas phase, are quite consistent
with the literature data for temperatures up to 1500 K.
The tables of the transfer coefficients developed by us are based on
the experimental data on viscosity of the cesium and rubidium vapor the
experiments have been carried out in a wide range of temperatures 900…
1750 K, which increases the reliability of extrapolation to high temperatures
up to 2000 K. These circumstances recommend the developed viscosity and
thermal conductivity tables for practical engineering calculations, and the
values of the cross sections of absolute collisions «atom-atom» 11211( 2, 2 )*
and relative collisions «atom-molecule» β122 for research.
The calculated values of the coefficients of viscosity and thermal
conductivity are given in the table 15 ... 25, Figures 13-16 (where η1 and
λ1 – viscosity and thermal conductivity of the monoatomic vapor; ηS and
λS – viscosity and thermal conductivity at the saturation line; λ′S – components
of thermal conductivity at the saturation line; λf – «frozen» component of
thermal conductivity; λr – conductive component; х2 – mole fraction of
molecules; РS – vapor pressure at the saturation line).
Viscosity of cesium in the gas phase η ∙ 107, Pа ∙ s
T, К

η1

700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
1050
1100
1150
1200
1250
1300

215,6
228,4
241,2
254,0
266,8
279,6
292,4
305,2
318,0
330,8
343,6
356,4
369,2

Table 15

P, kPа
1
215,7
226,6
240,0
253,2
266,2
279,1
292,0
304,9
317,8
330,6
343,4
356,3
369,1

10
212,6
230,2
246,1
261,0
275,2
288,9
302,4
315,8
329,0
342,0
355,1
368,1

25

236,0
253,1
269,0
284,1
298,5
312,5
326,3
339,8
353,1
366,4

50

242,1
260,0
276,7
292,4
307,4
322,0
336,1
350,0
363,7

100

245,4
264,1
281,7
298,3
314,1
329,3
344,1
358,4

400

600

1000 1500

279,8
298,1 283,5
315,8 301,8
332,8 319,6 299,2

ηS
203,6
212,4
220,6
228,4
235,9
243,1
250,2
257,2
264,1
271,0
277,9
284,9
291,9
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(End of Table 15)
T, К

η1

1350
1400
1450
1500
1550
1600
1650
1700
1750
1800
1850
1900
1950
2000

382,0
394,8
407,6
420,4
433,2
446,0
458,8
471,6
484,4
497,2
510,0
522,8
535,6
548,4

1
381,9
394,7
407,5
420,3
433,1
445,9
468,7
471,6
484,4
497,2
510,0
522,8
536,6
548,4

10
381,0
393,9
406,8
419,7
432,6
445,4
458,3
471,1
484,0
496,8
509,6
522,5
535,3
548,1

25
379,5
392,6
405,7
418,7
431,7
444,6
457,5
470,4
483,3
496,6
509,1
521,9
534,8
547,7

50
377,2
390,5
403,8
417,0
430,1
443,2
456,3
469,3
482,3
495,2
508,2
521,1
534,0
546,9

P, kPа
100
372,6
386,4
400,1
413,7
427,2
440,5
453,8
467,0
480,2
493,3
506,4
519,4
532,4
545,4

400
349,3
365,3
380,9
396,1
411,0
425,6
440,1
454,3
468,4
482,3
496,1
509,8
523,4
536,9

600
336,9
353,7
370,1
386,0
401,6
416,8
431,8
446,6
461,2
475,5
489,7
503,8
517,7
531,5

1000
317,2
334,8
352,0
368,9
385,3
401,4
417,3
432,8
448,1
463,1
478,0
492,6
507,1
521,5

1500
316,7
334,3
351,7
368,7
385,4
401,8
417,9
433,8
449,5
464,9
480,1
495,1
510,0

ηS
299,0
306,2
313,6
321,1
328,6
336,4
344,2
352,2
360,3
368,5
376,7
384,9
–
–

Table 16
Thermal conductivity of cesium in the gas phase λ ∙ 104, W/(m ∙ К))
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T, К

λ1

700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
1050
1100
1150
1200
1250
1300
1350
1400

50,6
53,6
56,6
59,6
62,6
65,6
68,6
71,6
74,6
77,6
80,6
83,6
56,6
89,6
92,6

P, kPа
1
53,7
55,3
57,5
60,2
63,0
65,8
68,8
71,7
74,7
77,7
80,6
83,6
56,6
89,6
92,6

10

25

50

100

400

600

67,2
64,9
64,8
65,9
67,8
70,1
72,6
75,3
78,1
81,0
83,9
86,8
89,8
92,7

70,9
70,2
70,7
72,2
74,1
76,4
78,9
81,6
84,3
87,1
90,0
92,9

75,7
74,8
75,1
76,3
78,0
80,1
82,5
85,0
87,7
90,4
93,2

80,8
79,8
79,9
80,8
82,2
84,1
86,2
88,6
91,2
93,8

89,8
90,3
91,3
92,7
94,5
96,5

92,6
93,3
94,5
95,9
97,7

1000 1500

λS

62,9
67,4
71,5
75,3
78,6
81,6
84,4
86,9
89,2
91,3
93,4
95,3
96,6
97,2
97,8
99,1
99,3 100,4 100,9
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(End of Table 16)
T, К

λ1

1450
1500
1550
1600
1650
1700
1750
1800
1850
1900
1950
2000

95,6
98,6
101,6
104,6
107,6
110,6
113,6
116,6
119,6
122,6
125,6
128,6

1
95,6
98,6
101,6
104,6
107,6
110,6
113,6
116,6
119,6
122,6
125,6
128,6

10
96,7
98,7
101,7
104,6
107,6
110,6
113,6
116,6
119,6
122,6
125,6
128,6

25
95,8
98,8
101,7
104,7
107,7
110,7
113,6
116,6
119,6
122,6
125,6
128,6

50
96,1
99,0
101,9
104,8
107,8
110,7
113,7
116,7
119,6
122,6
125,6
128,6

P, kPа
100
96,5
99,3
102,2
105,0
107,9
110,8
113,8
116,7
119,7
122,6
125,6
128,6

400
98,6
101,0
103,5
106,1
108,7
111,4
114,2
117,0
119,9
122,8
125,7
128,6

600
99,6
101,8
104,1
106,6
109,1
111,7
114,4
117,2
120,0
122,8
125,7
128,5

1000
101,0
102,9
105,1
107,3
109,7
112,2
114,7
117,4
120,1
122,8
125,6
128,5

1500
102,0
103,8
105,7
107,9
110,1
112,5
114,9
117,5
120,1
122,8
125,6
128,3

λS
102,7
104,6
106,5
108,4
110,4
112,4
114,3
116,3
118,7
121,1
–
–

Table 17
The reaction component of the thermal conductivity Cs in the gas
phase λr ∙ 104, W/(m ∙ К)
T, К

λ1

700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
1050
1100
1150
1200
1250
1300
1350
1400
1450

50,6
53,6
56,6
59,6
62,6
65,6
68,6
71,6
74,6
77,6
80,6
83,6
86,6
89,6
92,6
95,6

1
3,7
2,1
1,2
0,8
0,5
0,3
0,2
0,2
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,0
0,0
0,0

10
17,1
10,8
7,0
4,7
3,2
2,3
1,7
1,3
1,0
0,8
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,3
0,2

25

50

15,4
10,7
7,6
5,5
4,1
3,1
2,4
1,9
1,8
1,2
1,0
0,8
0,7

18,6
13,7
10,2
7,7
5,9
4,6
3,7
2,9
2,4
2,0
1,7
1,4

P, kPа
100 400

22,7
17,6
13,7
10,8
8,6
6,9
5,6
4,6
3,8
3,2
2,7

23,6
20,1
17,2
14,7
12,7
10,9
9,5

600

1000 1500

25,4
22,2
19,3
16,9
14,8
13,0

25,6
23,0
20,6
18,4

26,3
23,1

λ′PS
14,9
17,3
19,5
21,3
22,6
24,0
25,0
25,8
26,4
26,8
27,1
27,4
27,6
27,6
27,7
27,7
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(End of Table 17)
T, К

λ1

1500
1550
1600
1650
1700
1750
1800
1850
1900
1950
2000

98,6
101,6
104,6
107,6
110,6
113,6
116,6
119,6
122,6
125,6
128,6

1
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

10
0,2
0,2
0,2
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1

25
0,6
0,5
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,3
0,3
0,2
0,2
0,2
0,2

50
1,2
1,0
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,5
0,4
0,4
0,4

P, kPа
100
2,4
2,0
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1,1
1,0
0,9
0,8
0,7

400
8,3
7,3
6,4
5,7
5,1
4,5
4,1
3,7
3,3
3,0
2,7

600
11,5
10,2
9,0
8,1
7,2
6,5
5,8
5,3
4,8
4,4
4,0

1000 1500
16,5 21,1
14,9 19,2
13,4 17,6
12,1 16,0
10,9 14,6
9,9 13,4
9,0 12,3
8,2 11,3
7,5 10,4
6,9
9,6
6,3
8,8

«Frozen» component of the thermal conductivity Cs in the gas
phase λf ∙ 104, W/(m ∙ К)
T, К

λ1

700 50,6
750 53,6
800 56,6
850 59,6
900 62,6
950 65,6
1000 68,6
1050 71,6
1100 74,6
1150 77,6
1200 80,6
1250 83,6
1300 86,6
1350 89,6
1400 92,6
1450 95,6
1500 98,6
1550 101,6

520

1
49,9
53,2
56,3
59,4
62,5
65,5
68,5
71,5
74,5
77,5
80,5
83,6
86,6
89,6
92,6
95,6
98,6
101,6

10

25

50

50,1
54,1
57,8
61,3
64,6
67,8
70,9
74,1
77,2
80,2
83,3
86,3
89,4
92,4
95,4
98,4
101,4

55,6
59,5
63,2
66,7
70,0
73,3
76,5
79,7
82,8
85,9
89,0
92,1
95,1
98,2
101,2

57,1
61,1
65,0
68,6
72,1
75,5
78,8
82,1
85,3
88,4
91,6
94,7
97,8
100,8

27,6
27,6
27,5
27,4
27,3
27,2
27,1
26,1
26,0
–
–

Table 18

P, kPа
100 400

600

1000 1500

58,1
62,2
66,2
70,0
73,6
77,2
80,6
84,0
87,3
90,6
93,8
97,0
100,1

67,2
71,2
75,1
79,0
82,9
86,6
90,3
94,0

71,0
74,8
78,7
82,6
86,4
90,2

66,2
70,2
74,1
78,0
81,8
85,5
89,1
92,7
96,2

λ′PS

75,1
78,9
82,7
86,5

λ′fS
47,9
50,1
52,1
54,0
55,8
57,5
59,4
61,1
62,8
64,5
66,2
67,9
69,7
71,4
73,2
75,1
77,0
78,9
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(End of Table 18)
T, К

λ1

1600
1650
1700
1750
1800
1850
1900
1950
2000

104,6
107,6
110,6
113,6
116,6
119,6
122,6
125,6
128,6

1
104,6
107,6
110,6
113,6
116,6
119,6
122,6
125,6
128,6

10
104,5
107,5
110,5
113,5
116,5
119,5
122,5
125,5
128,5

25
104,3
107,3
110,3
113,3
116,4
119,4
122,4
125,4
128,4

50
103,9
107,0
110,0
113,1
116,1
119,2
122,2
125,2
128,2

P, kPа
100
103,3
106,4
109,5
112,6
115,6
118,7
121,8
124,8
127,9

400
99,6
103,0
106,4
109,7
113,0
116,2
119,4
122,6
125,8

600
97,5
101,1
104,5
107,9
111,3
114,7
118,0
121,3
124,5

1000
93,9
97,6
101,3
104,8
108,4
111,9
115,4
118,8
122,2

1500
90,3
94,1
97,9
101,5
105,2
108,8
112,4
116,0
119,5

λ′fS
80,9
83,0
85,1
87,1
89,3
91,8
94,4
–
–

Table 19
Molar fraction of the diatomic vapor molecules Cs X2,%
T, К
700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
1050
1100
1150
1200
1250
1300
1350
1400
1450
1500
1550
1600
1650

P, kPа
1

0,775
0,456
0,286
0,130
0,163
0,093
0,069
0,052
0,040
0,032
0,026
0,021
0,018
0,015
0,013
0,011
0,009
0,008
0,007
0,006

10

25

50

100

4,22
2,72
1,82
1,27
0,92
0,68
0,52
0,40
0,32
0,26
0,21
0,18
0,15
0,13
0,11
0,09
0,08
0,07
0,06

4,33
3,06
2,23
1,66
1,27
0,99
0,79
0,64
0,52
0,44
0,37
0,31
0,27
0,23
0,20
0,18
0,16

5,78
4,27
3,22
2,48
1,95
1,56
1,26
1,04
0,87
0,73
0,62
0,53
0,46
0,40
0,36
0,32

7,91
6,07
4,74
3,75
3,02
2,46
2,04
1,70
1,44
1,23
1,06
0,92
0,80
0,71
0,63

400

600

1000 1500

At saturation
curve
X2
Ps, kPа

3,33
4,29
5,31
6,36
7,43
8,50
9,56
10,58
11,57
10,33
12,51
8,65 12,03
13,40
7,29 10,25
14,23
6,20 8,79 13,26
15,01
5,31 7,59 11,58
15,73
4,68 6,59 10,16 13,97 16,39
3,98 5,75 8,95 12,42 16,99
3,48 5,05 7,92 11,08 17,54
3,07 4,47 7,05 9,93 18,04
2,71 3,97 6,30 8,92 18,47
2,42 3,54 5,68 8,04 18,87

4,524
10,15
20,59
36,34
66,56
1,090·102
1,696·102
2,536·102
3,649·102
5,687·102
6,896·102
9,119·102
1,180·103
1,496·103
1,864·103
2,285·103
2,760·103
3,291·103
3,877·103
4,519·103
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(End of Table 19)
T, К
1700
1750
1800
1850
1900
1950
2000

P, kPа
1

0,006
0,005
0,005
0,004
0,004
0,003
0,003

10

0,06
0,05
0,05
0,04
0,04
0,03
0,03

25

0,14
0,13
0,11
0,10
0,09
0,08
0,08

50

0,28
0,25
0,23
0,20
0,19
0,17
0,15

100

0,56
0,50
0,48
0,41
0,37
0,34
0,31

400

2,16
1,94
1,78
1,69
1,45
1,32
1,21

600

3,18
2,86
2,59
2,36
2,14
1,96
1,80

1000 1500
5,09
4,60
4,17
3,80
3,47
3,19
2,93

7,28
6,61
6,02
5,50
5,04
4,64
4,27

At saturation
curve
X2
Ps, kPа

19,21
19,52
19,80
20,06
20,31
–
–

Viscosity of rubidium in the gas phase η ∙ 107, Pа ∙ s
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T, К

η1

700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
1050
1100
1150
1200
1250
1300
1350
1400
1450
1500
1550
1600
1650
1700

198,5
210,1
221,8
233,4
245,1
256,7
268,4
280,0
291,7
303,3
315,0
326,6
338,3
349,9
361,6
373,2
384,9
396,5
408,2
419,8
431,5

5,215·103
5,967·103
6,776·103
7,644·103
8,577·103
–
–

Table 20

P, kPа
1
194,2
207,6
220,2
232,4
244,3
256,2
268,0
279,7
291,4
303,1
314,8
326,5
338,2
349,8
361,5
373,2
384,8
396,5
408,1
419,8
431,5

10

207,4
223,4
237,9
251,4
264,3
276,9
289,2
301,3
313,3
325,3
337,1
348,9
360,7
372,5
384,2
395,9
407,7
419,4
431,1

25

211,1
228,5
244,2
258,7
272,4
285,6
298,4
310,9
323,2
335,4
347,4
359,4
371,3
383,2
395,1
406,9
418,6
430,4

50

215,8
233,8
250,3
265,6
280,0
293,7
307,0
319,9
332,6
345,0
357,3
369,5
381,6
393,6
405,5
417,5
429,3

100

236,5
253,8
270,0
283,3
299,8
313,7
327,2
340,4
353,2
365,9
378,4
390,7
403,0
415,1
427,2

400

249,8
267,7
284,8
301,2
317,0
332,2
346,9
361,2
375,1
388,7
402,1
415,3

600

253,0
270,8
288,0
304,6
320,7
336,3
351,3
366,0
380,3
394,3
408,0

1000 1500

267,9
285,3
302,2
318,7
334,7
350,3
365,6
380,4
395,0

284,6
301,5
318,1
334,3
350,2
365,7
380,9

ηS
186,2
193,7
200,8
207,4
213,9
220,1
226,2
232,2
238,2
244,2
250,2
256,3
262,4
268,6
274,8
281,1
287,6
294,1
300,8
307,5
314,5
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(End of Table 20)
T, К

η1

1750
1800
1850
1900
1950
2000

443,1
454,8
466,4
478,1
489,7
501,4

1
443,1
454,8
466,4
478,1
489,7
501,4

10
442,8
454,4
466,1
477,8
489,5
501,1

25
442,2
453,9
465,6
477,3
489,0
500,7

50
441,2
453,0
464,8
476,6
488,3
500,1

P, kPа
100
439,2
451,2
463,1
475,0
486,9
498,8

400
428,2
441,0
453,7
466,3
478,8
491,1

600
421,5
434,8
447,9
460,8
473,6
486,3

1000
409,3
423,3
437,0
450,6
464,0
477,2

1500
395,9
410,5
424,9
439,1
453,1
466,8

ηS
321,5
328,7
336,1
343,7
-

Table 21
Thermal conductivity of Rb in the gas phase λ ∙ 104, W/(m ∙ К)
T, К

λ1

700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
1050
1100
1150
1200
1250
1300
1350
1400
1450
1500
1550
1600
1650
1700
1750
1800

72,4
76,7
80,9
85,1
89,4
93,6
97,9
102,1
106,4
110,6
114,9
119,1
123,4
127,6
131,9
136,1
140,4
144,6
148,9
153,1
157,4
161,6
165,9

1
79,9
80,5
83,0
86,4
90,1
94,1
98,2
102,4
106,5
110,8
115,0
119,2
123,4
127,7
131,9
136,2
140,4
144,7
148,9
153,2
157,4
161,7
165,9

10

25

50

98,8
96,1
96,3
98,1
100,9
104,2
107,8
111,6
115,6
119,7
123,8
127,9
132,1
136,3
140,5
144,7
149,0
153,2
157,4
161,7
165,9

108,4
104,7
103,9
104,9
107,0
109,8
113,1
116,7
120,4
124,4
128,4
132,5
136,6
140,7
144,9
149,1
153,3
157,5
161,7
166,0

115,2
111,7
110,5
111,1
112,8
115,3
118,3
121,7
125,3
129,1
133,0
137,0
141,0
145,1
149,3
153,4
157,6
161,8
166,0

P, kPа
100 400

119,1
117,7
117,9
119,1
121,2
123,9
127,0
130,4
134,0
137,8
141,6
145,6
149,6
153,7
157,8
161,9
166,1

132,6
132,3
132,9
134,3
136,3
138,8
141,5
144,5
147,9
151,4
155,1
158,8
162,7
166,7

600

136,3
136,5
137,4
139,0
141,0
143,3
146,0
149,0
152,3
155,8
159,4
163,1
166,9

1000 1500

141,2
142,4
144,0
145,8
148,1
150,7
153,7
156,9
160,2
163,7
167,4

146,1
147,7
149,7
152,1
154,8
157,8
160,9
164,2
167,7

λS
93,4
100,2
106,4
111,9
116,7
121,0
124,8
128,3
131,4
134,3
137,0
139,5
142,0
144,7
147,1
149,2
151,5
153,8
156,2
158,7
161,2
163,7
166,3
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(End of Table 21)
T, К

λ1

1850
1900
1950
2000

170,1
174,4
178,6
182,9

1
170,2
174,4
178,7
182,9

10
170,2
174,4
178,7
182,9

25
170,2
174,4
178,7
182,9

50
170,2
174,4
178,7
182,9

P, kPа
100
170,3
174,5
178,7
182,9

400
170,7
174,7
178,8
182,9

600
170,9
174,8
178,8
182,9

1000
171,1
175,0
178,9
182,8

λS
1500
171,3 169,1
175,0 171,9
178,8
182,7
-

Table 22
Reaction component of the steam thermal conductivity Rb
λr ∙ 104,W/(m ∙ К)
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T, К

λ1

700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
1050
1100
1150
1200
1250
1300
1350
1400
1450
1500
1550
1600
1650
1700
1750
1800
1850
1900
1950
2000

72,4
76,7
80,9
85,1
89,4
93,6
97,9
102,1
106,4
110,6
114,9
119,1
123,4
127,6
131,9
136,1
140,4
144,6
148,9
153,1
157,4
161,6
165,9
170,1
174,4
178,6
182,9

1
9,1
4,8
2,7
1,6
1,0
0,7
0,5
0,3
0,2
0,2
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

10

25

50

23,0
14,6
9,5
6,4
4,4
3,2
2,3
1,8
1,3
1,1
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,3
0,2
0,2
0,2
0,2
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1

31,1
21,3
14,8
10,5
7,6
5,6
4,3
3,3
2,6
2,1
1,7
1,4
1,1
1,0
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,5
0,4
0,4
0,3
0,3
0,3

36,0
26,2
19,2
14,2
10,7
8,2
6,4
5,0
4,0
3,3
2,7
2,3
1,9
1,6
1,4
1,2
1,0
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,6
0,6

P, kPa
100 400

32,5
25,0
19,3
15,1
12,0
9,6
7,8
6,4
5,3
4,4
3,7
3,2
2,7
2,4
2,1
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,3
1,1
1,0

40,6
34,3
29,0
24,5
20,9
17,9
15,3
13,1
11,4
9,9
8,7
7,7
6,8
6,0
5,4
4,9
4,4
4,0

600

1000 1500

42,8
37,1
32,1
27,9
24,2
20,9
18,2
15,9
14,0
12,4
11,0
9,8
8,7
7,8
7,1
6,4
5,8

42,2
37,6
38,6
29,7
26,3
23,4
20,8
18,6
16,7
15,0
13,5
12,2
11,1
10,1
9,2

41,3
37,2
33,6
30,3
27,4
24,6
22,6
20,4
18,5
16,9
15,4
14,1
12,9

λ′rS
25,3
29,3
32,6
35,7
38,1
40,0
41,4
42,5
43,3
43,9
44,3
44,5
44,6
44,9
45,0
44,7
44,5
44,3
44,1
44,0
43,8
43,6
43,3
43,1
42,8
-
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Table 23
«Frozen» component of the steam thermal conductivity of Rb
λf ∙ 104,W/(m ∙ К)
P, kPa

T, K

λ1

700

72,4

70,9

68,1

750

76,7

75,7

70,9

800

80,9

80,3

75,8

850

85,1

84,8

81,5

77,3

900

89,4

89,1

86,8

83,6

79,2

78,6

950

93,6

93,4

91,7

89,1

85,5

81,0

1000

97,9

97,7

96,4

94,4

91,4

86,7

83,4

1050 102,1 102,0 101,0 99,3

96,9

92,7

85,7

1100 106,4 105,3 105,5 104,1 102,1 98,5

88,1

1

10

25

50

100

400

600

1000 1500

λ′ЗS

73,6
76,1

1150 110,6 110,6 109,9 108,8 107,1 104,0 92,0
1200 114,9 114,8 114,3 113,4 111,9 109,3 98,1

90,4
93,5

92,7

1250 119,1 119,1 118,6 117,9 116,6 114,3 104,0 99,4

95,0

1300 123,4 123,4 123,0 122,3 121,2 119,2 109,8 105,3 98,9

97,4

1350 127,6 127,6 127,3 126,7 125,8 124,0 115,4 111,1 104,5

99,7

1400 131,9 131,9 131,6 131,1 130,3 128,7 120,9 116,8 110,4 104,9 102,1
1450 136,1 136,1 135,9 135,4 134,7 133,3 126,2 122,3 116,1 110,5 104,6
1500 140,4 140,4 140,1 139,8 139,1 137,9 131,4 127,8 121,8 116,1 107,0
1550 144,6 144,6 144,4 144,1 143,6 142,4 136,5 133,1 127,4 121,8 109,5
1600 148,9 148,9 148,7 148,4 147,9 146,9 141,5 138,3 132,9 127,4 112,1
1650 153,1 153,1 153,0 152,7 152,2 151,3 146,3 143,4 136,3 132,9 114,7
1700 157,4 157,4 157,2 157,0 156,6 155,7 151,2 148,4 143,5 138,4 117,4
1750 161,6 161,6 161,5 161,3 160,9 160,1 155,9 153,4 148,8 143,6 120,2
1800 165,9 165,9 165,8 165,5 165,2 164,5 160,6 158,2 153,9 149,2 123,1
1850 170,1 170,1 170,0 169,8 169,5 168,9 165,3 163,0 158,9 154,4 126,0
1900 174,4 174,4 174,3 174,1 173,8 173,2 169,9 167,8 163,9 159,6 129,1
1950 178,6 178,6 178,5 178,4 178,1 177,6 174,4 172,5 168,5 164,7

-

2000 182,9 182,9 182,8 182,6 182,4 181,9 179,0 177,1 173,7 169,8

-
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Table 24
Molar fraction of the diatomic vapor molecules of Rb X2,%
T, К
700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
1050
1100
1150
1200
1250
1300
1350
1400
1450
1500
1550
1600
1650
1700
1750
1800
1850
1900
1950
2000

P, kPa
1
1,153
0,646
0,387
0,245
0,163
0,113
0,081
0,060
0,045
0,035
0,028
0,022
0,018
0,015
0,013
0,011
0,009
0,008
0,007
0,006
0,005
0,005
0,004
0,004
0,003
0,003
0,003

10

25

50

100

400

600

3,62
2,35
1,59
1,11
0,80
0,59
0,45
0,35
0,28
0,22
0,18
0,15
0,13
0,11
0,09
0,08
0,07
0,06
0,05
0,05
0,04
0,04
0,03
0,03
0,03

5,51
3,79
2,69
1,95
1,46
1,11
0,87
0,69
0,55
0,45
0,38
0,32
0,27
0,23
0,20
0,17
0,15
0,13
0,12
0,10
0,09
0,08
0,08
0,07

7,07
5,11
3,76
2,83
2,18
1,70
1,36
1,10
0,90
0,75
0,63
0,53
0,45
0,39
0,34
0,30
0,26
0,23
0,21
0,19
0,17
0,15
0,14

7,03
5,38
4,18
3,30
2,64
2,15
1,77
1,47
1,24
1,05
0,90
0,78
0,68
0,60
0,53
0,47
0,42
0,37
0,34
0,30
0,28

11,14
9,20
7,65
6,42
5,42
4,62
3,96
3,43
2,98
2,61
2,30
2,04
1,82
1,63
1,46
1,32
1,20
1,09

12,74
10,73
9,08
7,74
6,64
5,73
4,97
4,36
3,82
3,38
3,00
2,68
2,40
2,16
1,96
1,78
1,62

1000 1500

13,65
11,79
10,23
8,91
7,80
6,87
6,07
5,40
4,82
4,32
3,88
3,61
3,18
2,89
2,64

14,06
12,37
10,93
9,69
8,62
7,70
6,91
6,22
5,62
5,09
4,63
4,22
3,86

At saturation
curve
X2
Ps, kPa
3,44
3,132
4,42
7,399
5,46
16,66
6,53
30,27
7,60
54,31
8,66
91,63
9,70 1,463·102
10,70 2,235·102
11,67 3,284·102
12,58 4,666·102
13,45 6,436·102
14,26 8,651·102
15,03 1,137·103
15,74 1,463·103
16,40 1,849·103
17,01 2,298·103
17,56 2,816·103
18,08 3,400·103
18,54 4,057·103
18,95 4784·103
19,31 5,562·103
19,63 6,448·103
19,90 7,360·103
20,12 8,372·103
20,29 9,420·103
20,42 0,1051Е+05
20,50 0,1165Е+05

The errors of the tabular values of the coefficients of the viscosity and
thermal conductivity are (estimation of errors was carried out according to
the method [56; 57]):
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for cesium:
at Т  1600� К� , � 1  3%,
� � s  5%,
� � 1  4%,
� � �  s  6%;
�
� � s  7%,
� � 1  5%,
� � �  s  8%;
�
at Т  1750� К� , � 1  4, 5%,
� � s  10%,
� � 1  8%,
� � �  s  10%;
�
at Т  1750� К� , � 1  5%,
for rubidium:
at Т  1600� К� , � 1  3, 5%,
� � s  5%,
� � 1  4, 5%,
� � �  s  6%;
�
at Т  1750� К� , � 1  5%,
� � s  7%,
� � 1  5, 5%,
� � �  s  8%;
�
� � s  10%,
� � 1  7%,
� � �  s  10%.
at Т  1750� К� , � 1  6%,
In practice, the coefficients of the thermal conductivity and viscosity
of the alkali metals in the gas phase can be conveniently calculated by the
ratios [2]:
m


(T , x2 )  1 (T ) 1   An x2n 
(87)
 n 1
,

Figure 13. Viscosity of the cesium
vapor

Figure 14. Thermal conductivity
of the cesium vapor
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Figure 15. Viscosity of rubidium
vapor

Figure 16. Thermal conductivity
of the rubidium vapor

m


(T , x2 )  1 (T ) 1   ( BnВН  ВnП ) x2n  B p (H / RT ) 2 x2 (1  x2 ) / (1  x2 ) 2  (88)
 n 1

m

 ВН ( x2 , T )  1 (T ) Bn ВН x2n ,

(89)

n 1

m

 П ( x2 , T )  1 (T )(1   Bn П x2n ) ,

(90)

n 1

m

 з ( x2 , T )  1 (T )(1   Bn x2n ) ,

(91)

n 1
m

 з ( x2 , T )  1 (T )(1   Bn x2n ) ,
n 1

2

 Tp  x (1  x2 )
,
 р ( x2 , T )  B p   2
2
 T  1  x2 
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(93)
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where x2 – is the molar fraction of the diatomic molecules in the
alkali metal vapor, H  the thermal effect of the dissociation reaction of
molecules at temperature T , coefficients: An , BnВН .ВnП , B p are given in the
table, they are determined by the relative collisions and thermodynamic
constants of the alkali metal vapor, their numerical values are given in the
table 25.
Table 25

Coefficients of equations (87-93)
n
Coefficient
Аn
Bn
Bnn
BnBH
BP

1
-1.916
-2.172
-2.374
0.202
0.145

2
Rubidium
3.594
4.171
4.414
-0.243
0.151

3

1

-6.615
-7.903
-8.195
0.292

-1.762
-1.987
-2.231
0.244

2
Cesium
3.073
3.571
3.852
-0.281

3
-5.256
-6.316
-6.640
0.324

The coefficients of the viscosity and thermal conductivity of cesium and
rubidium in the gas phase on isobars are quite accurately approximated by
polynomials of the third degree:
3

 107   сn n , Па  с ,

(94)

0

3

 104   bn n ,
0

where  

Вт
,
мК

(95)

T
*
, T = T ...2000 K .
1000

The approximation error is less than 1%, which is much lower than the
errors of the tabular values η and λ . The coefficients of equations (94, 95)
are given in table 26.
Tables 18 and 23 show that the «frozen» component of the thermal
conductivity λЗ for cesium and rubidium vapor decreases with increasing
concentration of molecules, and the «reaction» λр component increases
(Tables 17, 22). Their total contribution depends on the magnitude β122 and
values the of thermodynamic constants. For steam Cs and Rb the maximum
value, the pressure effect for thermal conductivity   S  1  / 1  10  30%
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acquires at T = 700...1300 K (Tables 16, 21, Figures 14, 16, 17), so
outside the specified temperature range, determining the relative cross
2
sections of collisions β12 from the experimental data on the thermal
conductivity is associated with significant difficulties. The viscosity
depending on the pressure (concentration of molecules) for the alkali
metal vapor varies significantly over a wide range of temperatures. For
T = 800...2000 K the effect of pressure for the vapor viscosity Cs and Rb
2
is  1  S  / S  10  40% , therefore, in determining β12 the preference
should be given to the experimental data on the vapor viscosity of the alkali
metals.
Table 26

Coefficients of equations (94, 95)
Р, kPa

Т*, К

а0

а1

а2

а3

b0

b1

b2

b3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Viscosity

Thermal conductivity

Rubidium
25

850

-157.5

593.6

-225.1

46.5

260.5

-401.6

314.5

-66.7

50

900

-233.6

717.1

-293.2

59.2

324.5

-508.5

373.4

-77.4

100

1000

-298.9

800.2

-327.5

63.5

325.7

-477.8

336.9

-66.9

200

1050

-380.6

891.4

-358.7

51.2

387.2

-562.5

374.2

-72.1

400

1150

-444.2

928.7

-353.2

61.4

421.0

-591.2

376.8

-70.4

1000

1300

-508.6

923.7

-317.7

51.2

442.7

-582.5

350.8

-62.9

Ps

700

64.0

223.8

-85.5

23.8

-60.9

337.1

-195.0

43.2

Cesium

530

25

850

-114.7

536.5

-174.5

36.0

123.0

-163.7

143.9

-30.7

50

900

-180.0

641.3

-232.3

45.7

157.0

-219.5

174.1

-35.8

100

1000
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6. Conclusions
The monograph is devoted to the experimental study of the viscosity
of cesium and rubidium in the gas phase in unexplored regions of high
temperatures, as well as the development of calculation equations and tables
of transfer coefficients of these substances at temperatures up to 2000 K.
Main results of the work:

T, K

Thermal сonductivity

Figure 17. The effect of pressure in the pair
of cesium and rubidium
An experimental installation for the study of the viscosity of the
alkali metal vapor in a wide range of high (up to 2000 K) temperatures,
implementing the method of a viscometer with an annular channel.
Have been developed high-temperature measuring cell, the design
of which allows you to directly measure the temperature of the working
element of the viscometer. This provides an accurate determination of the
temperature of the investigated alkali metal vapor in the working gap.
The original method of stabilization of the steam generator operation
mode was applied, which allowed to ensure the stationary flow of the
investigated alkali metal vapor in the working element of the viscometer.
Distinctive features of the created installation are high stability of modes of
its work and considerable resource.
A large array of experimental data on the viscosity of the cesium vapor
(167 points) and the rubidium vapor (61 points) at the following values of
state parameters:
for cesium T = 900 ... 1770 K, P = 12 ... 135 kPa;
for rubidium T = 990 ... 1750 K, P = 39 ... 135 kPa.
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Most of the obtained experimental data do not lie in the previously studied
temperature range above 1200 K. The average error of the experimental
data is 3%.
On the basis of the received experimental data dependences of the
viscosity of steam of cesium and rubidium on temperature and structure
(pressure) are established. The cross-sections of the «atom-atom» collisions
and the relative cross-sections of the «atom-molecule» collisions are
calculated.
Equations and tables of the viscosity and thermal conductivity of cesium
and rubidium in the gas phase at T = 700 ... 2000 K and P = 1 ... 1500
kPa, including the saturation line were calculated. Obtained on the basis
of experimental data [59; 61; 62; 65; 66; 69; 71; 72; 73; 74; 77; 80] on
the viscosity of the rubidium and cesium vapor, the cross sections of the
collisions agree well with the literature data, have high reliability and
accuracy, so developed on their basis calculation equations and tables for
the viscosity and thermal conductivity can be recommended for practical
use in the scientific and engineering calculations by specialists in the
field of research of properties of metals in the gas phase, creation of new
types of the heat carriers and development of high-temperature power and
technological equipment.
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Abstract. Purpose. The purpose of the research work is:
– possibility to combine different ways of solving certain mathematical
problems. In general, the term “non-standard” methods of solving problems
in mathematics has not defined yet, but many authors use this term in their
researchers. It should be noted that there are many school problems that use
unusual considerations. These are the tasks that are considered to be more
complex and require non-standard methods of solving. These methods
illustrate the wide possibilities of using well-acquired school knowledge and
instill skills in using non-standard methods of reasoning in solving problems;
– the performance of comparative analysis in the calculations of spent
work with different adjacent geometry of three-dimensional figures, which
are given in this work;
– establishing a mathematical law for calculating the maximum number
of embeddings of a set of homogeneous circular objects inside a certain
external geometric structure.
Methodology. Research of this work is based on the use of modern
mathematics, such as school and analytical geometry, the basics of integral
calculus and their practical application, progression.
Practical implications. The first part of the paper presents several
different methods for solving one geometric (stereometric) problem using
both elementary geometry and higher mathematics, in particular, analytical
geometry. These different ways of solving one specific problem demonstrate
the versatility of the modern mathematical apparatus, link the mutual goals
and methods of elementary and higher mathematics in specific applications.
It is shown that the problem with the school formulation of the condition can
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be solved by means of higher mathematics with the use of actions on vectors,
the use of types of products of vectors and so on. The second part considers
mathematical models of a specific technical problem based on the known law
of physics, such as the calculation of some work under the action of gravity
in a particular case. As such work, as it is established, is differentiated on a
certain independent variable, therefore at first the value of a separate element
of such work is established and integration of this element on this variable
within its limits is executed. The given models with different geometry of
the location of the three-dimensional body (reservoir, etc.), for which the
study of this numerical characteristic is studied, are studied and compared, a
comparative analysis is made in these two different positions of this body. The
third part investigates the maximum filling of certain geometric both flat and
three-dimensional external structures with many circular (spherical) figures,
establishes a mathematical law for calculating the quantitative characteristics
of such maximum filling, proposed and tested the criterion (coefficient) of
efficiency and usefulness of such filling. For each of the parts of the given
researches the corresponding figures, tables which supplement accordingly
received results in the form of formulas and calculations are offered.
Conclusions have been also made on the research conducted in the work.
Value/originality. The originality of the research is as follows:
– use and combination of school and higher mathematics in solving a
specific geometric problem;
– the use of mathematical apparatus in calculating the work of solving
a physical problem;
– establishment of the mathematical law of the maximum filling of a
certain geometric structure by a homogeneous set of circular figures.
By solving one geometric problem in different methods or ways, it
is possible to better understand the specific method, its advantages and
disadvantages depending on the content of the problem. The use of different
methods of such a solution provides an opportunity to replace it with another
solution, which encourages to find alternative effective creative approaches
to solving this problem.
It is not necessary to solve each problem in different ways or methods,
just to choose one or two. In order to enhance cognitive activity and learn
different methods of solving geometric problems, it is proposed to use nonstandard methods of solving geometric problems.
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Regarding the amount of work spent, the main element of novelty is
the comparative analysis of such calculations in two related cases of the
location of a geometric body (cylinder): when its foundations are vertical
or horizontal.
The main element of the novelty of the results of the maximum filling
of one geometric structure by a set of circular objects is the establishment
of the mathematical law of quantitative characteristics of such filling, while
proposing and testing a logical convenient coefficient of usefulness of such
maximum filling.
1. Introduction
We can successfully translate the language spoken by nature into the
language of mathematics and understand the structure of the relationships of
any phenomenon. And once we formalize these connections, we can build
certain mathematical models, predict the future states of the phenomena
that these models describe, only on paper or inside computer memory. At
the heart of modern mathematics are operations of counting, measuring and
describing the shapes of the object under study. Translated from the ancient
Greek, its name means “science”, “study”. This is the basis on which
knowledge of structure, order and relations is based. They are the essence
of science. Einstein, when asked where his lab was, smiled and pointed to
a pencil and paper. Therefore, the role of mathematics is too important in
human life, of course, this has not always been the case, people used to do
without it, but modern man can not do without calculations of various types
of complexity in today’s world.
Thus, the main purpose of the research of this work is the possibility
and necessity of using a modern mathematical apparatus to solve
specific mathematical technical or economic problems and to analyze the
theoretical results of these studies. In mathematics, geometric problems
play an important and multifaceted role. Solving such problems serves to
achieve the goals set by the study of mathematics in both high school and
higher education. Therefore, a lot of time in the study of mathematics is
devoted to solving geometric problems. Such tasks allow to master the
most important mathematical concepts, master mathematical symbolism,
teach to perform proofs of various hypotheses, formulas, theorems and
statements.
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The purpose of the research work is to demonstrate:
– versatility of modern mathematical apparatus on the example of
solving one specific mathematical problem;
– use of the known physical law of calculation of work in one applied
problem in various variants of placement of a geometric working body;
– study of the maximum filling of certain geometric structures with
many other homogeneous bodies (figures).
Mathematical problems of different directions can serve as a foundation
for mastering new theoretical issues, consolidate acquired knowledge,
illustrate the practical application of the studied material in new approaches
in solving certain problems. Thus, the skills and abilities of a certain
mental activity are formed, which is combined with such important traits
of character as persistence, attentiveness, concentration. The well-known
law of physics on the calculation of work under the action of gravity on
a certain displacement has some application in another problem of the
results of research data, which leads to the formation and calculation of the
corresponding integral expressions. The question of the optimal maximum
filling of certain external geometric structures with a homogeneous internal
set of circular objects is also always an important and urgent task.
Review of recent research and publications. To study methods of
proving and solving problems of a certain class, it is important to have
algorithms, schemes and to understand the outlines of their applications
[1]. The application of acquired mathematical knowledge must be found in
solving standard and non-standard problems, to predict the results of certain
studies. Therefore, at the beginning of solving the problem analyze certain
ideas and methods, using illustrative tools, compare all ways of finding a
solution to the problem and choose the most logical of them.
In geometry, it is important to form the need for proofs using a variety of
methods and ways to solve such problems. When solving a certain problem
in several ways or methods, the acquired skills are transferred to other
conditions, repeated in new connections [2–3].
In many mathematics applications and the use of mathematical
apparatus in solving physical or technical problems, the question of
evaluation, calculation of work spent is an extremely important issue [3–6].
The solution of one of such problems in the given two adjacent cases is
offered in this work.
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The solution of the problem of maximum filling of certain external
geometric structures with a homogeneous set of circular (spherical)
objects is widely used in various spheres of human life [7–12]. Finding
a quantitative characteristic of such a filling is given in these
studies.
2. Several approaches to solving one geometric problem
Here is an example of one of these problems. It demonstrates methods
to solve them.
Formulation of the problem is to determine the angle between the
bisectors of two plane angles of a regular tetrahedron, which are drawn
from one vertex.
Methods to solve the problem.
The first method.
By the definition of a regular tetrahedron [3], whichever face we consider,
we have an equilateral triangle. Drop from the vertex D of the tetrahedron
DABC bisectors DM and DN on the face ADC and ADB (Figure 1). We
obtain the angle between the bisectors of two plane angles.
D

М
A

C
N
B

Figure 1. DABC tetrahedron with the desired angle between
the apophemes DM and DN
1
Suppose BC = x , then MN = x (the middle line of the triangle ABC),
2
3
DN
= DM
=
x (by the property of bisectors of equilateral triangles
2
ADC, ADB) and NDM   .
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∆NDM – isosceles, where – the height of the triangle and

 KN
1
1
NDK 
and KN = x , by the definition sin 
;

2
2 DN 2 3
4
 DK
DN 2  KN 2
11
cos 


2 DN
DN
12 .
11 1 5
5
2 
2 
Then, cos   cos 2  sin 2  12  12  6 , where   arccos 6 .
It should be noted that cos α can be found by the theorems of cosines

and sines:

3
DN
MN
x,

, where DN =
2
sin DMN sin MDN

1
DMN  DMK  90 
MN = x
,
2
2 .
1
3
x
x
2
 2

sin(90  ) sin 
,
2
3
1




cos
2 sin cos
2
2 ,
2

By the sine theorem:

sin


1

2 2 3,

3 2 1 2
x  x
11
4
16

12
3
x
,
2
11 1 5
5
2 
2 
cos   cos
 sin
  
  arccos .
2
2 12 12 6 , where
6
 DK
cos 

2 DN

DN 2  KN 2

DN

By the cosine theorem:

MN 2  DM 2  DN 2  2 DM  DN cos MDN  2 DN 2  2 DN 2 cos MDN
1 2
3
3
x  2 x 2  2 x 2 cos  ,
4
4
4
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cos  

5
5
, де   arccos .
6
6

The second method. Place the correct tetrahedron DABC in the Cartesian
coordinate system, so that the vertex D lies on the positive half-axis and is
projected in the center of the base Δ ABC, located in the XOY plane, ie at
the p. (0; 0; 0) (Figure 2).
z
D

C

B

O

М

у

N

А
х

Figure 2. The given tetrahedron in three-dimensional space,
the base center of which coincides with the origin.
Suppose p. A (1; 0; 0), then p. B (x1; y1; 0) and p. C (x2; y2; 0).
у

В
А
О

х

С

Figure 3. The base of the tetrahedron in the ХОY plane,
inscribed in a circle with the center at the origin
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Describe around Δ ABC a unit circle and find the coordinates of points B
and C with the definition of trigonometric functions (Figure 3).
1
x1   cos 60   ;
2
3
y1  sin 60 
;
1 3
ie p. В( − ; ; 0 ).
2
2 2
1
x2   cos 60   ;
2
3 ie p. С( − 1 ; − 3 ; 0 ).
y2   sin 60  
;
2
2
2
According to the formula for the distance between two points:
2

2

2
 1   3
АВ     1  
 0    0  0   3.
 2   2



By placement in space p. D 0; 0; z  , тоді AD  1; 0; z , AD  1  z 2 .
2
Since AD
= AB
= 3 , then we get equality 1  z  3 ; out of here
z1 = 2 and z2   2 (does not satisfy the condition of placement p. D).
Then p. D( 0; 0; 2 ).
Draw from the vertex D of the bisector DM і DN flat corners ∠ADC і
∠ADB (Figure 2). By construction MN – midline ΔАВС, ie p. М  x3 ; y3 ; 0  –
middle side АВ, p. N  x4 ; y4 ; 0  – middle side АС.
Find the coordinates of the points M і N :

 1
1   
 2  1;
x3 
2
4


p. M  1 ; 3 ; 0  ,
3
0
4 4 


2  3;
y3 
2
4
 1
1   
 2 
x4 
2
3
0
2 
y4 
2
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  1 3
3

   1
Then, DM   ; ; 2  ; DN   ;  ; 2  ;
4
 4 4


 4
1 1
3 
3
 
  
 
 2 2
4 4 4  4 
5
DM  DN
 ,
cos MDN    
6
1
3
1
3
DM  DN
 2
 2
16 16
16 16
5
where MDN  arccos .
6
The third method.
Consider more general case of constructing a DABC tetrahedron with an
arbitrary side a and arbitrary coordinates of its vertices.
Suppose p. А  x1 ; y1 ; z1  according to the coordinates of this point we will
consistently construct the other three points, indicating their coordinates.
We set Δ ABC in the XOY plane of the rectangular coordinate system.
So, p. А  x1 ; y1 ; 0  , p. В  x2 ; y2 ; 0  , p. С  x3 ; y3 ; 0  .
у

C

𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦3
Р
𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦1

A

𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥1

М
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥3

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

B

𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥2

х

Figure 4. Projection of an arbitrary tetrahedron into the XOY plane
(side AB parallel to the OX axis)
To simplify the calculations of the given model, let one of the sides
(for example, the side AB) be parallel to one of the coordinate axes (for
 x  x1  a
example, the OX axis) (Figure 4), then  2
p. В  x1  a; y1 ; 0  .
 y2  y1
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Obviously, the coordinates of p. C Δ ABC will be as follows:
x1  x2

;
 x3 
2

 y3  y1  hC ;
2 x1  a

 x3  2 ;

y  y  a 3 ;
1
 3
2

 2x  a
a 3 
; y1 
; 0  .
т. С  1
2
2



Suppose p. P is the point of intersection of the heights ΔАВС, ie
CM = hC =

 2x  a
1
a 3
a 3
a 3 
on this РМ= hC =
. Then, p. Р  1
.
 2 ; y1  6 ; 0 
3
2
6



In turn, the fourth vertex D of the DABC tetrahedron is projected in p.
 2x  a

a 3
P ΔАВС and it will have the following coordinates: p. D 1
,
 2 ; y1  6 ; hD 


where hD = DP – the height of the tetrahedron DABC, dropped from the
vertex D to the face Δ ABC.
 2  2  2
2
2
2
With Δ DPB, we have: BD  BP  PD or BD  BP  PD , where
PD = hD .
  2 x1  a a 3  
a2 a2
a .
BP  
;
; 0  , BP 


2
6
4
12
3


2
Then, a 

a2
a 2
 hD 2  hD 
.
3
3

 2 x1  a
a 3 a 2
Therefore, т. D  2 ; y1  6 ; 3  .


Finding successively all four vertices of the tetrahedron DABC, each
edge of which is equal a, find the coordinates of the points M and N, which
correspond to the bases of the apophemes DM and DN of the constructed
tetrahedron:
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xB  xC 4 x1  3a
 4 x1  3a 4 y1  a 3 

;
;
; 0 .


2
4
p. М  4
4

yB  yC 4 y1  a 3
;
yM 

4
2

xM 

xB  x A 2 x1  a

;
 2 x1  a

2
2
 2 ; y1 ; 0  .
p.
N
y  yA


yN  B
 y1 ;
2
 
  a a 3 a 2 
a 3 a 2 
;
Then, DM   ;
;
,
 and DN  0; 
6
3 
3 

 4 12
xN 

 
3a
3a 2 2a 2
DM  DN 
;


36
3
2
 
a 2 2a 2 15 2
DM  DN   

a (scalar product of vectors).
24
3
24

15 2
 
a
5
5
DM  DN
Therefore, cos MDN     24 2  , where MDN  arccos .
6
6
DM  DN 

3a


 2 



The value of the trigonometric function of the required angle ∠MDN
can also be found using the vector product of some vectors. Since, for the
area ΔDNM of the tetrahedron DABC the following relations are valid:
 
 
1   1  
SΔDNM= DM  DN  DM DN sin  DM ; DN , де DM × DN – vector
2
2
 
DM  DN
 
product of vectors, whence sin  DM ; DN    .
DM DN









Whereas
 
DM  DN 

i

j

a
4

a 3
12

0

a 3

6

k



a 2
3

 

1 1
1
a2 2
a2 2
a2 3
a 2 11
i
j
k  a2



8 24 192
8
4
24
4 3

a 2
3
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and DM
= DN
=
 
sin  DM ; DN 





3a
, then
2

a 2 11
 
 
11 5
8  11  cos  DM
; DN  1  sin 2  DM ; DN  1 
 ,
2
6
36 6
3a
4









5
MDN  arccos .
6

The fourth method.
Consider the correct tetrahedron
5) and introduce
   DABC
 (Figure

the  following
notation:
.
It
is known that
AC a=
, AB b, AD = c
 
 =
 a; b   a; c   b; c  60 and a= b= c = 1 .

 

 

 

D

В

N

А
M

С

Figure 5. The given tetrahedron in vectors

 
 1  1  
By the property of vectors: BC  b  a та MN  BC  a  b ;
2
2
 


 

DM  DN
b  
a 
DN    c; DM    c. Тhen, cos  DM ; DN    , where
2
2
DM DN











    b    a   2 1   1   1  
1  
DN  DM   c     c    c  a  c  b  c  a  b  1  a c cos 60 
2
4
2
2 
2
2





1
1 1 1 5
1
 b c cos 60  a b cos 60  1     ;
2
4
4 4 8 8
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2
 2  2 b
 
1 3
3
DN  c 
.
 1    DN  DM 
2
4 4
2

5
 
 
5
DM  DN
8
Therefore, cos  DM ; DN      5 , where MDN  arccos .
6
3
6
DM  DN
4





Considering the methods of solving this problem, we understand how
closely intertwined the variety of approaches to elementary and higher
mathematics. Examples of some interesting methods and ways of solving
a specific geometric problem that can be used in solving both standard and
non-standard problems using both geometric and algebraic mathematical
foundations are given. Such research provides an opportunity to expand
mathematical knowledge, demonstrate that mathematics is a living and
interesting science.
3. Calculation of work in one applied technical problem with different
geometry of arrangement and comparison of the received results
There is a cylindrical tank with the appropriate geometric parameters:
R-the radius of the circle of the base of this three-dimensional figure,
H-its height. This container is filled with some liquid density ρ. The main
task of these studies is comparative numerical characteristics of the pumping
(raising to the surface of the tank) of the volume of this liquid in two cases:
in the first – if the geometric structure has a horizontal arrangement of its
bases (Figure 6), in the second – when such bases of the cylindrical structure
will have a vertical position (Figure 7).
Research results. In determining the magnitude of such work in each of
these cases the well-known physical law [4-6] should be used, according to
which in the first case (Figure 6) to raise elementary mass of liquid mass to
the surface of such a reservoir m1  R 2 dy , located at an arbitrary height
y, the magnitude of the elementary work ∆А1 is roughly defined as the
product of the elementary force of gravity F  g m to the appropriate
lifting height equal to  H  y  , herewith y  0; H  , thus
А1  gR 2  Н  y  ∆y.
As can be seen from the last formula, the value of the elementary work
on raising the elementary volume of the liquid allotted at arbitrarily taken y
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у

y

Н
у

R

∆у

х

0

Figure 6. Cylindrical tank filled
with liquid and horizontally
arranged bases

0

z

H

Figure 7. Cylindrical tank
filled with liquid and vertically
arranged bases

at the appropriate height for raising to the surface of the tank is the value of
differentiated (variable) depending on the same ordinate.
If in this equation provided that ∆y goes to zero, ∆А1 will also go
to zero, therefore, the corresponding increments of the argument and its
dependent function can be replaced by differentials of these infinitesimal
quantities, and the approximate equal sign can be replaced by an exact one,
ie d А1  gR 2  Н  y  d y.
H

Whereas А1  dА1  y  ,
0

then, having integrated the right-hand side of the last equality on the
variable y within the possible change of this argument, replacing the
approximate sign of equality with the exact one, we have the final result of
the desired work А1:
H

А1  gR 2  Н  y  dy  
0

H

1
1
2
gR 2 d  H  y    gR 2  H  y 

20
2

H
0



1
gR 2 H 2 .
2

Similarly, set the amount of work А 2 � required to raise the entire volume
of liquid to the surface of the tank, when the bases of such a cylindrical
structure will be located vertically (Figure 7). The equation of the arc of the
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base circle in the selected coordinate system is defined as x 2   y  R   R 2,
2

where x   R 2   y  R  ,� y  0; 2 R  . At an arbitrary height y, the
elementary mass of the fluid layer at such an arrangement of a given
cylindrical structure will be determined as follows:
m2  2 xH y , based on the appropriate formula for determining the
volume of an elementary parallelepiped of height ∆y. Then the elementary
force required to raise to the surface of such a structure all the particles of
the liquid from the specified height of the location of such particles in and
taking into account the given value of x will be defined as
2

F2  2gH R 2   y  R  y, y  0; 2 R  .
2

So, this elemental force is equal to the force of gravity emitted at the
height of the elementary volume for a given fluid. Further, given the fact
that the particles of this elementary volume of liquid must be raised to the
height of rise  2R  y  , the element of work ∆А2 will be defined as
А2  2gH R 2   y  R 

2

 2 R  y  y, y  0; 2 R  .

As in the first case, replacing the increments of the function and its
argument by the corresponding differentials of these infinitesimal quantities,
we have a definite expression in the form of a definite integral for the final
establishment of the value of the total sum А2 as follows:
2R

A2 

 2gН  2 R  y 
0

 R y t 


R   y  R  dy   dy  dt  
 t    R; R  



R

 2gН

2

2

 R  t

R 2  t 2 d  t  

R
R

R

R

R

R

R

 2gНR  R 2  t 2 dt  2gН  t R 2  t 2 dt  2gНR  R 2  t 2 dt 
R

 4gНR  R 2  t 2 dt  4gНR
0

t R2  t 2
2

R
0

4gНR

R2
t
arcsin
2
R

R
0

 gR 3 H .
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Here

t R2  t 2
2

R
0

 0 , also arcsin1 


,
2

R

t

R 2  t 2 dt  0 as an integral

R

of the odd function under the sign of the integral symmetric with respect to
the point 0 of the integration interval.
Thus:
1
А1  gR 2 H 2
,
2
А 2  gR 3 H .

Based on the latest results, these values can be compared and their
corresponding ratio is taken:
А1
H
H
=
А2 .
, або А1 =
А 2 2R
2R
The following features are obtained:
H
 1  Н  2 R  А1  А 2
,
2R
H
 1  Н  2 R  А1  А 2 ,
2R
H
 1  Н  2 R  А1  А 2 .
2R

Thus, the values of the required works in both cases will be equal when
the height (generative) H of such a cylindrical structure coincides with its
diameter 2R, which is the logical result of such studies.
It should also be noted that if the position of the cylindrical structure
is horizontal at its base, the magnitude of the corresponding work will
be proportional to both the square of the radius and the square of the
height of such structure (Figure 6), and if such capacity is horizontal
with vertical both bases (Figure 7), the magnitude of the desired work
will already be proportional to both the cube of the radius of the base
circle and the height (creative) of such a structure of the corresponding
geometry.
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4. Setting the maximum number of filling of some geometric structure
with many other geometric figures of circular (spherical) shape
Questions about the optimal location of certain geometric objects
(structures) are among the problems of optimal geometric design. Such
studies are relevant and their results are constantly growing both from a
purely theoretical and practical point of view [7–12]. In the studies, the
so-called coefficient of useful filling of one geometric structure with many
other objects plays a very important role. As a rule, the main task of such
researches is to increase the numerical value of the coefficient and its direct
estimation in one or another mathematical model that is being studied
[11–12]. The results of them have a wide range of possible applications: the
problem of maximum filling of tanks of different geometric shapes in the
agricultural sector of the economy, mechanical engineering, medicine, in
particular, pharmacology, light, furniture, etc. The basis of such problems
and their solution is to determine the optimal location of a finite set of certain
geometric objects within certain geometric structures. We aim to calculate
the possibilities of maximum filling of a given geometric figure (both flat
and three-dimensional) by a set of circles (respectively, balls) of the same
radius r, namely, the quantitative component of such optimal filling, and
formulate some criteria for estimating such maximum filling. Obviously,
such a criterion can be chosen as the ratio of the total usable area (volume)
of the filling of a given geometric structure to the area (volume) of this
given geometric structure.
The purpose of the researches is to establish the optimal filling of a
certain external geometric structure with a finite set of objects of one or
another geometric shape, to establish the quantitative characteristics of such
filling, to introduce and calculate the coefficient of useful maximum filling
of such structure.
In order for the external geometric structure to reach its maximum
content, we will require that the linear dimensions of a given geometric
structure be multiples of the numerical value d=2r (d-diameter). Under
this necessary condition, the area (volume) of unproductive voids of the
external geometric structure is minimized and, accordingly, the filling of
such a structure will reach the highest values.
1. If in the plane case (ie in two-dimensional space) as an external
geometric structure is chosen a rectangle with the dimensions of the
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sides, respectively, a and b, whose numerical values are multiples of 2r,
a
b
,
n , where m, n − integers, then the quantitative value of
ie= m=
2r
2r
the optimal (maximum) filling of such a flat geometric structure is easily
established and is equal to:
N = mn .

Figure 8. Rectangular structure, where m = 4, n = 3
As an example of such a simpler structure, Figure 8 shows a structure in
m 4=
,� n 3 . Then N = 12 . Now in
the form of a rectangle with values of =
this example the degree (coefficient) of efficiency of such filling of the set
structure as the relation of the total area of all 12 circles to the area of the
set external rectangular structure will be established. Here:
mnr 2
mnr 2


100% 
100%  100%  78, 5%.
4
ab
4mnr 2
An analogue of the above structure, but with the transition to threedimensional space is a straight parallelepiped, which is filled as much as
possible by a set of balls of fixed radius, while the linear dimensions of the
independent sides of the parallelepiped meet the conditions:
a b c
= =
= 2r , where m, n, k − integers, 2r − diameter of each sphere.
m n k
In this case, the maximum possible number of such balls inside the specified
parallelepiped will be equal to:
N = mnk , the coefficient of useful effective filling of such a structure of
three-dimensional space will be determined as the ratio of the total useful
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volume to the volume of the outer parallelepiped. Summarizing the example
shown in Figure 8 on three-dimensional space and assuming, for example,
k = 3, the value of this coefficient will be as follows:
4 3
4 3
r mkn
r mkn

100%  100%  52, 3%.
 3
100%  3
3
6
abс
8mnkr

From the results of finding the coefficients of optimal filling of similar
flat and three-dimensional models, we can conclude that the optimum
maximum filling for a flat model is 1.5 times higher than in a similar threedimensional model. The next conclusion is that the numerical values of the
corresponding coefficients of useful filling of flat and three-dimensional
structures do not depend on the linear dimensions of the outermost
geometric structure.

О

А

Figure 9. The example of a flat outer circular structure of radius � R ,
maximally filled with a set of circles of fixed radius � r , R > r in the case
R
R
when − is an odd number ( = 5 ).
r
r
2. As another external geometric structure in two-dimensional space, we
introduce a circle of radius R, ( R > r ) , here r – values of the fixed radius
of the maximum possible number of inner circles, which fill the area of the
R
outer structure of a large circle. We assume that = l , де l − is an integer.
r
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According to the research, this point can be further divided into two
sub-items depending on the parity – the oddness of the numerical value of l.
A) Suppose l  2k  1,� k  integer. The case of the so-called paired
model. An example of such a specific structure k  3  l  5  is shown in
Figure 9.
The dependence of the maximum possible number of small circles
inside the outer circular structure has been established and this dependence
is determined by the formula of the following form:
k 1

N  R   2k  1 r   2k  1  2  2k  1  i  , � k  2, 3, 4 
i 1

This formula at large values of k is not particularly convenient, so we
offer a condensed version, which is more appropriate, it has the following
form:
N  R   2k  1 r   3k 2  3k  1, � k  2, 3, 4 
According to the latter result, the value of the number N increases in
quadratic with respect to k dependence.
Table 1
Dependence of the maximum possible number of small circles
on the value of the integer k, which are located inside the large circle
k
The number of circles N of radius r
depending on the value k (R= (2k-1)r)

2

3

4

5

6

7

19

37

61

91

Using the above result, we can easily set the maximum possible number
of small circles to fill a large circle in Figure 9: N  R  5r   27  9  1  19 .
The established dependence of the number N on the value of k can also
be set using table 1.
B) Suppose l  2k ,� k  integer. This is the case with the so-called paired
model. An example of such a specific structure k  3  l  6  is shown in
Figure 10.
In this case, the dependence of the maximum possible number of small
circles inside the outer circular structure is determined by the formula of
the form:
k 1
N  R  2kr   2k  2  2k  i  , � k  2, 3, 4, 
i 1
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In this case, the dependence of the maximum possible number of small
circles inside the outer circular structure is determined by the formula of
the form:
k 1
N  R  2kr   2k  2  2k  i  , � k  2, 3, 4, 
i 1

Based on this result, we have a similar quadratic relationship between
the values N and k.
Р

К
Н

О

А

Figure 10. An example of a flat outer circular structure of radius R,
maximally filled with a set of circles of fixed radius � r , R > r , in the case
R
R
where − is an even number ( = 6).
r
r
As a remark to sub-item B) it is noted that visually it is possible
to get an impression of the placement of several additional circles,
one of which is possible in Figure 10 is dotted. But research has
shown that such additional placement is impossible because:
OA  6r, OP  3OK  OH  3 3r  r  3 3  1 r  6,1r  6r . The established
dependence can be similarly interpreted in the form of table 2.





Table 2
Dependence of the maximum possible number of small circles
on the value of the integer k, which are located inside the large circle
k

2

3

4

5

6

The number of circles N of radius r
depending on the value of k (R = 2kr)

10

24

44

70

102
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The execution of the last inequality mathematically strictly proves the
fact that the presence in Figure 10 of the dotted additional possible circle is
actually impossible.
Let us dwell on the question of establishing the value of the
coefficient of effective (maximum) filling of such an external circular
structure. For the odd model we have the following estimate for this
coefficient:
неп    R   2k  1 r  

N  R   2k  1 r  r 2
R

2

100% 

N  R   2k  1 r  r 2
r 2  2k  1

2

100% 

3k 2  3k  1

 2k  1

2

100%  75% .

It is similarly for the pair model:
п    R  2kr  

N  R  2kr  r 2
R

2

100% 

N  R  2kr  r 2
r  2k 
2

2

100% 

3k 2  k

 2k  1

2

100%  75% .

As we can see, the asymptotic values of the given coefficients coincide
essentially with one constant value equal to 75%.
Then, based on the principles of calculating the outer circular structure,
we can further introduce a cylindrical outer geometric structure with the
parameters R – radius of the base circle and H – height in three-dimensional
space. In this case, we consider the value of H – to be a multiple of 2r,
where r – is the fixed radius of each of the balls, which can fill the maximum
Н
= p , where p – is an integer, then in relation to
volume of the cylinder. If
2r
the maximum possible number of small balls that can be placed inside the
cylinder, we obtain:
Q = Np .
In this case, the coefficient of maximum useful filling of such a threedimensional structure is defined as
4 3
r Q
r 3 Np
4
2 3k 2  3k  1
%
100
100%  50% .
  3 2 100% 

3  2k  12 r 2 2pr
3  2k  12
R H

Thus, we have a similar similarity with respect to the considered external
circular structure, namely, the coefficient of volumetric maximum filling is
1.5 times smaller in comparison with the same coefficient of flat filling of
the corresponding circular structure.
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As follows:
– cases of maximum filling of flat and three-dimensional geometric
structures with a finite set of geometric objects are considered, the
quantitative measure of each of the given fillings is established;
– the coefficient of such useful filling of the corresponding geometrical
structure both in two-dimensional and three-dimensional spaces is entered,
the estimation of calculation of such coefficient is made;
– a comparative analysis of such coefficients for flat and threedimensional cases of solving the problem posed in the research.
5. Conclusions
The main results of the research of this work can be considered the
following:
– in the first part of this work, on the example of solving one geometric
problem, mathematical versatility of different approaches and methods of
solving this particular problem and many other mathematical problems is
established, therefore, the question in such cases is not just to find the right
solution to the problem to be solved, but also to choose the solution that
would be the most acceptable and optimal;
– the second part investigates on the basis of known classical results
of one of the physical laws comparative analysis of one of the numerical
characteristics, namely, work in this case using the mathematical apparatus
of integral calculus, established the relationship of relevant models the body
to which the essence of this task is attached;
– in the third part the problem of maximum filling of certain external
spatial geometric figures with a set of homogeneous circular or spherical
objects is solved, the so-called coefficient of such useful filling is offered
and tested.
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ACTIVITIES OF JEWISH SCHOOLS IN PODILLYA PROVINCE
IN THE SECOND HALF OF THE XIX CENTURY
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Abstract. The problem of education among the Jewish population in
the second half of the nineteenth century attracts the attention of historians
and educators. According to scientific and archival sources, statistical data,
research examines the issue of education of Jewish children, the opening
of educational institutions for them and the activities of Jewish schools
in the Podillia province, which began operating in the second half of the
nineteenth century. Since the time of socio-economic transformations in the
life of the Russian Empire, the corresponding processes in the educational
sphere have been taking place. In general, in the state, including in the
Podillia province, educational institutions of various directions are gradually
opening. These are primary schools, gymnasiums, schools (public, private),
theological seminaries. The purpose of the research is to analyze the
development of education in the Podolsk province, in particular, among the
Jewish population, to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the activities
of Jewish schools in the late nineteenth century. Due to the informational
and analytical-synthetic methods of research on this topic, the process
of formation of education among the population of Jewish nationality in
the second half of the XIX century is considered. in Podillya. The main
problems that arose due to the discriminatory norm established by the
government in the admission of Jewish children to gymnasiums and higher
education institutions, which did not allow all those wishing to receive
secondary and higher education, were highlighted. It was not comfortable
for Jewish children to study with other children. We are trying to analyze
Candidate of Historical Sciences,
Associate Professor of History of Ukraine and Philosophy Department,
Vinnytsia National Agrarian University, Ukraine
1
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that due to the fact that Jews were the third and fourth largest population in
the Russian Empire, and in the south-western cities received a significant
degree of economic development, it was necessary to open special schools,
gymnasium for them. One of the versions about the acquisition of education
by the Jewish population is their gradual rapprochement with the Christian
population, as P. Chubynsky emphasizes in his work. This was the goal of
the authorities in opening 1st and 2nd grade schools, which resulted in the
direction of Jews through proper preparation for the transition to general
secondary and higher education. It should also be noted that the government
decided to open schools for Jewish women, especially from low-income
families. Most of them are private schools. At the end of the XIX century
the Jewish population of Podillya was characterized by a high level of
education. In 1897 it included 41.3% of Jewish men and 21.7% of women.
1. Introduction
A great number of scientific works are devoted to the study of this
problem. Interest in the ethnic composition of the population of the Russian
Empire, in particular, the Podillya province grew sharply in the 40–50s of
the XIX century.
A certain role in the ethnographic study of Podillya was played by the
activities of the General Staff of the Tsarist Army to study the provinces of
the Russian Empire. The tenth volume of the “Military Statistical Review
of the Russian Empire” contains information about the ethnic composition
of the population of Podillya, ethnographic descriptions of Ukrainians,
Russians, Moldovans, Poles, Jews, Armenians, Greeks, Muslims, etc. [1].
Of great interest in the study of our topic is the work of O. Rittich, which
provides tables of population distribution of the nine western provinces of
the Russian Empire on religious property, reproduces the ethnic composition
of the Western region, contains provincial figures on the ethnic composition
of the Podillya province, including Jews (Jewish) [2, p. 17–18].
No less important in the 70s of the XIX century. became ethnographic
and statistical work of P. Chubinsky, which examines the life and everyday
life of “tribes of non-Russian origin”, namely: Volume 7 is devoted to
Jews, Poles. The scientist uses data on religion and native language and
determines the ethnic status of the population of the Right Bank of Ukraine,
in particular, Podillya province [3].
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In the 80s of the XIX century. well-known Podillya historian, local
historian, statistician V. Guldman launched the annual “Review of Podillya
Province” [4]. Between 1884 and 1913, 25 large books were published
depicting the life of the population of Podillya (demography, agriculture,
industry, trade, education, culture, medicine, taxes, etc.), which is a
unique source for research scholars [5–15]. Ethnographically important
is his monograph “Podillya province. The experience of geographical and
statistical description” (1889) [16]. It should be noted that a third of the
information about the population of Podillya, published in the publications
of V. Gouldman, is generally the first source for their study.
The results of scientific research on the Jewish population in the
southwestern provinces of Russia are presented in the work of Alenitsyn
V.D. “Jewish population and land tenure in the southwestern provinces of
European Russia, part of the Jewish settlement” (1884), which includes
reports of provincial commissions on the Jewish question [17].
No less important in terms of research is the publication in the early
twentieth century 16 volumes of Brockhaus-Efron’s “Jewish Encyclopedia”,
which is devoted to knowledge about Jews and their culture [18].
Statistical data on the demographic and cultural status of the Jewish
people were studied by Brutskus B.D. “Statistics of the Jewish population:
distribution by territory, demographic and cultural characteristics of the
Jewish population according to the 1897 census” (1909) [19].
Many scientific works of Ukrainian historians are devoted to the study of
this problem, in particular Anokhina L. [20], Vorolis M. [21], Kosholap O.
[22], Kononenko V. [23], Morgolis T. [24], Trostogon M. [25], Yurchenko O.
[26]. In their publications, they focused only on certain aspects of this topic.
The monograph of Polishchuk Yu. M. “National minorities of the Right Bank
of Ukraine in the context of ethnic policy of the Russian Empire (late XVIII –
early XX centuries)” reveals the features of Russian tsarist policy towards national
minorities of the Right Bank of Ukraine and basic principles of socio-economic,
educational, church and religious policies of the Russian Empire [27].
The dissertation research of Orlovsky L.O. “Jewish population in the
socio-economic, socio-political, educational, cultural and spiritual life of
Podillya (1861–1914)” (2019) is devoted to the economic and nationalcultural life of the Jewish community in the second half of the XIX Art. –
in the early twentieth century in Podillia [28].
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Setting objectives. Today the attention to educational issues has
increased. That is why the paper studies and analyzes scientific and statistical
sources on the development of education among the Jewish population of
Podillya province in the second half of the nineteenth century, especially
the activities of Jewish schools, their funding.
The purpose of the research is to try to analyze the development
of education in the Podillya province, in particular, among the Jewish
population, to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the activities of Jewish
schools in the late nineteenth century.
Due to the informational and analytical-synthetic methods of research
on this topic, the process of formation of education in Podillya region
among the population of Jewish nationality in the second half of the XIX
century is considered.
2. The Jewish population in the second half of the nineteenth century
It is necessary to consider what share of the population of the Right
Bank of Ukraine was represented by Jews. After the annexation of the Right
Bank by the Russian tsarism, an audit of the population was conducted,
which was to show the number of individual states of the region.
During the XIX century the absolute number and proportion of the
Jewish ethnic group evolved in the direction of increase.
The reason for such dominance of the Jewish community was the
imperial policy, which on the basis of the Regulations of 1835 singled
out the so-called “settlement strip” for the compact residence of Jews. Its
borders covered Podillya, Volyn, Kyiv (except Kyiv city), Kherson (except
Mykolayiv), Katerynoslav, Tavriya (except Sevastopol), Poltava (except
Cossack and state villages) and Chernihiv provinces [29, p. 66].
P. Chubynsky noted in his work that Jews were not allowed to
settle in the territory of the Greater Russian provinces, but only in the
western provinces, where they received a significant degree of economic
development [3, p. 3–8].
At the end of 1840, Nicholay I established a special committee “to
determine measures for the radical transformation of Jews in Russia”. This
committee had: “1. to act on the moral education of the new generation of
Jews by founding Jewish schools in a spirit contrary to current Talmudic
teachings; 2. to destroy the kahals (community) and to subordinate the
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Jews to the general government ... 4. to forbid the use of special Jewish
clothing ... 7. by dividing the Jews according to the quality of their
occupations”. These proposals determined the policy of Nicholay I towards
the Jews, which he followed until his death in 1855 [32, p. 500].
According to the materials of the General Staff in 1849, there were
177,189 Jews living in the Podillya province, which was 1/81 of the total
population of 1,530,321 people [1, p. 82].
According to official data from 1865, the Jewish population of the
South-Western region was already more than 600 thousand people, ie, more
than 11% of the population of the region. The largest Jewish communities
were in Berdychiv and Zhytomyr [27, p. 107].
It should be noted that in 1867 there were 211,801 Jews living in the
Podillya province, which was the second largest (after the Kiev province)
among the 9 provinces that were part of the Russian Empire [30, p. 98].
According to statistical calculations, P. Chubynsky determined that in
general in the provinces of the South-Western region in 1872 Jews lived:
in the Kiev province – 13.09%; in Podillya – 12.08%; in Volyn – 12.37%.
That is, Jews in each of these provinces now make up almost one-eighth of
the population. It turns out that in cities the number of Jews is over 32%,
in towns – 53% and in villages – more than 14% [3, p. 175–178]. Table
1 follows the analysis of the settlement of Jews in cities, towns and villages
in the provinces of the South-Western region.
Table 1
Settlement of Jews in the three Southwestern provinces as of 1872
Provinces
Cities
Towns
Villages
Total
Kyiv
98,032
123,909
41,18
263,459
Podiliya
70,012
151,124
35,539
246,735
Volyn
69,171
105,223
36,747
211,146
Total
237,275
380,261
103,804
721,340
Source: Chubins’kiy P. (1872) Yevrei. Polyaki. Plemena nemalorusskogo proiskhozhdeniya.
Malorussy (statistika, sel’skiy byt, yazyk) [Poles. Tribes of non-Russian origin. Little
Russians (statistics, rural life, language)]. Trudy etnografichesko-statisticheskoy
ekspeditsii v Zapadno-Russkiy kray, snaryazhennoy Imperatorskim Russkim
Geograficheskim Obshchestvom. Yugo-Zapadnyy otdel [Proceedings of the ethnographicstatistical expedition to the Western Russian Territory, organized by the Imperial Russian
Geographical Society. Southwest Division]. St. Petersburg, p. 608. (in Russian)
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According to statistics for the late 80’s of the XIX century in 120 towns
of the Podillya province, Jews accounted for 44% (140,598 people) of
the total population. At the same time, the smallest number of Jews
lived in the towns of Makiv, Kamyanets’kyi district (2.9% – 47 out of
1649 people), Butnivtsi (Podillya) of Letychiv district (4% – 48 out of
1222 people), Verkhivka, Mogilev district (4, 6% – 41 out of 897 people)
and in the town of Tina, Ushice County (4.5% – 46 out of 1,023 people).
The largest percentage of Jews are in the towns of Holoski in the Balta
County (85% – 803 out of 945 people), Chechelnyk, Olgopol County
(93% – 2232 out of 2400 people) and Knyazhe-Tymanivka in Yampil
County (98% – 5). In 22 towns Jews made up from 40% to 50% of the
population [16, p. 92].
In 8 towns, the percentage of Jews was 70-80%, 7 towns out of 10-15%
and 6 towns each, where there were 5-10% Jews and 60-70% of the total
population. Thus, out of 120 towns in 57, the Jewish part of the population
was over 40%. Thus, in the Podillya province and county towns, Jews made
up a significant part of the population, in Mogilev and the Baltics their share
reached 60-80% [31, p. 125].
The increase in the population of Jewish nationality in the Right Bank of
Ukraine (three provinces) in 1884 can be traced in Table 2.
Table 2
Settlement of Jews in the three Southwestern provinces as of 1884
№
Provinces
Population, total
Jews
% Jewish population
1 Kyiv
2.332.421
339.557
14.6
2 Podillya
2.239.514
418.858
18.7
3 Volyn
1.946.438
289.820
14.9
Source: Alenitsin V.D. (1884) Evreyskoye naseleniye i zemlevladeniye v Yugo-Zapadnykh
guberniyakh Yevropeyskoy Rossii, vkhodyashchikh v chertu yevreyskoy osedlosti [Jewish
population and land ownership in the South-Western provinces of European Russia,
included in the Jewish Pale of Settlement]. St.-Peterburg. (in Russian)

According to the census of the Jewish population in the towns of the
South-Western region in number is almost 43% of the total population
[19, p. 8]. The indicators in Table 3 testify to the settlement of Jews in the
towns of the provinces of the Right Bank of Ukraine.
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Table 3
Population distribution in the towns of the Right Bank of Ukraine
by denominations (1897)
Provinces
Orthodox
Jews
others
Total
Kyiv
319583
196420
21802
537805
%
59,4
36,5
24,1
100
Podillya
226045
210804
38149
474998
%
47,6
44,4
9,0
100
Volyn
179636
192370
23752
395758
%
45,4
48,6
6,0
100
Total
725264
599594
83703
1408561
%
51,5
42,6
5,9
100
Source: Komarnitsʹkyy O.B. (2004) Ukrayinsʹke mistechko: ponyattya, demohrafichnyy,
etnichnyy i konfesiynyy sklad naselennya (na materialakh Pravoberezhnoyi Ukrayiny
kintsya XIX – pochatku XX st.) [Ukrainian town: concept, demographic, ethnic and
confessional composition of the population (on the materials of the Right Bank of
Ukraine in the late XIX – early XX centuries]. Scientific works of Kamyanets-Podilsky
State University: Historical sciences. Kamenets-Podolsky: Oium, Vol. 12, p. 512. (in
Ukrainian)

According to the census conducted in the Russian Empire in 1897, the
number of Jews (in cities, towns and villages) in the Podillya province
alone is 370,612 people. [3, p. 178]. Statistical indicators of the settlement
of Jews in the Podillya province are presented in Table 4.
Table 4
The population of Jews in the Podillya province according
to the 1897 census
Types of settlement
Total
Jews
%
Villages
2.313.420
54847
2,4
Towns
483,009
212877
44,2
Cities
221.870
102.888
46,4
Total
3.018.299
370.612
12,3
Source: Brutskus B.D. (1909) Statistika yevreyskogo naseleniya: raspredeleniye po
territorii, demograficheskiye i kul’turnyye priznaki yevreyskogo naseleniya po dannym
perepisi 1897 [Statistics of the Jewish population: distribution by territory, demographic
and cultural characteristics of the Jewish population according to the 1897 census].
SPb: Sever, p. 134. (in Russian)
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Thus, according to statistical and historical sources, we note that the
Jewish population between 1860 and 1890 did increase from 246,735. up
to 370,612 people. and is a major part of the demography of the Podillya
region.
3. Activities of Jewish schools in the Podillya province
It was very difficult for Jewish children to get an education. In 1844,
government schools for Jews and two rabbinical seminaries were established in
Vilna and Zhytomyr in the southwestern part of the Russian Empire. Christians
were appointed directors of these schools, and only Jewish subjects were
taught by Jewish teachers. The main purpose of the schools (secret instruction
of the Minister of Education, approved by the tsar) was to re-educate the
younger generation and turn the Jews away from the Talmud. At the same
time, the establishment of these schools led to the persecution of traditional
Jewish schools, the Heders, and their teachers, the Melamedis. Jews tried to
bribe officials to keep these schools and compiled fictitious lists of students
that local authorities sent to the Ministry of Education [32, p. 500–501].
In the institution the children studied the Jewish Law of Faith, the ancient
Hebrew language, the translation of the Bible and the Holy Scriptures, the
history of the Bible and after the Bible, Pircate-Avot (explanation of the
most important prayers).
According to P. Chubynsky, “Melamedis” are divided into elementary
(first-graders, “dardaki-melamedis”), teachers of Hebrew (second-graders,
“arbuvia-melamedis”) and teachers of the Talmud (tertiary, “hemaramelamedis”). Quite often classes are held in the room where the “melamedi”
lives with his family, which is not always suitable for study [3, p. 80].
Children were taught only by those Melamedis who had received
a certificate from the Jewish school commissions (there were two in the
province, in Kamianka and Nemyriv). In total in the Podillya province in
the mid-70’s of the XIX century there were 409 melameds who taught more
than 3.5 thousand children [16, p. 95]. Although there may have been more.
Melamedis were monitored not only by the county’s Jewish school
commissions, but even by the police. For violating the rules, they were
brought to court, fined together with the parents of children who studied
there. After that, the Melamedis were forbidden to teach children, they gave
a receipt stating that they would not do it anymore [36, p. 15].
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It should be noted that Jewish children who studied in Russian
schools were uncomfortable due to the negative attitude towards them in
educational institutions, on which the policy of the Russian autocracy was
based [26, p. 94].
According to P. Chubinsky’s research, Jews who did not receive
theoretical knowledge of any of the European languages had difficulty
learning the grammatical rules of the Russian language. According to the
scientist, Kyiv Jews speak Russian better than Podillya and Volyn Jews.
That is, knowledge of the language and its pronunciation depends on the
area where they live. It is known that many Jewish families decided to teach
their children the Russian language in order to bring them closer to the local
population [3, p. 5–15].
According to the new regulation on Jewish schools, in 1844 two higher
schools were established (in Vilna and Zhytomyr) for the training of future
teachers and rabbis, as well as two kinds of schools: first-class and secondclass. A special candle collection was set for the maintenance of the schools
and revenues from two monopoly Jewish printing houses in Vilna and
Zhytomyr were allocated.
On August 7, 1845, the Provincial Jewish Student Commission was
established to control educational institutions, according to which teaching
in Jewish educational institutions is unsatisfactory, children only have to
memorize knowledge, school premises are in a dirty state [1, p. 152].
According to the law of May 4, 1859, Jews were given the right to teach
their children the law of faith, at their own request, in schools or private
teachers [28, p. 161].
As of 1857, there were 171 Jewish educational institutions in the
Podillya province, of which: 8 public one-level schools (197 students), twolevel schools (2 (33 students), private Talmudors – 1 (50 students), private
headers (primary schools)) – 160 (2475 students) [33, p. 5].
By decree of May 4, 1859, the government decided to improve the
teaching staff and make the education of the children of Jewish merchants
and honorary citizens compulsory.
In 1861, Jewish teachers of state schools were exempted from paying
taxes and performing other duties [27, p. 235].
The decree of September 6, 1862, decided on the expediency of
appointing Jewish and Christian caregivers of Jewish schools. And the
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emergence of Jewish teachers significantly increases the number of students
and interest in the school.
However, it should be taken into account that before the Regulation on
the Arrangement of the School Unit in the South-Western Region of May
26, 1869, there were (excluding Kyiv) only 6 county schools, including
4 aristocratic ones. In the second half of 1869 in the South-Western
provinces opened 32 folk and urban schools [27, p. 109].
The Minister of Education concluded that studying in special schools
alienated Jewish youth from the Christian environment, so in early 1873 an
order was issued to close public schools founded for Jews in 1844 and to
transform rabbinical schools into teachers’ institutes.
At the same time, measures were taken to facilitate the admission of
Jews to general educational institutions, but the rapid increase in the number
of Jews among them caused great dissatisfaction among various sections of
Russian society. Anti-Jewish information appeared in the press [32, p. 505].
According to statistical estimates of P. Chubynsky in the 70s of the
XIX century up to 900 boys and up to 300 girls studied in state Jewish
schools and private Jewish boarding schools [3, p. 201].
After 1873, a number of new public schools and private schools emerged,
existing schools were reorganized, libraries were established, and so on.
According to the Society for the Propagation of Jewish Education in
Russia, all special Jewish schools in the 15 provinces had a “settlement
zone” (very few outside Jewish schools) by the end of 1899, 644, of which
392 (60%) were privately owned. initiative, 139 (21%) are considered
public and charitable, the remaining 113 schools (19%) – public schools
established by the educational department [34].
It should be noted that in the second half of the XIX century Podillya
province was a polyethnic region, in which, according to the All-Russian
census of 1897, Ukrainians accounted for 80.9% of all Podillya residents,
Russians – 3.3%, Poles – 2, 3% [35, p. 3]. 31,000 Jews lived in Vinnytsia
County. Tailoring and trade in agricultural products were common
occupations among the Jews of Vinnytsia [26, p. 87].
On May 3, 1882, the “Provisional Rules” were adopted, which
significantly limited the development of Jewish national life. The education
system of Jewish communities was tied to the area of settlement and the
corresponding quota for education in educational institutions. In July 1887,
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the Minister of Education issued a directive establishing an “interest rate”.
In secondary and higher state educational institutions this quota was at the
level of 10% (this included Podillya). Thus, the authorities tried to isolate
Jews or force them to emigrate from the country [23, p. 178].
Podillya province was included in the “settlement zone” of the Jewish
population and became one of the most Jewish-populated regions not
only in Ukraine but also in the empire. In 1897, 376,017 Jews lived in the
province, which was about 12.3% of the total population of the region, most
of them women [18, p. 648–649].
Therefore, in the early 70’s of the XIX century throughout the Russian
Empire began to open schools for children of Jewish nationality (Jewish
school in St. Petersburg, Odessa, Mogilev) [24, p. 1].
Thus, at the end of the XIX century. In Ukraine, in particular, in Podillya,
educational institutions of various levels were opened, where Jewish
children studied. Among them, single-class Jewish schools and community
schools (public Talmudic Torahs, private women’s and men’s Jewish
schools) predominated. In addition, there were Jewish teacher training
institutes, whose graduates were sent to work in schools. The Jewish schools
themselves were located in county towns, such as: Zhytomyr, Vinnytsia,
Dunaivtsi, Lityn [25, p. 16].
An important element of traditional Jewish education in the late
nineteenth century was the Talmud Tories, schools for orphans and children
from poor Jewish families supported by Jewish communities and donations
from wealthy Jews, as well as proceeds from box and candle collections.
Although during this period the content of education in them has changed
somewhat. In addition to the traditional Jewish religious disciplines
(Pentateuch, Hebrew, Bible and Talmud), began to teach some secular
sciences [25, p. 18–19].
At the end of the XIX century. Private Jewish men’s and women’s schools
began to open on the Right Bank, giving everyone the opportunity to study.
Although here, too, the watchful eye of the state was not enough: private
Jewish schools were allowed to open only to those who received from the
authorities “confirmation of moral and political reliability” [36, p. 16].
In 1877, a two-class elementary Jewish school for men was opened
in Vinnytsia, located in a rented house for 825 rubles, and there was a
preparatory class at the school. For the maintenance of the school used the
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money got from selling candles (candle fee) – 4031 rubles 92 kopecks.
134 boys studied there. Only 10 graduated from school successfully due to
the high requirements of teachers [25, p. 17].
In the 70s of the XIX century in the Podillya province, 4 primary state
Jewish schools were established, one of which was a two-class Jewish
school in Vinnytsia (1877), and three one-class schools in Proskurov (1878),
Mogilev Podilsky (1879), and Balti (1875) [16, p. 195].
In 1887, 422 boys and 22 girls studied in four Jewish schools. In total,
the maintenance of these children cost 15,559 rubles 50 kopecks, ie the
maintenance of one child cost an average of 35 rubles. It should be noted
that Jewish schools did not have their own premises and were forced to
rent them at the expense of the Ministry of Education, Box and Candle
Fees, funded by the candlelight fee of local Jewish communities [4, p. 133].
Regarding the funding of these schools, we can follow in Table 5.
Table 5
Financing of state Jewish schools in the Podillya province
(1887–1990)
Year
1887
1888
1890
1891
1892
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
Source: summered by the aurhor [4–16]

Financing (rubles)
15.559 rubles 50 kopecks.
13.539 rubles 50 kopecks.
14.550 rubles 14 kopecks.
14.550 rubles 14 kopecks.
13.933 rubles 14 kopecks.
13.933 rubles 14 kopecks.
15.436 rubles 02 kopecks.
15.189 rubles 17 kopecks.
15.502 rubles 37 kopecks.
15.189 rubles 47 kopecks.
15.189 rubles 47 kopecks.
15.189 rubles 47 kopecks.

The duration of the course in schools was 6 years. In single-grade schools,
students were divided according to their knowledge into three departments
and studied in each of them for two years. In two-grade schools, the first
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grade lasted four years and the students were divided into two classes. The
2nd grade course lasted for two years. Children under the age of seven and
at least fourteen were admitted to the Jewish primary school. Children aged
10 to 13 who successfully completed the first four years of school could
enter the first grade of gymnasiums and real schools without exams. In the
same Jewish schools, the children studied Russian, arithmetic, Russian,
Hebrew, and German, ancient Hebrew, Jewish law of faith, Bible history,
and important prayers according to programs approved by the Ministry
of Education. The same subjects, as well as history and geography, were
studied in two-grade schools.
At the Mogilev Jewish School, the children studied at the locksmith’s
and blacksmith’s department. Training was conducted in a separate room for
a rent of 112 rubles. in a year. In 1890, a carpentry and binding department
was opened, which was taught in the school. A total of 34 students studied
in this institution, 20 of them in metalwork, 8 in carpentry, 6 in binding.
Tables, chairs, hangers, stools, beds, balcony grilles, folding tables and
chairs, locks and more were made for sale [8, with. 190]. The master of
metalwork graduated from the Zhytomyr Jewish School, other masters –
local. Part of the money for the maintenance of the school is transferred
from the candle collection of the Jewish community (100 rubles), the
other – 1000 rubles. by box collection, and another part – donations and
money received from the sale of goods produced by students [8, p. 135].
In 1895, the Jewish Society of Proskurov filed a petition for 24,000 rubles.
for the construction of a new building of the Jewish school. The city has
allocated a place for construction. It should be noted that in the survey
of the Podillya province, educational work in state-run Jewish schools
is considered satisfactory. Teaching in them is conducted intelligently
and successfully, as teachers have teaching experience, graduated from
Zhytomyr and Vilnius Jewish Teachers’ Training Institutes. Also, this
document emphasizes that graduates of Jewish schools do not lag behind
students of two-grade city schools in terms of knowledge. It should be
recalled that Jewish children did not speak Russian at all when entering
school. But in the second year of study, they can communicate perfectly
with her, both literary and conversational.
In 1895, children were taught carpentry at the Baltic Jewish School.
There were 14 boys who studied there, 100 rubles were allocated for their
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education. by staff and 1,620 rubles. from the amount of the city box fee.
Training was held for 2 hours daily, there were two teachers [11, p. 190].
In addition to public schools, private Jewish schools were popular among
Jews. The curriculum of each private institution must be approved by the
trustee of the educational district. As a rule, these schools were opened in
private homes and were mostly maintained at the expense of individuals
or societies, as well as funds from the sums of candle and box fees. For
most Jewish girls, private schools were essentially the only place where
they could receive primary education.
According to the first All-Russian census of 1897, only 468,769 people
(15.5%) were educated in the Podillya province, including in cities –
85008247 (33.8%). There was no one among the peasants who had higher or
secondary education. There were 109,971 women with education in Podillya
(30.6%). Among the population of different religions, the largest percentage
of educated people were Jews (21.7%) and Protestants (71.4%) [35, p. 4–9].
According to the census, Jews can read less than half of the population – adult
men, and only a quarter of women, as evidenced by Table 6 [19, p. 195].
Russian literacy of the Jewish population
in the Podillya province according to the 1897 census

Literacy
Absolute number
%
men
wom.
men
wom.
men
wom.
From 1 to 9
45.408
45.417
1.749
1.394
3,9
3,1
From 10 to 19
41.927
49.149
14.100
11.035
33.6
22.4
20-29
23.994
31.456
14.445
6.464
49.8
25.5
30-39
20.842
21.396
9.703
2.388
40.7
11.2
40-49
15.785
17.098
5.358
906
33.9
5.3
50-59
11.230
12.166
2.801
407
25.0
3.3
60 9.078
8.426
1.894
168
20.9
2.0
Total
168.264 185.108
50.050
22762
28,0
12,0
Source: Brutskus B.D. (1909) Statistika yevreyskogo naseleniya: raspredeleniye po
territorii, demograficheskiye i kul’turnyye priznaki yevreyskogo naseleniya po dannym
perepisi 1897 [Statistics of the Jewish population: distribution by territory, demographic
and cultural characteristics of the Jewish population according to the 1897 census].
SPb.: Sever, p. 134. (in Russian)
Age
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Thus, we note that schools, public and private schools, despite
discriminatory actions by the authorities, have contributed to improving
the level of education among Jewish children. After all, the percentage of
young people under the age of 29 is the highest.
4. Activities of Vinnytsia Women’s Jewish School
Emigration determined the predominance of women in the Jewish
population. It was at the end of the XIX century began to pay attention
to the need to improve the material and moral situation of Jewish women.
One such step was the education of Jewish girls, as discussed in this section.
And according to the results of the 1897 census (Table 6), we can see
that at the end of the XIX century. Jewish women do not have an advantage
in education over men. Among women aged 10 to 19, only 22% speak
Russian, and women aged 20 to 29 make up 25.5% of educated population.
The network of women’s secondary schools was being built on the Right
Bank very slowly, even in comparison with other regions of Ukraine, as the
government artificially restrained their growth.
On May 10, 1860, a draft of a new regulation on women’s schools
of the Ministry of Public Education was approved, according to which
two councils were established at each school: a board of trustees and a
pedagogical council. The main idea of the provisions of 1858–1860 was to
leave the nature of private schools behind women’s schools.
In 1867 the first Russian women’s gymnasium (Mariinsky) was opened
in the provincial center. Thus, the issue of women’s secondary education in
the Podillya province was resolved. It was subordinated to the Main Council
of Women’s Educational Institutions of the Empress Maria Feodorovna. It
was the only women’s gymnasium in the Podillya region of this department,
which lasted more than 50 years – until the end of 1917 [21, p. 60].
In 1887, a women’s Jewish school with a free handicraft class was
founded by Minna Rubinstein. It was noticeably popular among the
impoverished population of Vinnytsia County. Teachers I. Rubinstein,
V. Eidelmashan, M. Gorenstein, A. Skulsky and M. Linitska had a relevant
education after graduating from the Zhytomyr Jewish Pedagogical Institute.
It should be added that teachers demanded from their students a deep and
complete mastery of the material, adhered to didactic and methodological
principles of teaching [25, p. 19].
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Every year, 50 to 60 girls from the poorest Jewish families were admitted
to study. The main attention was paid to the study of Russian as a colloquial
language. The girls studied literacy, accounting and women’s needlework.
After introducing the study of the German language, it became clear that
language skills would no longer be used. Therefore, it was decided to focus
teachers’ efforts on mastering needlework and sewing [37, p. 37].
When teaching Jewish subjects, attention was paid to the students’ study
of the rules of slang, the basic rules of the Hebrew language, knowledge
of catechism, the most necessary prayers and biblical history. All of these
subjects were taught exclusively in Russian according to the curriculum
for the Jewish school, which was not disputed by the students’ parents.
The teaching of these subjects was entrusted to an experienced teacher
[38, p. 26].
Students were required to acquire knowledge of Russian history and
geography in accordance with the program of public schools in the SouthWestern region [39, p. 16]. In addition, the girls were taught Russian and
Jewish elementary literacy because they did not have the opportunity to
attend a regular school.
In the educational work among children, important attention was paid
to mastering the rules of morality, respect and love for religion, love and
respect for parents and mentors, special attitude to the sacred person of the
Emperor. 1-2 times a week they sang Russian, ancient Jewish and the best
slang folk songs, as well as prayers to prevent the negative impact of street
obscene songs.
Teachers of the school, brought up in conditions of strict discipline,
accordingly demanded from their students [39, p. 16]. The feedback from
parents on the upbringing of their children was only positive, because the
students received excellent rules of accuracy and decency at school, learned
to control themselves, became more disciplined, what was a pleasure.
The education of children from different social backgrounds required
management to take into account the ability of parents to pay for education.
Not all parents could pay for their children’s education in full. Most of the
funds for the maintenance of the institution came from parents, from the
amount of box and candle collection, subsidies from the Committee of the
Crafts Fund, as well as from the Society for the Dissemination of Education
among Jews in Russia [40, p. 8].
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In 1892, a handicraft class was opened at the school, thanks to the
financial support of the Committee of the Crafts Fund, which helped lowincome students learn to sew and later earn a living. The foundation paid for
the first two years of their studies. Thus, for 6 years, 57 Jewish girls studied
at the school for free [37, p. 11].
Maintaining a needlework class required significant costs: 10 rubles
per student. For 15 girls it turned out 150 rubles. It was a lot of money,
in difficult years, the founder of the school herself conducted needlework
classes. In 1897, a master was invited, who selected 12-15 girls, taught
them exclusively sewing, forming a workshop. In the workshop, students
learned to sew underwear, dresses, and even received orders from people
not associated with the school. The Committee of the Crafts Fund allocated
a sewing machine for temporary use for 70 rubles.
The founders of the school, despite the difficult financial situation of the
institution, in February 1897 opened Saturday classes to help Jewish girls
who could not read or write, could not get an education [40, p. 8].
In 1897, after five years of study, the best graduate of the school
was recommended to enter the Vinnytsia Women’s Gymnasium Olena
Kholodykova on preferential terms of payment [37, p. 42].
In difficult times for the school, some residents of Vinnytsia came
and taught needlework for free, brought books (167 pieces), clothes for
the poorest students. For example, Rosalia Reicher gave 5 rubles for the
purchase of Jewish textbooks. For 10 years of work (1887–1897) the school
graduated 505 graduates, of which 153 – for free [37, p. 39 stars].
The management, students and graduates of the school thanked their
sponsors who helped pay for the education of the poorest children, which
allowed them to receive education for future life.
It should be noted that the opening of educational institutions for Jewish
children by the government was an act of great humanity. Not all Jewish
families were able to pay for tuition, and in ordinary schools and colleges it
was difficult for these children to adjust. Therefore, children were given to
hard work when they were young.
Thus, the opening of a private women’s Jewish school in Vinnytsia
provided opportunities for girls from poor Jewish families to learn the basics
of literacy, religion, history, as well as learn to sew and various handicrafts.
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5. Conclusions
Thus, in the studied Podillya region, a fairly extensive network of
educational institutions of public, private and spiritual Jewish education
was created, which was under the constant strict control of the state, which
pursued a policy of Russification of the Jewish population.
Melamedis, or scribes, traditionally taught children, and were divided
according to the scope of teaching into primary (darkedemelamdim) and
secondary (irbuvya-melamdim). The educational institutions attended by
Jewish children were called headers. These were primary schools for boys,
where education began at the age of four. The main content of the study was
the study of the Torah and Jewish theological literature.
Contrary to the assimilation policy of the tsarist government, the
traditions of national education were preserved in Jewish educational
institutions, and the Jewish language and rites were studied.
The opening of 4 state Jewish schools in the Podillya province
contributed to the further involvement of children in grammar, geography,
other subjects and professions, such as: locksmith, carpenter, blacksmith for
boys, sewing, needlework for girls.
Children from poor Jewish families attended the schools (wealthier Jews
tried to educate their children in secondary schools, which made it easier for
graduates to enter the empire’s universities).
So, if in the 40-50s of the XIX century the government forced Jews to
go to school to study Russian, but in the 1980s they almost closed access to
schools, setting a 10% quota. Thus, the authorities tried to pursue a policy
of transition from the assimilation of the Jewish population to the actual
isolation or emigration.
The respectful attitude of Jewish communities to education, their
contribution to the financing of education contributed to the fact that at the
end of the nineteenth century. According to the level of literacy on the Right
Bank of Ukraine, in particular, in Podillya, Jews ranked fourth, leaving far
behind Ukrainians who were forbidden to study in their native language.
Only Czechs, Germans, and Russians were superior to Jews in education.
It is this approach to the disclosure of the activities of educational
institutions, in particular, schools where Jewish children were educated, and
allows to recognize their level of education.
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THE RIGHT-BANK UKRAINE INDUSTRIALPRODUCTIONAND
INTRA-REGIONAL SPECIALIZATION
IN THE MID-19TH CENTURY
Yurii Boiko1
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Abstract. The proposed section of the collective monograph is devoted
to the industrial development analysis of the Right-Bank Ukraine three
provinces’ (Kyiv, Podillia, Volyn) with a total area of 154643 sq. km and a
population of 4683860 in the mid-1840s. That was the time when the first
clear signs of commodity industrial production appeared in a large number
of local landowners’ estates, took place the spread of manufacturing,
focused mainly on local raw materials and the local market. It was in the
mid-1840s that not only descriptive but also statistical sources of historical
and economic orientation became widespread, which is greatly expanding
the researcher’s ability to create reconstructive models of ancient times
economic processes.
The purpose of our study is to identify the nature and degree of industrial
specialization of the Right-Bank Ukraine’ 36 districts in various industries,
marketability of production through its volume, fixed in monetary terms.
The research methodology is determined by the features of the
information base, which combines descriptive and statistical sources.
Accordingly, first we give a general description of the local industry, its
raw material base, organization and technology, the approximate range
of consumers. In the second stage, based on the statistical data presented
in the relevant tables, we use multidimensional statistical cluster analysis
to make a meaningful classification of 36 districts by the nature and
direction of their industrial specialization. As a result, we obtain a model
which elements are grouped by common qualitative characteristics, the
distance (degree of similarity or difference) between objects and groups
can be measured by multidimensional scaling (in our case – the distance in
Candidate of Historical Sciences, Associate Professor
of the Department of Ukraine History and Philosophy,
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Euclidean space). Macrogroup A from 7 districts of the northern part of the
region with a population nearby 799600 was received 85,8% of industrial
revenues from the processing of livestock products. Macrogroup E united
14 districts, mainly in the southern zone of the Dnieper Right-Bank, with
a population of 1616370. It was characterized by in-depth specialization in
the plant origin products processing, from which 96,7% of industrial profits
were received. Macrogroup C represented by one district of Kyiv with the
central regional city and a total population of 176280. Only here 76,5% of
industrial profits came from the processing raw materials of mineral origin.
Macrogroup D includes 8 districts in the south of the Right Bank with a
population of 1090600 people and natural conditions equally suitable for
crop and livestock production. Hence the balance of the processing industry
and revenues from it – 48,5% of processing of crop products and 44,5% of
processing of livestock products. Macrogroup B included 6 districts with
a population of 816350, whose farms did not have a narrow production
specialization: 26,1% of industrial profits came from processing of plant
products, 33,6% from processing of livestock products, 40,3% of industrial
profits from processing of minerals.
The practical significance of our study is that the results obtained can be
used in the construction of broader paleoeconomic reconstructions, in the
educational process, in writing scientific articles and monographs.
The originality and scientific novelty of the work lies in the formulation
of the problem, the methodology used, the results obtained. Such a study
for the Right-Bank Ukraine region of the mid-1840s is conducted for the
first time.
Introduction
The middle of the 19-th century is an important time in the Eastern
Europe history. The era of feudalism is coming to its final stage, and a
transitional period of social and economic reforms of the 1860s and 1880s
is approaching, aimed at bringing the Russian Empire on the main path of
capitalist development. Despite the stagnant nature of the predominantly
agrarian economy, several leading industrial regions of the empire European
part with their specialization were formed in the 1830s–1850s [12; 16; 20],
which became an important prerequisite for the formation of an all-Russian
market to the end of the century.
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These processes could not but affect the Ukrainian lands, the boom
of the industrial renaissance of which occurred in the last quarter of the
19-th century. Among the three regions of the then Ukraine in terms of the
main parameters (ethnic, religious, social, economic) the most unique was
the Dnieper Right-Bank, which includes the lands of the historical Kyiv,
Podillya, Volyn provinces. In contrast to the Left Bank (Little Russia) and
the South (New Russia) of Ukraine in the middle of the 19-th century there
was the highest level of serfdom [9], which contributed to the concentration
of industrial production in landlords’ estates using cheap labor dependent
peasants. In the mid-1840s almost 86% of production in the Kyiv province
was concentrated in private estates. It was determined by the availability
of significant free capital from landlords, opportunities for self-financing
and obtaining significant loans, and the use of excess serfs labour in
the processing of agricultural products [19, pp. 2–3]. The owners of the
enterprises producted mineral commodities also received considerable
profits.
The aim of our study is to identify, as far as possible, the achievements
of this option of primary industrialization by building a statistical model of
intra-regional industry specialization, tied to the market through the share
of individual industries in total industrial profit.
Let us consider the main types of industrial production on the three main
industries – processing of crop products, processing of livestock products,
products using raw materials of mineral origin.
1. Processing crop products
1.1. Distillation
It should be noted, that contemporaries regarded distillation as a “fake
industry”, perceiving it as a convenient form of storage and a profitable way
to sell part of the grain, potato, and fruit crops to landlords, use the excess
labour of dependent peasants, and increase local prices for grain, fuel.
Most often, statistics did not include the distillery in the list of industrial
enterprises, indicating only the total volumes of excise goods. However,
all economists agreed that the production and sale of vodka products were
important factors in filling the state budget – 46% in 1859 (look, for example:
[8, pp. 222–224; 15, p. 305; 18, p. 171]). That is why we, following the
then experts on this issue, provide a brief description of the development
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of distillation in the Right-Bank Ukraine of the middle of the 19-th century
without entering the volume of its products in the Table 1.
The Kyiv province. According to the data for 1846, in the Kyiv
province on the estates of the lords, which occupied 2331718 desyatinas
of land and used the labour of 348813 male serfs, there were 384 operating
distilleries. Their total production amounted to 4710104 buckets of vodka
and alcohol out of 533105 quarters of grain. The total cost of produced
alcohol of different quality amounted to 1593310 rubles with absolute
profitability after its implementation, 25%. Vodka factories were located
in Cherkaskyi, Kyivskyi and Chyhyrynskyi districts and put on the market
about 57430 buckets of their products (3.4% of all distillery production).
At the same time, 375550 buckets of beer, 12520 buckets of honey were
brewed at 77 breweries, and the total annual production of vodka, beer and
honey was estimated at 220900 rubles [18, pp. 170–176]. P.K. Menkov
provided other data on the productivity of distillery in the Kiev province of
the mid-1840s: 208 distilleries produced 2500000 buckets of “foamy wine”
for 752599 rubles, the last figure we meet in the K.I. Arsenyev’s publication
[2, p. 125; 15, p. 305]. According to data from the beginning of the 1850s,
3253420 buckets of alcoholic beverages were produced in 362 operating
distilleries of the Kyiv province, of which up to 300000 buckets were
exported outside the region [5, p. 62; 12, pt. II, p. 77].
The Podillia province. On the landlords estates of the late 1840s there
were 182 distilleries that produced 2529492 buckets of alcohol, including
from potatoes that were mixed with grain, for a total of 1011800 rubles at
a selling price of 6070780 rubles. In the Baltskyi district, the landowner
Ruzhitskyi produced up to 600 buckets of vodka from sugar production
wastes [3, p. 120–121].
In 1860, 388 distilleries worked in the Kyiv province, 328 in the Volyn
and 251 in the Podillia, where 18208583 buckets of alcoholic beverages
were produced. Among these enterprises, only two in the Kyiv province
had a capacity of 100000 buckets per year, and 85% were small enterprises
[8, p. 296, 298, 304–305].
The Volyn province. Features of the Volyn raw material base did not
contribute to the significant development of distillation. In 1846–1849,
the average annual production amounted to 1206397 “foam wines” and
841839 buckets of “trial wine” [4, p. 95]. “Foam wine” meant the best brand
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Table 1
The Right-Bank Ukraine industrial production in 1845–1847

3346180 52,2 1043368
43130
1,7 555600
47715
50,3 45668
2153220 99,6
0
556000 98,2
0
183890 43,8 206900
38250
91,4
0
34880
22,3 114100
12500
16,6 60800
66275
88,5
0
52370
83,9 10050
77950
60,8 50250
80000 100,0
0
512939 73,6 132395
103744 90,3
9968
128144 87,0 19200
31700
72,1 12000
40100
78,5 10605
8975
46,6
1490
66219
82,0 13170
23865
62,5 13220
14400
88,8
1820
21405
37,3 23594
17720
40,5 22021
53287
71,0
3851
3380
38,3
1456
578403 52,7 406487
11200
20,6 15820

%

3. Manufacture
of mineral
products

The Kyiv
Kyivskyi
Berdychivskyi
Cherkaskyi
Chyhyrynskyi
Kanivskyi
Lypovetskyi
Radomyshlskyi
Skvyrskyi
Tarashchanskyi
Umanskyi
Vasylkivskyi
Zvenyhorodskyi
The Podillia
Kamianetskyi
Baltskyi
Bratslavskyi
Haisynskyi
Letychivskyi
Litynskyi
Mohylivskyi
Olhopilskyi
Proskurivskyi
Ushytskyi
Vinnytskyi
Yampilskyi
The Volyn
Zhytomyrskyi

%

2. Livestock
processing

Provinces / districts

1. Processing
crop products

Industries and production amounts in rubles
(Profit share by industries %)

%

16,3
21,8
48,1
0,0
0,0
49,3
0,0
73,1
80,8
0,0
16,1
39,2
0,0
19,0
8,7
13,0
27,3
20,8
7,7
16,3
34,6
11,2
41,1
50,3
5,1
16,5
37,0
29,1

2020212
1948802
1490
9170
10100
29300
3580
7150
1970
8650
0
0
0
51449
1200
0
240
358
8800
1375
1100
0
12390
4027
17959
4000
112954
27403

31,5
76,5
1,6
0,4
1,8
7,0
8,6
4,6
2,6
11,5
0,0
0,0
0,0
7,4
1,0
0,0
0,5
0,7
45,7
1,7
2,9
0,0
21,6
9,2
23,9
45,3
10,3
50,4

Total

6409760
2547532
94873
2162390
566100
420090
41830
156130
75270
74925
62420
128200
80000
696783
114912
147344
43940
51063
19265
80764
38185
16220
57389
43768
75097
8836
1097844
54423
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(End of Table 1)

Dubenskyi
9280
Kovelskyi
515
Kremenetskyi
9420
Lutskyi
0
N.Volynskyi
36467
Ostrozkyi
0
Ovrutskyi
13446
Rivnenskyi
10995
Starokonstiantynivskyi 18620
Volodymyrskyi
360
Zaslavskyi
468100
Right-Bank Ukraine 4437522

%

3. Manufacture
of mineral
products

%

2. Livestock
processing

Provinces / districts

1. Processing
crop products

Industries and production amounts in rubles
(Profit share by industries %)

22,0 32550
77,1
400
14,5
3040
85,5
0
16,3 32550
56,4
15715
0,0
81510 100,0
0
31,3 33428
28,7
46507
0,0
52700 100,0
0
62,4
3370
15,7
4716
7,7 131075 91,7
825
41,6 14031
31,3
12148
3,4
4913
46,7
5240
99,7
1500
0,3
0
54,1 1582250 19,3 2184615

%

Total

0,9
42230
0,0
3555
27,2 57685
0,0
81510
40,0 116402
0,0
52700
21,9 21532
0,6 142895
27,1 44799
49,8 10513
0,0 469600
26,6 8204387

of vodka, which was obtained from the light fraction of “simple wine” by
additional distillation over low heat using charcoal filters (“pervach”).
100 buckets of “pervach”, diluted with 24 buckets of pure spring water,
produced “foamy wine”, which was equal in price to grape wines; “Trial
wine” – vodka obtained by breeding 100 buckets of grain alcohol with
331/3 buckets of water for sale in taverns, especially popular in the first half
of the 19-th century [13, p. 183–184].
1.2. Sugar industry
The Kyiv province. The first sugar factory in the Kyiv province was
founded in 1834 in the estate Orlovets of Cherkaskyi district by Count Leo
Pototskyi. Other enterprises were opened a few years later in Zvenyhorodsky
and Lypovetsky districts. However, a real breakthrough in this matter began
in the 1840’s after the successful launch in 1838 of the Smilyanskyi sugar
cluster by Count Alexei Bobrinskyi. After 10 years, 37 sugar factories with
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28 steam boilers, 11 steam engines and 247 hydraulic presses were already
operating in the province. Cherkasy was the first in the number of factories
and sugar production. Most of the enterprises belonged to the landlords and
were located on their estates.
The publication of I.I. Fundukley contains the classification of sugar
factories contemporary to him: 1) producing the highest quality refined
sugar; 2) producing sugar-sand with the possibility of subsequent refining,
where there were steam devices used; 3) producing sugar-sand in stone
buildings; 4) producing sugar-sand on an open fire in stone buildings;
5) producing sugar-sand over an open fire in wooden buildings. The sugar
factory of Count Bobrinskyi in Smila in 1847 was estimated at 145500 rubles
(two of his predecessors burned at a cost of 32000 and 58000 rubles). The
second-class plant costed the owner 100000 rubles, the third – almost
85000 rubles. The total value of all sugar enterprises in the Kyiv province at
the end of the 1840s amounted to 3172000 rubles. During the season, they
processed 7154230 poods of beets to produce 258099 poods of white sugar
and 18867 poods of yellow. The total costs of sugar factories in the Kyiv
province for production in 1846–1847 amounted to 1216919 rubles, gross
profit – 1635535 rubles and net profit of 418455 rubles. A desyatina of sugar
beets yielded an annual gross income of 144 rubles, a net income of 36 rubles.
The most profitable enterprises were in Cherkasky and Chyhyrynsky districts
(22 – 28%). During the production season of 1846, sugar factories in the Kyiv
province used: firewood 39,916 sq. sazhens, straw for fire 800 sazhens, animal
coal 235055 poods, lime 10417 poods, and also 11927 workdays of dependent
peasants. The income of participants and suppliers of works, except for the
owners, amounted to 1161887 rubles, including 88000 rubles for the workers’
wages [19, p. 13–26, 36, 39, 45–46, 47, 75]. In 1853, there were 72 sugar
factories in the province, at which 13,135 workers produced goods worth
2600000 rubles. In 1859, 31859 workers were employed at 75 sugar factories
in this province, and they produced 9923739 rubles worth of products. Five
years later, sugar production reached 10146096 rubles with a reduction in
the number of employees to 20583. The density of sugar factories in the
south of the Kyiv province at that time was one of the highest in the world
[1, pp. 42–44; 11, p. 334–334; 12, pt. II, p. 77].
The Podillia province took second place after the Kyiv province in
sugar production. In 1845–1846, there were 25 sugar factories, where they
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produced products for 308900 rubles. Such plants were small and used
beets, which were grown on 30-100 desyatinas of fields near the plant; a
producer bought part of the beets from the peasants of neighboring villages
at a price of 40 kopecks for a quarter. The main sugar plants were located
in the city of Kamyanets and in the districts of Lityn and Vinnytsia. At
the beginning of the 1850s, 37 sugar factories operated in Podillia with
3487 workers, who produced sweet products on 650000 rubles. After nine
years, the number of industries decreased to 30, but the number of workers
increased to 5850 people and production volumes to 1125242 rubles
[4, p. 121–122, Appendix, table 13; 7, p. 182; 12, pt. II, p. 161].
The Volyn province. The development of sugar production in the
Volyn significantly lagged behind the neighboring provinces of the RightBank Ukraine. In 1848 there were only 10 sugar factories with an annual
production volume of 635970 rubles, and only at the Shepetivskyi refinery
plant the annual cost of production amounted to 469600 rubles. In 1853,
there were already 14 sugar factories with 1034 workers and a production
capacity of 855000 rubles for the season. Ten years later, the Volyn sugarmakers at five enterprises using 1184 workers produced 1365080 rubles
[14, p. 98, Appendix, table 5; 7, p. 160; 12, pt. II, p. 40].
In 1864, in three Right-Bank Ukrainian provinces, sugar was produced
on 13044720 rubles [7, p. XIV].
1.3. Mill business
The Kyiv province. In 1847, there were 3008 mills, including 1964 (65%)
watermills and 1044 (35%) windmills. Another 107 mills were driven
by machines or horses. More water mills were located in the districts of
Uman and Skvyra, and windmills were spread in four southern districts –
Zvenyhorodskyi, Chyhyrynskyi, Cherkaskyi and Kanivskyi. In water mills,
an average of 3 to 6 quarters of the grain can be crushed into flour per day,
in windmills, up to 4 quarters. During the year, 2099950 quarters of grain
were processed at all the mills in the province [19, p. 96–103]. P.K. Menkov
in his work cited other data on the number of mills: water 2223 wind 880,
floating on the Dnieper and Prypiat 123 [2, table on p. 126]. Mills also
worked in large numbers in Volyn and Podillia, but reliable statistics on
this issue were not available in the publications until the beginning of the
20-th century [11, p. 184 (Compare: 17, p. 63)].
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In addition to these industries of the first group of enterprises, associated
with the processing of crop products in the middle of the 19-th century,
it was customary to include paper making, weaving, pasta, tobacco, cable
factories and some others [19, p. 4]. As of the end of the 1840s, the production
volume of this kind of industry was estimated throughout the Right-Bank
Ukraine at a rate of about 4740000 rubles per year and amounted to 73%
of the gross industrial income of the region. In terms of production, the
absolute first place was occupied by Cherkaskyi district (2153220 rubles),
followed by Chyhyrynskyi, Zaslavskyi, Baltskyi, Kamyanetskyi districts
with a significant lag (Table 1) [3, Appendix, table 13; 4, Appendix А;
19, p. 4–9].
2. Livestock processing
2.1. Clothes manufactories
The Kyiv province. In the first half-mid 19-th century among the
numerous clothes manufactories, several stood out with their equipment and
production volumes. The first of them was founded by Joseph Poniatovskyi
in the town of Tahancha, Kanivskyi district in 1806. At first, 10 machine
tools worked here and made 3,000 rubles from plain clothes of low-grade
wool in year. In 1815, the owner
invited the famous Belgian craftsman Yans, who mechanized production
using the latest equipment at the time. In 1838, there were already 120 machine
tools working here along with 12 types of other machines, including
41 steam-acted, 39 water, 16 horse and 213 manual-acted ones. The number
of workers increased to 670 people. Top-grade wool was partially produced
in the estates of Ponyatovskyi (800 poods), bought at fairs in Romny and
Berdychiv. The annual demand for raw materials was 4600 poods. There
were produced 9 types of products painted in 16 colors and shades in the
amount of 257027 rubles. Sales occurred mainly on the spot to merchants
from adjacent and remote provinces, partly to order at the indicated addresses
in Kharkiv, Sumy, Kursk and other cities. Dyes were purchased in Odessa,
Berdychiv, Romny, Kharkiv, partially made on the spot, as well as nap cones.
Profitability of production ranged from 17 to 21%.
The Korsun clothes factory was founded in 1815 in the same Kanivsky
district. Production was focused on meeting local needs for relatively
cheap clothes. The annual gross income amounted to 37922 rubles with
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production costs of 32539 rubles, and net profit of 14%. The Khabensk
clothes factory existed since 1822 in the estate of Princess Radziwill of the
Radomyshlskyi district and belonged to the mechanic Yans along with the
agronomist Ther and the princess herself. Since 1832, the princess redeemed
shares of associates and became the sole owner of the enterprise. In 1846,
362 persons worked here, including 275 serfs. In 1845, clothes was sold to
the cities of Rylsk, St. Petersburg, Moscow, Chisinau, Kursk, Berdychiv,
in the provinces of the Volyn, Podillia, Kyiv, and Kherson in the amount
of 212667 rubles. Another well-known clothes factory, which was located
in the town of Stebliv in the same Kanivsky district, was moved here in
1845 by the landowner Golovinskyi from another estate. Spinning and
weaving machines, up to 100 in number, were driven by a water engine on
the Ros River. The factory employed 422 workers, including 9 foreigners,
made woollen fabrics a year worth a total of 94000 rubles. Other clothes
factories were significantly smaller. The total production of clothes in the
Kyiv province in 1845 amounted to 264872 arshins. In 1853, 11 clothes
enterprises with 1479 workers produced 262000 arshins of products
worth 520000 rubles. In the next decade, production did not increase,
and the number of enterprises and employed workers gradually decreased
[12, pt. II, p. 76; 11, p. 257; 19, p. 119–142].
The Podillia province. The first clothes factory in Podillia began to work
in Tulchyn in the 70s of the 18-th century in the estate of Count Stanislav
Pototskyi. In 1845, there were already 105 clothes factories with annual
production of 49736 rubles. According to 1853, at 112 enterprises with
1069 workers, 380000 arshins of clothes were produced in the amount of
350000 rubles. By the beginning of the 1860s, 39 specialized manufactories
were operating in Podillia, mainly in the Novoushytsky district, where the
most noticeable was the enterprise in the village of Dunayivtsy, with annual
production of 260500 rubles [3, p. 122, Appendix, table 13; 11, p. 248–249,
251; 12, pt. II, p. 161].
The Volyn province. Among the local landowners, who were engaged in
various industries, Princess Sangushko, the owner of the half of Zaslavskyi
district, was especially notable. In her clothes factory in the town of Slavuta,
where 380 workers, annually produced 50000 arshins of various woollen
fabrics with a total value of 113000 rubles. In the town of Rozhnytsia,
Lutskyi district, 70000 arshins of clothes were annually produced at the
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factory of Princess Karolina Chetvertinska. In the village of Simonov,
Ostrozkyi district, the cost of production amounted to 25000 rubles. At
14 other clothes enterprises of this region, goods for 20000 rubles were
produced, and at 40 factories of the Rivne district for 120000 rubles. At the
beginning of the 1850s there were 105 clothes manufactures here, where up
to 3000 persons worked and 450000 arshins of fabrics were produced in the
amount of about 500000 rubles. Near the end of the decade, the number of
enterprises decreased by a third, and production fell by 35% [4, p. 96–97;
11, p. 248; 12, pt. ІІ, p. 40].
2.2. Hides processing
The Kyiv province. The largest tannery was located in the suburbs of
Kyiv, Kurenivka-on-Syrets, and first belonged to a foreigner Lange, and in
1837 it was bought from him by the merchant Serebrennikov. Among the
65 craftsmen employed at the enterprise, 27 were burghers, 9 were the onedwellers, 29 were the landlords’ peasants of the Orel, Kaluga, Kostroma,
Moscow and Kyiv provinces. The working day lasted from 4 o’clock in
the morning until the evening with three breaks for food due to the owner
of the plant. Raw materials were bought in Novogeorgievsk, Orel, Odessa,
Balta, Yelisavethrad, and Kyiv directly from the butchers and at fairs in
Kharkiv, Sumy, Berdychiv and other cities. The annual volumes of raw
materials were: 42000 cow leathers for morocco, 15000 pieces of bovine
leather, and other 4500 pieces. For the process the tannin bark needed up
to 60000 poods, lime 1000 quarters, barley 2000 poods, rye 900 poods,
fish oil 500 poods, birch tar 300 poods, tar 700 poods, wood 200 cubic
sazhens. For lighting in winter, 40 poods of sebaceous candles were used.
Annual direct and overhead production costs amounted to 209330 rubles,
profit 352000 rubles, net profit 143000 rubles. Other large plants were
located in Bila Tserkva and Borodianka, Kyivskyi district. At the beginning
of the 1850s, 33 tanning enterprises operated in the Kyiv province, with
318 workers producing 120000 hides worth 620000 rubles. In the early
1860s, during the crisis of manufacturing, the volume of leather products
in the Kyiv province fell to 393283 rubles [11, p. 333; 12, pt. II, p. 76;
19, p. 147–159].
The Podillia province lacked the products of its immediate neighbours.
Small tannins were located mainly in the Mohylivskyi and Proskurivskyi
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districts, and the annual production did not exceed 27100 rubles. A few
years later, production volumes decreased to 4500 rubles [3, Appendix,
table 13; 12, pt. II, p. 161].
The Volyn province. In the late 1840s, 37 small leather manufactories
were operating here, in the early 1850s there were already 74, where
30000 leathers and 11000 sheepskins were processed for a total of
65000 rubles [4, Appendix А; 12, pt. II, p. 40].
2.3. Getting animal fat and candle production
In the middle of the 19-th century animal fat was an important technical
product, without which many other industries transport, military affairs and
daily households could not do. No wonder it occupied the second place in
the export of the Russian Empire on the world market after grain bread.
Lard heating factories were located near the places of mass slaughter of
cattle. From the bull 7-8 poods of fat were heated.
The Kyiv province. The merchant Khodunovskyi’s factory for the
production of sebaceous candles in Kyiv processed 15000 poods of raw fat
from cattle and sheep per year, a third of which was disposed of as waste.
The plant worked 7-8 months a year, because the cold weather needed to
make candles. The production involved 3 craftsmen and 17 another persons
who worked 12 hours a day. For the season, 10000 poods of candles and
8000 poods of soap were made for 64000 rubles, net profit was 26865 rubles.
Candle factory in Kyiv, owned by the merchant Bubnov, produced goods
for 16000 rubles with a net profit of 610 rubles. The merchant Finke’s
Kyiv stearin factory produced 2500 poods of candles, had a gross profit of
21600 rubles and net profit of 8000 rubles a year. All 36 workers (16 adults
and 20 adolescents) belonged to the landlords’ peasants, betrayed by
the owner to practice state duties. Worked from 6 am to 7 pm., they ate
three times a day for half an hour for breakfast and dinner and an hour for
lunch. In total, there were 5 such plants in Kyiv with annual production of
186000 rubles. In the provincial districts in 1845-1848, another 16 candle
factories operated with annual production of 148159 rubles. In the early
1850s there were 14 such enterprises in the province with an annual output
of 100000 rubles [2, p. 159; 11, p. 193; 12, pt. II, p. 77; 19, p. 159–168].
The Podillia province. In the mid-1840s, 17 lard heating plants were
operating in Podillia, the production of which was estimated at 49736 rubles
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in year. Of these, 14 worked on local raw materials in Balta, where they
fatted 14250 rubles annually, for which 3000 cattle, 7000 sheep, 2500 goats
were slaughtered using an additional 560 poods of pork. The Balta lard
heating plants sent their products to Odessa. The Mohyliv plant of much
lower capacity used cattle from neighboring Bessarabia [3, p. 122].
The Volyn province. At the candle factory of Princess Sangushko in
Slavuta, Zaslavskyi district, the best in the province, for the year were made
tallow candles for 2500 rubles. There were 23 candle factories in the late
1840s with a total production of 47119 rubles in year [4, p. 98; 11, p. 193].
Soap factories, animal oil mills, and wax mills also belonged to this kind
of industry. The gross output of animal processing enterprises on the RightBank was approaching 1600000 rubles, or 24% of the region’s industrial
production. According to the volumes of production of this group, the
districts of Kyiv, Kaniv, Radomyshl, Rivne were distinguished (Table 1).
3. Manufacture of mineral products
3.1. Metallurgy and metalworking
The Kyiv province. The first Kyiv iron plant was founded by Old
Believers Degtiarev merchants’ family from the Kaluga province
with an investment of 57920 rubles. The owners bought raw materials
(copper, iron) at the Nizhny Novgorod Fair. Annually, sheet copper
for 12-15 thousand rubles was supplied for processing, copper of own
production costed 6000 rubles, cast iron – 10-20 thousand rubles. Cast
iron was bought mainly at the Kyiv Arsenal in the form of discharged
old artillery shells and at the merchant Maltsev’s factory on 5000 rubles
annually. In addition, English steel for 5000 rubles were used for the
manufacture of high quality goods primarily for the new bridge in Kyiv.
The average annual cost of raw materials and various other materials
amounted to 50000 rubles. Copper and brass used for making equipment
for sugar factories and distilleries, pharmacies, cavalry cuirasses and
kitchen utensils worth up to 21000 rubles a year. Cast iron tombstones,
fences, stairs, stoves and parquet for city squares, presses, gears, spare
parts for agricultural machinery, weights, grids, stoves, various things on
individual projects worth 26000 rubles per year were made from cast iron.
Steam boilers for sugar factories were made of sheet steel for 7500 rubles.
The total cost of production in 1847 amounted to 75211 rubles.
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Marsh ore deposits were discovered in a number of villages in the
Radomyshl district. The low-quality iron obtained from them was used for
the manufacture of simple agricultural tools for peasants and for sale in the
towns of Kyiv and Volyn provinces.
The Podillia province. In the middle of the 19-th century three metal
processing plants operated in Podillia: in the village of Cherny Ostrov of
the Baltskyi district were castings for 670 rubles made of bronze; in the
town of Proskuriv the plant manufactured copper products at 748 rubles;
in Bratslav, Vinnitskyi district, a more powerful plant operated with an
annual production volume of 15830 rubles. All raw materials for them were
imported from the Russian provinces [3, p. 125].
At the beginning of the 1850s, 14 metallurgical and metal-working
enterprises with a total production of 120000 rubles were operating in the
Kyiv province [2, p. 111–112; 12, pt. II, p. 77; 19, p. 168–175].
The Volyn province. In the late 1840s, the metallurgical and iron
foundries of the Volyn were concentrated in Zhytomyrskyi, Ovrutskyi and
Novohrad-Volynskyi districts. In the four best iron foundries, 200 workers
produced cast iron for 20000 rubles. At 98 other metallurgical enterprises,
about 500 workers produced iron and simple tools for 25000 rubles. At the
beginning of the next decade, 51 enterprises produced almost 10000 poods
of pig iron for 15000 rubles. Many peasants engaged in marsh iron mines,
providing themselves with simple equipment [4, p. 95; 12, pt. II, p. 40–41].
3.2. The manufacture of bricks and other building
and decoration materials from ceramics
The Kyiv province. One of the largest private brick factory was founded
in the suburbs of Kyiv in 1833 by the pharmacist Heisman. There were
4 ovens and 8 barracks for making raw billets. Clay in an amount of up to
700 cubic sazhens and up to 1000 cubic sazhens of fire-wood for bricks was
used annually. The bricks were modelled from April 15 to September 15 and
burned all year round. In 1848, 2000000 pieces of brick were produced
here with a net profit of 2930 rubles. The Gudim-Levkovich’s brick-andtile factory of in Kyiv manufactured its first products back in 1765 and was
one of the oldest operating in the Right-Bank Ukraine to the middle of the
19-th century. Since 1810, they began to produce tiles from Hlukhiv and
Mezhihiria clay. The net profit of the enterprise amounted to 890 rubles,
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or 37% of current assets. In total, in the early 1850s in the Kyiv and the
province there were 6 small tile enterprises and 406 brick factories with an
annual production volume of 439250 rubles [11, p. 138; 19, p. 210–217].
In the Volyn province, 236 people worked in 43 small brick factories, in
the Podillia there were 13 such plants with an annual production volume of
15755 rubles [3, Appendix, table13; 12, pt. II, p. 40, 161].
3.3. Faience and porcelain manufactories
The Kyiv province. The Mezhihiria faience and porcelain state
manufactory was founded on the site of a former monastery at the turn
of the 18-th and19-th centuries near Petrivska Mountain with deposits of
white pottery clay, when 228 peasants of the state village of Novi Petrivtsi
were assigned to it with an annual salary of 36 rubles and the payment of
state taxes for them by the Kyiv Magistrate. The plant management was
entrusted to a foreigner Kranich with an annual salary of 1200 rubles and
10% of net profit from manufactured products. To this end, he committed
himself to presenting the best way to make ceramics, such as English, and
teach the boys his skills. The cost of the plant production in 1847 amounted
to 31000 rubles. Dishes were sold in Kyiv in a special store and at the
factory, where merchants from Kyiv, Chernihiv, Poltava, Kharkiv, Vitebsk,
Mogilev, other western and southern cities and provinces came. In
1859, this state-owned manufactory produced goods worth 35500 rubles
[11, p. 304; 19, p. 187–206].
The Volyn province. In the town of Baranivka, Novohrad-Volynskyi
district, a powerful porcelain and earthenware factory was located with an
annual production of porcelain ware on 16000 rubles. At the end of the
1850s, there were 5 similar industries with an annual output of 32000 rubles
[4, p. 98; 11, p. 304].
3.4. Glassworks
The Kyiv province. The largest growth in glass production in the Kyiv
province occurred in the 20-30s of the 19-th century, when there were
9 enterprises with 142 workers, mainly serfs. Later their number did not
increase, satisfying exclusively the local population needs [11, p. 295].
The Volyn province. In the late 1840s, the best glass factories in the
Volyn were located in Novohrad-Volynsky district, near the village of Huty-
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Dzikunky and in the village of Kryvali, where they each year made glass
products for 4000 rubles in total. In the early 1850s there were already
27 workshops with 440 workers, where goods for 60000 rubles were
produced [4, p. 95; 12, pt. II, p. 41].
This group of industries included also enterprises for the production of
smoking pipes, tiles, vitriol, lime, millstones etc. The total value of goods
produced in the Right-Bank Ukraine from mineral raw materials amounted
to 430000 rubles, or 6% of the value of local products produced by industry.
The first place in terms of production was taken by Kyivskyi district with
the city of Kyiv (Table 1).
In 1846, 1562 industrial enterprises worked in the Kyiv, Volyn and
Podillia provinces, of which 86% were in rural areas [68, p. 25]. The total
industrial production of the Right-Bank Ukraine in the late 1840s approached
8204380 rubles (Table 1). In the 1860s, it grew 2,8 times, mainly due to an
increase in sugar production [6, p. 23].
4. Ibtra-regional model of the industrial production organization
Extensive statistical material presented in Table 1, allowed
construction a spatial model of the structural organization of industrial
production of Right-Bank Ukraine in the middle of the 19-th century.
Extensive statistical material presented in Table 1 allowed us to build a
spatial model of the structural organization of industrial production of
the Right Bank Ukraine in the mid-nineteenth century, using data from
36 counties and 3 provinces and the possibility of multidimensional
cluster analysis. There were 5 macrogroups of objects, organized by
specialization in one of the industries, a combination of several or
no clear specialization at all (Table 2; Figure 1). Consider them in
descending order of specialization.
Macrogroup A (Table 2; Figure 1; 2). It includes 7 districts of the northern
part of region with a population of 799600. A characteristic feature of their
economy was the receipt of 85,8% of industrial profits from the processing
of livestock products.
Macrogroup E (Table 2; Figure 1; 2). It united 14 districts, mainly in the
southern zone of the Dnieper Right- Bank, with a population of 1616370.
It is characterized by in-depth specialization in the plant origin products
processing, from which 96,7% of industrial profits were received.
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Dendrogram using the method of intergroup relations

Figure 1. The Right-Bank Ukraine districts cluster classification
by industries’ profit share
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Macrogroup C (Table 2; Figure 1; 2). It is represented by only one
district of Kyiv with the central regional city of Kyiv with a total population
of 176280. Unlike all other territories, 76,5% of industrial profits here came
from the processing raw materials of mineral origin.
Macrogroup D (Table 2; Figure 1; 2). It united 8 districts in the south of
the Right-Bank with a population of 1090600 and natural conditions equally
suitable for crop and livestock production. Hence the balanced nature of
the processing industry and revenues from it – 48,5% processing of crop
products and 44,5% processing of livestock products.
Macrogroup B (Table 2; Figure 1; 2). It includes 6 districts with
a population of 816350, which farms did not show narrow industrial
specialization: 26,1% of industrial profits came from the processing of plant

Figure 2. Cartogram of the Right-Bank Ukraine intra-regional
industrial specialization in the mid-19th century
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Districts classification results by industries’ profit share

Table 2

Macrogroup A
Lutskyi
Ostrozkyi
Rivnenskyi
Radomyshlskyi
Dubenskyi
Skvyrskyi
Kovelskyi
Macrogroup B
Letychivskyi
Yampilskyi
Zhytomyrskyi
N.Volynskyi
Kremenetskyi
Volodymyrskyi
Macrogroup C
Kyivskyi
Macrogroup D
Vasylkivskyi
Mohylivskyi
Bratslavskyi
Kanivskyi
Ushytskyi
Berdychivskyi
Proskurivskyi
Starokonstiantynivskyi
Macrogroup E
Vinnytskyi

68170
0
0
10995
34880
9280
12500
515
69802
8975
3380
11200
36467
9420
360
43130
43130
422865
77950
23865
31700
183890
17720
47715
21405
18620
3833555
53287

12,3
0
0
7,7
22,3
22,0
16,6
14,5
26,1
46,6
38,3
20,6
31,3
16,3
3,4
1,7
1,7
48,5
60,8
62,5
72,1
43,8
40,5
50,3
37,3
41,6
96,7
71,0

475775
81510
52700
131075
114100
32550
60800
3040
89657
1490
1456
15820
33428
32550
4913
555600
555600
387684
50250
13220
12000
206900
22021
45668
23594
14031
73534
3851

%

3. Manufacture
of mineral
products

%

2. Livestock
processing

Provinces / districts

1. Processing
crop products

Industries and production amounts in rubles
(Profit share by industries %)

85,8 10345
100
0
100
0
91,7
825
73,1
7150
77,1
400
80,8
1970
85,5
0
33,6 107665
7,7
8800
16,5
4000
29,1 27403
28,7 46507
56,4 15715
46,7
5240
21,8 1948802
21,8 1948802
44,5 60695
39,2
0
34,6
1100
27,3
240
49,3 29300
50,3
4027
48,1
1490
41,1 12390
31,3 12148
1,9
57108
5,1
17959

%

Total

1,9 554290
0
81510
0
52700
0,6 142895
4,6 156130
0,9
42230
2,6
75270
0
3555
40,3 267124
45,7 19265
45,3
8836
50,4 54423
40,0 116402
27,2 57685
49,8 10513
76,5 2547532
76,5 2547532
7,0 871244
0
128200
2,9
38185
0,5
43940
7,0 420090
9,2
43768
1,6
94873
21,6 57389
27,1 44799
1,4 3964197
23,9 75097
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(End of Table 2)

Ovrutskyi
Baltskyi
Olhopilskyi
Kamianetskyi
Umanskyi
Litynskyi
Haisynskyi
Zvenyhorodskyi
Zaslavskyi
Cherkaskyi
Chyhyrynskyi
Lypovetskyi
Tarashchanskyi
Right-Bank Ukraine

13446
128144
14400
103744
52370
66219
40100
80000
468100
2153220
556000
38250
66275
4437522

62,4 3370
87,0 19200
88,8 1820
90,3 9968
83,9 10050
82,0 13170
78,5 10605
100
0
99,7 1500
99,6
0
98,2
0
91,4
0
88,5
0
54,1 1582250

%

3. Manufacture
of mineral
products

%

2. Livestock
processing

Provinces / districts

1. Processing
crop products

Industries and production amounts in rubles
(Profit share by industries %)

%

Total

15,7
4716
21,9 21532
13,0
0
0
147344
11,2
0
0
16220
8,7
1200
0
114912
16,1
0
0
62420
16,3
1375
1,7
80764
20,8
358
0,7
51063
0
0
0
80000
0,3
0
0
469600
0
9170
0,4 2162390
0
10100
1,8 566100
0
3580
8,6
41830
0
8650
11,5 74925
19,3 2184615 26,6 8204387

products, 33,6% from the processing of animal products, 40,3% from the
processing of mineral raw materials.
Thus, the farms of the territories included in macrogroups A, C, E, for
the most part were tended to a certain industrial specialization, a fact in itself
interesting and previously almost unknown. In the territories of macrogroup
B, the complex nature of the processing industry does not allow us to speak
of any distinct specialization. In the areas of macrogroup D, the owners of
the estates tried to combine the advantages of both branches of industrial
processing of agricultural products, based on favorable natural conditions.
This determines the intermediate position of this macrogroup in our
classification between clusters with specialized and non-specialized farms.
In conclusion, we will try to determine the market orientation of an
industrial specializations and their economic potential. To do this, we
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Figure 3. The share industrial profit of districts’ cluster groups
from the total industry profit in the Right-Bank Ukraine (1845–1847)
compare two diagrams based on the same data (Table 1), but on different
indicators.
In the first case (Figure 3) the share of industrial profit of cluster groups
from the total industrial profit of the Right-Bank Ukraine was used. The most
market-oriented are group E farms, which were specialized in processing
crop products The second place takes group C (the Kyiv district), which was
specialized in mineral processing, as well as metalworking and mechanical
engineering in Kyiv city. The third position is occupied by groups D and
A, which specialized in the industrial processing of livestock products,
sometimes in combination with the processing of crop products (group A).
Finally, group B, which had sporadic links to the market, closes this series.
Another version of the analysis involves the calculation of profit from
industrial activity per capita in cluster macrogroups’ areas (Figure 4).
So, we clearly see a well-known trend: an industry based solely on the
processing of agricultural products, especially handicrafts, will always
lose out to more advanced industries. We should also keep in mind that,
following the tradition of 19th-century economic statistics, we did not
include in group A profits revenues from distilling, which were usually
attributed to grain trade, and local sugar production will be started to flourish
only in the late 50s and early 60s years of the 19-th century. Otherwise,
the difference in profit between groups C and E would be less significant.
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Figure 4. Industrial profit per capita of districts’ cluster groups
(in rubles)
Industrial processing of agricultural products (mainly of animal origin) in
groups D and A shows signs of marketability, but most likely not beyond the
local market. Industrial production of farms in the cluster group B is more
characteristic of the feudal type of management.
Conclusions
The industrial branches of the economy were a continuation of
agriculture, since they often engaged in the processing of crop and livestock
products, and a significant number of the factories themselves were in the
estates and based on the work of dependent peasants. The locomotive of the
industrial processing of crop production in the middle of the 19-th century
there was sugar factoring. In the Kyiv province the cost of a sugar plant
amounted to 85-145 thousand rubles and all sugar factories were valued at
3172000 rubles. They produced almost 277 thousand poods of sugar over
the season, making owners 418 thousand rubles net profit. Other products
of industrial processing of crop production were significantly lower than
sugar in value, but the gross output of this industry in 1845–1848 amounted
to 4738600 rubles, or 57,8% of the Right-Bank Ukraine industrial
production. Industrial processing of livestock products was best
represented by weaving factories. In 1853, at a total of 128 enterprises,
a woolen cloth worth 1370000 rubles was made. An important role was
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played by the manufacture of leather. These enterprises demonstrated an
annual output of 700 thousand rubles. The annual production of animal fat,
greasy candles, soap and wax was estimated at about 500 thousand rubles.
The gross output of livestock processing enterprises on the Right Bank
was approaching 1582250 rubles. Other types of industry (metallurgy
and metal processing, manufacturing of bricks and other building and
decoration materials, faience and porcelain manufactories, glass mills,
etc.) at the end of the 1840s had an annual output of 2184600 rubles. The
total industrial production of the Right Bank Ukraine at the end of the
1840s was approaching 8204380 rubles (54,1% of the processing of crop
products, 26,6% of mineral raw materials, 19,3% of animal products).
Of these, 78,1% belonged to the Kyiv province, 13,4% to the Volyn and
only 8,4% to the Podillia. The use of various groups of sources, primarily
descriptive and statistical, allowed us not only to get acquainted with
the development of industry of the Right-Bank Ukraine in the middle
of the 19-th century, but to propose for the first time a statistical model
of this phenomenon. We consider this analytical construction as a tool
for assessing trends and levels of local production through intra-regional
specialization and market relations. The macrogroup A (7 districts)
received 85,8% of industrial revenues from the processing of livestock
products. Macrogroup E (14 districts) was characterized by in-depth
specialization in the plant origin products processing, from which 96,7%
of industrial profits were received. Macrogroup C (the Kyiv district) 76,5%
of industrial profits were obtained from the processing raw materials of
mineral origin. Macrogroup D (8 districts) demonstrated balance of the
processing industry and revenues from it – 48,5% of crop products and
44,5% of livestock products. Macrogroup B (6 districts) did not have a
narrow production specialization: 26,1% of industrial profits came from
processing of plant products, 33,6% from processing of livestock products,
40,3% of industrial profits from processing of minerals. The production of
groups C and E showed the greatest market orientation, groups A and D
met the needs of the surrounding areas, the organization of production in
the estates of the group B areas was more reminiscent of the feudal.
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related tendency and humanistic possibilities in terms of creative personality
development are reconstructed over the course of representing the modern
attitude to science and its rationality. We have defined the axiological bases
of modern public opinion about science as one that moves only financial
progress, and compared the sources and possibilities of humanism.
1. Introduction
Scientific rationality research is stimulated by both external social and
internal academic relevance. The first one consists in the ambivalent attitude
of modern Western civilization to scientific knowledge: if its “fruits” are
consumed as quickly as possible, then the “light” emitted by it is often
regarded as “cold”. The well-known standards of objectivity, rationality, and
methodicalness do not arose former admiration and respectful imitation in
daily activities and spiritual life. Against the background of the New Age –
the mass revival and activation of religious and mythological consciousness,
increasing interest in archetypal structures, paranormal phenomena
and extrascientific knowledge [26, p. 265–286] – the latest social and
humanitarian emergencies (human global problems, remoteness of personal
origin, consciousness manipulation, human-made disasters, etc.) are every so
often considered as implicit consequences of scientific rationality.
Long-term criticism of ordinary empirical justification as a criterion of
scientific rationality in the science itself and its philosophical reflection,
leads, in the end, to a change in the idea of human mind in general – from
instrumental, reducing it to a formal-logical apparatus, to culturological
and anthropological, which provide the strong connection between
cognitive procedures and social and individual mental context. Since
modern generation of scientists as “children of their time” follow these
guidelines, and on the other hand must be involved into the common historymaking relay of ideas and methods of their field, there is an urgent need to
conceptualize historical forms of scientific rationality and possible changes
in its content. This topic is quite developed in the well-known works by
P. Feyerabend [16], V. Ilyin [5], A. Ogurtsov [9], V. Stepin [14], V. Shvyrev
[19] etc. especially in terms of definitions, classifications, criteria, historical
contexts, the relationship of its scientific and philosophical aspects. However,
the role of scientific rationality in the cultural heritage and communication
of scientific and educational institutions remains poorly clarified. Despite
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major works by I. Chernikova [18], I.G. Fomicheva [17], J.S. Johnston [27],
A.G. Holmes [28], J. Miller [33], T. Nichols [35], C.H. Patterson [36],
M.I. Romanenko [11], T.A. Rubantsova [12], S.B. Shapiro [38], I.H. Utyuzh
[15] devoted to the role of scientific rationality and humanistic traditions
in the organization of educational approaches, its spiritual potential is far
from practical implementation.
Thus, there is a goal to reconsider the place of science with its professional
way of thinking in human civilization and to discover how it is refracted in
the minds of its contemporaries. In particular, in order to check the pragmatic
status of science as a specific nature of the post-industrial present or as an echo
of the industrial past, it is necessary to find out the characteristics of classical
scientific rationality in the works of modern philosophers (F. Bacon, G. Galilei,
R. Decartes, J. Locke, G.W. Leibniz, I. Newton) and their modern interpreters
(P. Gaydenko, L. Kosareva, R. Merton, S. Toulmin, S. Shapin etc.). In order
to check whether educational conditions are ambivalent in promoting both
instrumental-pragmatic and spiritual-value attitude to science, it is necessary
to analyze the educational paradigms of the industrial and post-industrial era
in the capacity of translators of relevant examples of scientific rationality and
exponents of cultural-historical ways of human orientation in the world. At
the same time, differences in the subject content, means of its expression and
intentions of the authors require the use of hermeneutics, which reveals the
meaning of original texts by means of translations, comments, life context and
cultural resonance of their authors.
2. Formation of a classical model of rationality
Reasoning regarding rationality are very complicated by a mixture of
terminological traditions: the most general meaning of “reasonableness” in
some cases refers to the denotation of actual “human”, in other cases it is
opposed to the “spiritual”. In science, however, “rationality” is used not
only on the worldview, but also on the general scientific level, identifying
both with the philosophical reflexivity, and with the features of logical
and methodological organization of scientific knowledge. In their turn, the
humanity or remoteness of scientific rationality from human beings can be
a historically differentiated issue: for example, medieval scholasticism is
often called formal and soulless, humanist studies – the inspirers of human
victory, etc. However, the educational image of science, firmly rooted by a
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modern public opinion, consists of the principles, terms and personalities of
classical science, which traces its origins to Modern times.
For example, classic of philosophy of science St. Toulmin [40] described
this connection in “three axioms of the traditions of the XVII century”,
which for a long time began to define the course of epistemology despite
the skepticism and criticism of individual characters such as B. Pascal,
S. Kierkegaard or F. Nietzsche.
Firstly, this refers to the stability of natural ontology, which provides a
basis for stable and universal principles of its understanding in the process
of scientific research and domination over it in the practice of economy
management. This “axiom” was based on the biblical statement defining
a clear plan for the Creation of the world and the dominant role of human
beings on the earth. F. Bacon, one of the founders of modern European
science, understands a human being as a full-fledged master in the workshop
of nature, full of its own laws [2, p. 182]. Moreover, although over recent
centuries all the components of this “workshop” have turned into historical
variables, their perception is also presented as objective representations, the
subjective impurities (“idols”) of which can only blur everything.
Secondly, the inertia of matter, which provided in it not more than
mechanical activity (contact, push, exchange of movements) and hence
the concentration of all rational activity in the spirit – in the course of the
Creation or knowledge of material nature. On the one hand, this “axiom”
made it possible for G. Galilei to bring physics to the standards of geometry
for the first time [4], and on the other hand, it implies an objectivist criterion
of empirical justification (“verification”) of scientific propositions, which
has not yet been shaken by dynamic models of matter or neurophysiological
models of higher mental activity.
Thirdly, the geometric standard, which, according to the Platonic model,
protects knowledge from skepticism by its own value neutrality. According
to Descartes, “of all the sciences so far discovered, arithmetic and geometry
alone are as we said above free from any taint of falsity or uncertainty ‹...›
they alone are concerned with an object so pure and simple that they make
no assumptions that experience might render uncertain, they consist entirely
in deducing conclusions by means of rational arguments” [25, p. 12].
In order to understand the impact of these “axioms”, one must know
that they resulted from solving the classical problem of the reproduction of
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metaposition, which originates in the Christian conception of the Absolute
Mind. It can be recognized in R. Descartes’s cogito, I. Kant’s apriorism
and Fichtean transcendental subjectivity. In order to change the idea of the
unity of man and the world in the God creatable, philosophical thought
has developed the idea of the unity of man and the world in the god acting
expediently. Later, the guarantee of this unity was transferred from the God
to the absolute mind in the form of the world Absolute or natural integrity,
in order to derive the human mind from them with all its cognitive abilities.
The main possible options of this position, developed by modern European
philosophy, are similar to the replacement of the theological Absolute Mind
by scientific intelligence with its preconditions – axiomatic self-evident and
self-sufficient rules of consistent reasoning, though burdened with “idols” of
one-sided, in particular outdated or distorted values. That kind of methodical
organization of thinking itself in addition to nature and society seemed to be
the highest form of power, where a human being not only took upon herself/
himself the creative abilities of the Absolute to meet and develop their needs,
but also found guarantees of their freedom.
Once the formal apparatus of scholasticism created a precedent for mastering
spiritual mysticism with its spontaneity and immediacy, mathematics took up
the baton of rational reconstructions of transcendental experience from logic.
Its novelty consisted of meaningful theories that made it possible to deduce
formally and unambiguously any complex (complicated) knownedle from
their components like from the “atoms”. In this regard, Galileo’s interpretation
of the theory as a simulation of the infinity of divine truths by extremalizing
their finite symptoms in the form of self-identical mathematical idealizations
gained fame: “the truth, knowledge of which is given to us by mathematical
proofs, the truth which is known to divine wisdom; however ‹…› our way
consists in reasoning and transition from a conclusion to a conclusion, while
His way is the simple intuition ‹…›” [31, p. 129].
In this way, being only a kind of rational, leading its genealogy from
the ancient cultural archetypes, the knowledge, cultivated by the modern
European mathematization of science have become the notion (ratio,
mens) that involves the articulating and ordering abilities of the mind.
According to its mathematical model, scientists and philosophers not only
compare the accuracy and provability of knowledge of the laws of nature,
but also establish the comparability of the content of scientific ideas, their
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selection and accumulation. “An infinite world, here a world of idealities,
is conceived, not as one whose objects become accessible to our knowledge
singly, imperfectly, and as it were accidentally, but as one which is attained
by a rational, systematically coherent method. In the infinite progression
of this method, every object is ultimately attained according to its full
being-in-itself ‹…› nature itself becomes – to express it in a modern way –
a mathematical manifold” [30, p. 22, 23].
Mathematics could be represented as a new guarantor of objective
cognition, under the condition of rearrangement of the nomenclature of
“higher abilities” of the human Self. Thus, the Cartesian model of personality,
for the first time, provided a distinction between the objectified content of
consciousness and its “secondary qualities”, which are entirely derived from
the perceptual states and their experience. The mind, capable of exploring
“things in and of themselves” and acquiring knowledge regardless of will,
intentions, faith, intuition and other subjective presentations acquires
the status of personal ability of objective representation in R. Descartes’
metaphysics, while objectivity was identified with subjective transcendental
involvement as a means, purpose, instrument, gesture, or statement in the
logical imperative of scholasticism.
Despite all the references to human nature, common sense and progressive
aspirations, a subject with the said consciousness is not defined in the space
and time of not only cultural and historical, but also physical existence.
Thus, in order to become a subject of scientific knowledge, a person
loses her individual dimension. However, precisely this mind, designed
to reflection over the subjective aspect of cognition and corresponding to
the further hegemony of natural-scientific problematics, experimental and
mathematical methods, proved to be a successful form of interconnection
of the concepts of freedom of thought and responsibility for its content. Due
to this, scientific rationality has long been established as a link between
European values such as freedom and democracy.
Along with a clear explication of methods and demarcation of the
research field, the given “axioms” (criteria) of classical scientific rationality
provided such a successful progress of science that presented a model
of social change (Enlightenment Project) and ensured the formation of
independent social institute of science. However, beyond the rational
description there are objects that can only be described in qualitative terms,
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first of all, the phenomena of spiritual substance, if their properties were
not studied by the means of formalization of those times. Accordingly,
careful attention of some researcher to such objects positioned him as a
representative of extra scientific fields or even as an anti-scientist.
3. Internal and external problems of classical rationality
Ideological reasoning of the anti-scientific position took place in postEnlightenment irrationalist philosophy, which started with the opposion of
the mind to will, love, instincts, intuition as more fundamental phenomena,
and ended up with the limitation of the universalism of scientific rationality:
the mind is wider than the science, because unscientific forms of spiritual
activity (myth, magic, spiritual traditions, arts) are able to perform not only
their own specific but also socio-cultural functions peculiar to science.
“It takes billions of dollars, thousands of highly skilled professionals,
years of hard work in order to enable a few tongue-tied and rather limited
contemporaries to make a steady leap where no person with sound mind
would want to go – to the empty, airless world of the burning hot stones.
However, the mystics, using only their own consciousness, traveled through
the heavenly spheres and contemplated God in all its glory, which gave
them the strength to live and enlighten their followers” [16, p. 497–498].
Therefore, we can observe the introduction of a general cultural tendency of
complementarity of scientific and unscientific knowledge.
The counter-movement on the part of science was initiated by the
de-absolutization of G. Saccheri’s, J.H. Lambert’s, C.F. Gauss’s etc.
Euclidean system for building knowledge, which found out that attempts of
complete explication of the “source knowledge” (principium ratio) used in
the reflexive act turn into paradoxes [29, p. 15–16]. In nonclassical science
the said “crisis of basic principles” was stimulated by the development of
ever more “obstinate” objects: the phenomena of spiritual substance (which
in the XIX century received its own scientific residence as the humanities)
were followd by quantum mechanical, cosmological and, finally, complex
natural systems with feedback links with the environment and alternative
development trajectories that are not subject to removal from the “initial
conditions” of observation. “Nonlinear” objects of that kind (for example,
ecological) turned upside down scientific-rationalist objectivism – the
position of an external observer, whose cognitive apparatus had to maintain
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isomorphism with any modifications of the studied natural processes, and
their course, in its turn, – to maintain independence from the cognitive
procedures applied. The opposite principle of subjectivity requires taking
into consideration the knower’s activity with its methodological and value
preferences and replace cognitive tasks by evaluative ones – in the situations
of methodological or financial planning of research, selection of models
originated from the fundamental theory, etc.
In the concepts of historical types of V.S. Stepin’s and V.V. Illyin’s
scientific rationality, this transformation of principles acquires a schematic
form of rationalization circle revolutionary expansion – from the cognitive
object (classic) to its means (non-classic) and goals and values (post-nonclassic or neo-non-classical) [14, p. 619–636]. In this way the history of
scientific rationality is reconstructed as a revolutionary transition from
the epistemological principle (“knowledge is the goal”) to the anthropic
one (“knowledge is a means”), which introduces the need for universal
justification of knowledge into the goals and values of knowledge [5].
Given that they have the revolutionary name, these changes in scientific
rationality are fully covered by the original archetype of rationality – the
ancient idea of “τεχνη” as an artificial reproduction or transformation of reality,
which happened to have its continuation in Christian verbalist creationism.
In influential Aristotelian epistemology, τεχνη is defined as a special step of
knowledge, which is based on practice (“wisdom of the head and hands”),
but differs from handicrafts by clarifying the “general” (έπιςτήμη) and
“reasons” (άρχαί). If the objectivity of the “general”, which is opposed to
the opinions, can be unambiguously determined by means of the rules of
logic (“Organon”), then the Aristotelian “reasons” constitute a temporary or
subjective component of τεχνη. It follows from here that its relative definition
and artistic dependence on the chosen goals, means, results and the degree
of their complementarity: “rationality can be considered at three main levels
of its own operation: as mental activity performance that uses conscious
forms in driving towards the goal, methods, logical tools, categories etc.; as
cultural existence performance and human spiritual and practical activity,
when rationality is attributed not only to the processes of the cognitive plan,
but also to the forms of existence of knowledge itself in culture; and finally,
rationality is used by the forms of human activity itself, established in the
form of various types of technologies, social and vital structures” [6, p. 7].
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Thus, the initial relativity of the idea τεχνη determines the philosophical
scale of the rationality issue and the immanent incompleteness of its solution,
which remains invisible in the times of firmly established values.
4. Reason and reason in the structure of modern scientific rationality
As opposed to the ontological concepts of the classics, at present time
rationality is called as the property of creative activity (cognitive and
practical) to bring reality to its human-dimension modes on a conscious
level. Although the relevant fragments of reality are usually provided
with this property in the secondary plan – the “first” or “second” nature
of ecology, biotechnology, genetic engineering, biomedical devices,
artificial intelligence, etc. – the original human-dimension as a theoretical
correspondence to a certain context of the Subject contains a distinction
between objective (one that determines the means of activity) and subjective
(one that determines the goals of activity) components. In this regard, certain
means and goals are as before identified to be organically interconnected
by means of a sequence of actions. If some successful sequence of action
is degraded, the correspondence of means and goals is established by a
complex analytical way: “‹...› “intra-theoretical” and, more wider, scientific
rationality, represented in a set of strategies and methods of construction of
the idealized image of reality, precedes the studied objects, and the latter
ones are created in the process of rational activity” [1, p. 66].
The last-mentioned thesis points to the inevitability of the reflexive
component of rationality, which in the isolated mode constitutes, as a matter of
fact, “mind” as opposed to the “reason” of the European philosophical tradition.
If the mind performs (re-produces) analysis, abstraction, normalization, the
mind reflects over this rationalization, correlating in due from the processes
of induction of sensations and deduction of concepts with the normative
structure of cognition. The latter represents traditionally human – finite and
embodied – reproduction of infinite prototypes and intuitions of the divine
mind. “‹…› The universe dissolved into an infinite multiplicity of infinitely
different movements, each circling around its own centre, and all held together
both by their relationship to a common cause and by their participation in one
and the same universal order. The same is true of spiritual being” [23, p. 28].
There is a hidden paradox in this: personification of the transcendent in
the normative cognition structure, in order to avoid naive anthropomorphism,
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requires dismissal from the transcendent in that form in which it is
imagined by a human being in alternative goal-setting. It is known that
Nicholas of Cusa solved this contradiction by means of mathematical
symbolization of categories, turning them into obviously incomprehensible
for understanding, but free from specific content. After a series of attempts
from R. Descartes to B. Russell to build the normative structure of
cognition to the rules of calculating the reliability of deductive inference,
this dismissal of categories from the content was recognized as the main
function of the symbol to attract new experience, to develop [3]. “The
number in the Platonic-Pythagorean experience was therefore “everything”
that encrypted, or digitized, the secret meaning of “everything” in itself,
in R. Descartes it is no longer “everything”, but can become “everything”,
because purified to emptiness, now it is a pure tool applicable to anything
by means of “rules for operation” [13, p. 373].
At a later time, postmodernism will qualify this structure of cognition as
a “discourse of representation” – a set of measures imitating the elevation of
particular events and their semantic content to the original “transcendental
significatum” to cause its presence (re-presentation). Since the extent of this
transition is eventually determined by the categorization as the organization
of content into the predicative structures, categories (“the concepts of
mind”) generated under these conditions – such as “existence” or “idea” –
according to G. Deleuze, have no certainty and are not even defined as “an
unlimited singular plurality of concept identities”. However it is this nonidentity (sans fond) makes it possible for them to reduce the never-ending
opportunities of representations (difference) to a self-sufficient mind that
replaces the transcendent Logos [24].
Under worldly conditions the reproduction of the ideas of the divine mind
is limited to the reproduction of the mode of action of Providence when taking
control over the flow of things, for this purpose methodological principles
(identity and contradiction, continuity, sufficient basis, universal relationship),
methods and normative structure of cognition are designated [32]. This
methodology of human comprehension of the transcendent acquires the status
of universal metaphysics of the modern worldview by its ability with the
necessity to combine unique apriori and any experiential preconditions. It is
obvious that in the course of this reflection a certain invariant of transforming
activity can be established, its universal scheme, reasonable for different
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types of activity, when studying various types of objects. In this case, we are
talking about “methodological” (“wisdom of the head”) rationality contrary
to “operational” (“wisdom of the head and hands”), having an empirical or
special nature [19]. But the current problem involves the need to supplement
the idea of rationality as a sequence of patterns of activity with certain
directions of possible and the framework of the impossible, proportionate to
human life in terms of its relationship to himself and the world they created.
Insofar as scientific activity has long ceased to be commensurate with the
abilities of some scientists, their personal motivation and subject-cognitive
activity are equally mediated by a whole range of professional norms ensuring
the differentiation of labour and generational bridge. Therefore, the sensebearing and life orientation of rationality promised to detect some regularities
useful for improving the predictions or argumentation only on a generalized
scale of entire scientific societies. Thus, there appeared the models of historical
development of knowledge in the practice of philosophical reflection on
science (K. Popper, T. Kuhn, M. Foucault, G. Holton etc.), these models covered external factors and revolutionary overthrows in the basics of science –
the scientific picture of the world, the style of thinking, and the ideals of
rationality. On the other hand, what is the measure of this appearance and
revolutionary character: should we take into account any goals and values or
only those that have been mastered by socio-humanitarian science in subject,
reproducible, verifiable knowledge as a buffer zone between science and
irrational non-scientific fields (myth, magic, arts, politics, spiritual traditions)?
5. Rational basis of educational paradigms
The history of science certifies that these questions are not new: the
Romantics (F. Schleiermacher, F.-R. de Chateaubriand etc.) at the turn
of the XVIII–XIX centuries denied the Enlightenment course on the
establishment of scientific mind as the universal driving force of history.
To be more precise, it referred to the subordination of the entire discursive
knowledge to the mythological origins of tradition, which had to provide
the disclosure of the creative potential of human existence, individual
self-determination within the context of the meaning of his life, and so on
[9, p. 340]. According to phenomenology, mathematical science, using
the method of idealized entities, contributed to the scientification of the
“life world” of cultural values, which resulted in the suppression of the
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subject’s creative ability and the whole European culture to a symptomatic
disassociation from reality, escalating again the Cartesian “doubt”. At the
same time, to eliminate this longing for absolute truth, it is suggested to
eliminate the problem of the identity of existence and thinking and the
“understanding” perception of a scientific object – as a text without a
transcendent referent, with open alternatives to reasoning.
The elimination of the dichotomy of subject and object in the structure
of experience inevitably introduces the event conditions of thought into the
implementation of the subject essence, so that the predicative structure of
the categories used is determined by the linguistic and semantic context.
It is these subjective conditions of thought that are absolutized in the
philosophy of irrationalism of the XIX century, having the aim of set an
individual free from the dictates of Mind, winning back her ability to look
beyond the discursive forms of cognition; especially since cognitive goals
are considered herein as derivatives of thirst for power, sexuality and the
suppression of thoughts about the inevitability of death.
Subsequently, this emancipation meant the opening of the theory of
rationality as a formalized system. The correlation of various elements of
human spiritual experience, the implementation of “existentially motivated
life-spiritual synthesis” within the context of consciousness served as one
of the incentives for the development of a new concept – open rationality,
where the final basics (as opposed to “initial” basics of analytical method)
remain probabilistic. Thus, the absolutist idea of complete removal of
experience by relevant theoretical means was denied, because they do not
have a place for the unique conditions of existence and will peculiar to the
socio-humanitarian object. This refers to the opposition, well-known from
the time of S. Kierkegaard, of rational general and irrational individual
on the basis of the ability to self-determination. The mind is transformed
from the master of reality into a guiding principle of cognition, the tradition
and logic of which are established to the extent of interaction between the
participants of knowledge and are developed in the pragmatic context of the
task chosen [16]. It means the loss of guarantees that logical and ontological
determinism are isomorphic: the world does not have to have a subjectpredicate structure, consist of substances, be simple and mathematical.
Therefore, modern European irrationalism is notable not so much for
the internal unprofitability of mystification as for the object prediction, first
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and foremost the objects of particular practice and communication, rather
that cognition – the features of uncertainty and backwardness. Moreover,
if rationality is defined in the traditional epistemological aspect as a degree
of conformity of discursive expression of knowledge to the existing forms
of thinking, then the boundary between rational and irrational should be
considered relative, having variable intermediate forms. As the criteria
of scientific knowledge and their generalization in the forms of scientific
rationality become mobile, derived to a great extent from what is now
mastered by theoretical science, there is an argument from irrationalism about
the permanent underdevelopment of fundamentally new phenomena. They not
only supplement the potential of scientific knowledge, conflicting with reality
and truth as these notions are recognized in current forms of thinking, but in
equal measure – the arsenal of scientific means, offering new goals and values,
in the long run of which current science and rationality seem to be insufficient.
Therefore, the epistemological strategies of the XX century, especially
positivist models of scientific knowledge, appeared to be more focused
on relative criteria of rationality: systematic, semantic or methodological
internal coherence in combination with the principles of fallibilism and
historical relativism – as the form of objective (discursive, paradigmatic,
epistemic) reduction of rationality standards. Thus, the Marxist
methodology in the management of cognitive activity provided to use a
reflexive level in addition to the subject one, which should establish the
spiritual and practical prerequisites for the formation and development of
categories and epistemology in general. At present time, such values may
have totally different sources with unexpected sociocultural and existential
meanings, not necessarily related to positive transcendence of scientific
reason. For example, the philosophy of postmodernism provides passing
all the boundaries outlined by the great ideals (“metanarratives”) of the
industrial age in order to ensure free cultivation and unlimited development
of human subjectivity. The search for truth, especially according to the
model of classical scientific rationality, loses the status of the most important
tendency among the inexhaustible variety of its dimensions.
In this respect the glorification of the sphere of the unconscious
(inclinations, instincts, intuition, faith, tacit experience) does not exclude
the humanistic tradition, causing changes in social and cognitive situations,
in particular, the review of educational paradigms. Although the latter are
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detailed in a variety of expedient practices (“methodic”, “technologies”),
they themselves, as well as the scientific content they broadcast, are always
involved in a broader context, the basis of which (except for current
worldview human images, moral values, political interests, etc.) is the
way of orientation in the world. In European intellectual history, there are
only three ways of this orientation – contemplative (traditional), activity
(objectiv) and modern – dialogue (subjectiv) [18, p. 89–90].
The components of existence and their reflection in the consciousness
of the subject appear to be identical within the context of the contemplative
world perception, having regard to their initial proportions. Although their
empirical identity is not necessarily performed, the effect of the reflection is
considered to be a well-defined parameter of this existence. In the projection
on the socio-cultural organization the contemplative way of orientation in
the world is represented by the conventional system with the imperativemandatory educational paradigm peculiar to it.
Activity world perception contains a cognitive vector of evaluative
and transformative activity, directed from the subject to the object, into
which the component of existence previously irrelevant now turns. The
educational paradigm in this case is interpreted as an activity related to the
implementation of the social order, development of an individual’s typical
model, and subsequently – as a consistent projection of this model on the
sphere of the object of education. It is related to the class-and-lesson system
of education, frontal-reproductive acquisition of knowledge, curricula
as a substantive development of the social order, universal principles of
pedagogical interaction and other basic principles of the such pioneers of
scientific pedagogy as J.A. Comenius, J. Locke, J. Herbart etc. [12].
The new generation of ideologists of this paradigm (M.J. Adler [20],
J.S. Bruner [21] etc.) presupposes the possibility of the individual to
surpass the cultural heritage acquired by him/her through fundamental
scientific knowledge and, consequently, to receive distinction and social
preferences. On this way, it is provided to specify educational goals in
the lists of knowledge, skills and attitudes in order to be able to develop
an individual academic schedule and management of self-education [22].
At the same time, the guideline for the comprehensive transfer of social goals
into educational ones makes itself felt in the maximum technologicalization
of the pedagogical process (tests, training, algorithms, computer programs)
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up to the interpretation of the educational result as an “extended behavioral
repertoire” of the individual [39].
Dialogue-based worldview, which as a matter of fact, originates from
Socrates’ maieutics, in the most general form abandons the privileged
intellectual position of the external observer, and apriori meaningful
goals, meanings, tools of cognition and interaction as well. It corresponds
to the multidimensional and decentralized socio-cultural situations of the
information age, when orientation in the world is mediated by temporary
circles of communication, and entering the society loses guarantees of social
status and professional qualification in favor of personal self-determination
and its progressive amendments [37, p. 360].
In the process of education this is reflected in the moral parity of the
relationship between the tutor and the learner (“subject-subject education”
by S.L. Rubinstein and A.N. Leontiev; “Cooperation pedagogy” by
S.N. Lysenkova and V. Shatalov, Waldorf pedagogy etc.): it is not the
person who fits into the educational order of society, but education fits into
the person’s vital needs. In this way, the new requirement of its humanistic
significance and naturalness regarding didactic material is rewarded with the
prospect of being learned to the full extent, which seemed to be problematic
under the conditions of the “educational conveyor” of the object educational
paradigm [34]. However, its individual features acquire a constructive
meaning only as a part of the mentioned ability of self-determination, and the
development of the latter requires any kind of participation of a young person
in the presentation of subject matters as certain components of sociocultural
existence, in particular, experiencing the conflicts of their formation history
and particularity detention of their own interests and beliefs. “In the same
way, the purpose of education is transformed, the implementation of which
involves at present time not only the learning of socio-cultural experience of
mankind, but also the process of personal self-formation, his self-realization
through the production of experience having a dual nature – individual and
socio-cultural experience of the mankind” [10, p. 228].
Therefore, the use of the subject paradigm is possible and efficient depending
on the level of initial subject and reflexive psychological training of both parties of
the educational process. This particularly shows the (in)ability to work in groups
(discussions, statistical modelling, laboratory projects), otherwise the educational
goal of personal development is replaced by the means of professional training
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and under the guise of modern forms, a conservative monologue (traditional or
object) complex of character education is dominant, which under the conditions
of mosaic post-industrial mass culture turns into nihilism in its consciousness,
transferring the level of authority from tutors to mass media, and educational
motivation from cognitive to pragmatic or hedonistic [8; 35]. Thus, the idea of
science as a provider of educational content seems to be selective, limited by the
rapid visual efficiency, which is, first, provided by its technical applications. In
this form, scientific rationality falls back to the images of New Age mechanics,
and the respective gaps in its humanistic significance are compensated by the
reasonable irrational culture of the New Age.
The theories of nonlinear dynamical systems highly-demanded in recent
times can become the ontological basis of the subjective approach in modern
education. Models and concepts of synergetics, chaos theory, etc. acquire
high heuristic value beyond the original physical chemistry, cybernetics
and nonlinear dynamics, creating applications in both technical and sociohumanitarian fields of knowledge. Therefore, educational applications of
nonlinear theories in science determine the priority of dialogic, problembased, content-integrative and individual forms of education. In this regard
a classical scheme of “the right question – the reference answer” is broken,
which results in a value balance in the didactics of the logic of concepts and
chaotic components. Standing together, they form a network of associations
of individual experience and serve as centers for the memory organization,
understanding of knowledge and individual’s practical competence [7].
6. Conclusion
Classical scientific rationality, which still often defines the “face” of science
in public opinion, provides a mechanistic image of nature as a reproducible
apparatus deprived of inwardness, which under the condition of accurate
“geometric” description can be represented by the human mind in the form
of unambiguous scientific laws. The latter are presented as an ambivalent
tool, and the scientifically-based process of obtaining them – as one that on
its own terms is deprived of humanistic significance. The review of classical
scientific rationality, which became imminent under the influence of new
ontology (historical and evolutionary, quantum-mechanical, non-linear objects)
and the increasing measure of abstraction of its representation (non-euclidean
geometries and other alternative theoretical models), found its way into the
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weakening of the objectivist verifiability criterion of in favor of the subjectivist
one, when blurring the dualism of inert matter and mind activity, when breaking
the partition wall between the science of nature and science of spirit.
Modern European worldview attitudes have, to a large extent, broken
through the modern image of rationality and scientific-cognitive expansion
and these attitudes are compatible with humanistic values primarily by means
of sociologization and historicization of scientific rationality criteria. Contrary
opinions in everyday awareness are caused by the ambivalent practice of postindustrial educational paradigms or by the greater inertia of the educational
institution in the translation of cultural codes. Post-nonclassical scientific
rationality and the post-industrial educational paradigm have a common
denominator of duality of discursive standards and personal immediacy, which
in classical terminology were contrasted as natural rational and accidental
irrational. Nowadays this duality is presented in the philosophy of science as
humanistic complementarity of scientific and non-scientific, and when translating
scientific achievements in education – as a dialogics of the subjects of education.
The impossibility to remove social determination from the operation of social
institutions of science and education represents on the one hand, a reason for
recurrences of archaic ways of orientation in the world – mechanistic paradigm
in science, monologue approaches in education – and, on the other hand, the
condition of individual’s personal level of development, while the latter happens
to have creativity towards fundamental scientific knowledge and existing forms
of social life in general, and by means of abovementioned – to himself.
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EDUCATION IN THE UKRAINIAN FOREST-STEPPE
PROVINCES OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE
IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE XIX CENTURY
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Abstract. This chapter is devoted to the formation of the education
system in a number of Left Bank and Right Bank Ukrainian lands in the
first half of the XIX century. The purpose of our study is to study the
educational policy of tsarism towards ethnic, religious and social groups
living in Ukraine. General scientific and historical research methods
were used, including a systematic approach, the principles of objectivity
and comprehensiveness, historical-genetic and synchronous methods.
Statistical data published in official publications of the Russian Empire
were the main source of information on public education. In particular, the
“Military-Statistical Review of the Russian Empire analyzed in detail the
social, economic, religious development of each province as in the midnineteenth century.
The historiography of the problem is analyzed. It is noted that the
attention of researchers is focused on the study of certain elements of public
education, the level of education of social classes, national minorities, the
formation and development of higher education. Study of general features
of educational policy of the state in the provinces of Forest-Steppe Ukraine
remains outside the scope of scientific research and its impact on the
formation of the foundations of national identity of the Ukrainian people,
public struggle for equal and fair nature of all levels of education.
It was found out that the system of educational institutions was formed
at the beginning of the XIX century. in the Russian Empire. It did not
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guarantee the right to free and unrestricted access to education for all social
groups. The tsarist struggle against the influence of the Polish aristocracy
on educational processes in the provinces of the Right Bank of Ukraine
strengthened the Russification policy under reactionary-conservative slogans.
Education becomes an instrument of the policy of the autocracy and is aimed
at protecting the existing feudal system. It is recognized that the opportunity
to receive education directly depended on the social status and place of the
person in the hierarchy. The vast majority of Ukrainian serfs did not have the
opportunity to teach their children at all, as their education depended on the
good will of the landlords and was not regulated by the state.
It is established that the development of higher education in the ForestSteppe Ukraine during the first half of the XIX century testified to the
complete dependence of the educational policy of the autocracy on the will
of the autocrat. The founding of Kharkiv University took place in line with
the Enlightenment traditions in 1805, spread in Europe under the influence
of Napoleon’s conquests. However, universities lost their self-government,
freedom of teaching and became completely dependent on state funding
during the reign of Nicholas I. The university administration paid
considerable attention to the supervision of students and their discipline.
It is concluded that the Ukrainian intelligentsia represents the interests
of the oppressed people. They focused their energy on studying the history,
culture, language and customs of the people, which in turn led to the
politicization of the protest and the emergence of the Ukrainian nationaleducational movement.
1. Introduction
The relevance of our study is that it is important to rethink educational
laws in the context of educational reform in Ukraine. It is also necessary to
determine the strategy for the development of education in the country, and
for this you need to thoroughly analyze, summarize and creatively use all
the accumulated historical experience.
The object of the study was the Ukrainian society in its ethnic composition
in most cases, including Kyiv, Podillya, Volyn, Poltava, Chernihiv, Kharkiv
provinces of the Russian Empire in the first half of the XIX century.
The purpose of our study is to study the features of public education
in the Ukrainian lands. The educational policy of the autocracy on certain
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classes, social and ethnic groups of the population is analyzed, the process
of founding and development of Kharkiv and Kyiv universities – centers of
elite national self-consciousness is revealed, normative documents (statutes)
of educational institutions of different levels and forms of organization the
middle of the XIX century.
General scientific and special historical methods were used during the
writing of the monograph. In particular, the systematic approach, which is
based on the principles of multifactorial conditionality, allowed to take into
account the influence of political, social, cultural and economic factors on the
development of education in the lands of forest-steppe Ukraine. Emphasis
was placed on identifying the nature and diversity of the relationship
between tsarist policy in education and other components of social life
in accordance with the principles of objectivity and comprehensiveness.
Synchronous, historical-genetic, historical-systemic method allowed to
study the phenomenon in development.
The structure of the work is determined by the purpose and objectives of
the study. The historiography and source base of the research were analyzed,
the range of tasks that were not solved by previous researchers was outlined.
The next section focuses on the peculiarities of the educational policy of the
autocracy in the Ukrainian lands. The ideology and practice of autocracy in
the field of public education in Ukraine are considered. Particular attention
was paid to the formation of university education and its impact on the
emergence of the Ukrainian national educational movement.
2. Analysis of recent research and publications
The study of the history of the formation of the system of public education
in the forest-steppe Ukraine in the first half of the XIX century is based on
documents and materials of different origins. The study of the history of
the establishment of a system of public education in the Ukrainian foreststeppe provinces in the first half of the XIX century is based on documents
and materials of different origins. As the information base of the offered
section were used statistics on the state of education of the population in the
provinces of the Forest-Steppe Ukraine, published in 10 and 12 volumes of the
“Military Statistical Review of the Russian Empire” [1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6]. Almost
simultaneously with this publication, the Statistical Committee was established
under the Ministry of the Interior on the basis of the Statistical Office and the
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Lustration Committee for the Western Provinces in 1852. Since 1855, the
provinces have received updated rules for the collection and processing of
statistical information, which generally replicate and detail the approaches
taken by officers of the General Staff. As a result, statistical reviews of the
Russian Empire became more analytical and informative [7; 8; 9].
An important source of statistical data on the socio-economic
development of the provinces of the forest-steppe Ukraine of the second half
of the 50’s – early 60’s of the XIX century are “Commemorative Books”
prepared by the provincial statistical committees on the basis of information
collected for the government’s Statistical Committee and published for the
general public in local printing houses. In order to gain popularity among
local readers, the texts acquired a journalistic and descriptive character, and
a number of statistical data related to the activities of the Ministry of the
Internal remained unpublished for censorship reasons [10; 11].
It is known that in pre-revolutionary Russia there was no single piece of
legislation that would cover the entire field of education. Laws regulated the
activities of certain types and levels: the provisions of the primary public
school, the statutes of gymnasiums and schools, university statutes, and etc.
To better understand the problem, we analyzed such types of legal sources
as legislative acts of a general imperial nature, which covered the central
links of the Russian education system [12].
An in-depth study of the process of creation and activity of Kharkiv and
Kyiv universities would be impossible without the scientific achievements
of their first researchers. Meticulous analysis of the prehistory of educational
institutions, characteristics of the first teachers and rectors, the dynamics
of changes in the social composition of students under the influence of
educational policy of the autocracy – all this allows us to use their work not
only for historiographical analysis but also as sources of information about
the educational environment [13; 14].
Modern analysis of the development of the public education system in
the northeast of Ukraine in the period XVIII – first half of the XIX century
allowed to identify key regional features of its development. We must agree
with the authors’ conclusion on the strengthening the state regulation of
educational institutions in the first half of the nineteenth century [15].
The history of the formation and functioning of military education in
the Ukrainian lands, in particular, cadet corps, was studied by A. Makhinko
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[16]. The scientist focused on the fact that from the 30s to the 60s-70s of the
XIX century. Сadet corps were the only type of institution that supplemented
the officer corps with military specialists.
The study of the history of gymnasium education, primarily as a type of
urban educational institutions for full secondary education and preparation
to university, became the subject of scientific research V. Milko [17]. The
author meticulously, using a significant number of sources and literature
analyzed the legal framework for regulating the process of creation and
development of gymnasiums in the Russian Empire in the XIX century.
The main attention is paid to the system of management of secondary
educational institutions operating in Ukrainian cities.
Features of the policy of the Russian Empire on schooling of national
minorities of the Right Bank of Ukraine during the XIX century revealed in
the monograph by Y. Polishchuk. The researcher noted the Polish education
abolition as autocracy revenge for the active participation of the Polish right-wing
nobility in the uprising of 1830–1831 and studied the process of state control and
unification of the educational process in Jewish, German and Czech schools [18].
O. Kryzhanovska emphasized the importance of the primary parish
school for the peasants education [19]. However, we do not agree with her
conclusion about a fairly high level of public education in the Ukrainian lands
in the first half of the nineteenth century. The sources involved in our work
convincingly show that the Ukrainian provinces lagged behind not only the
Baltic provinces but also most of the central provinces of European Russia.
Analysis of the historiography of the problem shows that the attention of
researchers is focused on the study of certain elements of public education,
the level of education of social classes or national minorities. The study of
general features of the state’s educational policy in the forest-steppe provinces
and its influence on the formation of the foundations of the national selfconsciousness of the Ukrainian people, the public struggle for equal and fair
general character of all levels of education remains beyond scientific research.
3. Educational policy of the autocracy in the provinces
of Forest-Steppe Ukraine (first half of the XIX century)
At the beginning of the XIX century, the Ministry of Public Education
was established in the Russian Empire under the influence of liberal and
enlightenment ideas that were spreading in Europe. In January 1803, Emperor
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Alexander I approved the “Preliminary Rules of Public Education”, which
were based on the idea of a secondary school necessary for the education
of the population. The education system, which was subject to the ministry,
consisted of parish schools, county schools, gymnasiums, and universities.
Curricula in educational institutions were designed in such a way that
each lower level of education was a step towards the next, including the
university.
The main task of the ministry was to registration of the system of
educational districts, opening of new universities and their transformation
into regional centers of education system management, development
and approval of the statutes of educational institutions on the principles
of autonomy in matters of internal governance and court. On November
5, 1804, the “Charter of educational institutions under the jurisdiction of
universities” was approved, according to which a network of educational
institutions was created, which was formally of a general nature [12, p. 94].
However, access to education was restricted to women and children of
serfs. At the same time, the formation of a number of privileged educational
institutions – lyceums for the education of the elite.
With the beginning of the reign of Emperor Nicholas I (1825), education
ceased to be seen as a means of educating the population and became a leader
of autocratic ideas in the youth environment. The main task of institutions
of all educational levels was to educate the emperor loyal subjects, obedient
sons of the state and the church. Another direction of educational evolution
in those days was the attempt to differentiate the provision of education in
accordance with the social status of students. Another component of the
transformation in the organization of the educational environment of the
Russian Empire in the late 20s of the XIX century was the total unification
of educational institutions, the introduction of strict discipline and uniform
and unchanging requirements for teaching and education. All this was
reflected in the Charter of Gymnasiums and Schools of December 8, 1828.
By the early 60’s of the XIX century. the development of education in the
Russian Empire depended solely on the will of the autocrat, implemented
through his government. However, the socio-political movement caused by
and supported by bourgeois reforms (peasant, judicial, zemstvo, military)
directed efforts to solve urgent social problems – education of the people,
democratization of the educational system, the formation of primary
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national, women’s and vocational education, taking into account the needs
of socio-economic development of the country.
Real actions were taken to develop primary public education, which led to
the development of a mass national school, created the conditions for public
initiative in the organization of public education. Significant changes have also
taken place in the field of secondary school, which has been proclaimed to be
universal, accessible and open to all classes. However, tuition fees closed access
to secondary education for children from low-income families. The autocracy
abandoning the feudal-caste principle of the organization of education and
introduced a class bourgeois school through property qualifications.
According to the Statute of 1804, universities were given autonomy, a
collegial form of government and freedom of teaching. The rector of the
university was elected by the professors at the general meeting and was
subordinate to the trustee. The rector not only headed the university, but also
managed the educational institutions of his district. Directors of provincial
gymnasiums not only direct management, but also supervised all schools in
the province. Caretakers of county schools were subordinate to them. They,
in turn, took care of the parish schools of the respective administrative
district. Thus, the administration of educators was formed from specialists
who were well versed in their field.
By tsarist decree, the Russian Empire was divided into 6 educational
districts, each headed by a university in 1803. The right-bank Ukrainian
provinces (Kyiv, Podillya, Volyn) first became part of the Vilnius educational
district. They were guided by trustees (curators) of educational districts. The
curator was responsible for administrative oversight and liaison between
the ministry and the university. In the middle of the 19th century, Kyiv and
Kharkiv educational districts operated on the territory of Ukraine, which is
the subject of our research.
Lyceums occupied an intermediate place between gymnasiums and
universities – Kremenets in Volyn (1819), founded on the basis of the
gymnasium, after the Polish uprising of 1830–1831 closed, and then
transferred to Kiev and reorganized into the University and Nizhyn, which
in 1832 was established on the basis of the Gymnasium of Higher Sciences,
founded in 1820 at the expense of the Bezborodko brothers.
Gymnasiums (seven years of study since 1828) – provided a complete
secondary education and prepared for university entrance. The content of
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education was encyclopedic: Latin and foreign languages, mathematics,
geography, general history, philosophy, political economy, technology and
commerce were studied. Boarding schools were opened at the gymnasiums,
their pupils were additionally taught French, dance, music, fencing and
horseback riding. Starting from the fourth year of study, gymnasiums
were divided into classical and real. Classics prepared for admission to
universities and other educational institutions. The main focus was on
the study of ancient languages, Russian literature, foreign languages
and history. The real ones were aimed at preparing for military service
and polytechnic education, and instead of ancient languages, they taught
practical mathematics and jurisprudence.
The development of gymnasium education in the Right Bank of Ukraine
had a number of features that can be demonstrated by the example of the
Podillya province. The Vilnius educational district included Vinnytsia, Bar,
Kremenets and Nemyriv schools in 1803, which at that time were equated
with gymnasium education. Teaching was conducted in Polish, and Russian
was studied on a par with Latin or German. However, after the defeat of
the First Polish Uprising of 1830–1831, the existing gymnasiums were
disbanded, and on their basis, educational institutions of national standard
were created.
Institutes of Noble women provided opportunities for young people to
receive secondary education, aesthetic and ethical education and, upon
graduation, the right to become governors of children of nobles and clergy.
Admitted to the institute representatives of mostly the nobility, daughters of
the clergy and merchants of the first two guilds. The term of study varied from
six (Kharkiv Institute) to seven years (Poltava). In the late 50’s of the XIX
century. began to establish women’s schools in provincial cities, which in
honor of the Empress were named Mariinsky. According to the statute, girls of
all classes had the right to study without distinction of religion or nationality.
Eventually, these schools will be transformed into women’s gymnasiums.
County schools (three years of study) prepared students for further
education in high schools and for practical activities. There were many more
subjects in the curricula than in the parish schools – church history, God’s
law, Russian language, arithmetic, geometry, geography, history, drawing,
sketching. Teachers were required to use only textbooks recommended by
the Ministry. Representatives of the taxable classes studied in schools – the
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children of merchants, burghers, artisans. In addition, at the county schools,
additional courses could be opened to teach commercial sciences and
accounting, to study the basics of mechanics and technology, agriculture and
horticulture with the permission of the Ministry of Education [12, p. 253].
Among the schools, purely aristocratic ones were singled out, where
children were prepared for further study in the gymnasium and science was
taught in the same manner and according to the same textbooks as in the
first three grades of the gymnasium.
The programs of church-parish (parish) schools were designed for
one year of study. They were intended for people of the “lowest classes”
[12, p. 247]. Schools could open in provincial, county towns and cities,
as well as in large towns. Their goal was to provide children with general
knowledge (boys and girls could study here, but in separate classes) and to
prepare those wishing to study in county schools. The main subjects were
the Law of God, reading and spelling, elementary arithmetic. Parish schools
for serfs were maintained at the expense of peasants and landowners, so
they developed slowly. Schools for children of state peasants operated
under the auspices of the Department of State Property.
Without state support, at the expense of parents, public schools appeared
at churches. The deacons taught the children to read primers, chasos and
psalters, as well as church songs, mostly in Ukrainian. They did not provide
opportunities for further education. Without government support, at the
expense of parents, public schools appeared at churches.
In addition to the state, theological schools continued to operate in
Ukraine, including the Kyiv Theological Academy, founded in 1632 by
Metropolitan Peter Mohyla and long known as the Kyiv-Mohyla Collegium.
In the mid-40s of the XIX century. 120 students studied at the expense of the
state. The training lasted four years, and most of the graduates held senior
administrative positions in the structure of the Russian Orthodox Church.
There was also a Roman Catholic seminary and Catholic parish schools at
the churches, single Lutheran schools for the children of German colonists.
The Ministry of Education paid considerable attention to the control of
Jewish education, especially in the provinces of the Right Bank of Ukraine.
In the structure of military education of the Russian Empire, the
leading place belonged to the cadet corps, which were special educational
institutions for the training of future officers. They operated in Poltava and
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Kyiv during the research period. In addition, there were specialized military
schools (cantonal squadrons, paramedic and surveying schools, etc.) within
military settlements and troop locations.
From the second half of the 50s of the XIX century, the development of a
primary public school began at the initiative of the progressive community
in the Russian Empire. In October 1859, with the support of the trustee of
the Kyiv educational district M. Pirogov, Sunday schools began to open.
“Sunday schools are important not so much in our country, because they
spread literacy in the most reliable way, namely through private initiative
and charity, but because they encourage artisan and working people to
study» – wrote a prominent surgeon and humanist [20, p. 305].
The Russian Orthodox Church believed that the right to run a public
school should belong to it, not to the Ministry of Education, and even more
so to the public, because the clergy are the first and most reliable educator
and guardian of public morality. Alexander II allowed the popular schools
founded by the clergy to remain under the control and maintenance of the
Church for the reconciliation of the parties.
In 1864, the Regulations on Primary Public Schools were approved.
According to him, all types of public schools were united under one name. Their
term of study was one year, and the curriculum corresponded to the old parish
schools. The schools were general and were maintained mainly by public and
private donations, as well as funds from the agencies to which they belonged.
Training was conducted exclusively in Russian. By refusing to finance public
education, the tsarist government placed this responsibility on the zemstvos.
A significant share of zemstvo expenditures on primary school was peasant
funds. Thus, in the Kharkiv provincial zemstvo peasant contributions for
educational needs accounted for more than half of all its revenues [12, p. 578].
Liberal reforms initiated by Emperor Alexander II stimulated public
awareness of public education. Since the late 50’s of the XIX century.
statistical information has become more detailed, including data on the
number of parish schools established in churches, monasteries, and under
the auspices of the State Property Office.
Note that the statistical material on this subject, collected and processed
by us, was analyzed using chronological, statistical and comparativehistorical methods. Further generalization of these data is complicated by
the lack of a single form of statistical reporting.
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Educational indicators of the Russian Empire were a kind of indicator of
the total lag behind European countries not only in terms of socio-economic
development but also in terms of human capital. At the beginning of the
second half of the ХIX century in 49 European provinces of the Russian
Empire, one student per 133 inhabitants. For comparison, in Austria the
proportion was 1 student per 15 people, in France and Great Britain – 1 per
11, in Prussia – 1 per 6, and in the North American United States – 1 student
per 5 inhabitants [8, p. 273].
Kharkiv and Kyiv provinces were among the most economically and
culturally developed territories of the Ukrainian Forest-Steppe. Thanks to the
universities, Kharkiv and Kyiv quickly became regional educational centers.
In addition to the classical university in the Kharkiv province, there
were specialized vocational schools: paramedic and agricultural schools,
where representatives of the taxable state had the opportunity to study. The
government, paying some attention to improving the culture of agriculture,
promoted public lectures on agronomy, chemistry and applied mechanics.
Noble education depended on the wealth of the family. “For a long time,
the rich people of Little Russia prescribed governors from Switzerland and
France to raise their children”, said a contemporary [5, p. 180]. Long since rich
people from Little Russia discharged governors from Switzerland and France
to raise their children. Simultaneously with the development of the network of
higher classes of educational institutions (universities, gymnasiums, institutes
of noble girls, private boarding houses), representatives of higher classes sent
their children to study in the capital and provincial cities. This led to the fact
that the cost of educational services increased and became an obstacle to the
education of children of nobles with average wealth. Thus, in Kharkov, a year
of study and living at the Institute of Noble Girls or in a private boarding
house cost from 1,500 rubles in money orders. A landowner or clerk who
had several daughters had to allocate several thousand rubles a year for their
education. At the same time, studying at the gymnasium for young people also
required significant costs. During the 1840s, among the privileged classes
of the population, the nobility and the officers’ children, the ratio between
students and others ranged from 1 to 15, although in Europe at the time the
generally accepted proportion of all children enrolled in education was make
1 to 3 – 1 to 6. Most girls from higher classes and a significant number of boys
received home schooling due to lack of funds in the family.
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The upbringing of merchant youth, who were also considered to be
privileged, depended significantly on the financial capabilities of their parents.
Merchants of the I and II guilds tried to give better education and upbringing
to their daughters in private boarding houses, for their possible marriage to
the nobility, while the sons usually learned from their parents the intricacies
of trade. The proportion of merchant children who studied in the relevant
institutions to the total number of merchants was 1 to 20 [5, p. 180].
During this period, the education of one of the highest classes of the
Russian Empire (clergy) improved. The vast majority of sons inherited the
privileges of their parents only if they studied in seminaries and seminaries.
At the same time, most of the clergy did not have the necessary funds
to provide their daughters with appropriate upbringing and education in
boarding schools, so the overall ratio of those covered by education for their
social execution was 1 to 33.
Lower (taxable) states had even more limited opportunities to educate
their children. Thus, despite the rapid increase in the number of burghers,
only one in 90 of them studied in the institutions of the Kharkiv province.
For artisans (“guilds”), the proportion was 1 to 260. Dissenters contributed
much better to the education of their children, as indicated by the ratio of
students to the whole group, as 1 to 21.
Rural parish schools under the Department of State Property have been
operating since 1843 in the Ukrainian provinces. Children of state peasants
could study in them, as well as in parish schools. Their proportion to the
group in 1847 was 1 to 260. This does not take into account the children
of Ukrainian military settlers who could learn to read, write and count at
best from clerks and retired lower ranks who knew literacy. The education
of landlord peasants was a manifestation of the good will of the landlords.
“Nothing can be said about the education of landlord peasants, because except
for a few yard boys, none of the peasants studied literacy, and landowners do
not educate them at all because they do not benefit from it, and therefore do
not want to spend their money on it”, – the witness points out [5, p. 182–183].
Turning to the analysis of the state of education in the Kiev province in
the mid-nineteenth century note that here we have more sources and they
are better classified.
Kyiv played the role of an Orthodox spiritual center due to its ancient
history and religious buildings. Pilgrimage to holy places (Kyiv-Pechersk
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Lavra), the presence of a higher Orthodox educational institution – Kyiv
Theological Academy, created the conditions for the development of spiritual
education, which also included a seminary, county and parish theological
schools. Another feature of the Kyiv province was the large number of Jews
who had their own traditions of schooling, providing Jewish children with
knowledge of Jewish liturgical books and the basics of basic literacy. In
the mid-1840’s, the proportion of those who studied in relation to the total
population of the Kiev province was 1 to 288 [1, p. 140].
In the next 10 years, significant quantitative and qualitative changes
took place in the education of the Kiev province.
First, powerful military schools were established that competed with
the university. The cadet corps (military gymnasium) combined general
and military-special courses in the curriculum. Only representatives of the
nobility could study there. Two-year special courses were opened at all cadet
corps in 1857. Nobles with secondary and higher education, not nobles with
higher education could enter externally in special classes of cadet corps.
The military (cadet) school trained junior officers. The opportunity to study
there was open to all classes, except Jews and serfs.
Secondly, the number of children of the clergy, dissidents, burghers and
peasants increased at the university (25% of the total number of students)
and in gymnasiums. The opportunity to obtain a higher social status and
the corresponding privileges was directly related to the level and quality of
education.
Third, the regulation of Jewish education took place. Jewish schools,
as well as evangelical Lutheran schools, provided primary education to
members of certain religious and ethnic minorities in the Russian Empire.
As a rule, the school had one teacher, who also performed supervisory
functions.
Fourth, in the statistics, the category of schools at churches, estates and
under the auspices of the State Property Office, created for the education
of peasant children, appeared for the first time. Accordingly, the number
of parish rural schools decreased. Thanks to these measures, the number of
people who studied in 10 years has doubled.
Fifth, status and confessional-national inequality were complemented by
gender. The principle of gender equality was observed only in educational
institutions established by people from Protestant countries [7].
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Quantitative and qualitative indicators of public education in other
Right-Bank provinces (Podillya, Volyn) differed significantly against
the background of an underdeveloped educational system in the midnineteenth century. A number of factors contributed to this. Polish by
descent right-bank gentry, during the first third of the nineteenth century.
actively developed the Polish, aristocratic education, cherishing the hope
of maintaining its position as the ruling class in the Right Bank of the
Forest-Steppe Ukraine under the conditions of the Russian Empire. The
peasantry, the vast majority dependent, did not have the opportunity to join
education. Therefore, the number of county schools at the Department of
State Property was extremely small.
The nobility and officials of Podillya could teach their children in
gymnasiums and parish schools, while the clergy filled their estates in
educational institutions. The vast majority of young people covered by at
least some education were representatives of the Jewish community, who,
occupying only 11% in the demographic structure of the Podillya region
(168,189 people) had 1 student for 15 adults [3, p. 137].
In an attempt to somehow improve the statistics of public education in
the Volyn province, 1,064 parish schools opened in 1837 were taken into
account [4].
4. Features of the formation and development of university education
in the forest-steppe Ukraine of the first half of the XIX century
The first university in Ukraine was opened in the early nineteenth
century. in the city of Kharkiv, which as a small provincial city managed to
build a higher education institution not only faster than Kyiv, but also earlier
than the capital of the empire. Researchers, in search of an explanation for
this phenomenon, drew attention to economic factors that gradually turned
Kharkiv into a center of transit trade between Central Russia, the Don,
Crimea, the Right Bank and Western Europe, which contributed to capital
accumulation and the exchange of progressive ideas.
Historical and cultural factor was no less important. Immigrants from
Bratslav and Kyiv regions inhabited large areas of Slobidska Ukraine in the
second half of the XVII century. Brotherhoods, hospitals, and schools were
brought to Kharkiv. Public schools have undergone special development,
created by the churches. In the first half of the XVIII century a secondary
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school was established in Kharkiv, the Kharkiv Collegium, which educated
not only the children of the clergy, but also of Cossack officers, Cossacks,
and burghers. Among his teachers was a prominent Ukrainian philosopher
and educator Hryhoriy Skovoroda. His popularity and authority among all
classes of society was undeniable. The founder of the university V. Karazin
noted the Ukrainian wandering philosopher: “We had our Pythagoras,
Origen, Leibniz under the forehead and in the Ukrainian scroll” [14, p. 3].
In the history of Kharkiv University there was a feature that it arose
due to the educational and organizational activities of one person – Vasyl
Karazin. During the meeting of the Kharkiv nobility in August 1802,
V. Karazin proposed to create in Kharkov not just a classical university on
the German model, but a general higher education institution, which was to
consist not of faculties but of a number of departments: general knowledge,
medical knowledge, theologians, military knowledge, civil arts, etc. In
addition, the structure of the educational school of agriculture and craft
school were to be included in the rights of separate units. According to
V. Karazin, the university should have become a public institution in the
full sense of the word: maintained at public expense, guided by a board of
professors and representatives of the nobility, who made donations for its
creation and development. Thus, the Kharkiv nobility donated 400 thousand
rubles, Ekaterinoslav – 80 thousand, Kherson – 30 thousand, merchants and
cities – about 50 thousand rubles. Kharkiv military residents, descendants
of former Sloboda Cossacks, communities of Zakharkivska, Zalopanska
and Ivanovo settlements gave up 125 tenths of suburban lands in favor of
the university. The plans were to establish a campus, which also required
significant investment [14, p. 6–7].
Having received donations that gave Kharkiv the moral right to establish
a university, V. Karazin intensified his ties in St. Petersburg. Emperor
Alexander I allowed the establishment of a university in Kharkov and
the opening of the Kharkiv educational district in January 1803. Kharkiv
University was inaugurated on January 17, 1805, which began its work on
the basis of a fairly liberal statute.
In 1835, the new General Statute of Russian universities came into
force, which reflected the reactionary-conservative tendencies of the reign
of Nicholas I. S. Uvarov, Minister of Education, became the author of
the Russian great-power doctrine, which was later called the “Theory of
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Official Nationality”. The formula “Orthodoxy-autocracy-nation”, which
was popular later, reflected the conservative-conservative ideology directed
against the revolutionary-liberal ideas. There was a strengthening of the
trustee’s power and restrictions on university autonomy. The trustee was
obliged to control the finances of the university, use all means for the
development of the educational institution, supervise the strict performance
of all officials, pay attention to the abilities, diligence and reliability of
professors, associate professors and other university staff. Thus, the trustee
became the appointed head of the university. At the same time, the rector’s
power was strengthened, which gradually began to acquire a well-known
and traditional character for higher education. The rector was elected
by the university council for 4 years and was to ensure the development
and improvement of the educational institution. If before the board of the
university had the right to sue the rector, the rector received the right to
announce reprimands and remarks to professors and received an assistant –
vice-rector. [12, p. 366–367].
At the same time, the number of disciplines taught at the university
was increased, the position of associate professor and teacher training
at the University of Dorpat and abroad were introduced. However, the
revolutionary events of 1848 in Europe led to an even greater strengthening
of conservative tendencies in the university environment. Strict observance
of discipline and law and order was declared, the number of students who
could study at their own expense was limited. “To clean up universities”
from unreliable ones, the complexity of exams was increased trips to study
abroad were prohibited [14, p. 6–7]. The liberal reforms of Alexander II
intensified university life in the late 50’s – early 60’s of the XIX century. In
the middle of the XIX century the most popular among students of Kharkiv
University were legal sciences, then – philosophical and mathematical,
medicine and natural sciences [5, p. 184].
The first attempt to establish a university in Kiev on the initiative of
the Minister of Education of the Russian Empire P. Zavadovsky took place
in 1805. The need to organize a new educational district with its center
in Kyiv in the newly created provinces of the Right Bank of Ukraine was
determined by two reasons. First, the Vilnius educational district was too
large for effective public administration. Secondly, the establishment of
Kharkiv University became possible with the active participation of local
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nobility, merchants and townspeople. Therefore, the Minister tried to gain
the necessary support of the local nobility, merchants and burghers, after a
visit to Kiev. However, the curator of the Vilnius educational district was
appointed Polish magnate Prince A. Czartoryski, who combined this position
with the position of Comrade Minister, and later Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the Russian Empire and was a personal friend of Emperor Alexander I.
No less energetic Polish aristocrat T. Chatsky was appointed a visitor
(a person who was responsible for visiting certain facilities to confirm their
improvement) to the schools of the school district, which included all the
provinces of the Right Bank of Ukraine. Representatives of the former
Polish nobility incorporated into the Russian nobility used the support of
Russian high-ranking officials and undertook to further develop not national
but Polish education. Their goal was to preserve the dominant position of
the Polish aristocratic class on the territory of Right-Bank Ukraine. For
this A. Czartoryski contributed to the preservation of teaching in Polish in
educational institutions of the district. Also, Rector of Vilnius University
I. Stroinovsky gave full support to the Polonization of education.
T. Chatsky’s arguments against the establishment of the University of
Kyiv were as follows: it is inappropriate to open a university in Kyiv, as a
university in Kharkiv has already been opened near Kyiv. Secondly, Kyiv
is located away from the north-western edge, and is at a disadvantage for
such an institution. Third, the desire of citizens who are willing to make
charitable contributions to the development of education is to study in
Polish, which cannot be achieved in Kyiv, where civil law will be taught on
the basis of Russian rather than local (Polish) and ecclesiastical law on the
basis of law Eastern (Orthodox). In addition, the Orthodox clergy do not
have the necessary level of education [13, p. 35].
We must agree with the statement of researcher A. Bondar that the
trustee of the Vilnius educational district A. Czartoryski and the visitor
of education T. Chatsky primarily defended the interests of education of
Poles and Catholics [21], including almost all landowners, many burghers,
citizens, courtiers and there were no serfs. P. Zawadowski favored the
arguments on maintaining Polish control over educational processes on the
Right Bank, not least because the reform of education in the Russian Empire
was influenced by the Polish educational reform of the 70s of the 18 century.
Thus, the first trustee of Kharkiv University was a Polish magnate by birth
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S. Potocki. In addition, the Polish aristocracy when entering the ruling
state of the Russian Empire after the partition of Poland, their rights and
privileges were preserved.
In 1805, the gymnasium in the town of Kremenets in Volhynia was
founded by the efforts of T. Chatsky and with the support of the Polish
nobility, which became an important Polish cultural center. Since its
founding, the gymnasium has actually been a university in miniature.
Training was divided into 2 levels. The first, which lasted four years, taught
the languages and beginnings of arithmetic, geography, ethics, etc., the
second, which lasted six years, taught geometry, algebra, logic, history,
physics, chemistry, higher mathematics, law. According to the charter of the
gymnasium, students had the opportunity to listen to courses in anatomy,
physiology, surgery, agriculture, horticulture, architecture, practical
mechanics. In 1819, the Kremenets Gymnasium was renamed the Lyceum,
but there were no changes in the internal organization of the institution and
the expansion of its rights. Out of more than 600 lyceum students, only
34 belonged to the Orthodox faith [13, p. 54].
The Polish uprising of 1830–1831 led to a major turn in the educational
policy of the Russian Empire. It is known that many students and teachers of
Vilnius University were involved in the riots. A significant number of lyceum
students also supported the insurgents. Therefore, Kremenets Lyceum was
closed on August 21, 1831. His fate was divided by the University of Vilnius
in May 1832, and at the same time the Vilnius Educational District was
disbanded. All gymnasiums and county schools of the Right Bank of Ukraine
(except those located in Kyiv) were closed, which were under the influence
of the Polish aristocratic class and the Roman Catholic clergy and served as
leaders of the Polish state tradition. Minister of Education S. Uvarov informed
the tsar of the need to “to close these schools and in their place in the Volyn
and Podolsk provinces to introduce in time the teaching of Russian literacy,
Russian Catechism and arithmetic in the churches of the Greek-Russian
confession, leaving them under the supervision of parish priests: because only
then with the movement of the clergy of the Western Church” [13, p. 59].
Thus, no less severe Russification and unification of the educational
process on the scale of the empire was an alternative to the Polonization
of the Ukrainian population, which unfolded in the early 30s of the
XIX century after the final suppression of the Polish uprising.
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The Minister proposed to open a new educational district in Kyiv. At
the same time, the Chernihiv and later Poltava provinces were annexed to
the right-bank provinces that were part of the district. The decree on the
establishment of the University of Kyiv was issued on November 8, 1833.
It mentioned the transfer of the Volyn Lyceum from Kremenets to Kyiv. The
decree of December 25, 1833 clearly stated the purpose of his educational
mission – to be the leader of all-Russian education [13, p. 66]. The Charter of
the new university, which was in force until 1842, was also approved, despite
the introduction of the general charter of Russian universities in 1835.
The grand opening of the University of Kiev took place on July 15,
1834 – on the day of St. Vladimir, whose name was given to the newly
established educational institution. The first rector of the university was
a native of Poltava M. Maksymovych, the second rector – V. Tsykh from
Kharkiv region, the third O. Novitsky from Volyn. If at the beginning only
the Faculty of Philosophy worked at the university with two departments:
historical-philosophical and physical-mathematical, then during
1835-1836 the Faculty of Law was formed.
The study at the university lasted four years. A feature of the first years
of operation of the University of St. Vladimir was the rule enshrined in
its charter, to conduct an entrance exam for applicants. At the same time,
the right of admission was granted to all comers, not just high school
graduates. Although it is clear that the level of preparation of entrants after
high school and county or monastery schools differed significantly. The
empire accepted other universities solely on the basis of high school results.
Therefore, out of 75 entrants who applied to the university, only 59 passed
the exams, and three more were enrolled without exams. Thus, the first year
in 1834 enrolled 62 students, of whom 30 were Catholics and 28 Orthodox.
The number of students has quadrupled in the first four years, in line
with the gradual opening of new courses. Therefore, the total number of
students in the first years of the university was about 250, which in turn was
about 80 per faculty, or 20 per course. The initial quantitative parity between
Orthodox and Catholics in the following years was changed in favor of
Catholics. The reason was the predominance of the Polish nobility on the
Right Bank, and also depended on the class of students at the university. In
the Podillya, Volyn and Kyiv provinces in the late 30s of the XIX century
the denominational majority were Orthodox and Greek Catholics, but this
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majority was made up of clergy, peasants, and some burghers. The children
of the Uniate clergy were to be expected at the university, but according to
the instructions of the imperial authorities it was necessary to obstruct their
children when entering secular educational institutions. Uniatism within
the empire was abolished in 1839. The Orthodox clergy, for the most part,
remained rather poor, and believed that studying in Orthodox theological
institutions would provide employment as a parish priest and at least some
wealth. In addition, it was necessary to get out of the spiritual state to study
at the university, which led to the loss of hereditary privileges.
The peasantry, the bulk of which, at least on the Right Bank, remained
in serfdom, the vast majority were outside the educational process, having
neither the rights nor the necessary funds. It should be noted that the
university owned not only lands and estates, which he inherited mainly from
the Kremenets Lyceum, but also peasants1, and as a result had some income.
Nobles and children of officials remained the main contingent of
university students. Catholic students preferred the 2nd branch of the
Faculty of Philosophy, where the natural sciences predominated, while
the Orthodox mostly sought to enter the Faculty of Law, the successful
completion of which contributed to the further career of the official.
During 1837–1838, the number of law students was the majority.
The 2nd department received well-off people, descendants of rich
landowners, while the 1st department of the Faculty of Philosophy, which
was dominated by the study of philology and history – poor, mostly dissidents
by origin, who could only dream of a career as a teacher [13, p.150].
Kyiv University is becoming the cradle of the Ukrainian national
movement, despite strict measures to monitor the reliability of students and
the persecution of any manifestations of free thought – since the mid-40s of
the 19th century. Students, teachers and graduates of the University of Kiev
were the main participants in the secret Ukrainian political organization,
which was named the Cyril and Methodius Society (1845–1847).
It is unknown exactly who was the organizer of the society. Usually,
the surnames M. Kostomarov, M. Gulak and V. Bilozersky are mentioned.
The members of the society were P. Kulish, T. Shevchenko, O. Navrotsky,
G. Andruzky, I. Posyada, M. Savych, O. Markovych, D. Pilchykov.
During the people’s audit of 1851, the Volyn State Chamber announced that it had accepted
1,265 peasants from the University of Kyiv on the state balance.
1
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The main program provisions of the society were set out in the Book
of the Existence of the Ukrainian People, which should not be considered
a political program of the conspirators, but rather a romantic dream of
the ideal structure of the future Pan-Slavic Brotherhood. In particular, it
was proposed to create a federation of Christian Slavic republics in which
serfdom was abolished, privileges were established and social democratic
ideals were established; equality in the rights to the development of the
national language, culture and access to education for all Slavic peoples
was introduced. This work combines the ideas of early Christianity, social
justice, historical romanticism with the desire of young members of the
Ukrainian intelligentsia to protect the Ukrainian people from the tsarist
attack on their rights.
In March 1847 the society was defeated after the denunciation of the
student O. Petrov. All members of the organization were exiled, with the
exception of Taras Shevchenko, who was drafted into the army for his antimonarchical, pro-Ukrainian orientation.
The main practical goal of the society was to be educational activities
among Ukrainians. Panteleimon Kulish said during the interrogation of the
gendarmes of the 3rd Department that he considers the best distribution
of schools for Ukrainians and the spread of general literacy to be the
best circumstances. This intention was realized only with the beginning
of the liberal reforms of Alexander II and the possibility of establishing
Sunday public schools outside of state influence in the late 1850s – early
1860s. Panteleimon Kulish wrote and published a textbook for beginners
“Grammar” and M. Kostomarov founded a fund for the publication of
Ukrainian textbooks.
5. Conclusions
Thus, the formation of a system of educational institutions and the
organization of management of this system in the first half of the nineteenth
century in the Russian Empire testified to the complete dependence of the
educational policy of the autocracy on the will of the autocrat. In the 1930s,
the influence of the Polish aristocracy on educational processes in the
provinces of Right-Bank Ukraine was overcome and Russificationist policy
was strengthened under reactionary-conservative slogans using harsh
administrative and repressive measures of tsarism. Education becomes an
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instrument of the policy of the autocracy, aimed at protecting the existing
feudal system.
The opportunity to receive an education directly depended on the
social status and place of the person in the hierarchy. The vast majority of
Ukrainian serfs did not have the opportunity to teach their children at all,
as their education depended on the good will of the landlords and was not
regulated by the state.
In these circumstances, the Ukrainian intelligentsia affected the
interests of the oppressed people, who, despite autocratic barriers, focused
their energy on studying the history, culture, language and customs of the
people, which in turn led to the politicization of protest and the emergence
of Ukrainian national education movement.
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Abstract. The research subject is future agrarians integrated professional
training. Research methods: systematic references analysis; concept
research; modeling; pedagogical experience generalization; scientific
investigation, data analysis, discussion, students servey, diagnostic testing
methods; qualitative and quantitative analyses of research results. The
research purpose is to justify the pedagogical conditions for improving
the integrated vocational training quality of students and to formulate the
specified goals for future agrarians vocational training. It is proved that
one of the promising ways for improving the training of specialists by
approaching European standards is pedagogical integration. That is why
interdisciplinary links of an integrative nature between the four cognitive
blocks: social; mathematical; natural; disciplines related to the main
branches of agriculture (crop production, animal husbandry, agricultural
mechanization) are inserted into the content of training future agrarians. It
is proved that under these conditions social, mathematical or professionallyoriented disciplines function as system-forming factors. The pedagogical
conditions for the social, natural-mathematical and professional-oriented
disciplines integration are considered as a set of interrelated circumstances
of the pedagogical process necessary to create a complete training,
which implementation provides training of highly qualified specialists
at the lowest cost. The article describes using multimedia experience in
professional training. Multimedia learning principles are considered.
The possibilities of e-textbooks as a means of effective learning in
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traditional and innovative education systems are also analyzed. Didactic
requirements for the creation of this teaching tool are defined. Electronic
textbooks “Higher Mathematics” and “Political Science” are presented.
The introduction necesssity of educational mixed and distance forms in the
specialists’ professional training, according to the current social needs is
justified. The interaction and integrity problem of three components such
as organizational forms, didactic process and qualification of teachers is
considered. The conclusion concerning the training process optimization is
made, based on the undertaken generalization. The pedagogical conditions
analyses for improving the quality of professional training of students
allowed to formulate their main groups, such as the following: naturalmathematical, social and professionally-oriented knowledge of agricultural
profile system formation on the basis of an integrative approach; problematic
approach to structuring the content of education usage; information and
communication technologies and multimedia means usage; formation of
individual educational tendencies on the basis of educational mixed forms;
distance learning introduction; focusing on the synergetic paradigm of
education, which is closely related to the integration and systematization
processes of the content of education, its accessibility. The research enabled
to formulate the certain goals of future agrarians professional training and
,namely to master their general and special knowledge, the ability to adapt
professional knowledge to the agricultural education requirements; to ensure
continuity in the study of general and professionally-oriented disciplines of
agricultural profile; integration of natural-mathematical, social and special
agricultural knowledge and skills in professional activity; creative abilities
development of agrarians on the basis of integrative, problem and activity
approaches in educational process.
1. Introduction
Qualitative changes in social values and needs, significant changes in the
political life and economy of the country, the growth of complex research
in the scientific field, the integrative nature of production, the growth of
knowledge-intensive technologies have led to new training requirements.
The diversity and openness of the economy, the variety of management
forms are typical of the agro-industrial complex of Ukraine nowadays. This
encourages the growth of mobility, the professional activities of specialists
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creative initiative in all agricultural sector specialties, which, in turn, leads
to the introduction of innovative forms, methods and content of training
future professionals for professional activities. The specialists training in the
agro-industrial complex is currently the subject to new requirements, one of
which is the formation of such thorough knowledge that would maximize
future agrarians intellectual development, the holistic system development
of knowledge focused on the future agrarians’ skills mastering, inclinations,
preferences, social, national and professional maturity.
New approaches to training specialists that meet the above mentioned
requirements are revealed.
Scientific novelty: pedagogical conditions for improving the integrated
professional training students quality are theoretically described; the certain
goals of future agrarians professional training are formulated;, distance and
mixed forms implementation of training on the basis of certain pedagogical
conditions is demonstrated.
Study objectives:
1. Outline the problem of future agrarians professional training.
2. Analyze the main trends in the training process.
3. Formulate the certain goals of future agrarians professional training.
4. Identify the main cognitive blocks of disciplines in the process of
training.
5. Establish interdisciplinary links of an integrative nature and determine
the system-forming factor.
6. Define pedagogical conditions for the quality improvment of
integrated vocational students training.
7. Develop and implement methodological materials in the practice of
training specialists in mixed and distance forms.
Research methodology: systematic analysis of literature; research of the
conceptual apparatus; modeling; pedagogical experience generalization;
observation, data analysis, conversation, testing of students, diagnostic tests
method; qualitative and quantitative analysis of research results.
Problem formulation. At present, educators are faced with the primary
requirement to improve the quality of vocational education that would satisfy
the current needs of society and be competitive in the global labor market.
The coronavirus pandemic has led to distant training implementation.
The higher education system has entered a period of fundamental change,
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characterized by a new understanding of the educational goals and
values. New conceptual approaches are aimed at the use of new learning
technologies and continuity of education. The objective trend of higher
education institutions is to reduce the number of classroom hours and
increase the share of students’ independent work, non-formal and informal
education. The role of the teacher in the educational process is also being
transformed. The teacher’s function as the main source of information is
gradually losing its relevance, the teacher becomes the organizer, consultant,
leader and expert of independent work of students. It requires the search
for effective learning tools that would perform the following functions in
the learning process: informational, formative, systematizing, controlling,
motivating. Implementation of these tasks is impossible without the use of
informational methods and tools.
Modern information and communication technologies are increasingly
entering the educational process of higher education, becoming almost
its main system-forming component that determines the educational
development direction. Therefore, the priority of current education is the
introduction of modern information and communication technologies that
provide further improvement of the educational process, accessibility and
effectiveness of education, training future professionals for professional
activities in the information society.
Among the recommendations of the Second International Congress of
UNESCO on Technical and Vocational Education, aimed at its advanced
development, identified the introduction and active use in practice of new
information technologies in educational processes.
On the other hand, young people adapt easily to the development
of informatization. Due to informational technologies, modern youth
perceives the universe in a new way, strive for knowledge, education,
culture, creativity and work.
At the same time, these trends affect the system of higher agricultural
education in Ukraine. Research and teaching staff must be able to
competently select and apply exactly those technologies that correspond to
the content and objectives of the study of a certain discipline, taking into
account the individual characteristics of students.
With the transition to distance learning, electronic resources have created
significant competition for print media, there is a problem of interaction
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between traditional textbooks and information and communication
technologies. Thus, questions are arisen about the status of the textbook in
general, and the limits of the use of one or another form of its implementation
in the form of a printed publication or multimedia educational content.
As information technology developed, new forms of information
were presented. This was reflected in the content. In addition to texts
and illustrations, educational content included multimedia fragments.
Undoubtedly, the variety of forms of information presentation has provided
new opportunities for educational resources. At the same time, this diversity
has created problems related, for example, human perception limitations and
special skills availability in the multimedia resources usage. The solution of
these problems is hindered by the distance forms of education introduction
as one of the areas of modern higher education reform and development.
Therefore, information support for distance learning is one of the trends in
the future professionals training. At the same time, there is the question of
improving the content of traditional and developing new methods, forms
and means of teaching.
Requirements are taken / into account in the result of recent reforms in
Ukraine’s higher educational system. Researchers raise current issues of
ensuring the quality of education that would meet European requirements,
but primarily adapt the Ukrainian labor market [1; 2; 3].
2. Theoretical and methodological bases of professional training
integration of special-ists in agrarian sphere
Based on the approaches study of the specialists training content in
agricultural higher education institutions, we have identified the following
four cognitive blocks: social; mathematical; natural; disciplines related
to the main branches of agriculture (crop production, animal husbandry,
agricultural mechanization). By social and natural-mathematical training
of an agricultural specialist we mean students’ results mastering a specially
selected set of elements of social and natural-mathematical knowledge, skills,
abilities and values necessary for successful implementation. professional
activity in the field of agriculture. We interpret professionally-oriented
training as a set of disciplines that develop and supplement fundamental
courses, the content of which significantly shapes the future specialists’
readiness for their future professional activity. We have identified various
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interdisciplinary links of an integrative nature between these blocks of
disciplines. The specially fulfilled research enabled us to conclude that
under above mentioned conditions, social, mathematical or professionallyoriented disciplines serve system-forming factors. Only social disciplines
give the structural understanding, history and society development, and
mathematically operate abstract concepts that are concretized in other
disciplinery blocks. Vocationally oriented disciplines play an intermediate
role between these two blocks and vocational training and act as a crosscutting educational content component.
This gave us the possibility to formulate certain goals of future farmers’
professional training, and namely, their general and special knowledge
improve-ment, the ability to interconnect professional knowledge with
the agricultural education requirements; ensuring continuity in the study
of general and professionally oriented disciplines of agricultural profile;
integration of natural-mathematical, social and special agricultural
knowledge and skills in professional activity; development of agrarians’
creative abilities on the basis of integrative, problem and activity approaches
in educational process.
The integration of social, natural-mathematical and professionally
oriented agrarians’ training is a process of preparation and readiness to
perform professional tasks that require integrated knowledge application,
methods, apparatus of social, natural-mathematical and professionallyoriented disciplines.
After having studied and analyzed key concepts, we understand the
pedagogical conditions for the integration of social, natural-mathematical
and professional-oriented disciplines, as a set of interrelated circumstances
of the pedagogical process that are necessary to create a holistic training.
The pedagogical conditions analysis for improving the professional
training quality of students encouraged us to formulate their main groups:
– natural-mathematical, social and professionally-oriented knowledge of
agricultural profile on the basis of an integrative approach formation system;
– problematic approach use to the content of education structuring;
– use of information and communication technologies and multimedia
means;
– individual educational trends formation on the basis of educational
mixed forms;
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– distance learning introduction;
– the educational synergetic paradigm focusing, which is closely related
to the integration and systematization processes of the educational content,
its accessibility.
These pedagogical conditions are based on the following system-forming
ideas of agricultural training integration: orientation on the educational
synergetic paradigm; providing learning motivation; students` personal
development realization. The above mentioned pedagogical conditions
require detailed analyses.
3. Substantiation of pedagogical conditions of integration
of professional training of specialists
So, one of the pedagogical conditions is the system of naturalmathematical, social and professionally-oriented knowledge of agricultural
profile formation on the basis of an integrative approach.
Based on the integration term of training analysis interpretations, we
have identified its procedural and effective components. We understand
the integration effectiveness in professional training as a systematized set
of knowledge, skills, abilities, creative experience, formed on the basis of
the above mentioned blocks of disciplines, their focus on forming a future
specialist holistic picture of the world, systematic thinking , the ability
to solve professional problems comprehensively, to consider phenomena
through all existing prisms. In other words, integration is a way to combine
the necessary knowledge, skills, abilities of different disciplines, creative
activity, its importance fo future farmers formation. From the procedural
point of view, such processes involve forms, methods, teaching aids
integration, which leads to solve professional problems as a system object
with a focus on future prospects.
Since the training process is a complex nonlinear system, firstly, it is
necessary to identify and characterize the integrative system-forming
factors that will help to implement integration ideas more effectively.
The systematic approach implementation to the natural-mathematical
integration, social and special training in agricultural institutions of higher
education involves the following steps implementation: regulations analyses;
directions of economic activity of agricultural enterprises study in relation
to the training specialists purposes; elements analyses of the educational
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content, involved in integration disciplines; establishing links between the
elements of these disciplines, determining them; forms definition, methods,
their demonstration means; training integration technology development;
reveal the dependence of the installed system on external conditions; the
quality of training assessment, which has an integrated nature.
Thus, the systematic assimilation of many facts, concepts and judgments
in the study of natural and mathematical and social sciences by students is in
accordance with the logical connection and rational knowledge continuity
in professionally oriented disciplines, reflecting the training logic. Such
knowledge integration is the basis for the holistic system of professionally
significant qualities of the future specialist formation.
Using a problem-based approach to structuring learning content based
on the ideas of interdisciplinary integration.
Problems in learning are the most necessary means of developing
productive logical thinking, which can improve the quality of training for
agriculture.
Problem-based learning is often offered to ensure professional learning
motivation. This approach allows you to highlight the needs and interests
of the individual, to develop tasks that most fully reveal each student`s
potential.
In problem-based learning process, true integration takes place, because
we are not dealing with the knowledge superimposition of each other, not
with their usual increase, but with their transformation and the emergence
of psychological tumors in humans’ basis. A number of scholars derive such
a pattern of pedagogical integration levels as the relationship between the
problems of learning level and its subjects integration: the higher level of
problems of the educational process, the higher level of integration of those
who teach and those who are taught.
Thus, the natural-mathematical, social and professional-oriented
disciplines integration in the specialists’ training in agricultural institutions
of higher education due to the problematic way of learning gives new
features to the educational process, which is a significant factor in forming
professional motivation that meet all regulatory requirements for a modern
specialist.
Currently, the pedagogical process priority of higher education is the
information use and communication technologies and multimedia tools:
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the electronic learning tools introduction (textbooks, manuals, catalogs,
dictionaries, etc.), computer training programs; the knowledge rating
system assessment introduction; the knowledge assessment objectivity
increase. One way to solve this problem is to use the multimedia support
possibilities in higher education.
The modality principle. It is based on Mayer’s double coding
theory: information that is presented both verbally and visually is better
remembered [4].
The spatial communication principle. Students perceive information
better if the words and relevant pictures are presented on a page or screen
side by side, rather than separately from each other.
The temporal connection principle. If the words and the corresponding
visualization are presented synchronously, not sequentially, it contributes to
better learning.
The multimedia use in lectures allows you to create a visual series
that helps to increase the pace of the material presentation. Multimedia
allows you to use encoded information not only in the form of tables,
diagrams, charts, figures but also animations. This allows students to show
the dynamics of processes clearly that are difficult or even impossible to
demonstrate with chalk and blackboard.
Multimedia technologies proper use in the educational process
undoubtedly leads to faster understanding and new information assimilation.
An example is the electronic manuals introduction [5; 6].
According to experts [7], multimedia technologies can increase 2-3 times
the learning material rate, as they allow syncretic learning, simultaneously
involving visual and auditory perception material, actively participating in the
management of its supply, the ability to return to those sections need re-analysis.
The authors have extensive experience in the multimedia in natural
sciences and mathematics use. All of them are created according to a single
logical scheme.
The content of lectures in the form of an electronic manual and
visualization of lectures in the form of presentations in the Pauer Point
program using the mathematical package MathCad.
Practical classes methodical support, which is in the discipline card in
the university network “Socrates” and contains: tasks to solve in class and
homework, modular control individual tasks, training and testing tests.
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Modular and final test control in the Tezaurus system.
The multimedia use in lectures allows you to create a visual series that
helps to increase the material presentation pace. Multimedia allows you to use
encoded information not only in the form of tables, diagrams, charts, figures
but also animations. This allows students to show the dynamics processes
clearly that are difficult or even impossible to demonstrate with chalk and
blackboard. We widely use the MathCad system when preparing multimedia
materials. This is due to the fact that if the graphic or audio information can
be presented in the form of an array, then in the future for its processing you
can use all the possibilities for processing MathCad data arrays (Figure 1).
One of the most interesting features of MathCad is the creation of
animated sequences based on graphs. In Figure 2 the possibility of creating
such an animated graphic to the above topic is demonstrated.
The multimedia use allows you to make a vivid historical digression.
For example, mini-fragments of documentaries and videos presentation
contributes to the semantic content of the lecture. The use of hyperlinks
allows you to access the source of information directly during the lecture.

Figure 1. Data processing and visualization
on the topic “Fourier series”
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Figure 2. Creating an animated video
The lecture prepared in this way allows you to build educational
material in a logical sequence, compact the material, reduce losses during
the information perception related to the shortcomings of audio perception,
make the most of all types of student memory: visual, motor, audio. Students
can access the lecture materials at any convenient time due to the electronic
data bank contained in the discipline card.
The multimedia tools use in practical classes allows you to intensify the
learning process, deepen the study of educational material and improve its
memorization.
Involving students in the coverage of results with the involvement of
multimedia saves time to respond, gain skills in information processing,
coding it in analytical form and in the form of graphics.
In addition, computer test programs allow you to create an individual
version of the task instantly and process the results, increasing the time for
error analysis.
Thus, we define the educational functions of multimedia:
Educational activities management;
Educational information in various forms presentation;
Training activities for the formation of various skills and abilities
organization;
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Educational activities control;
Communicative situation creation;
Educational process reference and information support.
Therefore, the using multimedia experience analysis in the training
process allows us to identify the following benefits:
Flexibility. Ability to adjust the complex depending quickly on changes
in training requirements.
Parallelism. The parallel with the traditional disciplines study. The
multimedia use does not deny, but complements traditional teaching
methods.
Versatility. Simultaneous access to educational information several
sources (electronic libraries, data banks, knowledge bases).
Frugality. Educational areas effective use, technical means, concentrated
and educational information unified presentation and multy access to it.
Manufacturability. The the latest advances use in information and
telecommunications technologies in the educational space contributes to the
promotion of the individual in the global post-industrial information society.
Formation of individual educational trends on the basis of learning
mixed forms.
The development strategy of modern information technologies is
characterized by the orientation from information to knowledge. Computer
programs are knowledge carriers in the sense that they include not only
information in one form or another, but also transforming information
algorithms that ensure the didactic goals achievement. Methodological
complexes that provide flexible individualized forms of blended learning
are often used nowa-days. Profound analyses of the included information,
as well as methodically and didactically sound strategy and learning
algorithms allow you to enjoy the both full-time and distance learning
benefits.
The optimal result is achieved due to a number of advantages of blended
learning:
– focus on individual characteristics of the student;
– high-level thinking skills development according to Bloom’s
taxonomy;
– advantages realization of the teacher and the student partnership
activity;
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– decision-making using knowledge bases learning;
– personalization training support;
– productive gamification;
– mobile world of the student;
– broadband communication;
– academic integrity.
In blended learning, the personal educational environment is considered
as “a set of components of the educational system obtained from the
information and communication educational environment by adapting them
to the goals, content and planned learning outcomes, needs and abilities of
students” [8, p. 198].
Resources of blended learning contribute to the training formation
individual style, maximizing the aptitudes, abilities, interests of the
specialist in research activities. Under the described conditions, there are
opportunities to create different conditions for learning: individual-oriented
counseling, assistance in eliminating gaps in basic training, adjusting the
movement depending on age, environment, subject position tendencies.
Given the self-organization and self-regulation personal ways, it is possible
to choose the pace, forms and methods of learning, both individual and
group, both distance and classroom.
Under the described conditions, a rich active information environment
is created, in which the professional socialization goal of the specialist is
achieved.
Designing blended learning technology embodies a didactic system, the
elements of which are the following components: target, content, methods
and forms, implementation technology, testing and adjustment, analysis and
forecasting. The system corresponds to the nonlinear objects structure that
are subject to the system-forming factor – the target component (transition
to the competency personality-oriented training model).
The target component design of and the structural elements selection
is based on the study of the theoretical foundations of the problem and
reasonable psychological and pedagogical conditions for the technology
introduction.
The multilevel content component involves the invariant and variable
components allocation and the structural and logical scheme of the course
development.
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After that the scientific and methodical complex of the discipline is
formed, the development of forms and methods of educational and cognitive
activity adequate to the semantic component is carried out, implementation
technology is developed.
The didactic complex contains the discipline program, lecture notes,
video lecture course, electronic manual, methodical instructions, manual of
the basic course “Mathematics”, materials for use in the mode of electronic
board Drawchat, presentations, information resources (test tasks, discipline
card, electronic journal, repository in the Socrates system, means of control
[9; 10; 11; 12].
The described technology of blended learning involves the use of
electronic control system “Socrates”.
This methodological complex is both a self-study convenient tool
and a multimedia educational materials modern resource for teachers. It
is an element of the educational environment which includes traditional
educational resources, electronic textbooks, the human factor.
Since the didactic complex is primarily focused on the possibility of its
use in the blended learning system according to the individual program, it
expresses the didactic open subsystem. Due to this, it can be supplemented
with additional materials (specialized literature, materials for in-depth
study, reference materials). For example, at the Agronomy and Forestry
Department we used educational materials on mathematical statistics
to process data obtained in field research, reference book “Correlation
and regression analysis in Mathcad”, guidelines “Higher Mathematics:
Differential Equations, Series” [13; 14; 15].
An effective resource is a set of video lectures. In this case, the inverted
class principle is effective, according to which the new material assimilation
by students takes place at home, and the classroom work time is allocated
for consultations and problem solving.
Inverted classroom – the learning principle, according to which the new
material main assimilation by students takes place at home, and classroom
time is allocated to tasks, exercises, laboratory and practical research,
individual teacher consultations, and answers to questions from students.
The principle was proposed in 2007 to students by two science teachers,
Jonathan Bergman and Aaron Sams. They started creating short video
podcasts with lecture materials that students had to watch at home.
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Thus, the teaching aids new generation, especially video lectures, has
significantly changed the vocational education functions perception. Video
content becomes not additional, but the leading means at the educational
process stages, freeing the teacher from mechanical reproductive work,
giving him new opportunities for for content creative search, methods,
techniques, means of working with students. In the conditions of using this
type of educational content, the teacher has not only the functions to teach
students to use a specific source of information, but also such as dialogue,
the education of getting information, advice and control during various
creative tasks without which it is impossible to provide the comprehensive
personality development.
However, the video course remains one of the main tools of the
educational process, which is not opposed to the investor, but provides him
and his students with comprehensive assistance.
Whiteboard is an effective tool for the personality-oriented distance
learning implementation.
This resource allows participants in the learning process to communicate
virtually, moving to active forms (dialogue, cooperation, creative learning
activities), reproducing images in a joint document (board) that all
participants see. The teacher can work simultaneously with a group or with
individual students on different boards, making learning both individual
and differentiated.
Therefore, in our work we have preferred the free web service
Drawchat [16].
We use its opportunities for audio and video communication to discuss
seminars, consultations, joint projects in real time. The resource allows
the participant to prepare tasks in advance, save and then present in real
time for discussion and addition. The service helps to integrate the content
of educational information through: modeling in subject, graphic and
symbolic forms.
In addition, our choice is due to a number of other organizational benefits:
free; intuitive interface; registration is not required for work; to organize
joint work, it is enough to send a URL to the participants; availability of
webcam and microphone; ability to download PDF files and images; the
ability to share on social networks and send links by QR-code.
In addition, we use MeisterTask mind maps and the Zoom platform.
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For short-term simple communication in cases of situational response,
in the described model we use Viber messenger.
In addition, it is effective in the classroom for commenting on lecture
material, which strengthens the teacher’s connection with students.
In the mixed learning context of mathematical disciplines, a wide range
of opportunities arises when using a computer algebra system from the
class of computer-aided design systems Mathcad.
The use of Mathcad in future agrarians mathematical training is carried
out at three levels: the teacher’s use of mathematical system Mathcad on
classical examples demonstration, laboratory work implementation in
which students learn to use computing and visual capabilities of the system
independently, independent task setting based on problem approach. As a
result, students, using the Mathcad system, solve professional problems
that involve the knowledge integration from several disciplines and the
mathematical apparatus use [17, p. 199].
The methodological complex important component is the electronic
manual. Along with the widespread introduction into the educational
process, there are now ambiguous interpretations of the term electronic
manual. Consider some of them.
Electronic manual – a computer, pedagogical software designed
primarily to present new information, which complements the printed
publications, which is used for individual and individualized learning and
allows for control and corrective diagnosis of the student.
An electronic textbook is an educational electronic publication with a
systematic presentation of the discipline (its section, part), in which textual,
audio, graphic and other information is evenly and interconnected with the
help of appropriate software, which ensures the didactic cycle of learning
continuity and completeness serves for group or individual training,
corresponds to the curriculum and is intended for use in the educational
process.
We are inclined to believe that the e-textbook is a new type of textbook
that contains a complete and systematic presentation of the content of the
course or part of it. The materials of the manual are arranged so that at
any time you can go back or go to study additional material. The course
can be studied in a computer class or at home. For each course there is
an opportunity to assess their knowledge. The manual is convenient for
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distance learning. An electronic textbook, as a new type of learning tool,
can be an open or partially open system, ie a system that allows you to make
changes to the content and structure of the manual.
The development of an electronic textbook is one of the leading areas of
activity of higher education institutions mastering distance learning is the
main in distance education means of learning, containing elements of any
didactic system.
The main characteristics of the electronic manual are:
– multilevel and, as a result, taking into account the students individual
characteristics;
– brightness, color, imagery, clarity, educational information accessibility
in comparison with traditional one;
– the ability to demonstrate objects, phenomena, experiments that are
not available under normal conditions;
– interdisciplinary links consolidation, rapid review of the previous
material;
– easier navigation and search for material;
– a large number of training exercises. Knowledge acquisition rapid
diagnosis;
– instant introduction of necessary changes and adjustments to the
electronic manual, which saves costs that would be required to republish
huge circulations of paper books;
– accessibility, thanks to the electronic manuals online presentation.
Thus, in contrast to the traditional electronic textbook should not only
broadcast scientific facts, but above all, teach readers ways to master
knowledge, their replenishment and improvement, contain the basic
methodological principles of the discipline. The electronic textbook
should be an intellectual self-teacher, to provide not only informational,
but also motivational and cognitive functions of learning. Students must
find guidelines for self-realization of their own learning opportunities and
independent learning.
At the same time, the progress achieved in recent years in the introduction
of electronic textbooks in the educational process requires a deep scientific
substantiation of didactic and methodological bases of their use, defining the
conceptual foundations of electronic textbooks, comprehensive solutions to
the theory, methodology and technology.
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Experience shows that electronic textbooks can be successfully used in
the disciplines teaching of related to completely different knowledge fields.
We propose to consider the creation and use features, developed by the
authors, electronic textbooks in the disciplines of “Higher Mathematics”
and “Political Science”, adapted for students of agricultural institutions of
higher education.
The main stages of the electronic manual development:
1. Choice of sources.
2. Development of concepts lists content.
3. Transformation of texts in the module by sections.
4. Hypertext implementation in electronic form.
5. Development of computer support.
6. Selection of material for multimedia embodiment.
7. Visualization material preparation.
8. Material visualization.
The creation of the manual “Higher Mathematics” was carried out for the
needs of didactic specialists training on the basis of modular and integrated
technologies with their information support. The authors conducted a
thorough comparative analysis of curricula in “Higher Mathematics” and
professionally-oriented disciplines, which allowed them to find optimal
ways to transform theoretical positions into practice. Practically every
theoretical calculation that has an abstract character is accompanied by its
practical interpretation.
The high scientific level introduction substantiates the need to study
the discipline, its relevance and feasibility in the training system. The
authors adhere to the correspondence of special concepts introduced into
the course of mathematics, their scientific content and internal logic of
mathematics. The sufficiency of the mathematical base for the consideration
of professionally-oriented models is traced.
The manual is a means of forming a holistic picture of professional
activity, through the use of an integrative approach to its content formation.
Its peculiarity was to take into account the professionally-oriented
disciplines requirements. This is due to the large interdisciplinary function
of mathematics, including in agriculture. A number of its concepts have
mechanical, biological, chemical, ecological, economic meaning (derivative,
integral). At the same time, the manual contains many professional terms
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and concepts formulated in the language of mathematics. The content of
the manual is based on the fundamental principle of building mathematical
models of the studied phenomena. One of his tasks is to demonstrate that
the use of mathematical modeling allows a deeper, more comprehensive,
more complete study of related disciplines. The manual will allow the future
specialist to compare the real situations that surround him in the world with
the mathematical apparatus that is offered to him in higher education.
The manual contains separate sections, which are devoted to the
basics of work in the latest version of the mathematical software package
Mathcad-14, tasks for independent work, modular control tasks, test tasks.
The manual is a rational, effective didactic tool in forming a holistic
knowledge system and future professional skills, will promote the formation
of generalized and systematized professional knowledge and skills, creative
skills, increases learning motivation, is an effective tool in eliminating
shortcomings in the educational process, inconsistencies in the content and
chronology academic disciplines study.
The textbook “Higher Mathematics” presents theoretical material and
examples of solving typical problems in the section of differential calculus
of a function of one variable of the course. Each topic is accompanied by
data visualization and task examples in the latest version of the mathematical
software package Mathcad-14.
Thus, the created manual in the logic of variable and personalityoriented education provides a solution to the problems associated with
the new requirements for the education system that is the training process
qualitative improvement basis.
Studying the course “Political Science” involves mastering a certain
knowledge level about the political life essence, political relations and
processes. The result is the students ability to navigate in the main political
schools, concepts, international political life processes, geopolitical
situation, place, role and status of Ukraine in the modern political world.
The manual purpose is to give students an idea of political life, political
society sphere, its development patterns, as well as the knowledge system about
modern political institutions, rights and freedoms in a democratic society, types
and forms of political processes, content and ways of political culture forming.
The aim of the manual is to promote the formation of students’ necessary
skills and abilities to apply the modern political thinking principles to
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analyze and find answers to political questions and problems facing society,
and in the future to take an active part in solving modern problems of
Ukrainian society progress.
The textbook “Political Science” outlines the main problems of political
science at the level of their modern vision and existing political science
concepts.
The publication is designed in the form of separate lectures containing
theoretical material, control questions, a list of recommended reading.
Each topic is accompanied by tasks for independent preparation: problem
questions and tasks, topics of abstracts, test questions.
The content of the manual is based on a competency-based approach to
training and is a means of active teaching methods
Summing up, we note that the electronic manual is an integral part of
full-time training:
– allows you to bring to lectures and practical classes part of the material
that requires visualization;
– allows independent processing of that part of the material that was
outside the classroom;
– allows you to optimize the ratio of the number and content of examples
and tasks that are considered in the audience and assigned to self-study;
– allows you to individualize work with students, especially the part
related to homework and tests.
According to the analysis, most students in the early stages of study are
well aware of the need to use information technology in their professional
activities. The cognition effect is enhanced if the educational tasks are
related to the practical activities of the future specialist or are of interest in
his current educational activities.
Introduction of distance learning.
Distance learning is one of the promising learning technologies that
plays a significant role in the modernization of education.
It is undeniable that the “generation of Google” has been involved in
innovative technologies since childhood and has modern approaches to
information, it has no experience of pre-network experience. Today, the
Internet is the most popular source of information among others. Thus,
according to a report by the non-profit organization Online Computer
Library Center, about 83% of students begin to collect any information
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from the search engine and only 2% pay attention to library sites or real
book collections [18].
But young people are not only the future, but also the present. Thus,
information technology is an integral part of its formation. This is due to
the nature of the cognitive process as a reflection of human objective reality.
Therefore, it is necessary to give preference to education that would provide
for the worldview peculiarities of modern youth. And the task of educators
at the present stage, moving to the “territory of youth”, to make the learning
process thoughtful, rational, comfortable, in which the student will feel
their success and intellectual ability.
Today, information technology penetrates to the depths of any
professional activity, influences the style, content and methods of work,
enriches it, expanding the scope. Therefore, the widespread use of new
information technologies in all spheres of public life requires from the future
specialist knowledge sufficient for the confident use of such technologies in
their own professional activities.
But, despite the fact that a significant number of educational institutions
have access to computer networks, established stereotypes often inhibit
innovative development, make it impossible to perceive and implement
new ideas, new techniques and technologies. One of the reasons is that
such training requires universal training of teachers who have modern
pedagogical and information technologies, psychologically ready to work
with students in a new educational and network environment.
Therefore, the requirements of the information society for the preparation
of graduates of higher education institutions for the use of modern
information and communication technologies are in conflict with the lack
of the necessary educational and methodological support for such training;
the level of scientific achievements of computer science, psychological and
pedagogical sciences contradicts their reflection in the content, methods,
forms and means of teaching.
One of the areas of reform and development of modern higher
education, which requires full information support, is distance learning,
which is becoming increasingly popular in the world. This is one of
the promising learning technologies that plays a significant role in
the modernization of education. Scientists argue that the personal and
telecommunication nature of learning – the main features of distance
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learning (V.Y. Bykov, V.M. Kukharenko, V.A. Trainev, E.S. Polat,
P.V. Stefanenko, A.V. Khutorskaya etc.). We adhere to the study of the
definition of distance learning V.Y. Bykov as ensuring the provision
of educational services at a distance with the help of new computer and
communication technologies, universal, synthetic, integrated, humanistic
form of education. Thus, the main purpose of distance learning is to provide
equal educational opportunities to the population in all parts of the country
through information and telecommunications.
Forms of organizing distance learning activities are diverse – from
Internet conferences and webcasts of lectures to educational web forums
and the like.
Today, the world’s leading universities have successfully conquered the
distance education market. D. Fischer pointed out several reasons for the
rapid development of distance education: “1) The modern market forces us
to engage in distance education, otherwise we lose – our students will go
to other educational institutions. 2) The future of higher education – In the
distance sector, so we need to be there in order not to fall out of the struggle.
3) We must use the intellectual property of university education wisely, as
it is done in the case of patents. 4) We do it simply because we have the
resources and new niches in the educational market” [19].
Many scholars define a training course as a distance course in which 80%
of the training material is based on the use of on-line technologies. Currently,
the world disciplines are taught in the following formats: traditional teaching,
courses with network support, hybrid or mixed course, on-line course.
Distance learning can take place within all types of didactic system.
Researchers argue that the personal and telecommunications nature of
learning are the main features of distance learning. We adhere to the study
of the distance learning definition as the provision of educational services at
a distance with the help of new computer and communication technologies,
universal, synthetic, integrated, humanistic form of learning.
Forms of organizing distance learning activities are diverse – from
online conferences and webcasts of lectures to educational web forums and
the like.
Note that the subject taught remotely has certain didactic features. This
is a clear structure, which includes a methodological section, a substantive
section, diagnostic and correctional blocks.
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We have defined the principles of content selection in the distance
learning context of the focus of the content on future professional activities;
ensuring the educational tasks differentiation; the choice of ways to manage
the educational and cognitive activities of students; interactivity; ensuring
clarity and adequacy of educational material; feedback; structure, dynamism
and variety access to educational material.
The practical implementation of these courses around the world
has shown that the distance learning technologies usage requires a clear
system of the discipline didactic development, structuring the curriculum,
developing an interaction scheme between teacher and student, information
and software support.
The subject, which is taught remotely, has certain didactic features. This
is a clear structure, which includes a methodological section, a substantive
section, diagnostic and correctional blocks.
The methodical block aims to give detailed instructions, teach students
to work competently with a large flow of information obtained at a distance
(collect facts, analyze, hypothesize, make generalizations, find alternative
solutions, establish patterns, draw conclusions).
The content block is the didactic equivalent of the relevant science. We
have defined the principles of content selection in the context of distance
learning: the focus of the content on future professional activities; ensuring
the differentiation of educational tasks; the choice of ways to manage the
educational and cognitive activities of students; interactivity; ensuring
clarity and adequacy of educational material; feedback; modularity and
structure, dynamism and diversity of access to educational material.
But the peculiarity of distance education is, first of all, forms of learning.
Recently, the material presentation in the form of video lectures (webinars) has
become popular. Webinar (from webinar – web-based seminar), translated as
“seminar organized on the basis of web technologies”. Webinar – interactive
technology. Webinar students not only listen to and “see” the teacher and
demonstration materials, but can also ask him questions orally or in writing
directly in the chat during the lesson. The speaker also “sees” all participants
and can ask questions to all at once or to individuals. Webinars (depending on
the provider) may have an anonymity feature. The remote form of presentation
of the material has a number of special requirements. The practice of
conducting such classes by us allowed us to develop the main ones:
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Presentation materials should be informative, but not oversaturated with
information. The font should not be too small, the colors should be high
contrast.
Excessive staff changes are not recommended.
If students need to explain a complex formula or material to understand
what is needed to be focused and be as attentive as possible, it makes no
sense to include multimedia elements in this slide of the presentation.
The attention of listeners when presenting information in this format is
easily distracted. Therefore, it is necessary to change the tone of the lecture,
ask questions, change the information type.
The lecturer should actively comment on the presentation material.
In turn, the multimedia technologies competent use in the educational
process, undoubtedly leads to a faster understanding and of new information
assimilation.
In figure 3 an element of the relevant working document is presented. You
need to take into account the fact that on the computer screen this picture is
moving, the viewer can instantly change the parameters, scale and view angle.
In traditional teaching, this is difficult to do without technical equipment.
Outside of the lecture, as a rule, the main content of the discipline is
transmitted through an electronic manual [5; 6], which contains theoretical
information equipped with hyperlinks and vivid multimedia illustrations
(graphics, audio and video), interactive learning models, practical tasks
bank, computer laboratory work, on-line laboratory, training and testing
unit, integrated with the tasks database, focused not only on working on a
local computer but also on local networks and the Internet, etc.
In addition, distance learning provides the opportunity to solve problems,
take tests, communicate with a virtual teacher, get advice on the Internet or,
as mentioned above, communicate directly with the virtual audience on-line
chatting during the webinar.
Diagnostic and correctional unit is characterized by the mechanisms
presence for diagnosing the students’ knowledge quality, followed by their
correction. In this component, the control over the students educational
activities (in terms of distance learning) is complemented by the input and
output parameters study. This block provides for strict and regular reporting,
which makes it impossible to help others. The criteria of this component are
self-assessment of one’s own abilities, ability to self-improvement taking
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Figure 3. Visualizations on the topic: “Surfaces of rotation”
into account individual characteristics. The Ukrainian students mentality
and the normative unresolved issues of organization and knowledge
assessment do not yet allow to distance this unit completely.
Therefore, the teacher can use distance learning courses or their
components for:
– demonstrations and illustrations of texts, formulas, unobserved
phenomena;
– solving experimental problems using animation experiments;
– conducting practical and laboratory work;
– control over the level of students’ knowledge according to the methods
of differentiated learning;
– current control of knowledge using modern technologies distance
learning;
– computer experiment self-creation.
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The main tasks of forming the qualification of teachers for distance learning
include: computer technologies adaptation for distance learning; optimal
theoretical material selection; the most effective forms selection, teaching
methods and techniques that create the necessary conditions for information
independent processing; isolation and introduction into the educational process
of pedagogical conditions that contribute to the knowledge acquisition quality.
Summarizing the above, we conclude that the pedagogically justified
introduction of distance learning has a number of advantages:
– time and money significant savings. Process learning will not be
hindered by time factors and geographical location;
– interactivity high degree. Students are actively involved in the learning
process, can ask questions, clarifying unclear points;
– methodical materials are constantly available, webinars are recorded.
This allows students to develop an individual learning regime.
– strengthening the clarity and learning intensity;
– the content of the discipline instant updating;
– supplementing the content with unobserved processes and phenomena
that require figurative perception;
– along with demonstration and laboratory devices and tools, use of
high-quality demonstration models created on the basis of information and
communication technologies of training;
– exemption from routine calculations and repetitive algorithms;
– accessibility of training for people with physical disabilities that make
face-to-face learning impossible.
However, today there are a number of disadvantages:
– psychological unpreparedness and insufficient computer literacy of
some students and teachers;
– conscious motivation lack, self-discipline, the self-education need in
some students;
– weakening or lack of psycho-emotional contact of the teacher with the
audience;
– the quality technical equipment need;
– constant control lack.
Thus, the distance forms introduction in the educational process, first of
all, involves the interaction and integrity of three components: organizational
forms, didactic process and teacher qualifications.
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Given the above, distance learning can be said as a pedagogical
technology that is based on the independent learning principle and aims
at the individual creative development. A prerequisite for its effective
use is high-quality information content that provides support for the
learning process. Today, the educational environment of the education
system of Ukraine is designed to fill the created channels with such
information and provide qualitatively new conditions for the entire
education system.
Focus on the synergetic paradigm of education, which is closely related
to the integration and systematization processes of the educational content,
its openness.
The synergetic approach makes it possible to consider any selforganizing process in the transition from chaos to order due to the internal
factors of self-organization and self-government. Synergetics scientifically
proves that in complex systems of any nature and any level of order,
which is in an unbalanced state, weak control signals at the “input” can
involuntarily increase at the “output”, leading to radical changes in the
system organization.
In synergetics, mainly open systems are considered. Their essential
feature is that they can be managed by changing external factors. When
these essential factors are kept constant, they can be taken into account in
the equations by setting the appropriate parameters constant. For example,
the rate of growth of students’ knowledge is regulated externally on the
basis of the relevant factors influence (content, forms, teaching methods,
etc.). The evolution of synergetic systems is due to reasons that cannot
be predicted with absolute accuracy. They can be partially determined by
taking into account fluctuations (random deviations of the values of certain
quantities from their average values). In didactic systems, fluctuations are
especially important because they reflect a variety of subjective factors that
“hinder” the formation of clear didactic theories and principles: individual
characteristics of students, specific learning conditions, social conditions
and more.
On this basis, there are three essential features of synergetic processes:
correlation, self-organization, opposites oscillation (chaos – order,
integration – differentiation, etc.).
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4. Conclusions
Thus, the combination of integration ideas, information technologies
introduction, distance education, synergy allows to consider the issue of
training at a qualitatively new level. The most important, in our opinion,
in the conditions we are considering, is the approach to training future
professionals as an open system.
The priority steps in these pedagogical conditions implementation
include: optimal theoretical material selection; the most effective forms
selection, learning methods and techniques that create the necessary
conditions for independent information processing, multimedia tools
adaptation and computer technologies for distance learning.
Peculiarities of integrative training of specialists in an agricultural
institution of higher education, due to the specifics of objects and methods
of solving specific problems in the agricultural sector. These pedagogical
conditions are an effective means of eliminating existing contradictions in
the training farmers system, in particular, their compliance is a necessary
condition for training that meets modern needs of practice.
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